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REVISION OF MICROCION1DAE (PORIFERA: POECILOSCLER1DA:
OEMOSPONGIAE), WITH DESCRIPTION OF AUSTRALIAN SPECIES.
JOHN

N.A.

HOOPER

Hooper, J.N. A. 1996 07 01: Revision of Microcionidae (Porifera: Poecilosclerida:
Demosfwini^iac), with description of Australian species. Memoirs of (he Queensland Museum
40: -626. Brisbane ISSN 0079-8835.
1

A

phylogenctic revision of the poccilosclcrid Microcionidae is based on type material, the
literature, and comprehensive Australian collections. Of 73 available generic
names 7 genera and 7 subgenera are recognised here. Of 561 available species names 455
are considered valid ( 1 virtually unrecognisable), including 52 new species. The Australian
fauna, including Australian Antarctic Territory, contains 1 4S species (31 new), many newrecords, most are new combinations, and many illustrated for the first time. A synonymy of
world species is provided. Valid taxa include: Clalhria (with 7 subgenera:
(Clathria) (wkh
31 Ausiralian species, S2 other species worldwide, with new species rmtrphyi, noarlungae,biclathrata borealis, burioni, sarai. sarospinifera). C. ( Wilsonella) (6, 8, abrofhosensis,
ensiat, lindgrem spp. nov.), C. (Mtcrociona) (5, 91. UUnvorme. Itzardensis. sinwt,
hnmdstedi. campecheue. ciaudei, hentscheli, leighensis, stephensac, tunisiae, urizae,
lurrlfiiirt spp. nov.),
{Dendnnia) (7 species endemic to Australia), C. (Axot lella) (6. 6,
patula .fromonfae. georgiaensis spp. nov.), C. (hociella) (4, 1 selavhia* skia spp. nov.), and
C (Thalysias) (36, 53, aphylla, craspedia^ darwinensi^ fusrerna. hathnanni, hesperia,
temalolae. phorbasiformis, sryloprothesis, fingens, wcsselensis, amiranteiensts, herh/eh
spp. nov.); Ant ho (with 3 subgenera: A. (Antho) (12, 10), A. (Plocamia) (2, 17) and A,
ilsopentctya) (3.1. punuea, saintvincenti spp. nov.); Echinoiiathria (14, 15. bergquistQe,
levii, notialis, parkeri. riddlei spp. nov.); Holopsamma (9 species endemic to Australia,
indeterminate species); Echinochulina (with 2 subgenera: E iFjiiinochalina) (10, 2, felhi
sp. nov,), £ (Protttphlifo spongio) (8 species endemic to Australia and New Caledonia,
callata, favulosa, isitaci, tuberosa spp. nov.)); Artemisimi (4, 10); and Pandoras (incertae
sedis) (0, 2"), Generic keys are provided. Morphometric characters of primary importance
include the origin, geometry and distribution of structural meg3scleres within the skeleton,
modification of megasclercs to monactinal or diactinal forms, the presence or absence of a
specialised ectosomal skeleton, presence of detritus incorporated into spongin fibres, and
overall skeletal structure (including compression of the axial skeleton and differentiation of
axial and extra-axial regions). Brief zoogeographical comparisons are made between con
tinental Australian and adjacent Indo-west Pacific faunas. Australian species comprise about
32% of the world's microcionid diversity; about 75% of species arc endemic for the
Australian region, and temperate species (81 %.) have higher levels nf endemism than tropical
\pccies{59%).£}Porifera,Demospongiae, Poadosiierido,
icrocionidae .family revision
nety species, Taxonomy, biogeography, Australia,

worldwide
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INTRODUCTION

Within the IndtvAustralian region microaonids
some species
being, dominant components of the shallow water
macmbcmhoS- p rcvious works dcscribing thi ,
..
vT
,.
A
,a " na <™d other literature conta.nmg cxtra-l.rr,,rccords ° Australian spec.es) ,nc ude:
< al
arc particularly abundant, with

....

...
-, ,
c
M.crociomdae ,s one of the largest families o
Dcmosponeiae, comprising about 8% of all
described (IxtaM) Porifera species (Hooper &
Levt. 1993ft). The family has contained al one
time or another about 70 genera and 550 species.
although fewer than these arc now recognised as
valid. The family has a worldwide distribution
and it is found from the intertidal zone to depths
exceeding 2000m. It is clearly one of the more
important, ecologically successful groups of

Porifera.

..

,

Lamarck

(

1

814, 1815, 1816)

Gray 1858, 1867,
(

,869 1870 >- Bowerbank (1864, 1875, 1877), Barnard (1879), Kent (1 87 1), Ridley 1884a), Ridley
-

(

& Dendy (1886,

1887), Lendenfeld (1888. 1889a),

Kieschnick (1896. 1900). Thielc (1898, 1899,
900, 1903), KirkpatricM 1900a, b), Whitelegge.
(1901, 1902). Hcntschcl (1909, 1911, 1912),
1
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Kallmann (1912, I9l4a-e, |yi6a-c. 1920).
897b,
Dendy & Frederick (1924), Tcpsent
1

1

&

1930/1932, 1933). Burton (I934 a ), Bergquist
Tizard (1967). KeJIy-Borges &. Bergquist (198B),
Froinont (1988). Wiedenmayer
Bergquist
Hooper (1990b). Hooper et al. (1991,

&

a 9m
1992),

Hooper

&

Levi 0993a. 1994).

A

brief

synopsis of the fauna is given by Hooper &
Wiedenmayer (1994). although some of the
nomenclature and synonymies contained in that
earlier work are revised here
Prior to the present study

more than 200 species

of Mierocionidac had been described in the
Australian fauna (including its territorial waters
but many of these were found to be either composite (consisting of several sibling species;', or
synonyms of other species. This study 1)
describes 14* species (31 new), many newlocality records for Australia and new taxonomic
combinations. 2) provide* an annotated
synonymy for 3 II other species worldwide (including 21 new species); 3) revises the morphometry* characters used for classification and
population variability for particular species; and
4-) determines levels of endemism amongst
i,

provincial faunas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

COLLECTION AND HISTOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES

Material examined in this study was

predominantly collected using SCUBA (0-40m
depth) or dredging anil uawls (3O»360m depth).
Seasonal sampling for reproductive periodicity
a .is conducted over Iwn years in the Darwin and
Cobourg Peninsula regions, NT. Immediately
a Her collection specimens were either fixed in
80-100% methylated cthanol or frozen (which 10
some extent fixes the pigments), and later
preserved in 70% alcohol. Reproductive products
were searched for in fresh or frozen tissue.

necessity for dehydration through an alcohol
Some microtome sections cut at 30-35m

series.

were made for each species. Fragments were
passed through a dehydration series, cleared in
toluene or Histosol, and wax embedded for at
least 2 hours. Sections were cut from trimmed
wax blocks (cutting from the centre of the block
to the exterior so as to include both the outer
surface and inner skeleton relatively intact),
placed in clearing agent for an adequate period tu
dissolve wax and/or de waxing on a hot plate, then
soaked in etbanol until perfectly clear, floated
onto albumen-coated slides, orientated and flattened, stained with basic fuccsin and mounted.
Fragments of dry specimens (e.g.. type material)
were reconstituted in 5% buffered formalin for
hours, which produced rehydration of the
mesohyl and enabled cleaner histological sec1

tions to

be made.

MoRPHOMhTKrc

Analyses. Spicules were

measured with a slage micrometer, either directly
through a microscope or computer digitiscr.
Twenty five spicules, of each spicule category', in
all specimens were measured. Acanthostyle
width measurements were taken immediately
below the base. Toxa lengths refer to choixl
length; isocheiac are measured from apex of alae;
width measurements of other spicules fefc

maximum

width.

Spicule dimensions were sorted and statistically compared for various parameters (e.g., Season,
locality, depth)* including one* and two-way
ANOVs with replication, two-way
with
unequal replication, means differentiated using
two-tailed t tests. Line-drawings were made using
a calibrated camera lucida, and microphoiographs

ANOV

were taken with an Olympus microphoto system.
Taxonomic keys were constructed using ordered
multistats disordered multistats roorphometnc
and binary character utilising the DELTA sys
tem(Da)lwitz& Paine, 1986),

Nitric acid spicule preparations, thick-sections

and thin-seciion mounts iveft iruimely made as
follows. Fragments of each sponge, including
ectosomal and choanosomal regions, were heated
directly on a glass microscope slide in several
drops in nitric acid (the solution was evaporated
nither than boiled, using low heat), and mounted
in Canada balsam once completely dry, and
coujed. Thick, hand-cut sections were made perpendicular to the surface, soaked in a saturated
solution of phenol and xylene (for approximately
hours), and mourned in Durcupan (ACM
FlukaPnidu<'i\)usrnggbvsslivcrxv>r<:arthoiaise
the GOVertlip level Phemd- xylene precluded the

24

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY. Secwere prepared as follows:
Cut at 1- .5mm thick, ensuring that both ihe
cctosomc and choanosomc were represented.
2) Placed in a cavity block and covered with
several drops of sodium hypochlorite to etch the
mesohyl matrix from the skeleton. The etching
process was monitored through a dissecting
microscope in order to prevcnl the skeleton falling apart. Delicate structures (plumose,
hahchundroid. hymede-smoid skeletons) only required a few seconds treatment with bleach;
tions
1

1

robust skeletons (reticulate, fibrous^ articulated
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skeletons) required several minutes: bul generally 30 seconds was adequate.
3) Bleach

was

pipetted off at the appropriate
ethanol immediately added. Sections were left to stand for several minutes to

lime and

70%

ensure bleach was completely neutralised.
4) Steps 2-3 were repeated, without removing
section from cavity block Substituting concentrated hydrogen peroxide in place of sodium
hypochlorite, finally rinsing in etham.il The
hydrogen peroxide slep was omitted foi very
delicate sections.

5) Sections were placed on clean microscope
and let dry completely.

slides

SEM

stubs using
6) Sections mounted on
double-sided tape, copper dag. or 'Supa Glue*

(Supa Glue, Selleys Chemical Company.
Padstow). An alternative method used to fix
samples to stubs was to cover stub with
'Aquadhere' wood glue (Aquadhere. Scllevs
Chemical Company, Padstow), let dry completely (usually Severe! days),

then prior to use ex-

6)

These steps were repeated

if

any

coll

remained.
7] Spicules were resuspended firstly in
demineralised water, 70% ethanol, then two
series of 100% ethanol solutions, oentrifuging
and decanting the supernatant between each
change of solution, finally ending with suspended
spicules in a solution of absolute ethanol.

SEM

8) A micro-cover glass was adhered to an
stub using double-sided lap or copper dag.several

drops of suspended spicules placed onto the cove r
glass, the alcohol-spicule solution ignited and
spread across the glass with a glass rod or forceps
until all ethanol was vaporised. Spicules bond to
glass relatively firmly, bul excess spicules could
be blown off glass using compressed air, or
spread out over the glass by adding further
ethanol and igniting. The distribution of spicules
on the cover glass was monitored under compound or dissecting microscope (magnification
depending on spicule size K More drops of spicule
solution

added and

this slep

repeated if too few

posed dry glue to vigorous steam (which softened
the set glue), and placed the section on top of the

spicules were present, ensuring not to overcrowd
field of view lor
photographic purposes.

way but was bonded

method was used to produce
perfectly smooth background, US trig an
*
Aquadhere* glue -coated stub, dried for se
days then softened with steam, and sfpici
placed directly onto soft glue tin this case ethanol

stub

(it

would sink

in a short

reasonably well to the stub, and had the advantage
of producing a perfectly smooth background).
7) The stub was sputter-coated well to ensure
thai all fibres were well coated to reduce
'charging'. In some cases uncoated sections
could be viewed successfully under low ac-

SEM

9)

An

alternative

a

was no* burnt bul evaporated). Single spicules
would sink into glue too far if it was loo soft (i.e.,

celerator voltage, but better results were generally obtained on coated specimens at higher voltage.

left in

Typical viewing conditions used were 25k V, at
close working distance lo provide best depth of
field and focus, and at low magnifications.

briefly

steam too long).

were sputter coaled
and viewed id 25kV, minimum working
distance and smallest apperture for best resolu
10) Spicule coated >tubs

lion.

Spicule were prepared as follows:
1)

Thinly cut sections including both

cctosmc

and choanosome were placed in a durham tube
(micro-test lube), to which drops of concentrated
ftilric ftcld

arc added, using drop-hy-drop addition

so as to control the oxidation reaction and production of by-product oxides.

Upon completion of acid

digestion the durtube was half filled with acid and gently
heated over an alcohol lame, ensuring thai onlv
small bubbles form (low heat, no boiling), for 1-2
minuics.
3) Solution was let stand lo cool, then
?)

ham

I

ccntrifuged (approximately 40O0rpm for 30
seconds).
4) Nitric acid was pipetted off leaving a spicule
at the bottom of the tube, undisturbed.

mass

5) Spicules were resuspended in fresh nitric
acid Hid gcitify stirred using clean, fine, gla^s rod
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DEFINITION OF CHARACTERS

other characters. In other cases (e.g., Axinellida)
that evidence has merely highlighted inadequacies in systematica based solely on skeletal

morphology (Simpson, 1968a; Bergquist

&

Hariman. 1969; Bergquist, 1980a; Vacelet. 1985;
1992).

(Raspailia

puuiatifidar,

Hooper, 1991; Fig. 2b) also occurred in C
{Axociella) (Figs 7G, 119A). It ts also probable
that skeletal structure is influenced tosomc extent
by environmental conditions, and there is & -n»;
evidence to xuggesi that flexible, compressed
axial skeletons are produced in response io high
energy environments (e.g., PalUtttbi. 1984),
Similarly, skeletal characters such as chose found
in encrusting species have obviously evolved in-

showed that species which were similar in spicule
geometry had different skeletal architectures
(Hooper."

<H
Architectural types amongst the Mkrocicmuhie
include: Lhymcdesnnml (with thin layer of ba.^il
I

.p-i'igin lying on the substrate containing erect
megasdere; IRg. 7H); 2 microcionid (with a
compressed basal spongin, producing ascending
fibre nodes and plumose spicule columns) (Fig.
t

100F); 3. renieruid reticulate (consisting or a

reticulation of uni- or

rectangular

paucispicular tracts fully enclosed within spongin
fibres or

cemented

at their

nodes by loose col-

lagen) (Fig. 7C); 4. isotropic reticulation (a disorientated, random uni-, pauci- or multispicular
reticulation in creel or massive forms, in which

no distinction between primary or seCOri
figured; seen only in nominal

there

is

dary

tracts (not

genus Qasimellu),

5,

isodictyal reticulation

(reticulation with triangular

'POSITION OF THE
SKELETON.
All
micrucionids arc siliceous with discrete, free
Spicules* So far no desma-bcaring species orhypcrcalcificd 'relict' species arc known. Many
species undergo secondary acquisition, loss or
reduction Of spicule mineralisation, particularly

displaced hy arenaceous particles

many Raspailiidae

in many (otherwise unrelated) tax*
Review of microcionid skriciji siiuclurcs

and division of the skeleton remains the most
important character for classification of
Dcmospongiae. Recent attempts at higher systematics of Detno\pongiac based on non-skeletal
characters leg., Simpson, 1968a; Bergquist &
Mailman, 1969: Bcrgquist, 1980a; Lee &
Gilchrist 19S.S; Hooper ct at., 1992) have had
only limited success because in many instances
they axe unable to corroborate all skeletal and
iion-skeletal evidence into a single systemaiKs.
In some cases amongst Demo.spongiae (e.g.,
Verongida), non-skeletal evidence has heen
decisive and to some extern well correlated with

when

skeletal architecture is not
necessarily a reliabLe indicator of relationships.
Hooper (1991, herein) noted that the so-called
typical, compressed, axinellid-like skeleton of

dependent]]

MINER ALSKELETON. The form, composition

Hooper ctal.,

when used alone

(e.g.,

C

N&lopsomrno),
IWftswella) is partly defined
by this feature, with various degrees, of
arenaceous development among species; this
trend is widespread throughout the
Poccilosclcrida.

Organisation oftiieSk^i.i.iok. Gross organic
aod inorganic

skeletal architecture, Structural differentiation of the inorganic skeleton, and dis-

tribution of mineral components in that structure
arc primary diagnostics (Levi, 1960a, 1973;
Bergquist, 1978a; Hartman, 1982). However.

meshes formed by
cemented

uni- or paucispicular tracts of spicules,

nodes by collagen 0| fully enclosed within
spongin fibres (Fig. 31 A); 6, regularly or irregularly reticulate (with large, multispicular
tracts and/or fibres forming irregular oval or recat their

i

1

tangular meshes (Fig. 7A-B); 7, plumo-reticulale
(producing ascending and consecutively diverging tracts and fibres, forming pauci- or multispicular primary

lines,

and interconnected by
and fibres)

Irunsversc uni- or paucispicular tracts
(Fig.

7D);

8,

dendro-reticulate (similar to the

preceding, but where ascending tracts are sinuous

and more obviously diverging and branching than
the less conspicuous transverse elements) (Fig.
23 1C); 9, plumose (with ascending and diverging
primary lines ih;it are noi connected by transverse
elements) (Fig. 7E); 10, axially or basally compressed (having a skeleton clearly divided into a
compressed central or basal core of fibres and/or
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of types: 1. principal spicules
(Fig. 2A). robust, straight or
slightly curved primary styles
subtylostyles, tylostylcs or

ECTOSOME
SirBECTOSOME

quasi-monactina!

fo

generally (but not invariably'

confined within fibres
auxiliary spicules (Fig. 2B),

CHOANOSOME

more slender, curved, sinuous
orstraightslyles.subtylostyles,
tylostyles or quasi-diacrinal
9 roost commonly located
ouLside fibres in the ectosoma!
or subectosomaJ skeletons, or

dispersed throughout the

BASAL
SPONGIN FIBRE

mesohyl;

3,

accessory spicules

CRg. 4), styles, acanthostyles
or modified quasi-diactinal
forms generally eehinating
fibres. Thus, most species have
FIG. .Idealised microcionid skeletal structure. 1,Echin3tingac«irHhostyle5. principal spicules curing fibres
2, Reticulate fibre skeleton; 3, Isotropic extra-fibre skeleton. 4. Detntal
i=chnanosomal principals',
cmcipping fibres. 5, Renieroid reticulate secondary fibre skeleton. 6,
I

'Microcionid' radial fibre skeleton. 7, 'Spicate* spicule skeleton. 8,
Hymedesmoid spicule skeleton. 9, Plumose/dendritic Fibre skeleton. 10.
Coring principal spicules 11, Suhectnsoma) auxiliary spicules 12.

Eclosomal auxiliary

some

(e.g.,

auxiliaries),

spicules.

Clathria

anastomosing meshes,
and from which arise plumose or plumoreticulate
extra-axial (subectosomal ) fibres and/or spicule-s)
Fig 7G), Some species have combinations of
spicules, forming tight

I

these skeletal structures with different structure]
types found in different parts of the skeleton (e.g.,
axis

and periphery).

EmnochaUtui}

have coring spicules derived
from auxiliaries (=chconosomal

and some

(Dendrvcia)

)

(e.g.,
I

aGk

principal spicules altogether.

Ectosomal Skeleton. Within Microciomdac the
ectosomal skeleton has been attributed greater
importance V..u Soest, 19S4b) than over elements such as choanosomal architecture and
growth form (e,g.> Levi. 1960a; Bcrquisl &
Fmmont, 19S8) microsciere diversity (e.g., dc
Laubenfels. I9?6a), or megasclcres eehinating
fibres and chofiflOSoma] spicules (e.g., Halimann,
1912, 1920). Within the family ectosomal
development ranges from membraneous, without
an ectosomal skeleton (Fig. MF); membran*
with a specialised tangential, reticulate fibre
skeleton (Fig. 255C); with an ectosomal tangential reticulation of detritus (Fig 92A); with subectosomal spicules erect, paratangential or
tangential to surface (Fig. 65F). or forming div
crete bundles (Fig. 59E); with special ectosomal
spicules erect or paratangential to surface, forming a continuous palisade (Fig. 155G)ordiscTCte
bundles (Fig, 151 F)
t

Structur/vl regions
skeleton

may

oi

the Skeleton, The

be divided into three main strucI):
1, ectosoma! (outer

tures or regions (Fig.

perforated epithelium comprised of single elongate flattened pinaeoL vies, including an ec-

tosomal skeleton, where present, arising from the

mesohyl directly below the exopinacodcrrn); 2,
choanosomal or axial core (central or basal region
containing choanocyte chambers, fibres and
spicule tracts and the mesohyl ground substance,
in addition to the diverse and mobile cell types);
3,

subectosomal or cortical zone

(strictly part

of

the choanosome since it lies within the bounds of
the external epithelial barrier, but is immediately
subdermal. and the delineation of this region from

choanosome proper is based on the development ofan extra-fibre in some species structurally
the

from the deeper choanosomal or
superficial ectosomal skeletons).
This system is used in conjunction with spicule
nomenclature (Kallmann. 191 2), based on origin
differentiated

Subectosomal Skeleton. The region between
choanosomal and ectosomal layers may or may
not be differentiated inloa subectosomal (subder-

mal or txitt axial) structure. This region may
occupy a small proportion of the peripheral
mesohyl (eg Hohpsamma; Fig. 269D), or it
may comprise ihe majority of sponge diameter
>
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Major structural megascleres. A,

Principal spicules (style, subtylostyle, acanthostyle subtylostyle, hastate
B, Auxiliary spicules (style, subtylostyle, rhabdose subtylostyle, spined subtylostyle, asymmetrical
styloid, tornostyle, quasistrongyle, mucronate styloid). C, Bases of principal spicules (style, subtylostyle, hastate
style, acanthose subtylostyle, vestigial basal spination). D, Bases of auxiliary spicules (pointed subtylostyle,
tylostyle, style, acanthose style, terminal spines, tornostyle).

FIG.

2.

style).

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

FIG.

3.

Terminations of structural megascleres. A, Fusiform (pointed and rounded). B, Telescoped. C, Hastate

(pointed and rounded). D, Spined (granular, tuberculate, terminal sharp, subterminal sharp, mucronate, bifurcate).

When

present,

truly diactinal (Fig.

subectosomal extra-fibre development may be
completely disorganised or it may be well organised into radial non-plumose bundles of
spicules (Fig. 127B). The composition and
geometry of spicules within the subectosomal
skeleton varies from species lacking any form of
subectosomal spicules (e.g., C. (Micrvciona);
Fig. 102F), those with a single form of auxiliary
spicule throughout the skeleton (e.g., C
(Dendrvcia); Fig. 11 2D), those with two
categories of structural megascleres, one in the
ectosome and one in spongin fibres (e.g.,
(Clathria); Fig. 73F), to those with three forms of
structural megascleres, all of which occur to some
extent in the subdermal region (e.g.,
(Thalysias); Fig. 197G), and spicules may be
monactinal (for most microcionid species; e.g.,
Fig. 28A-B), orquasi-diactinal (Fig. 298A-B), or

(Protophlitaspongia).

(e.g., C. (Axociella); Fig.

118F).

C

C

307A-B)

as seen in E.

Choanosoinal Skeleton. In Microcionidae skelestructures are diverse (listed above), and traditionally important in classification. In terms of
differentiated regions within the choanosomal
tal

skeleton there are species with simple reticulate
fibres without

any

axial or extra-axial differentia-

tion (Fig. 7C), those with

marked axial and extrachoanosomal and
which are structurally

axial differentiation of the

subectosomal skeletons,
distinct from the peripheral skeleton (Fig. 7G),
and those in which the choanosome is simply
reduced to a basal layer of spongin lying on the
substrate (Fig. 7H). Similarly, choanosomal
skeletal tracts may be diversified into more than
one element, including those with no obvious
division of primary or secondary skeletal lines (Fig.
159F), those with more-or-less well differen-
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FIG.

4.

Echinating and acanthose principal megascleres and spination. A, Microspined echinating acanthostyles

MyxilModified
principal spicules (three forms of intermediate principal echinating spicules, acanthostrongyles). D, Spine
geometry (greatly recurved spines, slightly recurved spines, erect spines, granular spines, tuberculate spines).
(typical recurved spines, typical erect, vestigial, poorly silicified, hastate smooth, entirely smooth). B,
lid-like echinating acanthostyles (aspinose apex, clavulate apex, entirely spined, bare neck). C,

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

tiated

primary (usually ascending) and secondary

(usually transverse) lines of skeletal fibres or

and those in which secondary
(choanosomal) connecting tracts may be absent,
leaving only radial primary lines (Fig. 227C).

tracts (Fig. 48E),

II

by a second category of (acanthose)

principal

spicule <e.g ... A. {Anthd) tuberosa: Fig. 214F), or
with both acanthose principal spicules and

echinating spicules present on fibres (eg, A
iPlocamia) ridleyt Fig. 218H).

may be cnnl ined 1o
(most microcionids),
or clumped on basal spongin only and absent
from ascending skeletal lines (e.g., C. (Thalysias)
tingetissp. nov ., Fig. 20 1G), concentrated in lufts
at fibre nodes or fibre junctions (C (Tltalysias)
xpioifera; Fig. I97G). concentrated on exterior
edges of fibres, or exclusively on primary fibres,
and/or in the peripheral skeleton only (e.g., C.
Similarly, echinating spicules

Distribution of

Spicules Within the

Skblltxjn. Coring spicules. (Fig. 2) Spicules
coring spongin fibres or forming tracts within the
Skeleton (hound by loose collagen) range from
principal megascleres (e.g.,
(Ciaihria); Figs

C

2A, 28A), auxiliary monaets (eg

,

C (WWwwW-

/ri);R^2B,83A),auxiliaiydiactsorquasi-diacts
t: [Echinochaiinay. Figs IB. 280B)> hastate
oxcas (e.g.. E. (ProtophUtasportgia); Figs 2B,
2Q6A), secondarily incorporated echinating
spicules (e.g.. C. {Thalysias)phorhasiformis; Fig.
I83G), acanthose principal styles, strongylcs or
rhabdosiylcs Cplocamiform* Species, eg, A
(Plocamiu) ruilcyi; Fig. 2LKC). citing spicules
partially or completely ybsenr replaced by foreign
,

particles (detritus, algal filaments) (C (VKZa

91F; Holopsamma: Pig, 257D), primary
cored by principal styles, whereas secondary (connecting) fibres contain auxiliary
megascleres (e.g.. C. (Tttalysias) mutdbitisi not
ted), primary fibres contain auxiliary spicules
whereas secondary fibres mostly devoid of any
spicules (e.g.. C. {Clathria) noariungae sp.
Fig. 55F), axial fibres cored by auxiliary
megascleres whereas peripheral fibres heavily
nhria) erhitumetnaus
arenaceous (e.g.
((
shna\ not figured)
la); Fig.

Fibres

fl

(

wfcttfus, (Fig. *) The presence
sence, distribution, geometry and secondary
modification (including ornamentation) of
echinating spicules [accessory spicules in the terminology of Hallmann. 1912) have been use
relatively important taxonomic characters by
some authors (e.g., de Laubenfels, 1936.ni,
whereas their importance in the supra-specific
classification of the microeionids has been
recently questioned (Simpson, 1968a; Van SOest,
1984b). The presence of echinating megascleres
in the two families Microcionidae and Raspailiidae indicate the retention of an ancestral character by both families, interpreted as a
synplcsiomorphy (Hooper, 1991).

Eclwuuing

In Micrueionidae echinating spicules may be
absent (e.g., C. (Axociella), Fig. I24F; C
(JsQiieifa) r Fig. 134D; presumed to be a secondary loss), echinated sparsely by acanihostylesor

C

(Ciaihria) nexus; Fig. 53E), heaviechinated by acanthostyles or smooth styles
(e.g.. C. inalysias) pnHera;F\%. 187G), echinated

Styles le.g
ly

,

die extern a garface of fibres

(

(.•ic/iv.vj.Tv)

tsfricttna; Fig.

incorporated into fibres
myxilloidrs; Fig. l!2Dl.

I38F), or secondarily
(e.g..

Extra-fibre spicules. (Fig. 2)

(Dcwfwcia)

C.

The

distribution ot

megascleres within the choanosomal
skeleton is certainly a feature relied upon by
earlier authors (e.g.. Carter, 1885 ct scq.;
Hallmann. 1912), but its \alne to the supraspecific classification has been recently qucsd Van Soest. 1984b). In most species
megascleres arc confined within choanosomal
structural

i

l

S,

lying parallel to fibres (e.g.,

rapluitur. Fig.

embedded

Species,

{CltUh

in

C

warf&t

{Mterodi

C

the case of encrusting
in hasal spongin (e.g.,

67D). or

sp, nov.; Fig.

100F). In

other species Ihej may core choanosomal Fibres
bin also occur as plumose brushes on RbfC en
dings [e.g.. C. iTIudysias) spittifera; Fig. 197G).
Choamfetimal Spicules ma) also poke out of
fibres, much like echinating spicules (termed

forming plumose

near the sur181 A), m
tltey may be absent fix>m the fihrc core, standing
perpendicular to the nodes or fibre junctions (e.g..
(Clathriu) bichttftWMl Fig. 30G), strewn in
Npteuie

'),

face ffcg.,

C

tTJuityshts)

tracts

mofor

%

Fig.

C

le.g. f

ly

aggregated, halichondroid, extra-fibre tracts

£

(Echhtocfkjlina)arjatnaia.Fig. 277 A),
ucuirc, without a fibre

a renicroid

sit

but merely

bound

(e.g.. C.

at the

form
component,

nodes by loose collagen

(Ciaihria) ongulifera: Fig. 26F).

SPICULE GEOMETRY. Spicule geometry is an im
portanL sometimes ultimate (e.g., dc Laubenfels^
1936a). feature of existing sponge classifications,
based largely on the great diversity of
megascleres and microsclercs throughout the
Porifera. This theoretical basis of sponge systematies using Ihe mineral skeleton rests heavily
on the assumption that morphogenesis of
megascleres and microsclercs is a function of the
genotype (e.g.. Rcid, 3963). Whilst there is no

12
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evidence to reject this hypothesis ihcrc is certainly sume experimental data to show that spicule
geometry and morphogenesis is at least partly
influenced by cnvimnmciitul peiturbatiofls (<
Harlman, 1981; Junes, 1991), including examples from the Microcionidae (e.g.. influence of
seasonality (Simpson, 1978) and geographical
distribution Hooper et af., 1990) on spicule siie
and geometry) But the extent to which these
phenotypk: modifications occur within natural
populations has not yet been examined rigorously. In general, however, these features appear to
be relatively stable across wide geographical ranges as shown by studies on raspailiids (Hooper,
1991) and microcionids (Hooper & LSvi, 1993a)
from east and west coasts of Australia and the
western Pacific. Hartman (1981) and Simpson
(1990) outline the various theories on die Func
liona! significance, process of silicificutiun and
evolution of demosponge spicules.
-

I

m eg ascldres Spicule axes.
Microcionidae have exclusively fttOUaXQEHC
spicule axes. Mcgasclcrcs are usually monactinal, Although some nut) have modified seconStructural

dary axes (j.c.,anisoxeotcdiactinal modifications
in Style*),

forms

and a few appear

it.

Trikentrion and

to

have tTUC diaciinal

(f'rotoffhlitaspongia))

.

Unlike

Cyamon in the allied

Raspailiidar
(Hooper, 1991) there arc no tetraxonic spicule
modifications in this Family (iriaciinal, nurariinal

or polyaetinal foims). Furthermore, the
Microcionidae have a comparatively small range
of structural megasclcrc types in the skeleton,
whereas some raspailiids have many. Major types
of structural mcgasclcrcs are illustrated in Figs
2-4. These range from hastate styles or tylostyles
(Fig. 87 A), fusiform styles or tylostyles (Fig
77A), asymmetrical styloid, rounded, quasi-diactinal or strongylote spicules (Fig. 2S0B). and
oxeote megascteres (Fig. 296A).
Spicule ornamentation

Spines on mcgasclcrcs

arc of dubious importance to supraspecific clas-
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Simpson, 1968a), although ihcy
have been used frequently in the past to define

sification (e.g.,

geneu

(e g

,

cie

Lauhenfels, 1936a). MiciociiKinl

structural spicules frequently have

r

miciospines (Fig. 2C-D), occasionally Willi
spines on shafts (Fig 1 80B) or points of Spicule^
(Fig. 3D). Spicule ornamentation ranges from
entirely smooth iFig 28A), smooth shafts with
acanthose bases (Fig 30A), vestigial spinulionon
the proximal portions of shafts only (Fig. I53A),
acanthose on both bases jitkJ points (Fig. 83A)> 01
entirely acanthose (Fig. 98A).
ECHINatincj Mi-CiASci.t ki-.s. There is a di
range of cchinating spicule geometries in
Microcionidae, although not as great as in
RaspaJliidae. Majoi types Rg. 4) include: evenly
spincd [granular), elaviformot stump-like acan
ihosAyles; acanthose styles with aspinose bases.
acanthose styles with aspinose points; acanthose
Styles with aspinose 'necks' (i.e., area proximal
to the basal swelling); acan thostrongylcs; entirely
I

smooth

styles identical in

geometry

to principal

mcgasclcrcs; derived oxcotes; or entirely smooch
stvlotes of different geometry than principal
spicules.

MlCROSCLERES. The geometry. ornamentation
and modification of microsclcrcs is an important
character for classification (Dendy, 1921), although it has probably been overemphasised by
(dc Lauhenfcls, 1936a) ami its
primary importance has been questioned (Van
Socst, 1984b). Within Microcionidae there are
tWO forms Of diaciinal microsclcrcs: mrniseoid
forms (chelae) ami to\us. Other poecilosclciul

Some authors

microsclcrcs (microxeas, raphides and meniscoid

forms such as Hue sigmas) are not present.
Microcionids show many modifications to both
chelae and loxns, lhc lailcr sometimes resembling
microxeas, and frequently microsclcrcs arc lost
altogether

FIG. 5. Chelae geometry (A-HJ-N, Microcionidae; 1,0-U, Other poceiloselerids). A, Palmate (C. austrailensis).
B. Palmate, reduced nine (C. mtstniliettsis)X\ Palmate sigmoid, vestigial alae (C HesperiaHf nov.hD, Palmate.
ateuate-iike alae with Straight shaft (C. oxvphxla). E, Palmaie, lused alae (<!'. rurviihcla). F. Palmate, contort
{C. abietina). G. Palmate, arcuate-like Iumoii U. wat*rvpt>mh H, Palmate
GflfNil
"wfi on tfpfl u
ioxipraed'ita). 1, Palmate, aniSOChclftlC iMwafe). J, P.dm-.le. an onto like alac. I'luled alae (C fttacropom). K,

w

griSta), L, Arcualr like, un
Arcuate-like, fusion oi alae, curved shall, alae practically fused together U
guifcrous, detached alae (C. stabuht). M. Anchorate-hkc, nnguifWous, loolh-hkc alae (C. teal' tela). N.
Arcuate-like, unguilernus, tooth-like alae (C. my\ilit>ui?s)> 0, True arcuate (fytyotloryx). P, Arcuate, un
guiferous [tctyoftory.K). Q, Arcuate, unguiferous, looih like alae (Crclla). R, Palmate unguifcrous iCrelhi). S
Palmate onguifemus, vestigial alas [Htmlgerm)i T, Arcuate, unpuilemus, tooth-like alae [MonanchWQ)
.

Anchoratc. ungiulercuis (Mbftmriftra).
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FIG. 6. Toxa geometry. A, Oxhorn. B, Wing-shaped (intermediate oxhorn-accolada. C, U- and V-shapcd. D,
Oxeote. E, Aecolada. F, Sinuous and raphidiform.

Chelae.

These are autapomorphic for
Hajdu cl al. (1994b)
the hodictya might belong to

Poecilosclerida, although

suggested that

Haplosclerida (with chelae retained as an ancestral feature), although

it is

more

likely that

its

merely convergent on the haplosclerid condition. There are
many geometric modifications possible to chelae
(Fig. 5) which Hajdu et al. (1994a) proposed
could be accomodated into three main lines: palniphatid-like isodictyal skeleton

is

mate, arcuate and anchcyate (the latter two also
termed bidentate- or tridentate-derived). These
authors hypothesised further that chelae
geometry might be an absolute indicator of

phylogeny for the Poecilosclerida based on the
assumption that they might be less susceptible to
phenotypic modifications than structural
spicules, following the arguments of Dendy
(1921, 1922). This interpretation is based on parsimony and to some extent is corroborated by

REVISION OF MICROCJONIDAI:

other evidence (such as congruence of structural

There are, however, same anomalous
examples of chelae that fall between these three
features).

categories (see Discussion

...

Palmate. (Fig. 5A-B) This is the simplest form
with 'typical* morphology consisting of straight
shaft, front ala completely free and well developed,
and lateral alae more-or-less completely fused 10
the shaft along its longest dimension. Most micracionids have unmodified 'typical' palmate
isochclae. Modifications to this 'typical' palmate
form include: partial reduction of alae (Fig. 5B),
neai
pe$tigi#J alae producing a sigmoid spicule
Fie. 5C). partial fusion of alae along lateral margins puxlucing spatulac (Fig. 5E), partial fusion
Fig. 5G) or complete fusion along medial margins in which both the front alae meet and/or fuse
at the centre producing cieistochelae (Fig. 76G>,
sculpturing on fluting on alae (Pig. 5J), contortion
of the shaft such that alae are at 90° to each other
at each end of the shaft (Fig. S¥) expansions or'
the lateral alae fused with the shaft producing
wing-like process on the shall (Fig. 5H), Yrocae"
or j-shaped sigmoid forms where the alae arc
vestigial and asymmetrical, producing a simple
hook-like spicule (Fig. 17F), and deep curvature
of shaft and reduction ol alae to tooth-like structures (termed onquiferous; Fig, 5R-T).
Ijl

i

i

9

w

Arcuate (Rg. 50) Here the lateral alae
nwrc
fully developed than in palmate forms and become almost completely detached from the shaft,
and ihe shaft is usually prominently curved and
thickened. However, there is no clear transition
between the palmate and arcuate forms, whereby
an increase in curvature and thickening of ihe
shaft (Fig. 5D-E) and partial detachment of lateral
alae f Fig 5J-K) extend along a continuum from
true palmate to true arcuate (compare Fig. 5D. G,
J-L. N-Q>. Tl. Somewhere along this continuum
chelae are deemed to be arcuate (Fig. 50-P).
.

Anchoraie (Fig. 5l'i Further along the continuum are anchorate chelae, in which all three
\
alae are fully formed, the lateral ones comph
detached from the shaft, and there are also lateral
ridges on the shaft. In this study 1 use the terms
i

'arcuate-like" or
chelae although

.

anchorate-like* for modified
it

is

equivocal whether these

spicules are truly arcuatcs or anchorages.

Toxas. Toxas arc found in only a few families of
poecilosclerids but also known from
Haploselerida, Theie is also some evidence to
suggest that they may be particularly common in
young or larval tissue (e.g., Simpson, 196&b).
Eight major morphoh pes are delineated here (Fig

z

-

\

although intermediates are also possible: I,
toxas (wide central curve, reflexed arms
and greatly recurved points; usually thick) (Fig.
6A), 2. Wing-shaped toxas (sharply curved at
centre, with recurved arms and reflexed points;
usually thick) (Fig. 6B); 3, U-shaped toxas (with
wide central curvature but lacking reflexed anas)
i;Fig.6C); 4, V-shaped toxas (pinched hairpin-like
central curvature, straight arms running morc-orless vertical, and slightly tefleval points; usually
thick) (Fig. 6C); 5, Oxeote toxas (virtually
straight shaft and points) (Fig. 6D); 6. Accohuia
toxas wide or slightly pinched central curvature.
strait arms running morc-or-less. horizontal, and
strait points; usually thin) (Fig. 6B); 7,
Raphidiform toxas (sharply angular central cm6),

Ox burn

i;

vature, straight

arms and

straight points: vei\

8, Sinuous toxas
(asymmetrical, sinuous, raphidiform; very thin,
four- like) (Fig 6F">. The presence or absence of
mkrospincs on toxas was at one time considered
in be an important supraspenlk* character (e.g.,
dc Laubenfels, 1936a), b*it these have since been
found in many genera and may not he important
above the species level.

thin. hair-like} (Fig. 6F);

and

OF SPICULES. Variation of spicule size
has also been an important diagnostic inn
but this has been applied mainly at the species
level of classification. Numerous (possibly a
ntyjority) of laxa have been erected solely on the
basis ol mepasdene and microsclere dmiens
but only a few studies have investigated the Maris
tieal variability of spicule size or commented on
the oRecti of physjeo-chemieal factors on that
variability (eg. Martman. 195fc
1981, Joncv
1984) Thru- is some evidence lo show that intraspecifk variability can be significant far a given
taxon, and spicule size-ranges Lan span a.
several closely related laxa which were otherwise
erected solely on thai basis. Hooper et al. (1990)
demonstrated that two sibling species oTClathria
(Thai',
)c< Mild notbeTeliablv distinguished by
their absolute spicule sizes, and only statistical
comparisons between these species we
value in this regard. Thus spicule dimensions
used as diagnostic characteristics are of nuM
Significance at the species level of classification,
and consequently their application is genera
comparative rathet ii>an absolute.
S1ZL

,

r

'-.-Li.'.

I

ORGANIC SKELETON.

Tltc

development of

the organic skeleton, the amount of spongin it
contains, its architecture and foreign inclusions
contained within it, arc diagnostic features for the
Dcmospongiae in general. The organic skeleton
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Examples of nucrocionid skeletal structures, A, Regularly reticulate {CAC) noartungac sp.nuv.i. B.
(C (C) muttipi's). C, Renieroid reticulate {A. (/, r/kjrtoi <Vi) D. Plumorcticuiote C 1.7 >
rtinwardti) E, Plumose (O. (T.) procera). F, Arenaceous (C. (W.) ta6cnAu»). C, Anally compressed, cxtra-

FIG.

7.

Irregularly reticulate
jxially radial

(C

)

(A.) vtmaticuhtta), H,

Hymcdesmoid

can be differentiated into two components: a fibre
system and a collagenous mesohyl
Spongin fibres. These may be well developed,
present hut relatively lightly developed, secondarily lost, with or without spicule tracts, or even
replaced partially or entirely by algal filaments

Anomociathria (Fig. 9A-B)). Simpson
(19&4) elucidates two morphological types of
spongin fibres (= type A spongin of Bergquist,
a); those thai are cored by siliceous spicules
and those thai incorporate foreign particles.
Deuital-emrapping Fibres are most prevalent in
the 'kerulose' sponges (Diclyoceralida.
Dendrocerattda, Vciongida), Haploselerida
{Arenosclerau and PoeeiloscJcrida of the Dcsmacididae iP\amma\cu\\ Dexmupuwuna
as
well as several species of Microcionidac (i.e., C.
(Wilttmella) and Hoifpiamma) In these species
fibres may be totally void of true tnegasclercs
(e.g.,

)

(e.g..

Holopsamma

iamiruufa\rjsu), or they

may

have a combination of bolh foreign panicles and
indigenous megasefcrcs (e.g., C. [WlsantBa}

<

(C. (M.) tltlgetts)

tuberosa).

The independent occunrencc of

dctri-

tal-cntrapping fibres throughout the variou

ders of Demospongiac indicates that \t is a
character of ecological importance ratherlhan of
any phylogenetie significance.
Spiculose fibres arc typical for microcionids.
Size, orientation and ongin of
megaselcres coring the organic skeleton, and the
structural complexities of the fibres themselves
are important diagnostic characters for this family, fa encrusting species that have a basal layer of
spongin anchoring themselves to the substrate
this spongin is continuous with the spiculated
fibres, and as such both actually lie outside the
living organism ( Weissenfels. 197$),

and the form,

Mesohyl The development of collagen

in the

mcsohyl matrix, also termed interstitial' spongin* extra-fibre spongin. lyjw B spongin
(Bergquist, 1978), or ground subsiancc, and including collagenous fibrils, hjv not been given

much

value as a systematic character for the
Mieroeionidae, whereas in the 'keratose' orders
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more significance, and in
Auptos (Hadromerida) it has been used to differentiate species through deposition patterns
Bergquist, 1995). However,
(Kelly-Borges
within the Micmcionidae there is evidence to
show that the development of collagen
ihroughout the mesohyl vanes intra-specifically,
especially between specimens in different
reproductive condition or as a consequence of
overwintering behaviour (e.g., Patidaros acanthifolwm; Wiedenmayer, 1977; Van Soest,
1984b; Micntciona prol{fcra\ Simpson, 1963,
1968b, Knight & Pell, 1987.. Simpson ()%&)
attempted to define species and genera of
Microeionidac. on the basis ol ihe organic
skeleton and cytological characteristics but to a
these features have

&

large extent his results did not corroborate with a
classification based on the mineral skeleton, and

some

was directly

conflicting.

Growth FORM. The use of external

morphology

in

cases evidence

as :m important oi

even crucial diagnostic

c

aetensiic has diminished since early systematica

Lamarck, 1814) BowcrtnaiA (1864). in
developing Grant's. (18611 scheme for the
Porifera, de -emphasised sponge habit in hi
lematics although he recognised ih3t growth form
1
was related to 'anatomical peculiarities . That
external morphology is often closely linked to the
internal architecture and composition of Lhe
skeleton has hern well documented (e.g., Lev},
1973; Bergquist 1978). Although there are some
groups which arc immediately recognisable by
heir growth form and skeletal architecture (e.g.,
the honeycomb reticulate structure of tlotati&am
(e.g.,

i

mo), other groups show a higher degree ol

intra-

morphology

(e.g.,

specific variability in their

most Clashnu), ranging from encrusting tO n-osive forms. Moreover, there is now evidence to
suggest that gross morphology is highly plastic.
greatly influenced by prevailing environmental

conditions (temperature, depth, turbidity, currents, substrate etc ,) > £
ilarlman, 1958,
i

.

Simpson, l968a;Fky, l97l;Paltimhi 1984) ii rs
not entirely clear to what extent abiotic factors
influence growth form, or the degree to which
genotype dictates possible shapes aliawable by
k

particular species, but

it

is

becoming more ap-

parent that the sponge 'species' is not as immutable as previously suspected. Palumhi (1984]

proposed that sponges have evolved to be capable
of producing a quick and decisive response ro
environmental adversities (unpredictable, high
energy environments), and those responses are
most readily seen as changes to both growth form

17

and skeletal structure

(e.g., the degree to which
becomes compressed). It is also nol
understood why some species seem to be

the skeletal
clearly

highly plasitc

(e.g..

C

(Thalysias) lerufaifehli)

I9W), whereas others with comparable depth and geographical distributions OT
(Hooper

et al

,

much more conservative (e.g.. C. [Thalysias)
Growth forms, as character* used in a

abietina).

can be defined as determinate (e.g.,
Hftlnp.uwvna. C {Micrvatma)) or indeterminate
(e.g., most other Clnthria, Atuho
classification!

i

Consistency. Sponge texture is a highly subjective characteristic, which is difficult to quantify,
but one which may provide clues as to the composition of the skeleton, lhe amount ol spongin
whether or nol detritus is incorporated
and silicificatiou of the skeleton
(QergquiSi 1978) A description of sponge consistency is usually an integral part of any species

present,

into the SpOAnge.,

description, hue

its application in systematic* has
been mostly comparative rather than absolute
More recently dc Wccrdt 1 9S5) used consistency
as an objective feature in the systematica of
Haphisclerida. She noted that ii was not only
1

useful in characterising particular species but that
broad terms,tcxture was able to be used at the

in

family level of classification. For the
Mictocionidae this character does not vary great
ly. with most species being firm, compressiblcs
flexible (e.g., Ckvhria (Thalysias)) or soft, compressible,

Spongy

(e.g..

Hoiopsamma).

Macroscopic Features of the Surface. Sur
face sciilfttanny,. Macroscopic features of the
sponge surface are important for some sponge
groups (e.g., Haplosclcrida), and surface ornamentation, such as tangential webs of spicules
or fibres; perpendicular brushes of spicule
elevated oscules

may

be diagnostic for particular

genera Within the Poecilosclerida however, including the Microciooidae, these features are less
consistent and they are usually only reliable hi
characterising ixjnicu.hu species or occasionally
genera (Simpson. 1968a). Encrusting species frequently exhibit intricate drainage canals radte^^
away from oscules, or highly hispid (lurry) surfaces (e.g.. C. (Jhafysias) toxifera), whereas
oi digitate species may have sur-

more missive

face papillae or conulcs (e.g..
abietina), or a surface
reticulate

cctosomal fibres

C

[Jhafysias)

is

composed of

(e.g..

Holopsamma

which

globosa)
OScvtes. The distribution of oscules on the surface may vary considerably between related
species, ranging

from being confined

10 distinct
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pole areas, such as sieve-plates of Echlnochalina
'nhulasa, or restricted to certain regions, such as
lateral sides of branches, the tops of digits, or the
'Uc nor surface of vases, or scattered indiscrariinanlly over the surface Oscules may also be conspicuous, discrete, with a membraneous lip. slightly
raised or flush with the surface fcg., C [Thai,
reinwardti). or terminal, raised on the apex of
wirface papillae or stoloniferoua tubes (e.g..
r

C

{/5ociV//d>fccd n;r/av>,urscallere(l i<»iispiLuiiiis
producing a porous reticulate surface [i
,

l

llotopuwvnx arbOlW)*
v

i

si

hie optically (e.g., C.

QI minute and not easily
{ Tfuttysias) coppingeri)

higher proportion of these pigments than deeperwater species. But it is not clear why some syni
panic species have consistent pigmentation (eg
C. (Wiisam-lUn tuberosa)* whereas in others pig*
mentation is highly variable even in specimens
growing side hv side (e.g., C. (Thah
abietina; Plate 4D). Colour consistency is not
generally used as a reliable diagnostic character,
but U is also true that only very few authors nave
Investigated the intraspecific colour variability pi
any Species It is therefore advantageous to dciei
mine whether live colouration is stable and specific
to a species, or has very narrow limits in varu
(e.g.,

COhOI IRA710M Sponge pigments
ly diagnostic (Bergquist,

are not general1978). Souk* sr>

may show

high infra-specific variation hi live
pigmentation, and this variability may be related
hi mierohabitat and depth distribution.
llj
The nature of these pigments, their distribution
within the mesohyl and their specific cellular
nation is still poorly known, but it is well
established that carotenoids arc predominant

[Simpson, 1984). Isolation and identification of
these pigments is mote difficult, as is the deter
ruination of whether they .ire produced or
modified by the host, ur obtained directly from
symbiotic associations (e .g., Litchfield ALiaaenJcnsen, 1980). The major proportion of sponge
carotenoids are metabolised by tl>e sponge (i.e.,
primary metabolites) and are intracellular
(Simpson, 19X4). whereas it is suspected lhat
some sponges have a variable proportion (up to
20%) of pigments synthesis*.:! by symbiotic algae
e.g., Litchfield & Uaacn-Jcnscn, 1980; LiaaenJensen ctal., 1982). Lilchlield & Liaaerv Jensen
(1980) studying C. iMivrociona) pmlifera suggested that the sponge could modify (aromnhse
a large proportion of algal carotenoids. and
Liaaen Jensen et at (19B2) divide the classes of
carotenoids into a phytoplanMon-typc,
/ooplankton-type. bacterial and/or fungal origin,
and sponge metabolised (oxidative) groups.
These authors found that phytoplankton derived
ami sponge metabolised carotenoids comprised
the major proportion of carotenes in DcmosponThe Poculosclonda t \n6 Axtnelhda were
fi;t'j
ound Id exhibit the highest capacity for
eaioienoid accumulation and ir;iM\ltrm;i?ion, explaining their diverse and often brightly colotlrcd
itineration, and fintlu-imoir ih<
»ed a
1

I

i

similar carotenoid diversity.

Evidence suggests that carotenoid pigm.
may he ptldlOprOleclive, in which case it would
be expected that intertidal species contain a

C.

[tsociella) eccentrica).

Alternatively.

pigmentation may be highly unstable, not specific
and without an accurately definable 'typical'
colouration

(e.g.,

C. (Thalysias) abiethta).

REPRODUCTIVE PRODUCTS AND REPRODUCTIVE
CYCLES. Reproductive products and modes of
reproduction, as diagnostic characters, have been
used predominantly

at

higher levels of classifica-

whereas breeding
seasons und spawning cycles are most useful for
detecting sibling species (e.g., Fromont, 1989).
As far as known, within ihe Microcionidac larvfu
are viviparous parenchymella with bare posterior
anrv from
poles. The apparent form of sexnulits
gonochoristie to contemporaneous hermaphroditism (Fell, 1984, 990; Simpson, 1984).
Breeding seasons and/or spawning cycles may be
continuous or periodical.
tion leg., Bergquist, 1980a),

•>

1

CYTOLOGY. Simpson (1984) provided
of sponge

a defini-

including a
description of diverse cell types and their functional morphology. He suggested that descriptions of characters such as cells with inclusions
tive treatment

cell biology,

and the morphology of choanocy te chambers w-ill
probably provide further information directly
relevant to deraosponge systematica. For the
Miemcionidac, Simpson (!96Sa) showed thai
seemingly morphologically convergent genera
could be readily differentiated by the presence
and morphology of special cell types (gray cells).
and that then higher systematic relationships
could be defined

in

terms of cytological charac-

However, (here were many incongruities
between systematies based on skeletal chafac
(eristics and those indicated by cytological data.
Specific examples of these differences are dis
cussed below in the synopsis of genera, but some
ters.

comments are appropria!c.
Taxonomie groupings indicated by Simpson's

general

microcionid cytological data suggested that niai i\
skeletal characters used previously by authors
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had little importance in differentiating genera.
These included the presence or absence of palmate isochelae, the presence of acanlhose versus
smooth echinating megascleres. quantify of spongin in the skeleton, plumose versus anastomosing
fibres, megascleres with basal spination or
smooth bases, ihe presence of surface cowries and
distinct oscules, the production of upright
branches, and the presence or absence of an eciosomal skeleton. With the exception of the la^L

characterised by a skeleton of both spicule and
spongin elements, usually well developed, some-

feature these conclusions are supported in the

geometry). Those megascleres are choanosomal
principal spicules embedded in spongin fibres
and subectosomai auxiliary megascleres which
are free in the mesohyl or protrude from $poi
fibres in which they are embedded. Thiv di
lion is consistent with the inclusion of
Raspaiiiidae in the Poecilosclenda as proposed

times vestigial, in which megascleres are monactinal. diaetinal or both, and spongin development
vanes from well developed horny fibres enclosing spicules to an interspicular collagen crm; .it
Bcrgquist, 197S; Harttnan, 1982). Simpson
(1984) suggested that the order is characterised
by at least two distinctly localised lypes o!
mcgascJcres (with or without distinctly-

contemporary classification of Microcionidae
(e.g.. Van Soest, 1984b). However, other
cytological evidence presented by Simpson
(1968a) is more difficult to reconcile with
microcionki skeletal data. For example, encrusting species (i.e.. the nominal genera Micrvtkma
and Qphlitaspcmgia) were cytologically relatively homogeneous and distinct from ramose forms
(Clathria). The cytological characteristics of
these encrusting species were more similar to
renieroid microcionids {nominal genus Plocumilla) than they were to the ramose forms (nominal
genera Rhaphirfophlns and Thaiysias) which
Otherwise hud the most similar spicule and sur-

ihos* species incubating larvae they arc
parenchymella with uniform flagellum size and

face characteristics

hare posterior poles.

Simpson concluded

that generic definitions

based primarily on spicule types did not lead to
natural classifications* find he proposed lliat these
definitions should include skeletal, cytological

and histological evidence. He suggested that the
numerous classification systems that were h
solely on various combinations of skeletal characters, such as those of Vosmaer( 1933, r935a-b) a
de Laubcnfels (1936a) and Levi (1960a). could
be defended wilh equal justification. Although
some cytological features have been incorporated into existing systematica (e.g., morphology and arrangement of choanocylcs), much of
Simpson's (1968a) important work cannot be
used in classification based primarily on skeletal

by Hooper (1991). Ptvcilosclcri&s usually have
an abundantly collagenous rwsohyl matrix, and
microscleres may include chelae f apomorphic for
the order),

Sexual

although not

reproduction

all

fcwa nave

is

predominantly

them,

viviparous, oviparous in two families, and in

The suborder Microciontna was

established to

include four families of Poecilosc'.ei iria
(Microcionidae, Raspaiiiidae, lophonidac and
Rhabderciniidaei, which have terminally spined
ectosonial mofiactinal megascleres (occasionally
modified tit quasidiactinal forms), isochelae of

palmate origin, diverse farms of toxas, up lu five
categories of megascleres and lacking sigroas.
The other Sllbofltens (Myxillina and Mycsfiitt)
were also defined by their chelae morphi
(bidentate-derived and sigmancistra-den
chelae, respectively), and absence of loxas aiKj
presence of sigmas, respectively (Hajdu ct al„
1994), but assignment of particular genera 10
>u borders is

still

contentious.

characters

The number of families recognised

SYSTEMATICA
OasslktnospongiaeSollas, 18X5
Order PoecilosclcridaTopscnt. 1928
Suborder Microciontna Hajdu, Van Soest
Hooper. 1994

in

the order

Varies according to different authors (e.g., Levi,
1973; Wicdenmaver, 1977; Bcrgquist". I97B;

&

PoecilosclendaTopscnl, 1928a- 64, MW.

REMARKS. This order is the largest and most
diverse of Demospongiae (Bcrgquist 1978). Ills

Hartman, 1982; Van Soest. 1984b; Bergquisl &
Ptumoffl, 1988), Recently Hooper & Wieden
maycr (1994) included 16 families in the order
12 with chelae microscleres, 3 without Ch
of uncertain placement, whereas Hajdu el
I

17: Mierocir
(Microcionidae, Raspaiiiidae, lophonidac. Rhabtli umiidae); Myxillina (Myxillidae, Cratnbulae,
Coclosphaeridae, Crellidac, Hymedcsmiidac.
Anchin- iii.iL. Hioriospongiidae, Tedanii
al.

(1994) recognise

and Myealina iMvealidac. Hamacanthidae.
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Dcsmucellidac, Cladorhizidae, Guilamdae).
Latrunculiidac, included in the order by L£vi
(1973) and Van Socsi (1984b) has also been

assigned

to

Hadromerida (Reid,

J

968;

HVrgquist, 1978; Hartman, 1982), but is now
considered to be polyphyletic (Kelly-Rorges
Welet. 1995) with Luiruneulia having affinities
with Iophonidae and Diacarnus, SigmosceptrelNegombata more closely related to the
la,

&

aJidae,

139) argued that Microcionidac was established
whereas Clathriidae did not appear until
1884. He noted that under Article 40 of the Inter-

in 1875,

Code of Zoological Nomenclature
(Anonymous. 1984), it was irrelevant whether or
not Clathria Schmidt (1862) had priority over
Microciona Bowerbank (1862; apparently published 1863). Conversely, Van Soest (1984b: 89)
argued that the priority of Clathria over
Microciona did have bearing on the choice of the
national

1

name Although 'Clathriidae is in current
usage by most contemporary workers, its
family

Family Microcionidae

Carter, 1875

preferred use

Microdonina Carter, 873. Mfctoeianldac Henuchel.
l923;W»edenmavrr. 1977.
i

Clachriidae Lendenfcld. 18&4a. fknlschcl. 1923; Tbpvent, 192Ka; Levi, 1960a; Simpxnn, I9i
r 1984b;
Bergquist> i978;H*run
Bcrgquist &. Fromom,
ilhaspongiidae dc Lnubcnfcls. 1936a: Thomas.
t968;Hoshino, 19KI.
i

Growth form entrusting, lobatc. arborescent or
iLi4in differentiated
flabcllai
choanotopnal [atf &!)» sutoctosoiuaJ (c*
and ectosomal regions; axial skeleton formed by
iinispicular or tmiJlisptcular tracts ul
choanosomal (principal mcgasilcrcs, typical]}
ingspoiiginfibresorson cii
together by collagen; fibres cchinated by tacaniho-> styles (accessor spicules); skeletal stroe
lures include isodkfval, remcroid. reticulate,
plumn ii-iii :ulate, |>hiKiosc ot bymcdcsuioid
never radio); extra-axial &k<
rmcdbyti
of s alxctosonca < auxiliary) spicules, usually dispersed outside of fibres, rarely well organised but
usually with some degree of difference between
axial and extra-axial regions; ectosomal skeleton
from membraneous, or with protruding
subectosomal (auxiliary) spicules, or with a special category of ectosomal (auxiliary) spicules;
principal megasd
'.aciinal, predominantly smooth or partially spincd only, occasionally
vestigial or absent completely, or some:
replaced by detritus in skeleton; auxiliary
mi gasclerefi usually rnorutelinal. rarely quasii

J

.

diaetinal,

smooth

shaft

and basal

spines,

more

slender than choano.somul spicules; cchinating
styles or subt\ fostylcs smooth, partially or completely spined; microsclercs include loxas of
several morphologies (including luphidiformand
nuVroxcotes), and isochelae primarily of pal male

origin (but occasionally with partial 'arcuate' and
'anchivrate' mpcfitifaiioRs); larvae viviparous.

REMARKS. There has been disagreement as ro
which of Microcionidac Carter and Clathrjidae
ru'iiisdu-l stiDitKl lv used,

Wiedenmayer (1977;

Code and

is

in direct contravention

with the

group and
Microcionidae is used here following Hooper &
Wicdenmayer(1994).

The

to long term stability of the

definition

Microcionidae

to

given above restricts
genera which possess

pu'<lomm;mtly smooth monaclinal ectosomal

anil

choanosomal

spicules. It excludes certain
microcionid-likc genera which have true lylOteS
or strongylotcs as their ectosomal spicules
Aiannts, Megacielkt). These taxa are now
I

referred to Iophonidae, as defined by their ec-

tosomal features lHajdu el

al

,

1994) How<

the definition barely distinguishes species with

modified or reduced quasidiactinal (styloid]
auxiliary
megascleres (e.g., se\
£•. hbtoclathtia, Hohpsatttttta and Ecfunochc
species), or quasimonacrinal (amphistrongyMe
or tomoie-like) auxiliary megascleres (e.g.. E.
(Pmtophtitaspongia)). These modified auxiliary

Spicules are usually asymmetrical and are interpreted here as Convergent upon true diactinal
spicules.

These anomalous mierocionuls share

certain characteristics of both Mtcrocionidsc

Desmaeididae, and the importance of these charal higher levels of systematica must there
fore be questioned, or a certain level of
homoplasy must be accomodated in the
phytogeny of the order.
acters

Similarly, the definition given above cannot
always clearly distinguish some Microcionidac
and Raspailiidae, but this is a problem of semantics rather

than a biological one. As a genera! rule

most species of Raspailiidae have well compressed
axial skeletons, and well differentiated axial and
extra-axial skeletons. In contrast, most Microcionidac lack these features or they arc only poorly developed and probably convergent, perhaps
related to growth form (eg., Clathria (Av<<
to». Nevertheless, there are examples in both
families where the boundaries l>eiween taxa blui,

Such as the microeion id-like Raspailia (Clail
ikmtron) arbuscuta laot Efooper 1991; Pigs 19-
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20), and the raspailiid-like Clathria (Axociella)
canaliculata (Figs 118-119)). These families are
consistently differentiated by their ectosomal features and microsclcres, which appear to be more
important characters than skeletal structure.

Hajdu et al. (1994) restricted Microcionina
(and hence Microcionidae) to taxa with only palmate isochelae, tacitly excluding several
microcionid-like genera specifically created for
species with bidentate-dcrived (arcuate or
unchorate) chelae. Theoretically this is a viable
system for the suprafamily classification of
Microcionidae but in practical terms it is not
always possible lo distinguish between true
bidentate-derived chelae and pal mate chelae with
'arcuate- or ''anchoratc-likc* modification These
rases are discussed indivually below.
1

REVIEW. There

are several

problems

in the

ilia! mvd Jo be addressed in order to clearly recognise and define

taxonomy of Microcionidae

valid genera and produce a phy legend teal y valid
systematica for the family.
I

1) The family is large, containing about 540
described species and many other as yet undest-ribed species known from various collections- 79 nominal genera have been previously
included, of which 69 are currency recognised as
residing here although fewer than this number are
valid. Some of these genera havx: been merged in
others by previous authors (e.g.. Levi, 1960a;
Simpson, 1968a; Van Soest 1984b; Bergquist &
Fromont, 1988; Hooper, 1990a), bait in some
cases these synonymies are now deemed wrong
and have produced further nomenclature! complexities- Several contemporary studies have at?

21

Some of these characters have been used as important diagnostic criteria in earlier works. This
study has examined large numbers of specimens
and species, and documents the range of infraspecific and inter-spceific character states in an
effort to clearly define taxa and understand
relationships between them. Inclusion of non
skeletal evidence into the systematics

can further

support nr refute opinions based solely on skeletal
characters and gross morphology (to decide
whether one character is more important than
another whether morphological characters arc
homologous, and whether the observed hieh
levels of homoplasies within most Poriferan classifications are in fact real or acceptable).

The

previous studies of Hooper et al. (1990) and
Hooper ( 1990a) are preliminary to this study.
4) There are nearly as many subjective interpretations between different authors, as lo

phylogetveue importance of one character over
another in the systematics, as there arc taxa. 1 his
bus aiiscn partly as a consequence of
reliance on definitions of type species (and hence
utaJ genera) from the literature (especially
the work of de Laubenfels, 1936a), given that
many type species are poorly described, misdescribed or barely differentiated from their
nets. The present study uses a phylogcneue
framework to produce an objective and cr
tent taxonomv for the family. Two previous
studies Van Soea, 1984b; Hooper, l99fltt) pai
tially resolved intFftftmity relationship
Mkroeionklac, both are preliminar> to tins work
i

GENERIC NAMES INCLUDED
MICROCIONIDAE

IN

tempted

partial revisions of Microcionidae (Van
Soest, 1984; Bergquist
Fromont, 1988;
Hooper, 1990a). but these have mainly focused
on smaller regional faunas without consideration
if all the higher taxa
In the present work each of
these genera is redefined and illustrated from us

&

i

type species
2)

The

(i.e., strict

literature

is

vast, scat-

tered, mostly antiquated (pre- 1900), descriptions

arc far too brief for

modem

purposes and

on the

literature than

>iipi;:i

in the case of genera considered valid do not
include the numerous synonyms. The di

w

list arc based solely
material of the type species unless otherwise

sialyl,

many

taxa have never been illustrated. The presern
work deals primarily with museum material and
living populations of species, and decisions BTC
less reliant

in

and

provided in this

definition)

on Microcionidae

Preoccupied generic namesare shown

brackets. The synonomy lists provided in this
section refer to works in which the name is

previous studies

3) There arc many characters in sponges whose
expressions (character states) change subtly
within populations of supposedly single srx.vn.-s
and across the whole range of species, usually
without clear boundaries between related laxa.

[AhilalGr.v, 1X67
(Fig

8A-U)

Aft/tfUmy, 1867:539,
Not A&i to Gray, 1867: 522,

TYPESPEClES.Afi'ov/r iimalaevisBowcrbank, ISGfo
124 tbymonolypyXholoiypoBMNH 1877.5.2 Al
EnCAiSllflf gfowih foim. Surface hisrwd, even.
Choamisomal skeleton computed of short
I
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BMNH

1 877.5.21 .424).
FIG. 8. Type species of microcionid genera. A-B, Abila (Microcinna laevis Bowerbank,
C-E, Allocia (Spanioplon cheliferum Hcntschel, SMF1571). F-H, Anaata {A. spongigartina de Laubenfels,
USNM21428). I, Anomovlathria (Alcvonium opunf hides Lamarck, MNHNDT654).
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plumose spongin fibre nodes, cored by very long
smooth or basally spined choanosomal principal
styles, with only slightly swollen bases* and with
bases embedded in spongin fibres on substrate
and points protruding through ectosome.
Echinating acanthostyles erect on substrate. Sub-

smooth principal styles of a single size category,
smooth subectosomai auxiliary stylote spicules,
with asymmetrical rounded and microspincd
ends, and acanthostyles. Microscleres palmate
isochelae of two sizes. Toxas absent.

ectosomai skeleton of a single category of very
long, curved, sinuous or straight subectosomai
auxiliary subrylostyle, with smooth or microspined
bases, forming irregular brushes on ectosome.
Special ectosomal spicules absent. Microscleres
thick wing-shaped toxas. Isochelae absent.

REMARKS. Hentschcl (1911, 1912) expressed
doubts concerning the initial generic assignment
of S. cheliferwn suggesting it showed certain
affinities with Eciod&ryx LundbecK. Hallmann
(1920) created Allocia to receive the spec
including it in Mierociomdae because of its
"typical* microcionid microscleres, echinating
and coring megaseieres. For similar reasons
Dcndy (1922: 70) merged the type species with
Clathria. Based Ofl its described ectOSOffial char
acteristics. supposedly consisting ol true tylotc
spicules, the genus would be assigned to
lopbonidac (sec discussion UxAcarnvupL but reexamination of the type material found that these
spicules were asymmetrical, modified styles very
similar to those found in Clathria {T)talys,hi.\

REMARKS. Gray (1867) used the genene name
Abila on two occasions, for two separate taxa.
The senior name (Gray, 1867; 522) refers to a
species originally described in Raspailia (vit R.
freyerii Schmidt), which Strand (1928: 32) unnecessarily proposed a replacement name
Abilana Strand and which is a junior synonym of
Raspailia Nartio (Strand should have replaced die
junior name). The junior name (Gray, 1867: 539)
was used fora microcionid. M. laevis Bowerbank,
related to Microt ionu in skeletal structure, and
related to Thalyseurypon dc Laubenfcls in lacking isochelae and having an encrusting growth
form De Laubenfcls ( 1916a: 112) merged Ahila
with Hymantho Burton (see below), and Van
Socst (1984b: 90) subsequently reduced Hymantho into synonymy with Claihria. Re-examination of the type species shows thai the genus
OOgS With Clathria {Microiiona\

is

moiiolypic and belongs

The type species

in

Ctaihrio

known from

the
north and southwest coasts of Australia (Arufura
is

Sea and Perth region). Amirante (Indian Ocean),
Olid New Zealand (Bergquist & Fromont. 1988).

Aiuwtade LaubenfeK, 1932
(Fig.8F-H:

AaataiU- Lauher.felv

(Fig.8C-n.

1

9.^0: 27.

/Vi.^odcLaubcnfcls. 1932" 89, 1936*; 1 09

&

Fromofrt.

1988:95,

TYPE SPECIES.

Allocia

(Clathria).

Notj^fii/wScmcnov. 1906.

Allocia Hallmann. 1920

Allocia Hallmann, 1920: 768; Bergquist

*

far,

Sptmiopion ihviijcrum Hemsek-I.

1911. 362 (by original designation) (fiafotype
ZMB4440,paratypeSME157I).
Arborescent, ioliose, planar growth form. Surface hispid, uneven. Choanosomal skeleton
reticulate, with multispicular ascending primary
fibro and paucispicular transverse connecting
fibres. Spongin fibres heavy, cored by styles and
tylotes (also scattered throughout mesohyl),
echinated by acanthostyles with spinose shafts
and bases, apinosc 'necks', and large recurved
spines, Subectosumal region with ascending
primary fibres cored by choanosomal principal
styles, latter protruding through surface. Ectosomal skeleton with both tangential and
paratangential layers of auxiliary spicules, latter
protruding from peripheral fibres and also lying
tangential to surface. Mcgasclcres completely

TYPE SPECIES. Ainmi

wonfiijwntna de Lftute&fefe,
1930; 27 (by original designation) (boloiype
L1SNM2142K).

Encrusting growrtl form. Surface hispid, even.

Choanosomal skeleton hymedesmoid, with bases
of both echinating acanthostyles and
choanosomal principal subtylostyies embedded
in hfttfj fibres. Ectosome with dense erect
palisade of subectosomai auxiliary subtylostyies
overlaying choanosomal mcgasclercs, both

protruding through surface, Megu.sc teres principal choanosomal styles with prominency acan
those bases and partially acanthosc shafts,
echinating acanthostyles with aspino.se points,
and auxiliary subtylostyies of a single size
category, being completely smooth, Mie
two size Categories of palmate isochelae with
arcuate modifications (strong curvature, pan
detached lateral alae. slightly pointed un-

utnferous teeth). Toxas absent.
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FIG.

9.

Type species of microcionid genera. A-B, Anomociathria (Alcvonium opuntioides Lamarck,

MNHNDT654).

C-E, Antherochalina
graceae Bakus, USNM36284).

(A.

crassa Lcndcnfeld,

BMNH 1886.8^27.450).

F-I,

Anthoarcuata

(A.

REVISION OFMICROCIONIDAE

REMARKS. De Laubenfels (

932: 90) suggested
in part by lacking
echinating acanthostyles, although he noted that
two size categories of choanosomal megascleres
may be present. However, in the holotype the
smaller category of spined spicule standing perpendicular to spongin fibres are true echinating
acanthostyles, as found in most other
microcionids. These smaller spicules are
that

1

Anaata was characterised

predominantly spined, whereas larger
choanosomal spicules are only partially spined
and are principals.
Anaata was originally assigned to Hymedesmiidae Topsent, compared with genera such as
Leptosiopsis Topsent (1927: 13) and Leptosastra
Topsent (1904a: 194) (both of which have ectosomal tornotes with polytylote or anisolornote
modifications, and anisochelae). All three genera
have hymedesmoid architecture, which is persistent in Hymedesmiidae but also seen in many
encrusting Microcionidae. Van Soest (1984b)
mentioned that Anaata differed from other thinly

encrusting microcionids, such as Clathria
(Microciona) having arcuate isochelae replacing
(or in addition to) palmate isochelae. It is questionable, however, whether these chelae are truly
arcuate (as defined by Hajdu et al., 1994), given
that their lateral alae are fused to the spicule shaft
more than half way along their length. The
smaller chelae are more-or-less evenly curved,
slightly unguiferous (with reduced, slightly
pointed alae), and lateral alae are fused to the
shaft for about three-quarters their length. The

more pronounced central
more unguiferous (alae are

25

renieroid reticulate, with spongin fibres fibres
cored by large acanthostyles also grouped into
plumose bundles on surface and secondarily incorporated into ascending primary fibres.
Echinating spicules absent. Ectosome with sparse
tangential skeleton of subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles. Megascleres

smooth choanosomal

principal styles, acanthostyles with large spines
in renieroid skeleton, with same morphology as
principal spicules, and smooth subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles. Microscleres palmate
isochelae, wing-shaped and accolada toxas.

REMARKS.

This diagnosis on the lectotype dif-

fers slightly

from Topsenfs (1929, 1932)

redescriptions of the species, particularly in the

emphasis on the secondary renieroid skeleton
overlaying the ascending plumoreticulatc
primary skeleton. This is a prominent diagnostic
feature of Antho. In A. (Antho) the secondary
renieroid skeleton is composed of acanthostyles,
as described above for
opuntioides, whereas in
another species originally referred to
Anomoclathria, Spongia frondifera Lamarck,
1814: 445 (lectotype MNHNLBIMDT565), the
spicules forming the renieroid skeleton are acanthostrongyles (diagnostic for A. (Plocamia)). Top-

A

sent (1932: 103) considered that S. frondifera a
junior synonym of A. opuntioides, whereas
Lamarck's type material shows that their differences in a number of characters, including
spicule geometry, is sufficient to warrant species
level separation.

larger spicules have

curvature, they are
reduced, sharper), and lateral alae are fused to the
shaft for only about half their length. Anaata is
considered here to be a Clathria {Microciona)
with hymedesmoid architecture and chelae with
slight 'arcuate' modifications.

Anomoclathria Topsent, 1929
(Figs 81, 9A-B)
Anomoclathria Topsent, 1929: 26.

Anomoclathria was erected on the basis of
whereby algal
filaments are incorporated into spongin fibres,
partially or completely replacing the coring
choanosomal spicules. But this symbiosis has
subsequently been shown to be relatively common in marine sponges (Scott et al., 1984), occurring in many families (e.g., Bowerbank, 1862a;
Carter, 1878; Lendenfeld, 886b; Topsent, 1929,
1932, 1933; Weber-van Bosse, 1910, 1921; Scis\styloprothese' (Topsent, 1929),

1

cioli,

and

TYPE SPECIES.
1815:

164

Alcyonium opuntioides Lamarck,

(by

original designation) (lectotype

MNHNLBIMDT654).
Erect, arborescent or flabellate-digitate growth
form. Surface smooth, not hispid. Choanosomal
skeleton divisible into two components. Ascending primary skeleton plumose, with spongin
fibres cored by paucispicular tracts of
choanosomal principal styles and also incorporate algal filaments. Secondary basal skeleton

1966; Scott et al., 1984; Price et al., 1984),
an ecological rather than phylogenetic

is

is some evidence to
suggest that particular species of algae arc
specific to particular sponge species, or at least
restricted to a narrow range of taxa (Price et al,
1984)), it is unlikely that this symbiosis can be
used as a diagnostic character at the supra-

phenomenon. Although there

specific level. Nevertheless, it is intriguing to
consider that a sponge can shed most or all of its
diagnostic characters (spicules), replacing them
with organic symbionts (e.g., see Clathria
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(Thalysias) abietina) or inorganic foreign particles (eg., see Clathriopsvjnma. Wihonelld).

Antherochalina Lendenfeld, 1887
(Fig.9C-E)
AmherochaVma Lendenfeld, 887b; 74
1

1934a; 558; dc Laubcnfcls, 1936a:

TYPE SPECIES.

1

i

.

786; Burkin,

12.

Antherochalina crassa Lendenfeld.

I887b:787 (by subsequent designation; Burton.
1934a: 558) (feolotype BMNH1886.K.27.450.I.
Erect, thin lamellate growth form. Surface
smooth, not hispid. Choanosomal skeleton with
differentiated axial (compressed, renieroid
reticulate) and extra-axial (loose plumose)
skeletons, although no regional differences in
speculation. Spongin fibres heavy, cored by

choanosomal

SuNylo

principal

i*;ned

by small acanthostyles. Ectosomal skeleton with
sparse tangential subcctosomal auxiliary subtylostylcs. Megascleres include rofcust, entirely
smooth choanosomal principal sublylos'
lightly spined acanthostylcs, and auxiliary subtylostyles with basal spines Micmsclercs pal*
isCK

,ii. »ii-

helae and Wiftg Shaped tnxas
(

crassa was a synonym of Clathha &$
Furthermore, of the eight specie placed in the
genus by Lendenfeld. only the type species now
thai A,

t ,

whereas the

oilier species arc cither

unrecognisable oi have affinities with Raxpailia
[Syringetla), Phakvliiu,

and rectangular skeletal meshes. Junctions of
skeletal meshes with principal choanosomal
styles echinating fibre nodes, standing erect oral
oblique angles, in tufts or singly. True echinating
megascleres absent (i.e., undifferentiated from
choanosomal principal styles). Retosome
>

tains tangential or paralangenlial rnultispiaiiiu

brushes of subcctosomal auxiliary styles protruding through surface. Megascleres acaittllOSC prifl
cipal styles/strongylcs of renieroid basal

skeleton, smooth or acanthose princ
si ylex/subtylostyJes of the choanosomal skeleton,
and smooth subcctosomal auxiliary styles, often
with basal spines. Microseleres palmate
isochelac, wing-shaped and accolada toxas.

REMARKS. This

Ophtitaspongia, Cym*

diagnosis

is

based on the type

species and primarily o>n the type material, g
the existing confusion about the true identity ot
A. invol\enx fcf, its alleged synonym A, ihcott*
sians; Ackers,

REMARKS. Burton 1934a) designated .4 erassa as type species of Anthcrvchalino, in
preference to l,endcnfc1d's (1887b> first-named
species. Veluspa poiyvtorpha van infundibuliformts Maciay which was unrecognisable. He noted

'igs here,

rugose* hispid. Choanosomal skeleton renieroid
reticulate with acanthostyles-strongyles coring
spongin fibres, or simply united at nodes by variable quantities of spongin, producing triangular

Moss

A

Pictnn, 1992).

Aniho ap-

pears to be the earliest available name for a group
of myxiliid-like plocamiform sponges (sensu de

Laubenfcls, 1936a) which have microsclere
speculation typical of other Microcionidae. These
taxa have an axial or basal skeleton composed o(

mostly acanthose styles or strongyles, producing
a more-of-lcss regular renieroid reticulation. For
this reason Berquisl
Fromont (1988) referred
Antho to the Myxillidae, but the genus has
moitactinal rathet than specialised ivioie et

&

tosomal spicules and docs not (it the concept of
Myxillidae (Van Soest, 984b).
1

basic la (A. concentric a; Hooper cv_ Bergquist,
1992) or Ertyopltt.sia (A. frotujouc, H6o
1 991). Antherochalina also resembles some Desm;tcdlidae (such as Sigmoftmelta) and SOnW
Axinellidae (such as Axinella) in skeletal structure,, having a slightly compressed renieroid axial
and plumose extra-axial skeletons

Antho Gray, 1867
(Fig.

Anthn

10A-C)

867; 524; Levi. 960a: 57, 76$
1986: 42. Bergquist & Rromom, L988: 96.
Phs:amillii,wpAr\, Burton, 1935*1:402; PulitZCr-Ftnalh
Ctray.

•

1

1

* Stone,

973: 40 (not

TYPBSPECTB5.
l

.M oi
l

Phcmiita Topsent

1928a: 63).

MyxHkitfivotvensSchmitb, IB64: 37

> i v)(scli l /.otypeUMNMI8b7.3,ll.9?.).
l

Thinly encrusting (?..v.) or creel, atborvscent,
lamellate ot vasiform growth forms. Surface

The

potential generic

synonymy oi Antho

is

Burton (1 9 ¥>;.. SOI ),\k Laubenfcls (1936a 77), Levi (1960a: 57) and Van Soest (1984b)
combined species of DUtyoclaihriu Topsent in
Antho (see below), and that genus has lai
disappeared from current usage. Burton's 1959a:
252) merger of Myuchcla <lc Laubenfcls (1935331. 1936a: 85) (type species Lissodendory.t
fawiensis Wilson (1925: 432)) into Antho is not
upheld here, because it has a true myxillid ectosomal skeleton (diactinal (tylote) ectosomal
large.

(

spicules),

Renieroid reticulate skeletal architecture is not
known to occur in otb.i
families of Sponges ie g., Chalinidae (Haplosclerida), lophonidae [Acarnus), Raspailiidae
restricted to Myxillidae,

(Amphinomia Hooper, Plocamione Topsent,
Uthoplaamia Dcndy) and Axincllidae {Pitalia

REVISION OF MICROCION1DAE

Gray)), although

it is

certainly most

common

&

ing it lesser importance (e.g., Van Soest, 1984b)
Several species-groups have been created to ac-

comodate microcionid-like

species, with spicula-

tion typical of the family,

supplemented by a
renicroid (myxillid-like) basal choanosomal
skeleton composed of acanthosc styles or strongyles Vosmaer (1935a: 653) called this group
Mumctonu prvlifcra tropus reniemides and dc
Lauhenfels (1 936a) recognised it ai the family
level (re
Plocamiidac sensu dc Lauhenfels (a
.

homonym

of Plocamndae Topscnt.
However, only three genera appear lo be
sufficiently different to encompass all these
microoonids: 1) Plocumia Schmidt (including
amilla Topsenl, Dirrhopalum Ridley, and
HolopltKamia dc Laubcnfels), which has

junior
1

928a)).

predominantly (acantho)slri)ngyles forming the
renicroid skeleton (less commonly styles), and

acanthostyles overlap the main
Gray including Anthourcuata
Bakus, Dictyoctathria Topscnt, Iwt
Hallmann and Jut de Laubenfeis)), which ha*;
predominantly (acantho)stytes forming the
echtfiaiillg
•skeleton: 2

\.-\ntho

renicroid skeleton (less

(

commonly

strongyles),

and cchinating acamhostyJcs are absent; and 3)
Isopenectya Hallmann, which has an a.xially
compressed and extra-axially renicroid reticulate
skeleton composed of two forms of choanosomal
spicules inside spongin fibres, overlaid by a
second extia-axial plumose skeleton Several
authors (Levi, 1960a, Simpson, 1968a, PulitzcrFinali. 1973) were unable to reach a consensus of
whether or not Hlocamilla and Antho were identical, since they only really differed by the
presence or absence ol cchinating spicules, and
the extent to which basal spicules ol the reniemid
skeleton are styles or strongyles (i.e., intermediates occur). Most authors tentatively retain
these two genera; Simpson

968a) and Van Soest
Stone (1986) suggest edthat any decision on
these genera, which differ from Clathriu in
having a renicroid skeletal architecture, would
require thorough rc-cxamination of all type
species. This has now been done and the conclusion reached here is that differences between
all three species-groups {Antho, Piocamia and
(

1

&

tsopenectai) are run a\ great as the similarities (as
conferred by the possession of renicroid skeletal
structure),

ami these differences arc emphasi vl

only at subgenus.

Anfhoareuata Bakus, 1966

in

the Myxillidae. The importance of a renicroid
skeleton is interpreted differently by different
authors, some giving it primary emphasis (e.g.,
Bergquist
Fromont, 1988) and others relegat-

2?

lFtg.9f-l>
Antruxircuata l&zkus. 1966:

4**

I

TYPE SPECIES. Anttuwrumt

graceae B
1966:431 lb) original designation) (haloivpc
USNM.162H4<16184S)).
Thickly encrusting, massive, cylindrical
growth form. Surface even, microscopically
hispid. Choanosomal skeleton with basal
renicroid reticulation composed of Htm or
paueispteular tracts (occasionally mulhspicular)
of acanthostyles joined at nodes by light collate n
Peripheral ascending spicule tracts terminate in
brushes of smooth principal styles, originating in
choonoscme and protruding through surface ECICttomaJ skeleton has a dense, mostly tangential
cnist of smooth subectosoma) auxiliary myIl
a single size category). McgascJcres include
smooth ectosomal auxiliary stylcs-subtylos!
sometimes with mucronate bases and telescoped
points, and principal aeanthoslyles with even
spun ition forming basal skeleton. True cchinating
rncgasclcres absent. Microscleres palmate
tMichelae with slight arcuate modifications (curvature, partial detachment of lateral alac from
shaft, slightly pointed teeth), Toxas absent.

REMARKS. The

type species was originally
identified as BurtOtiattcam lacunoso (La rube,

1892) by de Lautxrnfels (1961: 195), bill Bakus
(1966) mued thai B
(aettsu de Laubenfeis) was neither conspecific with Lambc's
Specie* nor referable XoBurtoiuwchom which in
any case seems to be a synonym of Mwilia)
Anthoarcuata gnu eat has the same spicule
geometries and is structurally identical to Antho,
differing only in the supposed possession of arcuate rather than palma n* iscxhelae. However, m
the type material chctac arc not truly arcuate but
are predominantly palmare with some 'afCUfttft
modificuuuTis including curvature and thickening
of the shaft, partial detachment of lateral tfac
from the shall (but (or less than 20% of alar
length), and reduced, slightly pointed, slightly
unguifcrous alac. They may be classed as palmate
on the hasr\ Lhal lateral ulae arc only partially

Ukwwm

I

1

formed and arc fused

to the shaft for

most of their

length.

Artemisina Vosmaer, 1885
(Fig. I0D-E)

Anenmina Vosmaer,
18*7

!J0. Burton,

& Dendy,
Lundheck.

ISR5b: 25, Ridley

112; TbPSCnt,

1894!

12;

1930k 501, 528-531; dc

|

I

nubcnfels.
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FIG, 10. Type species of microcionid genera. A-C, Ant ho (Mvxilla involvens Schmidt, MNHNDCL636). D-E,
Rao, 1MPI 167/1). 11-1.
Artemisina (A. suberitoides, ZMAPOR443). F-G, Aulcnella (A.foraminifera Burion
Axocielita (Microciona similis Stephens, RSME192I 143. 1447).

&

.

REVISION OF MICROCION1DAF.

1936a:

1

17; Levi, 1960a:

VanSnesL

1

9K4b- ]?2,

1

61 83: Ristau, 1978:585;
%

30; Bergquist

& Fremont

1988: 119.
ArtenhiaaiBurton. 1934b: 54 \hp

TYPE SPECIES.

Artcmisina vajSt-rj.Vi.-.'rr Vnsmacr,
1885: 25 (by monotypy) (holotype ZMAPOR443);
junior synanvm of SuberttexarcigerSdtmwdU 1S7CK 47
Burton, IMOftJ:528} (schizotypeBMNH 1870.5.3.90).
Massive, subspherieal growth form. Surface
i

skin-like, microscopically hispiu\ with few raised
oscules; texture distinctly stringy. Choanosomal
fibres indefinite or absent, overall architecture

plumo-reticulate, nearly halichondroid in places.

composed of

imiliispicutar ascending and
paueispieular transverse tracts of choanosomal
principal styles, bound together within .spongin.
Hchinating mcgasclcrcs ubsent. Ectosomal
skeleton plumose, composed of single category
of subcctosomal auxiliary styles forming discontinuous palisade of discrete brushes McgascleTes
smooth choanosomal principal subtylostylesand
Smooth fusiform subcctosomal auxiliary styles uj
subtyloslyles. Microsclcrcs palmate isochelae.
and wing-shaped toxas with spinous extremities.

REMARKS.
genetic terms

Defining Artemisitta in phyluproblematic. The taxon has no

is

real distinctive features, although

it

differs fnplfl

other Microcionidae in lacking a distinctive
choanosomal skeleton or definite spongin fibres
(also found in QasimeHa Thomas'i, lacking
echinating spicules, and having a nearly radial
ectosomal skeleton reminiscent of some Cerafopsion (Raspailiidae; Hooper, 1991 1. These characteristics, two of which might be interpreted as
reductions or secondary losses and the third us a
convergence, arc the only definable morphological apomorphics. Moreover, ectosomal structure
varies between several species, ranging from the
typical condition composed oferecl brushes (e.g.,
A. aniy rr) to a tangential layer of spicules in
t

criss-cross lashion

(eg, A mttona Van

Socst).

This variability is equivalent to (or analogues ol
the Mvcdh' subgenera ( urmta and At'^a^rttpthi,
respectively (e.g., Topsent, ! i24b). At least one
species lacks a specialised ectosomal skeleton
completely (e.g., A. trunsirnsTopscnt).
Some species of Artemisina (e.g., A. foliata
(

(Bowcrbank)) have honeycombed reticulate.
growth forms, approaching the characteristic
HofopSQlMHa morphology, but there is no COltSlS
tency or pattern of gross morphologies amongst
Aritmiyitut, and in any case it is unlikely that the
genus can be solclv defined by its growth form,
Dc Lnubcnfcls (1936a) and Risum f 1978b)
gested thai the Artemixina was defined b> the

absence of echinating acanlhostyles and by ihe
presence of spinous extremities on toxas. Neither
< haraeter
has much systematic value at the
generic level. In the present interpretation
echinating acanthostyles represent the retention
of an ancestral character, in which case their
presence or absence does not constitute
valid
reason to define a phylogenetic grouping, and in
any event they occur and disappear throughout
numerous microcionid and raspailiid taxa
Similarly, toxas with spinous extremities arc also
known to occur in many Microcionidae, includwttnprtSM
ing the tyjH Species of Chlhria,
Schmidt \1t; niciona spinanhusCi\x\vr & Hope.
M. cocclnea Bcrgquist, M. rubens Bcrgquist M.
atatuhsuvui
spinatoxu H os h no
Butypon
Stephens, Stylosiichon toxifcnwi Topsent,
jij/ura Button, Ploiantia
.iTij
rlillcyi
HenLschcl, and Ophlitaspongia thick i Burton
They al90 occur in genera which h
tosomal structure consistent with the Myxillidac
;i

C

i

ktehnehda

.

cla/hnsta Koltun). Several Species

have smooth toxas (c.g.,Amc!ana),
and one (A Ofthegom kistam has oxcote tovis
similar to Paratenacietta Vacelct and Vasseur.
oi' Anemisithi

Thus,

in the

broud sense Artemisina contains a

heterogenous assemblage of species, which
prompted Burtun< 1930a) lo divide the group iiUO
c. sections based on the number of mcgaselcrc
categories present The simplest forms have only
one category of spicule (choanosomal principal
uveg.i
A, frans/ms Topsent); the typical fonn has |WO categories of mcgasclcrcs (largci
cboaQDSOfftdl principal styles and smaller subec1

1

i

losuma! auxiliary styles; e.g.. A. arciger); ant the
fonn has an incompletely differentiated
scries of three mcgasclcre types (two choanoI

third

somal spicules and one subcclosomal spicule, A
plumosa Hentschel). In all these forms species arc
only really united in their lax choanoson
tal structure. The majority of species have been
described from Antarctic and Arctic regions.
(Aulena) sensu Lendenfeld. 1888
\Autnm]\ Lendenfeld, 1S8S: 228. 1889a; 90, Tnpsem,
1894a; 19;deL<H»bentels, 1936a: l6;\Vicdcnmavcr,
I9H9;5R.

NoM«/«>mi Lendenfeld,

18X<ic: 309.

TYPE SPECIES,

Auk-no vtihsa Lendenfekl. 1885c
309 (by subsequent designation; de LuuhcntcK, l u 36a*
16) (syntypes

AM/130, G8901

).

Bulbous, subspherical growth fonn, consisting
o( fused digitate projections. Surface highly
papillose but not hispid. Choanosomal skeleton

MEMOIRS OF THE QUEENS LAND MUSEUM

so

lacking only toxa
(1976: 75) correctly

regularly reticulate, with heavy spongin fibres
'crcd sand grains mostly at
cored by Span
nodes of Fibres,, and with a secondary fibre net-

identical to Clalhrxa

work between main skeleton. Ectosome lacks
sand cortex or any other mineral skeleton.

'Van
both of which now belong to C WW
Soest 1984b; Wicdcnmaycr. 1989; Hooper &

Megaaeletes and mieroscleres absent

Levi. 1993a).

>.

mieroscleres. Vacclet ct
synonymtsed Aulenella

v

al.

K

and Chuhriopsamma,
|

REMARKS. Hallmann (1912:275) merged
Aulena and Echinoclathria Carter, whereas

Axocidita dc Laubenfels. 193b
(Fig. 10H-I)

Wu-denmayer 1989) noted that in the strict
(

Lendenfeld, 1885c)

it

sense
belongs to the Dic-

tyoceratida (possibly related 10 Coscinodennu),
Conversely, most other species rel erred
by Lendenfeld (1888) (A. taxa (Lendenfeld). A,
r

fiftantea (Lendenfeld:-. A.

crasso (Carter))

belong to Hohpsu.'vr,

Ai<i«vt«r/to

Burton

&

& Rao, 1932
10F-G)

Run, 193:145.

TYPE SPECIES AMiWfa

fotu

Burton

&

Rao. 1932: 345 b > original designation [ind
monotypy) tholotypc IMPl I67/1)
Flabello-digitate growth form, with suhsphcrical. closely reticulate, honeycomb branching pattern. Surface uneven, not hispid. Choanosomal
skeleton irregularly reticulate, with spongin
fibres more-or-less fully coral by foreign particles and fewer choanosomal principal subtylo >.tyles. Echinating acanthostyles abundant
Ectosome with single size category of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles tangential to surface and also strewn randomly throughout
subectosome. Megascienes choanosomal principal
•:

subtylostyles with spined

and tuberculate

1

TYPE species.

Mkr&cforia similis Stephens, WIS:
ih\ original designation) (holotype
192 1.14.1. 1447).

RSML

441

Thickly encrusting growth form. Surface even,
;md hispid. Choanosomal skeleton hyme
moid, with spongin fibres forming basal layer on
substrate and ascending non-anastomosing fiUc
nodes, each node containing plumose short unbianched tracts of choanosomal principal Sttb

AuLndla Bunnn
(Fig.

A.TOCielitadtU\ubeT\\'ch> 1936a: 118; Heeluel. 1965:
44;Wicdcnmayei V)ll: 140.

bases,

perpendicular to substrate
with only bases embedded in spongin fibres
Echinating subtylostyles erect on basal spontiin
and also echinating erect plumose brushes of
choanosomal megasclcres. Eclosornal skeleton
with single category of subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles forming paratangential tracts at.\urface and plumose brushes extending from ends of
choanosomal megasclcres. Megasclcres smooth
or minutely basally spined choanosomal principal subtylostyles, echinating subtylostyles with
tyloslylcs. standing

only bases spined, subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles mostly smooth, occasionally basally
spined. of a single size category. Micros*
palmate isochelae and small wing-shaped ioxik.
I

mating acanthostyles with evenly dispersed
large recurved spines,

and subectosomal auxiliary

subtylostyles with or without spines en bases.

Laubenfels (|936a) qreatdd
sponges resem-

for thinly encrusting

(i.e., lacking spined echinating
megasclcres). However, this is incorrect, based
on misconceptions of both the type species (i.e..
the published characters olMicwciona similis do
not agree with those seen in the holotype), and

bling Axocielia

Miemsclcrcs palmate isochelae, toxas absent

REMARKS. The 'honeycombed* reticulate
growth form of Aulenelfa is reminiscent of
Holopsamma and some £1 {Echinockalma). The
corporation of foreign particles into the
is also seen in species of Holopsamma,
authors.
Claihriapsanvna
A utem
of
t'isherispongia, Wikonello and Anomockuhria
in

skeleton

,

also occurs in other Poccilosclcrida Raspailia
(Ciathnodendrori) (Raspailiidae). and many
species of Phoriospongiidae) and many Dietyoceratida. and is considered here to be a successful ecological adaptation independently
acquired by several groups. Th\K ¥ AuleneIla is not
defined by any unique features, and furthermore
the holotype of .4. foraminifera has speculation
It

REMARKS. Dc
AxoeieMa

Axocielia by de Laubenfels' (1936a). In the
holotype of M. similis, diagnosed above, there is
only a single category of auxiliary spicule,
whereas Axocielia s.s. has two distinct categories
of auxiliary spicules in the peripheral skeleton.
Thus, on the basis of its ectosomal features
A.xocwlla
s
strictly a Thalysias, whereas
Axocieitta has an unspecialised ectosomal
spiculation typical of Clathha. In having
i

plumose unbranched

fibres

forming

a

miero-

cionid skeleton Hcchtcl (1965: 43) referred
Axocieitta to Microciona. He supported this

REVISION OF MICROCION1DAE

decision on the basis that M. similts has both
spined and smooth styles, which he considered to
be diagnostic for Microciona (although in the
strict sense that feature is diagnostic for Anaata).
Axocielita is re f e rre d
here to Clathria
(Microciona)

or-less

31

homogeneous amongst the several known
and this structure is interpreted here as

species,

indicative of supraspecific relationships. This inis consistent with the treatment of

terpretation

similar structures in Raspailiidae (Hooper, 1991
In fact, Axociella could be justifiably included in

Raspailiidae (Hooper. 1991: HooneretaL 1992),
from having isochelae and toxa m*cio9cleres
and lacking the unique raspaiJiid ectosomal

Axociella Hallmann. 1920

apart

(Fig.llA-B)

specialisation (large protruding auxiliary or prin-

Hallmann. 1920: 779; deLaubenfeis. 1936a:
113; Wiedenmaycr, 1977: 140; Bcrgqnist ft
Fromont, 1988: 116.

Axot

ietla

cipal spicules surrounded by bundles of smaller

auxiliary spicules). True examples of these
tosomal spicules are not seen in the Mien
although two species have analogues of this cc«

TYPE SPECIES. Espertapm

cyJmdHca Ridley

&

Dendy, 1886: 340 (bv original designali
:*ype
BMNH18R7.5.2.96).
Arborescent, dichotomously branched, stalked
growth form. Surface even, membraneous,
transparent, hispid.

Choanosomal

fibre skeleton

compressed at centre of stalk, with heavy spongin
fibres forming reticulate axis, with longitudinal

primary fibres cored by multispicular tracts and
secondary connecting fibres aspicular or
paucispioilar tracts of choanosomal principal
styles. Echinating megascleres absent. Subectosomal extra-axial skeleton plumose or plumurcticulate. well-differentiated

from

axial core,

with light spongin fibres cored by multi- or
paucispicular larger subectosomal auxiliary
styles and few aspicular transverse fibres. Ectosomal skeleton composed of specialised
category of smaller ectosomal auxiliary styles
forming continuous palisade or individual
brushes of spicules. Megascleres entirely smooth

lo>umal condition Espenopsis canaUculaHt
Whiielegge. Ophlitaspong
dis Hallmann
both belonging to Claihria (Axociella).

—

Axociella is convergent upon Raspailiidae in
skeletal structure, best developed in three
Australian species, Espenopsis cytindricn
canaiiculata and Opfiiiiaspongia thciU<.>. all nf

which also have a Thalysias ectosomal skeleton.
Another species from the
Pacific,
Microciona lambei Koltun, has a mix of both
Raspailiidae and Microcionidae skeletons, being
convergent on Ltulectyon in structure (with a
markedly compressed axis, brushes of acanthoslyles surrounding the bases of protruding
choanosomal principal styles) but it also has palmate isochelae and a tangential layer of auxiliary

NW

s lying tangential to the surface (i.e., the
Claihria condition). Axociella is recognised here
ubgenusof Ctathria based on its special

compressed

choanosomal style^-suhrylosiyles, and
two categories of entirely smooth auxiliary
styles-subtylostyles. Microscleres palmale
isochelae and oxhorn toxas.

skeletal structure.

principal

REMARKS.

Axociella has been misinterpreted
by all authors since it was first reviewed by de
Laubenfels (1936a). It is similar to Tenaciella
Hallmann in lacking echinating megascleres but
it has a distinctive, com pressed reticulate axis and

plumose or plumo-reticulate subexrtosomal
(extra-axial) skeleton, reminiscent of the distinctive extra-axial skeletal architecture seen in

Raspailiidae. The structure of the ectosomal
skeleton in the type species i>f Axociella (i.e.* the
possession of two categories of auxiliary
megascleres) is the same as seen n 'Dialysias* and
Van Socsl (1984b) merged the two genera on this
basis. However, unlike typical species of
Thalysias or Claihria, those of Axociella have a
distinctive skeletal structure (compressed axis
i

and a

radial extra-axial skeleton),

which

is

morc-

AxosuberitesTopsent. 1893
(Fig. 11C-D)
Axotuberitef Topsenl, 1893a: 179; de Laubenfcls,
1936a: 118.

TYPE SPECIES. Axtatberitesfcm mi Topsenl, 893a:
179 (bv monotypvl (portion of holotypc MNHN1

LBIMDTI&59).
FlabeUate, flattened digitate growth form. Surface hispid, conuiose. Choanosome with corn
pressed reticulate axis and plumose extra-axial
skeleton, with only light spongin fibres. Axial

produce close-meshed reticulation of mulby choanosomal principal
subtylostyles forming criss-cross reticulation,
tracts plumose near periphery. Echinating
ntega&leres absent Subectosomal extra-axial
skeleton well differentiated from axial region,
with ascending plumose columns of targci subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles ft [fig From
fibres

tispicular tracts cored

MEMOIRS OF THE QUEENSLAND MUSEUM
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Type species of microcionid genera. A-B,Axocietla(A. cy/m^r/ca Ridley &Dendy,BMNH 1887.5.2.96).
(A. fauroti Topsent, MNHNDT1859). E-G, Bipocillopsis
(B. nexus Koltun,
BMNH1963.7.29.56). HI, Clathriella (C. primitiva Burton, BMNH 1938.7.4.93).

FIG.

1

1.

C-D,

Axosuberites

REVISION OF MJCROClOMUAf

Ectosome with
brushes of smaller auxiliary subtylostyles overlaying larger subeclosomal spicules. Megaseleres
entirely smooth choano somal principal subtylostyles-tylostyles, and two size classes of auxiliary
subtylostyles-tylostyles, both with smooth bases.
Microscleres absent.
peripheral choanosomal skeleton.

REMARKS.

Redescription of the type species
above is based on examination of a slide preparation in the
collection and Topsent's
ft 893a) description; the corresponding specimen
has not yet been seen Topsent ( 1893a) initially
compared Asosuheritex with Caufry>pongia Kent
and Pseudosulwrites Topsent in Subcritidae
(Hadromerida), noting thai it showed a certain

MNHN

level of morphological similarity in choanosomal
fibres and geometry of lylnsiylc megiLsckres.

However,

in

skeletal structure

and speculation

Axosuberites appear* (0 be a mieroeionid, most

similar to Axociefla, both genera showing
similarities in their ectosomal specialisation,
axial and extra-axial differentiation, and absence
of cchinating megaseleres. Van Socst (1984b)
also suggested that the genus was probably -m
Aujcielia without microscleres, ami under his
Scheme it was therefore referable to That*
but in both genera axial and extra-axial skeletal
structures are well develops! and closely comparable, and it is suggested here that ihey both
should be included in the same subgenus (i.e.,
Claihria {Thalysias)).

Ripocillopsis Kolcun, 1964
(Fig.
Blpoctlfopsis

11E-G)

Koimn. L$64»; 79.

TYPE SPECIES.

Bipocitiopsis nexus Koltun. 1964a

80 (hy moootypy) (holotypc ZIL 10644, paratype
BMNH1%3.7.29.56).
Erect, arborescent growth form with cylindrical
reticulated branches. Surface hispid, raised into
irregular sharp conules. Choanosomal skeleton

subrenieroid reticulate, with ascending spongin
fibres cored by multispieular plumose tracts and
interconnected by paucUpicular transverse tracts
of choanosomal principal subtylostyles, and
echinated by acanthoslyles. Subeclosomal region
with heavy paratangential bundles of subec-

tosomal auxiliary styles protruding through surface and also scattered between Fibres. Ectosomal
skeleton without specialised sptculation but with
bundles of subectosomal auxiliary styles surrounding protruding choanosomal spicules and
also lying paratangential to ectosome.

Megascieres choanosomal principal subtylosand sometimes

tyles invariably with basal spines

with spines on shaft, echinating acanthostyles of
similar morphology to principal megaseleres but

and more extensively spined, and single
category of entirely smooth subcct«i\inn^l
shorter

auxiliary style. Microscleres isochelae. strongly

sigmoid, unguiferous with very reduced pointed
alae, possibly anchoraie. Toxas absent.

REMARKS.

Bipocitiopsis resembles uamo&eni
ectosomal specialisation and having
modified sigmoid isoehelae.but differs ingrowth
form (arborescent versus encrusting) and subectosoma] skeletal architecture (thickly poralaogcnlial versus tangential). The genus is
monotypic ami mav be included in Clathria
(Claxkria) by its skeletal structure, whereas
Damoseni has hymedesmoid skeletal structure
typical of Claihria (Murociona), Chelae morphology has been described as iridentate sigmoid,
allegedly related to the arcuate form, but this is
very difficult to teJl with certainty given thai alac
are nearly vestigial There is t>n doubt that these
chelae are more highly modified than most other
microcionids. They are very small. Strongly unguiferous (sigmoid curved with small pointed
teeth)* apd Intend ui.»r are completely free of the
ateft and undifferentiated from the front ala, suggesting they may be Of unchorate origin, How*
-.here is no lateral ridge on the shaft of chelae
k> indicate an.;inclu irate condition. The de rival -on
of these chelae is indeterminable. Under the
scheme of Hajdu et al. (1994) this genus could be
included in Myxillina in possessing tridentatederived isochelae, whereas all other features
(skeletal structure, principal and auxiliary
megaseleres and ectosomal skeleton) indicate
relationships with the Microcionidae, in which it
is retained here tentatively. This decision is sup
ported by the ease of Damoseni, discussed below,
which have chelae of identical form to HtpoctI
fopsis widi the addition of oxhom toxas (which
are not found in Myxillina).
in lacking

Cionanchora de Laubcnfels.
(Fig.

Cumanehora dc Loubenfels. 1936a:

TYPE SPECIES. Hymrmpluu
sent, 1890b:

holotypc

68 (by

J36

l

l

I2E-G.
108.

tuhenweapitatu Top-

original designation) (tr a£mentof

MNHNLB1MDTO39).

Encrusting growth form. Surface smooth, even,
microscopically hispid. Choanosomal skeleton
hymedesmoid. Spongin fibres reduced to basal
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chounusomal prinand forming unispiculax
ascending columns protruding through cctoscmic.
layer lying on substrate, with

cipal subtylostylcs erect

and echinaling acanthostyles standing parallel to
these. Ectosome tangential skeleton of <uhectosomal auxiliary suhtylostyles. of a single
jory,

forming brushes surrounding protrud-

TYPE SPECIES.

Ctathria c&mprvssa SchmidL 1862
58 <bv subsequent designation (Schrnkll, 1X64

(holoiype

LMJG 13509).

Erect, arborescent, thinly lamellate, branching

growth form. Surface even, not hispid.
Choanosomal skeleton regularly

reticulate, with

well developed spongin fibres forming regulai 6l
irregular anastomoses of differentiated primary

ing choanosomaJ principal spicules Megascleres

and secondary spongin

fibres. Fibres

cored by

choanosomal principal subtylostylcs with tubcr-

choanosomal principal subtylostylcs

in multi-

culate bases, echinaling aautfho&ytes With large

spicular ascending tracts and uni- 01 bispieuha
transverse connecting tracts, and cchinutcd by

spioesevenly dispersed overcntwe spicule except

and subcetosomal

auxiliary sub-

lylostyles completely smooth,

Micropores

for bare point,

anchoratc-likc isochclac. Toxas absent.

REMARKS. The diagnosis is based on a slide of
the holutype and T\)p$Gfll

,

'$

(1890b) description;

the corresponding specimen has not been seen
Cionanchora wa5 erected for thinly encrusting
.sponger with
tion, similar to

hymedesmoid skeletal construcAnaata but with anehofate-likc

acanthostyles perpendicular to or at acute angles
to spongjn fibre*. Ectosomal skeleton with tangential layer of subcetosomal auxiliary subtylostyles, of a single size category. Megascleres
basally spined choaniwomal principal subtylostylcs, entirely smooth subcetosomal auxiliary
subtylostyies, and echinating acanthostyles witlt

even spination. Microscleres palmate rsochelae
or areolaris toxas with

and forceps-shaped
spinose extremities.

y

instead of arcuate-like modifications to isochclae

REMARKS.

(dc Laubenfels, 1936a). Both those genera were

numbei of microcionids
included in the genus by numerous authors. For
example, C. compressa has toxas with spinose
extremities, which therefore becomes a character
'typical* of Cfar/iria, whereas earlier authors considered that Ihis feature was diagnostic for Ar
lemisbia Vosmaer (de Laubenfels, 1936a!.
Clathria-Kkt (viz. Latticed de Laubenfels) and
Artcmmna-YAc genera (viz. Ligrota de Luubcn
fels) also have spinous toxas, indicating that lliii
character is homoplasious and probably not important above die species level of classification
In general, the original definition of Clathrhi
(s.s.) is upheld here, as re-examination of
Schmidt's svntype confirmed that all published
characters cited in the species description
n.idt. 1X62: 58; Topsent, 1925; 647) arc
present in type material.

mi

ed with Ctathria (s.1) by Van SoesI (1984b)
the basis that modified microspores were a

homoplasy throughout

the Poeciloeclttida, nod

arc interspecific discriminators only. AnchuratetiJce modifications are also found iri Folttispa
(both of which were included in Clctthria by
Hooper, 19911a). Micmciona dubia from

Christmas Island (Kirkpairick. 1900a- 136), UV&
referred to Cionanchora by de Laubenfels
(1936a: 108) supposedly in having anchoratc-lute
chelae but these are of palmate origin. Both
species have skeletal architecture lypk
Aficrvciona where they arc referred.

Clathria Schmidt. 1S62
(Fig.

I2A-B)

Schmidt. 1862: 57: Ridley. ISMa: 443-449.
612-615; Ridlev & Dendv
SS7: 3i: HenUchel.
1911:368; Hallmann. 1912: 205: Dendy. 1922:64;
Dendy, )924a: 352-354; tyi|S0A, [935: **39; Topsent, 1925; 645-658; Topsent. 1928a 62,299; Burnn
Rao. 1932: 334-337; Burton, 1932a: 319;
Burton. 1934a; 558, Koltun. 1959: 184; UVi,
1960a: 50,52,61; Melonc, 1963: 1-8; Sara Sc
Melone. 1963; 362: Sara, 1964" 229; Simp
1968a: 102. 104-106; Van Socst. 19S4b: 90;
Wiedenmavef. 1989: 56; Bcrgquisi & Fromonl,
ria

tial in

Strictly defining Claihtta is essen-

assign r

i

64ft) noted that C. compn
variable spicule dimensions, skeletal ar-

ftpseffl (1925

i

&

19X8;

I0&

Rhaphidophlus Ehiers, Ridlev
Dendy. 1887: 146,151; Topsent, 1894a: 14-15. IS
Ctofkarta;Kmnar, 1925:221 [lapsus].
hrla Schmidt, plus

&

chitecture,

and

live colouration.

He

correlated

with the diverse growth forms
shown by the species: thinly encrusting examples
had a hymedesmoid skeletal architecture, lhict.lv
encrusting forms had a plumose skeleton, and
this variability

erect ramose forms had anastomosing fibres
e
encompassing the nominal genera Leptoctathria,
Micrnciona and Clathria). He also found con
tion between the size of megascleres and growth
form variability, although he could find no oh(

i

vious trends. Topsent's observations arc invaluable in deciding whether to maintain nominal
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encrusting genera and more massive sponges as
distinct genera, and whether to differentiate taxa
with h> medesmoid, plumose or plumo-reticulate
skeletal structure

Clathria compressa is known only from the
north Atlantic and Mediterranean regions, but
judging t>y its extensive synonymy it appears to
be (or have been) moderately common within

Clathridla Burton, 1935

Oathrietla Burton. 1935c; 73; Koliun, 1959: 186.

TYPE SPECIES.
0>v

OathrieUa primifivd Burton. I9?5l;
designation
il.olotvpc

original

BMNH 1938.7.4.93).
Crumpled,

irregular,

massive growth form

Surface porous, uneven, hispid, with meandering
ridges covered hy thin transparent dermal
membrane. Choanosomal skeleton renieroid
reticulate, with spongin fibres forming regularly
triangular meshes cored by multispieular tracts of
smaller principal rhabdostyles (confined to
renieroid network) and larger principal sty les (latter producing secondary plumose, subisodictyal
skeleton of bi- or paucispicular ascending tracts).
Echinating spicules absent. Ectosomal skeleton
radially arranged tracts of subectosomal auxiliary
styles, of a single size category. Extra-fibre
skeleton (apparently) has centrally curved (arcnate) oxeote megascleres scattered throughout

Megascleres two categories of
choanosomal principal styles, larger smooth with
rounded bases, smaller spincd With rhabdose
bases, and smooth or basaily sptned subectosomal auxiliary styles-subtylostyles.

mesohyl

Microscleres absent.

REMARKS.

Clathriella primitiva

Burton ( 1935c) considered that Clathriella was
primitive member of the Microdonidae, in
which styles and acanthostyles had not yet become differentiated or segregated into coring and
echinating megascleres. He suggested further
that the toxiform oxeas, recorded by both Button
1935c) and Kohun (1959), were derived from
acanthostyles, and that both forms were remnants
of a primitive condition. There is no empi
evidence to support either argument, and the
present study takes the alternative point of view,
a

1

thai Species like Clathriella primitiva arc derived
or modified microcionids. Koltun (1959) also
suggested that arcuate oxeas of C primitiva were

(Fig. Ill-Mi

7.1

W

microxeas, and in that respect the genus should
be compared with Paraiaiaciella However, in
Clathriella these spicules arc supposedly large
(200x7 jim), indicating that they are true
megascleres, whereas in Paratenuciella
micToxeas are very small ('40-75 x 0.7*3jtinJ fa
any case, re -examination of the holotype of C.
primitiva (above) and more recent material from
the Sakhalin Is, N\V Pacific collected by PIBOC
IQMG300052), did not find any toxifel rtl oxeas
although several examples of smaller auxiliary
styles were sinuous, and it may be these the
authors were referring to. The genus is referred
here into synonymy with Antho Itsopenectya).

Clathrinpsamma Lendenfcld, 1888
(Fig.l2C-D)
Clathriopsamma Lenfcnfcld, 1888: 227; Topscnl,
1894a- 19; Hatlmann. 1920: 771; de Laubenfels.
1936a ^;Uvi. 1973:614; Vaceletet al., 1976: 75.

TYPE SPECIES

Clathriopsamma reticulata Lcmicn
1888:227 (by subsequent dcsignation;Ha)li>i ITH
1920:771)(lectotypeAMG9135).

feld,

Erect, anastomosing, arborescent growth form
Surface uneven, arenaceous, microscopically
is

obviously

Choanosomal skeleton irregularly reticuSpongin fibres without well developed

hispid.

closely related to Clathria chartacea Whitelegge
in its skeletal structure and speculation, conform-

late

ing to the definition of Isopenectya (see below).
Clathriella also shows similarities to hocitlla in

choanosomal principal subtylostyles and abuo-

having an isodictyal reticulate skeleton and in
lacking echinating spicules, although in Isociella
all megascleres are smooth and chelae and loxa
microscleres are present. The presence of smaller
spined rhabdostyles and an isodictyal component
of the choanosomal skeleton are reminiscent of
Rhabderemiidae, although the absence of thraustosigmata, thraustotoxa and other rhabdercmiid
microscleres in C. primitiva suggest that these
similarities are convergent.

primary or secondary differentiation, cored by
dant foreign debris. In subectosomal skeleion
principal subtylostyles also form plumose
brushes, protruding through cctosomc. Fil
heavily echinated by acanthostyles also as--jijted with ectosomal spicule brushes. Ec-

losome with paratangential tracts of
subectosorrul auxiliary subtylostyles. of a s
category, usually forming discrete brushes of
spicules at surface. Megascleres basal ly spi
u si form choanosomal principal subtylostyles.
I

smooth and basaily spined subectosomal

36
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FIG. 12. Type species of microcionid genera. A-B, Clathria (C. compressa Schmidt, LMJG15509). C-D,
Clathriopsamma (C reticulata Lendenfeld, AMG9135). E-G, Cionanchora {Hymeraphia tuberosocapitata
Topsent, MNHNDT939). H-I, Colloclathria (C. ramosa Dendy, BMNH1921.1 1.7.64).

REVISION OF MTCROCIONIDAE

auxiliary subtylostyles, and echinating acanthostyles with large spines evenly dispersed.

Microscleres palmate isochelae of two size
categories, including contort forms,

and sinuous-

37

through ectosome. Larger auxiliary megascleres
also scattered

between fibres and sometimes

coring fibres. Ectosomal skeleton with smaller
ectosomal auxiliary subtyiostyle forming discrete

raphidiforrn or accolada toxas.

brushes overlying subectosomal spicules
Megascleres smooth principal choanosomal

REMARKS. In Claihriopsiwuna the eetosomc is

styles, echinating acanthostyles with spinel
bases and points ibare necks
and two sizes of
auxiliary subtylostyles. usually with basal spines
Microscleres palmate isochelae, clekloehclac
and accolada toxas.

structurally close to the Thalysias condition, but

only one category of auxiliary spicule
producing surface bundles. The genus is distinguished from most other microcionid genera in
having foreign particks incorporated into the
skeleton (Haflmann, 1920) (see remarks Few
Aulenelia). Detrital entrapment is also known to
occur in other Microcionidae (e.g.. some Hohpsarnma). other Poecilosdenda (e.g., Phnriospongiidae), and it certainly also occurs commonly in
other sponge orders (Dysideidae, Thorectidae
there

1

is

in the Dictyoccratida, and many
Haptosclerida). This evidence indicates that this
feature h
n independently several times
within the Porifera, probably indicative of

and lrcinidac

ecological specialisation, and obviously arisen
independently in several groups. However,
species of Microcionidae that do incorporate sand

appear to be relatively homogeneous
their other characters

(i.e..

most of
there are no other

of ectosomal specialisation, or modifications to
chelae), and consequently this specialisation is
recognised here at the subgenus levt I. Vacelet et
al. (19761 synonymiscd Ctathtiopsanuna with

AuleneUiL and Van Soesi (1984b] merged
Claihriopsarmna with Cluthuu, whereas in this
it is

shown

for these species

that the earliest available
is

1

REMARKS.

name

WilsoneUa (sec below).

Collovlashria has a specialised cc-

mal identical to Thalysias with

two

categories of auxiliary spicules- forming surface
Spicule bundles, and on that hasis Van S
( 1984b: 115) suggested the two genera should he
merged: it is included here in synonymy with
Clathria (Thalysias). The possession of clci.%lochelac in
ramosa is noc unique to Mu-u>
cionidae also found in Piocamiopsis. Quizcicma
and several species of Clathria (c g
C

C

{Cfathria) loxipraediia).

Damoseni de Laubenfels, 1936
(Fig.

in

conflicting characters such as presence/absence

work

1

Damotemde

13A-C)

Laubenfels, 1936a:

1

10.

TYPE SPECIES. //vm^n^
1911:351 (bv original designation) (fragment of
holotype SMF969T).

Encrusting growth form. Surface sparsely
hispid, even.

Choanosomal skeleton

i;

moid, with spongin fibres reduced to basal layer
of spongin lying on substrate, with b.ist:s irf
choanosomal principal subtylostyles and acanthostyles embedded in spongin, standing perpen
diCUUi to substrate, spicules protruding through
•me Ectosomal skeleton with paratangennal, slightly plumose tracts of both larger and
smaller auxiliary subtylostyles. Megascleres
large principal choanosomal subtylostyles with
spined bases, echinating acanthoslyles with
spined ha^es and shafts tharc 'necks'), and two
sue classes of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles with either smooth or spined bases.
Microscleres strongly unguiferous, sigmoid
-

Colloclathria

Dendy 1922
7

(Fig. 12H-I)

Colloclathria Dendy, 1922: 74.

TYPE SPECIES.

Coiloclathria ramosa Dcnd\, 1922;
74 (by monotypy) (hnlotypcBMNH 1921.1 1.7 64)

Cylindrical, arborescent, digitate growth form.
Surface even, hispid. Choanosomal skeleton
reticulate, with slightly compressed axis and
slightly more cavernous extra-axial skeleton.
Spongin fibres cored by large principal
choanosomal styles, forming multispicular ascending tracts interconnected by multispicular
transverse tracts. Echinating acanthostyles distributed irregularly over fibres. Subectosomal
skeleton reduced to immediate outer edge of
skeleton, with plumose tracts of larger subeciiisomal auxiliary subtylostyles extending

isochelae with vestigial alae. arcuate- or fflftCh0C8tt
like but of uncertain affinity, and large wing-shaped
<oxhom derived) toxas.

REMARKS.

HcntschePs (1911) description of
fiymeraphia michaelsem does not mention the
presence of toxa microscleres. nor that principal
spicules protrude a long distance through the
surface, The modified unguiferous isochelae (of

MEMOIRS OF TUB QUEENSLAND MUSEUM

y

C

detached lateral alae. tt in
\J>)
dura), to anchorate-like forms (in which lateral
alae are detached from shaft, shaft Is curved,

possible anchorate or arcuate derivation) arc
identical to those of Bipociitopsis, and the com*
hi nation of toxas and unguiferous isochelae of
possible tri<Jent:<te-derivaiion supports the toelusion of such taxain Microctonidae contrary to
llajdu et al.'s (1994) proposal. Damoseni is
simitar to other encrusting genera with hymedesmuid architecture and it could be included in
Clalkcia {Microciona ) on this basts. However, the
specialised ectosomal skeleton composed of
smaller ectosomal and larger subectosomal
nlcs indicates affinities to Cluthria
auxth

shaft, partially

iThalysias).

into the skeleton. Dendrocia has only one
category of structural spicule throughout the
skeleton. Dendrocia also has a Characteristic
dendritic or plumo-reticulate skeletal architec-

Dendrocia Kallmann, 1920
(ffe I3D-R)

thickened and has a lateral ridge, as in C. [D.
myxiUoides). One species also has oxhorn toxas
[C.{D ) scabida) supporting the hypothesis thai
Dendrvcia has affinities with Micro* riwi dac

Dendrocia. like Wilsonetia, differs from other
micrc-zionids in having auxiliary styles both
coring fibre* and forming the ecio.sornul skelei Oil
However, whereas WilsoneUa has two categories
Of auxiliary spicules and detritus is incorporated

whereas Wilsonetla is invariably reticulate
ectosomal skeletal structure f with a continuous
ectosomal palisade of spicules) Dendrocia
resembles the Thalysias condition, but it has only
one geometric form of auxiliary spicule producing the extra-fibre skeleton (i.e., subeetosomc
and ectosomal regions) more similar to Clathtia.
Dendrocia is enigmatic, and
For this
Hooper (1990a) maintained il as a separate taxon.
whereas earlier Van Soest (1984b) had indicated that it was probably a synonym of
Clathria In this work il is referred to Clathria
ture,

Dendrocia Hallmann. 1920: 767: de LaubcnfcU,
1936a. <W.
I

TVfB SPECIES.

Clathria pymmbk Lendcnfcld,
1R88: 222 (by original designation') (holoiype

AMG9047).
Massive, lobate-dtgitate growth form. Surface
conulose, with subdermal sculpturing, oscules
slightly raised above surface with membraneous
lin Choanosomal skeleton dendritic, slightly
pkuno-reticulaie near axis, without any obvious
division of primary or secondary fibres, hut with
clear structural differences between choanoMimal, subectosomal and ectosomal regions.

In

{Dendrocia).

Two

Australian species were initially included

Spongin fibres heavy, meandering, cored hy
auxiliary styles indistinguishable from ihuse in

in Dendrocia by Hallmann (1920), ihe type
species and C, alata Dcndy (holotypc

eciosomal skeleton, and heavily echiitatcd by acanthostyles (sometimes also secondarily incorporated into fibres). Subectosomal skeleton
plumose or radial, with spicule tracts composed
of auxiliary styles diverging from ends of
peripheral choanosomal fibres and supporting
overlying ectosomaJ skeleton. EctosomaJ skeleton
with continuous, heavy pal isadc of erect aux il iary
s. Principal spicules absent, and megascleres
include only echinating acanthostylcs with spined
bases and necks but smooth points, and single
category of structural spicule (auxiliary stylessubtylostyles), entirely smooth with hastate points
and sometimes secondarily pointed bases. Micro
sefcres modified palmate isochelae with curved,
thickened shaft and reduced alae. Toxas absent.

G2280). Both arc undoubtedly synonyms. They
apparently differ only in their spicule dimensions
(styles: 175-230x2 -p.m versus 240-250x4-u.m;
acanthostyles: 63-95x3- lu.m versus 79-154x8-

NMV

ljim; arcuate isochelae: 23-2u.ni versus

affinities to Clathria. Several other Australian

species previously referred to Clathria s.s. should
also be referred to Dendrocia on the ia 5 of their*
1

i

and speculation.

skeletal architecture

Dictvociona Topsenu 1913
[fig. 13F-G)

REMARKS.

This strict diagnosis based on the
type species should be widened to include the
presence of modifications to isochelae. ranging
from typical palmate forms (with straight shaft,
completely fused lateral alae, as in Clathria
{Dendrocia) abrolhensis sp. nov.), modified palmate isochelae (with greatly curved, thickened

20-2um,

Burton &
Rao, from the Indian Ocean, should be removed
from Dendrocia because it has regularly reticulate choanosomal architecture, lacks an ectosomal
skeleton, and has palmate isochelae indicating
respectively). In contrast, D. antyaja

Diitvociona Topsonl, 9 3* 579, 6 8; de Loubcnfck
1936a: 10; Levi, t960a: 60, Bcrgquist & Fromom.
1

1

1

!

198H; 104.

TYPE SPECIES. MirrorUma

discrete! Thiele. 1905:

447 (by monotypy) (holotypc ZMB3302).

KE VISION OFMICROOONIDAE

Thickly encrusting, Jobate growth form. Surcomposed of interconnected micropapiliae.
Crmanosomal skeleton plumose, becoming
plumo-reticulate in thicker sections, Spongin
fibres divided into primary and secondary elements heavier in axis, lighter in subectosomal
region where dermal spicules implanted at nodes
of peripheral fibres. Fibres cored by multispicular
tracts of choanosomal principal sublylostyles,
and heavily echinated by acanthostyles projecting from fibres at all angles. Ectosomal skeleton
composed of paratangential tracts of subectosoma] auxiliary sublylostyles, of a single size
face

category, arising from peripheral fibres and piercing surface. Megascleres choanosomal principal

sublylostyles with acanthose bases and acanthose
shafts near basal end, echinating acanthostyles

with spined bases and points tbare 'necks'), and
subectosomal auxiliary sublylostyles with
microspined bases. Microscleres palmate
isoehelae and thin toxas intermediate between
wmg-shaped and oxhorn fomn.

REMARKS.

Diayociuna resembles Microcoria
in its plumose skeletal structure but has partially
acanthose choanosomal megascleres similar to
those found mAnaata mdAnlho. These spicules
are also present in several Raspailiidae (e.g.,
Hymeraphia* Euiypon), and they are considered
here to be of minor di4j>Q0&£ic importance above
the species level follow ing Simpson (1968a). Levi
( 1960a; 60) merged Dicryociona with Clathria, al-

though the species could as easily be placed in
Ma rocuma. It is included here within Clathria
(Ctolhrta Apart from the type species, other taxa
referred to Wctyoclona at one time or another
include: Microcionu clathrata Whiteleggc, M.
pyramidalis Brondsted.
te/f ro/ataHentschel.
Hymedesmia oxneri Topsent, Eurypon asodes de
Laubenfels, E. acanthotoxa Stephens. E. ditoxa
Stephens, £. nucrochela Stephens, E. tcnutssima
Stephens. Clathria temmovae Dendy, D. cantorla Bergquist & Fromont and D. atoxa Bergquist

39

{Schmidt, 1864) (Levi. 1960a: 57) (scbuotvpe

BMNH1867J

2

Arborescent growth form. Surface hispid, uneven. Oioanosomal skeleton renieroid reticulate
composed of spined acanthostySes forming trian-

gular or rectangular meshes, enclosed within
bound together at nodes by collagen (near periphery). Echinating megascleres
absent. Subectosomal (extra-axial) skeleton
plumose, with smooth principal styles standing
perpendicular to fibre nodes, individually or in
bundles, protruding through surface Ectosomal
skeleton with dense plun>ose or parataogential
fibres (axis) or

bundles of subectosomal auxiliary sublylostyles.
sometimes surrounding protruding principal
Styles. Megascleres shorter lightly spined acanthostyles Irenieroid skeleton) and longer completely smooth principal styles (extra-axul
skeleton), and smaller subectosomal auxiliary
sublylostyles with spined bases Microscleres
palmate isoehelae and toxas intermediate between wing-shaped and oxhorn form*.

REMARKS.

Dictyaclathria is an objective
of
ho, since the type species of both
genera are conspectfic (L6vi, 1960a). The type
specimen of Dictyoclathria is remarkable in having

Am

synonym

a nearly raspailiid ectosomal condition with
bundles of ectosomal spicules appearing to sur-

round the protruding extra-axial spicules, but this
not as perfectly developed xs in many Raspaitia.

is

Dirrhoparum

Ridlev, in Ridley

&

Dilifc

1881

>.

M

&

Fromom.

Utrrhopahm Ridley
See Plocamia.

in

Ridley

& Duncan,

KK

1

I
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Fchuiochalina Thiele. 1903
-l-'ig.

UA-B)

EMnochalina

Thiele, I903a:96J; HattfflOfllDi 1912:
Topsent, 1928a; 61; Burton. 1934a: S62j de
Laubonlcls, 1936a: 18; Thomas, 1977: 115.
18;

1

Dictvoclathria Topsent, 1920
I3H-1)
Burton. 1930k
501,533. i933:50;dcLaubenfels, 1936a: 77; Levi,
1960a. 80,
D)N (lotiathrio [lapsus]; Ferrer Hernandez, 1921: 172.
Dietyoetaihria Topsfint, 1920b:

TYPE SPECIES. Qathm

Ptocamia Schmidt. 1870.62.

18;

mowm

Schmidt, 1868: 9
(by original designation! (sehi/otypc BMNH1868.3.2.21): junior syTKNiym of A/ttho involwis

TYPE SPEC1HS. Ophtitaspongia ausirutiensis Ridlc)
1884a: 442 (by subsequent designation iHaJImarm,
1912: 2xH)»(holntypeBMNHI88l. 10.21 2
(

Massive-digitate, reticulate growth form. Surand interconnected lamellae,
producing angular cells with thin dermal
face with low ridges

stretched between. Choanosomal
skeleton irregularly reticulate, with heavy
primary spongin fibres cored by paucispicular
tracts ^\' auxiliary spicules Uomotes). and heavy

membrane

secondary spongin fibres cored by uui

Qj
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FIG. 13. Type species of microcionid genera. A-C, Damoseni (D. michaelseni Hentschel, SMF969T). D-E,
Dendrocia {Clathria pyramida Lendenfeld, AMG9047). F-G, Dictvociona (Microciona discreta Thiele,
ZMB3302). H-I, Dictyoclathria (Clathria morisca Schmidt,
unreg.).

MNHNDT

RhVIStON Oh MJCROCiOMDAE

bispieular tracts of auxiliary spicules Fibres
lightly eehinated by principal sublylostyles. Ec[)1 skeleton with undulating fibres and loose
.

paratangential tracts of auxiliary spicules (also
distributed throughout mesohyl Megascleres inI.

clude quasidiactinal auxiliary tornotes with aymmetrical or symmetrical ends (coring fibres and
on ectosome), and completely smooth principal
subtylostyles-styles (echinating fibres), some-

times modified to oxeotes (asymmetrical with
two pointed ends). MicroscleTes wing-shaped
toxas. IsocheLae absent.

REMARKS.

In the type species curing spicules
arc tornotes, whereas in other specie* of
E<rhint>vhulina they range from true styles to
oxcotcs. Re-examination of the hotolype of O.
australiensis, and Thiele's. (1903a) specimen
from Temate, Indonesia (&MF1&55) also found
that cchinaling principal styles can sometimes be
modified to oxeote spicules, providing support
for the otherwise tenuous placement of Protophhiaspongia with this group of microciomds.

Hallmann (1912; 288) noted that Echinorfialina
from the allied Echiiwclathna of authors
= thflopswnma as defined here) in having fibres
cored by auxiliary spicules (tylotes or strongytes). which may be modified to quasi-monaclinal {'owns (tylostrongyles, tornostrongyles'i. and
echinated by smooth styles or subtylostyles. By
comparison, Echinovlalhriu in be >1rie« sense (or
Ophlitaspongia of authors" has principal
cboanosomat styles (or modified monaeiinal
megascleres) which both core and echinale fibres,
as -.veil as a second category protruding through
the surface; Hotopsamma has only a single
category of coring and echiaating principal
spicule* As such. Van Soesi (1984b: 129) SOg
gesled that Eihinorfatlwa possibly did not
belong with the Mierocionidae, and might be
differs

41

spicules in the peripheral skeleton (sometimes

reduced to quasi-ndiactinal forms). Echituxhalina
has spicules which are closer to true diaclinal*
(although sometimes modified to quasi-monaclinai forms). Both genera lack definite edosomal
specialisation. Some Echittochaluta appear to have
affinities with certain species of EMnoiliayum
(Raspailiidac) and with the Desmacididae. and
both Thicie (1903ft) and Topsenl (1904a) have
aiieady noted this resemblance, suggesting that
Ihey differ mainly in ihc geometry, ornamentation
and derivation of the cchinaling megascleres. By
comparison. Kallmann (1912) considered that
these differences, and the presence of long subimal styles in

many Echmodii i\utn s\yt

are sufficient to maintain the two genera as
tinct taxa (see Hooper, I991d).

ih ,-

Although Echinockalina usually has smooth
megascleres. Jinking \\ to
Edunoclallirto and Hotopsanvna* there are two
species which were previously referred ro
spanEchinadictytun f£ ridleyi Dendy and
giosum Dcrydy), which have acanthoseexhinatme
megascleres but otherwise conform to
Erhinorhalwu in their spicule geometries and

echinaling

£

skeletal architectures.

Hooper (1991)

transferred

I

these Species 10 Echinochalina.

Tablisdc Laubenfels

is

an obvious

synonym of

Echiwnhuliwi The two genera differ only by the
absence of microsclercs and the presence of a
reticulate Afl

I

i> .•»

lure in Tahiix

I

more appropriately placed elsewhere within

/j/«/7/atfl(Pulitzer~Finali)), whilst retaining oihci

common

to the genus,

possible that Echinochalina* sensu
dergoes similar reduction.

\

and

it

is

lallmann. un-

Probably of greater importance in determining
the appropriate placement of Erltinochaltnu is its
lack of any special ectosomal skeleton, and in this
respect it is similar to Dendmria (both with only

one form of structural

(auxiliary) spicule).

1884

1

Ecfimockrihria Carter, 1884. 204 |nomcn nudum |:
Ca/ler, I885f: 355; Ridley
Dendy, 188?. 159;
T^psenu 1394a: 18: Thiclc. 1903a: 962. Hiillnwtn.
:*>12: 275 -276; Dendy, 1922:71 |in parti. TopsenL

&

28a 61; dc Laubenfels, 1936a: 119: Wirdcnmayer< \9T?: U5, i9SV;MUnotUri/.. 1988.891.

the

Paealosclerida (e.g.. Phoriospongiididae). However, examination of a suite of species included
here m Hoiopsumma found that this group jlso
undergoes a reduction in coring spicules (e.g., H.
characteristics

Ec-hiruK'kiltiria Carter,
1,- 14C-E.I

Whereas

Echinoctathria is.sA possesses monactinal auxiliary

T\VES?EC\Y:'S. Et hituu Inihrio uvwis Carter, 1KKM:
355 (by subsequent designation; Burton, 1934a: 562j
(holotypc

BMNHI8S6.I2.I5.M7),

Spnngia kpvrina Lamarck,

mi

;

ik.lotype

J

junior syrtofl}

i

K 14. 444 (Topsenl. 1932:

MNHNLBIMDT567).

Thinly flancltaic, flattened palmate, stalked
gWWth form. Surface membraneous, microscopically hispid. Chnanosomal skeleton renieroid
reticulate, slightly compressed with well
developed spongin fibres in axis, more openly
reticulate, less compressed and with lighter
spOngin towards periphery. Axial fibres cored
by pauci- or mullispieular tracts of smaller principal Styles producing rounded or irregularly
shaped meshes, and echinated hy same spicules.

MEMOIRS OF THE QUEENSLAND MUSEUM
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Subectosomal (extra-axial) skeleton radial, urnor paucisptcular, with larger principal spicules
erect on terminal fibres and usually protruding
through surface. Ectosornal specialisation absent,
with bundles of subectosomal auxiliary subtylosand forming
tyles embedded perpcnn
paratangential brushes surrounding larger principal spicules. Megascleres include smaller,
robust, entirely smooth principal subtylostyles
(coring and echinating fibres), larger principal
sutxylostyles of similar geometry (projecting from

peripheral fibres and protruding through surface),
and smooth subectosomal auxiliary subtylos8, straight or flexuous, Mieroscleres absent.

REMARKS.
i

There

tnmng the precise

is

substantial confusion con-

definition of Echintx'lsiihrui.

and its relationship with other nominal genera
such as Holopsamma^ Holme, Aulertu and Ophlitaspongia. Consequently the above ding
strict, pertaining only to ths type species, and a
detailed explanation

is

ing through the ectosome. Echinociathria leporina

typical of

is

(e.g..

traheculae*, a reticulate skeleton of heavy spon-

gin fibres cored and echinated

by smooth monac-

pnncipal megascleres of the same geometry,

and with monactinal subectosomal auxiliary
styles distributed throughout the mesohyl (and in
some species also forming a radial subectosomal
skeleton). Haltmann also noted that in some
ies he assigned to Echinociathria there are
both chelae and toxa microscleres, with quasimonactinai auxiliary megascleres, or they may
have their coring megascleres replaced partially
or completely by detritus (e.g., Hotopsai
laminaefavosa). Hallraann suggested farther that
Echinociathria and Ophlitaspongia essentia II
differed only in growth form, a view perpetuated
by Wiedenmayer (1989). This interpretation is

here.

Most species included in Echinociathria prior
present study do have the characteristics
outlined by Kallmann (19! 2), and most are reLaiy homogeneous and easily recognisable in
the field by their characteristic "honeycomb
reticulate' growth form. !l is therefore unforin the

tunate that Burton (1934a) subsequently designated E. tenuis fa junior synonym of Spongia
Uporwu) as the type species of EchinoclGM
because this species has a flabellale growth form
(very dissimilar to 'honeycombed reticulate'
species), skeletal architecture consisting of a dif-

most Ophlitaspongia (of authors)

0. axinelloides Dendy).

Confusing the generic boundaries even

further,

Spongia leporina closely resembles Antho
(Isopenectya) in growth form and gross skeletal
construction, but differentiated by their skeletal
structures, spicule ornamentation and locali naof particular spicules to certain regions of the
it could be argued that
Isopenectya could be included in Echinociathria
as equally as in Antho. The former option is
tentatively rejected here based on the uncqi
cal possession of spined (versus smooth) styles
composing the renieroid skeleton, and possession
of a secondary, longitudinal, subisodictyat secondary skeleton in Isopenectya. Similarities in
renieroid skeletal construction may link both
these genera into a clade based on second
tion

skeleton. Nevertheless,

justified below,

Most authors follow Kallmann's (19
interpretation of Echinociathria in which the
semis is essentially characterised by a
honeycomb mass of anastomosing flattened

emended

ferentiated axis, extra-axis, a renieroid skeleton^

and a second category of principal spicules protrud-

Oi lo$S.

The

signing Isopenectya

is

difficulty in positi

discussed further below.

Wiedenmayer (1977: 144) suggested

that

Echinociathria should be restricted to fa
Ppetfic *pec*es, although there were similarities
in skeletal architecture with Pandaros from the
West Indies (which lacks microscJcres) He noted
further diat Echinociathria had mostly smooth
choanosomal spicules, except for decisional
tigial spines on the bases of some auxiliary
spicules, whereas Pandaros had acanthose
echinating spicules. Simpson (1 96&0 has. already
demonstrated that the loss of supination cm

echinating spicules is common amongst
microcionids and not correlated with any
cytoltxgical differences (i.e.. of low taxonomic
value). Wiedenmayer (1977, 1989) concluded
that although two genera intergraded they could
not be consistently differentiated, and Pandaros
is

not included in this group.

Thus, on the basis of evidence presented by
Hallmann (1912: 275), Burton (1959a: 246) and
Wiedenmayer (1989: 58), and re-examination of

nominal species belonging to these groups, n
we are dealing with two distinct,
homogenous groups. One. agreeing with the
definition of Spongia leporina above, inch
the genera Echinociathria (in the strict sense
only and not of authors), and Ophlitaspongh.
authors, and not in the strict sense
all
is

clear that

|

Echinociathria is the earliest available name for
this group, and its characteristics should be taken
as those traditionally associated with the con
of Ophlitaspongia (of authors). This genus is

«
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most closely

related to Antha in

its

renieroid main

skeletal structure, differing in having

smooth

choanovomal spicules aod a single skeletal s'.ucture (i.e., Antho has 2 skeletal structures: a
renieroid skeleton composed of spincd spicules
and a plumose or subisodictyal skeleton composed of smooth spicules).
The second group contains honeycombed
reticulate species traditionally associated with

fchinocfatbrui (of authors, nut in the strict
Halme, Plectispa and Auiena (of authors, not in U*e strict

sense), together with Holopxamrtta,

The earliest available name for this group
Holopsamma Carter ( 8850. There no doubt
that this honeycombed reticulate group of
sense).
is

mtcroeiomds warrants inclusion
its

in a

separate

level of divergence is arguable

Wicdenmaycr. 19~H, 1989; Hooper, 1991). Its
peculiar growth form is consistent for all 12
Australian species (all from southern Australia
(Gondwanani faunas), and 4 non-Australian species
(cf.

(2 from South America : Gondwanan) and 2 from
the lndo-west Pacific (Techy an) faunas). This
growth form is correlated with a reticulate skeletal

architecture, forming a homogeneous gnmp
is recognised here at the generic level.

which

A honeycombed reticulate growth form is ftfeo
known forAcamashmdc Laubenfels (1936a: 117)
in Mycalidae Van Soest, 198**b) and Pandaros
(see below), both known only from the Wesl
I

Indies.

Echinonema
(Fig.

Carter, 1875

I4FG]

Echmanema Carter, 1875: 194[nomennuit
Carter, 1881a: 378; Ridlev, 18R4a: 615; Topsent,
1894a: 19; Dendy, 1896: 32; Whitclegge, 190180;Topsent, 1928a: 61, 1932: 89,98; de Laubenfels. 1936a: 112: Levi. 1960a: 56

TYPE SPECIES.

Eclunonema typtcum Carter, IB&la:
377 (by typonymy lectotype BMNH 877.5.21 .149);
junior svnunvm of Spprigfa cacti formis Lamarck,
) (

1814; 440<leetotype

choanosomal

on pciiphcial

Ectosomal skeleton dense,
with smaller ectosomal auxiliary subivUi-:
forming a dense palisade on surface. Me E
include smooth choanosomal principal .styles.
larger subectosomal auxiliary sublylostyles with
smooth or microspined bases, smaller ectosomal
auxiliary wbtylo$tyto5 with sittootl
microspincd bases, and short thick cchinating
acanthostyles with spincd base and point but bare
neck. Microbe teres palmate isochclae of vt
sizes, including contort forms, and thin accolada
and asymmetrical toxas
fibres.

I

is-

1

taxou, although

auxiliary subtylosiyles erect

1

MNHNLBIMDT5H0J

Arborescent, shrubby, lamellate growth form.

Surface even, hispid, subectosomal
Choanosomal skeleton rciiculalc, with open rectangular or elongate open meshes although slightly compressed in axis. Primary spongin fibres
ascending, heavy, cored by multispicular tracts of
choanosomal principal styles, interconnected by
pauci- or aspicular secondary spongin fibres.
Fibres echinated by acanthostyles heaviest in
peripheral skeleton. Subectosomal skeleton
plumose, with brushes of Larger subectosomal
striations.

REMARKS.

It

is

confirmed here that Carter's

(1881m kchirwnema ivpiatm

is

itJenheal to

814) Spongia cacriformis. and consequently the name cm^/a/vm* has senionty ovw
the better known junior synonym C/u.'/irju syptru.
widely used in the literature. Lendenfcld ( B!
Whitclegge 1,1901) and Hallmann (1912) created

Lamarck's

( 1

I

runy new

subspecific

names

(as varieties) foi

and Hooper & Wiedenmayer i 1994)
assigned Lamarck's (1814) specimen to Clafhho

this species,

.

>riifonnis cactiformis,

and Carter's

C

n.) caciiformis typica,
i.ination of type material of all these suh-

4.1881

j

specimen

to

specks (Van typica (SMF1589); wm pot
(SMFI653); var. trnvispimis (AMZ93J); var.
'.ii osus (AMZ944); var>£^/Attt(AMZ92S);var
obesus (AMZ937); var. pmxtmus (AMZ930);
var, stelligcra (AME648); and IhTee
varieties of Hallmann (1912) (AMZ115R:
AM/ 1430. G9I35. 2938; and AMZ4I ). showed
that they were oonspecifk with the nominoty pica variety (based on spicule Size, Spii
geometry and skeletal structure), whereas growth
forms and surface features varied substantially
between each laxon. The recognition of these
I

subspecies,

;»

preoccupation of many earlier

authors, docs at least demonstrate a high degree
ol external morphological variability for the
species, but is not nf particular nomenclature!

importance because there are no other morphological characters that correlate with these
differences in external morphology. It may be
eventually determined from biochemical or
genetic d^ta. that this

polymorphism is indicative

of sibling species relationships, but no studies of
this sort have yet been undertaken.

De Laubenfels (1936a: 112) suggested that
Echinonetna was identical to Thalysius (sensu de
Laubenfels), whereas Van Soest (19&4b) and
others placed both genera into synonymy with
Khaphidophtus (see below). The genus is in-
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G

H

M

w

FIG. 14. Type species of microcionid genera. A-B, Echinochalina (Ophlitaspongia australiensis Ridley,
1 886.
2. 1 5. 147). F-G, Echinonema (E.
1 88 1
1 0.21 .299). C-E, Echinoclathria (E. tenuis Carter,
1877. 5. 21. 149), H-I, Halme
(Holopsamma laminaefavosa Carter,
typicum Carter,

BMNH

BMNH

.

BMNH

BMNH1886.12.15.312).

1
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eluded here in Ciathria (Thalysias) on the basis
of its eetosomal specialisation.

45

Folltispadc Laubenfels, 1936
(Fig. I5D-F)
Fofyjtpa deLauhentcls. 1936a:

I

Ift

Msherispungia de Laubenfels, 1936
(Fig. 15

AC)

TYPE SPFCIFS. ilymtdesmia laevissima Bendy,
1922:81 (by original designation) (holoivpc

Fisherispongia de Laubenfels, 1936b* 46ft

BMNH1921. 11.7.69).

TYPE SPECIES

slightly hispid.

Thickly encrusting growth form. Surface c\c\\
.

FIfto hpongkftrrea dc Laubenfels,

original designation) (holotypc
1936b: 460 (by
*

USNM22239).
Encrusting growth iorm. Surface tuberculatc,
arenaceous, hispid, Choanosomal skelcion
hymedesmoid, with basal layer of spongin fibre
incorporating detritus and bases of larger
choanosomal principal subtylostylcs and smaller
echinating styles, standing perpendicular to substrate, in groups or individually, ascending to but
not protruding through ectosome BctOSC
skeleton plumose, with .subectosornal auxiliary
polytvlostyles, of a single category, arising from

ends of choanosomal megasclcrcs in multispicular bundles protruding through surface;
Megascleres large choanosomal principal subtylostylcs with smooth bases, smaller smooth
echinating styles with smooth or miemspined
bases, and polytylotc auxiliary tylostyles with
smooth or microspined bases. Microscleres palmnle isochelae, including contorted forms, and
thick wing-shaped toxas.

REMARKS. De

Laubenfels (1936b) distinguished Fisherispangia from other microciomds
by ihe polytylole bases on their snhcctosomal
auxiliary styles. In all other respects, however, the
type species resembles other encrusting species
with hymedesmoid architecture (e.g.. Lefttodathha). Polytylotc ectosomal megasclcrcs

are known in several other species of
Microcionidac (e.g., Ciathria aceratoobtusa,
Faratetwciclkt microxca), as well as in other
Poccilosclctida (e.g., Catnptisocale Topsent and

Ridley & Dcndy; CoclosThe incorporation of detritus into the
choanosome and fibres is well known tor several
Phelloderma
phaeridae).

Choanosomal skeleton hymedes-

moid, with spongin fibres lying on substrain
bases of choanosomal principal subtylostylcs embedded, standing perpendicular to substrate individually or forming short multispicular
plumose columns protruding through surface.
Echinating megascleres absent. Subectosornal
skeleton irregularly plumose, with loosely aggregated bundles of subectosornal auxiliary sublylostyles erect on surface or lying tangential to
it. Megasclcrcs
include smooth choanos^-inal
principal subtylostyles, and smooth subectosornal auxiliary subtylostylcs with mucrnnate
or telescoped points Microscleres palmate
isochelae with anchoratc-like modifications (cuivature, partially detached alae, continuous ridge

on

shaft).

Toxas ahscnt.

REMARKS

fhciype species of Ferf^Mpffdil

from other encrusting microcionids with
hymedesmoid skeletal architecture (e.g., Leptodathm) in lacking ecWiwtinji acamhostyles
(ef. Axoclelha) and having chelae with
anchnrate-likc modifications instead of typical

palmate isochelae

(cf.

donanokom). These

chelae are. strongly curved, with laieral alae partially detached from the shaft and a continuous
lateral ridge running the length of (he skill However, these lateral alae are not fully formed (being
about two-thirds the size of the front ala), nor are
they completely detached from the shaft (At-

tached for approximately 50% of their length),
and consequently they cannot be considered true
anchorate chelae but perhaps palmate isochelae
with substantia] anchorate modifications. The
genus is included here in Ciathria {Microti on a)

based on

its

skeletal structure,

microcionids and other sponges (see remarks for

AuleneUa) and on this basis the species \$ included in Ciathria (Wilsonella). Re-examination
of the holotypc found a marked contrast in size
between the smaller and larger (so-called principal) spicules, with no intermediate sizes, and
these smaller spicules are interpreted hen- .:-.
being smooth echinating styles. By its toxa mor-

phology Fisheri&pongiaferrea (from the Atlantic
coast of Panama) is very similar to ClatJina
aceraloobtusa (from the Indo-wesi Pacific).

[llalme] Lendenfeld, 1885
(Fig, 14H-I)
Nafafe LetidcRfcld, 1885c; 285, 1889*: 446; de
Laubenfels. 1936a 17; Bcrgquist. 1980b: 454;
Vvioii.'iini.iviT.

Nut

TYPE SPECIES
1

1989; SS (preoccupied).

Hahftt- I'aseoe, 1869.

ffofopsamma lamiiuiefovosaCMcr,

KS5te 2 2 by subsequent designation, de Laubenfels.
1

I

MM6a: l7)lhotoiypeHMNmSK6J2.15.3l2).
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A

FIG,

1

B

5.

Type species of microcionid genera. A-C, Fisherispongia {F.ferrea de Laubenfels, USNM22239). D-F,
(Hvmedesmia laevissima Dendy, BMNH 92 1 1 .7.69). G-l, Holoplocamia (H. pennevi de Lauben-

Folitispa
fels,

USNM22460).

1

.

1
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Massive,
globular,
lobale- digitate
honeycombed reticulate growth form. Surface
composed of small branches ( 'lacunae* interconnected to form regular network. Choanosomal

47

Hcttrmlathria Topseni. 1904
(Pg I6A-B)

)

Hctcn«Itithria TofiscnU 1904b: 93; Burton-

I

403

skeleton irregularly reticulate, with heavy spon-

gin fibres fully cored by both sand particles and
other detritus, and with fewer choanosomal principal subtylostyles both coring and echinating
..
Subectosomal skeleton with peripheral
fibres cored and echinated by principal

megascleres, slightly heavier, more plumose

periphery than

at core,

at

and with subectosomal

auxiliary strongyles forming irregular para tan-

Kctosnmc with external fibre reticulation reinforced by sand.
Megascleres vary from common to relatively
gential tracts near surface.

SCSirse (or spicules

SOtne specimens

i

.

reportedly absent entirely in
.rt

i

entirely

smooth

choanosomal principal subtylostyles. and
smooth sinuous or straight subectosomal
auxiliary strongyles or quasidiactinal styles.

TYPE SPECIES.

Heterodathria hallev Topsenl,
1904b: 94 (bv original designation and monotypy)

lschizotypeM'NHNLBlMDTlHS4i.
Erect, digitate growth form. Surface even,
microscopically hispid. Choanosomal skeleton

heavy spongin
primary ascending

regularly renieroid reticulate, with
fibres well differentiated into

multispicuiar fibres, cored by choanosomal prin-

and secondary transverse uni- or
amphistron^ fa Subectosomal skeleton plumose or paraiangcntial,
cipal lylostylcs,

bispieulur fibres cored by

with subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles forming pooriy developed brushes arising
periphend primary fibres, and also forming
clusters around margins of oscules. Echinating
acanthostyks absent, but choanosomal principal
styles sometimes echinate primary fibres.

Megascleres choanosomal principal lytostvles

Micfoscleres absent;

with microspined bases, large strongyles <dumbell spicules) o( renieroid skeleton Willi Kpincd

REMARKS. Holme

[sensit Lcndenleld, |8f

Aulena (of authors, e.g..
Lendenfeld, 1888 butnotLendenfeld, 1885c). in
skeletal construction, growth form and the
is virtually identical to

and subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles
s
with microspined bases. Microseleres palmate
thin

wing-shaped toxas,

s

presence of detritus within the fibre skeleton. In
contrast, Hahne (of Lendenfeld, 1885c) differs
from Aulena [of authors) by ihe virtual absence
{or inconsistent presence) of proper, heavily
mineralised spicules. However, examination of
relevant type material, recent material from
southern and eastern Australian waters (see
below) and (he literature (e.g.. Wiectenmayer.

1989) shows

tamiruufayosu is relatively
polymorphic in its growth form, surface struc*
tore, spongin fibre construction, amount of
that H.

detritus incorporated into the skeleton

number and presence
Despite

and the

or absence of megascleres

ihis variability, the species is clearly a

nnny m of Holopsam ma, cioscly related to other
reticulate species. Of the
numerous species referred to Hahne by Lcndcrtfeld (1885c, 1888) many are Dictyoceratids
(Bergquist, 1980b). whereas the type species is
undoubtedly a mierooonid. Unfortunately the
name Holme Carter, 18&5b is preoccupied by
Hahne Pascoe. 1869 iWiedenmayer, 1989), and
s\

honeycombed

Hohpsamma
name

few

Carter

this

is

the senior-most available

group of honeycomb rctieulare

microcionid sponges.

REMARKS. Heiemclathria is unusual 16 the
ploeamiform group of sponges Ide Laubcntels,
1936ai, such as Antho and Plocamilla, in having
a differentiated primary and seconder) fibre network cored by monactinal and diaetina!
megascleres, respectively. The type species is
only known from the holotype which unfortunately lacks collection data. Burton (19

403) referred two other species to the genus,
Pfqeamia katykhtos de Laubcnfels [19
and P. mumm tr itsts iscnsu Lambe, 1895: 124;
holotype U.SNM633I; not Carter, iSSOa: J4>,
which he renamed H. larnbei Burton, and which
Bakus \\9bb: 5 2) also renamed RhcatnUla n'mmeri. Dc Laubcnfds 1936a; 78) suggested that
Helen
synonym of Plocarnia^ and
this is confirmed here from re-examination of
1

<

both // tofttbti and //, hallezi. Hetemclnihria is
referred here to Antho {Plmamia) in having
(acantho)-strongylcs in the renieroid skeleton,
although true echinating spicules are absent.

Another species which shows some Similarities
[oHcterocfaihha in skeletal Structure tsStxIotrlhi
trnuta Topent ( 1 897b: 464), from the Andaman
Sea off Malaysia, foi which Burton & Rao 932:
343) created Acamhostylotella, Thai
lacks the characteristic 'dumbcll spicules' bui has
i

•

(

1

w
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a renieroid skeleton

of primary ascending mulh-

spicular fibres interconnected by unispicul r
tracts of smooth styles. It lacks an ectowmal
id it possibly
skeleton and lacks mien*.,
liest

placed

in

lophomdae.

Plotamione Topsent (Raspailiidae, Hooper,

to

1991), whereas the poccilosclerids (including
Holoplocamia) are considered here to belong to
Antho {Plovamia) (die latter a senior name for

Pfacamilla),

Holopsamma

Holoplocamia de LaubcnfcU, 1936
(Fig. I5G-I)

ttohpfocamwtielLanbcnfeUi 1936a; 75;
80; Little, 1963:47.

(Fig.
LfiVt,

1960a.

Holopsamma

Carter, 1885

16C-D)

Carter, 1885c: 211.

TYPE SPECIES. Holo&SOtnm 0W*M

TYPE SPECIES.

Haiopiocamki

£*nntfyi

le

Uuben-

fclv 1936a: 75 (bv original desi«naliun> (holotvpc

USNM22460).
Thinly encrusting growth form. Surface rugose,
microscopically hispid. Choanosomal skeleton
hymedesmoid, with basal layer of .spongin fibre.
principal

choanosomal

styles

embedded

in fibre

nodes, standing perpendicular to and protruding
through surface, and wilh basal mass of acanthostrongyics forming an irregular renieroid
\t:i->ndary reticulation of spicules around principal spicules, interconnected by sparse collagen
at nodes, Smaller acanthostylcs a3so present

cchinating fibre nodes. Mesoby] incorporates
large quantities of dctntus and auxiliary spicules.
Ectosomal skeleton with tangential or paralangential tracts of subectoMimal auxiliary suhtylostyles. MegascJcres principal choanosomal
styles-subtylostyles with either smooth or
microspined bases, aeanthostrongylcs or acantbostyles of basal skeleton more heavily spirved at
ends than middle. ech mating acantho&l vies even-

and suhectosomal auxiliary suhtylostylL's with microspined bases. MiCfOSC
palmau- \noi Itctae, including contorted forms,
and wing-shaped toxas.
ly spined,

1

Holoplocmnta was erected for
sponges similar to Plocamkt Schmidt, but having
spiny rather than smooth principal Spicules Levi
1960a) suggested that the genus was a synonym
of Ploeamilla, whereas Topsent ( 192Ha) and Lity
tle [1963) argued lliai l focamtll<i was different
from both Ptocamia and Holoptocamia in lacking
any differentiation between primary and secon
dary skeletal tracts. This opinion is not upheld
here. De Laubenfels (1936a: 75) referred several
'plocamiform* species it? Hotoplocamw^ including the type species of Ploeamilla. and it is wow
generally accepted that Holoplocttmia and
Plocamilla are synonvmous (Bakus, 1966:
Simpson. 196Sa; Levi & Levi. f98Ja; PulitzerFinali, 1983; Van Soest, 1984b;. Most of the
*pk>camifornv species discussed by de Lutbenfels (1936a) were subsequently fmind to belong
I

&

BMNM

i'Johoso Lendenfeld, 3 885c: 303 (leetotypc
BMNH1886.K.27.71)(cf Wiedenmayer, 1989: 63).
vSubsphencal, digitate, regularly 'honeycomb'
reticulate growth form. Surface arenaceous.
porous, with tympanic membrane-like ectosomal
crust stretched across adjacent, subdcnual
cavities. Choanosomal skeleton reticulate, wilh
well developed spongin fibres not well diffeien
liatitd into primary or secondary elements, although many ascending fibres have core of small
quantities of detritus (mostly spicule fragments),
whereas other fibres clear of detritus completely.
Coring and echinating spicules absent from
choanosomal skeleton. Ectosomal skeleton
heavily arenaceous, with CfUSl of sand and scat-

tered reticulate (or

plumose or paratangential

in

places) bundles of subectosotnal auxiliary strom
gylcs lying tangential on surface crust. Mesohyl
b £3
matrix relatively heavy be! ivecil
*

t

i

Megaseleresonly smooth subectosotnal auxiliary
strongyks. Micrnscicrcs absent.

REMARKS. De

Laubenfels (1936a: 97) noted
differs from other 'sandy
sponges' (i.e.- the polyphylelic 'family
Pftaffunascidae" de Laubenfels) in lacking
microscicrcs and having both monactinal and
eltactinal mcgaftcleres it is unfortunate that he
designated H. i rosso as the type species because
in some of the 5 'valid syntypes the monacumtl
(principal) styles may be lost completely, and the
diaehnal (auxiliary) strongyles are vestigial,
leav ing onl y heavy spongin fibres (the major ones
with a DOW o( detritus), and a heavy ectosomal

that

REMARKS.

Carter, 1885c:

(bv subsequent designation, deLaubcnfels. 1936a:
1886. 12. 15.313; Hooper
98) (leetotypc
Wicdcnmuyer, 1994), a senior synonym of Holme
21

Holopsamma

4

sat id

cortex.

The

status and affinities of this genus are still
confused, despite the comprehensive redeseription and discussion of the type species by
Wicdenmayer( 1989). This confusion is due to the
fact that no-one had previously nominated a lectoiype amongst the 31 syntypes of the type

species,

which are composite and represent

at

REVISION
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least 6 different species: only ^ of Ihese actually
conformed to Carter's (1885c) original descrip-

(BMNH-

1SS6.I2.15.313) designated 'by Hooper &
Wiedenmayer (1994) and figured by Wiedenmayer (1989: pl.6, fig. 7) is identical to Holme
giobosa Lcndcnfcld. and there is some conjecture
as to which name is the most valid. Wiedenmayer
1

//

989: 63) chose to use the name H. giobosa over
crassa, although he admitted that crassa was

more senior (apparently by only several months),
and therefore under the rules of the ICZN it must
take precedence. His arguments in choosing
giobosa over crassa were that type material of
giobosa was firmly established whereas the type
series of crassa was an unresolvable mess, but
this is inrelevant with the subsequent designation
of a lectotype fortf. crassahs Hooper
Wieden-

&

mayer (1994).
Wiedenmayer (1989: 63) provided many further details concerning these species synonymies
and the

affinities

TYPb SPhCULS. Hymantho nomnmi

Burton, 1930a

503 (by Original designation) (holotypcBMNIi
1910.1. 1.7

Holopsamma crassa.
Furthermore, the lectotvpc

tion of

(

49

of 'sandy sponges* belonging to

Thinly encrusting growth form. Surface even,
Choanosomal skeleton hymcdcsnioid,
with basal layer of spongin on substrate and bases
of choanosomal principal subtylostyles and
echinating aeanthostylcs embedded and standing
perpendicular to substrate. Ectosomal skeleton
with paratangential bundles of subectosoinal
auxiliary puht) loMyles of single size category.
Mcsohyl matrix with some debris incorporated,
hispid.

Megasclercs choanosomal principal subtylostyles with aeunihosc bases, echinating aeanihov
tylcs with spincd bases and shafts but aspinosc
points, and smooth auxiliary subtylostyles or
polytyloslylcs Microscleres palmate isochclac
and thick forceps-shaped or v-shaped toxa%.
REMARKS. H\murithononmitu was OfigJIttlly desenbed with only loxa microsclcrcs but reexamination of Ihcholotypc discovered that large
pulmaic isin hi: Lie < l8-22m), with large alae. arc
present. HymaMho was erected by Burton

more important than the
nomenclalural problems associated with the type
species (and the genera Halttw and Holopsamma), there are some biological questions un-

(1930a), being similar to LeptQclathrha

answered by Wiedenmayer':; (1989) work.
very similar to Holnpsamma iaminwfovosn. the ivpe species of Holme

also he

the Microcionidae. Rut

Holopsamma crassa is

Lcndcnfcld, 1 885 (not Ha'lme Pascoc, 1869), and
u la possible dial in fact die two species ut
*yiionyin<
n thai llu-y ate both allegedly

very polymorphic).
material

shows

A

comparison of type

that the only substantial differen-

ces arc that in H. crassa spongin fibres contain
virtually no sand and principal spicules have been
lost,

whereas

H

in

rtymedesmoid skeletal architecture. butsupposcdly lacking chelae microsclcrcs (L£vi,
1960a: 60). In this latter respect the genus was

compared wifh PsfudmchmaKSntl Q

cklona, which Van Socst (1984b) considered to
be junior synonyms of Clathria {.;./- 1, but in any
CaSCllK uisciivci v Of isocliclae in (he typo spoi ics
negates the concept of the genus. A lander (1942
and Van SocnI & Stone (1985) aJso suggested that
the secondary loss of isochclac and the presence
Of u leploelulhiiid skeleton have linlc generic
value in the Microcionidae. The genus is referred
mm gynoflj m With Clathria (Mictvciontii,

lamitntc/avosa primary fibres

bwfella Kallmann, 1920

are virtually fully cored with sand, nod both principal and auxiliary spicules are retained. In deal-

ing with preserved material

(i.e..

(Fig. 16H-I)

without

accompanying field characters), these definitions
should be adhered to strictly. Cunverscly following Wicdenmayci \ (1989) definition, diagnostic

IsocieltA llallmar.n, ;<>20: 7K4;

characters in each species overlap substantially
providing reasonable cause to synonymise the

TYPE SPECIES.

f

species (and genera

Holopsamnw and Halme).

work Holopsamma is
group of honeycomb

In the present

name

for the

the senior
reticulate

sponges traditionally known as tchinochthria
(of authors

TopscM

m n-

dc Laubcnlels, I93<W

&

152; BcrgquisL

Tizanl. 1967: 187; BttgqiltSl
Fromont. 1 988; 114.

&

Phakellia flabelhta, in pan {scn.ut
Dendy, 1886: 478) (by monotypy) (not l\
flahcllata Carter, ISSSf; 363); = Phakellia jackstmiana
Dcndy (replacement name; Dendy. 8 > 7 2361
(holnlypeBMNH 887.5.2.9), both junior synt'iiynuuf
Clathria rmuropora, in part, Lcndcnfcld, i&88: 221

Ridley

&

c

1

;

1

(holotype

AM7466)

(this

work).

|.

Erect, stipitatcflahcllironn growth forms. Sur-

Hymantho
(FiH

Burton. 1930
161

ihmatuho Burton. 1930a: 503.

face hispid, relatively smooth, with ridges wid
lamellae Choanosomal skeleton relatively

homogeneous,

rcnicroid.

composed

primary,

tit

multispicular, plumose, ascending

I
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Heteroclathria (//. hailed Topsent, MNHNDT1 884). CD,
1 6. Type species of microcionid genera. A-B
Holopsamma (//. crassa Carter,BMNH1886.12.15.313). E, Halme (II. globosa Lendenfeld, synonym of//.
crassa, BMNH1886.8.27.71). F-G, Hvmantho (//. normani Burton. BMNH1910.U.79I). H-I, Isociella

FIG.

[PhakeUiafiabeUata sensu Ridley

>

& Dcndy, BMNH

1

887.5.2.9).

S10N OFMICROCIONJDAE

choanosomiil principal styles, interconnected by
secondary, um-orpaucispicular, transverse tracts
of same spicules, together forming reg
renieroid or sub-renieroid (triangular) meshes:
principal spicules bonded together at nodes by
collagen or enclosed in relatively poorly
developed spongin fibres. Bchinating acanthovtyles absent. SubectosomaJ auxiliary styles of a

single category, arranged tangentially. paralan-

plumose brushes on

surface, with

51

Isopeneaya), has two categories of choanosomal
isclcrcs, one aeanthose forming a basal
renieroid skeleton, and one smooth forming ascending plumose extra-fibre tracts of the true
choanosomal skeleton Some Echiruwlaihriu
species as defined in the present study, including
Ophlitaspongia in the sense of mosi unci mm s,
have a renieroid main skeleton of smaller. smooth
choanosomal styles and the same spicules
I

some

principal styles also protruding through
peripheral skeleton singly or in sparse plumose

cchinating fibres, a radial peripheral skeleton in
which larger, smooth choanosomal styles are em
bedded in the subeetosomal skeleton and

brushes. Megasclcres robust smooth
choanosomal principal styles, and small smooth

protrude a long way through the surface, and a
very well developed spongin fibre reticulation

or basally spined subeetosomal auxiliary styJcssubtylostyles. Mieroscieres palmate isochelae
with 'fluted' alae, no toxas in type species).

seen

form).

REMARKS,

la

gentially or in

I

Jsorietta contained 3 species prior

to the present study {Clathria

denfeld, Ophlitaspongia

tnaempora Lcn-

eccentrica

Burton

11 934a: 560). and/. meritstans B&rgqmM (1961a:
42)X although Hallmann (1920: 784) suggested
thai there were some oi her species included in his
concept of Ophlitaspongia {-Echinaclathria as
dehncd in this study) which could also be referred
here. The definition above is widened below to
include species with uvxas and different forms of
palmate rsochclac.

Dendy (1897) renamed the type species jacksoniana because Phakellia JlabeUata Ridley &
Dendy (1886) was preoccupied by Phakellia
JlabeUata Carter {18X50 from Port 'Phillip Bay.
but Hallmann (1920) considered lhat the 2
species belonged to different genera, and oV r<_
placement name JlabeUata was unnecessary.
However, Pflabellutu Ridley & Dendy is ajunior
homonym of R JlabeUata Carter, and Dendy s
(1897) replacement name P jacksoniafUt is a
valid emendment. Neither species belongs lo
Phakellia. In any case C HMCropant Lemlenfeld
is identical lo, and the senior available name for.
P. jackson tana.

in

most species, often with some

axial corn-

pnd$$Son(r&fl&cijftgfl digitate of fljfocjtatcgrowth

The most abundant Australian Species, 1st.
>s
ectet\
a choanosomal skeleton

lemi

if

an Open,

known

Call} vpongia (Haplosclerida) and
fi cctoNomal skeleton, and all 3

Australian species have closest affinities
[Clathria)

witti certain Ctcrshria species (e.g..

coneciem,

C

(1'halysias)

C

Thus, the
expanded below

hirsute)*

definition of the type species

is

forms which are predominantly semiencrusting, branching, with rugose reticular surto include

face sculpturing, well developed spongin fibres

us opposed to Olily having collagen binding

prin-

cipal spicules together); poorly differentiated

primary and secondary skeleuil tracts, and tn
allow for the presence of toxa mieroscieres.
ieila is included here as a subgenus of
Clathria

Lsociona Hallmann, 1920
.

I7A-B)

4

distinguished from other
microcionids by its relatively homogeix
widc-meshed, sub-renieroid reticulation of a
single category of smooth choanosomal styles,
lacking cchinatmg spicules, and without any difhuK'iella

ferentiation

is

between

axial

and exira-axial regions

(although choanosomal spicules may diverge
slightly towards periphery, sometimes becoming

plumose on surface). It differs from the two other
groups of microcionids thai have renieroid skeletal structure. Antha (including Isotionn,
PlocmmUa,
Plaeamiopsis. and
Piocamia.

hoctem miWWfl.

1920: 768;

dcLaubcnfck

1930a:

lit.

TYPE
101

I

SPECIES'. Lissodendonx tuher&sa HcnttChef

Mb (by monotypy) {li«>l.»i>(K ZMB44I7V

Ihii. -kiy encrusting, bulbous growth form. Surface irregularly microconulosc, hispid.
Choanosomal skeleton with differentiated
primary and secondary skeletons. Secondary

skeleton renieroid or subrenieroid reticulate, with
aeanthose styles forming uni-, pauci-, or less fre-

quently multispicular tracts, bound together by
very light fibres or collagen at spicule nodes.
Primary skeleton plumose, with choanosomal
principal styles forming larger primary ascending
tracts irregularly connected by smaller secondary

transverse traces. Subeetosomal skeleton
plumose, with principal styles protruding through

Mr.MOJRS0FTlIE QUEENSLAND MUSEUM
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uLinsomc overlay cd by erect bundles of subeeLOSCUOal auxiliary subtylostyles. Echinating

acanthosc

sty les->»ubtylostyles

forming renieroid

megascteres absent

skeleton, short and long smooth ehoanosofnal
principal styles, and subectosomai auxiliary

choanosomal principal

styles with spined bases- Microscleres absent.

Megasclere.s large .smooth
styles, basally spined or
entirely lightly spined slyles-subtylostyles of
renieroid skeleton, and smooth auxiliary subectosomai subtylostyles. Microseleres palmate

Kochelac and thick wing-shaped toxas.

IARKS< fsociona tuberosa aniMsocteita eo
>ca appear very similar from publi
descriptions whereas examination of type

material shows thai they are different. fsocielUi
eceensrica has a wide meshed renieroid reticulate
skeleton composed of smooth principal spicules.
whereas /. tuberosa has aclose-mcsi: -d unieroid
i

ndary skeleton of spined monactinal

spicules, overlayed by a plumose primary skeleton

smooth principal spicules. Van Soest (19&4b)
merged hvciom with Antho, although this relationship is not straightforward given that Antho is
ITOW with diaeiinal
or'

asclcrcs tin the renieroid basal skeleton).
Nevertheless, the tWO la\a hflVC >imilui skeletal

architecture and Isadora*

synonym

is

maintained as a

of Antho herein.

Isopenectva Hallinann, 1920

(Rj I70D)
fxapcnecfyu Ilallmann,

I93&1

1920

7k

fxopenectya is similar to other
renieroid 'plocamilorm' genera (sensu de

La u b en It s

Ploramilla,
A ntho,
93 6a
Piocomiopsis, fsociona. Lobacea, Panda
JsocieUaznd Echinoclaihria, in having a primariUnlike these
ly renieroid reticulate skeleton
other genera, however, Isopemxtya has 2 forms
of choanosomal rnegavclcres enclosed within
spongin fibres. The smaller acanthosc styles
forming the renieroid structure, whereas smooth
1

j,

de Laubenfcls,

125.

Wliiictegge,

1907: 497 (by uumoiypy) (holoiyne

AMZ436).
Thinly flabel late-lamellate growth form. Surface smooth, even. Choanosomal skeleton
renieroid rctieulaic, with differentiated axial and
extra-axial regions of skeleton. Axial skeleton
wilh compressed spor^m fibres tinning through
i

centre of lamellae, cored by smooth choanosomal
principal styles (marginally smaller than those in

surface bundles) forming suhisodictyal truus.
overlain by renieroid skeleton of small spined
Extra-axial skeleton with more openn teshed, regularly reticulate spong in fibres, cored

styles.

by uni- or bispicular renieroid tracts of small
ucan those styles, and plumose, suhisodictyal
tracts of longer smooth styles standing perpendicular to axis, both fully enclosed in spongin
fibres. Echinating megascteres absent. Subeclosomal skeleton plumose, with bundles of
smooth choanosomal principal styles protruding
through surface and tangential or paratangential
tracts of subectosomai auxiliary styles. Ectosome
specialised spiculation. Mcgascleres lightly

t

1

,

form (he subisodictyat, mostly longitudinal
These latter spicules also produce the
extra-axial plumose tracts that ascend lo the BUI
face, and larger, smooth choanosomal styles
produce brushes on the ectosome. Although the
fibre skeleton is compressed in the axis the
renieroid skeleton is barely different between
;nu extra-axial regions
styles

skeleton.

i]

fsnpentCtya chartavea is remarkable in that it
resembles the type species of
EchmocLuhna \E. leportna) in growth form,
gross skeletal architecture and fibre characteristics Whereas E. leportna has one category of

closely

relatively
1

1YPE SPECIES, CWria CScfwtocw

I

REMARKS,

homogeneous smooth

principal styles

throughout the choanosomal skeleton, /. chartacea has 2 differentiated structures within (he
choanosome (renieroid and plumose or suhisodictyal skeletons) and 2 geometrically different categories of mcgascleres forming these
skeletal structures. Skeletal architecture is also

more regularly renieroid and renieroid
fibres/tracts are relatively

homogeneous than

in

most Echinoclathria species, but this is a matter
ofdcgTee. Echtnochuhria has a radial skeleton of
larger, smooth principal styles embedded in
peripheral fibres, poking through the surface, and
it could be argued that this is a vestigial subisodntyal skeleton like that in hopenectya, But this
similarity is inferred and any relationship is
equivocal, with emphasis placed here on the possession of spined spicules of the renieroid
skeleton and clearly differentiated renieroid and
suhisodictyal skeletal structures in deckling on
affinities of Isopnwctya. Nevertheless, these 2
species are certainly remarkably similar and
potentially

may

be confused.

Van Soest 1984b) suggested

that Isopenectyu
plocamifornV microcionid
type shows that it is a close relative of this group.
of Antho in particular, differing from it only in
(

may

be

valid,

but

v

REVISION OF MICROCIONIUAH

having a unique subisodictyal skeleton of smooth
spicules overlaying the renieroid basal skeleton.
It is

recognised here as a subgenus of Antho.
Jia de Laubenfels, 1930
(Fig. 17E-F)

Jia de Lauhcnlels, 1930: 28, 1932: 97.

TYPE SPECIES. Jia jia

de Laubenfels. 1930 28 (by

USNM21510),
Encrusting growth form. Surface uneven,
hispid. Choanosomal skeleton confused renieroid
reticulate, composed of smaller smooth or acanthose styles forming basal more-or-less rectangular network, overlayed by larger smooth
principal styles standing erect, forming ascending bundles or single spicules projecting through
surface. Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles
original designation) (hololype

paratangential to surface Ectosome without special spicules. Megascleres larger smooth
choanosumal principal styles, smaller smooth or

53

TYPE SPECIES.

Ciathria juncea tensu Hurkm.
1931a: 343 (by original designation) (type fragment

BMNHI9262I9,2)
Erect digitate, arborescent growth form. Surface even, minutely hispid. Choanosomal
skeleton reticulate, with well differentiated
prilWuy SscendiM and secondary transverse
skeletal tracts. Primary skeleton with well
developed thick spongin fibres, ascending to surface, cured by rnultispicular tracts of
choanosomal principal styles, interconnected by
thin transverse secondary fibres cored by paucior unispicular tracts of same spicules. Ectirnoiing
acanthostylcs moderately common in axial
skeleton, veiy heavy in peripheral skeleton, forming plumose brushes at surface. Subectosomal
skeleton tangential with subectosomal auxiliary

subtylostyles lying on surface.

Ectosome without

specialised spiculauon, but with

spicule fragments

embedded

many

foreign

in outer Liver

of

Mesohyl with abundant detrilUS
auxiliary spicules dispersed between fibres.
Megascleres include both smooth and completely
Lightly spined fusiform choanosomal principal

skeleton.

acanthose styles-subtylostyles of basal skeleton,
auxiliary subtylostyles with
basal spines. Microscleres palmate isochelac.
modified J-shaped chelae resembling sigmas (=
'crocae'), and wing-shaped toxas with spinous

and smooth auxiliary subectosomal subtylos
tyles. Micrasclcrcs large palmate isochelac and

extremities

aecolada toxas with microspined points

and subectosomal

REMARKS De

Laubenfels (1932) description
incomplete. The essential specific
characteristics include the modified (J-shaped)
isochelae (crocae of Van Soest
Stone, 1986),
and a renieroid albict ill-defined reticulation.
Those characters are contrasted with the Anlholikc nature of closely related A. fJta) hrattegardi
Van Soest
Stone, which has acanthose monacof the type

is

&

&

and diactinal spicules in the main skeleton,
whereas Jia (s.s.) has predominantly smooth
tinal

Van Soest &
Stone (1986) justifiably merged Jia and Antho
because many other AnthoAikc species without
crocae also have predominantly smooth styles
and poorly defined skeletal construction (e.g.. A.
spicules. Despite these differences,

dichotoma (Esper)), Jia

is

referred to Antho

{AttfhiA

Crocae arc not unique to Jicr, other taxa with
similarly Modified chelae arc DetiJonxhutr
Topscnt (Myxillidae) and Zygherpe hyalcnlenna
dc Laubenfels (Hamacanthidae) (de Laubenfels,
1932; Bakus, 1966; Van Soest & Stone, 1986.

Labacea de Laubenfels. 1936
(Fig. 17C.-II)

styles,

evenly spined cchinating acanthostyles.

REMARKS.

Ciathria juncea is attributed to Burton (1931a). and a lectotype designated from the

syntypes

(BMNH1933.7 .4.4-7). However, Bur-

ton and de Laubenfels (1936a) suggested that

sensu Burton ma y be
juncea
synonymous with Alcyonium junceum Lamarck.
1816. Topsent (1933: 26) merged Lamarck's
species as a variety of Anomoelathrta ttpunriouies, but noted that the type was missing from
the MNHN. It is still missing, and must now be
presumed destroyed. If Lamarck's species is
opumioides then C. juncea sensu
identical with
Burton is quite different (see rero.irks fel
Ciathria

A

ArumuHlathriu),

Burton "s (1931a) description, and de
Laubenfels' (1936a) interpretation of the type
species are both erroneous. Burton's described
materia! exhibits several characters not noted by
dihet of these authors, so diat Labacea is incorrectly diagnosed. The skeletal architecture of C
is reticulate, not renieroid as supposed by
de Laubenfels, and echinating acanuV
prominent feature of the peripheral skeleton in

juncea

particular)

looked.

1

and palmate isochelae were over-

assign

it

to Claihria {Ciathria).

De Laubenfels (1936a) assigned
Labacea de Laubenfels, 1936a.

125.

•i

ra Ferrer

Hernandez

Ciathria
it sup-

to this genus;
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FIG. 17. Type species of microcionid genera. A-B, Isociona (Lissodendoryxtuberosa Hentshel, ZMB44 17). C-D,
Isopenectya (Clathria chartacea Whitelegge, AMZ436). E-F, Jia (J. jia de Laubenfels, USNM215 0). G-H,
Labacea (Clathria juncea sensu Burton,
926.2. 19.2). I, Leptoclathria (L. haplotoxa Topsent,
1

BMNH

MNHNDT1101).

1

REVISION OF MICROCION

poscdly differed from the type species in having
echinating acanthoslyies (as distinct from acan-

those varieties of choanosornal principal
rnegascleres (Levi, 1960a: 84)) but as noted
above these spicules are typical for the genus, and
de LdubenicLs' observation is redundant.

tylote (quasidiactinal) geometry, including basal

microspination. which is reminiscent of (he
specialised diactmal ectosomal megascleres
characteristic of Myxiilidae and lopbonidae.
Only a few other microeionids have diis feature,
C [Ckahria) chelifera, C. [WiLumdh) austral

and

kfisis

I>eptoclalhriiiTopscn(. 1928
(Figs 171. !8Ai
UpJorUtthria Topscnt,

192K;i:

2

major 'sec also Hooper
These quasi-diactinal spicules arc

C. {Thalysias)

ct al., 1990).

analogous to (but not homologous with) ectosomal tylotes found in Myxiilidae for example
[sec remarks for Acatnus bclciwji

l

/'s*

TYPE SPECIES.

Leptoclathriu huphtoxa Topsent.
1928; 298 (by monotypy) (holotype MNHNLBIMDT-

Lijirutade Laubcnfcls. 1936

1SB-C.

(Fig

[101).

Encrusting growth form. Surface irregular,

Choanosornal skeleton hymedesmoid,
with spongin fibres reduced to basal layer of
spongin lying on substrate, with bases of
choanosornal principal suhtylostyles and ahundant smaller acanrhostyles standing perpendicular to substrate. Subectosomal skeleton with
light tangential tracts of subectosomal auxiliary

u *k Lawbcnfcuj,

l'»o

hispid.

suhtylostyles occurring in bundles or individual-

rming irregular dermal brushes surrounding
protruding choanosornal rnegascleres. Ectosomal
skeleton without specialised spiculation.
Megascleres include entirely acanthosc
choanosornal principal suhtylostyles. evenly
spincd echinating acanthostylcs, and subectosomal auxiliary suhtylostyles with spined bases

and telescoped or mucronate

points,

sometimes

TYPESPB
il*\

original designation)

f

abdto Vosmaer. 1880: 151
holotype RMNH276).

Arborescent growth form with flattened
branches. Surface even, microscopically hispid
Ovoanosomal skeleton regularly reticulate, with
poorly developed spongin fibres forming difprimary and secondary tracts, Primary
ascend lo surface, cored by plumose multUpicular tracts of choanosornal principal -*
secondarv fibres transverse, paueispkular, cored
by same spicules. Subectosomal skeleton
plumose, with bundles of choanosornal principal
ftrientia'.ed

fibres

megascleres extending into ectosomc and
protruding through surface. Echinating acanthoslyies most abundant in periphery, below surface

quasidiactinal. Microscleres palmate isochelae

spicule brushes.

and toxas intermediate between wing-shaped and

mesohyl, scattered between spicule tracts L. tosome radially arranged, erect brushes of subectosomal auxiliary suhtylostyles of a single size
class. McgaHC Icies robust choanosornal principal
styles-subtylostylcs with smooth bases, echinating acisnlhostyles with huge spines And ttpino&e
points, and Biiboctosomal auxiliary suhtylostyles

v -shaped,

REMARKS. The type species is simply a thinly
encrusting Micrrwnna-iWc species wild a
hymedesmoid skeletal architecture, but which
differs from Mic roc ion a (s.s.) in having entirely
acanthose principal styles (similar to Dietyociona* Hymeraphkt and Anauia). Levi( [ 960*0
proposed that Leptocluthria should be merged
with Micmciona, and this is certainly true for the
type species (referred here to C. {Microciona)),
but there are some species which have a clearly
differentiated ectosomal and subectosomal
auxiliary spicules (e.g., L.

these species are
c. [Thafysm).

lambda

Levi), and

more appropriately included

in

Topsent (1928a) overlooked die spined bases
and telescoped (or mucronate) points on suboelo$omal auxiliary suhtylostyles which arc
prominent in the holotype. Furthermore, and of
greater taxonomic significance, there are at least
a small proportion

of auxiliary megascleres with

Some

detritus incorporated into

with basul spines Mieroscleres palmate
isochelae and wing-shaped toxas with spincd
points

REMARKS.

This definition from the holotype
from descriptions provided by Vosmacr
(1880), Ridley & Deiidy (1887),and Levi (196?

differs

i

but corresponds with Stephens's (1915) concept

of the species. In particular, the species has j
regularly reticulate skeleton with radial archilec
ture. but

it

lacks a well differentiated axial and

extra-axial region as suggested

Ligwia has spiculation

), including spines on U>c points
not a Thatysiast te supposed by
Dcndy (1887), because it has only a

of Clathria
or'

toxas.

Ridley

&

by these author;.

virtually identical to that

It

(s.s,

is

MEMOIRS OF THE QUEENSLAND MUSEUM

single, undifferentiated category of auxil iary sub-

(ylostyle and

referred here to Clathrla
(Ctathria). Similarly, de Laubenfels' (1936a)
diagnosis of Ugrota is incorrect. Clathria lobata
of Stephens (1915) does not ha\e diaetinal
is

'

inegasclcres ox sigmas. Those attributes were
described by Vosmaer (1880) for the type
specimen, but were discounted by Ridley &

Dendy (1887)

as being probable contaminants;
nor were they observed in type material

Lissoplocamta Brondsted, 1924
(Fig I8D-E)
i

TYPE SPECIES.

Lissoplocamta prinm Brondsted.
924: 470 (by original designation (holotj pe in ZMC,
itoi scon; MNHNLBIMDCL637 from South Africa).
)

Digitate, arborescent, flattened or cylindrical
blanches. Surface prominently hispid, vclvctty.
Choanosomal skeleton renieroid r,
with
differentiated axial and extra-axial regions Axial
skeleton slightly compressed, with well
developed spongin fibres cored by uni- or

paucispicuiar tracts of lylotes forming renieroid

reticulation,

overlaid by plumose

(or

plumoceticulate) extra -axial skeleton composed
of diverging single or multiple choanosomal principal styles, cchinaling (protruding from) spongin
flhres

and ascending to

surface.

&

cmilla, Heteroclathrias and Plocamial and to
this group should also be added Antho and Jia.

plocamia Brondsled, 1924: 470.

1

having diaetinal, quasi-diacunal or monaclinal
'dumbell-shapcd' spicules forming a renieroid
basal skeleton (it should be noted that this character is different from (analogous to) similar
'sausage-shaped' diaetinal spicules found in ihc
ectosomal skeletons of some genera in families
such as Coclosphacridae and Petrosiidae). Some
of these "plocamiform* genera belong to
Raspailiidae (Hooper (1991: 1319)), wheieas
others are closely related to Microcionidae and
are referred to Antho (Plocamiu), Bergquist
Fromont (1988: 122) mentioned several of these
genera (Lissoplocamta, Holoplocamia, Pit* -

Spongin fibres

Axoplocamia. included by them with the
mierocionids, was shown to be a raspailiid
(Hooper, 1991). Bergquist & Fromont (1988)
included only 2 New Zealand species in
Plocamia, Dirrhopalum navtzelanivum Ridley
and L prima, both of which are referred here to
Antho. Lis.wplocamia differs from most other
"plocamiform* mierocionids, such as Antho
\AtJtho) in having predominantly smooth *dumbell-shapcd' spicules, similar to the type
species of Plot amiu, P. gymnazusa, but this character

considered insignificant

at

the generic

Litaspuiigia dc Luubentds> 1954

in

skeleton lighter, more-widely spaced
Subectosomal skeleton plumose, with bundles of

is

level given its large variability within the family.

(Fig.

18F-G)

t*x Ira-axial

perched on ends of
principal megasciercs. Bctosomc without special
category of megasciercs, but isochelae mJcrt)
scleres predominant in peripheral skeleton.
Megasciercs tyloses rdumbell shaped' spin
Of renieroid skeleton with swollen mictpspjnad

suhcetosomal auxil iai

bases,

choanosomal principal styles-subtylos-

wilh smooth Qf faintlv wicrospined bases.,
and smooth subectosomal auxiliary styles. Microvcleres palmate isoclielac arid wing-shaped toxas.
tyle&,

REMARKS. This definition

based on a recent
New Zealand
(BergqinM & Fromont. 1988: 122) and Levi's
(1963) specimen from South Africa. Levi's
material is more complete, with an intact ecis

rcdeseription of the hn-lotypc from

tosomal skeleton and containing palmate
riochelae, whcicas Biotidsted\ (1924) hoiotype
is

poorly preserved, lacking an cctosomal

skeleton in which the isochclae are predominantly

found (Bergq id si

a:

Lthisptwyit/dc Laubenfels, |934: 162,

y styles

Frwnanl, I98H).

Ussopiocanua belongs to dc Laubcnlcls
H91fia) 'plocamifornV group of sponge in

TYPE SPECIES.

Oph&taspcmgtn arhuscuh Row,
347 (by original designation} (hoUilype
BMNH19112.1.&),
Convoluted arborescent growth form. Surface
irregularly connlose, arenaceous, minutely
hispid. Choanosomal skeleton regularly reticulate, with heavy spongin fibres cored by ut
paucispicuiar tracts of choanosomal principal
subtylostyles (sometimes fibres aspiculose).
Echmating aeanthostyles sparse- Subectosomal

1911:

skeleton plumose, with dense bundles of principal styles (identical to coring spicules) diverg-

ing from ends of peripheral fibres and forming
Fciosomal skeleton

discrete brushes on surface

with sparse subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles
tangential to surface and also dispersed
throughout mesohyl. Megasciercs thin smooth
choanosomal principal subtylostyles, smooth
quasi-diactinal subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles (usually resembling asymmetrical strong)' leg),
and evenly spined echinating acanthostyles. Microscleres wing-shaped toxas. isochelae absent.

REVISION OF MICROClONIDAfc

REMARKS. De Laubenfels 1*1954) stated that
Litaspongia was established for sponges like
Echinoclathria (as defined here) in having
monactinal megascleres, toxa microsclcrcs and
arborescent growth form. The holotypc aJso has
cchinating acanthostyles, previously overlooked
by Row (1911). The resemblance between O.
arbuscula and Echinoclathria is here considered
superficial, based on the fact that principal
spicules in O. arbuscula are thin, attaining only
the thickness typical of auxiliary spicules found
in most other Clathria species; auxiliary spicules
arc quasidiactjnal in O. arbuscula, resembling
diactinal eetosomal spicules in some species o\
Echinoclathria (e.g., E. chalinoides) and Holopsatruna (£.g», H. ramosa)\ and spongin fibres are

regularly reticulate, well developed, and tend to
dominate skeletal structure over spicule com-

ponents.

But

unlike

and

Holopsamma

Echinoclathria which have undifferentiated
coring and echinating spicules, Litaspongia has
different principal spicules coring fibres from
those echinating fibres. 1 consider it a reduced
Clathria (Clathria)

De Laubenfels

(1954-

162) synonymised O.
horrida Row (191 1: 349), and

arbuscula and ().
rc-cxamination of both holoiypcs (the latter

BMNH1912.2.1.65) supports

this decision.

He

added Echinoclathria nodosa (which he merged
with E stthhispidu) to Utaspon^io, hut both are
species of Echinoclathria. Puiitzer-Finali (I9K2
UL\i referred O. arbuscula and O. horrida to

Kerascmna (Desmacellidae) (Hooper, L984b),
but neither have sigma microsclcrcs and this
placemen! was nnjusti ficd.

Marleyia Burton, 1931

Marttsia Burton. 1931a: 346; dc Laubenfels. I9#tt
109.

346 (by

Marleyia irregularis Burton,

original designation) (holotypc

19.1 la-

NM 1279).

Digitate growth form, flattened branches. Sur
face uneven, porous, with specialised reticular

external fibrous skeleton.

Scattered through mesohyl, but not incorporated

Ectosome with tangential reticulation
fibres, more closely reticulate and
slightly thinner than choanosomal fibres, lightly
cored by both subectosomal and choanosomal
subtylostyles and echinated by abundant acan
hi styles.
Megascleres smooth robust
choanosomal principal subtylostyles, smooth
into fibres.

of spongin

i

sinuous subectosomal auxiliary suband robust echinating acaniluwtyles
with baie neck. Mierosderes absent.
Straight or

tylostyles,

REMARKS

The holotypc is dry and lacks a well
preserved eetovjuvjl skeleton), Burton suggested
that Marleyia differs from all other nucrocionid
genera in having a special eetosomal skeleton
formed by a tangential reticulation of spongin
fibres, which are thinner and more closely compacted than choanosomal fibres. This feature was
not as remarkable as we are led to believe from
the original description (although the hnlotype is
not well preserved), nor is it unique in the
Microcionidae (also seen in Eckinochaiinu
(Prvtophlttas-pvwxia) bbouti Hooper
Levi) or
other families (e.g., Callyspongiidac

&

(Haploscleri<la
In gross

|)

morphology and

fibre characteristics

similar to several Hoiopswnma
species, but it has different spicules coring and
cchmating spicules (wheieas ffolopsamn?7t has
only one category of principal spicule performing
these functions). Burton {J 93 la) made further

Marleyia

is

al comparisons between Morieyia and cerDiciyocerabda, based on fibre characteristic
and a greatly reduced skeleton, De Laubenfels
(1936a; 109) suggested that Marleyia may have
affinities with Acantheurypon^ reprcsentti
more mature form of thai genus, but he noied that
Marleyia had a remarkable external resemblance
to 'keratbse sponges On the basis of its urn.
eetosomal fibre characteristics Van Soest [191
suggested that Marleyia might be a valid genus
of Mirucinnidae. bul re -examination of type
material indicates that it clearly belongs to
Clathria [Clathria). Marleyia is monoiypic, and
known only from the Durban region. Natal coast,

tain

_

(Fig. 18H-I)

TYPE SPECIES.
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Choanosomal

gfceli

1

South Africa.

reticulate, with subisodictyal reticulation of well

developed primary and secondary spongin fibres.
Primary fibres ascending, cored by multispicular
tracts of both choanosomal principal subtylostyles and subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles.
Fibres heavily echinated by short acanthostylcs.
Secondary fibres transverse, aspiculan but of
similar diameter and density of echinating
spicules as primary fibres. AbuiMtant detritus

Microeiona Bowerbank, 1862
(Fig. I9F-G)

Mu ww \omt Bowerbank,

1

862b:

1

100; Topsent.

JSWa:

IS;Dcndv, 1922: nO;T«psenf, 1928a: 62; Vnsmacr.
IQ35«; 604 (in pari); de Laubenfels, l.9>6*; 447,
Levi. 1956b: 399; Kaftan, 1959: Lftl; Burtun,
1959,1; 225; Levi, 1960a: 51 ;S;u-a, 1963:210. 1^64:
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FIG. 18. Type species of microcionid genera. A, Leptoclathria (L haplotoxa Topsent, MNHNDT1 101). B-C,
Ligrota (Clathria lobaia Vosmaer. RMNH276). D-E, Lissoplocamia {L. prima Brondsted, MNHNDCL637).
1 9 1 2.2. 1 .63). H-I, Marleyia (M. irregularis Burton,
F-G, Litaspongia (Ophlitaspongia arbuscula Row, B

MNH

NM1279).

REVISION OF XflCROClONUUH

Bemqinst. l%5: 168; Hcchtcl. 1965; 41;
Simrwon, 196Ra: 93, 102: Levi, 1973:613; Wieden
luayer, 1977: l40;Bcrgquist 1978: l72;Bcrgquist
& I'Tomont, 19&S
;

TYPE SPECIES.

Microciona aintsanguinea Bowerbank, LS62b: 1109 Ibv subsequent designation
(Bowerbank. 1864: 188)) (holotype
1930.7 .3 225 l
Encrusting growth form. Surface hispid, uneven. Choanosomal skeleton hymedesmoid. with
spongin fibres reduced io baitaJ layer lying on
substrate, beating erect, nun-anastomosing, rare-

BMNH

ly

branching, scattered fibre nodes perpendicular

to substrate ('microcionid' fibres), each cored

by

plumose ascending columns of ehoanosomal
principal subtylosiylcs, wholly or partly embedded in fibres, with points of spicules usually

nut\

59

Niihisodictyal skeletons (e.g.,

t

Isociella. Isopenectya,

halktondwid

Pandoras), or virtually

skeletal ;m-luiecMie (Artnmsina),

Many authors maintain the distinction hriwLvn
Mknxuvxa and erect nun-plumose genera, such
as Ctolhrui leg. Lfivi, l%9; Wiedcnni..
1977; Puhtzer-Finali, 1983: Unz. 19&4a-b;
Wintcunann Kilian & Kilian, 1984; Boury-Esnault
Lopes, 1985; Bergqiust & Fromonl.
1988). Cytologies] evidence to support this argument (Simpson, WbX;o is difficult to
completely with other morphological features.
Moreover, only a few speck's were ftxajftifled in
this CONItftV, and tlic cytologjcal character thems arc obscure, not having been tested subsequently in other laxa. Conversely, no evidence

&

i

was found from biochemistry

:

(protein

projecting through ectosome. Echinating
thostyles also erect on fibre nodes. Subcctomal

electrophoresis, free

skeleton with tangential layer of subectosomal
auxiliary Hlbtylostylcs, singly or in bundles on

encrusting (hymedesmoid or microcionid)

;»

surface. Ectosornal skelelon without specialised
spiculation, but

ehuunosomal and subectosomal

amino acid or caiotenoid

protein profiles) n support the differentiation of
t

species from erect (reticulate, non-plumose)
gpectes Hooper et aJ., 992). but once again only
few taxa were examined in this context TV
have little deft eVtdeftoc from non-skclctal sources on the boundary between these geneui
1

(

I

spicules prolude through surface Megasclercs
ch<xui-.'MMii;tI principal subtylostyles with smooth
or m*ca»spined bases, evenly spined echinating
acanthoses' ics, and smooth or basally spined sub-

ectosomal auxiliary subiylosiylcs. Microsclcrcs
palmate isochelae and wing-shaped toxas.

REMARKS

In

many

publications, Cluthriu

Overlying

this clarification

Schmidt and Microciona Bowerbank have trie
date 1862. In merging the two genera, Wiedenmaycr (1977. 1989) and Van Stesl (1984b) note
that the formerhas priority, because Bowerbank's

tions in skeletal structure (e.g.,

work was

Horfiino, 1981;

not officially published until 1863.

Tilts ^definition of Microciona is compiled
from description of the typo species (Bowerbank,
862hj 864, 1 866) and histological preparations
of the holotype and paraiypes (BMNHI9IQ.1

1.1.68,

1

1930.7.3.226).

Microcwna

(s.s.) differs

cncrusimg growth

for m,
reduced hymedesmoid skeleton with erect fibre
nodes cored by plumose tracts of principal and
echinating spicules standing erect on the substrate (= 'roicrocionid architecture erf Levi,
1960a), and smooth toxas. The cmical difference
between these genera, therefore, is the possession
of the plumose, non-anastomosing fibre nodes,
whereas cofamilial encrusting genera have
hymedesmoid skeletal construction (Lep(miathriu, Anaata, Cionanchora. Hymuntho) or
a basal rcnieroid reticulation (e.g., some Ansho,
Plocamilla). By comparison, erect or massive
Microcionidae commonly have reticulate or
plumo-rcticulate skeletons (CUnhria. Holopsam-

from Ctathria

(s.s.) in its

a

1

based on skeletal

many

authors subdivide Microaona*
like Spedes groups (SM the generic level) according to modifications in microsclere geometry;
ornamentation on mega.scleres, or further reducstructure

Anaata, Axocielta

(of authors), Axwietita, Dutyociona* Lcpfochthrut, PsfudattcMity*, Titalvseurvpott; c.c.

1976; Alcolado.
Gilchrist, 1985; Sim ft
Bakus, 1986). Undoubtedly, recognising all these
gnuim is a mailer of pragmatism, as this scheme
offers a convenient and relatively quick means Io
manage a large and diverse assemblage of
mkrocion ids, Many authors have questioned the
validity of these genera, debating generic distincLittle,

1963; Koltun,

Lcc

1

&

between Microciona and Clafhriai A lander.
& Mclone. 1966; Van
1984b; Wicdenmayer, 1989; Hooper,
rt,
1990a j. Some empirical evidence supports

tion

1942; Hechtel, 1965; Sara

counterarguments, that these character states intergrade between these genera (ontogeneiieally
and/or phcnolypically ), but no consensus has yet

been reached.

Van Soest N84b) and Hooper (1990*) questioned separation of encrusting genera with
hymedesmoid or 'microcionkT skeletons (e.g..
Mkrocicma) from erect growth forms with reliculatc or plumoreticulate skeletons (e.g., CAaihriu),
because ihey arc clearly linked to some extent by
(
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FIG.

19.

Type

&

species of microcionid genera. A-B, Megaciella {AmphUectus pilosus Ridley
Dendy,
C-E, Melonchela (M. clathrata Koltun,
1963.7.29.7). F-G, Microciona (M.

BMNH 1887.5.2. 125).

BMNH

atrasanguinea Bowerbank, BMNH1930.7.3.438). H-I, Naviculina

(M

cliftoni

Gray, BMNH1877.5.21.270).
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the ontogeny of the sponge individual (Simpson,
196&i). They argued from a phylogenetic basis
that the recognition of this character as being a
primary one confers exceptionally high levels of
homoplasy within the classification, cutting
across line* of apparent evolutionary decent
based oil a combination of other characters (such
as the origin and disposition of structural
megascleres wilhin the skeleton, spicule

984b) H K.per & Levi ( 1 993a) and others
used this ontogenetic argument to merge
Microciona and Claihria (as well as Thalysias
and Ctathfta), and Hooper ct al. (1992) presented
some empirical data to show that there was no
homogeneity in biochemical profiles Jo support

geometry). For example, there are many thinly
encrusting species with hymedesmoid architcelutL and plumose spongm fibre nodes referable to
MiCtociann [e.g., M, maunaloa de LaubenfeU,
nticrcn:hcla Hcchtcl), but also having two differcntiatcd categories of auxiliary spicules (i.e., a
specialised ectosomal skeleton), which is characteristic of Thalysias species. Which genus do
these .species then belong to, Microciona or
Thalysias, or do we recognise a tliiid gftftUS because they have both characters ? This third alternative was adopted hv Bergqjiisi & Fmmont
(1988), largely following de LaubenfUs' 1936a).
who recognised Axociella for niicroeionids with
Microcinrw-hkc fibre skeletons and Thalw
like ectosomal skeletons (although, like de
Laubenfcls (1936a), they misinteiprcieiMvocic'/la which is neither encrusting, nor hymedesmoid).
This is a 'convenient dussificutioir for managing
species, but it is also responsible for most of the
70 or so microcionid genera that exist today C,
approximately 1 genus per 6 species).

species

M

(

'

i

Few authors agree on die level of Uuonomic
divergence, or the phylo.ivneti;* interpretation of
character polarity: is encrusting growth form and
hymedesmoid afcftltecillrre a primitive or derived
strategy?

Is

a

microcionid' architecture

(hymedesmoid with ascending plumose

fibre

nodes) a subsequent developmental stage of
hymedesmoid architecture (spongin fibres flat
against the substrate)? It is anticipated that
evidence from biochemistry or genetic sources
will eventually contribute towards the resolution
of these conflicts A resolution is provided here
based on phylogcnctic interpretation of morpholvv c follow Levi's ( 960a) arguments in con-

< 1

i

.

the retention of distinct taxa for encrusting versus
erect species.
2

Two

i

Separate taxa can be recognised for

with

hymedesmoid

plumose

{Microciona) and reticulate {Claihria) arcbitccThis was the argument accepted bv Ldvi
Fromont (1988), and
(1960a), Bergquist

&

others,

on the basis

that these skeletal structures

were consistent for populations of particular
srv-v jeg, and therefore represented fixed genetic
differences. Simpson (1968a) suggested fun In
that this option had some empirical support from
i

cytological evidence, although (unfortunatHv
the cytological characters themselves arc at the
i

acters.

lit

not particularly useful

taxonomic char-

A more pragmatic argument for the

retcn-

name Microciona ts tha' is in current
widespread use by sponge biochemists,
ccologists and experimental biologists, and
retaining this name provides some sort uf
tioiiof the

it

nomcnclatural stability consistent with the previous iiieraturc This argument, unfortunately,
has; a pragmatic rather than biological basis.

The name Claihria could be used for an adult
terminal phase of skeletal architecture, related
the ontogeny of the sponge, whereas
direcllv

m

Microciona could te used for the juvenile phase
nc specie* DicJyociorut is an example
of a Clathtia with an intermediate Microcivrmlike skeleton, and Pseudanchinoe is an example
of a Microciona verging on a reticulate Claihrialike skeleton. This argument presupposes that
plumose skeletons are always precursors uf. aixJ
Fijlc to. reticulate skeletons. But there are
several thinly encrusting species which do have
reticulate skeletons (0<g Sara & Melone, I96fi),
even though most plumose species arc also per,

sistently encrusting

r

1

sidering three alternatives

One generic taxon may be used to encompass,
the skeletal types from leptoclathriid
(hymedesmoid), 'microcionid*, to reticulate. This
option was used by Vosmaer (1933. I935a-b),
who suggested that varying grades uf skeletal
construction (from hymedesmoid, plumose to
renieroid reticulate) could be seen within populations of particular species and was apparently
ly related to ontogenetic development Van
e
I )

all

MicnKiona at the Subgcneric
(1984b) implicitly also recognised a phylogcnctic basis for the "microcionid'
skeletal specialisation, even though there were nn
other corroboratory characters, such as unique
spicule geometries The phylogcnctic interpretation of this skeletal specialisation taken in the
present study is that Microciona is a persistently
encrusting sponge which consistently has nonanastomosing basal spongin fibre* cored by
In recognising

level,

Van

Sexist

atvasioniosinj:

plumose spicule

tracts or single
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any ectosomal specialisaan incompletely differentiated sister
taxon of Clathria and recognised here at the
subgenus level {Clathria (Microciona)). The Leptoclathria (flat, hymedesmoid) and Microciona
(ascending 'microcionid' fibre nodes) conditions
are not differentiated, these being interpreted as
being more likely to be related to the thickness of
encrusting growth forms than anything else.
spicules, also lacking
tion;

it

is

Ophlitaspongia Bowerbank, 1866
(Fig.

20A-B)

Ophlitaspongia Bowerbank, 1866: 14, 378; WiedcnFromont, 1988: 1 13.
mayer, 1989: 59; Bergquist
Not Ophlitaspongia; Dendy, 1896: 36; Hallmann,
1912: 253; Levi, 1960a: 58; Wiedenmayer, 1977:

&

140.
Seriatula Gray, 1867: 515; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 122.

TYPE SPECIES.

Ophlitaspongia papilla Bowerbank,
1866: 378 (by original designation) (hololype
nMm\\9\Q.\,\ 395); =Spongiaseriata Grant, 1826:
116 (Simpson, 1968a:37) (holotype BMNH1847.

9.7.14).

Encrusting bulbous growth form. Surface

microconulose, microscopically hispid.
Choanosomal skeleton isodictyal reticulate, with
compressed layer of spongin fibre lying on substrate and regularly reticulate spongin fibres arising from base, producing regular isodictyal fibre
network divided into primary ascending and
secondary transverse fibre elements. Primary
fibres cored by plumose tracts of choanosomal
principal styles, which also protrude from fibres
at

acute angles resembling quasi-echinating spicules.

Secondary transverse fibres uncored or with unispicular tracts of usually smaller choanosomal
principal styles. Subectosomal skeleton paratanwith scattered subectosomal auxiliary styles
lying on or near surface and also dispersed
throughout mesohyl. Ectosome without specialised

Echinoclathria). Wiedenmayer (1989) provided
further explanation of these relationships, although his nomenclatural decisions are not entirely correct.

Seriatula was erected for Spongia seriata Grant
(Gray, 1 867) which is conspecific with 0. papilla
Bowerbank (e.g., Simpson, 1968a), and therefore
Seriatula becomes an objective synonym of Ophlitaspongia.

Pandaros Duchassaing & Michelotti, 1864
(Fig. 20C-E)
Pandaros Duchassaing

&

Michelotti, 1864: 88;
Schmidt, 1870: 59; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 123;
Wiedenmayer, 1977: 143; Van Soest, 1984b: 127.

TYPE SPECIES.

Pamtaros acanthifolium Duchassa864: 90 (by subsequent designation
of de Laubenfels, 1936a: 123))(lectotypeTMPOR57).
Bushy arborescent growth form. Surface highly
conulose, with flattened or lobate lamellae.
Choanosomal skeleton reticulate, with welldeveloped flattened spongin fibres (trabeculae)
cored by choanosomal principal subtylostyles
lying in all directions within fibres (from isodictyal reticulate to echinating) and with sparse
acanthostylesechinatingoralso incorporated into
fibres. Subectosomal skeleton radial, reduced to
single long subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles
protruding through surface and also scattered
throughout mesohyl. Ectosome without special
spicules. Megascleres smooth choanosomal principal subtylostyles-tylostyles, often with slightly
rhabdose bases and terminal or subterminal basal
swellings, long curved or straight subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles, and lightly acanthose or
rarely smooth styles 'echinating' fibres.
Microscleres absent.
ing

& Michelotti,

1

gential,

spiculation, but

plumose

tracts

of choanosomal

principal megascleres protrude through surface.

Megascleres large and small, entirely smooth
choanosomal principal styles-subtylostyles, and
thin smooth subectosomal auxiliary styles.
Microscleres u-shaped toxas. Chelae absent.

REMARKS.

This definition is based on type
material and Simpson's (1968a) description of

was
be a synonym

REMARKS.

This definition is based on the type
and a fragment of the type MNHNLB1MDNBE
1309, specimen BMNH1884.7.11.2 and description of live populations by Van Soest (1984b).
Important features are: 1) the prominently flattened fibres cored by smooth slightly rhabdose
principal subtylostyles-tylostyles (more reminiscent of Rhabderemiidae than of Microcionidae);
2) the sparse, lightly spined styles which more
closely resemble a second category of principal
spicules than than they

do echinating (accessory)

live populations. Ophlitaspongia papilla,

spicules typical of other Microcionidae; further-

shown by Simpson (1968a: 95) to
of the type species of Microciona (M. atrasanguinea). A broader concept of Ophlitaspongia

more, these spicules are only rarely seen echinating fibres, but more commonly they are
incorporated into them together with the principal
megascleres; and 3) the long subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles protruding through the

(Wiedenmayer, 1989), (not O. seriata (Grant)), is
identical to Echinoclathria (s.s.) (see remarks for

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

surface (more similar to a reduced Raspailiidae,
such as Echinodktyum or Ceratopsion, than to
typical Micjocionidae).

Pandatvs could be legitimately included
either Raspailiidae or Microcionidae.

in

Van Soest

(1984b) noted that only the rare echinating acanthostyles in P. acanthifolium gives any cause to
link it to the Microcionidae at all. He speculated
that it might be necessary lo erect a separate
famil y for the species, or even remove it from the
Poecilosclerida altogether, as
finities

with axinellids such as

shows afPiiUxuuUs. There
it

also

no microscleres to give any further clues as to
its affinities. Pandarvs is maintained us a separate
genus and tentatively included in Microcionidae.
are

Of 1 2 species referred to Pandarvs, only the type
clearly belongs here. Raspaitia kaswniensis
Tanita fMMBS 51S-052J was assigned to Pandarvs (Hooper, 1990a).
Wiedenmayer (1977) merged Thalyseurypon
with Pandaros, because he considered that its
type species had architecture closely comparable
to P. acattihifoiiiun (Hechtel, 1965), but this is not
upheld here. The only features these genera have
in common is lacking microscleres. Wiedenmayer (1977) also speculated that the genus had
a close relationship with Echinoclathria ( =
Holopsamma as defined here), based on alleged
similarities in skeletal architecture, and he suggested that the two genera probably intergradc in
habit and spiculation, but these suggested affinities are

not evident in relevant specimens

Paradorvx Hallmann. 1920
(Fig^OP-G)
Paradoryx Hallmann,

)92li.

767; de Laubenfcls.

1936a: 109.

TYPE SPECIES.

Clathha dura Whirekggc, 1901: 83

AMG3046).

Arborescent, flahell ate growth form with compressed branches. Surface even, smooth.
Choanosomal skeleton reticulate, with heavy

spongin fibres forming irregular anastomoses in
axis becoming more regular and rectangular
towards periphery. Spongin fibres differentia led
into primary ascending and secondary connecting
components, cored by auxiliary styles and heavily echinated by acanthostyles. Subeetosomal
skeleton plumose, with bundles of auxiliary
styles forming plumose brushes on peripheral
fibres. Eciosome fibrous, without specialised
skeleton,

hastate or quasidiactinal auxiliary styles or sub-

and echinating acanthostyles with
and even spination. Microscleres palmate
isocheiae resembling arcuate forms with lateral
alae fused to shaft for about 1/2 alae length, and
shaft greatly curved, thickened. Tox3S absent.
tylostyles,
large

REMARKS.

Ectosomal fibres of Paradoryx are
choanosomal fibres in

unspecialised, identical to

and form, unlike the Callyspongia-likc ectosome of Marieyia. Hallmann (1920) erected
Paradoryx for Wslsortetia species (with auxiliary
megascleres coring fibres) which had arcuate
chelae instead of palmate isocheiae. Loss or replacement of principal megascleres varus considerably between otherwise allied microcionid
taxa and this feature is considered to be of lessei
size

significance at the generic level than

Hallmann (Hooper, 1990a; Hooper

assumed by

et al M 1990).

Similarly, isocheiae described by Hallmann
920) as arcuate in the type species are modified
(curved, thickened) palmate forms
( 1

Apart from the type species, Hallmann (1920)
included: Dictyocylindms pinifonnt's Carter and
u; oxyphiia (both of which belong to Ciashria
iClaihria)).

and Clathria elegamitla Ridley

Dendy and
(which

are

&

curvichela Hallmann
referred here to Claihria

Wilsonella

{Dendrvcia)\

Paratenaciella Vacclet & Vasseur, 1971
(Fig. 20H-I)
ParattnaxHciia Vacclet

& Vasseur.

1971: 103.

.SPECIES. Paratenaciella microxea Vacclet &
Vaswrur, 1971; 103 iby original designation) iholotype

TYPE

MNHNI.BIMDJV27|

(by original designation) (holotype

and peripheral

fibres

form more-or-less

suueture through which choanosomal
spicules protrude. McgasclcteN entire!) smooth,

reticulate,

63

Trusting growth form. Surface uneven.
hispid, Choanosomal skeleton hymedesmoid,
with spongin fibres reduced to basal toyci Oil
substrate and with ascending fibre nodes enclosing bases of choanosomal principal subiylostyles
standing perpendicular to substrate. In thicker
sections up to 3-4 spicules form ascending
plumose tracts, protruding through surface.
Bcjiinaliog megascleres absent. Subeetosomal
skeleton plumose or paratangential composed of

bundles of subeetosomal auxiliary subiylostyles
often forming brushes around protruding principal spicules and protruding through ectosomc.
Megascleres entirely smooth choanosomal principal subiylostyles, and subeetosomal auxiliary
subtylostvles with microspincd bases and
polytyloic shaft n Microscleres palmate

64
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FIG. 20. Type species of microcionid genera. A-B, Ophlitaspongia

BMNH1910.1. 1.395). C-E, Pandaros(P.

Paradorvx {Ctathria dura Whitelegge, AMG3046). H-I,

MNHNDJV27).

(O. papilla

Bowerbank,

& Michelotti, BMNH 1884.7. 17.2). F-G
ParatenacieUa {P. microxea Vacelct & Vasscur,

acanthifolium Duchassaing

t
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isocheUte, including contort forms, and oxeote
toxas.

Paratenaeiella has a Microcionafibre skeleton composed of

choanosomal

non -anastomosing, plumose fibre nodes, but
lacks acanthostyles (similar to Axociella
%

Axodelita, Tenaciella). has polytylote modifications to auxiliary spicules (similar to Fisherispongia fenva de Laubenfels and Sficrociona
aceratoobtusa Carter), and has modified (oxeote)
toxas, like those in Arlemisina archegoria Rislau
(although type material shows that they do
resemble true mkroxeas). This latter feature appears to be the only unique character for the type
species, and as tar as is known it is also unique
amongst the Mierocionidae. ParatenacieUa
shows some similarities to Esperiopsis
canaikulata Whitelegge (which is referred here
to Axociella) in its spiculation, although P.
rnicroxca has a mierocionid architecture.
micrDXeOte microscleres and undifferentiated cctosomal-subcctosomal megascleres. The genus is
monoiypic and is synonymised with Clathria
(Microciona).
Plectispa Lendenfeld. 1888

(Fig.21C-D)
Pktfispa Lendenfeld, 1888: 22S;Tnpscni, 1K 1)4»; 19;
de Laubenfels, 1954: 164.

TYPE SPEdES.

Plectispa microflora, in part. Len1888: 226 (by subsequent desUnariofl of
Kallmann, 1912; 204) "(holotypc AMG9159).

denfeld,

Lobodigitale growth
reticulate.

inaccuracies in Lendenfeld's (1888) original
and misinterpretation of the species
(e.g.. Clathria macropora; Whitelegge (J 901:
91) is different from C. macropora Lendenfeld
(1888)). Hallmann (1912: 165) attempted to sort
out these problems but was only partially successful. He rejected VVh iteleggc's proposed merger of
description,

REMARKS.
likc

fo

fmm

Choanosomal

Surface 'honeycomb*
skeleton reticulate, with

well developed spongin fibres forming morc-nrless regular oval or eliptica) meshes, sparsely
cored and abundantly echinaled by principal sub-

and fewer auxiliary stylcs-tornotes
also in fibres. Echinating megascleres
predominant in periphery than in axis Suine
tylostyles,

choanosomal
Subectosomal skeleton plumose, with
brushes of principal subtylostyles from ascending
detritus also incorporated into
fibres

ot' peripheral skeleton protruding through
surface, surrounded by paratangential loose

fibres

P.

REMARKS. This genus is poorly defined due to
the duhkiat states of all of Lcndcnfcld'ssyniypcs.

lexis

Lendenfeld

1

Kallmann's (1912) remarks and assumptions
concerning ihe genus are not entirely correct (see
remarks below for Clathria macropora and
Holopsamma macropora), anil there is no
evidence that he actually rc-cxamincd relevant
type material. His noun 'ticlatural decisions, arc
erroneous and not supported here.
I

nere are 4 type specimens and one Olhcl

specimen

in the

AM and BMNH which bear Lhe

name ''mawopom

1

I)

AMZ959

(with the label

cotype") from Fort Jackson, NSW, is the
died typo' of Clathria macropora (MMM
VVhiie-legge). and is a species of Creila, It t'dry.

probably a syntypc of Lendenfeld^ (1888)
t chlmnema jVv/s, hut that assumption is difficult
to corroborate due to the loss of LendenfekT?
key-list* from the Aastralian Museum (0. Pope
& F. Rowe, pers.cumnU. 2) AMZ46h (with label
from Port
Stating 'spirit preserved, ?ty pe
Stephens. NSW is the lectotype of Lendenfeld's
{ 1 8H8: 22 1 ) Clathria macropora later referred to
Wflsmelh by Hallmann 1912: 240). It is neither
i

,

I

a Wilsonella, nor closely related to such species
as W, uxiuralknsis Carter, but

is

a Clathria lack-

ing echinating megascleres and having an axially
rvsvd skeleton (e.g., Clathria {Axociella)).
:

AMG9I59

4

(With the label stating dry. type*),
probably from Port Jackson,
(i.e.. there is a
discrepancy between the published locality of
3i

NSW

Strait. Qld. and the museum specimen
and register), is the holotype of Plectispa
macropora. 4) BMNHI925.ll.L555 (with label
slating 'Plectispa macropora, dry, Dendy cell.')
from Manly Beach. NSW, is identical to Clathria

Torres
tabel

Hallmann. 5) Another specimen
957.8.30 .2, with label slating 'Plectispa
macropora* dry' ) belongs to Clathria lendcnfeldL
Consequently, only a single syntype is valid becoming the hololype of P. macropora, and me
rjiagm !ms of Pltctapa is based on this specimen.

maltipes
l

bundles or individual auxiliary spicule*.
Megascleres smooth principal subtylostyles. and
long curved, setaceous or sinuous auxiliary styles
or quasi-diaetinal tomotes, both with blackened
axial canals. Microscleres palmate isochelae. including contort forms. Toxas absent.

macropora with Echinonema

888), rvut insiead he synonymised the latter wiih
C. maemtyora isensu Whitelegge), as Crella incrustans Carter, vji. Jew Lendenfeld. However,
(

BMNH

1

Hallmann (1912: 205) referred the type sp«.
(and genus Plectispa) to Wilsonella, but then
returned it to Clathria (Hallmann, 1920; 768).
The species has a 'honeycombed reticulate*
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growth form and smooth echinaling spicules (not
acanthose as supposed by LendcnfeJd(188&) and
Kallmann (1912)). It also has long, setaceous
quasi-cbactinal auxiliary megascleres, which also
core fibres, scattered throughout the mesohyl and
associated with spicule brushes on the surface.
These characters indicate that Plectispa belongs
to Holopsamma* and the spec-ires show^ some
resemblance to H. rartwsa (Hailmann, 1912) and
// 'aminaefavow Carter, 18S5h [sestSH Wieden-

spicules are much better developed in Plocamilla.
Plocamia is the earliest available name for a
group of Antho-Yike Cplocamiform'} microcionids having basal tylotes and echinating
spicules (see remarks for Hoioplocamia, Us-

rosyer, 1989).

PlocamiilaTopscni, 1928a; 63. Levi. 1960a: 80; L*vi,
1960b: 760; Pulitzer-Final! 1973- 40; Simpson,
1968a: 95; Van Soot, 1984b: 26. 29. 125: (not

soplocamia).

Plocamilla Topsent. 1928
(Fig. 21E-F1

,

Plocamia Schmidt. 1870

Burton, 1935a: 402).

(Fig.21A-B)
Plocamia Schmidt, 1870: 62.
Dirrhopalum Ridley in Ridley

TYPE SPECIES,

&

Duncan, 1881

-177

TYPE SPECIES. Plocamia gymnazusa Schmidt, 187(k
62 tby subsequent designation Burton, 1935a: 401
(holotype
LMJG, schizotype
possibly
<

MNHNLBIMDCLtiOSL).

hodictya cariacea Bowertiank.
1874: 136(bv original designation of Top*ent, ]928a:
type BMNH1910.1. 1.251).

DIAGNOSIS.

Encrusting growth form. Surface

uneven, porous, microscopically hispid.
Choanosomal skeleton renieroid, with regular
basal reticulation of acanthose strongyles in uni-

DIAGNOSIS.

Encrusting growth form. Surface

even, microscopically hispid. Choanosomal
skeleton renieroid, with tylotes forming basal
reticulation, interconnected at nodes by light
spongin fibres, and with plumose columns of

choanosomal principal styles and echinating
embedded in basal renieroid skeleton, in-

dividually or in bundles, largest protruding
through surface. Subectosomal skeleton with
paratangential and erect tracts of subectosomal
auxiliary styles. Megascleres robust slightly
curved choanosomal principal Style* with
ispined or smooth bases, robust tylotes with
swollen microspined bases, long subectosomal
auxiliary styles with smooth or microspined
bases, smaller echinating styles with microspined
bases. Microscleres palmate isochelae and wingshaped toxas.
i

(in Ridley & Duncan, 1881
suggested that Plocamia Schmidt was preoccupied by Plocamium Lamouroux, 1828, a
seaweed, and consequently proposed the replacement name Dirrhopalum Ridley. However, under
Article 56b of the 1CZN (Anonymous, 1985) this
is an unjustified emendation and Plocamia
Js
Bergquisr & Fremont (1988) also used
Plocamia over Dirriiopalum,
This definition is based on slides of the
holotype and published descriptions (Schmidt,
1870: Ridley in Ridley & Duncan, 1881). The
type species is essentially the same as Plocamilla
ucture and spicule geometry, but spines on
both the basal tylote spicules and echinating

REMARKS. Ridley

or paucispicular tracts, overlaid by plumose
brushes of larger choanosomal principal styles
and echinating acanthostyles projecting perpendicularly from nodes of renieroid spicule
skeleton. Ectosornal skeleton contains plumose
or paratangential brushes of subectosomal
auxiliary styles and projecting echinating acanthostyles from peripheral nodes of

choanosomal

renieroid skeleton. Megascleres acanthose strongyles or tylotes with spines mostly on basal ends,
larger choanosomal principal styles-subtylostyles with spined bases,

styles-subtyk

i

th

subectosomal auxiliary
smooth or microspined

bases, and small echinating acanthostyles with

few spines concentrated mainly on basal end.
M ic rose !c res palmate isochelae, smaller wingshaped toxas, and larger accolada toxas with
spined points.

REMARKS.

This definition

is

based on the

holotype and descriptions of the tvpe species
(Topsent, 1928a; Uvi, 1960a). Plocamilla has
spiculation similar to Plocamia Schmidt, but it
has an encrusting growth form and therefore its
skeleton is not clearly differentiated into primary
or secondary lines (Topsent, 1928a: 63; L6vi,
1960a: 80). This skeletal development is probably related to growth form and not an important
generic character. The genus was not formally
diagnosed until Burton (1935a: 402) differentiated a number of 'plocajniform* genera, all of
which had acanthostrongyles or acanthostyles

forming the basal renieroid skeleton. Burton emphasised the diagnostic value of choanosomal

REVISION OFMICROCIONIDAt-:

acanthosirongyles (dumbell spicules') Which
united those genera, but he differentiated them by
their skeletal architecture and the presence 01
absence of various spicule types,

Holoplocamia

is

a

synonvm of

67

Plocamiopsis Topsent, 1904

(Figs21G-H.22A)
PlocormopSis Topsail i°XMa
402.

155; Burton,

LAttfc

Plocamilla

(Levi, 1960a: 80), although Little (1963: 47) argued to the contrary Levi (1960a) also noted that
the skeleton of P. coriacea was very close to
Ant ho and Dictyaclathria (both of which are objective synonyms), lacking special echinating
spicules and having acanthostyles instead of

acanthostroneyles in the basal renieroid skeleton.
Levi (1960afand Pulitzer-Final (1973. 40) were
cautious in interpreting whether Plocamilla was
distinct from ,4/if/w?, because the spined acanthostyles and smooth principal styles could not be
consistently differentiated in all laxa. For example, P. elegans (Ridley
Dendy) does not
show any clear separation between the smaller
category of smooth principal styles and the more
sparsely spined acanthostyles (Pulitzer-Finali,
1973). On that basis. Pulitzer-Finali suggested
that future studies may show that P. elegans
should be referred to Antho. whereas P. coriacea
has clearly differentiated coring and cehinating
megascleres; and should remain in Plocamilla
Levi (1960a), Simpson 1968a), Pulitzer-Finali
i

&

1

(1973) and Van Soest (1984b) maintained
Plocamilla and Antho as separate genera, the
former having echinating acanthostyles and
predominantly (acantho)strongyles in the
renieroid skeleton. However, all these authors
admitted that the two genera may be too similar
to maintain sufficient generic separation. Van
Soesl & Stone ( 1 986) noted that the genus should
probably be merged with Antho, together with
other plocamiform genera containing rente
skeleton of acanthose megascleres, and this suggestion is supported here (i.e., Antho (PlocomJa)).

Simpson (1968a: 95) found that although
Plocamilla and Mtcruciona were easily differentiated by their skeletal construction and spicule
geometries, they were remarkably similar in their
cytological characteristics. These findings contradict the more obvious similarities between
microcionid genera, based on spicule geometry
and skeleton construction. Microciona, Clathr'ta
and Thalysias are a relatively homogenous group

TYPE SPECIES.
1904a;

Plocamiopsis signata Topsent,
155 (bv munutypy) (holotypc

MNHN

LBIMDTV
DIAGNOSIS. Encrusting growth form. Surface
even, hispid Choanosomal skeleton irregularly
renieroid, with basal reticulation of acanthostrongyles In uni- or bispicular tracts tying on substrate. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles,
smaller acanthostyles and spicules intermediate
to both embedded individually in basal skeleton,
standing perpendicular to substrate. Subcctosomal skeleton plumose, with ascending
brushes of subcctosomal auxiliary subtylostyles
surrounding principal megascleres, BctOSOfltti
without specialised speculation, but with both
tangential and plumose tracts of subcctosomal
auxiliary spicules protruding through surface,

Megascleres choanosomal principal subt
tyles with spines on bases and proximal region

i

'

smaller acanthostyles with aspinose points,
and subcctosomal auxiliary subtylostyles with
spined bases. Microsclcres cleistochelae and
shaft,

smooth wing-shaped toxas.

REMARKS.

Plocamiopsis

is

a

member of de

Laubcnlels* (1936a) plocamiform group of sponges having a basal renieroid skeleton of acanthostrongyles. It differs from others in this group
[Dirrhopalum, Hetewclathria, Holoplocamia,
plocamia, Plocamilla) having cleis
tochelae, which are also seen in Colloclathria and
Quizciona. Cleistochelae are hypersilicificd palmate isochelae with the front alae fused (Fig.
22 A) but probably have little phylogcnctic significance given the complete transitional scries
from palmate to cleistochelate (Fig. 76G).
Plocamiopsis is referred to Antho iPloiamta).

Protophliliispongb Burton. 1934
(Fig.

22B-C)

ProiophtifasiumKiaBurXofi, 1934a: 562.

TYPE SPECIES.

Siphnnochalina bispiculata Dendy.
(by original designation) flectotype

n skeletal construction, compared to any inferred
relationship between Plocamilla and Microciona

246
NMVG2319).

Simpson's (1968a) cytohave not been incorporated into
the classification, nor have the the imp! ications of
his findings to phytogeny of dcrnosponges been
widely discussed.

Lamellar, tubulo-digitate growth form, with
osculum on apex of each tube. Surface uneven,

i

for example. Probably
logical characters

1895:

microscopically hispid. Choanosomal skeleton
subisodictyal reticulate, with morc-or-lcss
regularly anastomosing heavy spongin fibres
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FIG. 21 Type species of microcionid genera. A-B, Plocamia (P. gymnazusa Schmidt, MNHNDCLI 105L). C-D,
Plectispa {P. macropora sensu Lendenfeld, AMG9159). E-F, PlocamiUa (Isodtctya coriacea Bowerbank,
1 910. 1
1 .25 1 ). G-H, Plocamiopsis (P. signata Topsent, MNHNDT947).
.

BMNH

.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAJE

forming primary ascending and secondary
transverse lines. Primary fibres cored by multispieular tracts of longer auxiliary oxeas; secondary fibres usually aspiculose occasionally with
only single coring auxiliary oxeas. Fibres sparsely echinated by smaller, smooth hastate oxeas

(presumed to be homologous with principal
spicules). Ectosome lacks specialised spiculation but has pi umose erect brushes of oxeas from
,

peripheral skeleton protruding through surface.

Megascleres modified diactinal. including longer
smooth hastate auxiliar
md smaller smooth
hastate principal oxeas, Micnxsclcrcs absent.

REMARKS. The
named species: & bisph

<*>

Further clues as to the most appropriate placement of this genus can be seen from other characteristics the palmate isochelae in £. (P.)
barglbatuiy the aecolada toxas in E. yP) oxeata.
and the plumose ectosomal skeleton, composed
of auxiliary spicule brushes (typical of
Mierocionidae, A.xinellidae and Raspailiidae) in
all species. The present interpretation of Protophluaspotigia suggests affinities with Eckitwclathria and Hohpwmtna microcionids and the
reticulate Raspailiidae, and in the distribution of
its

megascleres

(i.e..

auxiliary spicules in fibres

and peripheral skeleton, principal spicu
echinating fibres)

it

is

assigned lo Echinochalina.

genus contains 7 previously

from Port

utata (Dcndy, 1895: 246)

Pseudanchinoe Burton. 1929
(Pg.22D-Ej

E

oxeata Burton
(1934a: 562) from the Papuan Pass, northern
Australia, R ada de Laubenfels (1954: 96) from
Ponape, P. ago de Laubenfels 1 954: 97) from the
cenlral west Pacific, P. unultana Pulitzer-Final
f 1 986:
38 from the Wes( Indies, Erhinochalina
Levi (1993a; 1277) and
\R) lalmtttei Hooper
E. yR) bargibatui Hooper cV L6vi (1993a:
both from New Caledonia. These species
resemble Haplosclcrida to some extent: P. antilPhillip Bay, Victoria.

Pseudanchinoe Burton, 1929a' 433; de Laubenfels.
1936a: 109.

1

1

)

&

I

lamis

\

a haploscierid. (Niphatidae.i Similarly, dc

Laubenfels* (1954).

P.

ada and

R aga. arc placed

in the pfioriospongjidac leaving 4

known

species

and 4 new Australasian species described below.
The genus tuts a characteristic three-dimensional cctosomal architecture reminiscent of

and Amphimedon (Haplosclcrida:
Niphatidac). with only oxeas as megasclerev
However, smooth hastate oxeas echinating fibres.
with a similar geometry but smaller size than

Ilemigcliius

spicules, gives some clues as to probable
phylogenelic relationships (i.e.. Microcionidae,
some iophonidae, and Raspailiidae). This pattern
of "spicululion is seen in Echinochalina, and to a
lesser extent Echinoclathria as defined here. It is
particular]) well developed in E axitu'Hoide\\

conng

and for this reason Burton 1934a: 562)
(

tentative-

Microckmidae. Conversely, dc Laubenfels (1936a: 54,
1954. 96) suggested that the genus was closer lo
Guitarra (although lacking their peculiar
microscleres), or Uosina. and he referred
Protophiitaspongia to the Desmacidonidae, but he
was probably referring mainly to his two
Microncsian species in doing this. Pulitzer-Finali
(1986: 138) followed similar reasoning, placing
the genus in Esperiopsidae, but none of these
species belong to Protophliiaspongia in any case.
ly referred ProtophiitQspongia to the

TYPE SPECIES.

Styhstichon

ttmferum Topsenl,

19139: 621 (hy original designation and morvy.vpyj.

(holotypeMNHNLB!MDT16l2).
Massive subspherical growth form. Surface
_:i!
surface conulcs. Choanosomal
skeleton plumoreticulate, with spongin fibres
forming prmwrv plumose ascending columns,
partially interconnected by transverse secondary
fibres, both cored by multispicular tracts of
choanosomal principal subtylostyles and heavily
echinaled by acanthostyles. Subfcctosomal
skeleton plumose, non-anastomosing, comp«
of multispicular plumose tracts of choanosomal
principal Spicules from peripheral fibres sm
rounded by plumose bundles of subcctosomal
auxiliary sub»ylos»yles. Ectovomal skeleton with
second tier of subcctosomal auxiliary* subtytostylcs formifij dense palisade on surface.
Megasclcres choanosomal principal sutHyloslylcs wiih ot without hasal spines, subcctosomal
auxiliary subtylostylcs with microspined bases,

and echinating acanthostyles varying from
smaller forms with even spi nation to larger forms
with aspinose points. Microscleres oxhorn and
aecolada loxas. Chelae absent.

REMARKS

Burton (1929a) recorded palmate

isochelae in the type species but none were found
in the holotype nor did Topsenl (1913a) record

any in his original description. In fact the absence
of isochelae and the possession of plumoreticulate skeletal architecture are virtually the only
two diagnostic features that distinguish
fanchinoe from other Clathtia (j s.\.
Similarly; Topsent (1913a) stated that there were
>
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microspsnes an the points of toxas. but these were
not seen in the holotype
The type species of Pseudanchinoe is intermediate between Clathria and Thatysias^ having
the cctosomal structure of the latter (i.e., with a
(hick continuous palisade of excel spicules overlaying a similar subectosomal skeleton], but with
spicu^ composition of the former (single
category of auxiliary styles), further supporting
the decision to merge these two genera in a single
(axon (Clathria </.;. In skeletal structure and
diversity of megasefcres the genus could be pi
ngle category of strucin tlutural spicule in the entire skeleton), Clathria (one

and one category of
Pseudanchinoe (one category

•ory of auxiliary spicule

principal spicule),

of auxiliary spicule (boning a continuous
tosomal palisade), Thalysias (two eategon
auxiliary spicules the smaller forming 3 con-

Specialised tubular growth lorm. witli apical
oscules and central cavity running longitudinally

through body. Surface smooth, even
Choanosomal fibres apparently absent, and
skeletal structure poorly defined with moro-orless longitudinal tracts of choanosomal principal
subtylosiyles bound together at node* by collagen. Echinating acanthostyles absent. Suhec

tosomal skeleton rudimentary, composed of
subcclo&omul auxiliary sublylostyles lying just
below surface, not protruding through it. IZcMegascleres
to so mill skeleton ;<bvcnt

choanosomal principal subtylosiyles with opined
bases, and slender smooth subectosomuauxiliary subtyiostyles. Microscleres described
ireuate' isochelae

REMARKS. The
(CMFRI

and wing-shaped toxas.

holotype and paratopes

T$4/2) of Q. indica are housed

at the

tinuous ectosomal palisade,, and one category of
principal spicule), and Ansho (some of which
have two categories of auxiliary spicules and two

Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute,
Mandapan Camp, Cochin. India. A slide of the
holotype is housed at the IM (A-K. Mandal, pers.

categories of principal spicules).

comm).

Burton (1929a) remarked on the apparent
similarities between Pseudanchinoe and Anchinoe
Gray (= Phorbas Duchassaing ft Michelolti;
Anchmoidae) The latter genus has plumose
columns of intermingled acanthostyles and tornotes (or oxeas). which arc echinatcd by aeun-

monotypic and known only from
(Thomas, 1974). It is an
unusual, very thin-walled hollow tubular sponge
with pseudo-syeonoid construction, and attached
to the substrate by short peduncles reminiscent of
Auiospongus Norman (Raspailiidae). Apart from
spicule diversity and geometry, which place the
type species in Microcionidae, we know of few

r

thostyles, but these similarities are superficial.

Anchrnotdae have tangential ectosomal dJactinal

megascleres and plumose columns of
choanosomal megascleres in which acanthostyles predominate (e.g.. Van Soest, I9S4h: 86). Of
the numerous species assigned to Pseudanchinoe
(e.g., de Laubenfels. 1936a: 109) most are interpreted here as belonging to Clathria, having
secondarily lost their isochelae. Australian examples are
(C) caelata Kallmann. C. \C.)
(C.) tnatwhorata Ridley
costifera Hallmann,
Dendy. and C. (C) partita Hallmann. Two
other species belong to Clathria (TJutlysias) (C.
dentata Topsent and C fascicular/* Tupsenl,

C

C

&

which are synonymous) (Van SoesL J9S4h) Of
contemporary authors only Koltun (1976) recognises this genus whereas Van Soest (1934b) and
(Wiedenmayer, 1989) merged it with Claihrta. It is
included here in Clathria {Clathria).

The germs

its

is

original description

other characters that give clues as to its affinities
with other microcionids. From its skeletal structure, or lack of it, Qasimella shows similarities to
Artemisina. It is also possihle that Q. indica is a
larval sponge, but until type material is seen its
published description suggests that it has affinities to Artemisina. The chelae have been
described as 'arcuate', but this cannot be confirmed and must be regarded as suspect (e.g , they
may be merely modified, curved, palmate ones).

Quizciona de Laubenfels. 1936
(Fig. 22F-G)
Quizciona de Laubenfels, 1936a: 111.

TYPE SPECIES.

Microciona

tn-tcrospiniin^

Brondsted, 1924: 465 (by original designation) {fragment of type
J 901. 2.26. 13).

BMNH

Qasimella Thomas, 1974
Qasitnetla

Thomas, 1974:

TYPE SPECIES.

31

1

Encrusting growth form. Surface hispid, uneven. Choanosomal skeleton differentiated into

I

QasimeUo Mica Thomas,

(by original designation Kholoiype
seen),

1974; 311

CMFRIT84/I

not

two components: renieroid basal layer composed
of spongin fibres lying on substrate cored by
bispicular tracts of acanthostyles forming triangular meshes; basal fibres ascending non-anas-

REVISION OF MiCROCIONIDAE

lomosing fibre nodes echinated by multispieular
plumose tracts of both choanosomal principal
subtylostyles and echinating acanthostyles (of

same morphology as basal renieroid skel«on
spicules) embedded and erect on substrate. Ectosomal skeleton paratangential composed of
two size classes of subectosomal auxiliary substyles, forming occasions] brushes and scattered in mesohyl matrix near periphery
Megascleres longer choanosomal principal subtylnsiyles with heavily mierospined bases,

&

Bergquisc

71

Fremont (1988) merged Af

heiervspicutata with Clathria mortemenii and

suggested that Quxzciona should be abandoned
on the basis that they did not find cleistochelae in
their material, contrary tode Laubenfehr (1936a)
description. This synonymy is not upheld here,
although Bergquisfs (19613: 39) record of M*
heiemspiculata from northern New Zealand may
be Ctathria mortensenii. I interpret Quizciona.
strictly on the type specimen, as a synonym
i

oiAniho iAnr

shorter acanthostyles with aspinose points (form-

Ram oses de

ing both renieroid basal skeleton and echinating

and two size classes of auxiliary
subtylostyles with smooth or spined bases.
Microscleres palmate isocheiae, cleistochelae
and small accolada toxas.

REMARKS.

The

original description differs

from the definition above. In particular,
the very small, thin toxas were overlooked as was
a renieroid basal skeleton typical of de
Laubenfels* (1936a) p1oc3rniform sponges
slightly

,

BrondsttxTs( 1924) description of QuizdortA
gestS that

it

hymedesmoid

is

cloSC to Mirrociona with a

basal skeleton and plumose

;*••-

cending fibre nodes but having cleistochelae in
addition to palmate isocheiae. Tlie lype material

shows

the species more closely related to Antko
with a renieroid basal skeleton. Smaller acanthos-

tyles

and

larger principal styles cchinating basal

similar to Plocamifla. whereas acanthostyles rather than dcanthostrongyles coring the
fibres

is

basal fibres

Charades

is

similar to Anlho, and this

mix of

illustrates the difficulty in separating

thes6 twotaxa.

CJeistocbelae have been recorded in several
microcionids (Microcinrui rleistochela Topsent,
M. claihrata Whitelegge, M. chelifera Levi,

Clathria simpsoni Van Soest, C. toxipraedita
Topsent and Coliodathria ramosa Dendy).
AJander (1942) and Van Soesi ( 984b) suggested
1

that cleistochelae are

modified palmate isocheiae

(wilh fused chelate teeth) which have arisen
several times independently within the

Mierocionidae. and consequently they do not
have primary taxonomic significance. Interestingly, Brondstcd (1924) also remarked on the
similarities between cleistochelae of
Microcionidae and clavidiscs of the hypercalcificd sponge Me rlia Kirkpatrick, supporting current theories on the origin and affinities of the
'sclerosponges' with the demosponges le ,g
Vacelet, 1985
.

Laubcnfcls. 1936

(Fig.22H-h

fibre noctes),

Kamwes

de Laubenfels,

WM*:

109.

TYPE SPECIES Chmrm pauper

BiuiKtsted. 192

{by original designation) (fragment of type

BMJMl930.ll.12).
Arborescent, tubulo-digitatc growth form. Surface shaggy, uneven, microscopically hispid.
Choanosomal skeleton irregularly plumo-reticiilate, with vaguely ascending multispicular
primary tracts interconnected by transverse
paucispicular secondary tracts cored by both
smooth and partially spined choanosomal principal styles and echinated by plumose bundles of
smaller acanthostyles. Spongin fibres not seen
but spicules united by moderate quantities of
collagen. Subectosomal skeleton plumose, with
bundles of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles
protruding through surface. No special ectosoma)
skeleton Megascleres longer entirely smooth
choanosomal principal styles, slightly shorter
principal subtylostyles with spines on bases and
distal end of shaft, small slendler echinating acanthostyles with even spination, and suteetoy
auxiliary subtylostyles with spined bases.
Microscleres accolada toxas, some with conton
cenlres Chelae absent

C

REMARKS. The

pauper has 061
holotype of
yet been discovered in the Brondsted collection
at

of

UZM (O. Tendal, pers. comm.), but a fragment
it

is

held at the

BMNH. A

pauper (with second

fragment of

C

Proioclathria
antarctica, 29.1 .19?? [illegible], 340 fathoms.
Burton' is in Sydney (AMZ2239). It is possible
that this material is also a fragment of the
label stating

'

M

i

holotype. but its status and origin are not certain.
Brondsled's 1 927) original description conforms
closely to the type material, although he appears
to have overlooked the thin accolada toxa
microscleres (some with asymmetrical contort
central curvature).
1
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FIG. 22. Type species of microcionid genera. A, Plocamiopsis (P. signata Topsent, MNHNDT947). B-C,
Protophlitaspongia (Siphonochalina bispiculaui Dendy, NMVG2319). D-E, Pseudanchinoe (Stvlostichon
toxiferum

Topsent,

MNHNDT16I2).

BMNH190I. 12.26.13).

H-I,

F-G, Quizciotui (Microciona heterospiculata Brondsted,
Ramoses (Ctathria pauper Brondsted, BMNH1930.1 1.5.2).

REVISION OF M1CROCIONIDAK

Ratnoses is similar to Pseudanchinoe in lacking
chelae microscleres. and Koltun (1976: 155)
s\ nonymised the type species of Ramoses with P.
toxifemm Topsent, the type species of
ianchtnoe (both species are from the Ross
Sea, Antarctica). This synonymy is confirmed
here from type specimens and both species arc
lipocheJous Clathha (Ciathria). Koltim (1976)
suggested that C pauper was a synonym of
toxifera (Topsent), also from tf#e Anbut this synonymy is rejected Com-

Micwctana
tarctic,
1

n

i

son of relevant type spec mens shows that the
i

two species

differ substantially in their skeletal

structure, spicule size and spination

on

IDDgaSClCTCSL

Rhaphidophlus Ehlcrs, 187
(Fig. 23A-C)
Rhapulophlus Ehlcrs, 870: 9.3 ; Ridley. 1 884a: 449453; Ridley & Dendv, IS87: 151; Topsent, 1894a:
1
928a" 61, 1932 98:Thiete 1903a:
), 1925:658.
957;Dcndv. 1905: 170; Hallmann, 1912. 175, 1920:
i

1

1

1

I

t

769; Burton, W2;i: 320; dc Laubcnfcls, 1936a:
112; Lev), 1960a: 56 Bergquisr, 1965: 168;
Simpson, 1 968a! [Ql, 104-106! Wicdenmayer.
1977: 140:
SoCtt, l9S'4b: 1(>9; Bergquist

&

Vw

FidffiOflt,

1988: 118.

TYPE SPECIES. SpOHtia nwuu Bsper,
I

original designation) (fragment of type

Arborescent growth
cally hispid, conulosc.

bum

1

797;

1

95 (by

ZMB4577).

Surface microscopi-

Choanosomal skeleton

ir-

regularly reticulate, wilh heavy spongin fibres
coned by muliispicular tracts of choanosomal

principal subtylostyles which terminate in
plumose tracts on peripheral fibres. Plumose multispicular tracts of echinating acanthostyles
clumped around fibre nodes and also protruding
from fibres at regular intervals. Subectosomal
skeleton plumose, ^ith vVcll-dcvclopcd muliispicular columns of subcctosomal auxiliary subtylostyles arising from ends of principal spicule
brushes in peripheral skeleton. Ectosome with
bundles of erect ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles overlaying subcctosomal plumose brushes
of spieules. Megascleres entirely smooth hastate
choanosomal principal subtylostyles. larger

smooth subectosomal auxiliary
shorter thinner smooth ectosomal
Styles,

subtylostyles,
auxiliary sub-

and echinating acanthostyles with

Microscleres palmate isochclac
size categories, and two forms of toxas

ftdse necks.

of two
(small wing-shaped and larger asymmetrical
sinuous loxasfr

73

REMARKS. The xs pe species is from the Indowest Pacific region where most species occur
The primary and only

consistent morphological

feature that distinguishes

Rhaphidophlus from

other C/af/ina-Iike taxa is the specialised ectosomal skeleton, consisting of two differentiated
categories of auxiliary subtylostyles which form

brushes on the surface (either as discrete brushes
[s,sJ> or in a continuous palisade). This is identical
to the condition described for Thalysias (Which
has seniority).
W.illmann (1412). followed most recently by
1984b), suggested that the two
LXiliaty megascleres may represent age differences in spicules, in which case the genus has
a distinct localisation of adult and juvenile
megascleres. This assertion, however does not
yet have any empirical (experimental) support.
This difference in size/age of auxiliary spicules is
crucial to the definition of Rhaphidophlus. because some species of Ciathria* Micrvciona and
Dtndrocia have a dermal skeleton of similar
structure but containing only one sort of auxiliary
spicule (C imperfecta, C. striata, C. pyramida).
Similarly, some species of Aruho (e.g., A. tidleyi)
also have, relatively dense ectosomal brushes, but
these consist of a single undifferentiated category
of subectosomal megasclere. Hallmann (1912
debated the value of ectosomal specialisation as
a generic character, concluding that although the
distinction between the two genera may eventually breakdown, they can be consistently differentiated on composition of peripheral skeleton
rather than its development or density These
conclusions are supported here.

Van Soest

1

Another character predominant in Thahsias
(including Rhaphidophlus) is Ihe presence of
more than one size category of isochelae, of

which one or more may be contort
feature

is

not consistent

among

(Fig. 5F). This
species > nor is it

exclusive to the genus. Contort chelae are common in Ciathria (Thalysias) (e.g.. Sptmgio
ahwjuui l^maick, Spongia cactifarmis Lamarck,
Rhaphidophlus emu-amis Thiele, R. sp'uul

Dcndy.

W

1

1

R.

s mi

topsenH Thiele, Claihria fasciculatvs
tnactltnm
sptculosus \ a t

and C

(ientschell, Ciathria (Ciathria} and Ciathria
(Micrvciona) (e.g., Dictyovxona adiotistka dc
Laubenfels, Ciathria mixta Hentschel, C butbotoxQ Van Soest, Fisherispongia ferrra dc
WilLaubenfels, Esperiopsh ohliqua George
son, WthoneUo conecsens Hallmana, and M.

&

prolifera {sensu Wilson'i),

(eg

Micwciam

Clathriopsatwtia

Clathha (Witsonelfa)

tuherosa
reticulata

Bowcrbank.
Le n d e n f c d
I

)

M
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Clathria

[Axociella)

(e.g.,

much diagnostic

value above the species level.
There are several other characters used by

authors to define genera present in

many

species

of Thalysias (including Rhaphidophhts), but are
rtnt apomorphies occurring throughout related
groups in all combinations (e.g., encrusting

growth form and hymedesmoid architecture (e.g.,
i£psoclathria lambda Levi); absence of cchinating megascleres (e.g., Axociella arteria dc
Laubenfels), absence of microsclcres (cg M
Clathria fascicularis Topsent), and modified
isochelae

Colloclathria ram*>srtDcndy)).

(e.g.,

A

systematica based on these features conflicts with
one based on cctosomat specialisation and dispersal

of structural megascleres within the skeleton.

Hv comparison, Dcndv (1905), Wilson (15
de Laubenfels (1936a). Harlman (1955), Wells ct
al
!l960) Bcrgquisr (1%?-, Hooper (199
Hooper et 3l (1990. 1992) and Hooper & Levi
(1993a) amalgamated Tkaiysias (including
Rhaphidophlus)
and
Clathria (including
Mierociona) on the basts that dermal spcciaHsat

can vary inlrasperilicalry. especially in rclaliotl lo growth form and age of an individual
These authors suggest that this feature is probably
not a sound base on which to separate genera. In
contrast. Simpson (1968a), Wiedenrnaycr(l977)
lion

& Fromont (1988) maintain these
genera separately, although they do state that

and Bergquist

deflhal specialisation may not be important at the
genetic level tie*, they offer a convenient classification rather than one fuwtl on phytogeny).

Simpson (1968a) showed that despite very close
morphological similarities between Clathria and
Rhaphidophlus there were cytological differences between the ta.xa which he considered were
sufficient to separate them at the generic level of
classification. Thus. Simpson's 1968a) cytological data supports the exclusion above based on
t

i'

morphological evidence that the only morphological character of consistent diagnostic importance, and which correlates lo some extent
with supposed biological differences between
those genera,

is

the possession of ectosomal

specialisation. This conclusion

study and used

at the

There are several nomcnclatural complexities
Rhaphidophlus, and these re-

Esptriopsis

camlicutata Whitclegge). Antho (Atuho) (e.g.,
tioloptocamia perweyi dc Laubenfcls) and
Holopstimtna {e.g., Plectispa maempora Lcndenfeld). ll is also known to occur in Cornulum
Carter (Iophonidae) (e.g., C. johnsotri (dc
Laubenfels)) and consequently it cannot be given

is upheld in this
subgeneric level.

that still exist for

quire Further discussion.

Van Soest ( 984b: 91 ) argued that Thalysias
should be abandoned in favour of Rhaphidophlus.
following Levi (1960a: 52) His argument was
based on the premise that Carter (1876: 311)
designated die 'representative' of Thalysias as
Thalysias subirianguiaris Duchassaing, 1850),
and he suggested that although Carter ( 1 876) did
not actually use the words 'type* or 'type species*.
there was no doubt of his intentions (T. subtriangufaris is a species of Xestospongia; Wiedenmayer. 1977; 255; Van Soest et a!., 1983: 199).
Van Soest (1984b) also suggested that the use of
Rhaphidophlus over fhafysias wis a pragmatic
solution since the name was in current usage by
the majority of contemporary authors. Conversely. Wicdenmavcr (1977: 140). Hooper (1990a).
Hooper et ai. 1990, 1992) and Hooper & Le'vi
( 1 993a) note that Carter ( 1 876) merely compared
three small specimens from the North Atlantic
1

1

I

'<

wiiti Thatysiat. but left

mayer (1977)
Duchassaing

them unnamed Wkden-

states that

although Carter did

s 1.1850: pi.

17, fig.

1)

cite

figure of

Thalysias subtriangularis. Carter's action cannot
be construed as a subsequent designation of a type
species under Articles 67c and 69a of the ICZN

(Anonymous, 1985). Therefore, de Laubenfels

1

04) subsequent designation of Thalysias
Lamarck, 1 8 1*4 as type species of
Rhaphidophlus is valid, and the genus is a junior
synonym of Thttlysi
( 1

936a:

1

virguftosti

i

1

2) Simpson < 1968a: 98) suggested that arguments supporting or refuting the choice of one
genus name over another were irrelevant because

Rhaphidophlus, Thalysias andAxocielita showed
different cytological features, apparently justify

ing their recognition at the generic level. There

no arguments based on skeletal evidence
which can contend with Simpson's hypothesis

are

since his cytological data

do not

correlate with

any skeletal features. However, Simpson's
(1968a) conclusions are based on only three
species, one in each genus, and it could be interpreted that the differences he observed may be
applicable only at the species level.

Simpson (1968a) found

that Thalysias

was

dis-

from both Mictpciona (cf. Hartman, 1955:
Wells el ol., 1960). Rhaphidophlus and Clathria
tinct

Levi, 3960a). Thalysias was related lo
Rhaphidophlus, but cytological y distinct which
he stated was also apparently reflected in ectosomal cytological and morphological differen
ces between the two genera. Rhaphidophlus
(cf.

I
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(sensu Simpson) had a specialised and extensive
region containing a secondary fibre system and a

continuous ectosomal skeleton, whereas
Thalysias had fibre cell tracts organised into dermal columns which produce tufts of ectosomal
styles. However, no similar correlations were observed in any other species examined (Van Soest,
1984b; Hooper, 1990a). Simpson's (1968a) system is intrinsically unworkable as it presently
stands, given that the existing systematics is
based on skeletal attributes, and essentially
Thalysias and Rhaphidophlus differ only in their

nomenclature.

Simpson (1968a) suggested that Axocielita
distinct from, but most closely related to
Thalysias, but this conclusion is not supported by
3)

was

morphology. Axocielita similis (Stephens)
has a hymedesmoid skeleton with plumose fibre
nodes, each node cored by plumose spicule tracts,
echinating acanthostyles are absent and only one
size class of auxiliary spicule is present, suggest-

is recognisable, and Thiele (1903a: 957) has already redescribed portions of the type material
(ZMB4577, 4578), even though the whereabouts
of the actual type specimen is presently unknown.
Hallmann (1920) also suggested that Tenacia
should be preferred to Rhaphidophlus because
Schmidt's publication was abstracted in the
Zoological Record for 1870, whereas Ehlers
work was abstracted in 1872. There is no doubt
that the genera are synonymous (Hartman, 1955:
176; Levi, 1960a: 56; Wiedenmayer, 1977: 140;
Van Soest, 1984b: 91) but Rhaphidophlus has
seniority over Tenacia, and Thalysias has
seniority over both. It is included in Clathria

(Thalysias).

Seriatula Gray, 1867

their

ing that the species

is

more closely

Seriatula Gray, 1867: 515; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 122.

(Refer to Ophlitaspongia).

Sophax Gray, 1867

related to

(Fig.

Microciona than Thalysias (Hooper, 1990a).

Simpson (1968a: 113)

also agreed that echinating acanthostyles are of minor diagnostic importance. The implication of these data is that
Axocielita hartmani Simpson and A. similis
(Stephens) are either not cogeneric, which is not
indicated by their morphological characters, or
that

morphological systematics
cell biology, and this

roborated by

is

not cor-

is

the

main

obstacle in using Simpson's results.

4) Simpson (1968a) also suggested that
Clathria was more closely related to
Rhaphidophlus and Thalysias in its cytological
characteristics, than it was to the morphologically
more-similar Microciona. This result conflicted
with the system proposed by Levi (1960a), and
developed further by Van Soest (1984b), which
distinguished microcionid genera on the basis of
their skeletal architecture and ectosomal characteristics, respectively. Nevertheless, it suggests
that thinly encrusting microcionid sponges may
have different cytological characteristics than
ramose or massive forms, and this poses questions concerning environmental influences on
cellular behaviour.
5) Hallmann (1920: 769) preferred Tenacia
Schmidt (1870) to Rhaphidophlus Ehlers (1870)
because t Tenacia had been firmly established by
the redescription of T clathrata Schmidt (Wilson,
1902: 397), whereas Rhaphidophlus was imperfectly known only from Ehlers' (1870: 18, 31)
inadequate redescription of Spongia cratitia
Esper. The argument is irrelevant, since S. cratitia

75

23D-E)

Sophax Gray, 1867: 521; de Laubenfels, 1936a:

TYPE SPECIES. MicrocionafalloxBowerbank,

1

1

12.

866:

128 (by monotypy) (lectotype BMNH1910.1.1.71;
1930.7.3. 198; fragment of lecparalectotypc

BMNH

USNM5047).
Encrusting growth form. Surface uneven,
microscopically hispid. Choanosomal skeleton
plumose (slightly plumoreticulate), with spongin
fibres reduced to basal layer of spongin on subtotype

strate with ascending spongin fibre nodes cored
by multispicular columns of choanosomal principal subtylostyles, and echinated by acanthostyles. Ascending fibres interconnected by sparse
transverse spongin fibres, aspiculose or with few
coring principal spicules. Ectosomal skeleton
with tangential, paratangential or poorly
developed brushes of subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles. Megascleres long choanosomal
principal subtylostyles with heavily microspined
bases, entirely smooth, flexuous, sinuous or
straight subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles,
and echinating acanthostyles of variable size and

evenly distributed spines. Microscleres absent.

REMARKS.

867) erected Sophax for M.
comment or comparison
with other Microciona species. The type species
has a Microciona-\\ke hymedesmoid skeleton
with erect spongin fibre nodes (similar to other
nominal genera such as Abila, Axosuberites,
Stylotellopsis, and Thalyseurypon), but unlike
these it also has some transverse fibres intercon-

Gray

(1

failax, without further
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o
FIG. 23. Type species of microcionid genera. A-C, Rhaphidophius (Spongia cratitia Esper, ZMB4577). D-E,
Sophax (Microciona fallax Bowerbank. BMNH1910.1.I.71). F-G, Stvloiellopsis (S. amabilis Thielc,
10548).
ZMB3309). H-I Tablis (Echinochattna anomala Hallmann,
f

AMG
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necting multispicular tracts, producing a slightly
plumoretivulate architecture. Sophax is referred
here to Oaihria (Mkruciona).

Stylotellopsis Thicle, 1905

77

Dc LaurxmfeU
(1936a) included the genus with Eutypon
|i;jili>dari, bin (his is not upheld here
similarities between Stylotellopsis and Thafasla*
species of Clathrta {Thulysiux)

in their peripheral skeletal structure and the
geometry of auxiliary spicules are closer than
wiihihe raspailiids fsec Hooper, 1991).

rRg.23F-G)
StytotHfopsiaXhhhZ 1905:456: deLautcnfek 1936a:
112.

TYPE SPECIES. St\lotellopsisamabihsThn:k\ l<)05:
456 (by mwnolypy) (holotype ZMB3309).
Thickly encrusting growth form. Surface
hispid, uneven. Choanosomal skeleton hymcdcsmoid, with basal layer of spongin Fibres lying on
substrate and plumose non-anastomosing fibre
nodes. Spongin fibre nodes cored by large
echinating acanthostylcs standing perpendicular
to substrate, forming multispicular plumose tufts
on basal skeleton. Subectosomal skeleton
plumose, with multispicular columns of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles arising from ends
of echinating spicule brushes, producing
dendritic whispy tracts especially near periphery.
Ectosomal skeleton without special spi collation
but erect subectosomal auxiliary styles form
nearly continuous palisade on surface. Mesohyl
has heavy deposits of loose spongin. Megascleres
single Jiir.egury of smooth subeetsomal auxiliary
styles with tapering bases and hastate points, and
large echinating acanthostyles with swollen
bases, large spines, andaspinosc points. Principal
spicules undifferentiated from auxiliary spicules.
Microscleres absent.

REMARKS, From

Tahlfede Laubenfek 1936

(Rg.23H-H
Tahiti del-aubcnfels I936fl
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TYPE SPECIES E

tina anomulu Kallmann.
1912: 292 tby original designation) (hulciiypt:

AMO10548).
Massive, Ibhate-digilfltt growth form. .Surface

honeycomb
rctictllate,

1

reticulate. Choanosomal skeleton
with heav) primary and sceorkdaiy

spongin fibres forming wide-meshed reticulation
cored by multispicular tracts of subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles. Coring spicules in
primary fibres compressed, more dispersed in
secondary fibres fibres heavily echinatcd Iw
principal styles. Subectosomal skeleton with
scattered auxiliary megascleres dispersed between fibre meshes and protruding through surface in paratangential bundles. Megascleres

smooth principal styles-subtylostyles,
and smooth subectosomal auxiliary subiylosiyle& often secondarily modified to tomotes.
entirely

Microscleres absent.

published descriptions

(Thick, 1905; Topsent, 1928a; Koltun, 1964a)
Stylofcllof>sis appears to be similar to Thalyxias
in haV^g differentiated subectosomal and ectosomal auxiliary spicules (i.e.. a specialised ectosornal skeleton), and Van Soest (1984b)
synonymised the two genera on this basis. Re-examination of type material found that auxiliary
spicules range greatly in their length, and principal spicules are very similar to auxiliary
spicules scattered throughout the skeleton. The
genus has a 'microcionid' choanosomal skeletal
structure (i.e., hymedesmoid with plumose fibre
nodes), and an unusual subectosomal skeleton
composed of dendritic or sinuous auxiliary
spicule tracts. It also lacks microscleres (although
several arcuate isochelae were seen in histological preparations of the holotype, but these are
probably foreign). Sfylotellopsis is interpreted
here as being an encrusting (hymedesmoid)

REMARKS.

Tnhlis was erected forWhiielegge's
(1907) specimen of E< h'mochalina glabra from
Woolongong, NSW, a junior homonym of Ridley
Dendy's
887) species renamed by Kallmann
(1912) to K iitiottiaia. This species has also been
recorded from the Great Barrier Reef (Burton,
1934a), Three other species were referred to
Tahiis by de Laubenfels (1936a): Echinochalina

&

(

1

glabra Ridley & Dendy (a synonym of Spongfa
hatha Lamarck). E. reticulata Whiteleggc. both
from N\V Australia, and Spongia tiuvosa
Lamarck. The last mentioned species is unknown: it was not mentioned in Topscnfs(I933)
revision of Lamarck's species nor found in the

Lamarck

collections

(MNHN). These

other 2

anomala in having
lacking an HolopsammaAikc

species differ from £.
microscleres but

'honeycombed

reticulate'

growth form, iahhs

is

returned here to Echinochwina tEchiftochalino)*

n
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TYPE

canal tea lata
SPECIES. Esperiopsix
Whitelegge, 1906; 471 (by monotypy) Occtolype

Tenacia Schmidt, 1870

(Rg.24

AMG4325I.

Tewtia Schmidt, 1870 56: Kallmann,
Topsent, 1920b: 17; Burton
1960a: 56.

&

1920: 769:
Rao, 1932: 337:
h

Uv

lateral

TYPESPECIES.

Tenaciaciatfvaia Schmidt. 1870: 56
monotypy) (fragment of type BMNH1S70.5 J 156); = Sportgia virguuosa Lamarck, 1814. 444
(fmgmenlof lype MNHNLB1MDNBE1344. I338X
(t>>

Erect, arborescent, reticulate branching

growth

Surface highly eonulose, uneven, microscopically hispid Choanosomal skeleton irregularly reticulate, with well developed spongin
fibres differentiated into ascending primary and
transverse secondary fibres. Principal spicules
confined to axis of primary fibres, but absent
completely from secondary connecting fibres.
and all fibres cored by paucispicular tracts of
subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. and heavily echinated by small acanthostyles. Subecfortn.

nisomal skeleton plumose, with tracts of
subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyks originating
from deeper regions of choanosomal skeleton.
subectosomal auxiliary subtylosiyles also
abundantly throughout mesohyl between
fibre meshes. Ectosome plumose, with brushes of
Mnallcr ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles arising
from ends of subdermal spicule brusl
I

Megascleres smooth choanosomal principal
styles, smooth subectosomal auxiliary sub',
tyles, smooth ectosomal auxiliary subivIosiyU's,
and short thick echinating acanthostyles with
i-pinose points and necks. Microscleres palmate
isochelae of two sizes, and wing-shaped, ae'..I.ida and sinuous asymmetrical toxas.
.

REMARKS.

Tenacui and Rhaphidophlus are
nonyms (Hallmann. 192Q: Topsent, 1932: Levi,
1960a), and use of one name over another is
;,

merely a nomenclature! decision (see remarks for
Rhaphidophlus). Topscnf s (1932: 97) synonymy
of T. clathrata and Spongia juniperina Lamaick
is not upheld here; the farmer is considered here
to be a synonym of 71 virguitosa and restricted to
nbeanandNE. Atlantic populations, whereas
T. juniperina (including T. clathrata of Hallmann,
1912) is known only from the Indian Ocean
he
genus is synonymised with Clathria [Thulysias).
I

Tenaciella Hallmann, 1920
(Fig.

It.'wnelta Hallmann.
1936a: 126.

Erect, branching, digitate growth form. Sot
face even, hispid, with oscules dispersed over

24D-E)

1920: 772; de Laubenfels,

margins of branches. Choanosomal

skeleton irregularly reticulate, nearly radial, with
compressed axial and plumose cxtra-ax»al
skeletons. In axis heavy spongin fibres cored by
multispicular tracts of choanosomal principal
-t\ les, and in extra-axial skeleton principal styles
protrude from peripheral fibres forming radial or

plumose tracts, lying immediately below and sup
porting subectosomal skeleton. Echinating
megascleres absent, Subectosomal skeleton
p!un>ose, with multispicular ascending tracts of

subectosomal auxiliary styles at end^
peripheral choanosomal fibres. Ectosomal
skeleton with thick continuous palisade of
smaller ectosomal auxiliary styles standing per-

pendicular to surface. Megascleres smooth
fusiform choanosomal principal styles, sin
tosomal auxiliary styles-subtylostyles wilh
smooth or microspincd bases, and ectosomal
auxiliary styles-subtylostyles with microspincd
bases. Microscleres palmate isochelae of two
sizes, including contorted forms, and oxhom and
wing-shaped toxas.

REMARKS. Hallmann (1920) erected Tenm
tor species like Tenacia (= Thafysias), but lacking
echinating megascleres Wells et aJ. (1960) also
Wilson to
referred Esperlopsis obiiqua George
Tenaciella, but this species lacks dermal

&

specialisation and is more closely allied with
Awcielini (- Clathria). Ristau (1978) suggest:!
that Artvmisina arvhegona Ristau (USNM
24528) was similar to the type species of
Tenaciella in having prominent subcelosoma!
(extra-axial) spicule columns, and he suggested
that the two speciesdiffered only ingrowth f
shape of the toxa microscleres and the appreciably more organised skeletal architecture in T.
canaliadata. However, differences observed in

types of these species are

more notieable than

ectosomal skeleton, fibre
reticulation, degree of axial and extra-axial dilferentiation), and their supposed affinities (Ristheir similarities (e.g.,

tau, 1978), are superficial.

In its skeletal structure, differentiation of axial
and extra-axial skeletons, fibre characteristics,
the possession of similar extra-axial radial
bundles of megascleres, and having a continuous
ectosomal palisade of spicules the type species
shows close similarities to Ceratopsion axifera
(Hentschel) (Raspailiidae) from the Arafura Sea

REVISION OF MICROCJONIDAE

(Hooper, 1991). In fact the resemblance between
these two species is remarkable (although
Esperiopsis canaliculata obviously belongs to
Microcionidae. having isochelae and toxas,
whereas Ceratopsion belongs to Raspailiidae in
having long extra-axial spicules surrounded by
bundles of eetosomal spicules and lacking chela
or toxa microscleres). These structural
similarities suggest a closer relationship between
the two families, as proposed by Hooper (1991

79

Lamarck, in which case Thalassodendron would
belong to Ciathria {Thalysias) Thalassodendmn
typica of Whitelegge (1901; 86; hololype
AMZ958) is not the same as Lendenfeld'*
species, being a synonym of Echinodktyttm
.

tncsenterinum (Lamarck)
(Hooper, 1991: 1379).

Tharvseurvpon
(Fig.

in returning Raspailiidae to the Poecilosclerida,

and subsequently supported by chemotaxonomic
evidence (Hooper et al., 1992).
In skeletal architecture E. canaliculata
tical to

is

Consequently, both Tenacieila and Axociella
are synonymised here (the latter being the most
senior available name), both having a compressed
reticulate axis and plumose or plumo-reliculate
extra-axial (subectosomal) skeletons, isochelae
and toxa microscleres, lacking echinating
la.

and referred

to

Clathha {Axociella).

Thalassodendron Lendenfeld, 1888
Thalassodendron Lendenfeld. 1888: 222; de Laubentcls,

1936a: 112

TYPE SPECIES.
1

Thalassodendron typica Lendenfeld,
S88: 223 (by indication) (holotype unknown).
Flabellate, cup-shaped

striated longitudinally.
reticulate,

growth form. Surface

Choanosomal skeleton

with differentiated primary ascending

and secondary transverse connecting spongin
fibres; primary fibres cored by multispicuiar
iracis of choanosomal principal styles, lightly
echmated by acanthoses (often secondarily incorporated into fibres), whereas secondary fibres
aspiculose. Subectosomal and eetosomal
skeletons unknown. Megaseleres include smooth
choanosomal principal styles, and short stout
echinating acanthostyles. Microscleres unknown.

REMARKS.

This diagnosis

is

based on

Lendenfeld's (1888) description of the type
species which is virtually unrecognisable (dc
Laubenfels. 1936a).

wdendrvn

It is

Thahseurypon dc Laubcnfels, 1936a: 107;

Wic<i<*n-

mayer. 1977; 143.

TYPE SPECIES.
444

('by

Spongia raphanus Lamarck, 1814:
original designation) (holotvpe.

MNHNLB1MDT572).
Arborescent, reticulate, bushy growth form
Surface conulose, no! hispid Choanosomal
skeleton more-or-Iess regularly reticulate, with
heavy spongin fibres undifferentiated into
primary or secondary components. Choaniis<
fibres mostly aspiculose, or with irregularly
paucispicular tracts of choanosomal principal
subtylostyles. sparsely echinated by acantho.styles. Subectosomal skeleton poorly developed,
consisting only of extra-fibre paxatangentia!
tracts of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles,
becoming tangential in eetosomal region.
Megaseleres entirely smooth fusiform choanosomal principal >ubtylostyIcs, smooth subectosomal auxiliary subtylostylcs, and small
vestigial!) Spinod jcanlhostyles. Microscleres
absent.

REMARKS.

Thalyseurypon was established for
8 species differing from Ciathria only in lacking
microscleres. Van Soest (1984b) proposed to

merge the genus with Ciathria, whereas Wicdcnmaycr (1977) synonymised it with Randoms suggesting that the skeletal architecture and absence
of microscleres in Spongia raphanus (sensu Topsent, 1932: 1U0) was similar to P. acanthifoitum
Dueh. & Mich. However, re-examination of type
material in both typo specimens indicates that fi
raphxvu\ «s most appropriately placed in
Ciathria (Ciathria).

suspected that T)u

typica Lendenfeld is a

Echinonema typicum

Laubcnfcls, 1936

24F-G)

iden-

£ cylindrica, the type species of Axociel-

spicules,

cfc

(Raspailiidae)

synonym of

Carter, given Lendenfeld's

Thalysias Duchassaing
(Figs

propensity for describing other authors* species
as his own 'new species'. However, it is not
possible to associate any type materialwith the
name Thalassodendron typicum and this

li Ihutv.suis

synonymy remains doubtful

2) Th*

'

'

Echinotiema
xypwum is also a synonym ptSpangia cactitomxis

&

Michelotti, 1864

24A-C, 25A-B, 176-177)

Duchassaing & Michelotti, 1864- 8? dc
Laubcnfcls, LV36a 104; HarUnan, 1955: 172;
WieUemriavet, 1977; 140.
arter, 1876: 311; dcLaubenlek
l37lL£vi, 1960a: 52; Simpson. 1968a: 98.

I-'>M.
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so

TYPE SPECIES.

ehoanosomai principal viblylostyles with

<ty77)

prominent basal spines, smooth subectosomal
auxiliary subtylosryles-styles. and small evenly

I

I) Interpretation by Wiedenmayci
Th&tysLu '.v.): Spoagiu virgultosd
unarck, 1814 (by subsequent designation; de
(i.e.,

f

MNHN

missing,
L*ubenfels, 1936a: 104) (holotype
fragment BMNH1954.2.20.67); junior synonym 01
Spongta juniperina Lamarck, 1814 (lectotype
MNHNLBlMDT570Hde Laubenfels, 1936a: 104). 2)
Iinerprelation by Van Soest 1984b), i.e.* Thalysias of
s: llialysia.s subrrianguluris DuctkaSSailig,
by subsequent designation; Carter, 187*; 31I);=Jf«(

ii

I

1

onpa

st4btrianii>uliiri\

(Wicdcnmaysr,

:

DEFINITION OF TYPE SPECIES. As

for

Tenacia.

REMARKS.

The nomenclatural complexities of
have been discussed above {see
HhdphiiiopJilus and Tenacia), According to Van
v/V/.v

Socsl (1984b). Carter's (1876) statement that T.
'uhlriantfvlftris was 'representative' of the genus
means that Thalysias sertsu Carter is a haploftClefitf) but this is not a valid subsequent designation. Wicdcnrnayer (1977) stated that de
Laubenfels' ( 9: Via subsequent designaiion of T
virgulrusa as the type, which makes Thalysias
tblished 1864) a senior synonym of
Rhaphidopktm (established 1870). Moreover.
Tenacia is an objective synonym of Thalysias by
1

respective type species.

Tins has been confirmed by type material ui
though the holotype otSpotigia virguhosa is only
represented by a f rug men t in the BMNIH.
Thaivsias is used here a\ the earliest available
subspecilic name lorClaihria with ill fferenlittlcd
ectosomal and subcctosomal speculation
specialised tviosomal skrlriou)

Wettnoreusde Laubenfels, 1936
WetrttOreaSdC Laubenfels. 1936ft:

TYPE SPECIES,
l

lv

Iutype

MicrocKnut

1

12.

n(n>ae:.ealu/iJu-:a

1924: 463 (by original designaimn)

UZM

not found*.

Encrusting growth form. Surface shaggy,
hispid. Choannsomal skeleton hymedesmnid.
wilh spongin fibres reduced to basal layer of
siiongin on substrate with plumose non-anaslomosing fibre nodes. Fibre nodes cored by erect
imiliispicular bundles of choanosomal principal
subtylostyles forming ascending plumose skeletal columns, and echinating acanthostyles at obli-

que

angles* to skeletal

columns, usually forming

brushes, Subectosomal skeleton paratangential or
plumose, with single category of subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles forming light dermal

brushes erect on sur face., or scattered individually
on surface and throughout mesohyl. Mcgaselcics

al-

Texas absent.

REMARKS.

This definition is from Brondstcd's
(1924) descnption of '.he type
The holotype is possibly extant in BrondsJed s
collection at the UZM, but has not been located
lO.Tcndal.pcrs. comm.j. Wetmoreus differs from
\-1u /.•: form is s.) in allegedly having both palmate and arcuate isochelae, and lacking to.xas
(see remarks foi Par&doryx), but this cannot be
verified. It is possible that both forms of chelae
arc merely modified (cm vvd, thickened) palmate
forms. Wetmoreus is included here in Microciona
based on the possession of a hymedesmoid
skeleton with plumose fibre nodes.
1

Wilsonella Carter. 1885
{Fig. 24H-I)

)

synonymy of their

Brondstcd.

spined echinating acanthostyles. Microsclercs
legedly include both palmate and arcuate foi

WUxanrllu Carter IggSf: 366; Hallmann, 1912
1920: 768; Topsent. 1928a: 62; dc Laubenfels.
IM<fo: 109

TYPE SPECIES.
1

B 8 5 f:

366

Wit&mdto
(by

mitfrnUervtix Carter,

monotypy)

(holotype

BMNH1886. Ill 5.43}.
Erect, massive or tlabellilorni growth forms.
Surface prominently conulose at apex of sponge,
with conspicuously raised oscules. Choanos.
skeleton reticulate, with moderately light spc-i
fibres forming irregular meshes with distinct

primary ascending and secondary trans v.
lines. Primary fibres cored by paucispicular tracts
of robust auxiliary subtylostyles and abundant
detritus, and heavily echinating by acanthostyles
particularly at fibre nodes. Secondary connecting
fibres with paucispicular tracts, little detritus and
lightly echinated. Ectosomal skeleton lightly
arenaceous, mostly with spicule fragments, lacking specialised speculation but with light tangential or paratangential tracts of more slender

subecti-soiiial
auxiliary subtylostyles.
Mcgasclercs fusifoim robust auxiliary subt\lov
tyles with smooth bases and hastate or telescoped
points (inside fibres), more slender auxiliary subtylostyles with spines on both bases and points
(outside fibres), and echinating acanthostyles
with even spinalion. Microsclcres palmate
isocbelae and wing-shaped toxas.

REMARKS.

Wilsonella

is

characterised by

auxiliary mcgascleres coring fibres

(i.e..

without

M

REVISION OF MICROCIONJDAI*

true

Hooper &

tion of sand

Hooper, L987).

choanosomal principal spicules), incorporaand foreign spicule detritus into the
skeleton, and lacking any differentiation between
ectosomal andsubeelosomal skeletons. WiJsonella australiensis is unusual amongst 'sandy'
microcionid sponges in that subeclosornal
jiuilijiy styles outside fibres (c.g. t in the ec-

tosomal skeleton) arc geometrically very similar
to those coring fibres differing only in having
spines on both their bases and points. These
spicules arc characteristic of the type species
(although they are also known in several other
microcionids, such as Clathria (C.) chelifera and
Clathria (T. major). Even though spicules coring
the fibres cannot be construed as being true principal megasclercs, it must be concluded that this
species has two distinct categories of auxiliary
)

it is contrasted with
Clathria (Dendrocia), which has a completely
plumose skeletal architecture, including ectosomal and subectosomal differentiation, but
only a single undifferentiated category of structural niegascleres throughout the skeleton.

spicules. In this respect

Species referred tn Paradoryx by Hallmann
(1920) are similar 10 Wilsortella in having only
auxiliary megasclercs in the skeleton, but these
have arcuatc-likc chelae instead of palmate
isoehclae. more than one category oi slruu
megasclcrc (i.e., Clathria (Clathria)), or only
category of auxiliary spicules and a plumose architecture (i.e., Clathria (Dauirocia)). In con
tr;:*vt, the type species of Wtlsonella incorporates
detritus into spongin fibres, and this character is
interpreted as probably being phylogcnctk rather
I

merely ecological despite being
homoplasious througoul Porifera (known also in
Phorospongiidae, Raspailiidae, !rcinidat\
Dysideiclae, etc.), because it is correlated with
distribution of megascleres within skeletal
regions as described above. Contemporary
authors le.g,^ L£vi, 1967b) have included VV77sonvlla as a synonym of Clathria, wheu*as in the
than

work the type species of Wilsotwlla is
synonymised with Clathnopsamma (both with
present

detritus in the skeleton), the former being the

senior name, and used as at the subgenus level.
Clathria (Wilsonella)

GENtZRA EXCLUDED FROM

I

Atzrr«RvGrav. 1867 544: Hnoprr, »<>X7:7i;llicmslra
Hooper. L99I: 434; v*n SocH d '! IW: 49;

&

1

993a: 1222 (for

lull

,

synonymy

sec

TYPE SPECIES.

Aearnus innominate* Gray, 1867.
544 (by monotypy) (holotypc BMNH not found)

Thickly e-ncrusiing, missive, flabellalc or
vasiform growth forms. Surface smooit
minutely hispid* uneven, often sculptured with

subdermal canals

in encrusting forms.
Choanosomal skeleton with short plumose tends
connected by renieroid reticulation of spongin

reduced in plumo-reiiculale skeletal tracts.
or further reduced to plumose-halichondroid
skeleton in encrusting forms. Skeletal tracts composed of uni- or paucispieular tracts of smooth
choanosomal principal styles or subtylostvlev
sometimes with spincd bases. Fibres usually
hc;ivi]\ invested with spongin, with granular collagenous around nodes of skeletal tracts, and
fibres cchinatcd by smooth and/or spilled
cladoly loics ol one or two size categories, with or
without additional, smaller echinating acantbostylcs. Ectosomal skeleton with a tangential or
puratangential layer of b3sally spined tyloccs.
Microscleres palmate isochelae and up to liner
disUncl forms of toxas: oxhom, wing-shaped and
fibres,

ai

.olaiia toxas.

REMARKS. The

type species concept

foil

984b: 6 ) based on material from the
Caribbean given that the holotype is missing from
the BMNH. The type has two categories ol
cladotylote mcgascleres, a larger smooth Dtid
smaller spined variety, whereas other species arc
known to have various combinations of those
spicules Van Soest et al., 1991), together with
acanlhostyles in some species (A. (Acanthacar-

Van Soest

(

1

1

I

tuts) Levi).

Although the genus has now been exhaustively
discussed (Hooper, 1987; Hicmstra & Hooper.
1991 V;m Socsl et ;*L L>9 ), iis family placement
is still debatable. In its microsclcre complement
;

I

1

(palmate isochelae, diverge KHtas), different
principal and auxiliary spicules, echinating acanlhostyles In some specie- (as well a$ having a
•

highly modified second category of echinating
spicules (cladotylotcs) which are unique to the

vcnus, derived from either acanthosly ies
(Hooper, 1987) or ectosomal tylotes (Hicmstra &
Hooper. IVil )) ihc gems appears to have affinities with the Microcionidae (e.g.. Burton,
1959; Levi, 1960a; Vacelet ci al., I976'i Other
authors (de Laubeiifels, 1936a; Tanita. 1963;
Hechtel, 1965; Bakus, 1966; Thomas. 1970a,
Van Soest. 3984b: Ho
1973; Hoshino. |M
1987; Hicmstra & I [ooper* 1991 Van SOCSI ci al
(

MICROCIONIDAE
Aearnus Gray,

Lfvi,

1

:

:

82
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O
o

CM*

I

FIG. 24. Type species of microcionid genera. A-C, Tenacia (Spongia juniperina Lamarck, MNHNDT570). D-E,
Tenaciella (Esperiopsis canaliculata Whitelegge, AMG4325). F-G, Thahseurypon {Spongia raphanus

Lamarck,

MNHNDT572). HI,

Wilsonella

(IV.

australiensis Carter,

BMNHI886.12.15.43).

REVISION OP MtCROCIONIDAE

1991; Hooper <& Levi. 1993a) suggest that tnic
diaetinal cctosomal spicules (tylotcs

minal spines ami swollen

whh

ter-

lips) <ind a renieroid

reticulation indicate relationship to Myxillidac

sense of Hartman, 1982). Hajdu el al.
(1994) resurrected lophonidae for Acanius.
Megaeiella,
Meloncheia and others with
(in the

mierocionid-iike speculation (lerminally spincd

megascleres of diverse categories. palmate
isochelae. toxas) as well as eetosomal tylotcs
Iprcviously considered diagnostic for the Vlyxillidac;

Van

83

designated Vosrnacr's first-named species as
genotype, ami suggested thai in the strict -

B e the above diagnosis) the genus had affinities
with Esperiopsis. Levi (1960b) decided to zb&ndon AmphHet ?us because, in the sense of Vosmaer
SO), it was too vague and served only as a
catch-all laxon. In the broad sense Amphilectus
.

contains some microcionid species
Microciona armata Bowerbank) whereas
sOJLt sense

Bli> ipust

i

&

Caulospongia Kent, 1871

&

1,

tanfontuwfeKepI* IK7i:6I6; Burton, 1930c: 673, dc

inclusion of renicroid reticulate skeletons in
several families (lophonidae, Microcionidae,
Raspailiidue, Phonospongndae, CornuhiOae,

Uufcnfete, 1936a: lift
Ptecirottcndron LciitJcnfeld,
I VI 4a. 30ft

Skeletal structure would, therefore, be a
highly homoplasious character but this interpretation docs allow a consistent differentia
between Microcionidae and lophonidae basi
monactinal versus diactinal-derived cctosomal
spicules, whilst also acknowledging their affinities based on the possession of similar
through their inclusion together in
Microcionina.

TYPE SPECIES.

i

us

Amphikctus Vosmaer, 1880
Amphkcius Vosmaer,

1880; 109; Ridley

1887: 123; Burton. 1929a 428;
l

1

I

&U

&

Dcndy,

1960a: 55

YPE SPECIES, /soditivaxnnih* ftowsitank, [866
49 {by cipbsequcnt designation ol' Burton, 1929a; 42S)

(holotypc

in the

with the concept of Myxillidac
Frornont. 198S; Hajdu et al., IW>.

it fits

Soest, 1984b). This revised interpreta-

tion dc-cmphasises the pnmary importance
placed on skeletal structure (Bcrgquisl
1988) Kt rxior.pt:- \am\ allows I'.m

viL

(e.g.,

BMNH 1877.5.2

1

.754).

Arborescent, dichotomously branched, stipiiate
growth form. Surface even, hispid. Choanosomal
skeleton reticulate, with multispicular ascending
primary fibres and uni- or paucispk"
transverse connecting Fibres, both cored by small
styles. Subectosomal region with tracts of
spicules projecting through surface. Ectosome
membraneous, without specialised spieulation.
Echinating megascleres absent. Mcgascicro.
small smooth styles of a single category.
Microscleres palmate isochelae. Toxas absent.

REMARKS.

Vosmaer (1880; 109)

cstabli

Amphilectus for a hetemgeneous assemblage of
42 poecilosclcrid species, most of which were
related to Mycale, Esperiopsis (Mycalidae). Desmacidon (Phoriospongiidae) or Mvxilla (Myxillidae). Ridley & Dcndy (1887) rcsjrieted the
genus to taxa with smooth styles and palmate
ftclac, but even so, they remarked that the
taxon was undoubtedly artificial. Burton (1929a)

1888: 66; Haltmann,

CaulosporiKia

verticil'lain

Kent,

M6

(bv subsequent designation of tbllm.inn,
1871;
1914a: 306) (twlntype
1895.7. 16.1);
perfoliate Lamarck, 1814: 439 (Topscnt, 1932! 85)
(ICclOiypC MNHNLBIMDT582).

=%

BMNH

Distinctive folkise growth form with lamellae
in whorls, or in plates, around an

arranged

minutely hispid. CtbOdM
Surface
gonial skeleton plumoreticulate, with well
developed spongrn fibres cored by pauci- or multispicular tracts of choanosomal principal tylosstalk.

longitudinal primary fibres form dendritic
branches through axis, and ascending 61 obliq-tsecondary fibres produce a nearly regular sc
dary reticulation. Subectosomal skeleton plumose,
wiih erect brushes of choanosomal megascleres
protruding through ectosome. Ectosowr with
tangential or paratangentiai crust of sniallertylnslylcft, Megascleres tylostylesoftwo sizes but with
same geometry. Microscleres absent

REMARKS. Caulospongia has been included in
Suberindac (Hadrumcrida) by most authors since
Burton (1930c). The type species is distinctive in
growth form, and although it is common in
Australian coastal waters it has been recorded i"
the litcjature only infrequently (Lamarck, 1X14;
Kent, 1871; Topsent, 1932; Hooper. 1984a). Dc
Laobenfels (!936a: 118) defined Caulospongia

NW

in

Ophlitaspongiidae presumably based on

similarities to ophlitaspongiids

cluded in Microcionidae)
(differentiated axial

(most

now

in-

in skeletal architecture

and extra-axial

rcginns'i,

localisation of spicules 10 different parts of the

skeleton, and growth form (erect, whereas
'typical' subcriuds are massive). However, these
similarities are convergent The presence of true
tylostyles in Caulospongia (which are charac-
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FIG. 25. Type species of microcionid genera. A-B, Thalvsias (fippngia virgultosa Lamarck,

BMNH

1954.2.20.67).

tcristic

of suberitids, as opposed

to subtylole

many

microcionids), and the absence of microscleresf which often provide useful
Styles seen in

clues on phylogenetic affinities) suggest that the
genus should be retained in Suberitidae.

Plcctrodendron (type species Pier trade ndron
eleRims Lendenfeld, 1 888: 66, by monotypy) was
also referred to Caidosponma by Hallmann
1914a: 306).
(

Megpciefla Hallmann, 1920
(Fig. 19A-B)
;V/r;^/,/W/<;

in bundles. Mcgascleres very large smooth
choanosomal principal styles, and ectosomal

curved or sinuous, with slightly
swollen microspined bases. Microscleres minute
palmate isochelae and two sizes of toxas (very
large accolada and wing-shaped).
tylotes, often

This diagnosis

is

based on the lec-

totype which differs slightly from the original
description of Ridley
Dendy (1886, 1887).

&

&

ptlosus Ridley
Dcndv. 1886; 350 (by original designation) (Icelotypc

BMNH1887.5.2.125).
Lobale flabellate growth form. Surface shaggy,

Choanosomal skeleton reticulate,
with ascending multi- or paucispicular tracts of
choanosomal principal styles, interconnected by
secondary uni- or bispieular tracts within light
spongin, producing irregular wide meshes.
Echinating spicules absent. Subectosomal
ridged, hispid.

tangential or paratangential layer of tylotes, often

REMARKS.

Hallmann, 1920: 772.

TYPE SPECIES. Amphil&cm

skeleton radial or plumose, with creel
choanosomal principal styles protruding from
peripheral fibres through surface. Ectosomc with

Specifically, the so-called

'long thin centrally

curved oxcas' are very large accolada toxas with
slight central curvature and slightly reflcxed hastate points, some of which exceed lOOjxm long
larger than the principal styles). Similarly,
these toxas are not associated with the ectosomal
(i.e.,

skeleton but are scattered throughout the
mesohyl, whereas bundles of oxcas' described
by Ridley & Dendy (1887) are actually bundles
of ectosomal tylotes. A second morph of toxas is
fc

REVISION OP MICROaONrOAF.

also present, being large and wing-shaped,

and

B3

tyum cancellation)* extremely large size range of

these too have hastate points.

principal spicules, the largest protruding a long

Hallmann (1920) suggested that a lax skeletal
construction and supposedly comparable spiculation indicated affinities between Megaciella and
Artemisirw. He noted that Megaciella differed
from that genus in lacking ornamentation on

way through

fibre bundles, reminiscent of
Raspailiidae: the apparent lack of connecting
fibres between the ascending plumose spicule
tracts;

a ridge-like subterminal ornamentation on

a significant

lores; and extremely abundant tracts of chelae
nucrosclcres throughout the mesohyl.

diagnostic character at the generic level However, in regard to thi?- latter character, it has been
found that a number of microcionid species have
distally spincd toxas (sec remarks for Clathria).

DiactinaJ ectosomal spicules (tylotes. strongyles and intermediates, varying in the degree ot
swelling of their bases), palmate isochclae and
toxas indicates that tbfi species has affinities tu

and in any case, both genera have quite diflfefenl
eclosomal skeletons. On the basis of its ectosomal
characteristics (consisting of basal ly spincd dinetinal tylote spicules). Van Soesi (1984t>) rrfenvu
MegacieUa to the Myxillidae, whereas Ar(,'tnisina (with a monactinal eclosomal skeleton)

Acwmwjjind McgacMfa

toxas,

which he considered was

NaviculinaGrav, 1867

1

Under the revised
scheme proposed by Hajdu el al. (1994)

was

:

Nu\>uvltru<Gf,>

Melonclitla Knltun, 1955
(Fig.

I9C

Mrlonchda Kohun, 1955a:

I

i

17, 1959: 187.

TYPESPECSES. Mckmchtluchuhtuia

Knltun, 1955a:

17 <bv original designation) (paratype BMNI-I19637.29.7).

Arborescent^ reticulate planar, branching
growth form. Surface even, microscopically
hispid Choanosomal skeleton pluiiK>se, with bundles
of independent ascending fibres cored by large
and small choanosomal principal styles. Ascending fibres not interconnected. Echinating aeanthostyles absent Suhectosomal skeleton plumose,
with principal styles projecting through surface
Eetosome with tylotes forming tangential layct df
erect brushes on surface. Megascleres large and
small choanosomal principal styles, with smooth
or microspined bases, and diactinal ectosomal
tylotes (swollen bases) and strongyles (rounded
bases) with microspined bases. Microseleres
abundant palmate cleistochelac, palmate
isochclae. small wing-shaped toxas, and oxhoni
toxas with spines, mucronale points, or telescoped points, or simply with sublerminal ridge

REMARKS.

This species

several features:

its

is

remarkable in
growth

erect planar reticulate

form (superficially resembling the microeionid
Ctathria coppingeri and the raspailiid Echinodk-

TVPE SPECIES.
(bymonotyp)
brink. 1364

Mti tew/frw

foi

.

I9H-1)

538;dciftUbenfcls, 19365

retained in Microeionidae.

Megaciella is included in lophonidae, with palmate isochclae and toxas which being the only
real synapomorphy between Megaciella and the
Microeionidae (tc,. Microcionina).

the lopbonid

in

>c

t

ttflMt

Hvmedemla sp,

5?

I

day,
1

nov.

fragment oT lypc

BMNH

1877.5.21.270).

Crowih focm arid surface detail Unknown,
tosomal features unknown t'hoanos

Be-

evenly reticulate, wide meshed, composed of tracts ol subiyiosiyles bound together
with nodal spongin, with multispicular tracts
several spicules wide interconnected by uni- Of
pitucispicillar trOtlS only one spicule wide, boch
producing even triangular meshes. Mcgjscleres
$ice}etQJl

single category ol

subiyiosiyles. Microsclexes

cleislochelate atifeoehefoe, tfispwscd throughout
mcsohyl particularly between fibre anastomoses.

REMARKS.

monotypic, and the
is characterised by
cleistpcfldiK 'JttViCltloid spieulunV of BoWCI
bank, 1864), hut nothing else was known about
the Species, dc l.auhcnfcls (1936a) consideied
Navkutina dubious, with alleged affinities to
Plot aminpsis (having cleistoehelae), although
several other nominal genera are also known lo
have clcisiuchelatc microscleres, interpreted as
modified palmate isochclae (Collot lathria,
Pioiwniopsis and Qatzciona of the Microeionidae;
and Melonchela of the lophonidae). The holotypc
no longer exists. The holotype slide (Bowerbank,
ISM, Gray. 1867) contains a small section oftfx
but enough detail to indiskeleton (Fig. 19H-1
cate the Mycalidae, probably Arenochalina.
Ij [»c

NaviCftlfaa

is

species, from Freinantle
i

).

Paraeornulum Hallmann. 1920
PortM owmfttm Kallmann, I92tfc 772.
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TYPE SPECIFY

Cortuihtm dubtum HemscheL 1912:

:<46<r»y origiua! designation) l.holocype

SMF964).

incrusting growth form. Surface smooth, even.
Choanosoraal skeleton hymcdes.moid. withspongjn fibres lying on substrate and bases of acanthostyles embedded and spicules standing
perpendicular to surface. Subectosomal skeleton
radial or plumose, with ascending tracts of erect
f

tornotes. Acanthostyles also scattered throughout
rnoohyl Lctosome with tangential tracts of tornotes. Megascleres radial tornotes (with fainly

rugose bases) and principal acanthostyles (with
some oxente or strongylote modifications!
sclcres palmate isocheiae and oxhorn
U'VjS,

REMARKS.

I

IM

Burton

(1930a)

assigned

Paresperia to the Microcionidae based on sup
posed affinities to Artemisina [sensu Burton).

having an irregular, confused skeletal architecture composed of undifferentiated choanosomal
and ectosomal megascleres. The genus differed
(torn Artemisina (s.s.) in having lightly and evenly spined auxiliary megascleres and lacking
toxas. Burton also noted that Paresperia had affinities with the Mycalidae. whereas Van Soest t\,
;
>86) suggested that the presence of a
StOUC
unispicular choanosomal reticulation of acanthostyles and palmate isocheiae placed the genus
closer to Esperiopsis (placement still controversial in either Mycalidae or Espcriopsidac) than to
l

I

other rmcrocionids.

REM AR KS. Paracornulum does not appear to be
;is

closely related to niuiocionids as inferred by

HaUmann (1920), showing simihi itics

Quercictona dc Laubenfds>

in posses-

sion ©f cchirujinig acanthostylc.s, hymedesmoid
basal spongin fibres, palmate isoehelar iml lovas.
Two other species refened by Kallmann to this
cenus Cliam purjmna r&fiCOCfc and SuIwrttcA

Qucn-k-Uwa de Laubcnfcli, 1936a: 46

itwsas Caner) are very poorly known and
hiriher comment on ihose [aya musl await
^description of relevant type material. Based on
its ectosomal characteristics and me^asclere
piculalion Paracornulum was subsequently
Levi, 1983ft 9$6)
referred to Camulidae (Levi
The type species appears close to Coniulum
Carter, lophon Gray and Zyzzya tie luiubenfels
because the ectosomal tornotes are reduced
tylotes with rugose (i.e.. vcstigially nuerospined)
These pencra arc referred to lophonidac
(Hajduceal^ ]994>.

ZMB429)

I

&

Paitsperia Burton. 1930
Baresptrm Burton. K>30ai 501.

TYPE SPECIES. Pamperia

inttmrtfta Burton,

1930a: 501 (by momiiypy) (holotypc

BMNH-

1910.1.1,912),

Irregularly massive, low growth form Surface,
even, smooth. Choanosomal skeleton reticulate,
with loose, unispicular, irregular reticulation of
light spongin fibres cored by auxiliary subtylosivles, of same geometry as those in subectosomal
and ectosomal skeletons. Echinating acanthostyles absent. Subectosomal and ectosomal

skeletons lack specialised speculation, but have

loose tangential reticulation of subectosomal

auxiliary megascleres. Megascleres only
auxiliary subtyiostylcs. entirely aeanthose or
only basaily spined. Microscleres palmate
isocheiae. Toxas absent.

'

TYPE SPECIES.

AnthtriKhulma qaercifutia

1889: 383

original designation) fhololype

'

r>v

Keller,

labellatc growth form. SurErect, arborescent
Fape even, hispid, regularly porous with osculcs
Choanosomal skeleton reticulalc, wilh b<
I

spongin fibres producing tight and irregular
meshes, fibres cored by choanosomal principal
styles which form primary ascending multispicular (eventually plumose) tracts, and secondary transverse uni- or paucispicular tracts,
together producing a subisodictyal reticulation
Axial skeleton slightly different from extra-axial
region: near axis skeletal architecture isodictyal.

whereas towards periphery skeleton plumose,
Echinating megascleres absent. Subectosomal
skeleton plumose, with brushes of choanosomal
principal styles protruding through surface. Ectosomal skeleton wilh brushes of smaller
choanosomal styles surrounding one or few larger
subectosomal styles. Megascleres small smooth
choanosomal principal styles, and long smooth
subectosomal auxiliary styles. Microscleres absent.

REMARKS.

Querciclona seems to be a casewhere inadequate primary taxonomy has been
badly misinterpreted. The genus is restricted here
lo include only A. quercifolta, and its association
with the Microcionidae rests solely upon the
Original placement of the type species in Afttherochaiina (whereby many of the species
originally described for the genus by Lendenfeld
(1888) are true microcionids). By comparison, de
Laubenfels (1936a) originally intended Qucr-
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ciclona to include Haliclona-Uke species
(Haplosclerida), but this is only true for a second
species, ,4 renochalina arabiea Keller (which was
subsequently transferred to Arenosclem PulitzerFinali (1982), but is probably an arenaceous Catlyspongia). Conversely, the type species belongs
to the Axinellidae.

Dendrocia (Microcionidae) or Amphilectus *./.
(MyxillidaelX no other characters support its inclusion in the Microcionidae. Boutv-FmwuIi
(1971) and Uriz (1982) include it in the
hondrida, and suggested close aftlnites with

Antherochalina quercifolia is structurally close
ys.s.) and Phakeliiu of authors. It has
an almost regular isodictyal choanosomal
reticulation of spongin fibres cored by primary
and secondary skeletal lines, without any
pronounced compression of the axiat skeleton but
with some differentiation of the axial and extraaxial skeletons, and it also lacks a specialised
ectosomal skeleton. Details of the holotype (reexamined and redescribed above) bear
resemblance to Keller's (1889) original description, and it is concluded that Querciclana is most

KEY TO GENERA

Stytinos.

to hocieiia

appropriately referred to Phakellio (Axinellidae)
Levi, 1993b). A specimen label in M.
(Hooper
BurttHVs handwriting accompanying a fragment

J,

BMNH

.

ChoanQSOmal skeleton well
predominantly
aisciAci
2i

structured,

reticulata, differentiated into lwx>

components

7

Choanosomal fibres or skeletal tracts cored by
one or more category of principal spicules
3

i

j.

.

Choanosomal

fibres or skeletal tracts

Choanosomal

fibres or skeletal tracts cored

auxiliary spicules identical to those in
ami subectosomal skeletons

Pundarox

Ihotindsoxnal skeleton without

any marked
axial compression or differentiated axial and
extra-avial regions

ScofHilina Schmidt, 1862: 78; Gray, 1867: 535.

Thickly encrusting growth form. Surface
prominently conulose. Choanosomal skeleton
hymedesmoid, with heavy spongin fibres forming basal layer of spongin on substrate, with
ascending non-anastomosing fibre nodes cored
by plumose brushes of auxiliary styles. Echinating megasclcrcs absent. Ectosome lacks
specialised speculation, although brushes of
auxiliary styles protrude through surface.
Mesohyl matrix heavy. Mcgascleresonly a single
category of long auxiliary style. Microscleres

6

Qiosnoscwnal fibres or skeletal tracts cored by
auxiliary spicules differem from those Jtt

Scopalina Schmidt, 1862

Scopalina lopfivrapoda Schmidt,
1862: 7V (by monotypy) {holotype LMJG 15 117/1 5-lV

5

by
eciowmjl

peripheral skeleton

TYPE SPECIES.

.

cored by
auxiliary spicules hut partially or wholly
replaced hy detritus

A

stantiated.

Artemisina

unstructured

Choanosomal skeleton well structured, h) fl
moid to reticulate, but lacking any differentiated
components
2

&

(BMNHhe holotype in the
1908.9.24.179) suggests further that
ifurr
cifolia is a synonym of Phakeiiia do/want
(Bowerbank). but this synonymy is so far unsub-

Choanosomal skeleton more-or-les> umJiflaci.

1(0).

4

Choanosomal skeleton with noticeably compressed axis and well differentiated axial and
extra-axial radial, plumose orpluinoretieulate)
ns
Clathria (Axm-h'lUi)
i

Choanosomal skeleton hymedesmoid or
microcionid, with basal layer of spongin lying

on substrate (with or without ascending, non
anastomosing fibre nodes), and bases of" principal spicules standing perpendicular to

Clathria {MUrmiorui)

substrate

Cnoanosomal skeleton evenly renieroid

reticulate

throughout wiiti well developed spongin fibres
cored by smooth principal styles
Clathrut ylstfciefhi)

With

4(3).

single category of (subectosomal)

absent.

auxiliary spicule on surface forming tangefl

REMARKS.

parataugcntial or plumose tracts
Chithria (Ctathriu)

Gray (1X67) and de Laubenfels
(1936a) suggested that Scopalina was
Murrxriona-likc with plumose skeletal architecture

.

With twocategoncs of auxiliary spicules, smaller
CCtOSOma] spicules generally overlaying largei
subectosomal spicules forming discrete btih
oi continuous palisade on surface
Clathria {Thulysuis)

and greatly reduced spieulation. Although

skeletal architecture

is

hymedesmoid containing

non-anastomosing (/microcionid'J fibre nodes,
and the possession of only a single category of
auxiliary spicules could be construed as reduction
of the typical Mkrociomi condition (analogous to

,

5(2

\.

Special category of (acaniho)stylcs present
na/ing fibres, ditTcrentiatcd from principal
Clathria (Wilxonctla)
Ulcs
.

.
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P-chinaung spicules styles or acanlhostyles undifferentiated from principal spicules coring spongin fibres

Holopsammu

r

6(2). Special category of (acantho)siyles present
echinating fibres, differentiated from principal

Ciaihria {Denitroao)

spicules

Echinating spicules styles or acanthostyles representing principal spicules, but different Irom
those coring fibres
Echinochalina ( Eehinovhaltnit)

Echinating spicules oseas or anisoxeas representing principal spicules) bul different from
(hose coring fibres
Lih\tu'chiUma{ProtophUtasponyJLi}
7(1). Primary skeleton remeroid cored by axially or

basal ly COHiDJCSSed tracts of acanthostyles,
secondary skeleton cored by smooth principal
Styles in plumose, subisodictyal or plumorcticu-

points, occasionally absent.

Antho {Amino

late trflct*

PrirnWY skeleton renieroid cored by axially or
basally compressed tracts of acanlhostrongyles,
secondary skeleton cored by smooth principal
styles in plumose, subisodictyal or pluniorelieuAnfht> (Plocamia)
late tracts

Primary skeleton axially compressed spongin
fibres cored by remeroid tracts of sparsely
,

pined principal styles intermingled wiih

plumose or plumorciiculate

tracts nl

megascleres, usually geometrically different
from auxiliary megascleres. sometimes secondarily lost and cored by single category ul
auxiliary subtylostyle (C (Dendrocia)), or sometimes replaced partially or fully by detritus in
fibres (C. (Wilsonetta)). Echinating megascleres
partially or entirely acanthose, occasionally
smooth or vestigial spination, sometimes secondarily lost (C. (Axociella), C. (fsacietfa))
Choanosomal structure ranges fromleptoclathrid
to microcionid plumose (C (Microciou
remeroid (C (fsociella)), plumoreticulate or
reticulate, with (C. {Axociella)) or without compressed axis and radial extra-axial regions.
Microselercs include palmate isochelae and
modified forms, and toxas with smooth or spined

REMARKS.

This definition

is

necessarily broad

subgenera included in
Ciaihria, showing a wide spectrum of character
slates, most of which are interpreted as secondary
losses niiher Iban unique apomorphies, and many
characters show intermediate states making it
virtually impossible to maintain generic boundaries recognised by earlier authors.
to

encompass

the 7

smooth

principal styles, overlaid by secondary cxlra-

Ciaihria (Clathria) Schmidt. 1862

plumose skeleton cored by target smooth
Antho (Isopenectya)
principal styles
axial

by larger smooth principal

AmhrrtN

hfiiinrt

SipprJtkfpxiA

styles

Erhinorlathria

DESCRIPTION OF AUSTRALIAN SPECIES
Clathria Schmidt,

Clmhria Schmidt, 1862:57.
.'W/ortVHiallmann, 1920:768.

Primary remeroid reticulate skeleton cored by
smooth principal styles and echinaied by identical spicules, with secondary radial exlra-axial
skeleton on exterior edge of skeleton only cored

Lendenfeld, 1887b: 741

Kohun, 1964a: 79.

Dictyocfona Topsent, 1913a: 579.
Lahacett de Laubenfels. 1936a: 125.
UgfotQ dc Laubenfcls, 1936a: 125.
[JtfiKptWf>ia dc Laubenfels, 1954: 162.
Marieyia Burton. 1931a: 346.
Ramosesdc Laubenfels, 1936a: KW.
Tholysmryptttt tfe Laubenfels, |9j6a; 107,

TYPE SPECIES, Clathria comprcKsaSchmnli, t»6fc
5K (by subsequent designation of Schmidt. 1864)

1

DEFINITION. Ectosoma!
Rqffcr to

subgenera far synonymy.

TYPE SPECIES. Chthrto&mprwa&chmtit,
1

IS62;

signaled Schmidt, 1R64: 35),

DEFINITION. Monactinal auxiliary spicules

W

2
.

in

I

categories forming eclosomal skeletons

mg from

membraneous (C.
tangential (C {Ciaihria))

sparse, mostly

{MtcTDCiotw)), sparse,
to relatively dense, erect

Choahosomul

(C

(Thaly.sias)).

liacts usually

enclosed
within spongin fibres, sometimes simply with
nodal spongin; fibres cored by smooth, basally
spined or partiiilly spined principal monactinal
skeletal

skeleton

composed of

of auxiliary
megasclcre; choanosomal skeletal structure
plumorciiculate or reticulate, usually without
marked difference between axial and extra-axial
regions; spongin fibres cored by completely
a single Undifferentiated category

smooth, hasally spined or partially spined principal megascleres. geometrically differentiated

from auxiliary megascleres, but sometimes
lost; echinating megascleres entirely
or partially acauthose, occasionally smooth.
sometimes secondarily lost Mieroscleres include
palmate isochelae and modified forms, and toxas
with smooth or spined points.

secondarily

RI: VISION

TABLE

OF MICROCIONIDAE

Comparison between present and published
(Clathria) angulifera
records
of Clathria
Dendy. Measurements in u.m, denoted as range (and
mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).
1

.

SPICULE
Choanosomal

Ho)orypcfNMG22RiS)

Specimens (N=2^

(Victoria,!

iSE.Qucensland)

J44-(n2.4>-21l

128-(I41.3)-I5t)

principal styles

Subcctosomal
auxiliary styles

k3-(4.3)-6

x3-(3.8)-5

]6S-fI75,0)-254

i
1

1

l'-,

,1-223

x2.5-(3.6>-4.5

Bchinating
acanthosiyles

Chelae

58-(b4.2>-72

58-(61.B)-72

5.5-(7.1)-8.5

5-(6.7)-9

18-tfi7.4)-10t

Tbxas

absent

xO.s-il 71-3.3

H9

diverging brushes of auxiliary megascleics which
arise

from ascending choanosomal

tracts.

Chuanosotnc. Choanosomal skeleton regularly
reticulate, cavernous, vaguely remeruid; fibre
anastotiKtses produce wide oval, rectangular or
sometimes slightly triangular meshes; spongin
fibres thin, only lightly invested with spongin,
barely differentiated from mesohyl maliiv:
gin fibres cored by uni- or paucispicular tracts of
choanosomal principal megasclcres; eclunatinf

acanthoslyles sparsely dispersed on fibres;
mesohyl matrix heavy, lightly pigmented, containing few straight or sinuous subedosxMnal
auxiliary megaseleres and abundant spherical incubated larvae (275-345ftm dinmeie.i wilh well
differentiated cellular development.
)

REMARKS. Of the

Megaseleres (Table

in,

Styles short, thin, fusiform, straight or slightly

154 named species described
or subsequently referred to Clathria. or one of

its synonyms listed above,
2 arc retained in ibis
subgenus. There arc 31 (2 new) species known
from Australian waters
1

1

Clathria (Clathria) angulifcni Dendy,
(Figs 26-27. Plate 1 A, Table 1)

18%

Clathria anguiifera Dendy, )R96; 32; Ayling et at.
1982: 100; Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994: 258,
Thalysius angulifera; de Laubenfels. 1936a: 104.
cfi Clathria amectens Hallmann, 1912: 247.

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPH NMVG22X6
BMNHIW2.10.18.323): Outside
D

Vic, 38 09'S,

I44"52T..

OTHER MATERIAL:

r.-ll

,1

(fragment

Port Phillip
B,

Queensland

H

-

QMG3Q3230,

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Submerged
Strait (Vic),

(Fig.

rock reef;
N. Stradbroke I and

26GV

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Thickly lamellate, approximately 9 cm long, 30mm wide, 50mm high,
with numerous bulbous lobaie digits up to

15mm

long.

Colour. Bright yellow-orange alive (Mtinsell
2.5Y 8/10), grey-brown in ethanol.
Osctifall Occasional large oseulcs. l.5-3mm
diameter, on edges and between lot

Texture

and surface

princ

Curved towards basal end, with rounded or only
slightly subtylote,

smooth

bases.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles Straight,
thin, relatively long, almost hastate, wilh smooth
and only slightly subtylote bases.
AcanuV
mull, thin, prominency Sub
tylota With fuili-iiciiiar-. granular spiftation and
small aspinose *neck* near basal constriclion

Micmsclem.

(Table

Palmate isochelae veiy

I).

small, weakly silicified. unmodified.

Tbxas not common, relatively large, v-shaped*
with shaiply angular central curvature and
straight anus.

Wilson (dredge)

QMG303960.

HMOii! deptfu Bass
Noosn Heads (SEQ)

Choanosomal

1).

characteristics. Firm,

com-

pressible; glabrous skin-like surface.

Eetosome and subectosome. Eelosomal skeleton
membraneous, with loose, irregular, tangential,
occasionally para tangential or erect tracts of subectosomai auxiliary subtylostyles; rarely protruding above surface Subcctosomal portion of
peripheral skeleton slightly plumose, with sparse

REMARKS. The thickly

lamellate. lobategT,
form, glabrous surface, relatively open, slightly
d.
iLiueioid, paueispicular skeletal structure

Dendy. 1R96), and aspects of sptculalion in C.
an^uUfera ate quae distinctive and unusual
amongst micrdciorrids (cf. Hallmann. iy 12).

(O

Many

of these features are similar to those in C.
sp, nov. from the Houtman Abrolhos,
WA. although the latter has fl specialised txtosornal skeleton and hence is included in C.
tThatysias) rather than C. (Clathriah These
species together with C. (C.) hispklula arc sister
species belonging BO a species group termed here
\u\gutifera' group. They are compared in detail
in discus-Mon fMl C. (71) afhxlla.
This species is also slightly reminiscent of C
it
coneeien&i differing in that megascicrcs
coring fibres are true principal spicules rather
1

71

aphyUa

1

i

than jusi undifferentiated auxiliary spicules <altoet these differences are not as well

(C) anguiifera as

in

many

marked

in

C

other species of

Clathria). This reduction in owing spicules
interpreted by Kallmann (19121 B0 be charac-

90
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FIG. 26. Clathria {Clathria) angulifera Dendy (holotype NMVG2286). A, Choanosomal principal style. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Palmate isochelae. E, V-shaped toxas. F,
Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Holotype.
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FIG. 27. Clathria (Clathria) angulifera Dendy (A-B, G, hololype NMVG2286; C-E, QMG303230). A,
Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics (x456). C. Ectosomal paratangential skeleton. D, Palmate
isochelae. E, Echinating acanlhoslyles. F, Acanthostyie spines. G, Principal styles and v-shaped loxas.
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[>2

til ifC [WilsotwHa) (although Uu6 is shown
hen* to be an erroneous interpretation of Wilsonella). Dc Laubcnfels (1936a) also transferred
angulifkrQ lo Thaiy&ias. but this was com-

1

1

I

pletely unjustified.

Although known only from 2 widely separated
it

is

probable that

it

more widely

is

distributed within shallow coastal waters in
southeastern Australia.

Core of choanosomal principal styles; secondary
fibres with uni- or bispkruLar tracts of principal
spicules; cehinating acanthostyles sparse, slight
ly more abundant on peripheral fibres; mesohyl
matrix light, with only few subectosomai
auxiliary megascleres dispersed between fibres
Megasclews. Choanosomal principal styles

thick, slightly curved, slightly

fusiform, with

rounded smooth bases. Length 176-(258.4>Llathria (C)athria) arcuophora Whitelcgge.
1907 (Fi 2- ;2« 29)

na nnwphorv Whueleggc.

1907: «*M ,500-501.

45, fig.29; Hatlmann, 1912: 211,229, 234- 237,
260, 263, text-fig. 49~49a; Hoopar&Wtttftenmaycr,

1994:258,
Putty skis arcuophora, de Laubcnfels, |'J.V;a: |05
MitfrQciona airuophora\ Vosmacr, l).15a: 611, 649.
l

665.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AM'
Ifl BanunS. COasI of NSW. 33'35'S, ISJWE, 50-hhm
depth. coll.

WV

Thetis' (dredge). PARALECOff Botany Bay, NSW,

MWS,

TOTYPE AMZ1209:

l*E 4046nfl depth, coll FIV

l$l*J

habitat distribution
r.iu-

unknown;

7 hetis*

(dredge),

bases slightly subtylote, points fusiform. Length
192 -<23l.rK27Gu.rn, width 3.5-(4.8)-6u,m.

Acanthostyles small, slightly subtylote, with
Length 68-

relatively even granular spination.

(V3.2)-I04u.m, width 6.5-(7.5)-10|i,m.
Mii-n>\ck>re\. Palmate isochelae large, unmodified. Length 16-(2l.4)-26pJ m.
Toxas intermediate between oxcoie and <khorn, thick, gently curved

ofNSW

fFig.

RliMAKKS.

centre, with sir

Thinly tlabelli lonn,

120mm maximum breadth,

up

to

1

70mm

4mm thick,

This species

is

2!S-

by

distinctive

choanosomal skeleton, plumo

renieroid

DESCRIPTION. Stag*.

at

arms or slightly reflcxcd points. Length
(104.0>-I32u.m, width I.5-(4.8)-6u.m.

Depth mnec 30-oom;

central and S. coast

28<3).

long,

444u-m, width I2-(22.2)-27u,rm
Subectosomai auxiliary subtylostylcs small,
thin, straight, with smooth or microspincd bases,

its

reiicn

subectosomai skeleton, distinctive spongin

late

fibres

which contain only few but very

thipk

witn long cylindrical stalk, 90rt)ni long, 13mm
diameter, and rounded of slightly lobate margins.
Colour: Grey-brown in dry stale.

coring spicules, and an eetosomal region which

Oscules. Surface covered with evenly distributed
uiinulc oseules, up to
5mm diamv'ci

superficially similar to Arttho (Isopcncciya)

Texture and mrfiice characteristics* Harsh in dry
state; surface optically smooth.

unrelated) groups (some Raspailiidae (e.g., fi>

I

Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosome microscopically hispid, with regularly distributed
choanosomal principal styles forming erect
plumose brushes, and protruding from peripheral
fibre endings; tangential layer of subectosomai
auxiliary spicules lying on or jusi below surface,

base of principal styles. Subectosome with only
Slightly plumose tracts of choanosomal
megascleres, virtually undifferentiated from

at

choanosomal skeletonChitunosome. Choanosomal skclelon morr-nrrcgularly reticulate, sub-renieroid; axial
skeleton slightly compressed, peripheral skeleton
slightly plumo-reticulatc; branching between mod
crately heavy spongic. fibres produces ovoid tu

square meshes, and fibres differentiated into
primary ascending and secondary transverse components; primary fibres with pauci- to multispicular

is

dominated by plumose brushes of principal

spicules.

The renieroid

skeletal construction

is

and

Clafhrio {fsneiella)), and several other (otherwise

lyop/asia), Axineilidae (e.g., Axinella urutit\t\

(Hentschel, 1912)), iopbonidae (e.g.,

Myx

and

i

1

remarks for

1

1

da c

C

(

Lt\s<

ulendoryx

)

Acama\\

(see

,

(C.) crassa)). Clathria (C.) ar-

cuophora

is most reminiscent of Ectcpfasta ftvn(Lcndenfcld) (Raspailiidac; sec Hooper,

(lo\a
1

99

1

:

in the

figs 47-48),

which was originally described

Microcionidae, having closely comparable

a re hi lecture,

fibre characteristics

and geometry

Of some spicules. Within the Microcionidae,
(C.) arcuoffhora is also similar to

&

C

hhhtthrata

m

spicule geometry and fibre charac-

ahhough
ces between them
teristics,

there are substantial differenin

skeletal construction.

species should also be
Striat&t

which

Of its toxa.

differs

compared

mainly

in the

to C.

The

Id

morphology
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FIG. 28. Chithria {Clathria) arcuophora Whitelegge (paralcctoiypc AMZ1209). A, Choanosomal principal
styles. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle.
Echinating acanthostyle. D, Palmate isochelae. E T Oxeote
and oxhorn toxas. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Lectolype AMG4346.

C

Clathria (Clathria) biclathrata
(Figs 30-31, Table 2)

sp. nov.

Microciona ckuhrata Whitelegge, 1907: 491-494,
pl.46, fig. 38-38a; [?] Vosmaer, 1935a: 608; Hooper
& Wiedenmayer, 1994: 258.
Clathria clathrata; Hallmann, 1912: 209.

Dictyociona clathrata; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 110.
Thaiysias clathrata; de Laubenfels, 1953: 527.
Not Tenacia clathrata Schmidt, 1870: 56,80.
Not Clathria clathrata; Vosmaer, 1880: 153; Ridley &
Dendy, 1887: 147; Wilson, 1902: 397-398; Alcolado. 1976:5.
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FIG. 29. Clathria (Clathria) arcuophora Whitelegge (paralectotype AMZ1209). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Fibre characteristics (x409). C, Echinating acanthostyle, D T Acanthostyle spination. E, Base of auxiliary
subtylostyle. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Oxeote toxas. H, Oxhom toxas.
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TABLE 2. Comparison between present and published
records of Clathria (Clathria) biclathrata, sp.nov. All
measurements are given in \x,m, denoted as range (and
mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).

SPICULE
Choanosomal

Lectotype

Paralcctotype

Specimen

(AMG4355)

(AMG10530)

(N=l)

253-(372.3)-

226-(337.5)-

233(319.8)-

446x18-

423x17-

418x14-

(22.8)-33

(22.6)-28

(17.8)-24

132-(214.0>-

125-(165.4>-

144-( 197.0)-

principal
styles

Subectosomal
auxiliary
styles

293 x 2-(4.9)-7

243 x 3-(5.5)-7 253x3-(4.6)-7

73-(158.4)-231

114-{161.I>I93

113-<150.2)-193

acanthostyles

x4.5-(14.7)-19

xll-(13.6)-18

x8-(12.4)-16

7-(10.4)-14

6-<8.6)-ll

4-(7.8)-12

38-(66.6)-104

Toxas

28-(93.0)-149

43-(102.8)-141

x 0.8-(2.4)-3.5

x 1.8-(2.8>-3.5

4-(10.2)-18

6-(18.0)-36

3-<12.4)-24

x0.8-(1.7)-2.0

x0.8-(1.9)-2.5

x0.5-(1.4)-2.0

I

x

components, but merely ascend and diverge
towards surface; fibres mostly aspicular, sometimes with one or few choanosomal principal
subtylostyles in core, heavily echinated by both
acanthostyles and choanosomal principal subtylostyles (the latter 'spicate' in arrangement),

Echinating

Chelae

95

H2.7H

and some intermediate spicules with rudimentary
spines on shaft; echinating megascleres most
abundant on peripheral fibres; mesohyl matrix
heavy, with few subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles between meshes.
Megascleres (Table 2). Choanosomal principal
subtylostyles slightly curved or straight,
fusiform, slightly constricted at base, heavily
spined bases (smaller examples may also have
scattered spines on shafts).

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles

short,

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AMG4355: (dry) Off
Woolongong, NSW, 34°25'S, 151°10'E, 110-1 12m
depth, coll. FIV Thetis' (dredge). PARALECTOTYPES: AMG10530: (dry) unknown locality,
NSW, coll. FIV 'Thetis* (dredge). AMG10531

fusiform, straight, with slightly subtylote
microspined bases.
Acanthostyles relatively long, thick, slightly
curved, with prominent subtylote bases, with
evenly distributed large spines over entire spicule
or with an aspinose region proximal to base.
Microscleres (Table 2). Palmate isochelae, some

(presently missing): (label 'Dictyociona clathrata,

twisted.

Toxas

II

cotype').

OTHER MATERIAL: NEW SOUTH

WALES AMZ994.
-

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Up to 12m depth,
1

strate

unknown;

S. coast

of

sub-

NSW (Fig. 30H).

Toxas include larger thick wing-shaped forms
with large central curvature, slightly reflexed
arms and microspined points, and smaller oxhorn
forms, the smallest with abbreviated arms.

DESCRIPTION.

REMARKS.

cal,

compressed

Shape. Clavulate to subspheribushy, honeycombed mass, 85- 105mm high,
30-55mm wide, up to 40mm maximum thickness,
composed of numerous thin, cylindrical, tightly
anastomosing branches; small cylindrical stalk,
8-

15mm long, up to 8mm diameter.

Colour. Live colouration
to dark

brown

in

dry

unknown, grey-brown

state.

Oscules. Small oscules, 1 -2.5mm diameter, on
edges of surface microconules.

Texture

and surface characteristics. Surface very

hispid, minutely porous, with

numerous

slightly

elevated microconules; texture unusually tough.

Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosomal skeleton
a tangential layer of subectosomal auxiliary
styles in multispicular tracts, with numerous
choanosomal principal spicules protruding and

This species

is

characterised by

its

and ectosomal features, and it is unlikely to be confused
with other members of Hallmann's (1912)
spicata group of microcionid species (cf. Hooper
et al., 1990) which have principal spicules
protruding through fibres and surface skeletons
but few within fibres themselves. A feature overlooked by previous authors is the presence of
spinous extremities on toxas, which are virtually
identical to those of type species of Clathria, C
(C.) compressa, also occurring in C. (C.)juncea
C. (C.) lobata, and A rtemisina suberitoides. The
geometry of spicules in C. (C.) biclathrata is
similar to those in C. (C) arcuophora, although
skeletal architecture, fibre

t

these species differ quite substantially in their
skeletal architecture.

extending a long way through surface; subdermal
skeleton, if present, totally obscured by dense
mass of erect choanosomal megascleres.

Clathria (Clathria) caelata Hallmann, 1912
(Figs 32-33, Table 3)

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeletal architecture
irregularly reticulate, slightly renieroid, with

Clathria caelata Hallmann, 1912: 139, 177,206,211-

heavy spongin fibres forming tight meshes, and
some compression of axial fibres; spongin fibres
not clearly divisible into primary or secondary

216, pl.33, fig.4, text-fig.43; Hooper

&

Wieden-

mayer, 1994:258.
Clathria caelata; Burton & Rao, 1932: 336 [lapsus].
Pseudanchinoe caelata; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 109.
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FIG. 30. Clathria (Clathria) biclathrata sp.nov. (lectotype AMG4355). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle
and spined subtylostyle. B, Echinating acanthostyles. C, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. D, Palmate
isochelae. E, Wing-shaped toxas. F, Oxhorn toxas. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian
distribution. I, Lectotype AMG4355.

Not Clathria inanchorata Ridley & Dendy, 1886: 475;
Ridley & Dendy, 1887: 150, pl.28, fig.4, pl.29, figs

coast Tas. (*ref. G255*).

OTHER MATERIAL: TAS-

AME2273.

13,13a.
cf.

Microciona prolifera; Vosmaer, 1935a: 611, 648,
664.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AMZ778:
W.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
strate

(wet)

64km

60m depth,
coll. FIV 'Endeavour* (dredge; label *4th
consignment'). PARALECTOTYPES: AME53: (dry)
same locality. AMZ952-953: unspecified locality, W.

Depth 53-106m; subunknown; Kingston (S A), Bass Strait (Vic), Cape

Barren,

W coast (Tas) (Hallmann, 1912).

of Kingston, SA, 36°50'S, 139°05'E,

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Planar or multiplanar,
50mm high, 70-90mm wide,

digitate fans, 11 0-1

with short cylindrical stalk,

8-17mm

long, 5-

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 31 Clathria {Clathria) biclathrata sp.nov. (lectotype AMG4355). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Ectosomal
skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Acanthostyle spination. F, Wing-shaped toxa.
G, Oxhorn toxas. H, Palmate isochelae.
.
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FIG. 32. Clathria (Clathria) caelata Hallmann (paralectotype AME53). A, Choanosomal principal style. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Intermediate echinating and principal style. D, Echinating acanthostyle.
distribution. I,
E, Accolada toxa. F, Oxhorn toxas. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian
Paralectotype

AMZ953. J,

Paralectotype

AMZ952.
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FIG. 33. Clathria (Ctathria) caelata Hallmann (A-B, Lectotypc AMZ778; C-G, E2273). A, Choanosomal
skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Ectosomal skeleton. D, Accolada toxa. E, Oxhorn toxas, F. Echinating
acanthostyles. G, Acanthostyle spination.
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ion

10mm diameter, rounded lobaie, or digitate mar-

TABLE 3. Comparison between present and published
records of Clathria (Clathria) caelata (Hallmanni.
All measurements are given in u.m, denoted as ranj:c
(and mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=2>).

gins.

brown preserved
Small pores on margins of lobes, up to
1 .5mra diameter
Texture and surface characteristics. Surface
highly rugose, with numerous close-set
mieroconules, subdermal canals and grooves, he
iween which extends a skin-like dermal
membrane; texture firm, compressible
Ectasorne and suhectosome. Ectosome microscopically hispid, with plumose brushes of
C in lanosomal principal styles protruding through
surtace, and with thin layer of subectosomal
Colour. Llight to dark
()ki ule.%.

SPICULE
Choanosornal
principal
styles

Subeclosomal

Owatiosome. Choanosornal

skeletal architecture

irregularly reticulate, with well developed spon-

gin fibres forming ovoid to elongate meshes; fibre

itaSSOfOOSes relatively

cavemoui

in axis, al-

though smaller in peripheral skeleton; fibres
cfcoirly difTerentiated into primary ascending and
secondary transverse components, although fibre
diameter is consistent throughout skeleton:
primary fibres contain pauci- or Miultispicubr
tracts of choanosornal principal subtylostylcs.
forming a radial architecture, secondary fibres
uni- or aspicular; spongin fibres echinated on
external surfaces only, with a variable density of
cchinating acanthostyles, mostly relatively light
except at the periphery; eboanosornal styiv.> also
cchinate fibres, particularly at fibre nodes;
mesohyl matrix moderately heavy; granular, pigmented; extra-fibre mcgascleres (subectosomal
subtylostyles) usually abundant.

Mcgascleres (Table

3). Choanosornal principal
subtylostylcs thick, straight ox slightly curved,

fusiform, with slightly sutrtylotc smooth bases,
although some examples are obvious intermediates to echinating acanthostyles, bearing
rudimentary spines on the shaft.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostylcs straight

or slightly curved, fusiform, relatively thin, evenly rounded or slightly subtylotc bases, and

smooth or microspincd

bases.

Echinating acanthostyles variable in length,
subtylote, with evenly spincd shafts on smaller
forms, or with aspinose necks on larger forms.
MU.roscleres (refer tn Table 3 for dimensions).
l.Mvhelae absent

(AMES 3

15.4K276

(N=l)

IS4-(222-2)-262

186-OSt

'

xY-(1I.8>-I4

xM9.4>-J0

128-(2l6.4)-29<

l34-(234.8)-324

166-T267.0V355

x2-<3.2>-5

*3-<4.fc)-7

45-01.9)- 122

64-(89.4)-131

23-t&4.4>-120

x 4-(6.4>-8

x 2-(4.8)-8

f

2-(3.5)-7

absent

absent

absent

122-|I5).7H90

72-i 101.8V 165

86-{l21.l)-l65

x0.8-(I.4>-2

x0.5-( 1.41-2

24-<48.2)-92

l3-(38.8)-?5

Chelae

Toxas
Toxas

Specimen

jc8-i;i2.2>-16

styles

auxiliary styles tangential to surface; subderrnal

region not markedly differentiated from choangOflie containing bundles of diverging principal
styles embedded in peripheral fibres; peripheral
fibres heavily echinated on their exterior surfaces; acanthostyles may extend into ectosomal
skeleton

Paraleototype

148-1 2

auxiliary

Echinating
acanthostvles

Lccioiypc

<AMZ778>

H
«

U2,3)-4

m.

|.(2 t) 3 s

x

I-&2M

Toxas separated into two morphs: I - long, thin
aocobda toxas, with straight points and slight
central curvature; II - relatively thick oxhorn
toxas, ranging from almost straight with
slight and angular central curvature, to widely
curved

at the centre

with reflcxed points.

REMARKS. Not all of the specimens described
by Hallmann (1912) belong to this species:
AME771. £772 and E773 are species belonging
to Axinellidac - Rvniochalina (2 specimens) and
AcantheUu, respectively. All three specimens
look very similar in external morphology to C.
C.) caelata* but differences arc immediately obvious upon examination of the skeleton.
Among the few known specimens of this
t

is relatively high variability in
choanosornal skeletal construction although this

species there
is

difficult to define concisely.

The development

of spongin fibres, the degree to which the skeletal

meshes are compressed or elongated, and the
density and pigmentation of the mesohyl matrix

may

Growth form and
comspecimens, but some k c.

vary between specimens.

spicule geometry appear to be closely
parable between

all

AME2273) have predominantly long thin toxas,
whereas others (e.g., AMZ952)have mostly short
and thick toxas. All specimens have both
choanosornal styles and acanthostyles cchinating
fibres, and in this respect the species belongs to
Kallmann's (1912) 'spicata* group, together with
Clathria

(C) biclafhraia,

C. (C.) irtanchorata

{Thulyxias) costifera. C, (T.) coppingeri.
lendenfeldi

and others (Hooper et

C

ah, 1990).

t

C

(7!)
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Clathria (Clathria) calopora Whitelegge, 1907

101

smooth bases. Length 300-500ujn, width 1522u-m.

Claihrui calopora Whitclegge, 1907: 499-500, pl.46,
Wiedenfig 34; Hallmann, 1912: 21 1; Hooper
roayer. 1994: 259.
Thaiysias calopora; de Laubenlete, J*J36a: 105

&

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles thin,
or slightly curved, with smooth slightly
stibtylote bases. Length 150-200ujn, width 2-

straight

4u.ro.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: AM (presently misswe):
ShoaJhavcn Bight, NSW, 34°49 S, I51°04'E, 3O-90m
,

depth, l.vii.l91Kc.oll

FJV 'Endeavour'

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
strate

unknown;

S. coast

of

(trawl).

Depth 27-32m. sub-

NSW

tapering points, short cylindrical stalk.

Colour. Live colouration unknown, greyish-yellow preserved,

Oscules. Small osculc&, about
scattered over surface.

Irnm diameter,

Texture and surface cluxracteristics. Surface uneven, minutely hispid, honeycomb-like, with
prominent bulbous cnnulose processes scattered
over surface; texture hard, incompressible in dry
state

Ectosome ami subectosome. Ectosome microscopically rugose, closc-meshed reticulation of
peripheral spongin fibres covered by a thin
membrane; ectosomal skeleton with a thin tangential layer of subectosomal auxiliary subtylos-

forming plumose

lOpjn-

Toxa morphology unknown, apparently

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Branching, I95mra
high, with thin, bifurcate, cylindrical, mostly
non-anastomosing digits, 3-&mm diameter, with

lyles, also

Acanthostyles short, stout, evenly spincd,
spines large. Length 30-80u,m, width up [0
12u.m
Microscieres. Palmate isochelae. Length 8-

tufts

200-3GOu.m width
T

REMARKS.

plumose brushes: subdermal auxiliary
megiiscleres run parallel with peripheral fibres,
but not forming organised extra-fibre tracts

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton irregularly
some axial and extra-axial differentiation; spongin fibres relatively heavy,
clearly divided into primary ascending and
secondary transverse components; primary fibres
sinuous, forming radial architecture, with a
paucispicular core of choanosomaJ principal
styles; primary fibres more compressed at axis

reticulate, with

up to 2|tm.

This species

is

known only

vVhitelegge's (1907) poor description.

frorn

It is

not

possible to determine whether dimensions of
echinating aeanthostyle (cited as 0.3-O.8mrn long
by Whitelegge) is merely a typographical error.
Whiielegge gave no indication of whether C. (C.)
calopora has a special ectosomal skeleton, but
described the species as having a tangential or
paratangcnlial layer of subdermal (aUXili

megasclercs, through which protrude
choanosomal (principal) styles. Consequently
there was no justification for de LaubenfcK
(1936a) referring the species to Thatysias.
Clathria (Clathria) chelifera (Hcntschel. 191
(Figs 34-35. Table 4)

1)

Spanioplon chelifetum Hentschel. 1911: 362-363,
fig.42,Hcntschel. I9i: 36S.369.
Athda chelifera; Hallmann. 1920: 768; Bergquist &
Fnnnonl, 1988: 96, fig. 8c, pis 45e-f. *6at-C t lahte
73; Dawson. 1993: 44 (note).
Clathria chelifera; Dendy. 1922: 70-71 pi 14. fig.
3a-c; Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994: 259.
Nut Microcufrm chelifera L6vi. 1960a* 70, fig, 1 2,

&

WA,

SMF

ment MNHNDCL2327): same locality. OTHER
MATERIAL: VIETNAM - PTBOC-05-216 (fragment

mesohyl between

DESCRIPTION.

principal styles
thick, slightly curved, fusiform, with rounded

(not seen) (frag-

precise locality unknown. Penh
R.
region.
1905, coll W. Michaelsen
1571 (fragHartmeyer (dredee). PARATYPE:

ZMB4440):

QM G300058).

fibres.

ZMH

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:
rnent

than at periphery; secondary fibres less common,
with uni- or paucispicular core of megasclercs;
branching of spongin fibres produces elongate
meshes in axis and round or rectangular meshes
in periphery; spongin fibres very heavily
echinated, particularly in peripheral regions,
numerous sinuous toxodragmata dispersed in

Choanosomal

?

on surface,

through which choanosomal principal styles from
peripheral fibres protrude, individually or in

Megascleres.

long,

slender, with large central curvature. Length ?

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

10- 100m depth, rock or

grovel substrates; Arafura Sea (NT) and Perth region
(Fig. 34 F), Also Indian Ocean < Atnircmtc),
(S.

WA)

New

Zealand (Three Kings

(Hon Trung Lon. Vinh Loi

Is)

and South China Sea

coast, S. Vietnam).

Shape. Arborescent, foliose,
to 5f>mm high made up of
fused porous-reticnJate lamellae 10- 15mm thick.
or

growth form, up
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FIG. 34. Clathria (Clathria) chelifera (Hentschel) (paratype SMF1571). A, Choanosomal principal style. B
Subectosomal auxiliary styles (quasitylotes). C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Palmate isochelae. E, Section
through peripheral skeleton (ectosome on far right). F, Australian distribution. G, QG30O058.
t
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FIG. 35. Clathria (Clathria) chelifera (Hentschel) (QMG300058). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Palmate isochelae. G, Pattern of echinating
spicules. H, Section of peripheral skeleton.
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ABLE 4. Comparison between present and published
ids of Cluthriu (Clathna) chetifera (Hemschel).
All measurements are given in p.m, denoted as range
yand mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25>.

Echinaiing acamhosiyles with spinose shaft,
base and point but apinose neck'; spines large,
l

recurved.

Microscleres (Table 4). Palmate isochelae of two
sizes, both with thickened and elongate alae.

Specimen
Paratype

SPICULE

Bergquist

(SMF1S71)
(Perth,

WA)

Is,

(Mil)
(S.

J50-()64.6)-)74

X 446.4)

!!
i

I73W193.4)-205

280-034)075
x 4-f5>&3

Echinaiing

84-(93.2)-UXl

162-(2()7

acanlhostyles

x7-|7.8>-^

x!2.5-(14)-I9

a 5-(8.0) 10

I

13-1 14.61-1

20-(2!>-23

15-O7.6)-20

II

7-(8.7)-10

absent

9-(UU)-12

Subcelosomal
auxiliary styles

Chelae

Chelae

Colour.

brown

Red

alive

(10R

)-2W

x 3-<4.7)-7
I

OH II6\5M32

5/8), beige ot yellow

in ethanol.

Qscules.

REMARKS.

Dimensions of some spicules wene
from
those published by Hentschel ( 191 1). Similarly,
two size classes of isochelae were found in the
\VA population, not one as described by
found

* I5-(IB>-20

principal styles

Vietnam)

NZ)

27O-(404)-550

t4O<t50.l)-161

Toxasare absent.

Specimen

(l988)(Three

Kings
Cboanosoroal

&

Fromont

Not seen.

Texture and surface characteristics. Surface
hispid, uneven,, irregularly conuIo.se, with
transparent ectosomal membrane stretched be-

tween adjacent conules; texture firm, compressible.

to differ in type material (Table 4)

Hentschel (1911). In both respects this population
is the same as the one described from Amirame
(Dendy, 1922) and the material described above
from Vietnam, whereas the specimen described
by Bergquist
Fromont (1988) from New
Zealand has substantially larger spicule dimensions than eitherof the Indian Ocean populations,
including only one size class of isochela. In
spicule geometry, choanosomal skeletal structure
and ectosomal characteristics (including the distribution of isochelae in the ectosomal
membrane), these 4 disjunct populations are relatively homogeneous and 1 follow Bergquist &
Fromont (1988) in recognising only a single
species. No intermediate populations of C. (C.)

&

chelijera are

Laosome and subectosome. Ectosomal

skeleton

with a tangential layer of auxiliary tylotes and
numerous isochelae scattered between supporting the membraneous ectosomal covering: subcecal region with paratangenlial tracts of
auxiliary tylotes supporting tangential ectosomal
layer, the latter sometimes protruding through
surface, with ascending primary tracts of

choanosomal principal

styles in turn

supportmg

llicsr.

ChiXiriosome. Choanosomal skeleton reticulate,
with multispicular ascending primary fibres and
pauctspicular transverse connecting fibres; spongin fibres heavy, cored by principal styles and
auxiliary tylotes (the latter also scattered
throughout the mesohyl), and echinar.ed by acantht>styles more-or-less perpendicular to fibres;
mcsohyl matrix light, with numerous isochelae

known, and the species is relatively
few known specimens in the Indo-

rare with only

we*t Pacific.
This species is unusual to most C. (Ctathrfa) in
possessing modified auxiliary spicules with
spines on both ends, considered by some authors
to be true tvlotes typical of the Myxillidae
(Hallmann, 1920; Bergquist & Fromont* 1988) or
lophonidae fHajdu et aJ., 1994). But these
spicules are clearly asymmetrical (quasitylotesj.
not true diactinal megascleres, and Dendy (1922)
correctly assigned this species (and thus the germs
Ailoeia) to Clathtui. These modified quastdiac-

known
(C) bul-

tinal auxiliary spicules are infrequent but
in

several other microcionids (e.g., C.

bosa. C (Tlwlysias) major, C. {Dendrocia)
(>yramu!a, C. (Wilsfmella) ausiraliensis. most
Echinochalincu some Holopsarnma, and some
Echinoclathriu species)

scattered between fibf

Megascteres (Table 4). Principal styles slender,
slightly curved near basal end, with ahrupt hastate
points, and completely smooth.

Subcctosomal auxiliary spicules tylotes or
quasitylotes, asymmetrical <and therefore

probably modified styles). USU&ltv

Clathria (Clathria>conecteDS(HalIm3nn. 1912)
(Figs 36-37. Plate IB. Table 5)
Wilsontilacontrtensttztimtort, 1912: 245-247,

pU2.

fig.2,text-fig.5fl.

Clothria tonecteny. Hallmann, 1420: 768, Hooper
Wicdenmayer. 1994: 259.

A

Willi

microspined bases and points or sometimes completely smooth at both ends.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AM7.220of Fraser

J.,

Qld, 25°22*S,

(dry)

Inkm

153WE, 4&-52m

:

l

depth,

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

coll.

FIV 'Endeavour'

AME1533

(dredge).

PARALECTOTYPE:
same

(dry; presently missing):

OTHER MATERIAL: QUEENSLAND

locality.

QMG300455, QMGL714 (fragment NTMZ1537), QMGL2757 (fragment NTMZ1564), QMGL2770 (fragment
NTMZ1581), QMG301037, QMG303190,
QMG303217, QMG304980, QMG304985,
-

QMG305135, QMG304005, QMG304016.

NEW

SOUTH WALES - QMG301387.
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TABLE 5. Comparison between present and published
records of Clathria (Clathria) conectens (HnWmann).
All measurements are given in \un, denoted as range
(and mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).
Lectotype

SPICULE

94-(168.4)-268

Choanosomal
principal styles

Acropora coral reef,
fringing rock reef, boulders, algal turf, wharf pylons;

4-80m

inshore waters,

depth; Green

I.,

S. Direction

I.,

(FNQ), Fraser 1., Mudjimba I., Moreton I., N.
Stradbroke I., Moreton Bay (SEQ), and Byron Bay (N.
Innisfail

NSW)(16-28S)(Fig.36G).

DESCRIPTION.
mass 40-65 mm

x 3-(4.3)-6

92-(171.3)-2l9

174-(230.6)-295

auxiliary styles

xl.5-(2.9)-4

x 1.5-(2.4)-3.5

Echinating
acanthostyles

48-(58.3)-65

36-(64.2)-78

x 3-(3.7>-5

x 2-(3.9)-5

Chelae

Toxas

Shape. Massive, subcylindrical
high, 85- 120mm broad, com-

posed of irregularly reticulate, lamellate bulbous
branches, up to 15mm diameter, standing erect on
substrate.

Colour. Live colouration bright orange-yellow to
bright orange-red (Munsell 2.5YR 7/10-10R

110-(171.4)-218

x 2.5(4. l)-5

Subectosomal

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Specimens (N=7)

(AMZ220)

6-<7.2>-8

4.5-(6.7)-9

22-(69.8)-lll

51(102.6)164

x0.5-(0.9)-l.5

x0.5-(0.7H.O

rounded or very slightly subtylote,
smooth bases.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles slightly
curved, sometimes sinuous, exceedingly thin,

ly curved, with

hastate, almost vestigial, with very slightly sub-

Oscules. Small oscules, up to 1 ,5mm diameter, on
edges and tips surface bulbs.

smooth bases.
Acanthostyles subtylote, with more-or-less
evenly distributed vestigial (granular) spination.
Microscleres (Table 5). Palmate isochelae small,

Texture and surface diaracteristics. Surface uneven, porous, optically smooth.

unmodified.
Toxas accolada

rare, thin,

Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosome with

central curvature

and

6/10),

brown

in ethanol.

tan-

tylote,

with sharply angular

straight arms.

gential or paratangential layer of thin subec-

tosomal auxiliary subtylostyles, on or just below
a

membraneous dermal

layer;

subectosomal

REMARKS.

Specimen

auxiliary styles confined entirely to peripheral

tens, duplicate

skeleton; subectosomal skeleton virtually non-

is

existent, with only

few erect, plumose

choanosomal principal

styles, arising

from

peripheral choanosomal spongin fibres, project-

ing into tangential ectosomal layer.

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton

reticulate, with regular circular, oval or elongate

meshes enclosing small oval choanocyte chambers; spongin fibres relatively heavy, without size

differentiation of primary or secondary components, although ascending (primary) skeletal
fibres cored by paucispicular or multispicular
tracts of choanosomal styles, whereas connecting, transverse (secondary) fibres uni-, pauci- or
entirely aspicular; echinating acanthostyles
sparse, scattered evenly throughout skeleton, oc-

casionally incorporated into fibres; mesohyl
matrix very light, some choanosomal styles scattered

between

fibres;

some specimens

also incor-

porating detritus into mesohyl, but not into fibres.

Megascleres (Table

5).

Choanosomal

principal

styles thin, fusiform, occasionally styloid, slight-

of E1533') as the

presently missing from

is

designated

latter

AM

specimen

collections.

Despite Hallmann's (1912) remarks to the contrary C. (C.) conectens is clearly different

C

(C)

species
irregularly

AMZ220

lectotype (labelled 'cotype of Wilsonella conec-

from

angulifera (see above), although both

do

fit

into his (erroneous) concept of

Wilsonella. Moreover, in C (C.) conectens the
megascleres which core fibres (choanosomal
styles) are differentiated from those occurring in
the dermal skeleton (subectosomal styles), and
although their geometry is very similar, they have
very different morphology (see Fig. 36) and
thickness (see Table 5). Each category of spicule
is localised in the choanosomal and ectosomal
regions, respectively, and they are not inter-

mingled as supposed by Hallmann (1912). The
entire spiculation of this species is reduced, and
for that reason

species

is

a

it

is

easily recognisable. This

common member of the

Solanderian-

Peronian biogeographical overlap zone centred
around Moreton Bay, Queensland.
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FIG. 36. Clathria {Clathria) coneciens (Hallmann) (lectotype AMZ220). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary style. C, Echinating acanlhostyle. D, Accolada toxa. E, Palmate isochela. F, Section
through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Leclotype.

Clathria (Clathria) crassa (Lendenfeld, 1887)
(Figs 38-39)
Antherochalina crassa Lendcnfeld. 1887b: 787, pl.22,
fig.41.

Clathria

crassa; Burton,

1934a: 558; Hooper

&

Wiedenmayer, 1994: 259
Microciona or Thalvsias crassa; de Laubenfels, 1 936a:
112.

Not Reniera crassa Carter, 1 876: 3 1 2.
Not Aulena crassa; Lendenfcld, 1889a: 101.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNHI886.8.27.450
AMG3460, AMZ1991): Port Jackson,
NSW, 33°5rS, 151°16*E, other details unknown.
(fragments

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
central coast

Ecology unknown;

NSW.

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Thin fan, 230mm high,
190mm maximum width, up to 8mm thick, with
short stalk,

25mm

long, digitate margins.

Colour. Live colouration

unknown, grey-brown

in ethanol.

Oscules, Small pores seen on both faces of fan,
l-2mm diameter, with subdermal drainage canals
surrounding oscules.

Texture and surface characteristics. Surface

smooth, not optically hispid, with stellate
sculpturing on both faces of fan (associated with
aquiferous system); texture firm, flexible.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 37. Clathria {Clathria) conectens (Hallmann) (A-B, leclotype AMZ220; C-G, QMG303217). A
Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Choanosomal fibres. D, Echinating acanlhostyle. E,
Acanthostvle spines. F, Accolada toxa. G. Palmate isochelae.

t
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FIG. 38. Clathria (Clathria) crassa (Lendenfeld) (fragment of holotype AMZ1991). A, Choanosomal principal
style. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Oxhorn toxas. E, Palmate
1 886.8.27.450.
isochelae. F Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, holotype
;

BMNH
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1886.8.27.450). A, Fibre characteristics. B,
FIG. 39. Clathria {Clathria) crassa (Lendenfeld) (holotypc
Ectosomal region. C, Choanosomal skeleton. D Oxhorn toxas. E, Smaller loxas intermediate between oxhorn
and u-shaped. F, Palmate isochelae. G. Acanthostyle spines. H-I, Echinating acanthostyies.
t
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Ectosarne and subectosome. Ectosome microscopically hispid, with points of large
styles from peripheral
through surface in plumose
brushes; thin tangential layer of subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles lying on or just below
surface, at base of protruding choanosomal

choanosomal principal
fibres protrudiug

megascleres.

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton

irregularly

reticulate, with slightly renieroid axis and
plumoreticulate extra-axis; spongin fibres in axis
flattened, very heavy, running longitudinally

through lamellae; axial fibres clearly divisible
into primary (longitudinal) and secondary (ascending, connecting) components; primary fibres
cored by paucispicular tracts of principal
choanosomal styles; secondary fibres
unispicular; extra-axial skeleton diverges from
.w\s at an oblique angle, with moderately heavy
fibres, divided into primary (mullispieular, ascending) and secondary (unispicular, transverse)
elements; choanosomal principal styles project
primary fibres in plumose tracts; secondary
fibres connect ascending primary lines, producing renciroid reticulation, except at periphery
where architecture is distinctly plumose; ecoinarting acantho&tyles moderately common, evenly
distributed throughout skeleton; mesohyl matrix
abundant, containing few microscleres but few
loose megascleres.
Megascleres, Choanosomal principal styles
thick, fusiform, slightly curved, with rounded or
slightly subtylote, smooth bases, Length 184(292.3M63|xm, width 9-(l7.3V22u,m.
i

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles

thick,

with microspined sublvlole
hases. Length 11 8-1226,7 )-316u.m, width 3straight, fusiform,

vague and not very useful in
from other Clathria, but type
material is still extant and recognisable. However, there is little agreement between characters
in the type material and as described by Lendention of A. crassa is

distinguishing

it

C (C) crassa is very closely related to C
(C) arcuophora* with similar skeletal architecture (with 2 components, renieroid and
feld,

plumoreticulate), spicule geometry, spicule sizes,
similar fibre characteristics and comparable
growth forms. It is possible that the two species
are synonyms, but their formal merger is not
warranted on the basts of the existing relatively
poor material. Similarly C. (C) crassa shows

some similarities with

U

'-)

Clathria (Clathria) decumbens Ridley,
lEgs 40-41)

:

1994:259.
Wilsonella decumbent: Hallmann, 1912: 239.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE. BMNH1882.10.17J I:
Boudouse and Bmile
Ocean, 6°S. 53*10

It;-.

I

intermediate between oxhorn and u-shaped
forms. Length 28-<rVR.O)- 2ujn, w idlh 0.8-1 2 6
1

1

;.-

4.5p.m.

REMARKS. Burton (1934a) designated A. crassa type species of Anthervchatina, and subsequently declared that the genus was a svnonvm
ol Clathria. Lendenfeld's (1887b) brief descrip-

Amiranle

coll.

HMS

Is

same

locality.

Group, Indian
(dredge).
882. 10.17.76:

'Alert'

PARATYPES:BMNHiSS2.lO.I7.71,

1

OTHFR MATERIAL: QUEENSLAND-

BMNH 1887.5.2.

I.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 6- 26m depth; >m sand
and coraJ rubble substrate; Cape York, Torres Stnitl
(FNQ) (Fig 40F) (Ridley, 1884a). W. Indian Ocean
(Ridley
bendy, 1887), Madras (Burton, 1938a).

&

irregularly lobate,

modified. Length !7-(195)-23fim.
central curToxas oxhom, thick, with muni
vature, slightly rcflexcd points although the
smaller ones may lack reflexed points and arc

Is,

E,

DESCRIPTION.

Palmate isochclae large, un-

884

decumbens Ridley, 1884a: 612. pl.53, Jig.L,
R]dlev & Dendy, 1887: 148; Burton,
1938a: 29, pj.3. llg.23; Hooper & Wiedenmaver,

pl.54, ffg.g-g'

Acanthostylcs short, thick, subtylote or
rounded, with evenly dispersed vestigial
I'eranular) spi nation. Length 5WG6.3V82n.rn,
wicllhS»(6.S)-9|Mit

1

Clathria

i4.8)-6pjn.

Mictvscieres.

C. (tsociella), particularly

eccenihea. This resemblance is mostly
due to the renieroid axial skeletal architectua
geometry of both principal and auxiliary styles.
to C.

Shape. Small, subcylindrical,

32-50rnm long, lS~4Qmm

wide, up to 25mm thick.
Colour. Brown to red-brown in ethanol.
Oscules. Numerous small oscules, I -2mm
diameter, dispersed between surface comiles.

Texture

and surface

characteristics

Surface

njgosc, irregularly conulose. with canals, grooves

and ndges meandering over the

surf.

£r(osonte and subectosome. ElIosoiiic
membraneous between ridges and surface projections, wilh spongin fibres from chouoosmnc
producing a dermal reticulation; dermal region
lacks a mineral skeleton entirely; spongin fibres
in subectosomal region closely reticulate, wilh
relatively small

mesh

sizes.

Chtxmoxoaie. Choanosomal skeletal architecture
regularly to irregularly reticulate; spongin fibres

REVISION OFM1CKOCTONTIMI2

moderately heavy, undifferentiated into primary*
or secondary lines, lightly cored by paucispicular
tracts of both choanosomal principal styles and
subectosomal auxiliary styles; heavily echinated

by

acanthostyles; coring spicules in peripheral
fibres ascend to surface, piercing surface proces-

111

Clathria (Clathria) echinonematissima
(Carter, 1881)
Wihanella echinonematissima Carter, 1881a: ^<S6:
Carter, 1887: 210; Hallmann, 1912: 243.
Clathria ecturumematissimQ\ Dendy, 1896: 33, 34;
Hooper & Wiedertmayer, 1994; 259,

ses in light brushes; subectosomal auxiliary sub-

BMNH

tylostyles also sparsely scattered within mesohyl;

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

meshes in choanosomal skeleton cavernous;
mesohyl matrix abundant, lightly pigmented.

containing only a desiiicificd section

fibre

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
straight or slightly curved near base, hastate
points, with evenly rounded bases, smooth or
with microspines on both points and bases
Length 128-fl 56)- 176u.ro, width 4-(4.9)-6(xm.

Subectosomal auxiliary' subtylostyles straight,
with hastate points, slightly subtylote bases,
bases smooth or occasional! v microspined.
Length 159-(1177.8)-193uji>, "width 2-(3.7)~
6|jLm.

Acanthostyles subtylote, wilh strongly formed,
recurved spines over apical end. shaft and base
but bare neck. Length 62-(83.2)-104u.m, width
4-(6.2)-8jim.

Mkwscleres. Palmate isochelae unmodified, two
discrete size classes, the smaller showing variation in fusion of alae. I: Length 14-(20.4)-28firn.
II: length 5-(7.4H0*un.
Toxas absent.

REMARKS.

Hallmann (1912) referred this
species to Wilsonella. presumably because Ridley (1884a) did not differentiate between
choanosomal (principal) and subectosomal
(auxiliary) megascleres. Subsequently, Burton
(1938a) described additional specimens from
Madras which had differentiated principal and
auxiliary spicules (but were otherwise identical
Wjth Ridley's (1884) description) In lype
material there were consistent morphological differences hetwecn principal and auxiliary
spicules, confirming that the species should be
retained in Clashria (Clathria).

Although C. (C.) decumhens has been described
from three widely separated localities, it remains
poorly known, being only poorly differentiated
from other low growing, lobate Clathria species.
The species is similar to C. {Thalysias) major
(with spines on both the bases and points of some
of its megascleres), while at the same lime being

noi found (slide

is ihe only type
Westcrnport Bay, SS'zb'.s,
o
145 08'H, or Port Phillip, Vic, 38°09'S, 144*5rE, col!

material
J B.

1 1

known

to exist):

Wilson (dredge),

A BIT AT DISTRIBUTION. Ecology

tinlcnnw n

loria.

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. MassJve

Unknown.
Oscules, Unknown.
Texture and surface characteristics. Unknown.
Ectosome and subectosorne. Ectosomal skeletal
Colour.

tracts heavily cored with detritus, megascleres
excluded.
Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton irregularly
iciiculatc, with relatively heavy spongin fibres;
fibres of peripheral skeleton are solely
arenaceous, whereas within dioanosome fibres
cored by subectosomal auxiliary styles; echinating acanthostyles dispersed throughout skeleton.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal megascleres apparently absent.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles with
smooth bases. Length 21flu.m, width 4u.m
Acanthostyles apparently divided into two si.acategories. Length from 145|xm, width 8.3u,m.
Microscleres, Isochelae arcuate. Length 25p.m.

Toxas absent.

REMARKS.

This specie-s

as Clathria from Carter's
ll

iv

is

barely recognisable

88 1 ) deseri ption. and
only poorly differentiated from other
( 1

microcionid species. One category of auxiliary
spicule and ibe absence of choanosomal principal
it in Witsonella (sensu Hallmann,
1912). It also was described with arcuate
isochelae, similar to species grouped by
Hallmann (1920) in Paradoryx, but this is uncorroborated, Clathria echinonematissima is a
species inquirendum as it is only known from a

spicules places

slide preparation,

made from

now

desilicified, allegedly

the missing hokrtype.

K

similar to species in the juniperina* species complex (i.e., Clathrtu in which the geometry of

choanosomal principal and subectosomal
auxiliary spicules is barely different), but the
species has little else of distinction.

Ciaihria (Clathria) hispidula (Ridley, 1884)
(Figs 42-43)
AmphiUcmshtsfriduUts Ridley, 1884a: 429-450.
fig.c % pl.4I, ttg.y.

pi 4ft,
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BMNH

1882. 10. 17.71). A, Choanosomal principal
FIG. 40. Clathria {Clathria) decumbens Ridley (paratype
styles. B, Subectosomal auxiliary styles/subtylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Palmate isochelae. E,
1 882. 1 0.
7.5 1 H, Paratype.
Section through peripheral skeleton. F, Australian distribution. G, Holotype

BMNH

Axociella hispidulus; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 1 14.
Esperiopsis hispidula var. ramosa; Hentschel, 1911:
313.
Not Hymeraphia hispidula Topsent, 1904a: 164-165,
pl.l4,fig.2.

DESCRIPTION.

1

.

Shape. Erect, irregular branch-

ing reticulate mass of clathrous digits, up to
60mm long, 55mm diameter.

Colour. Live colour

unknown,

light

brown

in

ethanol.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: BMNH1881.10.2L261:
Thursday

Torres Strait, N. Qld, 10°35'S, 142°13'E,
'Alert' (dredge).
6-10m depth. 01.vi.1881, coll.
PARALECTOTYPE: BMNH1881. 10.21.319: same
I.,

HMS

OTHER MATERIAL: WESTERN
AUSTRALIA - ZMB4408.
locality (dry).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Encrusting on bivalves,
hydroids, and gorgonians and algae; 6-1 lm depth;
Torres Strait (FNQ), and Shark Bay (WA) (Fig. 42G).

Oscules. Small oscules, <2mm diameter in
preserved material, scattered over lateral margin.
Texture

and surface

characteristics. Harsh,

pressible, slightly elastic; surface with

com-

meander-

ing irregular ridges and microconules scattered
over branches, and tips of fibres from primary
skeleton protruding.

Ectosome and subectosome. Sparse paratangential

skeleton of subectosomal auxiliary subtylos-

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 41. Clathria (Clathria) decumbens Ridley (paratype BMNH1882.10.17.71). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Fibre characteristics. C, Echinating acanthosty les. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Terminations of principal styles,
G, Principal styles. H-K, Palmate isochelae.
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FIG. 42. Clathria (Clathria) hispidula (Ridley) (lectotypc BMNH1881. 10.21.261). A, Choanosomal principal
styles. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanlhostyles. D, Wing-shaped toxas. E, Palmate
isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution.

forming bundles or lying more-or-less erect
surface, particularly on ends of surface
conules; tips of conules with choanosomal principal styles also protruding only short distance
through surface; choanosomal fibres immediately below surface skeleton with poorly
developed subectosomal region.

spongin fibres forming oval or rectangular, relatively wide meshes, 150-350u-m diameter,
generally more cavernous in axis than in
peripheral region; spongin fibres 20-70u.m
diameter, imperfectly divided into primary, as-

Choanosome. Skeleton regularly reticulate,

secondary transverse
choanosomal principal

tyles

on the

slightly renieroid, with thin but well

developed

cending, multispicular tracts of 4-10 spicules per
tract, interconnected by uni-, pauci- or aspicular

cored by
occupying en-

tracts; fibres

styles not

REVISION OFMICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 43. Clathria (Clathria) hispidula (Ridley) (lectotype BMNH1881. 10.21.261). A, Choanosomal skeleton.
B, Fibre characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Acanthostyle spination. E, Terminations of auxiliary
spicules. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Wing-shaped toxa.
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diameter, and sparsely eebmated by
slender acanthostylcs; mesohyl matrix light containing scattered microscleres and some auxiliary
mega&cleres.

tire fibre

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles similarin
geometry to principal spicules, but more slender
and with subtylote bases; thinner (younger) principal spicules frequently sinuous Length 941

143.0H75n-m, width 2-(3.4V5u-nv

Echinating acanthostyles club-shaped, slender.
slightly subtylote, evenly spines or with bare
'neck' below base, fusiform or rounded points,
granular spination. Length 52-(59.4)-65u>m.
width 2-(4.1)-5u.m.
Microscleres. Palmate isochelae very abundant.
small, unmodified, with lateral alae completely
fused to shaft and front a la entire; lateral and front
atae of approximately equal length. Length 9( 1

spicule sixes,

Choanosomal

principal styles
slender, straight or slightly curved midway along
shaft, with evenly rounded smooth bases and
fusiform points. Length 88-(162.7)-219u.m,
width 4-(4.8)-6}i.m.

Megascleres.

spicule geometries (e.g.. toxas. acanthostylcs I, a
more-or-less branching growth form (cf. lobate
lamellate and (otiose lamellate, respecti vely h and

1.6)- 1 3jim-

Clathria (Clathria) immchorata Ridley
Dendy, 1886 (Figs 44-45. Table 6)

&

Dendy, 1886: 475,
Ctathria inanchorata Ridley
Ridley & Dendy. 1887; 150. pl.28, fig.4,
fig.l3;cf.Kieschiiick, 1896: 533; cf. Thiele. 19(01
0?g; Whitclcege, 1907: 492-495; Hallmann, 1912:
Wiedenmaver, 1994:
20*. 211. 214, 2 5; Hooper

pLR

t

3 Urn.

REMARKS. TTiis species has noi yet been rediscovered from either of the known locations of
early collections, and it remains relatively poorly
known from museum specimens- Surprisingly,
both Ridley (1884a) and Hentschcl (1911) failed
to describe several spicule types present in their

&

1

299,
Piettotartcbitwe inanchorata; dc Laubenfds,

1936a:

109.
cf.

Microciotta protifera; Vosmaer. ]935a. 610. 615,
665.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1887.12.9ft Bass
Tas. 36°59S, 150"20'E, 4.iv.l874. coll
'Challenger' (trawl).

Strait.

HMS

OTHER MATERIAL NSW

-

AMG5675, AMZ13I. AMZI4I3, AMZ1414.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
strate

mud; Bass

Depth

Strait (Tas) (Ridley

1

10400m, sub

& Dendy,

1886),

(NSW)

(Whitelcgge, 1907). Ternate, Mollueas, Indonesia (Kicscrmick, 1896).

S. coast

Toxas uncommon, small, thick, wing-shaped,
with rounded central curve and slightly rcflcxcd
arms. Length 17-(%.8)-I04|jun width \342.lh

&

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Erect, irregularly

cylindrical digits, 38- 120mm high. S-I2mm
diameter, encrusting on organic debris or landing free in substrate.

Colour. Grey- or yellow-brown preserved.
OsculcS: Numerous oscules» up to
diameter, scattered over branches.

2.5mm

Texture unci surface characteristics. Surface
rugose, reticulate, minutely hispid; texture finn,

respective material, particularly echinating aean-

flexible;

thostyles which are uncommon hut certainly
pt esent, as well as auxiliary subtylostyles an^

Ectosome and subectosomc. Ectosomal skeleton
prominently hispid, with choanosumul principal
megascleres from peripheral fibres protruding a
long way through surface, and with a sparse tangential layer of subectosomal auxiliary
megascleres dispersed between erect principal

common

toxa microscleres. Furthermore,
HentschePs material essentially differs from
Ridley's only in the specific dimensions of
spicules and growth form (being more elongate,
branching), and

it is

not considered to be neces-

spicule brushes; subectosomal skeleton plumose,

sary to recognise the subspecific taxon proposed
by Hentschel (191 1) for the
population.

undifferentiated from choanosomal fibres
arc immediately subdermal.

Although the identity of this species has never
been been clearly established from either publish-

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton irregularly
with relatively heavy spongin fibres
incompletely divided into primary ascending and
secondary transverse components; secondary
fibres uoeoted, lightly echinated by small acanthostylcs; primary fibres contain sparse tracts of

WA

ed record, it is obviously a Cluthria with relativcly cavernous skeletal architecture and standard
speculation. It is similar to
(CO ongulifera
>cndy) from Victoria and southern Queensland.
and C (T.) aphylla from the Houtman Abrolhos,
in having a cavernous, slightly renieroid skeletal

C

1

1

structure ("angulifera

species group), differing
ectosomal skeleton,

in the protruding fibrous

which

reticulate,

subectosomal auxiliary subiylostyles, identical to
those occurring in the ectosomal skeleton,
enclosed completely within spongin fibres.
together with plumose brushes of choanosomal
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FIG. 44. Clathria (Clathrid) inanchorata Ridley & Dendy (holotype BMNH1887.5.2.99). A, Choanosomal
principal subtylostyles. B, Subectosomai auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Accolada toxa.
E, Oxhorn toxas. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Holotype-

US
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BMNH

FIG. 45. Clathria {Clathria) inanchorata Ridley
Dendy (holotype
1887.5.2.99). A, Choanosomal
skeleton. B, Ectosomal spicule bundles. C, Ectosomal skeleton. D, Fibre characteristics. E, Echinating
acanthostyle. F, Smaller echinating acanthostyle. G, Acanthostyle spination. H-I, Oxhorn toxas. J, Portion of
accolada toxa.
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TABLE 6.Comparison between present and published

&

records of Clathria (Clathria) inanchorata Ridley
Dendy. All measurements are given in jxm, denoted
as range (and mean of spicule length x spicule width
)

(N=25).
Holotype

SPICULE

Specimens. (N=4.i

(BMNH18S7.5.2.99)
292-<4]7.6)-535xS-

Choanosomal
principal styles

Echinating
acanlhostyles

29OH34I.8)-4I0\3-

(8.2>-n

A5M2
5M75.2>-88a4(5.4)-7

Uy-(169.3)-22Rx6

(7.4>-ll

(K.8H2

absent

absent

35-(73.8M2txl.5-

22-f66.2V105xl.5-

II

caelaia.

&

Clathria (Clathria* kvlista Hooper
Levi, 1993
(Figs 46-47, Plate 1C. Table 7)

1

Toxas U

(7.) costifcra and C. <C)
There is no doubt that Whitelegge's
(1907) specimens from Wollongung are conspecific although this claim was disputed by
Hallmann (1912: 206). Kiescknick's (1896)
record of this species from Indonesia is dubious.
since his material was not described and could
possibly be any one of these 'spicata' -Mkc sponges Thiele (1903a) compared Kieschnick's
specimen with C (T. ) coralliophila from the same
region, but that comparison is misleading: both
taxa have quite different speculation and \puugin

group, particularly C.

fibre characteristics.

(5.2)-7

1)8-0502)175*4.

I

Chelae

Texas

x 3-

58-|66.4>-78 x 3-

auxiliary styles

Echinating
acanthostyles

l2-(I7.8)-25

2&{328£}i432

Subectosomal

273-(3&4.5)-540x

(18.4)-28

119

A

(2.0)-3

(34)-5

I18-(349.2)-478x

304-(40B.3)-345x

l.5-(2.1>-2.5

1.5.(2.1)0

Levi, l^a:
Clathria {Clathria) kylixta Hooper
Wicdcn1 2652G7 figs 2 1 -22, table
: Hooper
1

1

,

&

1

mayer, 1994; 259,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG300035:
principal styles usually poking out of fibres;
choanosomal principal styles, protruding through

spongin fibres, together form muUispicular ascending plumose tracts, also lightly echinated by
acanlhostyles; fibre anastomoses form circular to
oval, cavernous meshes; mesohyl matrix very
light, with few megascleres dispersed between
fibres.

Megascieres (Table

Gncering Shoals,
P

Inner
Mooloolabu, Qld., 26^8.5'S,
depth, lO.xii. 1991, coll J.N.A

oil

153 09.5E, Om
Hooper & S.D. Cook (SCUBA.. PARATYPE:
QMG30069O (ORSTOM RI338. fragment
I

NTMZ38761-. N. entrance, Rccif desCinq Millcs. SW
Caledonia lagoon, 22*293'$, 166°44-4'I
depth, 30,iv.l976, coll. G. Bargibant (SCUBA I

New

OTHER MATERIAL: QUEENSLAND

-

QMG-

3»$166,
6).

Choanosomal

principal

styles long, thick, fusiform, shghtly curved, with

rounded or slightly subtylote, smooth or minutely
microspined bases.
Subeitosomal auxiliary subtyiostyles straight
relatively thick, robust, almost hastate, with
slightly sublylote microspined bases.
Acanthostyles very variable in size, with slight-

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 8-20m

depth; on rock
pinnacles, in caves and coral rubble subetf
Mooloolaba and Morcton I. (SEQi (Fig. 46F). NfiW
Levi, 1993a),
Caledonia (Hooper

&

DESCRIPTION.

(See Hooper

& Levi.

199

ly subtylote bases, incompletely separated into

DIAGNOSIS, (refer to Table 7 for spicule dimensions) Simple digitate, tubular or bulbous, erect,

two si to classes with some intermediate examples. Smaller morph usually straight, often
with aspinose necks, whereas larger morphs
slightly curved, with evenly distributed large

branching growth form: dark orange to pale
orange alive; terminal osculum on single tubes
and oscules scattered over the apical regions of
more complex lobate digitate growth forms

spines.

cules surrounded by

Mkrosclenes (Tabic 6). Isochelae absent.
Toxas clearly separated into two morphs - 1: most
common form are oxhom toxas, small, relatively
thick, w ith large, rounded or slightly angular curvature at centre, and reflexed points. II: Less

prominently conulose surface with

frequent are accolada toxas, long,
angular at centre, unreflexed arms.

thin,

sharply

REMARKS.

tubercles,

membraneous
large,

lip;

bulbous

ectosome membraneous, with sparse,

tangential layer of subectosomal auxiliary styles

and erect brushes of auxiliary spicules scattered
throughout both peripheral and subectosomal
regions; choanosomal skeleton plumorctjculate
with differentiated primary and secondary fibres;
primary fibres ascending, paucispicuJar occupy-

This species has a distinctive
growth form, spicule geometry, and spongin fibre

ing only small proportion of fibre diameter, cored

other

rncgascleres interdispersed; secondary fibres
transverse, uni- or aspicular: echinaiing styles

characteristics, but otherwise

species included in

it

is similar to

HallmamVs (1912) \tpkaia

f

by principal spicules with fewer auxiliary

MEMOIRS OF THE QUEENSLAND MUSEUM
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B

A

/fVv

E
CM

Choanosomal

&

Levi (A-D, QMG303166; E, holotype QMG300035). A,
principal style. B, Subcclosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Accolada

FIG. 46. Clathria (Clathria) kylista Hooper

loxas. E, Section through peripheral skeleton.

F

t

Australian distribution.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

FIG. 47. Clathria (Clathria) kylista Hooper
characteristics in peripheral skeleton.

& Levi (paratype QMG300690); A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre

C-D, Echinating acanthostyles.

Subtylote base of auxiliary subtylostyles.

121

E, Acanthostyle vestigial spines. F,
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TABLE 7. Comparison in spicule dimensions between
types and specimen of Clathria {Clathria) fa
Hooper
L£vi. All measurements are given in u,m,
denoted as range (and mean) of spicule length x
spicule width (N=25).

&

(QMG300035)

(NcwCal.)

(SE. Qld)

64-(84.7>-n2

6l-(8L6)-97x

55-(78J)-104

l.6-(2.7>-3.6

*2.0-(3.1)-4.5

143-( 168.9)-

!38-{159.4>-

U0-(142.>

181 x 1.0-

183x0 4-

166x1.0-

(2.4M.1

(2.D-3.5

(I.8)-3.5

absent

absent

absent

2h-(l2.8MOx

32-(355)-39x

t8-(27.8>-35x

1.0-(2.6H.O

l.l-(3.1>-5.0

Subectosomal

:.5-a.9M.o

auxiliary
styles

Ectosomal aux
-iliarv styles

Echinating
acanthostyles

Toxas

1

0-(2.4)-3.5

65-< 129.6 >-

65-<135.6>-

35-(146_S)-

23L.4xO.5-

266x0 2-

222x0.5-

(1.31-2.5

u.ima

(L0V2.0

ahscnl

absent

absent

moderately

common on

primary ascending

fibres, sparse on secondary connecting fibres;
choanosomal principal styles slender, straight,
relatively short, with hastate points and smooth,

slightly swollen, subtylote bases; subectosomal

auxiliary styles long, slender, straight, with has-

points

and smooth, elongated, swollen sub-

tylote bases; echinating styles entirely smooth,
short, slender, sharply pointed, with

basal constriction (*neck

5

).

prominent

subtylote base and

widest just below basal constriction; isochelae
absent; accolada toxas abundant, moderately
long, ranging from slender to raphidiform, with
straight

arms and prominent

REMARKS.

dystone Rock, Falkland Is, 105-1
'Discovery' (trawl).

Ed-

15m depth, coll. HMS

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 22-1 15m depth; on sand
and hard substrates; King George Land (Australian
Antarctic Territory), Antarctica (Koltun, 1964a) (Fig
4SF). South Georgia (Koltun, 1 964a), Falkland Is (Burton. 1932a). Caleta Santa Marta, Chile

Mar del

(Desqueymux.

Argentina (Burton, 1940), Kerguelen Is (Koltun, 19643), Magellan Straits (Burton,
1940), Cape Sebastiano, Punta Arenas, Rio Grande,
Cape Domingo, Cape Viamonte, Tierra del Fuego
1972),

Plata,

This species was assigned to

&

Levi (1993a),

even though echinating spicules are smooth

(cf.

Echinoriathrki)* because coring (principal) and

echinating megascleres have different geometries
also C. (Af.) aceratoohiusa). Clathria \C.)

unguUfera and C. (Q )
noartungae in skeletal structure, having sparsely
cored ascending primary fibres and uncoccd
secondary connecting fibres, although both these
oilier species have acanthose echinating spicules
and palmate isochelae, and
(C.) noarlungae
also has slightly curved toga.*; The unu\u;d
geometry of the echinating styles in C. (C ) kylista
kylista is similar to C. \C, )

C

the strongest

seen elsewhere

apomorphy
»n ihe

genus.

DESCRIPTION,

57wr>e\ Stalked,

flabcllate; digitate

margins of fan.

Colour.

irregularly

Unknown.

Oscules. Not seen
Texture

and surface

characteristics. Firm,

pressible; uneven, pitted,

com-

porous surface

Eclosome and subectosome. Surface skeleton
with sparse paratangential or erect brushes of
subectosonvil auxiliary styles, mainly at ends of
ascending primary spicule tracts, choam>som;sl
principal styles protrude through surface in
places: detritus scattered over surface but not

embedded

in

ectosome.

Chowwsame.

Skeletal architecture regularly
primary multispicular
fibres and transverse uni-. pauci- or occasionally
aspicular fibres;, interconnecting at more-or-less
regular intervals producing rectangular or elongate meshes, up to 450p.m diameter; fibres cored
by choanosomal principal styles and moderately
heavily echinaled by acanlhostyles evenly scattered over fibres in both axial and peripheral
reticulate with ascending

central curve.

Clushria (Clathria) by Hooper

as

Sari, 1978:65;Hooper&W»edenmaycr, 1994:260.
Thalyseurypon tipoehela; de Laubenfels, 1936a- 107.

(Sara, I97H-.

Cheat

Iftlc

Clathria tipotheia Burton, 1932a: 319. figs 6-7, tcxtfig 29; Burton. 1940: 109, pU, fig.5; Koltun, 1964a;
69, Desquevroux, 1972: 26-27, figs 87-89. 135;

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: BMNH 1928.2. 15.352:
x

styles

(QMG300690) <QMC303!66)

(SE. Q)d)

Choanosomal
principal

Specimen

Para type

ttoiotype

SPICULE

Clathria (Clathria) lipochela Burton. 1932
(Fig. 48)

for the species, not

regions of skeleton; spongin fibres well
developed; few spicules scattered between fibres;
mesohyl matrix light, smooth, virtually unpigmenled.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
slum, relaiively slender, fusiform, rounded and
smooth bases, straight or only slightly curved
near basal end. Length 153-(206.7)-254u.m,
widih ?-(H 0H4u,m

Subectosomal auxiliary styles long, slender,
slightly hastate pointed, slightly subtylote or
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FIG. 48. Clathria (Clathria) lipochela Burton (holotype
1 929.2. 1 5.352). A, Choanosomal principal style.
B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle and style. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Palmate isochelae. E, Section
through peripheral skeleton. F, Antarctic distribution. G, Choanosomal skeletal structure. H, Fibre characteristics.
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rounded bases, mierospincd or smooth bases.
Length Ifa4-(l79.4>-198u,m, width 3-(3.9)-5|xm.
lichinating acanthoslyJes relatively long,
lender, straight, with subtylote bases, fusiform
points, spines concentrated in hasa) and apical
regions and bare 'necks*, Length 79-193. 1}u.m, width 6-i8.7Vl2n*tL
Microscleres. Palmate isochelae small, unmodified, relatively abundant. Length 7-{8.5)1

1

1

1

TAB! £ 8, Comparison between present and published
records ofCJathria (Clalhria) multipes Hallmann. All
measurements are given in p.m, denoted as range (and
mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).
-«-'-',

Faralectuiype

SPICULE

Lfctotype

Hani cc n>» ype

(AM69038)

(AMG9I62)

1

(BMNHI8874.
27.9)

1

Choanosomal 1424136.6H74

1454I57.6VI78

H2-ll47.8>-262

\4-(5.9)-7

a-rs.2)-]n

*7-(9.3>-i:

lfC-094f»>-239

132-067 .0)02;!

143-0 89_5)-262

principal
styles

pirn.

Subcrtosomal

Tpxas absent.

REMARKS-

Burton (1932a) named this species
for the apparent absence of chelae, but these were
found to be common in sections of the holotype.
Burton's (1932a) comparison with Raspaxiila
nhakeftiaa Topscnt (Hooper, 1991
199), is misleading as they do not resemble each other in
Skeletal structure or spicule geometry, Clothna
.

1

auxiliary
stvles

Echinating
acanthosiylcs

Chelae

Tot as

s2-a n-4

l,S-(2,8M

r

S2(f.l8>-91

x

64-(785)-9-lx

4-(66>-9

4 (5.6 1-8

5-<6.4|-8

4-(6.1>-8

5-(4.8)-8

16-( 112.2 1-147

19(I0M)-I4J

*

2-I3.2M.5

8

71-(S5 &>9&J

H4.3V6

x

M.V9)

MS
!

7>-8

V30-(t24.4>-17S

5

H 2-<4.5>-f>

i

(CO Upochela resembles C.

Colour. Live colouration brick, red, grey-brown

(Lamarck)

dry.

(7!) vulpina
geometry of principal and echinuling spicules and skeletal architecture to some

in

extent, although they differ in

many

other fea-

O.uuiex, Nuiiicrous large osculcs
diameter, distributed over

to

JftUVl

Texture and surface characteristics Surface irregularly rugose, with small elevated conulcs

tures.

Clalhria iCiathria) multipes Hallmann, 1912
it-igs 49-50, Table 8)
Ctaihrk (Piectispa) arborea. in pan. Whuelegge,
1901; 88,

pi.

1

1,

Tig 15.

nrctispamacropora^np'dn., LendenfeJd, 1888: 225-6.
Not Pfeaixpa arborea Lcndcnfcld, 1888: 226.
Cialhria (Vleclhpa) multipes Kallmann. 1912
211.
Clalhria tmtbipes, HiM.ipci

W'icdcnmavcr, 1994:

&.

on lateral sides of branches.
Lctostnne and subectosome. Ectosome. rarely intact in dry type material, consists of three dimensional fibre reticulation, with fibre endings
forming small surface conules, and choanosomal
principal styles protruding through pcripb/nd
fibres in light brushes or singly; subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles dispersed in a tange
scattered mainly

layer around projecting dermal fibres.

Choanosonw. Choanosomal

260

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE;

AMG X)3S(dry):
L

Tug-

Beach, llbwarrn region, NSW, 34 32S.
l5O°50'E beach debris, label C)athria arborea Lengeiafi

l

I

denfcld;

ms name =

Clalhria plieatella'

TOTYPES: AMG9162

(dry):

)

PARAi

NSW.
Lend. =

Maroubra Bay,

33 45\S, 15I°20'E (label 'Pkctispa arborea
n.ahria arborea*).
1887.4.27.9 (fragment
AMG3590): Port Jackson,
33 p 5rS,

BMNH
NSW

?

LSP^E

'Thalassodendron reticulata RvL, MS'). Other
type fragments ZMB2264, 6894. SYNTYPE of P.
iWKropOra: BMNHI925.JLI.555: Manly Beach.
NSW. 33*5G'S, 1 5 1 ° 1 7*E, other detai Is unknown,
(label

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
and S coast (NSW)

Ecology unknown;

(Fig. 49F>.

skeletal architecture

of rclatixely
heavy spongin fibres forming incompletely dilferentiatcd primary (vaguely ascending, rmilii*
spicular) and secondary fibres (transverse Uni
pauci- or aspicular), and producing relatively
tight oval to elongate meshes; fibres echinatei by
small, sparsely distributed acanthostylcs;
mesohyl matrix light, with moderate quantities ot"
subectosomal subtylostylcs and microsclcres disirregularly

central

up

all surfaces.

reticulate, consisting

.

I

persed.

Megascleres (Table

8).

Choanosomal

principal

styles hastate oi stepped, relatively thick, slightly

curved, with tapering or slightly subtylote L.nd

smooth bases,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostylcs long,

DESCRIPTION. Shape- Branching, reticuUe
hmncbes. planar. 85-1 40mm long, 62-73mm

thin, fusiform, straight,

wide, with compressed, cylindrical and regularly

Acanthosryles subtylote, with vestigial spinaand an aspinose neck.
Micmst teres (refer to Table X for dimensions)
Palmate isochelae minute.

anastomosing brancbes,4-8mm diameter, and
several small basal stalks (multiple points of attachment).

slightly subtylote,

tion

curved or sinuous, with
smooth bases

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 49. Clathriu {Claihria) multipes Hallmann (lectoiype AMG9038). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary sublylostyles. C, Echinatingacanthostyle. D, Palmate isochelae. E, U-shaped toxas. F,
Australian distribution. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Paralcctotypc AMG9162. 1, Lectotypc.

Toxas u-shaped,

relatively thick, oxeote, with

hastate points, typically curved at right angles at
the centre, with straight and unreflexed points.

REMARKS.

All

condition, and

it

known specimens
is

are in

poor

not possible to accurately

determine ectosomal characteristics. The species
is

most closely

related to Claihria (Claihria)

rather than Claihria

(Thalysias).

Whitelegge

(1901) remarked that the species was frequently
after
washed up onto coastal beaches of S
storms, inferring that it was a relatively
prominent component of the benthos, and therefore it is surprising that it has not been collected
since that time despite intensive trawling. The
growth form of C. (C) multipes (reminiscent of

NSW
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FIG. 50. Clathria {Clathria) multipes Hallmann (lectotype AMG9038). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F U-shaped loxas. G, Palmate isochelae.
t
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B

G

ft

FIG. 5 1 Clathria (Clathria) murphy i sp.nov. (holotype QMG300656). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyles.
B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Accolada toxas. E, Palmate isochelac.
F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Holotype in situ.
.

C. (T.) coppingeri and Echinodictyum cancellatum (Raspailiidae)), the small size of isochelae,
the peculiar angular shapes of toxas, and the
vestigial acanthostyles differentiates this species

from other Clathria.

D

Princess Royal Drive, Albany, WA, 35 02.3'S,
1 1 7°54.2*E, 9m depth, 27.ii. 1 989, coll NCI (SCUBA).
.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Wood
depth;SWWA(Fig.51G).

jetty piles;

9m

DESCRIPTION. Slwpe.
Clathria (Clathria) murphyi
(Figs 5 1-52, Plate ID)

sp. nov.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG300656(NCIQ66C2904-N, fragment NTMZ3754): Old

jetty, E.

end of

Thickly encrusting, bul80mm diameter,
resembling the tropical Higginsia massalis (Desmoxyidae).

bous digitate lumps, up to

Colour. Orange-red alive (Munsell
pale brown preserved.

10R

6/10),

28
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FIG. 52. Clathria (Clathria) murphyi sp.nov. (holotype QMG30O656). A, Choanosoma! skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Base of acanthostyle. E, Acanthostyle spines. F, Palmate
isochelae. G, Accolada toxas.
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5mm diameter.

on ends of bulbs.

constrictions and swollen 'necks'), relatively
small, poorly silicified spicules of all categories,

Texture and surface characteristics. Surface
porous, micTOvillose, uneven, with epi- and
zoophytes; texture soft, compressible, easily torn

renieroid choanosomal skeletal structure (with
multispicular ascending tracts and uni- or
paucispicular plumose transverse connecting

Oscules. Large oscules, more than

off

wooden

spicule tracts, both sparsely echinated by acan-

piles.

Ectosome and subectosome.

Ectosome

membraneous, with heavy, brown collagen and
brushes of choanosomal principal styles poking
through surface in plumose bundles, mainly on
ends of microconules; subeaosomal auxiliary
styles in irregular, paratangemial bundles below
surface, at base of principal style brushes, not
protruding through surface.
Choanasome. Choanosomal skeleton renieroid
reticulate, cavernous, without visible spongin
fibres, wilh differentiated primary and secondary
spicule tracts; primary skeletal tracts ascending,
multispicular, 20-40p.m diameter, composed of
plumose brushes of choanosomal principal styles,
3- 10 spicules abreast; secondary tracts uni-,bi- or
paucispicular, transverse, 8-20u.m diameter, connecting primary tracts; echinating acanthost > l*s
I

relatively sparsely dispersed throughout
choanosome; me&ohyl matrix heavy, granular,
darkly pigmented, surrounding large oval, paired
choanocyte chambers, up to 320u.m diameter,
with abundant toxa and isochelae microscleres
dispersed throughout.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles short, stout, straight, fusiform points, tapering smooth bases, terminally subtylote, with
slightly swollen subterminal region Length 87-

(116-5H49u.m, width 5-(7.1)-9u,m.
Subeetosonial auxiliary sublylosiylts short.
slender, fusiform, slightly subtylote, smooth
bases. Length

114-(138.4)-165u-m, width 1.5-

(2.6)-3.5|im.

Echinating acanthostyles short, slender, slightsubtylote bases, spines recurved, evenly spined
except for bare neck. Length 42-(55.7)-68u,m„
width 3.5-(4.2>-5.5|im.
ly

Microscleres. Palmate isochelae. small, poorly
silicified, about 10% with twisted shafts. Length
5-(8.4)-I4u.m
Toxas accolada form, long, very slender hairlike, with straight, unreflexed arms and angular
central curvature. Length 72-(115.6)-164ujn1
width 0.5-(0.7)-0.8u,m

ETYMOLOGY.
stitute

For Dr Peter Murphy, Australian

In-

of Marine Science, Townsville.

growth form, orangered colouration, microvillose surface with
plumose brushes of choanosomal styles protruding through the ectosome especially on lhe tips of
microconules. Clathria (C) murphy i has a skeletal architecture reminscent of C. (C) arcuophont
and C. (C) crassa (both of which have much
larger spicules of different geometry), and in this
respect the species is included in the 'striata*
thostyles), bulbous-digitate

group (see remarks for

C (C) striata).

Clalhria (Clalhrui) nexus (Koltun, 1964)
(Figs 53-54)
Biparilf apsis nexus Kollun, 1964a; 79-80.
•t,j

nej,VS't

Hooper

& Wiedenmayer,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ZIL

1994;

260

10644 (not seen):

Clarie Coast or Wilhclm Land, Australian Antarctic
,
D
TerritOfy.65 48 S, 89°49'E, 3 10-400m depth (drcdje
PARATYPES: BMNH1963.7.29.56.ZIL 1 1525: same
•

localii>

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 310-400m
strate

deptn. sub-

unknown; Australian Antarctica Terrimry <Wg.

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Erect arborescent
growth form, HS-l(X)mm high. 32<-5Siftftt wall-,
with tightly anastomosing cylindrical branches,
up to 4mm diameter; tips of branches bifurcate,
relatively sharply pointed
Colour. Grey-brown preserved.
Oscules. Numerous small oscules, l-2mm
diameter, scattered over lateral margins of all
branches.

Texture

and surface

characteristics. Surface

hispid, raised into irregularly distributed, sharply

pointed microconules.

Ectosome and subectosome. Eclosomal
with choanosomal principal styles erect on surface, and bundles of subectosomal auxiliary
spicules surrounding protruding principal
spicules, or lying paratangential to surface.

Choanasome. Choanosomal skeleton subrenicroid-reticulate, without clearlv defined

spongin

fibres, but

with heavy collagen enclosing

principal subtylostyles and sparse acanthostyles

REMARKS. This species is separated from other
Clathria

(Clathria)

by

its

distinctive spicule

geometries (principal styles with marked basal

echinating; mesohyl matrix heavy, with
numerous isochelae, few auxiliary styles and

some

detritus dispersed throughout.

130
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FIG. 53. Clathria {Clathria) nexus Kollun (paratype BMNH1963.7.29.56). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyles. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Echinaling acanthoslyles. D, Unguifcrous palmate isochclae.
E, Section through peripheral skeleton. F, Antarctic distribution. G, Paratype.

Megascieres. Choanosomal principal styles long,
robust, straight or slightly curved towards the
distal end, tapering to sharp points, with slightly

swollen subtyloted bases, liberally microspined;
basal spines may partially extend up shaft near
basal end. Length 5 18-(567.3)-620u,m, width 18(22.4)-25ujti.

Subectosomal auxiliary

styles long, straight,

abruptly pointed,with only slight basal swelling

and pointed-hastate bases. Length 366-(394)415p.m, width 3-(5.6)-7pm
Echinating acanthostyles relatively long,
robust, subtylote, sharply pointed, with heavy
recurved spines and heaviest concentrations of
spines on basal end. Length 214-(241.3)-278p,m,
width 9-(13.8)-17u,m.

Microscleres. Isochelae, strongly curved sig-

moid, unguiferous with vestigial teeth, of
anchorate or arcuate modification. Length 14(16.6)-19p,m.

Toxas absent.

REMARKS. This species is similar to C. (T.)
michaelseni in having bidentate sigmoid
isochelae, but differing in skeletal architecture

and in most other features. These unguiferous,
sigmoid-like chelae with vestigial, pointed alae,
are not unique to these austral species, also
known in W. Indian Ocean C. (C.) spongodes
Dendy (including its synonym C. madrepora
Dendy). In C. (C.) spongodes these reduced
chelae were initially thought to be sigmas
(Dendy, 1922; Burton, 1959a; Vacelet et al..
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skeleton. B
FIG. 54. Clathria (Clathria) nexus Koltun (paratype BMNH1963.7.29.56). A, Choanosomal
Bases of
Peripheral skeleton C, Ectosomal structure. D, Fibre characteristics. E, Principal subtylostyles. F,
spines. J,
principal subtylostyles. G, Base of auxiliary style. H, Echinating acanthostyle. I, Acanthostyle
Unguiferous palmate isochelae.
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showed that these arc

brushes composed of a single category of

reduced unguiferous isochelae with ves-

auxiliary megascleres only; megascleres coring
peripheral fibres sometimes project into, but not

1976), but the type material
in fact

tigial teeth.

Clathria (C.) nexus is also unusual in
Microcionidae in having auxiliary styles ob-

through ectosomal skeleton, bin ihis

viously associated with (surrounding) protruding

mborescent, cavernous, consisting of well differentiated primary ascending and secondary
transverse components; primary spongin fibres
multispicular, 35-98p,m diameter, relatively
heavily invested with spongin, forming dendritic,
arborescent, radial, relatively even structure;
coring spicules in primary fibres occupy only a
small proportion of sponge diameter in a\iai
skeleton, becoming more heavily cored and in-

principal spicules, reminiscent (or analogous to;
Raspailiidae. Unlike ra&pailiids. however,
.uixiliary Spicules are also dispersed within ihr.
peripheral skeleton, paratangential 10 the surface.

The

other alternative, that the species belongs to
Raspailiidae, is rejected due to the chelae
microseleres-The bidentate-denved i_r.el.ic i.\ unusual to the Microcionidae and grounds to exclude the species fawn it under the phytogeny of
Poccilosclcrida hypothesised by Hajdu et al.
(

1

994),

this

btit in all

other respects the species

group supporting the present

fits in

classification.

Clathria I'Clalhria] noarlnn#ir sp uo\
(Rgs 55-56, Plate E, Table 9)
1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE SAMTS4047
NTMZI632):

(fragment

Part Noarlunga, SA, 35°09*S, 13^29'E,

OTHER MATERIAL:
AUST-QMG3U0247 (NCIQ66C-2468-X, fragment

1973. OOll. SAFitfieries(tiawl).

S

NTM23566).

Choanosomc. Choanosomal

rtvf substrate; Port Noarlunga and
S.Ausi.

from rock
Kingston, SE

DESCRIPTION

Shape. Branching, 58-l90miu
long, cylindrical digitate, bulbous-lobutc
branches, 15-33mm diameter, with bulbous lobes
on tip* of digits, single or bifurcate tips
CoJtntr. Orange alive (Miintetl I0R 6710), gjeyhrown preserved (7.5YR 5/4
Os^utes. Large osculcs. 3-5mni diameter* in-line
on lateral sides of hranches and 0f| apex ol terminal bulbs.
Texture and surface hamae fistic s. Texture rubbery, compressible, fihrous. difficult to tear; surOpticftlly smooth, with lew low rounded
bulbous projections; detachable skin-like dermis,
which is microscopically evenly porous, without
i

projecting spicules.

Ectosomc and subeaosome. Ectosomal skeleton
consisting of relatively even, light series of
plumose brushes of ectosomal auxiliary suhiytostvks, standing perpendicular or paralangcnuul to
surface, usually surrounding inhalant pores ami
forming a spiculo-fibrous reticulation on surface,
ectosomal skeleton thin, 75-149u.ni wide, perched onenfcof peripheral, ascending choanosomal
fibres; subectosomal skeleton not differentiated
from dermal skeleton, and ectosomal spicule

exceptional.

creasingly plumose I0\var<l8 peripheral skeleton,
spongin fibres cored by larger subectosomal
auxiliary styles, and echinating acanihostylcs
occur only sparsely throughout entire skeleton;
.LV-.iulaTV SpOKgln fibres entirely free of coring

megascleres. 12-57u.m diameter, forming a
plumo-retieulate structure; meshes formed by
primary and secondary spongin fibre branching
ate ovoid-elongate 10 rectangular in shape, relatively even, and markedly cavernous (155-

560p,m maximum diameter); choanocyte
chambers paired, JKj-3 jxm maximum diameter,
becoming larger towards periphery. rnCS
1

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 5-30m depth;

is

skeletal architecture

1

matrix slightly granular, with toxas dispersed
singly or in dragmata; thin, rhaphidiform.
tigial auxiliary megascleres also dispersed be-

tween

fibres, difficult to distinguish

from

io\;is.

Meya.si- teres (refer to Table 9 for dimensions)

Choanosomal

principal mcgasclerc absent, or
completely uiwJifferentiuted from subectos<
auxiliary spicules.

Subectosomal auxiliary styles, coring fibres,
mostly straight, varying from hastate to almost fusiform, wilh Smooth mpcring, rounded or
thin,

slightly subty line bases.

Ectosomal auxiliary

geometrical
with slightly
more pronounced, smooth, suhtylncc basal consimil

Eiiger auxiliary

(v cs

I;,

styles,

strictions.

Acanthostyies vestigial, with subtyloie bfl
fusiform points, rndimcuiaiy spination, aspinnse
-

points and necks.

Vestigial auxiliary megascleres dispersed
wiihin mcsohyl arc Styloid or quasidiactinal.
often sinuous, with lapcring or rounded bases*
long fusiform points

Mlcroscfares (refer to Tabic 9 for dimensions).
Palmate isoehelac minute, abundant, frequently
twisted (80% of samples), two si/.e classes observed.

RF.VWOK OF MICROCIONIDAE

Toxas accolada, rhaphidiform, common, occurindividually or in d»;tgmata, exceedingly

ring

rhaphidiform with very slight rounded
and straight points, or less often
with more angular centra! curvature and slightly
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acanihostyles, and specific spicule

tigial

geometries.

thin,

central curvature

Clathria Clathria! oxyphil;* <Hallmann. 1912)
(Figs 57-58, Table 10)

reflexed arms.
WitsGHeHa iaxyphlb Hallmann. 1912: 249-253, pl.3

ETYMOLOGY. Named

for type locality.

REMARKS. There are some minor differences in
spicule dimensions between the two known
specimens of C. (C) rtoariungae (Table 9), although there is no doubt that they are conspecific
In having sparsely cored ascending primary
fibres .'Hid uncored secondary connecting fibres
this Species is similar to C. iC.)kyIixftt and C. (C.)
iinyjtlifcra although spicule geometry and dimensions differs between all three. This species is also
similar to
( T. )cacriformis (Lamarck) ingrowth
form and skeletal structure but they differ in
geometry and size o\ spicules, number of spit uk
categories and structure of ectosomal and suhectosoma) skeletons

C

;

1.

1950: 9
Pannli'iyy QXVphUa\ Hallmann, 1920: 768.
cf. Clathrut clryan!til<r Hallmann 1912: 25 V
cf. Clathria piniforwis; Carter, 1885 f: 354; Hallmann,
fig.3, te\i-fn>.52; Ciuiler,

x

1912:253.
Clathria iixyphi!ct\

Hooper

&

1994:

WtattenniayGr,

260.

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: AMZ.SI (dry, fragmciu
AMES17): OH Marukn Point, Kungaioo
SA,
#
I.,

}5*30*S, 137 45 E,34mto»th1 l9 rvm,J909,coT| FJV
'Endeaour' tdredge; label Wilsonclla oxyphils fcurPARATYPE: AMB4V2
viclieta] Hallmann, type
C
.0-ROrn
(Ay); Oyster Bay, Tax. 42 40'S> I4S°I
depth, coD.
'Endeavour', dredge; (specimen label
'Wilsonella oxyplrifo. Type';
register MS
Puraclathria oxyphila sp. rtOV.' ).
tf

'

i.

RV

AM

i

HABlTATDlSTRIBUTlON.34-80m depth; suhMiaic
This species is enigmatic in its higher sys{C.)noartematic placement, On the one hand
lltilgae has a classical, albiet thin eetov
skeleton typical of Thalysias species, consisting
of erect plumose brushes of smaller ectosomal
auxiliary spicules. This feature is structurally discrete from the primary dendritic, and secondary
plunio-ieticulaie choano.Nomal skeleton. Conversely, there is only a single category of auxiliary
uhii'h forms theSC eriosoiii;»l brushes,
whereas the larger (subcctusomal) auxiliary
spicules are confined to inside the choanosomal
fibres. Consequently this species technically
belongs to C, (Clathria) (in having an undifferen-

C

composition). Cltithiiu
rwarluagae maj be confused
with C\ [Dendtvcia) curvichela and C. (.£>.)
tiated eelosomal-siihivtosonial Skeletal

(O

due to superficial similarities in
spiculation and fibre characteristics, but it differs
from these (and other DenJrocia) in having two
eteganitdla

different auxiliary spicule geometries, with palmate isochelae instead ol arcuate-like isochelae,

and

different skeletal construction.

This species differs from all other known
Clathria (and other microeionids) in several features: orange colouration; hulbous-lobuiL- digitate
growth form; rounded bulbous suriace projections; absence of choanosomal principal styles,
where dendritic multispicular primary spongin
fibres are cored by subectosomal auxiliary styles.
and the secondary libit system is aspicular.
plumo-rctkulate, and sparsely echinaied by ves-

unknown; E. coast (Tog.) and Kanagaroo

1

i;S.

Aust

}

TO).

DESCRIPTION. Ship* Fan, I52m«l nigh.
155mm wide, planar or multiplanar, with a small
compressed, cylindrical basal

!8mm

stalk,

22mm

long,

diameter, thickly innate, rounded, even

margins.
wjc

Grey-banvn preserved
Osculcs dispersed on margins of

Us.
branches.

tics Surface relaTexture and surface cht
tively even, with radiating longitudinal subder-

mal grooves and pitted and porous eetosom?.

Ed osome and

sit

membraneous with

bee to.some.
relatively

Ectosomc

heavy mesohyl

matrix beloW surface, sparsely arenaceous, with
very few choanosomal principal megaseleres
protruding through surface, and with sparse eetosomal skeleton of subectosomal auxiliary
mcyascleres lying paratangential to surface.
sometimes in light brushes around fibre endings.
Choctnosorrje, Choanosomal fibres immediately
subdermal. becoming slightly plumose near

periphery; choanosomal skeleton sometimes
dendritic in places, usually pllutlO reticulata.
SpOn^UI fibres well developed, clearly divided
into primary (ascending, sinuous. multispiciilar)
and connecting (transverse, aspicular) elements;
coring megascleres vestigial principal styles,
barely differentiated from subectosomal
auxiliary styles; spongin fibres heavily echinatcd
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itiiMtt*
A

G

rtt

'-

i
j

"^

-

Clafhriu {Clathriu) noarlun^at sp.nov. (holotypc SATS4047). A Choanosomal principal styles. B,
Subcctosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyle and modified style. D, Raphidiform-accolada
toxas. E. Palmate isochelae. F. Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, fragment or
holotypc. 1, Specimen NTMZ3566.

I-1G. 55.

?

by acanlhostyles, evenly dispersed over fibres;
mesohyl matrix heavy, with few scattered subeetosomal megascleres.

bling true sigmas; isochelae predominant on

membraneous ectosome.

styles slightly shorter

Toxas intermediate between wing-shaped and
u-shaped, uncommon, with low, rounded central
curves, slightly reflexed points.

ing orquasidiactinal,

Larvae* Incubated parcnchymella larvae ovalelongate, 120 x 210jxm, with moderately light
mesohyl.

Megascleres (Table

10).

Choanosomal

principal

and thicker, but otherwise
with similar geometry to those occurring in
peripheral skeleton; straight, hastate, with taper-

smooth

bases.

Subectosomal auxiliary styles long, thin, slightly curved or sinuous, often with blackened axial
canals; geometrically similar to principal
megascleres.

Aeanthostylcs slightly sublylote. evenly
spined, including oxeote modifications.
Microscleres (Table 10). Palmate isochelae sigmoid with reduced alae or vestigial teeth resem-

REMARKS. This species was included in VV/7sonella by Hallmann (1912, 1920) and other
authors on the basis that principal and auxiliary
styles were allegedly undifferentiated, but re-examination of type material found them to be
similar but not identical in geometry (both relatively vestigial

and modified quasidiactinal

form). In this respect the species

is

similar to

C
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characFIG. 56. Clathria (Clathria) noarlungae sp.nov. (QMG300247). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
Raphidiform-acteristics. C, Echinating spicules in situ. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Acanthostyle spines. F,
colada toxas. G, Palmate isochelae.
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FIG. 57. Clathria (Clathria) oxyphila (Hallmann) (holotype AMZ51). A, Choanosomal principal style. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Intermediate wing shaped - u-shaped toxa.
E, Sigmoid palmate isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Paratype

AME495.
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FIG. 58. Clathria (Clathria) oxyphila (Hallmann) (fragment of holotype AME817). A, Choanosomal skeleton.
B, Peripheral skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Echinating acanthostyles. E. Acanthostyle spines. F, Sigmoid
palmate isochclae. G, Intermediate wing-shaped - u-shaped toxa.
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TAB LE 9. Comparison between present and published
tccocd$o(CUithria(Clarhria)rioQrImgMxpwv All
measurements are given in |xm, denoted as range (and
mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).

TABLE

10. Comparison between present and publisl>records of Clathria {Clathria) oxyphita
(Hallmann). All measurements are given in u-m,
denoted as range (and mean) of spicule length x

ed

spicule width (N=25).

SPICULE

Holotypc

Specimen

(SAMTS4047)

(NC1Q66C2468X)

absent

absent

Choanosomal

Choiiriosoifi.il

principal styles

principal styles

167-(204.4)-236x

Subectosomal
auxiliary styles

auxiliary styles

Echinating
acanlhostyles

Chelae

JJ

(4.3)-5
17

i

1.8-(3.4M.6

(2.71-3.5

48-(55.6)-61x4.5-

1.5-U.D-2.6

1.0-0 .61-2.0

Si 7.31- 10

36 (159.5 >-216x

14-<)45.tt-36S4

(M-(G8)-U

Q.SHO.Sj-I.S

species-group termed the 'oxyphils'
group, loosely corresponding to Hallmann's
(191 2, 1920) concept of WtlwncUa (which is

from

these-

by

its

The

present species differs

sigmoid micrxxscleres

(virtually

iniermediate between palmate and arcuate-like
geometry). Hallmann (1912) suggested thai these
chelae were arcuate, and thus he considered that
the species had affinities with C. (Detulnma)
curvichela, but they actually appear to be no more
than slightly modified, vestigial palmate forms

Hallmann (1912) did not record toxas
in his description, which are definitely present in
type material The modification of echinating
U inthostyles to acanthoxeote megasx teres in this
species is remmscent of Crellid;ie hui this
modification is superficial. Clathria (C)
Qxyphtta was transferred to Paradonx On the
Similarly;

basis of

its

alleged arcuate chelae, but in

respects the species

is

all

other

clearlv a Clathria

Chelae

1.0-<1.6)-2.0

x 2.5-

54-l.63.6V7lx3.5-

(4.D-4.5

(4.2)-5.5

17-(2l,8»-25

l6-|19.6>-23

Clathria (Clathria) partita Hallmann, 1912
(Figs 59-60)
Clathria partita Hallmann, 1912: 223, pl.32,

llg.3.

Hooper & Wiedenmayer. 1994:260.

Clathria {Clathria) cf. parti fa;
J989: 335.

Rudman & Avern,

lM)-25

fl_7j-2.0

(Rudman

FIV Endeavour'

(dredge), (label

& Avern,

I989> (Fig. 59F).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Arborescent branching.
340mm long, 160mm wide, with a long cyiindtical stalk,

55mm

bifurcate

and occasionally anastomosing

tened branches.

long,

14mm

12-25mm

diameter, planar.

f

1936a: 109.

MATERIAL. HOl.OTYPE: AME1024(dry); Un
locality.

South Australian

coast,

60m

deplh.

flat

wide, approximately

8mm thick.
Colour,

Orange

alive

(Rudman

&

Avern, 1989),

brown, with a slightly whitish cctosomal crust
Oscutcs. Small oscules, up to 2mm diameter, on
lateral sides of branches.
Texture and surface characteristics, Surface
rugose, laterally striated, resembling Ectyopiasia

tabula (Raspailiidae; Hooper,

1 991
Fig. 50), and
margins of branches slightly wider and more
:

spatuliferous than basal portions.

Ectospme and subectosome. EciosomaJ skeleton
almost halichondroid, well differentiated from
choanosomal region, consisting of para tangential
muitispicular bundles of subectosomal auxiliary
styles, forming criss-cross tracts on surface.
basical-

isodictyal, consisting of differentiated

a

apd extm-axial sections of skeleton; axial region
composed of very heavy and sinuous spongin
fibred, forming relatively tight, oval or elongated
triangular meshes; axial fibres divided into larger
primary and smaller secondary elements, both
containing paucispicular core of choanosomal
principal

PsetiihinMwe panned fe Lm\icnk\s

M)

J9-<50.6)-&4x

Toajs

ly

known

O.S-<1.4)-2

Choanosome. Choanosomal architecture

(Clathria).

icxt-fig.46:

143 |I64.0)-186x

HABrTATDlSTRlBUTION. 60m depth; substrate unknown; SA (Hallmann, 1912), and possibly S WA

artificial

artificial).

1.5-(2.2)-3

!42-(l7l.l)-199x

'Pseudanehinoe partita, type').

G

C

possibly

119-(135.4)-l54x

l.8-(2.5)-3

49-(60.3)-72

Echinating
acanthostyles

I2.vki.i909, coll.

LV|I5.7>I9

13.5V 16.5

(C.) raphanus and
piriformis,
(Dendrocia) elegantula, all referred here to an

(C)

Paratype(AME49S)

!04-(133.0>-152x

35-(42.0)-64sl.5-

n8-<no.)>-it^x

12-1

Huimype(AMZ5I)

(5.2)-6

33-(l 86.21-202 x

3-(6.3MJ5

Toxas

x 2-

36-(46.6)-54x3.8-

1

Subectosomal
auxiliary styles

I4ft0>-175

i

(5.2V6.5

Vestigial
auxiliary styles
1

232-(250,2>*27a x 3-

2.5-(48>-7.3

87.5-0 I2,S)-156t

Hctosorani

Chelae

SPICULE

si

vies, extra-axial skeletal architecture

an irregular isodictyal reticulation of sinuous
spongin fibres of approximately same diameter a s
axial secondary dements, relatively lighlly invested with spongin, containing uni-, bi-, or more

REVISION OF MICROCIONJDAE

rarely paucispicular tracts of choanosomal styles,

extra-axial fibres incompletely divided into

primary (ascending) and secondary (vaguely
transverse) components, differentiated mainly by
number of coring spicules; echinating acanthostyles sparse, evenly distributed throughout
>keJeton, rarely incorporated into fibres (cf.
Hallmann. 1912); some choanosomal principal
styles may protrude through (eehinate) fibres,
particularly in extra-axial skeleton; mesohyl
matrix very light containing few subectosomal
auxiliary megasc teres.

Megascleres.

Choanosomal

principal styles

J

39

was taken of a nudi branch (Rostanga calurtmus
Rudman & Avern feeding on an orange sponge
from Esperancc Bay (33°5rS, 121°57 E).
)

,

Ciathria (Clathria) paucispicula (Burton, 1932)
(Fig. 61)

Rkaphidophlus paucispiculas Burton, 1932a:
320.

pi ,56, fig. I, texi-fig.30;

Burton, 1940: 111;

Desqueyroux, 1975: 68; Koltun, 1964a: 75;
Desqueyrxxix-Faundez & Moyano. 1987: 49.
Clathria jwucispicuia; Hooper & Wiedenmaver.
1994.260

curved or straight almost hastate,
with smooth rounded or very- slightly subtvlnte
bases. Length 112-a72.6)-239u.m, width 5-

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:
19282. 15,243a
.Shag Rocks. .South Georgia, 53°43.4*S,

(8.7)-12H.m.

177m

short, slightly

Suhectosomal auxiliary styles long, slightly
curved or straight, fusiform, with rounded or
slightlv subtylote bases. Length 222-<267.7)3I5u.m.width 3
i-7*im.

M>

I

Acanthoses les slightly subtype* with vestigial
spines and an aspinous basal region. Length 56(60.4)-8Sp.m, width 3-i5.0)-6u-m.

depth, coll R.R.S

Toxas sinuous rhaphidiform, usually symmetrical with slight angular central curvature and
straight points, but asymmetrical and reflexed
vjmples also occur. Length 72-(ll5.6)-2l2fim,

74-IQSmdcpih:

or.

mud,

sand and rock substrates, Australian Antarctic TcrQueefi Mary Land (Koltun, 1964a) (Fig. 6ID)
Also Falkland Is, South Georgia and S. Shetland h
i.in, 1932a), Mar del Plata, Argeniina iBurton.
1940), Low Is, Chilean Antarctic Territor)
(Dcsqueyron*, J ^75>. Ticrra del Fucgo (Dcs^c vruux1987).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Massive, flahcHatewith irregular ridges and convoluted

digitate

branches
Colour. Live colouration

*idihO-5-<0.7H.2^m.

WSj&W,

'Discovery' (dredg

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION

Haundez& Moyano,

Microscleres. Isochelae absent.

l

BMW

unknown,

light

brown

preserved.

REMARKS

This species was referred to
Pieudanchmoe by de Laubenfels lSttfia) beI

cause it lacked chelae microscleres, but that feature has since been shown to be of little
systematic value (e.g. Hooper. 1991: 288] As
noted by Hallmann (1912).
(C) parti
known only from a single dry specimen, and it is
possible thai isochelae may be eventually discovered in other better preserved specimens
should additional material become available.
Clathria \C.\ partita has an unusual skeletal
construct! on, combining features of my xillid-like
microcionids (e.g. a basically isodictyai extraaxial skeleton closely resembling C. {tsocielld)
i-ccenirica) and raspailiid-like microcionids (e.g.
compressed axis of C [AxccieUa) canaliculate),
and features of the compressed axial skeleton are
also reminiscent of the skeletal pl3n seen in certain Axinellidac such us Cytnbasiela. On the basis
of these characteristics
(C.) partita is similar
to
(C) rubens (Lcndenfeld).
(Rudman
The record of C. (C. ) partita from
& Avern, 1989). is based on a photograph
without accompanying sample. The photograph

C

C

C

WA

scales.

scattered

Large oscules 3-5mm diameter sparsely
on apex of ridges.

Texture and surface characteristics. Texture firm,
lough, compressible, surface uneven, minutely
conulose.

Ectosome and subevtosome. Surface skeleton
tangential confused crust of smaller eetosnmal
auxiliary styles, choanosomal principal styles

and foreign spicule fragments together forming a
dense crust 0.5- 1.0mm thick; immediately below
tangential ectosomal skeleton are erect bundles
of both auxiliary styles [producing an irregular
radial palisade of spicules), and principal styles
(more sparsely dispersed).

Choanosome. Skeletal architecture
tly

reticulate,

plumo-ncticulate near periphery, less or-

>ed towards axis; spongin fibres moderately

well developed cored by pauci- or multispicular

ascending

tracts

and interconnected by uni- or

paucispicular tracts of choanosomal principal
styles, producing rectangular or triangular

meshes up

to 250p.m diameter; echinating
megascleres absent; mesohyl matrix light.
smooth, unpigmented

140
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FIG. 59. Clathria (Clathria) partita Hallmann (holotype AME1024). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary style. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Sinuous-raphidiform toxas. E, Section through
peripheral skeleton. F, Australian distribution. G, Holotype.
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FIG. 60. Clathria (Clathria) partita Hallmann (holotype AME1024). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Peripheral
skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Vestigial acanthostyle spines. F, Fragments of
sinuous and raphidiform toxas.
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FIG. 61 Clathria (Clathria)paucispicula (Burton) (holoiype BMNH1928.2.15.243a). A, Choanosomal principal
styles. B, Subectosomai auxiliary styles. C, Section through peripheral skeleton. D, Antarctic distribution. E,
.

Choanosomal

skeletal structure.

Megascieres. Choanosomal principal styles long,
thick, slightly hastate pointed or occasionally
slightly telescoped pointed,

smooth rounded or

curved at centre, with

slightly subtylote bases.

Length 535-(663.4)-754ixm, width 18-(23.3)31p.m.

Subectosomai auxiliary styles relatively long,
curved near basal end
with evenly rounded smooth bases and tapering
fusiform points. Length 255-(318.6)-402|xm,

thick, straight or slightly

width 6-( 10.4)- 14p.m.
Echinating spicules absent.
Microscleres. Absent.
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REMARKS.

gin; secondary fibres uni* or paucispieular. inter-

erilidae

connecting adjacent primary tracts, forming irregular or triangular meshes up lo 350jun
diameter; echinating acanthostylcs protruding at
acute angles from fibres, or clumped in plumose
brushes, scattered over the whole length of primary
tracts although more sparse near surface; mcsnhyj
moderately heavy, lightly pigmented, granular.

This species resembles a Sub(Hadromerida) in skeletal structure, with
the main clue as to its affinities with
Microcionidae being the possession of
megascleres that are not truly tylote in geometry,
two distinct categories of principal and auxiliary
megascleres, and slight compression of the
skeleton in the axial region not generally seen in
suberitids. Certain allocation of this species is
difficult given that spicule diversity and skeletal

main diagnostic characters for
microcionids, and the species is aptly named for
the reduction in these characters. It is well known
and possibly widely distributed in Antarctic
waters.
structure are the

Clathria (Ciathria) pauper Bronristed, 1926
(Figs 62-63)
ClathriapauperBrondsted, 1926:

3, text-ug.3; Burton.
1929a: 398; Burton, 1940: 109; Kollun, 1964a: 69,
pi. 12, figs 4-6; Sara, 1978: 66-67. lext-fig.40;

,

<Je

&

Moyano. 1987: 50.
Laubenfels, 3936a; 109.

Desqueyroux-Faundcz

Ramoses pauper

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NRHM

BMNH

(fragments

AMZ2239):

N. of Discovery
Jnlet. Victoria Land, Antarctica, 640m dcplh,
I0.ii.1924, coll. Sten Warren (dredge).
1930.11.5.2,

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

10-640rn depth; hard

and soft substrates; Australian Antarctic Territory: Victoria Land, Banzare Coast, Wilkes Land (Brondsted,
1926; Koltun, 1964a) (Fig. 62G). Also SW. Maidonado. Mar del Plata, Argentina. S. Brazil (Burton,
1940), Cape Sebastiano, Cape Domingo, Rio Grande,
Tierradel Fuego(Sara> 1978).

DESCRIPTION. Shape.

Erect branching digitate
sponge, up to 60mm high.
Colour. Grey-brown preserved.
Oscuies. Unknown.
Texture and surface characteristics. Texture firm,
compressible* elastic; surface COntllose *ith irregularly digitate processes, up to 20mm long and
4mm thick, and with convoluted distinct ectosomaJ membrane visible between conules.
Ectosome and suhectosomc. With irregular
plumose brushes of subectosomal auxiliary styles
protruding from end of choanosomaJ primary
skeletal columns.
Choanosome. Skeletal architecture plumosereticulate, with differentiated primary and secondary fibre systems; primary fibres ascending,
multispicular, diverging near surface, cored by
erect choanosomal principal styles wilh points of
spicules directed upwards and outwards; skeletal
columns dominated by Spicules with poor spon-

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long,
thick, straight or slightly curved at midsection,
tapering to long fusiform points, most common v
with n Minded smooth bases or occasionally with
microspined subtvlote bases. Length 372(606. ]>-8 10p.m. width l]-(]5.8)-2l|iin.
I

Suneclossomal auxiliary styles shorter, more
slender than principals, straight, with fusiform
points and microspined subtvlote bases. Length
352-(480.8>-590ujn, width 3-(7.6> lOpm.

Echinating acanthostylcs in tv
categories. Larger form intermediate between Ihe
smaller and the principal styles, slightly curved at
midsection, fusiform pointed, subiylnte, With
heavily spined bases, lightly spined shafts and
often with bare base. Length 219-(293.0>384u.m, width IO-(12.3)-15p.m. Smaller acanthostylcs straight, slender, sublylolc, fusiform,

more-or-less evenly spined except usually for an
aspinnsc point Length 92-(J48.4H83M.m> width

5H8.4>-11^m.
Micto.iderts. Chelae absent.

ToXasoflwoforrriv A;vnluib I0XA&, king, thin,
with long straight arms, sharply angular central
curve or spirally twisted centre, and non-rcflcxed
points. Length 93-fl393>-185M.m. width 0.8(0.9)~1.5fUri.

Wing-shaped

toxas, short. thick,

curved arms, slightlv
reflcxed points. Length 3H45.5)-52p.m, width
gradually curved

1

Ml

at centre,

7h2.0u.rn.

REMARKS.
pauper

is

Koltun (1976) suggested that

synonymous with

C

Stytaslichon

toxiferum Topsent and MicrtKiona basispinoia
Burton, but respective types indicate that [hey
differ substantially in a number of significant
features, considered here to warrant
of C. pauper as o distinct species (see remarks for
C. {Microciona) anfatvlicu below). Clathria
imuper difTers from other species by a combination of characters (plumose-reticulate skeletal
structure with differentiated primary and secondary fibre systems; principal spicules protruding
through fibres in 'spicate* arrangement: two sizes
of acanthostyles echinating fibres: two toxa morphologies: and absence of chelae)

w
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FIG. 62. Clathria (Clathria) pauper Brondsted (fragment of holotype
1 930.1 1.5.2). A, Choanosomal
principal style. B, Subectosomal auxiliary style. C, Young auxiliary style. D, Larger category of echinating
acanthostyles. E, Smaller form of echinating acanthostyles. F, Short wing-shaped toxas and larger accolada
toxas. G, Known Antarctic distribution. H, Section through peripheral skeleton. I, Fragment of holotype.
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1930.1 1.5.2). A, Choanosomal
(Clathria) pauper Brondsted (fragment of holotype
Choanosomal
skeleton. B, Ectosomal skeleton. C, Peripheral skeletal structure. D, Fibre characteristics. E,
H, Spmed base
principal subtylostyle. F. Base of principal subtylostyle. G, 2 sizes of echinating acanthostyles.
of acanthostyle. t, Acanthostyle spine morphology. J, Accolada loxa. K, Wing-shaped toxa.

FIG 63 Clathria
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FIG. 64. Clathria (Clathria) perforata (Lendenfeld) (lectotype AMMG9010). A, Choanosomal principal
subtylostyle. B, Subectosomal auxiliary style. C, Echinating acanlhoslyle. D, Palmate isochelae. E, Section
through peripheral skeleton. F, Distribution. G, Skeletal structure. H. Surviving portion of type specimen.

Clathria (Clathria) perforata (Lendenfeld,
1887) (Fig. 64)
Antherochahna perforata^

^

1887b:

^^^

I

C

&

MATERIAL LECTOTYPE: AMG9010:
.

888: 89-^0. (Not Lenden7^5
VyS^Sr
^
x
teld, 1887b: pl.2-Uig.44.)
;

Clathria perforata; Whitelegge, 1902b: 275, 279, 287;
Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994: 260.

1

o
vic 38 09

(specimen

^

Port Phillip,

S( WPSTTL. other details unknown
label reads 'Anthcrochalina perforata

REVISION OF MICROCJON1DAU

Lend.', whereas

AM

register reads

'Suberapsamma

SYNTYPE

philippi Lend., Port Phillip'). (Not

BMNH1886.8.27.459: Broughton

NSW,

I..

-

Port Stephens.

32°36'S, I52°19'E).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Ecology unknown;
NSW) iFig. 64F).

forata could also be assigned to Pandams or
Echinoclathria. whereas the few vestigial acanthostylcs seen in the lectotype suggest thai
Clathria {Clathria) is more appropriate.

SB.

coast of Australia (Vie,

DESCRIPTION.
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Clathria (Clathria) piriformis iCarter. 1885)
(Figs 65-66, Table 11)

Shape. Irregularly flabello-

digitate. thin, with a small stalk.

Dic!yocy!indru.\ piriformis Carter, I885f: 354.

Colour Live colouration unknown, dark brown

Clathria piriformis; Dendy, 1896: 3-i; Hooper
Wiodenmayer, 1994. 26 f.
WilsoneKa piriformis; Hallmann. 1912: 241.

;

preserved.

Oscutes.

Unknown.

Texture and surface characteristics. Surface
arenaceaous, porous; texture harsh
Ectosovxe and subectosome. Eetosome fibrous,
arenacious. Little remaining of original dermal
.

skeleton.
irregularly

heavy spongin fibres forming oval or hexagonal meshes,
cored by one or few vestigial choanosomal prinisodictyal reticulate, with relatively

cipal styles; echinating acanthostylcs very scarse,

scattered evenly throughout skeleton;

mesohyl

matrix contains heavy deposits of siliceous
sand grains, with heavily
pigmented and granular mesohyl matrix.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles thin, fusiform, straight, with slightly sublylote, smooth bases. Length %-{105.0)-] 18u.m,
width 4-(4.8)-6p.m.
Subectosomal auxiliary styles barely differentiated from principal megascleres, usually much
thinner, only seen scattered between fibres, few
at surface. Length 85-(103.3)-J46>m, width ldetritus, especially large

1

Paradnryj piriformis; Hallmann, 1920; 768.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1886.I2.
(fragments MNHNDCL60, AMG2S03): Port Phillip

2.7 .-4p.m.

Acanthostyles small, slightly subtylotc, with
Length 46- 57.7)72p-m, width2.5-(3.3}-4 5^m.
Muroscleres. Palmate isochclae rare. Length 8vestigial or granular spination.

Wilson (dredge)

,

E 38-40na depth! coil.
OTHER MATERIAL: VIC

Heads, Vic. 38°JTS. I44°39
J.B.

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton

&

1

NMVRN412-S08.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION 38-4Qm depth; subsintte
unknown; Port

Phillip Bayi Ftg.

DESCRIPTION

65G).

Shape. Massive, subsphcricul

lobate or lobo-digitate growth form. 11 0-1 30mm
fcoi _.\ 55-65mm wide, with thick cylindrical stalk,
diameter.
45mm long, 8-2
i

1

2mm

Colour. Bright orange-brown alive, olive-brown
preserved.

24mm

diameter disOscules. Large oscules,
persed over both faces Of digitate lohcs
Texture and surface characteristics. Sur
nlgose, with irregularly distributed conulcs, and
a skin-like dermis.
hi tosome and subeciusome.
Eetosome
membraneous.withtangeniialandpanjtan^iniiiii
bundles of subectosomal auxiliary styles, sometimes forming quite thick, sinuous tracts.

1

Toxas absent.

REMARKS. LendenfeJd (1887) originally
nominated two 'syntypes', but one fBMNH)
(Lcndcnfcld, 1887b; pi .22, fig.44) is Antho (see
A. (Isopenecryo) hanacea), whereas the descripspecimen (Lcntion was based on the other
denfeld, 1887b: 788, 1888: 89). This latter
specimen is designated lectotype, but is in poor
condition and the species is poorly known: ectosomal features cannot be clearly discerned;
most megascleres within fibres are broken; and
<

AM

Choanosome Choanosomal skeleton

reticulate;

spongin fibres well developed, thin, forming
sinuous tracts, branching and splitting, and
producing oval or elongate meshes; spongin
fibres without clear differentiation between
primary or secondary elements, although thicker
fibres, usually ascending and cored by prim ipal
styles, whereas connecting fibres usually
aspiculosc; spongin fibres cored with
Piuicispicular tracts of vestigial choanosomal
principal styles, and echinated by small acaulbns
tvles in heavy concentrations and relatively evenly dispersed; mesohyl matrix heavy, with

numerous
thostyles

extra-fibre spicules, especially

and auxiliary

;

styles in the peripheral

between the abundant

microscleres are extremely difficult to pick out
detritus within the

Megascleres (Table

mesohyl. In having flattened fibres which form
irregular (isodictyal) anastomoses, C (C) per-

subtylostylcs very thin, vestigial, with blackened
axial canals, fusiform, usually straight, some-

skeleton;*

II)

Choanosomal

principal
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FIG. 65. Clathria (Clathria) piriformis (Carter) (holotypc
1886. 12. 15.62). A, Choanosoma! principal
subtylostyle. B, Subectosomal auxiliary style. C, Echinating acanthostyle and modified form. D, Raphidiform
toxa. E, Palmate isochela. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G. Australian distribution- G, Holotype. I,

Specimen

NMVRN412. J, Choanosomal

skeleton.
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FIG. 66. Clathria (Clathria) piniformis (Carter) (holotype BMNH1 886. 12. 15.62). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Peripheral skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Acanthostyle spines. F, Modified
acanthostyle. G, Modified acanthostyle spination. H, Base of principal style. I, Principal style.
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times slightly curved, with rounded, tapering or
frequently quasidiactinal, smooth bases.

TABLE

Comparison between present and published records of Clathria (Clathria) piriformis (Carter).
Measurements in jim, denoted as range (and mean)
of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).

more

Subectosomal aaxiliary styles almost identical
curved or
sinuous, fusiform, with basal endings similar to

to principal styles, longer, thin, slightly

1

1

llulotype

SPICULE

principal rnegascleres.

Acanthostyles slightly subtylote with vestigial,
evenly dispersed spines, include quasidiaetinal
modifications eo base,
Microscleres (Table 11). Palmate isochelae rare,
unmodified.
Toxas rhaphidiform, uncommon, with slight
central curvature and re flexed points, sometimes
sinuous.

principal slyles

Echinating
acanthostvles

modified

to quasidiaetinal

forms (see remarks for

C. oxyphila), but the present species has quite
different microsclcre geometry, skeletal con-

struction

and growth form.

Clathria (Clathria) raphanus (Lamarck,
1813) (Figs 67-68)

2-

(2,6>-4

149-(17X3> 197 1

H7{l64.4)-182x

Subectosomal

2-

15-{3.1)-4

(3.9V6

51 (57.H-64 x 2.5-

49-t54.2V58x2-

auxiliary styles

(3.3)-6

(3.2H
9 <10 2>-12

Cheiae

10-0 0.8

H2

92-(lI7.2)-143x

il0-( 122.0)- 135 x

0.5-(O.7^|

0.5-(0.7M>.8

spongin fibres almost
present,

128(144.4^154 *

1.5-(2.2.i-3

In vestigial spicule geometry and

generally reduced skeletal structures C. (C.)
piriformis is most similar to C. (C.) oxyphil;,
both of which teve most of their rnegascleres

Specimen {N-'.i

124-<!37.6»-156x

Choanosomal

Toxas

REMARKS.

(BMNH-

1886.12.15.62)

totally

uncored, and where

choanosomal principal

styles

form

uni-

or paucispicular tracts within axis of fibres; spongin fibres sparsely echinated by acanthostyles:

mesohyl light (dried material).
Megasderes. Choanosomal principal subtylosryles fusiform, slightly curved, with rounded or
slightly subtylote. smooth bases. Length 108(148.6>230u-m, width 3.5-(5.6>9uJ m.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyies straight

Sptmxia raphanus Lamarck, 1813: 444, 1814 XI

or slightly curved,

Cinthria raphanus; Topscnt, 1932: 10ft, pl.4. flg.V:
Wiedenmayer, 1994: 261
Hoopei
Clathria raphana; Van Soest, 1984b: 108.
Thalyseurvpon raphanus; de LaubcnfcK 1936a: 107,
Punilarvx ruphanus, Wiedenmayer 1977 143-4

smooth bases. Length 16S-(225.7)-315u-m, width

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; MNHNDT572I Jry

I

thin, fusiform,

with subtylote,

viic>)-4u.m.
Acaiitliostyles curved, slightly subtylote. with

dispersed spines.
Length 47-{65.2>-82u-m, width 2.5-(4.1KVm.
vestigial, granular, evenlv

Microscleres. Absent.

Australian seas. Peron &. Lesueur collection, no other
details

known.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Ecology unknown;

Australia

Shape. Arborescent fan, 90mm
wide, with flattened multiplanar

DESCRIPTION.
high.

95mm

branches

4S-80mm

anastomose

long, 5-1

tightly to

0mm

thick,

which

form several lobe

Colour. Grey-brown dry.
Oscules. Large oscules, up to 3.5mm diameter,
Scattered over both faces of flattened branches.
Texture and surface characteristics. Surface
microconulose with tapering processes; texture
harsh in dry state.

Eitosome and subecto some Eetosomal skeleton
a sparse tangential or paratangential layer of subectosornaJ auxiliary styles.

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton almost
regularly reticulate, with heavy spongin fibres
forming oval or elongate meshes, without diffeientiation of primary or secondary elements;

REMARKS. This species is known only from an
antiquated dried specimen collected from 'somewhere in the vicinity of Australia' (Topsent,
1932). It was made the type species of
Thalyseurypan de Laubenfels and has since been
the subject of lengthv discussions bv de Laubcnfels (1936a) Heehtel (1965). Wiedenmaver
(1977). Van Soest (1984b) and Fromom &
Bergquisi ( 1990). These discussions have centred
mostly on the value of the loss of meniscuid
(chelae) microscleres used as a valid taxonomic
character. These arguments have been addressed
in the synopsis of Thatyseurypon (see Included
Genera, above). Clathria raphanus bears little
resemblance to Pandaros as supposed by
Wiedenmayer (1977) which has flattened fibres,
or tchinoclathria (as interpreted by Wiedenmayer, 1989) which has smooth cchinating
rnegascleres. This species is most appropriately
placed in Clathria {Clathria) based on the distribution and geometry of its rnegascleres.
t

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

Ciathha (C.) raphanus is depauperate in morphological features, with a reduced spicule diversity ai>d vestigial spicule development, and a
heavy evenly

relatively

and

reticulate fibre skeleton,

in this respect the species is associated

with

a species-group (the *axyphita group; also containing
(C) piriformis, C. (C) o typhi la and C.
(Dendrocia) elegantula).

C

Clathria (Clathria) rubens (Lendenfeld,
1888) (Figs 69-70. Table 12)
Thalassodendron rubens Lendenfeld, 1888: 223,
Not Thalassodendron rubens var. dura, in pan, Lendenfeld, 1888:223-224.
Not Tfialassodendron rubens var. lamella, in part, Lendenfeld, 1888:224, pl.7.
Clathria rubens,

in part;

Whiteiegge, 1901

85-86,

pi. II, fig. 13.

Hailmann, 1912 21
Tha/ysias lemiifibra; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105.
Placochalina pedunculata var. mollis, in pari; LchJcjifeld, 1888:91-92; Whilelegge, 1902b: 274
Cf. Mkrociona proliferu; Vosmacr, 1935a: b) l, 6*4,
668.

Not Mkrociona rubens Bcrgqmst, 1961a: 38.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPK AMG9I19 (dry): Port
NSW, 33°5tS. 151°16'E, no other ft

Jackson,

(label 'Thalassodendron rubens

PARALECTOTYPES: AMZ455
same

locality (dry, label

RvL,

(slide

type').

AMG3585:

'Clathria rubens, type or

cotype, Lendenfeld's duplicate A50').

AMZ634: same

Thaiassodendron rubens RvL,
or cotype, Lendenfeld's no. 240').
1887. 1.24.35 (fragment AMG3586): same

locality; (dry, label

type

BMNH

30-75mm long, up to
diameter, without definite basal stalk;
branches subcylindrical. slightly flattened at
ends.
stoloniferous branches,

I9mm

Colour Grey-brown methanol.
Oscules- Large oscules, 2-4mm diameter, scattered over surface of branches, often raised on a
small lip.
Texture and surface characteristics. Surface
optically smooth, but with promincnl sub
dermal grooves and stellate drainage canals
radiating from a central osculum (not seen in dry
,

material).

Ectosome and sute ctosame\ Ectoiomal region
membraneous, with a sparse tangential layer of
subeetosoma! auxiliary styles, through which
protrude sparse brushes of choanosomal principal
subeetosoma! skeleton has auxiliary styles
dispersed paratangentrally, and peripheral ctvoafl
somal fibres diverging slightly just below sur-

styles;

Clathria rubens; Hailmann, 1912: 218-223, pl.32,
fig. I, text-fig.45; Burton, 1934a: 558; Burton,
1938b: 20; Shaw. 1927: 425426; Guiler. 1950: 7;
Hooper 8c Wicdcnmaycr, 1994; 261
Cktihrla tenuifibra Whilelcgge. 1901: 82-83, pl.ll.
fig. 10; Whilelcgge, 1902b: 274, 279. 28";

known
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face

.

Choaimsotne. Choanosomal skeletal architecture
suhisodictyal, with triangular or irregular meshes
and thin spongin fibres, cored by uni-, hi- or
p.niL tspicular tracts of choanosomal principal
&$; spongin fibres imperfectly divided into
axial and extra-axial components, differing only
in fibre diameter; axial fibres comparatively
thick, paucispiculai, forming cavernous ;ind irrlar ovoid meshes; extra-axial skeletal meshes
more obviously triangular, subisodictyal. with
thin, paucispicular ascending primary spongin
fibres interconnected by uni- or biSpicillflf secondary fibres; echinaling acanthostyles lightly and
dispersed over fibres; mesohyl matrix
>
heavier in peripheral skeleton than at core, containing few principal and auxiliary styles and
rnicrosclercs.

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Arboresecent digitale
sponge J GO- 190mm high, 60-1 lOrnrn wide, with

Megascleres (Table 12). Choanosomal pnm ijol
styles thick, mostly straight, hastate-fusiform,
with rounded, tapering or subtylote bases, usually
smooth, occasionally microspined.
Subeetosoma! auxiliary subtylostyles longer
than principal styles, dun, straight, fusiform, with
slightly subtylote, microspined bases.
Acanthostyles subtylote, with mostly granular,
evenly dispersed spines, sometimes with
aspinosc necks, and some clearly intermediate
forms of choanosomal styles.
Aiicrosclervs (refer to Table 12 for dimensions).
Palmate isochelae rare, small, unmodified
Toxas accolada, thin, long, usually with very
large, angular, sometimes coiled, central curves
slightly reflcxed points, or they may be nearly

numerous anastomosing, repeatedly

straight with coiled central flexion.

Ramsay collection (listed as 'var. intermedia
MS name'). HOLOTYPE of C tenaiftbra:
AMG3045(dry): Lake lllawarra reeion. NSW,
localitv

r

C

34 32*S. 150*50' E (label 'Thalysias lenuifibra
Whitelegge; type). OTHER MATERIAL: NSW -

QMG300452.
Shallower than 56m
and Halimeda substrates; Port
Jackson (Lendenfeld, 1888), Broken Bay, Lake IIlawarra, and Wooloogong (NSW) (Whilelcgge, 1901;
Hailmann, 1912); Direction and Eagle Is, Great Barrier
Reef (FNQ) (Burton, 1934a); Maria I, iTas) (Shaw,
1927, Guikr, 1950); St Vincent Gulf (S A) (Hailmann,
1912) (Fig. 69G).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION

depth;

on

shell, gravel

bifurcate.
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geometry of

partita),

(C.)

and toxas
(Figs 59, 69), and having
similar growth forms (although
branches are cylindrical in C.
(C) rubens but flattened in
(C) partita). Nevertheless,

choanosomal

styles

C

spicule geometries, fibre characteristics and spicule dimen-

sions indicate that they are

probably separate sibling
species.

AM

There are 3 other
specimens which have been as-

C

sociated with

One,

AMZ48I0

(C) rubens.
from Port

Jackson (with label "Thalassodendron rubens, donated by
A. Dendy'), is probably a fragparalecment of the
totype, but this has not been
verified. AMZ2241 from Tas-

BMNH

mania (apparently identified
by M. Burton, with an old label
'Rhaphidophlus typicus, dried
up in 1917-18'), and AMZ2246
(locality
tified

label

unknown,

also iden-

by M. Burton, with an old

which reads

incrustans'') ,

"Crella

were both ob-

tained from the Antarctic Pub-

Committee (donated
by Prof. Haswell). All three are
in too poor condition to idenlications

tify

reliably, but they

appear

related to C. (Thalysias) cac-

QM

The origin of the
specimen, obviously of great
antiquity, is not known (L.
FIG. 67. Clathria (Clathria) raphanus (Lamarck) (holotype MNHNDT572). Cannon, pers. comm.), but it
A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle. B, Subectosomal auxiliary sub- may have been an exchange
tylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Section through peripheral specimen from the
during
skeleton. E, Holotype.
Whitelegge's era. That
specimen certainly belongs to
REMARKS. Clathria (C.) rubens is very similar
tiformis.

AM

to

C (C.) partita in skeletal architecture and fibre

Both species have a more-or-less
differentiated axial and extra-axial choanosomal

C.

(G) rubens.
The holotype of

C. tenuifibra is also in

poor

characteristics.

skeleton.

Whereas

the present species has an

ir-

regularly subisodictyal reticulate skeleton with

ovoid meshes and heavy fibres, C. (C.) partita has

condition, and irrespective of skeletal reconstitution following rehydration during sectioning only

few features were discernible. What
seen of the skeletal structure

is

little

can be

identical to C,

(C)

a nearly regular Isociella-MkQ isodictyal skeleton.

These two species are also similar in the extent

which

to

axial and extra-axial skeletons are

separated (with more marked separation in C.

rubens, particularly the fibre characteristics and
spiculation,

merged

and on

here.

this basis the

two species are

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 68. Clathria (Clathria) raphanus (Lamarck) (holotype MNHNDT572). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Membraneous ectosomal region. D, Echinating aeamhostyles. E, Vesligial acanihostyle
spines.

Clathria (Clathria) squalorum Wiedenmayer
in Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994
(Figs 71-72)

&

Clathria squalorum Wiedenmayer, in Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994: 261.
Clathria dura var. mollis Hentschel, 1911: 370-372,
text-fig.45; Hallmann, 1912: 242.
Not Clathria dura Whitelegge, 1901: 83.
Not Clathria mollis Kirkpatrick, 1903: 249.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: ZMB4444:
Reach, Shark Bay region, WA, 26°05'S,
3.5-1

!m

depth, 5.ix.l905, coll.

Freycinei
1

I3°30'E,

W. Michaelsen

&

R.

Hartmeycr (dredge). PARALECTOTYPES: HM:
same locality (9 dry specimens). HM: Geographc Bay,
Bunbury region, WA, 33°35'S, 115°26 E (5 dry
,

specimens).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 3.5-1 lm depth; on sand,
stone,

mud and

algal

Bay region (WA)

bed substrates; Bunbury-Shark
71G).

(Fig.

154
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FIG. 69. Clathria (Clathria) rubens (Lendenfeld) (lectotype AMZ9119). A, Choanosomal principal style. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Palmate isochela. E, Accolada toxas. F,
Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Lectotype.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

FIG. 70. Clathria (Clathria) rubens (Lendenfeld) (A-B,

NTMZ1527; C-G, QMG300452).
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A, Choanosomal

skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics (x313). C, Echinating acanthostylc. D. Acanthostyle spines. E, Base of
toxas.
auxiliary subtylostyle. F, Palmate isochelae.
T Accolada

G
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TABLE

12. Comparison between present and published records of
Clathria (Clathria) rubens (Lcndenfeld). All measurements are given in
p,m denoted as range (and mean) of spicule length x spicule width
t

l

Holotypc of

Choanosomal

Paraleclotypcs

Ixclotype

SPICULE

96-(135.3)-l62

i:S-(l35.6V-I47

I12-(139.2> 159

x 5.5.(7. i)-9

x 8-19.4)- 11

I32-(,146 :> 168

H2-(l53.7)-lg5

x 2.5 (2.9)-4

x2.5-f3.7M.5

x 2.S-<3.3)-4.5

5S-(77.3)-]]2x

5!-(68,6>-il8x

48-169,4)- 10K x

5-(6.4)-S

4-l5.8>-7Ji

straight arms, sharply afigular
central curvature, occasionally

M9.0J-I2

raphidiform. Length

106-(].S7,2)

]

012

styles

55-<71.8Vl|U

(AMG3045I

3-(5.6)-7

-!

5-(5 bi-6

r"

M9-6H3

7-|9,8H3

8-19.7)-!]

10I-U53.4V215

M5-(l61.6>-208

94-(]26.3)-153

Chelae

xl

(i.4)-2

Shape, Variable growth form,
ranging from thickly encrusting with small
niferous digits, todigitate planar arborescent
with anastomosing blanches.
Colour, Live colouration
preserved.

unknown, beige

Osctttex Large nseules on apex and lateral margins of stoloniferous branches

Texture and surface characteristics. Surface
mk*Tuconulose.

Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosomal skeleton
hispid, with points of choanosomal principal
styles protruding through surface individually or
in small bundles, piercing a sparse paratangential
layer of subeclosomal auxiliary subtyloslyles

Choanosome. Choanosomal

skeletal architecture

v,kle-meshed nearly renicroid reticulate, more
differentiated primary (ascending, moltispicutar)

and secondary (transverse, pauci-orunispicular)
spongin fibres; fibre diameter generally small
(primaries 30-50u.m; secondaries 10-22u.ni),
fibre anastomoses rectangular, and fibres cored

choanosomal principal

K6-(7X).

105-1

1(1

139.2)165

11 4-0 38.6)-

194

iH 1-41-2

2-(4.2)-6ixm.

Microscleres. Palmate isochclae
unmodified Length 4-(8.6>-

I2ftm long.

Accolada toxas very

thin.

1

05-

220u.m, width l-(2.2>-3u,m.

REMARKS.

Hallmann (1912)
noted that C. dura var. mollis

Hentschel was distinctly different from C. dam
Whitelegge and he considered that Hentschefs
(1911) species required a new name. The subspecific name 'mollis* is preoccupied by C. mollis
Kirkpatrick. 1903, and so a new name C
squalorum was proposed by Wiedenmayer (in
Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994). Some of the
characters and measurements of the lectotypc
differ from those published by Hentschel (191 1).
His description was presumably based on a scries
of syn types, but these have not been located or
re-examined.

Comparison between the type material of C.
suualorum and C. (Dendrocia) dura show

\,C.\

thai both species are different

in

several sig-

geometry
of structural spicules where C (C.) squalorum
has differentiated principal and auxiliary
spicules (and hence is referrablc to
{CtaJhrial), and
UX) dura has completely undifferentiated structural megascleres (and hence
(Dendrocia)); (2) palmate
is refcrrable to C
nificant respects: (I) differences in the

regular in peripheral skeleton than in axis, with

in axial region heavier,

118-<t4aM-l55

XI-II.2H.5

DESCRIPTION.

l>\

below basa) region.
Length 48-<62.3)-74uJ m, widih
less spinose

(N=3>

auxiliary

Toxas

relatively large spine*, slightly

Specimen (N=l)

IAMG9119)

x 5-<9.0)-l

Echinating
acanthostvles

—

C

lenuifibrc

principal

Subcctosomal

-

bases. Length 85*(I4N
|84u.m, width 2-(2.8Hjim.
Acanthoslyles Slightly subtylote, with evenly dispersed

styles; coring spicules

more plumose (protruding

through fibres) than in peripheral skeleton;
echinating aeanthoslyles relatively sparse, evenly
distributed throughout skeleton; mesohyl matrix
light, usually containing choanosomal and/or
subcctosomal megaseicres dispersed between fibres.

C

C

isochelae versus arcuate-like tsochelae; (3) long
thick accolada toxas versus no toxas; (4) nearly

renteroid relieulatjoo of thin fibres versus a
regularly reticulate skeleton with heavy fibres,
respectively. In having a slightly rcnicroid skeletal

architecture C. (C.)

squalorum

is

reminiscent

of C. ifsociella) eccentrico. although spicule
geometry and spicule dimensions are otherwise
different.

Megascletvs. Choanosomal principal subtylostylcs slightly curved, fusiform, entirely smooth,
very slightly subtylote. Lcneth 124-( 152.4)165fjtm, width 4-(8.8>-12uvm.

Subeclosomal auxiliary subtyloslyles straight,
wilh smooth slightly subtylote

thin, fusiform,

Clathria (Clathria) striata Whitelcgge, 1907
(Figs 73-74, Plate IF, Tabic |3)
Ctolhru*
tlg.27;

sirttita

Hoopci

Whitelcgge, 1907; 495-4%. pl.45,
& Wiedenmayer, 1V94. 261.

REVISION OFMrCROOONIDAli

Thahsias striata, dc Laubcnfels. 1936a: 105.
Rhaphidophlxts tencbralux Whitelegge, 1907: 501503,pl.45,fig.t9.
Clathria tenebranr, Hallmann, 1912; 211.
Spongia sanaginuta Lamarck. 1813: 383; 1814:
362.

cf.

MATERIAL. LBCTOTYPE: AMG4344

(in part):

NearCoogee. Sydney. NSW, 34°05'S, 15] o 10*E,col1.

F1V

"Thetis' (dredge: label 'Clathna sinata; type').

PARALECTOTYPES: AMG4344

(in part), Z823 in
Off Botany Bay, NSW,34°O0S, 151°irE.40'Thetis' (dredge; dry, iwo
46m dep<h, coll.
specimens, label 'Thalysias striata; cotypes').
HOLOTYPE of /?, tenebratus: AMG4336: Off
Woolongong, NSW, 34°30'S, I50°50*E, coll. FI\'
I

part}:

RV

'Thetis' (dredge; dry, label 'Clathria tenebrata
Whitelegge: type'). OTHER MATERIAL;

NSW

QMG303755
and

DESCRIPTION.

S, coasts

(NSW.)

depth; on rock
(Fig.

73G).

Shape. Rabellate. digitate or a

combination of both, 170-2S5mm long, 30-

110mm wide, with short, tapering, cylindrical
35-55mm long, 6- 3 mm diameter, cyliwlri-

stalk,

ii

Whitelegge, 1907); axial skeleton with very
heavy, thick spongin fibres forming relatively
tight ovoid meshes, with paucispicular core of
choanosomal styles forming vaguely ascending
skeletal tracts; extra-axial region with much
heavier, rectangular, almost renieroid spicule
skeleton, with a criss-cross of longitudinal and
transversely orientated spicules, and spongin
fibres lighter than in axis: longitudinal spongin
fibres in periphery cored by paucispieular tracts
of principal styles; transverse/ascending tracts
with multispicular tracts of spicules, matt)
protruding through fibres and forming plumose
brushes at right angles to surface; tendency foi
some larger principal styles to form ascending
tracts* and small styles to occur mainly in Ion
gitudinal tracts; ultimate choanosomal spicule
tracts diverge into subectosomal region; echini

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 40-50m
substrate; central

157

1

flattened branches

and even,

slightly un-

dulating, ragged margins

ing acanthostyles relatively sparse in axis, only

marginally more abundant in peripheral
skeleton; mesohyl matrix heavy, granular, with
few megaselcres between fibres.
Afegasclems (Table

13).

Choanosomal

principal

styles thick, curved, relatively variable in length,

fusiform, mostly sharply-pointed, less frequently
with rounded points, with smooth rounded, or

Colour. Live colouration unknown, dark gteybrown preserved

occasionally very slightly subtylote bases

Osatfes. Not observed on flabcllatc specimens,
diameter, seen on
but small oscules, up to
lateral margins of branches for digi tale specimen.

fusiform, straight or slightly curved, occasionally

sinuous, usually with smooth, sometimes
mierospined slightly subtylote bases, oc-

Tenure and surface

casionally polytylotc bases.

2mm

cliaracteristics. Surface opsmooth, with prominent longitudinally
radiating subdennal grooves and low ridges
Ectosatne and subectosome. Ectosome strongly
hispid, with discrete, plumose, or paratangeruial
lufts of subectosomal auxiliary spicules surrounding protruding choanosomal principal
tically

styles; principal

styles in peripheral skeleton

usually larger than principal spicules within
fibres; ectosoma! skeleton relatively dense in
places, merely paratangential or sometimes tangential to the surface in other places; thick tracts
of palmate isochelae mostly confined to dermal
and subdermal regions; subectosomal region
plumose* with diverging tracts of choanosomal
principal styles intermingled with extra-fibre
tracts of auxilairv styles, together producing relatively dense peripheral skeleton.

Choanosome.

Choanosomal

skeleton

predominantly renieroidbut with differentiated
plumose and renieroid-reticulatc components,
and clearly differentiated axial and exira-axial
regions but no well-marked separation of

primary or si.vimilary fibre elements

(cf.

Subectosomal auxiliary subiylostyles

ihin,

Acanthostyles subtylote, with small and evenly
distributed spines.

Micrvsctervs (Table l3).ttilmatcisoche);*;;5liu<»
dant, unmodified.

Toxas accolada, tong, moderately thick, with
sharply angular or slightly angular central
tunc, straight unr* flexed points,
•.

REMARKS.

Rhaphidophlus tenebratus is a
striata, both species having

synonym of Clathria

identical skeletal architecture, fibre charac-

and spicule geometry, although there is
dimensions between
these two nominal species (Table 13). T)>ey differ
i-rilv in growth form (C. striata being flabcllatc,
R. tenebratus being digitate, with flattened and
teristics

some

variation in spicule

ffltagomosing branches. Fig. 731). In his original
description Whitelegge (1907) omitted 10 men
lion toxas* abundant in the preserved specimens
but relatively rare in the dry holotype, and ultffc
that echinaiing acanthi Ktylcs were O.u-O.8mm
long (typographical error for O.OrVO.OSmm).
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FIG. 71. Clathria (Clathria) squalorum Wiedenmayer (holotype ZMB4444). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylosiyles. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Accolada toxa. E, Palmate
isochela. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Skeletal structure. I Subrenieroid
.

reticulate fibres.

G

Clathria (G) striata is similar to
(G) sartaginula (Lamarck) in shape, slightly renieroid
skeletal architecture, and to some extent spiculation.

However,

fibre characteristics differ

markedly between the two species, particularly
the density of coring and echinating spicules on

degree to which peripheral fibres
from the skeletal axis, and the very small
but thick, stumpy choanosomal styles in
(C.)
sartaginula. This species is also compared with
(C.) arcuophora and C. (C) biclathrata in
spicule geometry, spicule dimensions, and to
fibres, the

radiate

G

C
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FIG. 72. Clathria (Clathria) squalorum Wiedenmayer (holotype ZMB4444). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Ectosomal skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Acanthostyle spines. F, Base of
auxiliary subtylostyle. G, Accolada toxa. H, Palmate isochelae.

some

extent fibre characteristics. Clathria

(C)

C.

(C) crassa and

C.

(G)

biclathrata), are char-

striata also has a similar skeletal architecture as

acterised by their slightly renieroid or sub-

C. (C.) arcuophora, differing substantially only

renieroid

in toxa geometry. All
striata, C.

these species (C.

(C) arcuophora,

(C)

C. (C.) sartaginula,

choanosomal skeletons and spongin
by few, thick principal spicules. They
grouped together here in the 'striata? species

fibres cored

are
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FIG. 73. Clathria (Clathria) striata Whitelegge (lectolype AMZ4344). A, Choanosomal principal style. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Accolada toxa. E, Palmate isochela. F,
Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Lectolype. I, Holotypc of R. tenebratus

AMG4336.
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FIG. 74. Clathria (Clathria) striata Whitelegge (paralectotype AMZ823). A, Choanosomai skeleton. B,
Peripheral skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Acanthostyle spines. F? Palmate
isochelae. G, Accolada toxas.
Base of auxiliary subtylostyle.

R
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TABLE 3Xomparison between present *nd published records of Ctutkna
1

bundles superficially rescm-

(Ctathria) striata Whilclcgge. All measurements are given in u.m, denoted bling a Pseudaxinella (Axinelas range (and mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).
lidae).
Holotypeofff.

SPICULE
Choanosomal
principal styles

Subectosomal

IAMG4M4)

Colour. Pale yellow
preserved.

-brown

n3-<4.1)-6

x3-(42>6

x 3-5-(5.6>-8

x 2-<2.9>-5

Oscules. Not seen.
Texture and surface characteristics. Texture harsh, compressible; surface prominently
conulose, hispid.

71-(81.8)-93»

75-(86)-94 x

84-<97.8)-lI2x

58(78.0)-92 x

Ectosome and subectosome.

6<7.3)-9

7-(7.6)-9

6493V3I

4H8.))-I1

Surface skeleton with protrud-

!4-{l6.5t-2i

14-(16.4)-19

l4-(16.4)-20

13-(I5.1>-17

I65-(224.3 1-265

llO-(2n.U)-755

l«8-<302 4)-305

J*vM22l.8)-"<25

xO.B-'l IhZ

il»8-*|.4)-2

iN=2)

(AMG4336)

184-(2S5.2)-496

xl2-(l7.7>-28

x14-(19)-24

!42-(245.6>-363

!53-(229.2>-294

Chelae

Toxas

QMG303755

lenebratus

!64-<268.3)-523

auxiliary styles

txhinating
acanthostyles

ParaJectotypev

Lectctfype

%

1(1-3) -2

193-(282.2>-546
n

15(19

l>-23

17v(274.4>-387

t

209-(299.7H62
xl4-(!6.5)-22
132-(18i.4)-273

x 0.8-( |.7>-3

11

ing single principal styles embedded in peripheral skeleton
and forming a plumose hispid
surface; thick bundles of both

group. Clathria

(C)

striata differs

from other

species in growth form, spicule
geometry and spicule dimensions
'striata'

C

De

Laubenfels (1936a) referred
striata to
Thaiysias but his decision is not supported. Although there are relatively dense plumose ectosomal brushes composed of auxiliary
megascleres (structurally similar to Clathria
{Thafysias)) there is only one undifferentiated
size category (142-387 uun long) (composition of
Clathria (Ciathrut)),
Clathria (Clathria) loxiproditaTopsem, 19)3
(Figs 75-76)
Clathria toxiprutdilu Topsem. 1913a: 620X21, plJ.
fig.4, pl.6, fig.12: Burton, 1932*: 319; Burton,
1934b: 32. pl.4, figs 2-3, text-fij.3, Koltun. 1964a:
68-69, pi. 1 2, figs 15-24; Koltun, 1976; 187; Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994; 262.
Thafysias toxiproedita; de Laubcnfcls, 1936a: 105.
Rhaphidaphha taxipratdiia; Van SoesL, 1 984b: 1 1 5.
cf. Clathria toxiproedita; Sim
Byeon, 1989: 38
(Korea; possible nusidefitifjcation).

&

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; RSME192L 143. 1400:

Bur-

wood Bank, off Ticnra del Fuego, S. Allantic, 54*25'S.
57*32^, 112m depth, xii,l903> coll. R.R V
I

'Scotia* (dredge).

subeclosomal auxiliary styles
and toxa microscleres surrounding protruding
principal spicules, and also scattered paratangentially

across surface,

Choanosotne. Skeletal architecture plumo-reticuJate, with slightly differentiated axial and extraaxial regions; in peripheral region skeleton more
plumose than reticulate, with skeletal columns

diverging but without connecting elements;
skeletal columns composed of erect multispicutor
bundles of light spongin fibres fully cored by
choanosomal principal styles; spicules mostly
contained within fibres but also slightly proiroding through fibres producing the plumose
('spicate') arrangement; towards base skeleton
more disorganised, predominantly reticulate, and
spicules more-or-less completely contained
within fibres; echinating acanthostyles moderately abundant; mesohyl matrix heavy, smooth, containing abundant microscleres.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long,
robust, straight or slightly curved near base, with
fusiform points and rounded or slightly subtylou*
smooth bases. Length 5 1 8n6l6.2)-894pm, width
19-(27.7)-33*im.

Subeclosomal auxiliary subtylostyles short,
very slender, straight, hastate pointed, subtylote,
with pointed (mucronate) or minutely spwed
bases, Length 278-(310.2)-343u.in, width 4-

H ABITATDISTRJBUTION. 93-540m dqXb; on mud,
sand and hard substrates; Australian Antarctic Territory: MacRobenson Land (Koltun, 1976) (Ing, 75Hj.
Also Tierxa del Fuego (Topsent, 1913a). South Georgia, Shag Rock (Burton, 1932a, I934b>, South
Sandwich Is, Falkland U (Koltun, I964i»), Palmer Ar-

(4.8)-45u.m.

chipelago. Antarctica (Button. 1932a).

Ilu_m.

Echinating acanthostyles small, straight, long,
tapering fusiform pointed, subtylote or tylute
bases, with small spines and aspinose bases and
points.

Length I02-C99.2V 154p.m. width 4-(7.8)-

Microscleres. Palmate isochclac in

DESCRIPTION.

Shape, Massive encrusting,
subspherical, 70mm long, 60mm wide, up to
25mm thick, composed of fused irregular fibre

two size

categories, both modified. Smaller chelae with
relatively small alc»e

and u small plate/ridge on
between

central inner margin of shaft protruding

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

the alae. Length 12-(J5-7)-18jjuel Larger chelae

often clcistochelatc, with teeth partially o*

com-

pletely fused and a large central plate/ridge on
inner margin of shaft between alae. Length 20-

<22.3}-24u.mTwo categories of toxas. Longer toxas accolada, very long, (hick, with sharply angular but
only slight central curvature, straight arms and
smooth fusiform points length 635-(1022.6>-

I470p.m, width 4-(5.2>-6p.ra. Smaller toxas
wing-shaped, more widely curved at centre, occasionally looped/twisted at centre, with slightly
reflexed arms and points. Length 56-(85.3>-

I32ujn width
f

0.5-^.1

D-2%m

REMARKS.

Ctaihria (€.) toxipraedita has
peculiar, large palmate cleistochelae resembling

(63

Port Phillip Bay. Vic, 38°G9'S, l44 D 52 Ev
coll. J.B.
(label 'Clathria iransiia
,

AMZ744:

Wilson (dredge)

AM

BW

Kallmann'.
register ref. 342/85 J
sp.3. cotype,
fnrm dl, (uncertain ivpe status - AMZ743: Port Phillip
Bay. Vic. 3*°09S. I44°52E. coll. J.B. Wilson;
(dredge; label 'Clathria transita Hallmann\ dry,
'type')) OTHER MATERIAL: VIC.
3231-C fragment NTMZ3694). TAS. |

- NC1Q66CQMG30O268

(NCIQ6c".C-3638-U, fragment NTMZ3802).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Shallow subhdal-ftCim

rock substrates; Port PhiIlip(Vic)(Hallrnann,
1912; present study). Fitrncaux Is and Devonpon (Tas
iShaw. 1927. Guilei. i950; Wiedcnmayer, 1989;
present sludy), Kingston (SA) (Hollmann, 1912), Qld.
(Burton. 1934a) (Hg. 77G). Burton (1959a) recorded
Ihe species from the Red Sea but his material was no4
described, and his record is questionable.
depth;

i>n

i

sigmancistras (in some MyeaHdac), with alae
varying from partially to completely fused, and
with the addition of a well formed central platelike ridge protruding between the alae (Fig. 76G).
Smaller chelae have smaller diffuse alae and a
smaller central plate-like ridge, indicating that
they are ontogenetic stages of the larger forms.
Cleistochelae are known in a number of other
poeciloselerids including a several microcionids
(e.g.
iMicrvciona) cfcistochelaTopscnLC. (T)
rumosa (Dendy ), Antho (Plocomia) signata (Topsent)), whereas the central plate-like ridge appears to be unique to the family and only
previously recorded from Mycalidae (E. Hajdu,
pefs.comm.) Clathria toxipraedisa is unusual
amongst the antiborcai species in having a great
diversity of spicule geometries; generally
microcionids from Antarctic waters appear to
have reduced spicule diversity in comparison lo

DESCRIPTION, Shape. Usually arborescent
with short, bulbous branches, 75-185mm long,
4JJ-Ir50mm wide: stipitatc with short cylindrical
stalk, 25-55mm long, 8-22mm diameter;
branches simply bifurcate, or repeatedly bifurcate and arborescent, flabello-digitale, or they

the tropical fauna.

hispid, with the points of larger

C

Clathria idathria) transits Hullmann, 1912
(Figs 77-78, Plate 2A, Table 14)

may anastomose to form thickly

Colour. Live colouration vermilion red (Munscll
5R 3/10), beige-brown or dark brown preserved,
Oscules. Small nscules, up to 3mm diameter, in
ndges and grooves of branches.
Texture and surface characteristics. Surface
markedly conulose, with eonules actually being
rounded vestigial branches; with or without irregular ridges xtriating surface; surface covered
by distinct membraneous skin-like ectosome.

subeaosome. Ectosome minutely
chnannsomal
principal.My les protruding through membraneous
Ectosome

ar*!

surface, with a paucispicular, usually tangential
layer of subeetosomal auxiliary sublylostylrv.

lying on or just
CiathriatrunsiensHaltrnwm, 1912: 2U5, 226-234, 253,
254, pl.33, fig* 1-3, p!_X Bg.2, text-figs 47-48.
Shaw, 1927: 426; Burton, 1934a: 599; Guilcr. 1950
7; Burton. 1959a; 244; Wiedcnmayer* 1989: 57,
pl.\ fig. 8, pl.23. fig.6, tcxt-fig.38; Hooper &
Wiedcnmayer. 1994:262.
Thalysias transient; dc Laubenlcls, 1936a: 105.
cf. Microciona prvftjera. tropus sty Iota and tropus
xenta* Vosmaer, 1935a: 611, 649-650. 666.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE; AME302: Ofr Devonport,

N, coast Tas, 4I"irS. 146°2rE, coll. F1V

Endeavour' (dredge (label *Clalhria transient lypical
form a'). PARALECTOTYPES: AMZ49 + E819:
64km W. of Kingston. SA> W50*S, LW)5'E, 60m
dcpth.coM. F1V 'Endeavour' (JreJge) (specimen cut in
half, form b). AME779; same locality; (form c).
I

clathrous, bushy

lobes.

below surface; occasionally

form plumose brushes, surrounding 1 or more principal style; subcctosomal skeletal structure vaguely plumose, formed by
diverging peripheral spongin fibres and spicule
tracts of smal let choanosooial principal styles.
Choanosonte Choanosomal skeletal architecture
auxiliary styles

almost regular, radial-renicroid, with poorly differentiated axial and extra-axial skeletons; axis
formed by evenly anastomosing spongin fibres,
forming relatively cavernous, rectangular oi cp
cular meshes; spongin fibres cored by pauci- or
multispicular tracts of sma Her choanoNomal principl styles; primary and secondary skeletal tracts
in uxis vaguely differentiated, but
pronounced, and spongin fibre elements only dif

164
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43. 400). A, Choanosomal principal
FIG. 75. Clathria (Claihria) toxaepraedita Topscnt (holotype RSME 92
styles and modifications. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Accolada
toxas. E, Wing-shaped toxas. F, Modified palmate isochela. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H,
Antarctica distribution. I, Holotype. J, Choanosomal structure.
1

1 . 1

1
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FIG. 76. Clathria (Clathria) toxaepraedita Topsent (holotype RSME1921 143. 1400). A, Choanosomal skeleton.
B, Peripheral skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Base of auxiliary subtylostyle. E, Echinating acanthostyle.
F, Acanthostyle spines. G, Transitional series from cleistochelae to modified palmate isochelae. H, Accolada
and wing-shaped toxas. I, Accolada toxas.
.
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FIG. 77. Clathria {Clathria) iransiens Hallmann (lectotypc AME302). A, Choanosomal pnncipal styles. B.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Oxhorn toxas, E, Palmate isochclac. F,
Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, lectotypc.
ferentiated

by density of coring

spicules; extra-

Megascleres (Table

14).

Choanosomal

principal

axial skeletal architecture regularly renieroid,

styles divided into 2 (overlapping) size classes:

with ascending plumo-reticulate primary and
secondary fibre elements which diverge increasingly towards surface; fibre anastomoses much
closer toward periphery than at core; primary
ascending fibres heavily multispicular, secondary

larger found in brushes protruding from surface;

transverse fibres

more

irregular, pauci- or multi-

spicular; all fibres relatively heavily invested

with spongin; echinating acanthostyles abundant
on all fibres, only slightly more dense at fibre

nodes; mesohyl matrix light, containing
numerous subectosomal styles and microscleres
scattered between fibres.

smaller coring choanosomal spongin fibres; both
similar in geometry, fusiform, straight or slightly

curved, with smooth, rounded or very slightly
subtylote bases.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles
thin,

straight,

fusiform, with smooth subtylote bases,

able length but only

1

vari-

size class.

Acanthostyles slightly subtylote, very sharply
pointed, with granular, vestigial, evenly dis-

persed spines, sometimes completely smooth.
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FIG. 78. Clathria (Clathria) transiens Hallmann (paraleclotype AMZ743). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics (x306). C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Vestigial acanthostyle spines. E, Echinating spicules in
situ. F, Accolada toxa. G, Palmate isochelae.
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14). Palmate isochelae
unmodified, rare in some material.

Microsckres (Table

large,

TABLE

14. Comparison between present and published records of Clathria (Clathria) transiens Hallinann.
All measurements are given in p.m, denoted as range
(and mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=2f»

Toxas oxhom, relatively thick, with rounded,
large or small centra] curvature, slightly reflexed
or straight arms.

SPICULE

Lan'ae. Larvae viviparous, ovoid or elongate
pareiKhyrnella, up to 210u-m diameter, with larval megascleres dispersed throughout axis.

REMARKS. The

status of

from Port Phillip Bay)

specimen

principal
styles

Small

AMZ743

not completely certain.
The label states that it is a 'dry, type', but the four
type specimens described by Hallrnann (1912)
register numbers
are accounted for by other
(cited above). It is possible that the specimen is a
i.cnt of the paralectotype ( AMZ744), as both
come from the same locality.
<

Large
choanosomal

choanosomal

is

AM

'

principal
it vies

Subeclosoma!
auxiliary
styles

Echinating
acantbostyles

Chelae

Clathria (C.) transient is relatively well known
from SE. Australian waters (e.g. Wjedenmayer,
1989) The >peeies appears to be the temperate
water equivalent of the widely distributed tropical species C. (Thalysias) lendenfeldi (see
Hooper et at., 1990). Both species have a large
range of growth forms and comparable surface
features, although this resemblance is superficial,
in the field, and the two species differ markedly
in most other features. The ectosomal features of

C)
styles),

Toxas

fibre characteristics (almost a sub-

two

(N=4*

<N=2>

273-(339.4,l-

264-(.359.7>-

269-t 408.2)-

409x12-

528x13-

632 x9-<

(16.8)- 19

(16.D-19

19

]33-(l«S.4,t-

132-1 191.8)-

13-< 170.3 )-

1

13 8;-

247x6-(9.5>-

Z75xS-Ul 2V

(13.2HK

13

13

162-(272.4>-

96-(249.2)-

142-f277.il>-

357*31*

416x1 .5-

(4.0K5.5

(3.6)-6

(4.2)-0

SX-(70.7,)-8»x

42-<7U>-98x

63-(76.2>-92 a

24 n 3

H-

402

1.5-

3.5-(5.l)-7

3-(4,9)-62>

J5-(l7.8)-20

x

14418.41-22

1

4-09.2)22

18(109.1)

71(108.4)-

192 x 0.8-

134x0.8.

(1.8)-33

(l.l)-I.R

17-184.6)-U1
k 0.3-11. 3 >-J

it

technically

Clathria (Clathria) wilsoni Wiedenmoyer.
1989
(Figs 79-80)
Ciathria wilsoni Wicdenmayer.

rcnieroid peripheral skeleton), are also reminiscent of C. (T.) vulpina^ although growth form and
spicule diversity differ significantly between

these

Paralectotype s

present in C. (C) transiens and
belongs to Clathria (Clathria).

transiens (with protruding choanosomal

and

Specimens

l-etrtolypc

(AME302)

llg.9. pl.24, fig.l. te\t-fig.39;

1989. 57-58, pl.5,

Hooper

&

Wicden-

mayer, 19°4:262.

Rhaphidophlus wilsoni: Carpay. 1986: 27.

species. Clathria (T.) darwinensis

sp.nov. from northwest Australia is similar to C.
ectosomal features, vaguely sub(T.) transient

m

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE - NMVF51967: Gonkfl
Cove, N. side of Deal I., Kent Is Group. Bass Strait,
a
Tas, 39 29'S, 147°20 E, 10m depth, 25.ii.1981. coll.
,

renieroid skeletal architecture, and toxa morphol-

ogy, but differs in acanthostyle geometry,
possession of 2 size classes of auxiliary styles,
gross morphology and spicule dimensions.
Despite a relatively variable growth form the

F.

Wiedenmayer ct

al.

(SCUBA).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 10m
covered boulders. Bass
79H).

Strait

depth; on algal
and E. coast (Tasi (Fig.

skeletal architecture of this species is consistent.

There are only minor differences between
speci mens in the degree to which the ax ial skelton
is compressed and differentiated from extra-axial
structures (e.g. compare Hallmann's (1912)
'form a' and form c'). Similarly, in some places
i»n the ectosomal skeleton arc distinct plumose
brushes of auxiliary spicules, radiating from
bases of protruding choanosomal principal sty Ics.
h

whereas in other places ectosomal structure is
simply tangential. This plumose structure is
generally associated with the ectosomal skeleton
characteristic of Cioihrui (Thahsias) species, but
only a single size class of auxiliary styles is

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Small sponge, thickly
encrusting with irregular low-formed branches,
high, up to 20mm diameter.

5mm

Colour. Live colouration dull vermilion, beige
preserved.

2mm

Oscules. Oscules small, up to
diameter,
on base and sides of branches.

scattered

and surface characteristics. Surface uneven, microeonulose, hispid, particularly on
points of branches. Texture easily compressible,
spongy;
Ectosotne and subectosome. Ectosome skeleton a
layer of subcctosomal auxiliary styles, in small
Texture

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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VF5 967 ). A, Choanosomal principal style. B,
FIG. 79. Clathria (Clafhria) wilsoni Wiedenmaycr (holotype
Subectosomal auxiliary subtyiostylcs. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Accolada toxa. E, Oxhorn toxa. F, Palmate
isochela. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian distribution. I, Choanosomal skeletal structure.
J, Holotype.
1

echinating peripheral fibres also contributing to

embedded in peripheral fibres, form
plumose brushes, which approach but usually do

ectosomal skeleton; choanosomal principal

not pierce surface.

bundles, erect on surface, with acanthostyles

styles,

170
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FIG. 80. Clathria (Clathria) wilsoni Wiedenmayer (holotype NMVF51967). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,D,
Echinating acanthostyles. C,E, Acanthostyle spines. F, Base of principal style., G, Base of auxiliary styles. H,
Palmate isochelae. I, Larger accolada toxa. J, Smaller oxhorn toxas.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton
reticulate, consisting

spongin

fibres,

up

of moderately

to

35ixm diameter, forming

styles, in

abreast, echinated

thostyles;

(CLATHRIA)

slender

irregular rectangular or polygonal meshes; spongin fibres cored by multispicular tracts of

choanosomal

OTHER SPECIES OF CLATHRIA

irregularly

light,

171

rows of 2-10 spicules

by regularly dispersed acan-

mesohyl matrix

light,

many

vestigial

and fully formed subectosomal styles, and
numerous rhaphidiform toxa microscleres.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
slightly curved, with evenly rounded or slightly
subtylote, smooth or rarely microspined bases.
Length 164-(191.8)-290|xm, width 2.4-(5.1)7.4jim.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles

Clathria (Clathria) acanthostyli (Hoshino, 1 98 1
Thalysias acanthostyli Hoshino, 1981: 156-157, text-fig.68,
pl.7, fig.2 [Uchinoura, Japan].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MMBSSAT-020. Japan.
Clathria (Clathria) acanthotoxa (Stephens, 1916)
Eurypon acanthotoxa Stephens, 1916: 238-239

T

for Dictyociona).

Not Microciona acanthotoxa L£vi

& Le*vi,

1989: 81,

occasionally slightly curved, with tapering or
rounded, smooth bases. Length 83-(153.6)-

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: INMSR253.8.1916. NE.

282>jim, width l-(2.3)-3.5iAm.

North Sea.

Acanthostyles short, thick, subtylote, with relaLength 31.6(62.6)-71ixm, width 2.6-(6.6)- 10p.m.
tively evenly dispersed spines.

Microscleres, Palmate isochelae very rare, small,
poorly silicified. Length 4-(5.5)-9p.m.

Toxas accolada, straight, very thin
rhaphidiform, occasionally with roughened
points; some smaller examples slightly curved,
with reflexed arms. Length 71-(121.6)-168|xm,
width 0.4-(0.7)-2p,m.

coast,

Microciona acanthotoxa; Stephens, 1921: 50, pl.5, fig.l;
Alander, 1942: 62 [Sweden]; Burton, 1959b: 43 [Iceland];
Uvi, 1960a: 75 [Isle of Man W. Ireland].
Not Microciona acanthotoxa; Lilly et al., 1953: 97.
Dictyociona acanthotoxa; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 1 10 [note];
deLaubenfels, 1953:527.
Clathria acanthotoxa; Van Soest, 1984b: 7 [generic

synonymy
straight,

[SW

Ireland].

fig.

49

[see C. ctaudei, nom.nov.].

Atlantic,

Clathria (Clathria) anchorata (Carter, 1874)
Dictyocylindrus anchoratus Carter, 1874: 251 [Gulf of
Manaar, Ceylon].
Clathria anchorata; Vosmaer, 1880: 153 [AUanticl; [?]
Stephens, 1916:242 [W coast, Ireland]; Burton, 1959b: 42
[Iceland]; Le\i, 1960a: 63-64 [English Channel, Atlantic];
[?] Vacelet, 1969: 206, text-fig.45 [Mediterranean].
Microciona anchorata; Alander, 1942: 62 [Sweden].
Echinonema anchoratum; Dendy, 1 889a: 44.
Wilsonella ancho rat urn; HaUmann, 1912: 152, 185, 189,210,

211,243,296,298,299.
Cionanchora anchorata; deLaubenfels, 1936a: 108 [note].
Not Echinonema anchoratum Carter, 1 88 la: 362, 379, 380 [S.
coast of Australia].

REMARKS. This species is transitional between
the ectosomal structures of Clathria
Thalysias, and

(1987) referred

it
it

is

and

Not Echinonema anchoratum, varr.; Lendenfeld, 1888: 219220 [Port Jackson, New South Wales].
Not Echinonema anchoratum var. ramosa; Whitelegge, 1901:
81.

not surprising that Carpay

to the latter.

However, although

Clathria typica, in part; Dendy, 1896: 32; Kirkpatrick, 1903:
248-249.

there is a large size range of auxiliary styles,
ectosomal spicule brushes are composed only of
a single size of spicule, and the species is techni-

cf.

cally correctly included in Clathria (Clathria).

BMNH1953. 11. 1 1.63-69. NE. Atlantic, Mediterranean, Gulf

Nevertheless, this example further illustrates the

inappropriateness of recognising a

strict

Clathria longichelaTopscnt, 1928a: 300, pl.10, fig.9.
Microciona prolifera; Vosmaer, 1935a: 610, 632, 668.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: LFM

destroyed, fragments-

of Manaar.

(phylogenetic) boundary between these two

Clathria (Clathria) antyaja (Burton
1932)

genera.

Dendrocia antyaja Burton

Clathria (C) wilsoni is peculiar in having almost straight raphide-like toxas, which are
known to occur in only a few microcionids (e.g.
C. (Thalysias) costifera and C. (Wilsonella)

from Australia, C. (T) juniperina
from the Caribbean, C. (C.) microxea from
Madagascar, and Artemisina archegona from the
reticulata, both

Wiedenmayer (1989)
notes some similarities between C. (C.) wilsoni
and other species of Hallmann's (1912) "spicata"
group, but this is not upheld here.
Pacific coast of America).

fig.

1

2, text-figs

&

Rao,

&

Rao, 1932: 348-350, pl.28,
13-14 [Indian Ocean]

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

IMP791/1. Indian Ocean.

Clathria (Clathria) anthoides Levi, 1994
Clathria anthoides Levi, 1994: 36-37,
[Norfolk Rise, 610m depth].

fig.

21A,

pl.7, fig.5

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL3637. SW.

Pacific.

Clathria (Clathria) arbuscula (Row, 1911)
Ophlitaspongiaarbuscula Row, 1911: 347-349, pl.39, fig.22.
pl.40. fig.25, text-fig.22

[Red Sea].

Ophlitaspongia horrida Row, 1911: 349-351, pl.40, fig.26,
text-fig.23[RedSea].
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MA M iAL HOLOTYPE: MNHN1>

Lttaspcmxia arbttSi-uUi; dc LaubenfcU, 1954: 162 {note}.

Kerasemna horrida,

Pubtzer-Finali, 1982

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:
cula);

BMNH1912.2.1.65

105.

BMNH 191221.63

(O. horrida).

fO.

arbus-

Red Sea

Clalhria (Clathria) horealis sp.nov.
Clathria robusta Koltun, 1959: 186. pi. 25. Og.5. icu-fi^ 147
Stone, 1986: 47 [hotel
lArctiL. J.S'SRi; Van Soest
Not Microciona nrep\it<>\y} \m robusta Dendy, 1922: 60.
Not Tenacia robu.ua; Burton &. Rao. 1932: 339-340.

&

t

Clathria (Clathria) asodes

Philippine*

1

-E. Indonesia.

Kcrascmnaarbuscuia; Pulitzer-Email. 1982; 105.

(tie

Laubenfels,

1930)
kxr\pon asodes de Laubenfels, 1930; 27; de

LaAfbfttfetS,

&

MArEKlAL. HOLOTYPE:

C (C.) robusta (Dendy

Z1L, no fragment in BMNH.
1922) has priority. Arctic

1932i 92-93, text-fig.54 [Carmel.Californu); Lee
Gilchrist, 1985: 24-32 [biochemistry].
pictyocionaasodesr, de Laubenfels, 1936a: 110 [note J.
t'taihria asodes. Van Soest, I9g4b: 7 (generic xynocym)
Bakus, 1986: 10 (Cahfofniai;
I rpfoclathria asodes; Sim
Bakus
Green. 1987: 72 [S. California!.

Note:

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM2I442. KB.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG30002L SW.

&

&

Pacific.

.

Clathria (Clathria) bulbosa Hooper
1993

&

Clathria (Clathria) burtoni

Fremont, 1988)

Chthrio prolifcraBxmon, 1940: I09.pl 4.

Tigs 3-4. text

Ni.l

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: NMNZPOR1 16. New Zealand.

MATKRIAl. HOLOTYPE: MABA15582,

1

Pacific.

nov

sp.

>8N 10$-I06i
Piriwitwra atoxa Bergquist &. Eromont.
pj.49. figs a-c fTnkatul; Dawson, 993: 38 [note].
1

Levi,

Levi, 1993a: 126SCtofA/.u iCUahna) bulhttsa Hooper
1270, fig> 23-24 (Chesterfield Is, Coral Seal

Clathria (Chilhria) atoxa (Bergquist &
1

&

-

[Argentina]

Sponyju prolifera

BMNH1934.1.17

Ellis &. Solander,

116. 117. Note:

13.

Sol.inder,

Clathria axociona L£\i 1963: 4y, tcxi-tig.56.p4.8A |Capeol
Good Hope, South Africa]; Unz, 1988a 83-84. pis 20-2 la,

Clathria (Clathria) cacspes

I

C

786) has seniority. Province:

Clathria (Clalhria) axociona Levi, 1963

i786: 189-

fragmenisprohfera (Bills &

SW.

Atlantic.

t

text-fig.

59 Namibia
|

|.

<

tihlcrs, 1797).

un-

recognizable.

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL632. SW.

and

S.

Alnc3.

in pan, Ksper, 1797: 196. p4.44 (Cape of
G.mhI Hop*;, South Attn ;t|

Spon&ia tuhuluui,

Scopalinacaespes;V.h\cT*, 1870: 19-20.31.

Clathria (Clathria) barleei (Bowerbank. 1866)

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE

unknown. S.Africa.

twdictva barleei Bowcrbank, 1866: 333; Bowerbank, 1X74:
pl.57.

Clathria (Clathria) calypso Boury-Esnault,
1973

Tragosia barleei; Topseni, 1894a; 25.
•1

xinetta barleei; Arndt, 1935: 88. fig.

Clathria barleei. Van Soest
Norway |; Ackers, Moss

&

1

Stone, 1986: 45-46. I"tg4

& Pjeton,

I

86.

1992: 138 (Irclnndl.

Hatichondria /b/tem Bowerbank. 1874; 198, pl.73.
Carter, 1876: 310, pi 12,

fig. 10, pi. 29, fig.29;

rigs 1-5,

Bowerbank,

CUttkrm
|

calypso Houiy-f Anjiul|,
r

1973. 286, ttrxl-tit.47

Brazilian Basinl

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE MNHNDNBE1035.

tropical

SW.

Atlantic.

1882:106.

twnofoiuwr,

Fristedt, I885;4l
Hameodictyafoliata.Topsznl, 1894a: 12.
>lh
Kchinoclufhriajoliata ,7i>p\ct\}, 1913b 38, Stephens,
234 [Ireland]; Stephens, 1921: 57; Hentschcl, 1929: 894.
£71 [AfCOcJ
Arftmisina foliala; Burton, 1930a: 501, 529. pl.2. fop
2
[Norway!; Burton. 1959b: 42-43 (Iceland).
Amphilectus fottams; Vosmaer, 1880: 118.
Anrho foliata; Alander, 1942: 63 (Sweden; defined in
l

l

1

Rbaphidophlus ftlifcr vur. aniabrica Oructa, 1901: 331-335,
pis 3,4 (Bay of Biscay!
Tenacia /7/i/crvar. cantabrica; Hallinann, 1920: 771.
Clathna caniahnca; Levi, I9f>0a: 55-56,63
t

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

Madrid. NE. Attalic,

Clathria (Clathria) compressa Schmidt, 1862
Clathria compressa Schmidt, 1862:

F.speriopMilne],
'!

Clathria (Clathria) cantabrica (Oructa, 1901)

Halichondria mulula Bowerbank. 1874: 209, pl.74,
ligs 4-8; Bowerbank, 1882: 96 [as H, mutulus]

8, It), 58-59, 86, pi.6,
Schmidt, 1864: 35, pf.4, Tig.3; Crivelli, 1863: 299;
Orny, 1867: 513; Claus. 1868: 23; Carter, 1875: 195;
VoM.urr. IKH0; 50 |Tricsll;Gn*eff, IS82 3IR; Vosuuwi.
1884: 119; Ridley, 1884a; 443 449, 612-615; Schmfdl,
1880 34-35. 45. p!4, I.e.. 3; Ridley A Dendy. 1SK7. 147,
Dendy, l8K9c. 8; Hope, 1889: 337; Norm.ni, 1892: U,
TopSCflt 1892a; 17: TOPSCOC 1894a: 18. HciJet. 1895.
280;Topsent, 1896: l23;Thiele, 1899: LV.TopNent, 1*1 1:

fit.!;

1

mut uius; Vosmaer, 18X0: 11R.
lacinioso Bowcrbank & Norman. $69: 333.

? Arnpkilectus

lutdtctya

I

Amphitcctux laciniosux; Vosmaer,

1

880: 116

Ciathfla kichhsa; Arndt. 1935: 81. fig. 167; Burton,
1959b: 42 [Icelnndl.
Artemisina luctriitmt; Burton, 1950:891 |rcvisjon|.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

BMNH

1

930X3.338. Arctic.

M

Atlantic.

10, 13.Dendv, 1922: o4;Dendy, 1924a: 352-354; Wilson,
1925: 439: Topscnt, 1925; 647-650, fig.8 [Banyuls, Gull
of Naples), f'opsent, l928a:62,299;Bunon&Rao.

334-337; Burton, 1932a:319;Burtoo. 1934a: 558; Topscnt
Olivier, 1943: I |Monaco|; Koltun, 1959. 184; Levi.
I'>60;i
50, 52, 61, 62 Mediterranean. Atlantic]; Levi.
1 960b: 761
lig. 4 Koyor, W. Africa}; Melone, 1963;
-8;
Saffl A MdonCi 1963
362; Sara. 1964: 229. Simpvin.
l%8a 102. 104-H)6.pl.l7,tablc49:Boury-Esnault,I97|:

&
Clathria (Clathria) basilana L£vi, 1%J
Cfathm, bottom LeVi, 1961b; 520. Be.ll iZamfcwonsa,
Philippines!;
Indonesia).

Van Soest.

1989:

1

2.

rtg.6|Usser.Sumhah,

|

,

1

|

I

REVISION OF MICROCION1DAE

323 [Banyuls]; Pulit/er-hinali, I9S3: 610; DescjueyrouxFuunde/ & St«>nc. 1992 9. 35. 103 (list],
fhalvstas compressn; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105-106.
iSpoflgtectmm Eapet, 1797; Vosmaef; [880: so
Noi Chalina compressor Carter, 1882b: 112-113.
Noi Holichtmttriu comprewo Carter.
XK6g. 450
[Wcsternport Bay, Victoria).
Not Pseudoclalhrtti compress Dundy. 897: 259.

?
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Hhabdoploca cutnspicutifera; Topsent, 1904a: 137-159.

MATERIAL HOLOTVPU: LFM missing, no fragment
BMNIf Gulfof Manaar Note: virtually unrecognisable.

»n

*

I

Clathria (Clathria) dayi L6vi, 1963
Chihrh.loviU^, 196V 5J,pj BB,te*| -Ijm 58 [C peufGaod
Hope); Srm & Byeun. I9B9 39. pl.4, figs 1-2 [Ktnw
i(

!

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: LMJG 15509,

possible iHJsiricrihfluaciuiif.

fragments

BMNH1867.7.26.7S, BMNH1910.1. 1.2362. 2363. Medilcr
W. Africa.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

MNHNDCL6M

S

ranean, NT! Atlantic,

Clathria (Clathria) rkprvssa
1966

Clathria (Clathria) conica Levi. 1963
ClathtuiamicaLevt, 1963.50 ->!. texl-fi0.57.pj XK [Cape of
Good Hope].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL617.

ppgwt) Sart)
pi

Mebne,

Melont, 1966 2-1, Ictf-flg*
Levanle coast. Italy fc Puliuer

1983:610.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: 1MZUB.
Clathria (Clathria) contorta (Bergquist

&

lOlivelta. I'onofino,

1

Filial!

S. Africa.

&.

Sirik

Afrit*

E Mediterranean.

&
Clathria (Clathria) dtacreta (Thielc, 1905)

Fromont 1988)
Dictyvciaaa -tfuro'tuBerequKl&Fromjnt. I98B; 105.pl.4S.
.!-f |Manu*^|, Dawson, 1993: 38 [note]
fig!

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NMNZPOR1

New

15

Zealand.

discrete Thicle. 1905: 447-449.494. n' 31 He
65a-e|Calbueo, Chile
Dir'vi. nn„ tUfflttOi Topscnt. 1913a: 580. 583. 614,618620tW2,pl.3.nfi^[OoughL S.A1lJiniiv O6caBfe8url0fl
1932 324, pi 56. figs 3-4 |Ealklands|, Burton. 1940:
pi l.iig-. I-2.pl 6, fig, 2 Argentina aitdChileJ.de Ljuibcn(eU 1953a: 527; Desqueyroux, 1972: 29-30, fig-; 9S-ICfc,
136-137 [Chile]; DL-squt-yioux & Moyana, IM&T: 4\l
[Chile. Tierra del Puego, Argentina, Falkland Is. Kerguelcn bl
cf! Microciona prolifera; Voxmaer, 1935a: 60S. 646.
i

l

1

Clathria (Clathria) coralloides (Olivi, 1792)

1

I

SpnnyiacoralhitU's Ohvi. 1792: 264; Bcrtolom. 1819: 22ft.
Blainville, 1819: 125; i.amouroux. 1824: 369; Marten'..
1824.535.
Grattita eoiallouies\ Nardo, 1833: 522.
HatkhwdriacoronaLkterkiJhn, 1859: 52 1,529, pi U.ffeJ
Clathria corolhides; Schmidt, 1862: 7. 10, 1, 58, 85, pl.5.
figs 10-11: Kolliker, 1864: 52, 71: Schmidt, 1864: 34:
Schmidt, 1868. 9,41; Schmidt, 1870: 56,60; Gray, 1867:
513, 533, 554; Ovbowskv, IKK0: 5, 70. pl.4, Rgs 7,9;
Krukenberg, 1880; 70, 72; Vosmaer, 1880: 149-150
[Mediterranean!; Ridley, 1881: 485; Vosmaer, 1881; 4;
Vosmaer, 1882-6: 119. 121-122; Vosmacr, 1884b: 492;
Graeffe,
Vosmaer, l»85a: 186, 356; Carter, 1882a: 28
1

1

;

&

Dendy, 1887:
1882: 318; Carter, 1884a: 204; Ridlev
l47;Lendcnfeld, 1889a: 4 10-4 1 5, 498-505, 586, 592, S94,
598. 602, 604, 60X. 61 2.614, 618, 622, 624, 628, 634, 640,
644. 646, 650, 669, pl.34, figs 193-205; Lender fcld,
R90a 72, Maas. 1 892: 427-428; Norman, 1 892: 1 3; Maas,

t

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPfr ZMB3302,
BMNH1908

9 24 159.

SW,

Atlantic.

SE

fragment.
Subon-

Pacific,

larctic

Clathria iCla(hria) elastic a Levi. 1963
Ciaihria etastitA Uvl 1963: 52. lexi-r.£ 59. nISC |Cr
Good Hope].
ftyt ClothriucUr.tini .Sjfu. 1978 TOJseeC uirm, nom.nov.|.

MATERIAL HOLOIVPL: MNHNDCL604

S. Africa

Clathria (Clathria) ekgans Vosmaci; 1880

1893: 331. 334-335.414. 441. 444, pi. 20. fig. 19, pl.21,
fie. 32; Topsent, 1893d: 445; Topsent, 1894a: 1 8, 24; Toptent, 1894b: 35; Heicter, 1895: 280. Dendy, IK96: 36
Loisel, 1898: 38; Zimmermann, 1907: 308; Korschcll
Heider, 1910: 321. Walther. 1910: 21; Babic, 1921: 84

ttetfiMS Vosmaer. I88l>. 152 fNorth Amenca]; Vos
maer. 18846 412.
'? Anaata elegii/is: dc Laul>enfels.
1936a: 109.
Not Phutispa degam Lendenlcld, t888: 226.
Not AnthtTochalina ck'gans LenderitVlil. 8876 787
cf. Mhrrvctotia pro\ifera\ Vosmaer, 1935a; 630.

1925: 646-647.
[Adriatic]; Babic,
fig.7 [Gulf of Naplesl; Topsent & Olivier. 1943
[Banyuls and Naplesl; de Lauber.l'el:;, 1954: 139; Le"vi.
1960a: 61-62 [Mediterranean. Admits, Naples. B;uiyuK|,

virtually unrecognisable.

t

&

1922: 244; Topsent,

Clathna

i

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: unknown NL

Pacific

Nole:

I

Laubier, 1966 [Banyuls]; Vidal, 1967 [Mediterranean!;
Boury-Esnauli, 1971; 323 [Banyuls], Pulitzcr-Pinali,

983

56H-569. 610 [Mediterranean]; Bourv-Esnault &.
Lopes. 1985: 194-195, fig.43 [AZOfceJ: Pansmi, 19X7
[Adriatic Sea]; Desqueyroux-Faundex & Stone, 1992 9,
35, 103 [list].
Ophlttospotigta comlfotdes; Bowerbank. 1874: 10.
Qphlitaspongia corotta, Levi, 1960a: 61
1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: unknown: fragment LMJC
2364. 2365 Mediter15356. BMNH1867 7 26.74. 19V
1

ranean,

I

I

NE. Atlan

Clathria (Clathria) foliacea Topsent, 1889
Qatkria fakactu Topsent, 1889; 39-40, leM-Hg.5 lB»n< dc
r.,mpt-chc| Vjin.S.KJSt. 1984b: 107. table 4;
(

I26[tabkl
Thal\\eur\p<m juhacea\ de Laubenfels,

Micwinrtu cun-tspicuhjrra
pl.4. fig.6a-d

I

Carter,

Carter, 1880a; 43.44,151,153.
[Gulf of Mwiaur|. Viwmaer. I933«

.S(«vt

&

1936a:

107-108

[Floiidu].

/'.//(/Airo.vMniii'HmiWiedenmayer, 1977: 144 (note]

Cimhria eoneri Topsent, 1889: 38- .19. iext-fig.4B [Banc
D.mpevhel. VhoSocsi. 1984b: 108.
Thul\stitmpoittancn\ de Laubenfels, 1936a: 107.
Pand'irosrartt'ri; Wicdchnuyer, 1977: 144 [note].

MATERIAL. HOLOlYKE:
Clathria (Clathria) curvispiculifera
1880)

Van

Stentoft, 1988:

MNHN

tte

missing. itTfi

specimen USNM22516. NE. Atlantic. Citrihbcan

Clathria fClalhria)
scur.

VH)

Mbns^K

Vacclct

&

Van
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&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHN anltrffe (fragment
BMNH1954. 2.20.85. unconfirmed); 'repre>enlali>e

Indian

specimen': BMNH1926.2 19 2, Note: Burton's species is
probably the same as Lamarck's but this cannot be verified
and the species is taken in the sense of Burton (1931a). South

&

Vasseur, 1971. 95-96. textCtothria Joliascens Vacclet
Vasfig.49, pl.4,figs 5-6 [Tulear Madagascar]; Vacelet
scut, 1977: 114; V*oelei et al.. 1976: 71 [Tulear,

Madagascar]

MATERIAL. HOLOTVPE. MNHNDJV30. W.
Ocean.

Africa.

Clathria (Clathria) frondiculata (Schmidt,

Clathria (Clathria) labyrinthica (Schmidt,
1864)

18641
Henwro
fig.

(?)

fnmdicuuita Schmidt, 1&64: 39, 40. 45.

pM,

10 (Adriatic).

r'aaliafrondtculata; Gray, 1867: 524.
Clathriafrondicutata\ Vosmacr. 1 880: 153 [Tnest); Vosmaer,
1 885: 236: Norman, 1892: 1 3: Topsail* 1 892b; 23; Hcider
1895: 282; Burton, 1930a: 514.
ef. Clathria

rompressa and

C

comUotdrw,

VoftOftflW -V*5a:

625 f intermediate form].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: LMJG.
PM0.1 Ml. £. Mediterranean.
.

fragment

BMNH-

I

Reniera labyrinthica Schmidt, 1864: 39, pl.4. fig 9 [Adriatic],
Clathria labyrinthica'. Burton, 1930a: 514 [imperfectly
known].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: LMJG.

Mediterranean.

Clathria (Clathria) laevigata Lambe, 1893
Clathria laevigata Lambe, 1893: 3 1 -32, pi.2, figs 9-9f [Pacific
toast Canada]; Lambe. 1900: 160. KQiIUn, 1959; 'X5.
texvfig.l46(Kurilels].
Thalysias laevigata; deLaubenfete. 1936a: 105
cf. Mfcrodana prolifera, tropus sen to; Vosmaer, 935* ,641,
1

Clathria (Clathria) gorgonoides (Dendy, 1916)

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: NMC1C190O-2SV2. NW,

Echinodictsmm gorqrmoidex Dendy. 1916a: 129 |Katnawar,
Indian Ocean], Hooper. 1991 1348

NE. Pacific

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE BMNH

Clathria (Clathria) lissosclera Bergquist
Fromont. 1988

I

"20,12.9.38.

W.

India.

Clathria (Clathria) htwagonopora Levi, 1963
CUtthHa hexagonopora Levi. 1963: S>54.
ICapc of Good Hope].

texl-fi£.60. pl.*P

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL62XK S.

and

&

riathna iivsaxciera BergquiSt & Fromont. 1988: 106-107,
pi.49. figs d-f [Mayor I.], Dawson, 199V 37 [nmc|.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NMNZPOR1

12.

New Zealand.

Africa.

Clathria (Clathria) lobata Vosmaer, 1880
Clathria lobata Vosmaer. 1880: 151 [Cape of Good Hope];

Clathria (Clathria) indica Dendv, 1889
Clathria indica Dendy, 1889b: 73, 84, pf.4. fig.10 [Gulf of
Manaar, Ceylon]; Burton &. Rao, 1932: 336-337, pi. 8,
figs 8-9 {Tuticorin, India], Thomas. 1979a: 58,pl.3, Tig. 10

Vosmaer, 1882 45. Carter & Hope. 1889: 101, 105;
Stephens, 1915: 444-445 [Cape of Good Hope]; Levi,
1963: 54, text Hg.6», pl.8F (Cape of Good Hope].

(Mozambique!.
Hilwnella indica; Dendy. 1905: 171 (CcylonJ, Hallmann,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMN HI 887 8.4.19, fragment:
MNHNDCL2528. £. Africa. SE. India. Gulf of Manaar.

var. horrida; Ridley
Dendy, 1887.
153-155, pl.28, fig.l. pl.29, fig.4a-c [Simon's Bay, Cape
of Good Hope).
Ligrota lobata; de Laubenfels. 1936a: 125.
Art0ml$fttafobat<l\Vw$otsi 1984b: 130 [generic synonymy

Clathria (Clathria) inhacensis Thomas, 1979

Cf Micrtn-itma pmliferu; Vosmaer, 1935a: 631-632.

Clathria inhacensis Thomas, 1979: 27-28, p!.2, ftg.2 flnhaca

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: unknown,

1

1912: 242; Burton, 1931a: 346 [Natal Coasi]

&

Rhaphidophlus iobattts,

for Ligrota).

I.,

Mozambique],

RMNH276-277,

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: MRAC5I

I.

BMNH

1

887.5.2. !00.

fragment*

S Africa.

E. Africa.

Clathria (Clathria) macroisochela Levi, 1994
Clathria (Clathria) intermedia Kirk, 191
57V, text-fig.5 [Kermadec
teat-fig 2, Betquist
Fromont, 19R8:
1993: 37 [note).

Clathria intermedia Kirk, 191
foj; Fell,

1950

1

1,

1:

&

109-1 10; Dawson,
Thalysias intermedia, de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105.

MATERIAL, HOLOTYPE;

NMNZ

unregistered. N.

New

Zealand.

Clathria [Clathria) macroisochela Levi, 1994: 37. fig 21h
pl.7, figs 7-9 [Norfolk Rise, 680m depth]

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL3638.

Clathria (Clathria) maeandrina Ridley, 1884
Clathria maeandrma Ridley, 1884a: 588, 614, p|.53, fig

I

lAmirante Isl; Burton, 1930c: 668 [Cuhf of
Manaar]; Burton. 1959 244 [Red Sea).

pl.54. fig.H

Clathria (Clathria) irregularis (Burton, 1931)

MATERIAL. HOLOTY PK

Marleyia irregularis Burton. 193 la: 346. pi 23. Ftg.6, lexif\g.5 [Durban, Natal]; de Laubenfels, 1936a; 109 (note);

Indian Ocean. Gulf of Manaar.

VanSoest, 1984b:

SW Pacific.

130(r«»iel.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NM1279;

BMNH 1882

KJ 17.55.

Red Se*

W

Clathria (Clathria) marissuperi Pulitzcrpararype:

BMNH-

1934.10.1.17. S.Africa.

Clathria (Clathria) juncea Burton, 1931
Clathria juncea Burton, 1931a: 343, pi. 23, fig. 5. texl-fig.3
[Natal coast); Levi, 1960a: 85; Uvi, 1963: 66 [note].
Labacea juncea* de Laubenfels, 1936a: 66 [note],
cf. Atcyonhm junction Lamarck, 1816: 77.
cf. Anomoclathrla opunttoides var; Topsent, 1933: 26[noteJ

Finali,

1983

Ctothria manssuperi Pulitzer-Finali, 1983: 569-57 J, lexlfi^.67 lluly).

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: IZUGiMSNG 47179).

Mediter-

ranean.

Clathria (Clathria) menoui Hooper
1993

&

Levi,

REVISION OFMICROCIOMDAr

&

Clatkria {Clathria) menotti Hooper
1273, figs 25-26 [New Caledonia).

Levi. 1993a: 1270-

175

Tenaciella ohliqua; Wells
16.25 [North Carolina].

1960: 218-219, text* figs

et al..

Not Tenaciella obliqua; Alcolado, 1976:

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG301267. SW. Pacific.

5.

C/m/iWa£)W^«a;VanSoest,l984h:104, I08,tabie4 lalimily

Clathria (Clathria) meyeri (Bowerbank, 1877)
Ophlitasponpja meyeri Bowerbank, 1877: 456 fSelat Japen,
Irian Java, E. Indonesia]
Clathria meyeri, Vosmaer, 1880 154.
? Anaata meyeri; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 109.

with Clathria prolifera].

Not Dictyaciorw udiorixtica de Laubenfels, 1953a; 526, Van
Soml, 1984b: 108 [possible synonym].

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: USNM23612.
USNM236I3. NW.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: Dresden Musuem destroyed
(fragments BMNH1877.5.21. 1306-1309) Indonesia.

paralypc

Atlantic-Caribbean.

Clathria (Clathria) oculata Burton, 1933
Clathria uculata Burton, 1933* 250-251, text- fig .2 |N;iul|.

Clathria (Clathria) microchela (Stephens,
1916)
Eurypon microchela Stephens, 1916: 240-241 |SW coast,
Ireland]: Lilly et al., 1953 [Lough Ine. Ireland]; Burton,
1959b: 44 [Iceland]; Van Socst & Weinberg. 1980 10
[Lough Ine, Ireland].
Dict\ociorui microchela; dcLaubeni'e\%, 1936a:
Laubcnfels, 1953:528.

10 [note]; de

1

microchela; Van Soesl, 1984b: 7 [generic
synonymy].
Not Microciona microchela Hechiel, l%5: 41
Clathria

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPF INMSR353-iai9ifx NE.

Ail:.n*

Uvi,1963 b7|Natal]
Thalyxias oculata; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

BMNH 1933.7.4.65. S. Africa

Clathria (Clathria) oxneri (Topsent, 1928)
tiymedesmia o.xneri Topscnt. 1928a: 256 [Azores].
Dtcryaciana oxneri; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 110 [note); de
Uubcofclg, 1953;,. 52K.
Clofhria o.xneri; Van Socst, 1984b: 7 [generic synonymy for
DteTfdctono).

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

MOM

(fragment

MNHNDT-

963) ne. Arlamtu

tic.

Clathria (Clathria) pathvstyla Levi, 1963

Clathria (Clathria) microxa Desqueyroux,
1972
mievxa Desqueyroux, 1972: 27-28, |ett*QgJ
80.134 [Cutfof Corcovado, Chile],

Clathria

~fi-

Clathria mortenscnii Brondstcd, 1923: 143-144, text f>g.22
[Campbell Is]; Burton, 1940; 111 (Argentina]. Berg»|uM
Fromont, 1988: 107-108, pl.50, figs a-c IN. New

&

Zealand]; Dawson. 1993. 37 [HWC],
Microciona mortenxenii; de Laubcnfels, 1936a: 111; Burton,
1940: III [Argentina],
Microciona hetcrospiculata; Bergquist, 1961a: 39 fN of New
Zealand].
Not Microciona hctcroxpiculata Brondstcd, 1924: 465. text*

20

HOLOTYPE

BMNHI930.8. 11.10. SW.

fragment!

Atlantic, Subantaatic.

New

Zealand.

Clathria (Clathria) mosulpia Sim
1989
Clathria mosulpia

Sim

boco. Chile]; Burton. 1932a: 319 [Falkland ll];
Ucsqweyroui-Faundez & Moyana, 1987' 49 [Chile, Argentina. Falkland

&

Bakus.

& Byeon, 1989: 38-39. pU. fig* 1-5.

[South Korea].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: HNUKPor9

S

Kerguelen

Is].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ZMB
BMNHI90H.9.24.162. SE.

Pacific,

not located, fragment:

SW.

Atlantic.

Clathria (Clathria) pellicula Whitelegge,

897

1

Clathria pellicula Whitelegge. 1897: 327-328 [Funafuti
ite* Is)

i

El-

|.

Hymeraphia pellicula. Hallmaim, 1912. 208-209.
pmlifrm

m>|*is tey,en\, Y.rMMacf, 1935a: 641-2.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPh: AMGI660. SW

central Pacific.

Clathria (Clathria) plurityla Pulitzcr-Finali.
1983
Clathria ptutiD la Pulitzer-Finali, 1983: 571-572, 610. iexltig.68

(Italy'].

MATFRIAL HOlJOTYPE IZUG(MSNG47180)

Mediter-

ranean.

Chmi Sea

Clathria (Clathria) ohliqua (George

Is,

F*L>iidurtLhtnaepi.ipillosa;d£Laube:ftfe\s, 1936a; 109; Burton,
1940: 1 15,pl.5, figs 1-7 [Argentina].

cf MicrtH-hmu

UZM,

S. Africa.

Clathria papulosa Thiele, 1905; 449-450. text-fig.66 |Cal-

Clathria (Clathria) mortenscnii Brondsied,
1923

MATERIAL

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL609.

Clathria (Clathria) papillosa Thieie, 1905

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ICBUC. SE Pacific.

tig

Clathria pachyxtyla Levi, 1963: 56, lext~ftg.63, pl.SG [Cape
of Good Hope).

& Wilson,

1919)

Clathria (Clathria) pruductitoxa (Hoshino,
1981)
Thuty,\io\ pmductttu.xa Hoshino, 1981: 157-159, lext-ftg.69,

Experiopsis obliqua George Sc Wilson. 1919: 148-150, pl.bO.
figs 20-23, pl.66, fig.58 [North Carolina].
icrociona obliqua; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 111,
cf. Microciona prolifera; de Laubenfels, 1947; de Laubcnfels.
1949a.
Williams. 1951 [North
Haticlona oculata; Pearse

M

&

CftrolinaJ,

Cholina orhusrula; Coues & Yarrow, 1879: 312; Vemll
Smith, 1873; 743 [North Carolina].

pl.7. fig.3 [Uchinouni].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MMBSSAT018. Japan,
Clathria (Clathria) prolifera
1786)
fig.5;

1802:

& Solander,

Ellis & Solander, 1786: I89-19M.
Linnaeus, 1791: 3822; Esper, 1794: 178.281:

Spongia prolifera

&

(Ellis

>|
t

58,

Bo«

(

!43;Umarck. 1814:372; Lamouroux, 1616:81 S2;
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Blainville, 1819: 106; Lamouroux,
109, pl.58, fig.5; Lamouroux, 1824: 368;
Templeton, 1836: 472; Johnston, 1842: 170-171; Gray,
1848: 19,23.
Not Spongia prolifera; Grant, 1826: 115-116, 123, 135, 138,

[chemistry]; Fell, 1990: 497 [ecology]; Misevic et al.,
1990: 182 [ontogeny]; Spillmann et al., 1993: 13378

Montagu, 1818: 86;
1821: 31,

347.

741-742, pis 1-5 [USA];
Yarrow, 1879: 312 [North
Carolina!; Hyatt, 1885: 131; Norman, 1892: 14; Wilson
1 900: 350 [Beaufort, N.Carolina]; Wilson, 1902: 396-397
Wilson, 1907: 246; Wilson, 1910: 1269; Wilson, 1911

Microciona prolifera;

Verrill, 1880: 232;

Verrill, 1873:

Coues

&

3-11, 14, 29-30, pl.l, figs 1-6, pl.2, figs 7-12, pl.3, figs
Wilson,
1 3-20, pl.4, figs 21-25, pl.5. figs 26-32; George
1919: 157-158, pl.62, figs 31, 33, pl.63, figs 35-36, pl.66,
fig.57 [North Carolina]; Allee, 1923: 175; Galtsoff
Rao,
Pertzoff, 1926: 239-254 [physiology]; Burton

&

&

&

1932: 344 [Arabian Sea; probable misidentification]; Proctor, 1933: 104; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 111; McDougall,
1943: 331-332; Bergmann, Schedl
Low, 1945: 580; de

&

Laubenfels. 1947: 35; Hopkins, 1956a: 44; Hopkins, 1962:
124; Hartmann, 1958a: 36-41, text-fig.10, table 1 1 [New
England, USA]; Levi, 1960a: 52; Wells et al., 1960: 213216, text-figs 18,22 [North Carolina]; Little, 1963: 49
[Floridal; Wells et al., 1964: 757-758 [North Carolina];
Bagby, 1966: 167-181, pis 3-5 [cytology]; Simpson,
1968a: 18, pis 1-5 [Connecticut, USA]; Simpson, 1968b:
252-277 [reproduction]; Wendt, 1970: 3500-B [cytology];
Sindelar, 1970: 3771 -B [cytology]; Bagby, 1970:579-594
[ultrastructure];Kunenetal., 1970: 565-576 [physiology];
Madri etal., 1970: 1-5 [biochemistry]; Swartz, 1972: 17
[ecology]; Bagby, 1972: 217-244 [ultrastructure]; Bito,
1972: 65 [biochemistry]; Bose et al., 1972: 217-222
[biochemistry]; Turner
Burger, 1973: 509-510, textfig.l [cytology]; Weinbaum
Burger, 1973: 510-512
[biochemistry]; Stempien, 1973: 363; Sutherland, 1974
859-873 [ecology]; Turner el al., 1974: 35 [cytology]
Bose, 1974: 476-490 [chemistry]; Jefferts et al., 1974
244-247 [biochemistry]; Reiswig, 1975: 493-502 [physiology]; Reed et al., 1976: 153-169 [cytology]; Jumblatt et
Litchfield, 1976:
al., 1976: 73-86 [cytology]; Morales
206-216 [biochemistry]; Burger, 1977: 357-376 [cytology]; Greenberg et al., 1977: 95-102 [cytochemistry];

&

&

&

Morales, 1977: 5043 [biochemistry]; Morales &
Litchfield, 1977: 570-576 [biochemistry]; Simpson, 1978:
31-42 [morphology]; Burkart et al., 1979: 239-246 [cytology]; Leith, 1979: 212-223 [cytology]; Litchfield &
Liaaen-Jensen, 1980: 359-365 [biochemistry]; Jumblatt et
al„ 1980: 1038-1042 [biochemistry-cvtology]; Saxegaard
et al., 1981: 325-327 [biochemistry];'Lee
Nicol, 1981:
445 [chemistry]; Biernbaum, 1981: 85-96 [ecology];
Liaaen-Jensen et al., 1982: 170-171 [biochemistry];
Misevic
Burger, 1982: 200 [biochemistry-cytology];
Misevic et al., 1982: 6931-6936 [biochemistry-cytology];
Kuhns et al., 1980: 73-79 [cell reaggregation]; Dunham et
al., 1983: 4756 [cell reaggregation]; Rice
Humphreys,
1983: 6394-9 [biochemistry]; Akivama& Johnson, 1983:
687-694 [biochemistry]; Collier, 1983: 428-432

&

&

&

[biochemistry]; Lee

&

Gilchrist,

&

&

&

&

&

&

8-10 (Pearse

text-figs

&

Williams, 1951: 135); Johnson, 1971:
1 10-1 1 1, text-fig. 14 (Van Soest, 1984b: 93).
cf. Microciona prolifera* in part; Vosmaer, 1935a: 612-613
[excessive lumping of species].
Clathria {Clathria) prolifera; Van Soest, 1984b: 91-93, textfig.35. table 4 [North Carolina].
Not Clathria prolifera Burton, 1940: 109 [see C. burtoni,
nom.nov.].

Spongia ostacinaRaftnesque, 1819: 150.
Spongia urceolata Desor, 1851: 67.
Clathria delicata

Lambe, 1896:

12, 160,

192, pl.2, fig.2

[St.LawrenceGulf];Lambe, 1900: 160; Whiteaves, 1901: 18
[Canada]; Hentschel, 1912: 365, Hentschel, 1929: 971;
Hartman, 1958: 37.
Thalysias delicata; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105.

Esperiopsis obliqua, in part; de Laubenfels, 1947:

5.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH missing; representative
specimens: USNM23562, ZMAPOR38, MCZH6907,
PMNH754,PMNH1912E,NMCIC1900-2874.NW. Atlantic.
Clathria (Clathria) pyramidalis (Brondsted,
1924)
MicrociotiapxramidalisBrondsted, 1924: 466, text-figs 2 la-e
[Slipper Is]; Dawson, 1993: 37 [note].

Die tyociona pyramidal is; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 110 [note];
de Laubenfels^ 1953a: 528; Bergquist & Fromont, 1988: 104.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: UZM

(not located).

New

Zealand.

Clathria (Clathria) rectangulosa Schmidt,
1870
Clathria rectangulosa Schmidt, 1 870: 60 [Tortugas, Florida];
Vosmaer, 1880: 149; Ridley
Duncan, 1881: 485; Wieden-

&

mayer, 1977: 261, table 52 [imperfectly known];
Desqueyroux-Faundez
cf.

& Stone,

1992: 36, 103.

Clathria coralloides; Vosmaer, 1880: 149.

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: BMNH 1870.5.3.68. NW. Allantic

-

Caribbean.

Clathria (Clathria) rhaphidotoxa Stephens,
1915
Clathria rhaphidotoxa Stephens, 1915: 445-447, pl.38, fig.2,
Uvi, 1963: 57-58, text-fig. 65,
pl.8H [St. Helena and Saldanha Bays].
pl.40, fig. 15 [Saldanha Bay];

Thalysias raphidoioxa; de Laubenfels, 1936a; 105.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: RSME

BMNH

1953.1

1.1

1.144).

1921.143.1451 (fragment

S Africa.

1985: 24-32

[biochemistry]; Dunham et al., 1985: 2914 [cytology];
Sharma et al., 1985: 241 [biochemistry]; Knight
Fell,
1987: 263 [physiology]; Misevic et al., 1987: 5870 [cytology]; Stanley-Samuelson, 1987: 92 [chemistry]; Sliwka et
al.,
1987: 245 [chemistry]; Knight
Fell, 1987: 253
[cytology]; Misevic& Burger, 1988: 134-I52;Fell, Knight
Rieders, 1989: 195; Misevic
Burger, 1988: 134;
1990a: 307; 1990b: 20577 [cytology]; Kuhns, Misevic
Burger. 1990: 358 [biochemistry]; Leamon
Fell, 1990:
265 [cytology]; Ayanoglu et al., 1990: 597; Lam et al.,
1991: 372 [biochemistry]; Misevic
Burger, 1990c: 81

&

[chemistry]; Aho et al, 1993: 7288 [genetics].
Not Microciona proliferate Laubenfels, 1949a: 12,

Clathria (Clathria) sarai sp.nov.
Clathria elastica Sara, 1 978: 70-73,text-figs 44-46 [Cape San
Sebastiono, Tierra del Fuego]; Desqueyroux-Faunde/.
Moyano, 1987: 50 [Tierra del Fuego, Argentina).

&

Not Clathria elastica Levi, 1963:

52.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: IZUG116,
MNHNDCL604.

SW Atlantic.

Note:

C

elastica L£vi,

fragment:
1963 has seniority.

Clathria (Clathria) saraspinifera

sp. nov.

REVISION OEM1CROCIONIDAE

Chthna spimjeru

Sara, 1978: 67-70, lexl-figs 41-43 [Rio

No! Rhaphidophhisfilijer

var.

spim/fraLindgren, 1897; 483.

Not Rhaphulophtus spmiferThkk. 1903a: 958,
Halimann, 1912: 177

Fromonl. 1988; 109. pl.50 Hgs d-f. pl.5 1,
Zealand |; Sim & Byeon, 1989: 38 (Korea]

pi 28, fig. 23:

ftg.a |N.

T

&

Grande, Tierra del Fuego]; Desqucyroux-Faundez
Mnyjno, 1987: 50 (Tierra del Fuego. Argentina].

New

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1923.10.LI32, paraurrsBMNHI923. 10
33, 134. Antarctica. Subanlachc. New
1

Zealand.

SW

1

Atlantic.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: IZUGI47. Fragment:
MNHNDCL2755. SW. Atlantic. Note: C spmi/era (Lindgren.

Clathria (Clathria) textile (Carter, 1876)
Cornulum lex/itr Carter. 1876: 309

1S97 has seniority.

Clathria

)

textile;

Vosmaer, 1880: 154 [Shetland

Is;

imperfectly

known]

Ciathria (Clathria) siirtaginula (Laniaick, 1814)

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: BMNH1H82.7

Sptmgia sartaginula Lamarck. ISM: 383,362
known],

(locality

un-

lanitC;

Pseudancliinoe xoriaginufo; de Lauhcnfels,

J93-6a:

109

NB

28.75.

Ai

Clathria (Clathria) tortuosa Uriz> 19S8
Clathria tOflUosa Unz, 1988a: 86-87, pis 22a, 42.i-h.

[note],

62 [Namibia],

tig

Clu/hria surtaginuta; Tflpsent,

1

930: 45,

pi. 4, f.g.

I

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE MNHNDT527. Unknown.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MMBS.

SW Africa

Clathria (Clathria) toxistricta Topsent, 1925

Clathria (Clathria) shirahama Tanita, 1977
ChthruJ Eftiratonfl Tanila, 1977: 38,
[Kn-SIurahama]: Hoshino, 1981: I6L

ABlPf>B-lld.

Clathria foxistrictaTapscni,

pl.2. fig.9. lext-fig.d

1

925: 656-658, text-fig. 3 (Gulf
1

Sail )%0a: 462Ilscbia];Uvi, 1961
INaples]; Bourv-Esnaull, 1971: 324 [Banvuls]; Pulu/er
Pinali, 1983: 610 |list|.
01 Naples];

Japan.

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE; MOM,

fragmenis-MNHNlTr327.

Clathria (Clathria) spinispieula Tan it a, 1968

1244. Mediterranean.

Ciuthria spinispicula Tanita, 1968: 48^)9, pl.l, f$g.p\ text
8 [Anake Sea]; Rho el al,. 1972: 5, pJ4, figs 9-10 [Soult.
Korea]; Hoshino. 1981: lo-l [Anake Sea]; Sim
Bakus,
1988: 25 (Korea): Sim & Byeon, 1989: 38 |Korea|.

Clathria (Clathria) toxistyla (Sara, 1959)
Miomckma toxisryla S^ra, 1959: 17, iext-fie.6 [Naptasl;

tig.

&

MATERIAL. MOLOTYPE:

MMBS

[Adriatic Sea];

&

&

bficalion],

Thttlysiasmadreporn, de l.aubcnfels. 1936a: 105.

.

I

1

Mediterraneaa

Clathria (Claihria) toxivaria

(Sarii, 1959)
pl.lC, tcxi
[NaplcM; Sirihclli, I960. 8, lext-fig.Vi [Naples].
Chthna finixaha. Melonc, 1963: 2-?, pl.l. fig.), ICJC1
\fi,nnr,irui

Clathria spongiasa Burton, 1959a: 245, lexl-fig. 26 (Red
Sea]; Vaceletetal, 1976; 7!J [with question).

|

Iny'nnrio Sun),

Adriatic, eieci forms of

1959:

14,

Microckmo

If]

taxi vara J: PHlrl

a

1977; 61 fBay ol Naples]; Sara, 19o4: 229 230
[UiOtfmn Sea] Sari ft Meloite, 1963: 20-21 [AdrlaJlLahatc. 1964: 334 [Adriatic]; Bourv-Esnaull. 1971: 323
IBanvulsJ: Pnlitzer-Fjnali. 1983: 568. 610 fM .-..
raneanl
Pinaii,

I.

Indian

Ocean, ? S.China Sea.

Clathria (Clathria) surculosa (Esper, 1797}
A3

i

,

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ZSNIOOO.

10 (note]-

Claihria madrepora Dendy, 1922: 68-69, pl.5. fig.3, pi. 14.
fig. I [Seychelles!; Sim
Kim, 1988: 2S, pl.2, fig? 1 iKorca], Sim
Byeon, 1989: 38 (Korea; possible misidcu

Spongta surrulosa Esper, 1797: 39, pl.65

1

Mclone. 1963: 20
I9&4: 229 (Ligunan Seal; Sara
[Adriatic Sea); Labote, 1964: 334 Adriatic Seal; Palir/erEmali, 1983: 569, 610, tig.66 (Mediterranean!.

|

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: BMNH192UL7.58. W.

a!..

'

fAmirante];VaceJetelal., 1976: 70-71, tcxM)V'4.S,pl, 3, Og.e
Madagascar],
1

et

J

69, pL6. flg.l, pl)4. fig

Damoseni spongodes; de iaubenfels, 1936a;

Cimino

[hlochcmi&tryj
fig. 2, lev
Ciathria taxiirtykr* Melone, 1963: 5-7, pi.
[Adriatic Sea. erect form of Microchma toxistyla]

Clathria (Clathria) spongodes Dendy. 1922
Clathnu spnnandes Dcndv, 1922:

5ft I 47
1979; 3619 3622

Sfflbclh. 1960:9-10. te.U-fig.3B [Naples]; Sara.

Japan. S. China Sea.

MATERIAL

['East Indies'].

HOIjO'H'PE: ZSNOG920, paratype

ZSNGG-

9Z3. Mediterranean.

riuthna surculosa; Ehlers, 1870: 23,3 i.

Clathria (Clathria) toxotes (Schmidt, 1868)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: Unknown. Indonesia.

39,40.44, pl.5. Og.5
1870: 2, 56
Paecnsttvhcr. 1872:43; Hyatt, 1K77: 500; Schmidt, 1880
81 Vos-maer, 1880: 18-1 19; FrislcdL 1885:37; Vosmacr.
1885b 353; Carter & Hope. 18K9: 101; SchuUc & n.
denfcld. tS&9: 9\ Heider. 1895: 281; KieschmeK 1896
533; "Vlin-le. 1903a, 959; Svarc-vskii, 1906: 34?; livi,
1960a
:>,ilinato.\otes

Claihria
pi,

trmw-novae Dendy, 1924a; 353-354,

14, figs 9-! 3 [North

Cape,

New

pi.

Zealand);

1

2, fig. 5,

Dawson

:

'*

tarctica).

Clathria terranova, Kolmn, 1976: 188;Rho&Sini, 1976:74.
pi 6, figs 3-4 iSeogwipo, South Korea; possible misidenlirication],Bourv-Esnault&v -mBeveren, 1982: 107-108.
l

fig. 69,

ie\(-fig.3(

IKerguelen

Is|;

Bergqmst

12. 26.

&

1

1

1993; 37 [note]
Dictyociona terrac-novae: Burton, 1932a: 324 [Falkland ls|;
burton, 1940: 112-114, pl.5, figs 3-4 [Argentina]; de
Laubenfel:., 1953a. 528. Kol.un, 1964a: 72-73 [An-

pi. 18.

Schmidt, 1868:

[Canal of Zara, AdriaCicJ; Schmidt,

Clathria (Clathria) terranovae Dendy, 1924

Miiroi'iotHi M.v.7/rv;deLaabcnfcls, 1936a:

known
cf

1

1

1

(iinperfeclly

|

AfifrfHtn'ta armqUi\

Vosmaer, 1935a: 627.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: unknown.
Medilerraneiirt

pfiislWy

LM)U
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Clathria iCIalhria) typica Kirkpairick, 1904
Cfarhna lyptca Ki/fcjwtrick, 1904: 148 (Natal]; Hallmann.
1912: 208 [anomalous 9p$defl]
Tenacia clathrata; Carter, 1875: 195 (noma) nudum];
Carter, 1878: 160,163; ,ym?M Vusmaer, l«>35a; 628.
Not Echinonema typtcum Carter, 1881a: 362.
I

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH 1902.1 1.16.31. Note;
fectly

known;

listed in

BMNH

register as

C

impertypica Carter. S

Mmlla
cf.

beany, Topsent, 1892b: 23. TOMetft, IK94a:
Hanitsch, 1894: 179.
M'tcrociona proltfera; Vosmaer, 1933: 610.

BMNH 1930

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:
Synonym of Ant ho
Echinonema

•>.

25;

Note:

3.339.

involvens (Lfcvi, 1960a: 76).

cacspitosa Carter, 1885f:

352

[Port Phillip,

Victoria),

PlumohitVtchnnt(rioai*"ipittt\u t

Africa.

.7.

ft,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

Dendy, 1896: 41.

BMNH 1886.

J

Note:

2. 15.453.

referred to Anchinoidae, Plumohalichondria.

Clathria (Clathria) ulmus Vosmaer 1880
Clathria u/mu.v Vosinaer, 1880: 151 [locality unknown); Ridley, )884a 444.
Thatysias ulmus; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105 note |.
I

Anthervchalitta eancentrica Lendenfeld. 1 887b: 788. pi 12.
iig.42 [Port Molle (Airlce Beach), QUI.).
Cymbastela concent rico, H»»oner & Bcrgquist, 1992: 14.
1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

possibly

RNHL. Unknown

locality.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: AMZ1993
BMNH1886K.27.45L 460

Clathria unica Oiunas, 1993:

lie

1

12 [ArgcnttnaJ.

Clathria coruitorkizoides Instedl. 1887: 460, pl.25. figs 73-

Division lnvertebrado* del Muscn
Plata, Argentina.
Atlantic.

SW

Ciencus Naiurales de La

(paraJectotypex). Note: referred to

Axinellidae, Cymbastela.

Clathria (Clathria) unica Cuartas. 1993

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

(leciotypc), faglftCIII

77,pl.29,fig.23.

HOLOTYPE:

MATERIAL.

unknown,

fragment:

Nole: referred lo Myxillidae, synonym
complicata (Lundbeck, 1905: 166).

BMNHI910.LI.1445

Clathria (Clathria) vasiformis (do Laubenfels,
1953)

of Lissodendnnx

t'hah'seurypnn vosiforntis de Laubenfels, 1953a: 525, text-

AntherothaUna e/egans Lendenfeld, 1887b: 787,

fig.4

|

1963: 50 (note],
Soest, 1984b: U». table 4.

Gulf of Mexico!;

Clathria vasiformiy. Van
Punduros vasifurmi^ Wiedenmaycr, 1977; 144 [note],
MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM23403. paraiype MLUMMU-232 E Pacific

Clathria (Clathria) zoanthifera Levi, 1963
Clathria zoanthifera Levi, 1963: 58. lext-fig.66, pl.9D (Cape
of Good Hope].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE
S

UCTtfragnv-ni

MNHNDCL607).

Africa.

Syringrila eleganx; Burton, 1934a: 558.
Faspailia (Syringella) elegant Hooper, 1991

{Clathria), or one of its

synonyms, bin now

trans-

ferred to another genus.
Clathria australis Lendenfeld, 1888; 222 (Port Phillip. Victoria].

Wilsonelhi aiLwahs; Hallmann, 1912: 239.
Not Clathria tfttfWrffrWhfteleiJge, 1901: 90
Not I'htmoiuiliclumdria aitstraUs\ Whitelegge, 1901: 90,
pi n.r.g 14

MATERIAL LECIOTYPE: AMZV57.

262
Noli-

referred to Raspailiidae. Raspatlia

Echimmema

incrusians Carter, 1885f: 353 [Port

PI

Victoria],

Plumohfilh futruiria incrustuns; Dendy, 1896: 42.
Plumoholk-hondria mammillafa; Carter, !885f: 355, Ridley
ft Dendy, 1887: 156, pl.30, fig.4. p|.47. fig.4.
Crrlh incrustanT, Hallmann, 1912: 152-156, pL23, figs 2-3,

28-34

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE:
in Clathria

1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1886.8.27.452.

pl.24. text figs

TRANSFERS
Ust of other species described

pl.22.

fig.40.

Little,

1886.12.15.249,
lidae, Crrltu

BMNH1886.12.15.123, paralypex

AME651. AMZ957.

Note: referred to Crel-

Cornulum johnsoni de I. aubenfels, 1934: 15.
Chihriu}ohnstmi\ Van Socst, 1984b: 104 [possible synou>m
at Clathria],

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: USNM
phaeridae. possibly

Note: referred id Ux-kw-

Cornulum (imperfectly known).

Echinonema levis Lendenfeld, 1888:220[PoriJacks(>r> Ne*v
t

South Wales].

Plumohaht
N;rte: referred Crel-

hand ria australis, in part;

Whitelegge, 1901; 65,

91. 92; Whitelegge. 1902a: 212.

syitonym of Crella invrusttms var. urenaceo Hallmann,
1914c: 411).

Crella incrusrans var. levis; Hallmann, 1912: 164-167. textfigs 33-34.

Plumohaltehondria australis

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AMZ959,

Iidae,

I

pi. 11.

fig.l4a,b

1907: 492

Whitelegge,

(New South Wales

[New South Wales

1901: 90*92,

coast], Whitelegge,

coast).

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: AMC9042.
lidae,

synonym

Note: referred Crelof Crella aicrustansi Hallmann, 1912: 160)

teodictyaheanti Bowerbank, 1866; 274, 334 J3j |Briu±nJ;
Cray. 1868: 164; Schmidt, 1870: 77. Bowerbank. 1874:
147 pl.58, figs 1-6.
Amphtlect us beanii; Vosmncr, 1880: 115.
Clathria btanii\ Ridley, 1881; 485, 486; Bowerbank, (882:
13. 23, 150,Topsent. 1890c: 203.

AMG9708.

Note: referred to Crellidae,

pnralceioiype

synonym of Crella

tnc nutans (Hallmann, 1912: 164).

Clathria
fig.24

fowu

Fnstedt, 1887: 458, pl.25. figs 70-72,

0|,3fl,

(Cape Jakan. Siberian Arctic Ocean]; Lambc, 1900:

160.

Experclla lovenv, Lambc, 1895: 123, pl.4, fig.l
North America),
Esperia loveni; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 120 [note].
[7]

(W coast,

HOLOTYPE: unknown, fragments
BMNH 1927.2.22.2. Nole; referred lo Mycalidac, Mycale.
MATERIAL.

REVISION OFMfCROCIONIDAE

Plumohalichondrla microvionides Carter, 1 876: 236, pi. 2,
fig. M pi 15, tig .30 (between Scotland and Faroe Is
Ciathria microeionides; Vosmacr, 1880; 154.
Ptoaitmnnida microcionides; Alander, 1942: 53 [Sweden],
Not Hymeraphia microciomdes Carter, 1876: 390.
Not Plnvamio microcionides; Topsent, I89U: 529, 544-545.
1

|.

,

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: BMNH19S4.3.9.m.
referred to Anchinoidae,

Note:

Plocamiomda.

ClathnamoUis KiikoaineL 1903: 249-250, p!3, fig. 15,
fig. 16 [East London Coast, Natal).
Pranax mollis; Levi, 1963: 66
Not WdsuneUu mollis, Hullmann, 1912 243.
Not Ciathria dura var. mollis; Hcnuchcl 1911: 370.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPh: UMNHJM02.lt

16

U

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE LMJG
1

867

3.

1

1

15517; fragmem

BMNH

29 Note; referred to Dictyonellidae, Dicnaneito

CUithria procumbenx Brondsted, )923;Brondsted, 1926 329
(probably a typographical error for Clathrina (Calcareat,
and possibly synonym of Ascetta pttit Umbenx LcnrienFrliJ,

1885a

AmthervchaSina qumifo&a Keller, 1889: 383-384
r.g.34[RedSea].
pi ,\

BMNH

Note:

Ciathria morisca Schmidt, 1868: 9, 41, 43, pl.2, fig 7 [Algiers, Mediterranean], Vosrnaer, 1 880; 150-151 [Algiers!;
Topsent, 1907 329; TopseM. 1938: II; DesqueyrouxTaundeZiSi. Stone. 1992: 10, 35.

thrKorlofhria moriica;Topstnl, 1920b: 16-21 (re-examina
lion of holoiype]; Topsent, 1925: 660-661 pl.N, fia.t [Gulf Of
Naples |; Topsent, 1928a: 301-302. pi 3, fig.3 [Porto Santo,
Azoros|;Levi. 1959: 134,tcxl-fig.27.pi.5 T fig.l (RiodeOro,
Gulf of Guinea); Levi, 19606 761-762, iexi-fig.15 |var.
unisotyh; SW. Cape of Naze, W. Africa]; Sara, 1960a: 462
,

(Ixchia, Mediterranean).

fc

Querctclanaqurrctfaito; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 46 |no1e|.

MATERIAL.

referred to Anchinoid»e. Promtx,

1

HOLOTYPE;

ZMB429.

908.9.24 79. Note; referred
1

fragment

to Axinellidae,

M

lW

Ciathria raphida Hcchtel, 1976 244, VanSoest, 1984b; 153.
Ni)ie filed in a Rfcl of Brazilian endemic .sponges; attributed to Boury-Esnault (1973), probably a misprint lor
Gliana rhaphida Boury-Esnault, 1973.
Anthervt'hatirta renieroides Lendenfeld, 1887b: 788, pi 28.
figs 18, 23 [New Zealand].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE
Axinellidae.

BMNH

1

886.K 27 449 Referred to
(Carter) (sec

synonym of Phaketlia flabeUata

Hooper, 1991).

Ihmvraphia tuhsroxocapUata Top&cnl, 1890b: 68 (A /ores.
Atlantic); Topsent. 1892a: II 3, pt. 11, fig.6 [Atlantic].

CionanchoM

tuberosocapitata; de Laubenfels,

t936a:

108

(note).

Artemixuui mrdiu-rrttrnyt Babic, 1921: 87 [Adriatic]; Babic,
1922: 258. text-fig.3; Burton, |?30& 528
Wyxllfa htmyutertsis. in pan. Topsent. 1892b: 23; Topsent,
1902: 351, 363, 366; Cotte. 1903: 423.
Ciaihrtu <t>ntllm'drx and C. comprt/sxa; Vosrnaer, 1935a:
.

179

I

626 [inlennediatc form).

Cluthnn uthrroswapilum; Van Socst, 1984b: 7 Jgeneric

synonymy for Cionanchora\.
Oiscothabdella luberasotXipiHiHK Boury-Esnault, Panxini

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPL; MOM040323.

MNHNDTVW

MNHN DT2I70, fragment
Synonym oMn/Ao imw/tmv (Levi

A

19922-6.

Uriz,

ff.gMirnl

.ctcrred to Hyniedesmiidae, DisvorhttftdeiU

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

RMNH

1868.3 .2.21. Note:

Ciathria (Witsondla) Carter. 1885
Hooper & Wiedenmaycr, 1994

t

1960a: 57).

Ciathria oroides Schmidt, 1 864: 35, pJ.4, ftgn t -2 [Quamerno,
Adnanc J, Carter, 1875: 195; Vosrnaer. 18K0: 155; Dendv,
1889a: 41 Dcsqucvroux-Faundez & Stone. 1992: 10, 35.
;

103,
1

Oroidea adriatiea; Gray.

867: 520
Chidinopxis oroides; Schmidt, 1870: 60.
Bnwcrbaur,. 1874: 10.
I Iphlifaspon&fa unmtv\.
Agelas. o raider, Riilzler, 1965: 3*1 [Banyuls]; Boury-Esnault,
1971: 322 [BanyulsJ; Latibtcr, 1966 |Rhhvi*M. PulH/erFinali, 1983: 534 (Mediterranean].
1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: LMJG

BMNH 1868.3.2.22.

15957, fragment

Note: referred to Agclaskiac./VW.M

Artemixinaparadoxa BamV. 192): S7; Babic, 1922:258-261.
[Adriatic); Levi,
Adriatic; with question]

pi. 8,
j

fig.6, text-fig.c

Ciathria paradoxa; Burton, 1930a: 528.
Dicryoclathria morisca; Topsent. 1925

585-586 [note on

660, Rimsu. 1978;

affinities).

unknown. Note: synonym of Antho
mvolvens (Topsent, 1925: 660).
Ciathria pettigera Schmidt, 1864

34. p! 3, fig.13 [Lain*.

Desqueyroux-Faundez

&

Stone, 1992: 10

Khaphidostvto pellixcra; Burton, 1935b: 652; Sara, 1958:
246-247, fig. 15 ICu.lt of Naples)
Snhiflla ptlligera', Topsent, 1925: 638; Boury-Esnault.
1971: 328 [BanyulsJ,

Dicnonella pcttigenr, Pulii/er-Finali.

366

I885f:

I'>>3:

WHsowtfa mstraliensts

Carter.

(by momitvpy).

DEFINITION. Sand

grains and foreign spicules

completely replacing coring spicules
inside fibres; cori ng spicules same or v^ry similar
ecomctr, to auxiliary spicules located oulside
partially or

fibres; skeletal architecture reticulate.

REMARKS. Microcionids with sand and fin
debris incorporated into fibres ('arenaceous
sponges') arc a predominant feature of S
Australian waters. Of the 17 species in WihoneUu
or j synonym, 14 are valid and 6 are known u>
live in this region including 2 new species
This group of arenaceous microcionids is well
known

103.

'

TYPE SPECIES.

1960a: X5-Hf,

MATERIAL, HOLOTY PL

Adriatic];

WHsonetia Carter, lS85f 366 f not HaJImann, 191 2 242
Cfathrw^HmtiaLcndctoffldi 1888 22?.
Auknetta Burton &. Ran, 1932 545

543

as Clathriopsamma (Hooper, 19911a;
1993a) However, the inclusion
of C. H*> australiensis in this group means that
Wltsxmdta (1885) Likes precedence over Clothriopsatnma (18K8).

Hooper
|

& Lc\i,

180
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FIG. 81. Clathria (Witsonelia) abroihoiensis sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ3218). A, Auxiliary style. B, Echinating
acanthostylcs. C t Palmate isochelae. D, Wing-shaped toxas. E, Section through peripheral skeleton (hatches
foreign spicules). F, Australian distribution. G, Preserved holotype. H, Holotype.

REVISION OF MICROTlONfDAE

Clatbria (Wilsonella) abrolhosensis
(Figs 81-82, Plate

sp. nov.

2C)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NTMZ3218
QMG300584).

N. edge of Pelsart

ls t

(fragment
Hiwtman Abrol-

hos. WA, 2I°47»2<S, I13°58.5'E, I0.vii.1987.
depth, coll. J.N.A. Hooper (SCUBA).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 22m
Acropora

reef;

Houtman Abrolhos,

DESCRIPTION.
fistules

digits,

22m

depth; on an

WA (Fig, 8 IF).

Shape, Fistulose, with multiple

composed of

erect, bulbous-cylindrical

single or fused together with adjacent

each tapering

base and apex, thickest in
apical portion, attached directly to substrate
digits,

bases, hastate or slightly telescoped points, and
apical and basal spinatiOQ on most spicules.

Length 124-H51 7i-!62u.m, width 3-(4J)-6|im.
Echinating acanthostyles short, thin,
; la\ iform.
sharply pointed, slightly subtylote
bases, lightly and evenly spined, with rulaiivcly
large recurved spines. Length 7l-(76.3)-86uvin,

width 3-(4.7>-7u.m.
Mtcrosciervs, Isochelac of 'typical* pali
form, with straight shaft, lateral alac completely

fused to shaft, very long, broad front ala Length

U-l^TMSprn
Toxas wing-shaped, slender, with pronounced

at

without stalk; each digit between 75-I40mm
)ong up to 45mm maximum diameter.
Colour. Pale beige-yellow alive (Munsell 2.5Y
8/4). dark brown in elhanol.
Oscules. Single, large, apical oscule on apex ot
each digit, 10-15mm diameter in life, with slightly raised membraneous Up surrounding oscule;
oscules nearly completely contractile upon
preservation; pores not observed in life or
l

preserved.
Texture and surface characteristics. Compressible, spongy, relatively easily torn; surface
cJahrous. even, without any ornamental ion.

Ectosome and suhectosome. Discrete, erect
bundles of* auxiliary styles, relatively closely
packed together, arising from ends of peripheral
fibres, with tangential layer of auxiliary styles
connecting adjacent bundles; erect spicules
protrude only a short distance through surface,
mesohyl matrix light in ectosomal region; subectosomal region slightly cavernous, reticulate.
Chowwsome. Almost regular, ovoid reticulation
of fibres and spicule tracts forming ovoid, square
or rectangular meshes. 22CM60p.m diamciti

spengin fibres moderately light, relatively
homogenous in size, 4O-70pjfl diameter, bul with
differentiated primary and secondary tracts;
primary ascending fibres cirred by muliispicular
interconnected by
secondary, pauci- or multispicular transverse
tracts of auxiliary styles; fibres relatively heavily
cchinated by acanthostyles; sparse core of
detritus in primary ascending fibres only, mostly
foreign spicules; mesohyl matrix moderately
heavy, lightly pigmented; ehoanocyte chambers
smalL, oval. 4O-90p-m diameter, usually lined by
tracts of auxiliary styles,

isochelac.

Megasrferes. Principal spicules absent.
Auxiliary spicules coring fibres and forming
dermal skeleton moderately thin, straight or
slightly curved near base, with slightly subtylote

IS

central curvature, slightly reflexed arms. Length
48-<88.4)- 1 1 2fun, width 0.8-(l-6)-2.0u,m.

ETY MOLOGY.

REMARKS.

For

tUxuman Abrolhos

This species is a sibling species ol
aUStmtiensfc having basal and

(Wilsoftt'tUj)

C.

apical .spines on auxiliary styles. It was first asad to the Western Australian subspecies

C

9 ) but subsequent reexamination of Hcntschcfs (1911)
type (ZMB4446) found thai he omitted
several crucial characters from his description
(and thai his species was not substantially different from typical C. australie/tsisX Conve:
C (H! uhrvihosejuis differs from that specie in

uttssruliensis spinulata Hentsehel

(

1

1

1

i

several respects warranting
,

distinct tftXOll.

its

liosettsts is cndolithic,

recognition as a

C

(W) obrvlconsisting of discrete bul-

Caiwth form

in

bous-cylindrical digits arising from a partially
burrowing encrusting massive base, and with
large terminal oscules (superficially resembling

syeonoid calcarean growth forms) (when.;
i\\.) australiensis has lobatc or clavuiatc morphologies) il^te is only one claw of iftUftil
spicule (as compared with two); fibre reticulation
is small, clovc-sct. nearly regular, arid
australiensis
predominantly ovoid ( whereas in
meshes are elongate and cavernous); spongin
fibics are poorly developed (compared with well
developed fibres); there is very little detritus in
fibres, and diese aw completely conHncd to
primary ascending fibres and morc-or-lcss
restricted to foreign spicules without sand (C
(VV.i ausiraiierisn has abundant detritus in all
fihrcs, including sand grains, and this is a
prominent feature of the skeleton); and spicule
dimensions differ between both species. Further
comparisons arc given below under remarks for

C

C

I

W,) austrahrnsts.

This species strictly belongs to Cutthrta
drocia) in having only a single undifferenof structural megasclere within

tiated category
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FIG. 82. Clathria (Wilsonella) abrolholensis sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ3218). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C-D, Spined base and point of auxiliary style. E, Echinating acanthostyles. F, Acanthostylc
spines. G, Wing-shaped toxas. H, Palmate isochelae.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

83

TABLE 15 Comparison between present and published records of Clathria (Wilsonella) australiensis C^ncx. All
measurements are given

in p,m,

denoted as range (and mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).
Specimen

Lectotype

SPICULE

Echinating

ramsayi

(AMG8820)

Specimen

Specimen

(N=l)

(Le\-i,1967)

Paratype of
var. spinulata

Is)

(NCIQ66
C4266C)

(ZMB4446)

Caledonia)

105-025.6)-

92-022.6)-

106-027.4)-

112-(118.8)-

121-049.0)-

152x2.5-

146x1.5-

173 x 2.5-

135x2-(3.3)-

163x2.5-

175 x 2.5-

(3.6)-4

(3.2M

(2.7)-*

(3.7)-5

5

(3.7)-4.5

(4.1J-8

89(1

92-(122.6)-

101-018.3)-

94-019.6)-

98-017.2)-

108-020.1)-

118(154.8)-

95-(123.1)-

155x1.5-

141x2-(2.7)-

139x2-(2.8)-

134x2.5-

172x3-<4.1)-

164x2-(2.8)-

4

(2.9M

3.5

4

(3.7)-6

4.5

5

49-(59.8)-68

45-(64.0)-77

54-(62.6)-78

46-(57.7)-66

59-{67.6)-74

x4-(6.1)-9

x3-(3.9)-6

46-(58.4)-70

x 2-(3.8)-4.5

x2-<3.5)-4.5

12(13.2)16

12-(l 3.8)- 16

12-(1 3.4)- 15

35-(61.2)-89

28-(53.4)-75

32-(52.3)-74

24-(45.4)-75

x0.5-(0.8)-l

x0.5-(0.8)-l

x 0.5-(0.8)-l

fibres, but it is included here in Clathria (Wilsonella) having detritus in fibres and spined ter-

minations on auxiliary spicules similar to C.

(W)

australiensis. This further illustrates the unclear

generic boundary between many nominal genera
of Microcionidae, and supports the recognition of
a wide definition for Clathria.

65-80 x 4

5.5

x0.5-(0.7)-l

Toxas

-

x2.5-(3.7)-

4.5

11-(14.7)-I8

125-180x4

51-(60.4)-81

x2.5-(3.4>-

x2-(3.6)-4.5

Chelae

11.4>-

148x2-(2.9)-

acanthostyles

(New

(NWAustralia)

152x2.5-

styles

Subectosomal

(AMG9053)

T.

92-(lJ9.8)-

auxiliary

auxiliary
styles

Holotype of

(Abrolhos
C. lobosa

12.15.284)

12.15.43)

Choanosomal

Holotype of

Paraleciotype

(BMNH1886. (BMNH1886.

12-(13.8)-16

14-(15.2)-17

12-(14.6)-19

72-(89.4)-

28-(39.4)-59

43-(55.6)-88

105 x 1-(1.6)-

x 0.5-(0.6)-

x0.5-(0.8)-

2.5

0.8

1.5

14-15

40-75 x 1-2

Bunbury and Middleton Beach areas, WA, 33°20'S,
115°36'E, coll. W. Michaelsen & R. Hartmeyer

OTHER MATERIAL: NSW -QMG301447,
QMG301458, AMG975, BMNH1886.12.15.288,

(dredge).

AMZ1412, fragment NTMZ1526, AMZ3176,
AMZ3199, AMZ3140, AMZ4283. VICTORIA NMVRN748. S. AUST. - SAMTS4098 (fragment
NTMZ1646), SAMTS4116 (fragment NTMZ1627).
WESTERN AUSTRALIA WAM623-81(1) (frag-

ment NTMZ1710),

Clathria (Wilsonella) australiensis (Carter,
1885) (Figs 83-84, Plate 2B, Table 15)

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Subtidal to 160m depth;

Wilsonella australiensisCarter, 1885f: 366; Hallmann,
1912: 239; Hallmann, 1920: 768; Burton, 1934a:
599.
Clathria australiensis; Dendy, 1896: 33; Whitelegge,
Levi,
1901: 66, 84, 85, pl.ll, fig. 12; Hooper
Wiedenmayer,
1993a: 1242, table 4; Hooper
1994: 275.
Clathria australiensis var. spinulata Hentschel, 191
374-375, text-fig. 47; Dendy, 1922: 71.
Clathriopsamma lobosa Lendenfeld, 1888: 149;
Whitelegge, 1901: 85; Hallmann, 1912: 239.
Thorecta ramsayh Lendenfeld, 1888: 149.
Sigmatella corticata var. elegans Lendenfeld, 1888:
199-201; Lendenfeld, 1889b: pl.40, fig.7.
Not Clathria australiensis; Levi, 1 967b: 22, pl.2, fig.D,

&

&

1

text-fig.6.

Not Ophlitaspongia australiensis Ridley 1884a: 442.
Not Echinochalina australiensis; Thiele, 1903a: 961,

962.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: BMNH1886.

12.15.43
(fragment AMG2805): Port Phillip, Vic, 38°09'S,
144°52'E, 12m depth, coll. J.B. Wilson (dredge).

PARALECTOTYPE: BMNH1886.12.15.284: same
locality.

HOLOTYPE

of C. lobosa:

AMG9053:

Port

Jackson, NSW, 33 5TS, 151°16'E. HOLOTYPE of 7.
ramsayi: AMG8820: same locality. SYNTYPES of
var. spinulata:

ZMB4446,

HM

QMG300622 (NCIQ66C-4266-C).

numbers unknown:

on rock, sand and algal bed substrates; known only
from Australia: throughout temperate Australian
waters
from Houtman Abrolhos, Perth, Bunbury
(WA) (Hentschel, 1911; present study), Nuyts Archipelago, St Vincent Gulf (SA) (present study), Port

—

1 885f; present study), Bega, JerBay, Port Hacking, Port Jackson, Botany Bay, N.
Sydney, Tweed River region (NSW) (Lendenfeld,
1888 Whitelegge, 1901; present study), and extending

Phillip (Vic) (Carter,

vis

into the tropics as far as

Low Isles, GBR, Qld. (Burton,

1934a) (Fig. 83G).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Lobate, lobate-digitate,
club-shaped, thickly lamellate, or thickly encrusting-bulbous growth forms, up to 140mm high,
1 10mm wide, with subspherical, tubular, bulbous
or flabellate digits, up to 75mm high, 45mm wide,

25mm

thick.

Colour. Pale orange alive (Munsell 7.5
pale pink, brown or yellow preserved.
Oscules. Large oscules, up to

YR

8/6),

4mm diameter, on

apical or lateral margins of surface digits/lobes.

and surface

characteristics. Surface opmicroscopically rugose, with a
whitish arenaceous, slightly hispid dermal

Texture

tically even,

membrane.
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FIG. 83. Clathria (Wilsonella) australiensis (Carter) (NTMZ1627). A, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. B,
Choanosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Oxhorn toxa. E, Palmate isochela. F,
Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Holotype BMNH1886. 12. 15.43. I,

NMVRN748.

Ectosome and subectosome.

Ectosome

membraneous, without specialised dermal
megasclere, varying from densely arenaceous,
with most or all dermal megascleres obscured by
large sand grains and spicule fragments, or with

light palisade of erect

brushes of subectosomal

auxiliary subtylostyles, arising

from ascending

primary choanosomal fibres; sand grains

at sur-

face slightly larger than those in choanosome.
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FIG. 84. Clathria (Wilsonella) australiensis (Carter) (A-B, AMG9053, C-I, QMG301447). A, Choanosomal
skeleton. B, Peripheral skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Acanthostyle spines.
F, Palmate and modified isochelae. G, Oxhorn toxas. H-I, Continuum in basal and apical spination of auxiliary
subtylostyles.
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irregularly

differences in interpretation of character impor-

with clearly dr ffercntiated primary and
secondary spongin fibres, forming a vaguely longitudinal reticulation with cavernous meshes;
spongin fibres well developed; primary ascending fibres marginally thicker, producing ascending lines abundantly cored by delrilus, lightly
cored by auxiliary styles, heavily echmated by
acanthostyles, particularly at fibre nodes; smaller
secondary spongin fibres mainly transverse, connecting with primary elements^ with no or little
detritus, paucispicular tracts of auxiliary styles
and lightly echinated by acanthostyles; auxiliary
megascleres coring fibres occupy only a small
proportion of fibre diameter; detritus in fibres
insists of scattered sand grains and spicule fragments; mesohyl matrix heavy; choanocytc chambers oval to cliptical, some appear to be paired,

tance between the present study and that of
Hallmann (1920) (see also Hooper, 1990a).

Choonosome. Choanosonial skeleton
reticulate,

(

>

and chambers lined by microscleres.
Megascleres (Table 15). Choanosomai auxiliary
styles coring fibres differ from subectosomal
auxiliary styles only in being slightly ihicker and
liking characteristic apical microspines of the
latter. Coring spicules relatively thin, straight,
smooth, mostly hastate, with slightly subtylotc
and occasionally microspined bases.
Subectosomal auxiliary styles, dispersed ben fibres and in dermal skeleton, straight,
usually hastate, subtylote bases wiih microspines
on both points and bases.

^hinatingacanthostylessmull, evenly spinosc
or wilh granular, vestigial spines, slightly suhtylote bases, fusiform points.
I

Microscleres (Table 15). Palmate isochelae relatively large, unmodified.

Toxas oxhum. uncommon,

rare in

some

specimens, often forming trichodragmata, usually wilh wide, angular, central curves and slightly
rcflexed points.

Larvae. Ovoid, incubated parenchymella larvae,
up to 350u.m diameter seen in some material.

Commensal prilychactes common
many specimens; Abrolhos specimen with

Associations,
in

epizootic zoanthids on surface.

REMARKS. Ctathria fW) austrahensis is the
only species retained by Hallmann (1920) in Wilsonctla; other species were transferred to cither
Clathna or Paradoryx, depending on whether
they had palmate or arcuate-like isochelae
NIK rosclcres. Some of these, however, are further
allocated here to Ctathria (Dendrociat or
Ctathria (ThalysHis) depending on their ectosomaJ skeletons, choanosomai skeletal structure and spicule diversity (i.e., there are
l

Unlike Ctathria (Dendrvcia), in which there is
only a single category of coring and extra-fibre
megasclere, most Ctathria {Wilsonella) have
more than one form of auxiliary style, one coring
the fibres (choanosomai megascleres) and one
outside of fibres (suhectosomal megascleres). In
some cases (e.g.. C. (W.i australimsis C (W,)
ensiae sp, ftoV.), these spicules are only slightly
different in geometry, although showing clear
differences in patterns of spination; in others
t

ie.g., C. fW.) reticulata, C. (W.) mirtn) these
spicules have different geometry; whereas in one
(C. (W.) abmlhosensis) there are no apparent

differences which is interpreted as a convergence
oc subsequent loss of a spicule category. Clathria
(Dendrocia) and Clathria (Wilsonella) can also
be distinguished by their skeletal architecture -

being predominantly plumose in the former and
reticulate in the latter

In material listed above most of the larger
auxiliary styles without spines on points appeared

to be located within spongin fibres (i.e.,
choanosomai spicules), whereas most of the
auxiliary styles with spines on both bases and

points were found predominantly outside fibres,
strewn within die mesohyl, and in the dermal

skeleton (i.e., subectosomal spicules). However,
this observation is difficult to verify in all cases
because of the dense core of sand particles in
fibres. In this Species both sorts of spicules arc

classed as auxiliary styles due to their very similar

geometry: true principal styles are absent
Witsonelta

(i.e.,

s.$.)

The principal diagnostic
\Wj amtraliensts and its

characteristics of

C

with other
species are discussed elsewhere (sec Tabic 1 9 and
remarks for C. (W.jfuherosa), This species differs
from most Australasian Clathria (Wilsonella) in
having spinose extremities on both the bases and
points of quasidiactmal auxiliary subtylostyles.
In this regard it is similar to its sibling species, C
(W.i abmlhosensis from the Houtrnan Abrolhos,
(which is sympalric with C. austrnltensix)
and the allopatric species C. (W.) rugosa, from
Levi, 1993a; Table
New Caledonia (Hooper
19). Spicule geometry (megascleres and toxas)
are useful in distinguishing these species of
Clathria (Wilsonella) (Table 19).
affinities

WA

&

Levi's (1967b) material from New Calexidescribed as
anitraliert\isy was referred to
Levi, 1993a). based on
(W.i rugosa (Hooper
differences in spicule geometry (especially shape

£

£

&
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and s pi nation of auxiliary spicules), and the latter
having flabellate-digitate growth forms. The
quasidiactinal (strongylotes) modifications of
some of the subectosomal auxiliary spicules in
both species, with weakly s pined points and
bases, is a unique (fail within the Wilsonella
group, but is also known tn a few other species of
Microcionidae (C. (Dendrocia) pyramida, C.
(Thalysias) major* C. (Clathria) cheiifera). These
quasidiactinal spicules are convergent in
geometry with true loraotes and sttongyles found
in other groups such as Iophonidae (see remarks
for Megacietia and Acarnus in the introductory

IS7

ferences correlate with any fixed genetic differences is a worthwhile study for the future.

Clathria (Wilsonella) claviformis Hentschel,
1912
(Figs 85-86, Table 16, Plate 2D)
Clathria daviformis Henbchel.

1

9 1 2: 366-367.

pi,

1

9,

fig.29.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: SMF 1504 (fragment
MNHNDCL2238) Sutigi Manumbai, near Kapala

Am

Sungi, E. side of
L, Arafura Sea, Indonesia. (TS,
134°50'E, 28.iii.l908, 23m depth, coll. H. Merlon
NT - NCIQ66C(dredge).

OTHER MATERIAL

section above).

Hentschel (1911) created a subspecies
spinulata for material from WA, indicating that it
differed substantially from typical forms of the
species in spicule dimensions (particularly
isochelae), and supposedly lacked toxas.

052&-O, NTMZ3082.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 18-23m

depth; sand,

rock and dead coral substrate; Timor Seas (Fig. S5G>.
Also Arafura, SE Indonesia

How-

ever, Hentschefs type has toxas and isochelae

DESCRIPTION. SA^e.Clavifnrm, l60-220mm

dimensions are within the size range of other S

high, 60- 150mm wide, with small cylindrical
base and stalk, and one or more lobate, clubshaped, or bulbous digits, up to 80nun long.
65mm diameter
Colour. Pale 'dusty' beige and red-brown mottJcd
colour abve (Munsell 2.5Y 8/6 and 5R 8/4), ydIow-gney preserved.

Australian populations, and all other aspects
(growth form, fibre characteristics, amount and
form of detritus in fibres) arc identical between
populations. Hentschel (1911) suggested that
spinulata differed from other populations in
having spines on both the points and bases of
auxiliary spicules, but this feature occurs in all
other populations, and the
population is conspecific with
austral tensa,
f W.)

WA

C

is widely distributed
throughout temperate Australia, from the Houtcoast (30°S), around S
man Abrolhos on the
Australia to the Tweed River (28°S). Burton
(1934a) recorded this species from Low Isles,
(16°S), but his voucher material has not been
examined, and his description is not detailed
enough to differentiate between C. (W<)

Clathria (W.) australieasis

W

australieasis

and

C

(W.) rugosa

from New

Caledonia. Recent collections from this region
do not include the species. Examination of many
other specimens (cited above), from many locations throughout Australia, showed that C. \W )
australiensis is a heterogeneous species. Most
regional populations differ from each other
slightly in spicule geometry or spicule size, but
there is not enough available material of any of
Ihese populations to determine whether these dif
ferences are consistent within populations, nor
are there any features in any of these regional
populations worthy of distinguishing separate
laxa (cf. Hentschel, 1911). Widespread sampling
of regional populations, collection of samples for
biochemical and genetic studies, and determination whether or not observed morhological diff

Oscules, Large oscules, up to 5 mm diameter, 041
ends of bulbous digits, occasionally in crevices
between digits.
Texture and surface characteristics. Surface
even, with distinct, partially arenaceous, skmlike covering, and with several longitudinal
ridges on sides of digits and between bullions
digits; texture rubfcery, compressible, sandy.

Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosome lightly
and evenly arenaceous, hispid, with plumose tu fts
of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles protruding through surface, sometimes in dense brushes:
subectosome cavernous, with sparsely cored,
arenaceous, ascending primary spongin fibres

forming large meshes in periphery.

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton

irregularly

cavernous, with light spongin fibres
and spicule tracts; spongin fibres divisible into
reticulate,

primary and secondary components; primary
fibres relatively large, with very I'rttle fibre spongin content, cored by both large and small sand
grams,. Foraminifera and paueispicular tracts of
styles, becoming sinuous
during towards periphery; secondary fibres consist of uni- or paueispicular spicule tracts bound
together by collagenous spongin and debris;
primary fibres moderately cchinaled^ slightly
heavier towards periphery; secondary fibres wilh

choanosomal principal
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FIG. 85. Claihria (Wilsonella) claviformis Hentschcl (holotype SMF1504). A, Choanosomal principal style. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Accolada toxas. E, Palmate isochelae. F,
Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Holotype.
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FIG. 86. Clathria (Wilsonella) claviformis Hentschel (holotype SMF1504). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Peripheral skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Palmate isochelac. E, Echinating acanthostyle. F, Acanthostyle
spines. G, Base of principal subtyloslyle. H, Bases of auxiliary subtylostyles. I, Accolada toxas.
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no or few echinating acanlhostyies; mesohyl
matrix heavy, granular, with abundant
microscleres and detritus scattered throughout,
usually lining small oval cboanocyte chambers.
Siegascleres (Table 16). Choanosomal principal
styles thin, slightly curved, fusiform, with
rounded or slightly subtylote, lightly microspined
bases.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles hastate,
thin, mostly straight, with slightly subtylote

TABLE

16. Comparison between present and published records of Ckithria (WilsonelSa) claviformis
Hentschel. All measurements are in u,oi, denoted as
range (and mean) of spicule length x spicule width
(N=25).

Holotype

SPICULE
Choanosomal

258-{308_6)-3&*x6-

principal styles

Subectosomal

Echinating acanthostyles slightly subtylote,
with few, dispersed, large spines on base and
apex, usually with aspinose neck; spines located
on point usually more recurved than those on

(8.4J-10

]6J-(292,0)-371x3-

lfi9-(289.2>-375x3-

Echinating
acanlhoslyles

Chelae

Toxas

base.

Microscleres (Table 1 6). Palmate tsochelae large,
abundant, with some twisted examples.
Toxas thin, with slight angular central curvature and straight, unreflexed points.

REMARKS. C

(W.) claviformis is relatively
easily differentiated from other arenaceous
species by its skeletal architecture, fibre characteristics and spiculation (sec remarks for C. (W.)
tuberosa below, and compare spicule dimensions
between species in Table 19). HentscheFs (1912)
mention of similar isochelae geometry in C. (W.)
claviformis and other microcionid species such as
C. (Dendrocia) pyramids is misleading, since the
latter species has arcuate-like chelae whereas
those of C. (W.) claviformis are simply palmate.

The

nearest relative of C. fW.) claviformis Is
probably
(W) lubervscu especially in specific

C

features of its arenaceous ectosomc

to

18mm

235-f287.2y-338x7-

(9,6)- 13

auxiliary styles

bases, usually microspined.

Speeimens<N=21

(SMFl5<Mt

(5.1)-8

(5-2J-7

79-{88.8M03*4-

64-<74.0)-82*A.

(6.4V8

(6.4)-8

16-<18.4>-22

14-(J6.8j-20

2S-*J40.3j-2£5x

44-llI3-6;»-238x

08h;MH_5

OM0.9yl.2

diameter, frequently fused near their
common base or on a

basal ends, attached to a
short cylindrical stalk.

Colour. Red-brown alive (Munsell 2.5R 8/8),
darkening in air (2.5R 6/10), brown preserved
Oscules. Large oscules, up to

4mm

diameter,

scattered evenly overall surfaces of digits, in life

slightly raised

membraneous

above the surface with

a

lip.

Texture and surface characteristics. Surface
even, optically smooth, broken only by raised
oscules, texture firm, compressible, rubbery.

Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosome heavily
arenaceous, with peripheral spongin fibres fully
packed with mostly sand particles and some
foreign spicule fragments (holotype; vice versa in

plumose tracts of subectosomal auxiliary styles, confined completely
below surface; spongin fibres in subectosomal
region ascend to surface, plumose, fully
arenaceous, with plumose brushes of subectosomal auxiliary spicules.
paratype), and with sparse

Clathria (WilNondto) enstue ftp. nnv
(Figs 87-88, TaWc 17, Plate 2E)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NTMZ3561 (NCIQ66CQMG05OO4): Marion Reef, off
C
Edithburg, S. Yorke Peninsula. SA, 35 W.5*S.
2384-1) (fragment
1

37°4$.0'E,

lO.ii.

1989. 6m depth, coll

.

NCI (SCUBA).

PARATYPE: NTMZ3S21 (NCIQ66C-3744-L) (fraement QMG300270): Trap Reef, Bicheno, Tas,,
a
41 51.7 S, H8°18.6'E. 30m depih. 26.ii.l99a coil.
,

NQ (SCUBA),

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 6-30m depth, on sand
covered rock substrate, with algae and seagrasses on
patch reef; Yorke Peninsula (SA), E coast rTas) <Pic.
S7F).

DESCRIPTION, Shape. Erect, digitate, flabellate
150mm wide.

growth form, 205-350mm high, 70-

with multiple branches usually aligned in one
plane, composed of long, slender, flattened or
cylindrical, bifurcate digits, 70- 190mm long, up

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton

irregularly

reticulate in axis, plumo-reticulate near
periphery, clearly divided into primary, ascending fibres, 60-130|xm diameter, and secondary,
connecting, transverse spongin fibres, 30-70p.m
diameter; primary fibres fully arenaceous, incorporating both sand and foreign spicule fragments,
and a sparse core of choanosomal auxiliary styles
amongst the debris; secondary fibres without
g&Qd particles, with some foreign spicules* and
also with a light core of choanosomal auxiliary
spicules; echinating ;>canthostyles not abundant
on fibres, usually echinating fibres at acute
angles, directed towards surface; mesohyl matrix
moderately heavy, with few foreign spicules and

REVISION OFMICROCIONIDAE

TABLE 17. Comparison between present and published records of Clarhria ( Wilsonelld) ensiae sp.nov All
measurements are given in p.m, denoted as range (and
mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).
,
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could also be included

in C.

(Dendrocia) due to

close resemblance between choanosomal and
subectosomal styles, both classed here as
auxiliary spicules (i.e., WdsoneUa s.s.). However,
(W,) australiensisi those styles coring
like

C

Paraiypc

fNClQ66C2384t)

(NCIQ66C3744L)

69-{in.4)-U2K

37-<108.6)-120*4-

106-<130.7VI47x

97^1310»-154x2-

SPICULE
Choanosomal
principal styles

Subectosomal

1.5-(2.6V3 5

(2.4>-3.5

28-(40.7>-M x 2.5-

48-t6U)-70*3.5-

Chelae

(3-0-4

(4.3)- V5

Ii-(M.2)-16

13(14.41-16

Clathri* (Wilsoneila) reticulata (Lendenfeld,
1888)
(Figs 89-90, Table 18)

absenl

atsent

Ctathriopsamma reticulata Lendenfeld, 188B: 227;
Hallmarm, 1920:771.
Clarhria reticulata.

Texas

from

those styles outside of fibres.

(4.4)-5,5

auxiliary styles

Echinating
aeamhostyles

fibres differ subtly in their terminations

Holotypc

Hooper

&

VViedenmayer, 1994:

Not Echinochalina
very Utile sand; choanocyte chambers large,
480u.m diameter, oval or eliptical

Megascleres (Table

17).

J

pM5.

80-

Choanosomal auxiliary

raegascleres straight or slightly curved towards

fig-25;

reticulata; Whitelegge, 1907: 506,
Hallmann, 1912: 287, pl.30, fig.2,

lext fi£.66.

No| Dictyocylindrus reticulatus Carter, 1881a; 377.
XoiRhaphidophtus reticularis, \\&\\tnw\n, 1912: 177.

base, slightly subtylole bases, hastate, abmpliy
pointed; very similar geometry to subectosomal

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AMG9135 (dry): E.
coast uf Australia, no other details known. PARALBC-

auxiliary styles but shorter, slightly thicker.

TOTYPES: AMZ457: E

Subectosomal auxiliary styles short, slender,
straight or rarely slightly curved at centre, slightly

details

known.

Beach,

NSW,

subtylote bases, hastate, stepped points.

Echinating aeanthostyles short, slender,
fusiform points,
over but spines slightly heavier on base

straight, slightly subtylote bases,

spirted all

and

coast of Australia, no other

BMNH 1925.1 1.1.576

(drv>:

Manly

33°49'S, 15ri8*E. no other details

known.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
centra]

Ecology unknown;

E coast (NSW) (Fig. 89G).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Subspherical, reticulate-

point.

Microscleres (Table 17). Palmate isocbeJae relatively long, slender, unmodified.

Toxas absent.

ETYMOLOGY. Phonetic acronym in the National
Cancer Institute (NCI), in appreciation of the AIMS
group who provided the author with unrestricted access
to all their sponge collections.

branching growth form, 80- 150mm high, 55wide, composed of lobate, bifurcating,
sometimes anastomosing tubular digits with
rounded margins, 30-50mm long, up to 18mm

95mm

diameter.
Colour.

Dark brown

in ethane!.

Oscules. Not seen (available material dry and
surface contracted).

REMARKS. There are some differences between
of
aeanthostyles (Table 17). Similarly, primary
spongin fibres of the holotype are predominantly
cored with sand particles, whereas in iheparatype
foreign spicules are more abundant than sand, but
in all other respects both these specimens are
identical, and these observed differences are conthe

two specimens of C. (W,) ensiae

in the size

sidered to be relatively minor.
(W.) ensiae differs from other species of the
Wilsoneila group primarily in its flattened-flabel-

C

erect, bifurcate, branching growth form
having auxiliary styles with peculiar hastate, telescoped points Other features such as
skeletal structure and spicule dimensions can also
be used lo distinguish allied species (Table 19).
Like
(H'J australiensis, the present species

hform,

and

in

C

Texture and surface characteristics. Surface
shaggy, reticulate; texture brittle in dry state.
Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosomal skeleton
lightly arenaceous, with plumose brushes or individual choanosomal principal styles protruding, together with a paratangential Jayer of
subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles, lying near
bases of principals, and echinating aeanthostyles
projecting into these.

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton

irregularly

moderately heavy, large spongin
fibres forming relatively wide ovoid meshes,
ined by very large, typically curved oxeote toxas;
spongin fibres not easily divisible into primary or
secondary components based on fibre diameter,
although primary, ascending fibres contain
plumose, paucispicular tracts of bolh principal
reticulate, with

I
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FIG. 87. Clathria (Wilsonella) ensiae sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ3561). A, Choanosomal auxiliary subtylostyle.
B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Palmate isochelae. E, Section through
peripheral skeleton. F, Australian distribution. G, Paratype QMG300270.

and auxiliary megascleres; secondary, transverse,
connecting fibres without coring spicules; both
sorts of spongin fibres contain a light core of
detritus, especially small sand grains; echinating

acanthostyles very abundant, including
peripheral fibres; mesohyl matrix heavy, darkly

pigmented, with abundant microscleries, especially bundles of whispy, sinuous toxas
(toxodragmata); extra-fibre auxiliary
megascleres organised into ascending subdermal
tracts, with few loose spicules scattered between
fibres.
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FIG. 88. Clathria (Wilsonella) ensiae sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ3561). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Peripheral
skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Palmate isochela. E, Echinating acanthostyles. F, Acanthostyle spines. G,
Base of principal subtylostyle. H, Bases of auxiliary subtylostyle.
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FIG. 89. Clathria (Wilsonella) reticulata Lendenfeld (lectolype AMG9 1 35). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Oxeote toxa. E, Palmate isochelae.
F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Lectolype. I, Paralectotype

BMNH1925.1

1.1.576.
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FIG. 90. Clathria {Wdsonella) reticulata Lendenfeld (paralectotype AMZ457). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Peripheral skeleton. C-D, Fibre characteristics. E, Echinating acanthostyle. F. Acanthostyle spines. G, Base of
principal subtylostyle. H t Bases of auxiliary subtylostyles. I. Oxeote toxa. J, Palmate isochclae.
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Megascteres (Tabic 18). Choanosomal principal
vuMylauyles well differentiated from auxiliary
spicules, mostly straight, fusiform, with profuse-

TABLE 18, Comparison between present and published records of Clathria (WilsontHa) reticulata (Lcndenfeld). All measurements are given in u-m, denoted
as range (and mean) of spicule length x spicule width
(N=25).

ly tnicrospined, slightly subtylote bases.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostylcs thin,
fusiform, straight, slightly curved. Sttlteli
sinni :ik, with minutely nucn&pined, subtyiotc

Paralecioiypc

SPICULE

bases.

Echinaung acanthostyles with rounded bfl
even spination, although basal and distal portions slightly more heavily spincd than

Choanosomal

tcctoiypc

Paralectoiypc

(AMG9I35)

(AMZ457)

1

73-( 209.4 >-

258x7-<9J>-

relatively

principal
styles

poin

Subectosomal

U

t63-X236.8)-

324

Echmaiing

52-<61.7>-7l

REMARKS.

To

This species

is

poorly

3 specimens but differentiated from other spc
in the Wllsotielln group having only a very light
con? of detritus in fibres, usually composed of
small sand and spicule panicles, differentiated
primary and secondary fibres, and prominent
bundles of sinuous toxas Lining aquiferous chambers (Fig. 90). Affinities with other species (Table
19) are discussed elsewhere (remarks under C.
(W. J tubervsa and C. f H' j australiensis). In some

respects (growth form, geometry of some
spicules, presence of two sizes of isochelae with
contort forms) the species is closest to C (W.)
tuberosa, hut toxa geometry is quite different

between these two species.
Claihi-ta (Wdsonella) tuherosa iBowerbcmk, 1875)

(Figs 91-93. Table 19, Plate 2F>

-rorMMaiuberosa Bowerbank, 1875:261.282
Vusmaer, J 935a: 607.
Cknhria iuberosa; Ridlev. 1881: 121; Ridley, 1884a:
444-445, pJ.42, fjg.d; Hemsehel. 1912:
Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994; 275.
hf{

{

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNHIX77. 5

21 1 3 1 2:
of Malacca. Malaysia, vicinity of 2*N. I02"E,
coll. Capt. Parish (dredge). OTHER MATERIAL: INDONESIA - SMHV78 (fragment MNHNDCL2346).
Straits

QLD-BMNH188I. 10.21.325, BMNH1882.2.23.I98,
253, 283. 334. NT
AMZ4559 (RRIMP FN989),
NTMZ777. NTMZ809, NTMZ920, NTMZ933.
-

NTMZ946, NTM21091, NTMZ2087, NTMZ2400,
NTMZ2708, QMG303336, NTMZ2157 NTMZ2189,
NTMZ1959. NTMZ1980. NTMZ1987. NTMZ2O20.
NTMZ2098, QMG30342S. NTMZ2107, NTMZ234.
NTMZ235, NTMZ236 - NTMZ2496, NTMZ540.
NTMZI07, NTMZ1 12, NTMZ128.NTMZ554. WESSEL ISLANDS; NT - NTMZ3955.
t

H9j0)-6

3<6.5>-v

Chelae

5<6,6>-9

Chelae

known fmin

x

acanthostyJes
1

11

tds

227-(2M.v-

296x^9.41-

I87-U59.0)-

auxiliary
styles

18).

182-<240.2)-

2&9xS-{93)-

11

Palmate tsoehdac tlifferentiated into 2 size classes, smaller with approximately 75% of contort fornix.
Toxas extremely abundant, long. thin, sinuous,
l hiiiaeieristically oxeote, with only very slight or
no central curvature and straight tapering points.

Mkrosderes (Table

11

322x3-(4.2i-

-i

4y

309x3440-7
65-<67.8>-T2»
6-*7.3>-9

i

8

l

433

\

6(6.1,-9

i

45423

(2.41-4

i

'

23K-(J017»0.8-

<

4-(7.2.- 1

13(14.8) 17

n

198-(24?

54-<63 6>-75h

\2(l4.4)-n

684

ifiMNH
1925.11 .1.376)

14-U3.2hl7

uv

302 -i -J -

n.v

593x1'

ri.9)-3.5

.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Semi-encrusting on

rock, dead or live coral heads, epizoolic on other sponges and gorgonians. usually associated with shallow
coral reef habitats; 2- 19m depth range; prevalent in Ihe

and Indo-Malay shallow water
ntacrobcnihk conununfiy, extending as far south as
I3°S latitude; Torres Sin* (FNQ) (Ridley, |SR4a).
Bynoc Harbour, Darwin Harbour, Coral Bay, Port
Brenner, Wcsvd 1% (NT) AUn Straits of Malacca
(Bowcrbank. 1875. Ridley, 1881) and
Is, Indonesia illcniNchc). 1912)
tropical, Australian

Am

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Subsphcrical.
predominantly bulbous growth form* 60-l35inin
diameter, less often club-shaped with apu;d
lofoatc digits, or pseudo-vasifonm on low stalk
with convoluted, apical, lohate digits; surface
projections (or branches) rounded lobale, rclativcly close-set. attached 10 common centre,
which

in turn is usually attached to substrate by a
peduncle, lobaic digits usually bifurcate
with rounded margins. In life lobes prominently
bulbous, evenly rounded; after preservation lobe's
II

become

slightly flattened

and angular.

Colour. Live pigmentation dusty pale pink-red
(Munscll 2.5R 6710) to pink (5RP 8/6), with a
darker choanosome (5RP7/8); lighter ectosomal
colouration due to arenaceous nature of cc-

tosnmc; dessicated colouration darkens to brown
(2.5Y 8/2). red-brown (5Y 8/4). or red-purple

(5RP

3/6). as paler ectoscme collapses. In situ,
subdermal ridges and canals red-pink in life,
showing darker choanosomal pigmentation.
Oscutes. Exhalant pores variable in diameter,
ranging from l-3mm, each with prominent,
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FIG. 9\.Clathria (Wilsonella) tuberosa(BoweTbank) (NTMZ2157). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle. B,
Echinating acanthosty le. C, Subectosomal auxiliary subty lostyles. D, Longer accolada and smaller wing-shaped
toxas. E, Palmate isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Known Australian distribution. H,
Specimen of Hentschel (1912) SMF978. 1, Specimen of Ridley (1884) BMNH1882.2.23.198. J, NTMZ107 in
situ.
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FIG. 92. Clathria (Wilsonella) tuberosa (Bowerbank) (NTMZ2708). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics (xl64). C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Acanthostyle spines. E, Bases of principal subtylostyles.
F, Palmate isochelae. G, Base of auxiliary subtylostyle. H, Longer accolada toxas. I. Smaller wing-shaped toxas.

m
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SEASON

TOTAL SAMPLES

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton

SAMPLES WITH

LARVAE

WET

3

:

PREDRY

5

5

DRY
PKEWCT

10

reticulate^

sand grains and fewer choanosomal principal

1

s

10

FIG. 93 Clathria (Witsonella) tuberosa {Bo>*erbank
Seasonal production of incubated larvae in popula>.

,

tions

from

NW Australia.

membraneous, raised

lip (collapses

irregularly

with light spongin fibres fully cored by

upon preser-

vation); oscules confined to apex of lohate digits,

with subdermal canals and grooves radiating
in cruciform pattern.

away from pores

and surface characteristics. Surface opsmooth, even in situ, distinctly
membranous; ectosomal membrane transparent
or slightly opaque when intact, stretched across
Texture

tically

adjoining lobes, with darker subdermal pigmentation and fibre reticulation clearly visible below:
subdermal grooves and minute subdermal canals
produce a more-or-less microscopically reticulate surface: upon dessication ectosome collapses
to become optically reticulate, distinctly
arenaceous, with convoluted ridges and conulcs.
and large amounts of clear mucous usually
produced; texture stiffly compressible,

arenaceous, harsh to touch, minutely hispid.

Ectosome and subeciosome. Eptopontal skeleton
heavily arenaceous, with delicate traces of sand
coring peripheral fibres, through which protrude
sparse tufts of subeetosomal auxiliary styles,
usually raised on low surface conulcs; s[
ectosomal megascleres absent; subeetosomal

megascleres, the latter in rows of 6- 10 abreast in
larger fibres; spicule fragments also common
amongst detritus, particularly haplosclerid oxeas;
spongin fibres heavily echinated by acanthostyles; fibre branching produces irregular oval

meshes, 5Q-(334)-600u.m diameter, with

ir-

regular cliptical choanocyte chambers (38121 u-m diameter), wilh light mesohy I matrix and
abundant microscleres, without sand or any
megascleres; spongin fibres not clearly divisible
into primary or secondary elements, but thinner
fibres (30-55u.m diameter) have coring
megascleres more visible (fewer detrital particles), larger spongin fibres 70-{104)-230u.m
diameter, megascleres core fibres in
paucispicular tracts, slightly more heavily aggregated in trucker fibres but partially obscured
by sand particles; mesohyl matrix in axis light,
with little foreign debris or auxiliary megascleres.

Megascleres (Tabie 19) Choanosomal principal
subtylostyles slightly curved towards basal ei>d,
occasionally straight, wilh heavily mkrospined
bases, tapering to sharp fusiform pointv
Subeetosomal auxiliary subtylostyles

straight,

variable in size, usually with microspined,
prominently suhtylote bases, sharply tapering,
fusiform points.

Acanlhostyles very variable in length and
Width, straight, subtylote. fusiform, evenly
spinosc with granular spines (thinner spicules) or
heavy thorn-like spines (thicker spicule
Microscleres (Tabic 19). Palmate isochelae typi-

form tangential or
paratangenlial tracts perpendicular to dermal
crust, intermingled wilh foreign particles
auxiliary spicules variable in size, but no distinct

cally very abundant, incompletely divided into

localisation of smaller or larger forms, subeetosomal region obscured by abundant sand grains
coring peripheral subdermal fibres: individual
extra-fibre auxiliary styles are intermingled
amongst sand and fibres in subdermal region,

reflexed points, only slightly curved at centre,
analthough smaller examples may have
gular central curvature; occurring individually or

sometimes forming dense paratangential

Lanae. Incubated parenchymella larvae were

plumose brushes, ascending

recorded in only

auxiliary subtylostyles also

ectosome. bur,
usually producing sparse tangential subdermal
tracts; subdermal tracts clustered tightly around
fibres and sand matrix, bound together with abunto

dant collagen; on peripheral fibres, choanosomal
principal spicules produce plumose brushes,
sometimes protruding through surface, but usually only obvious in places where ectosome has
collapsed and peripheral fibres are closest to surface.

Mt

classes, with

some

twisted smaller ex-

amples.

Toxas abundant,

thin, usually long, without

mom

IDOte often in
matrix.

toxodragmata within mesohyl

17% of specimens, collected
from Darwin and Cobourg Peninsula regions, NT,
during Ma) September, October and December,
suggesting a possible breeding period during the
wetter months (Fig. 93}. Larvae orange-brown
pigmented, oval - elongate, ranging from 165280 x UO-160u.m. All larvae contained juvenile
megascleres scattered throughout central portion
of mesohyl. usually with heavy collagen. In the
few adult sponges seen incubating larvae, the
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ascending spicule tracts composed of subectosomal auxiliary styles (27%), few plumose
extra-fibre brushes with most extra-fibre spicules
closely bound by collagen (31%), or with all
extra-fibre spicules simply bound closely but external to spongin fibres (42%). Choanosomal
skeletal structure: relatively consistent, ranging
from simply irregularly reticulate (54%) to
regularly reticulate (46%), with oval meshes
(88%) or less commonly longitudinally elongated
meshes (12%). Mesohyl matrix: lightly pigmented (58%), moderately heavily pigmented
23%), or heavily pigmented collagen (19%).
Echinaling acanthostyles: forming dense (42%),
moderately dense (50%), or only lightly echinating fibres (X%V Megasclere geometry: consistent; majority of choanosomal subtylostyles with
microspincd bases, 8% of specimens with smooih
subtylote bases. Acanthostyles vary only in
dimensions. Microsclere geometry: consisteni although proportion of contort versus unmodified

was usually lightly orange in colour,
whereas in non-fecund specimens the mesohyl
matrix was invariably pigmented light brown.
inesohy]

Associations. Scyllid poly chaete worms
(Typosyllis spongicola) relatively common (31%

of specimens examined).
Morphological variation. Gross morphology:
characteristic, relatively consistent, varying only
in elongation of basal stem and clump of digits on
apex, ranging from low spherical bulbs (699/ ),
club-shaped (16%), or convoluted, semivasiform
yrowth forms (15%) Live colouration: consistent, only slight variation in pinkish hue. Extosomal skeletal structure: extends from densely
arenaceous with few dermal spicule brushes
(39%), arenaceous with abundant protruding
plumose subectosomal brushes (35%), to
iirenaceous with plumose brushes of subectosomal spicules and single choanosomal styles
ereci on surface (26%). Subectosomal skeletal
structure: varies from well-developed, plumose

(

TABLE

19 Comparison between morphological characteristics of some Australasian arenaceous Clathria
(Wihonelia) species, based on present and published records. All measurement arc given in |xm.

MATERIAL

CHARACTER
•j

2

'

4

5

6

digitate flabellate

digitate

fan

Lvlindrical

Idbaic

red -brown

unknown

unknown

regular refic

irreg, relic.

irreg retie.

yes

yes

no

172-388x6-16

192-298x6-11

smooth base

spined base

-

Shape

Digits

massive

clongale

subspherical

subspherica)

Lubutar

tubular

c lav i form

cylindrical pf

lobaie

lo

elubs/bulbs

i'

n.'in^nt-t]

Live colour

pale orange

ml -brown

pale orange

irreg. relic, axis,

Skeletal
architecture

irreg. relic

plumo-, regular

irreg relic

re tic. subect.

Differentiated

primary/seconda
ry fibre system

Choanosomal
styles

yes

yes

yes

89-175x2.5-8

96-214x4-6.5

smooth or s pined

smooth or s pined

235464*643

r.9-132*

.spincd base

smooth

bast*

•; 172

Subectosomal
styles

tl

5-5

;pmed apex and

99- 148x2.5-3.5

164-375x3-8

spined upcx and

7
.
i

bw

97-154x1

J

IS

63-94 x4-S

78-94 x3-9

base

64-103x4-8

28 70x2.5-5.5

Large chelae

11-19

12-15

14-23

11-16

Small chelae

absent

absent

absent

absent

2K-266
0.5-1.5

<

i-t

18

absent

angular centre

57-74^1-2

91-435x0,8-2

rounded centre

<4raighl at centre

absent

centre

Maierial:
J. W. austral tens is (Carter) - present study.
2. C. lobosa Lendenfeld (ISKS: 149) i^W^miraHensis)
3- W. claviformis (Hentschcl) - presenL studv.
4. W. ensiae, sp.nov. - present study.
5.
6.

BMNH

-

12-18
3-8 twisted

0.8-1.5

43-59x0.8-1.5
slightly angular

angular centre

55

spined base

52-63x3-53

2S-B9x

160-325x2.5

smooth base

base

Toxas

1-541x3-7

smooth hu«

49-85 x2-6

Acanthostyles

i>.

spinodbastj

hololype

AMU O9053; Port Jackson,NSV^.

W. rumosa (Lindgren, 1897:482}- schizotype
1929.11.26.48.
WmucftzfHentSCfiel, 1912:298) - hoioiyr>eSMF974.
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0-20% of contort
20-40% (19%), 40-60% (24%).
60-80 (35%), to 80-10% of spicules (12%).

Nevertheless, the two species are closely

small isochelae varies from

fibres.

spicules (12%),

related.

Few specimens

Spicule dimensions:

Clathria (W-f australiensis has choanosomal
fibres divided into ascending

atypical but

random with no

variation apparently

ture.

secondary transverse elements. Subcclosomal auxiliary subtylostyles have spines on
both bases and points, typically with a prominent

C

(W.) tuberosa is distinctivein the
pink colour, bulbous growth form, soft tex-

However,

it

is

more

terminal spine/point and also smaller spines oe-

curing at least part of the

difficult to differentiate

Choanosomal

architecture and fibre characof C. (W.) reticulata are identical to those

features distinguishing the

one

only

ves.

Clathria (W.) rugosa

is

C

a sister species of

(W.) australiensis, differing in having prominent
,

subectosomal drainage canals ('astrorhizac ).
Subectosomal auxiliary styles are also spined on
both ends, but spines arc perched only on the very
extremity of the spicule point (not on the shaft),
acanthostyles have bulbous points; there is only

two laxa are the
(W.)

which are never present in C. iW.)
tuberosa, and the light deposits of debris into

MATERIAL

CHARACTER
7

V

X

fan palmate-

niLiSMvt spherical

massive spherical

digitate

tubular

globular

ShiijX

Digits

is

and toxas have strongly

size of isochelae;

curved (rounded or sharply angular) central cur-

reticulata,

!

the shaft.

thostyles are pointed and tapering; there

of C. (W.) tuberosa; acanthostyles are as equally
abundant in both species, but many acanthostyles
have heavier spines on the distal part than on
points; and there are two sizes of isochelae, 75%
of the smaller being contort. Thus, the major
straight or sinuous oxeote u>xas in C.

way along

Choanosomal subtylostyles are also auxiliary
spicules, with smooth or spined bases only. Acan-

descriptively. Pertinent differences are:

teristics

radial primary

ly cored

seasonal or geographical distribution of samples.

field:

and

elements, fully cored by detritus, with less heavi-

statistical

significance between specimens irrespective of
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12

111

11

elongate

massive spherical

subspherical

globular

tubular

cupriform

reticulate branches

lobate tubular

tobale

lobate

Jobale

pale pink or pink-

pale pink, or pink-

pale pink or pink-

pale pink or pink-

red

red

red

red

cylindrical

|i

.Kir..

Live colour

bt. red -orange

Skeletal
architecture

irrcg.rclic.

irreg. relic.

lrrcg.rctie.

ye\

none

none

unknown

irreg.retk

Differentiated

primary/seconds
ry fibre system

none

none

partial

l33-(226,3>-343

Choanosomal
styles

167-278x4-11

.smooth base

most spined bases

162-206x2.5-4

Subectosomal

144-286 *4

134-159 x4.5-H

spined apex and

styles

6

Large chelae
Small chelae

58-91 x4-7
12

spined buses

148-223x2-5

154-324x2 5

spined bases

spined

24-122x0.8-3

Toxas

slight curve at

all

spined bases

spined bases

xl.5-<4.l>-8

163-324x3-7
spined bases

bast?:

spined bases

44-97

60-(79.9)-112x4-

x49

43-75 x3-8

69-B8 x3.5-5

52-75x3-9

(6.7)-ll

11-19

17

absent

x4-i8.2H4roosi

]29-<228.9)-375

159-333x2-6

base

Acanthostyles

173-296x7-11

172-302x6-8.5

most opined bases most smooth bases

11

13-19

16

6-8 rare

4-7 iwisiexl

4-8 twisted

81-94x1-2

angular& rounded

•

4-9 twisted

45-684 xO.5-4

4 <l.l>-2

sinuous oxeuiL-

rounded centre

rounded centre

rounded cent re

centre

cenlte

twisted

30-(i40.3)-388

95-215x0.5-1.5
55-255x0.5-1.5

14-17

10(13 V|-!S
4-1 6. l)-9

Material:

&

Le*vi, 1993) - New Caledonian population (included for comparative purposes
7 W. rueosa (Hooper
1877.5.21. 13 12; Straits of Malacca |N=25>.
8. W. tuberosa (BowcrbanK 1875:281); holotype
1881.10, 21.325, 1882.2.23. 98, 253. 283, 334; Torres Strait (N=125).
9. W. tuberosa: Ridley, 1884a:444;
10. V/. tuberosa; Hentschel, 1912:365: SMF978; Arafura Sea (N=25).
Australia (N=650.i
Jl. H'. tuberosa; present material12. W. reticulata (Lendenfeld) - present study.
>

BMNH

NW

BMNH

1
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a single small category of rsoehelae; and toxas are
only slightly curved at iheir centre.
Clathria (W.) claviformis, C. <W.} ensiae, and
flKJ ramosa are different from these other
species in spicule geometry, spicule size, skeletal

C

architecture and fibre characteristics. These InrioAustralasian species are relatively easy to distin-

guish from their gross morphology and field
characteristics although their skeletal characters
arc usually at least partially obscured by the in-

corporation of sand into fibres.
With the exception of C. (W.) attstraJu.
species of Clathria (Wilsonella) have relatively
restricted, mostly allopatric disubudons: C. { \Y.)
tuhervsa is fromN Australia andSE Asia; C. (W.)
claviformis from the Arafura and Timor Seas; C.
(W.) mixta from 2 disjunct populations in the
Arafura Sea and the S. Arabian coast;
(W.)
(W.) ensiae in S
ramosa from the Java Sea;
(W.) reticulata SE
Australia and Tasmania;

C

C

C

Australia. C. (W.) atistraiiensis ranges

from

SW

S Queensland, whereas its cryptic
sibling C. (W.) rugosa is restricted to New
Afl&tTalifl to

Caledonia

Not Wilsonella ramosa; Hallmann, 1912: 243, 298.
Not Coltoclathria ramosa Dendy, 922: 74-76.
cf. Microciona proiifera tropus spinosa; Vosmaer, 1935a:
1

642.

MATERIAL,

&

Clathria (Wilsonella) litos Hooper
Levi, 1993
Clathria (Ctathriopsamma) titos Hooper & L6vi, !$*>3a:
1243-1246, figs 9-10 [New Caledonia].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG30I269.

Clathria (Wilsonella) mixta Hentschel, 1912
Clathria mixta Hentschel, 1912: 298. 367. 368, pl.13, fij.8,
Arafura Sea); Burton, 1959a: 244 \$
pi. 19, fig.30 (Aru

L

Arabian coast).
Thalysias mixta; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105.
cf. Clathria lobata or Clathria ulmus; Vosmaer, 1935a: (44

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: SMF 974
MNHNDCL22SO).

Clathria (Wilsonella)cercidochela (Vacelet
Vasseur, 1971)

&

ujihriopsammacercidoche(aV3ce\ei&.\asseuf 1971: 104105, iexi-fig,62, pl.3, fijj.l (Tulear. Madagascar].
t

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE- MNHr\rt>JV24

>

W Indian Owao.

Clathria (Wilsonella) ferrea (de Laubenfels^
1936)
f-'hherispongiaferrea de LaubenMs, 1936b: 460, fig.44. |Atlantic coast of Panama].
uithria

(Microciona) ferrea: Van SocsU I9R4b; 101-103,

4 (CuracaoJ.
via ferrea; Zea, J9&7: 172. text-fig.60 (Colombiaji
Caribbean].
Mkroctonaferriu; Pwlitoer-Finali, I9B6: H9 (West Indies]
iext-fig.40 table
(

material, holotype: usnm222S9. Gftntetd
Clathria (Wilsonella) foraminifera (Burton
Rao, 1932)
Autenella foraminifera Burton
fig.l I, texl-fig.ll

(Gaspar

&

& Rao,

Straits,

1932: 345-346, p!.!8,
Java Sea].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: IMP790/L E

(fVagj

Indonesia, Arabian Guif.

Clathria (Wilsonella) pseudonapya

Indonesia.

(tic

Laubenfels, 1930)
Ctathriopsamma pseudothtpvti de Laubenfels. 1930: 2S: de
Laubenfels, 1932: 96-97, texl-fig.57 [Pacific
California]; Sim
Bakus, 1986: 10 [California].

Grow,

&

PARATYPfc*

rim.

Clathria (Wilsonella) rugosa Hooper
1993 f Table 19)

(WILSONELLA)

t.

SW Pacific.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM2M36.

OTHER SPECIES OF CLATHRIA

(fragineni

1.26.48). Indonesia. Claihria (Thalysus)
ramosa (Kieschnick, 1896) has priority.

BMNH1929.8.22.19.NE Pacific

I

NHRM

HOLOTYPE:

BMNH1929.1

&

L/Svi,

Clathria iCUilhriopsummd) ruqnsii Htmper .^
evi, 1Q9>1
1237-1 243. figs 7 8. tables 4-5 [New Caledonia].
I

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE; QMG300278

(fragment

NTMZ3880). PARATYPE QMG300696 (fan
NTMZ3889).

SW Pacific.

Clathria (Microciona) Bowcrbank, 1862
Microciona Bowcrbank, 1862b: J 109.
[Abiia] Gray, 1867: 539 jpreocc
lAuuta] de Laubenfels. 1930; 2V(jucucc.|.
|

Anaatadt Laubenfels, 1932: 89.
Axocielita dc Laubenfels, 1936a: 1 IS.
Cionanchora de Laubenfels, 1936a: 108.
Fisherispongia de Laubenfels, 1936b: 460,
Foiitispa de Laubenfels, 1936a: 1 19.
Hymantho Burton, 1930a: 503.
HymeraphicL in part, Hentschel. 1912: 377:
Hymeraphia Bowerbank, 1864: 189.
Leptoclathria Topsent, 1928a: 298.

not

Ophlitaspongia Bowcrbank, 1866" 14; not OphIhaspongla of authors.
Paratenacielta Vacelet
Vasscur, 1971: 103.
Pseurfanchinoe Burton, 1929a; 43.3.
Seriattila Gxzy. 1867:515
Sophax Gray. 1867:521.
Wetmoreusdc Laubenfels, 1936a: 1 2

&

Clathria (Wilsonella) lindgreni

sp. nov.
Clathria ramosa Lindgren, 1897:482-483; Lindgren, 1898:
308-309, pi, 17, fig.9, pi. 18, Tig. 15, pi. 19, fig. 16 [Belitung
I. t Java Sea]; HentscheJ. 1912:367.
Thalysias ramosa; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105.

Not Rhaphidophlus ramosus Kicschmck, 1896; 533,
Kieschmcfc, 1900: 53-54, pi.45, figs 47-50.
1912: 277.

Not Echinoclathria ramosa; Hallmann,
f.g.3.

pi JO.

DEFINITION. Persistently encrusting growth
form, with hymedesmoid skeletal architecture
consisting of a basal layer of spongin, typically

REVISION OF MiCROCIONJDAH

with ascending, plumose, non-anastomosing,
spongin fibre nodes, and megascleres embedded
and erect on basal layer, ectosomaJ skeleton with
only a single undifferentiated category of
auxiliary megasclere

TYPE SPECIES. Microciona asrasanguinea Bo*erbank. 1862b: 1109 (by subsequent designation of
Bowerbank, 1864:

188).

REMARKS. Ofl 1 8 named species described in,
or subsequently referred to Microciona or one of
its synonyms, 103 appear to be valid , and 7 arc
recorded from Australasia, including 2 new
species.

Clathria iMkroctona) accratoobtusa
(Carter. 1887)
iFigs 94-95, Table 20, Plate 3C)
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plumose brushes, and both

sorts of spicules also
scattered individually in skeleton; mesohyl
matrix heavy, dark brown, granular, with incorporated detritus, numerous toxas and auxil
styles dispersed; principal choanosomal styles
long, fusiform, rounded or very slightly subtylole, wilb smooth or minutely spined buses
(length l75-548n,m, width H-22M.ro); subecVysomal auxiliary subtylostyJes polytylote, with
microspined swollen bases (length 264-387p.ro,
width 1.5-4.5jjum); echinating styles short, slightly curved, robust, with prominently swollen,
usually microspined bases and smooth shaft*
(length l2S-i83u.ni, width 5-J2u.m); palmate
isochclac small, relatively homogeneous in size,
wilh many twisted forms (9-l4jim long); toxas
short thickest at centre, tapering to sharp, slightly
reflexed points (length 5fi-92u.m, width 2
5.5 u.m).

Microciona acerato-obiusa Carter. 1S87: 62, 67. 83,
pl.5, figs 7-10; Dendv, 1896: 18; Hentschel. 1911:
348 lext-fig. 32a-f.
Axocieiita aceratoobtusa, de LaubenfeK 1936a: 118.
Clathria aceratoobtusa: Rudman &. Avem, 1989
Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994: 266.
cf. Microciona p roh[fera; Vosmaer, 1935a: 608, 637.

tiguous ir discrete mats on rock or coral substrata, covering up to 12(hum2, 0.4-2mm thick

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: LFM

Oscules. Small exhalant apertures unevenly distributed over surface, up to 1.5mm diameter,
slightly raised or flush with surface; small

;

;

&

(confirmed

destroyed during WWII): Kadan Kyun (King I.}, Mcrgui Archipelago, Andaman Sea, Burma. NEOTYPE:
NTMZ3676: NW. side of N. t. r Ko Wao Yai Group.
5
vicinity of Ko Sarnui, Gulf of Thailand, 9 46.7*N,
D
99 40.3'E, 12m depth, 6.vi.l990, coll. J.N A. Hooper

(SCUBA). OTHER MATERIAL: NSW - NTMZ2K35
(fragment QMG3O0543), NTMZ3125. QLD QMG303089, QMGL7I3 (fragment NTMZ1536).
SAHUL SHELF, WA - QMG301083. QMG301 188.

INDONESIA - BMNH1946.1 L25.244.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Coral rubble, reck and
bivalve substrata; intertidal-I4m depth: Shark Bay,

CartierI.,HibermaRcef,SahulShc]f(WA)(Tientschei.
191 1, present study); Cairns andShelburne Bay (FNQ)
(present study); Sydney and lluka (NSW) (Rudman &
Avern, 1989, present study) (Fig. 94G). Also IndoMalay Archipelago - Andaman Sea (Burma) (Carter
1 887), Gulf of Thailand (present study)

DESCRIPTION OF NEOTYPE, Thinly encrusting on bivalves, up to 1mm thick; colour orangered alive (Munsell 10R 6/12); firm texture;
oscules not seen; surface microscopically hispid,
with choanosomal principal styles protruding up
to lOOpjti from ectosome; subectosomal
auxiliary styles lie paratangential to surface, in
bundles or individually; choanosomal skeleton
leptoclathriid, with principal styles and echinating acanthostyles embedded in and perpendicular
to basai spongin fibres; principal styles form

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Thinly encrusting, con-

Colour Bright orange-red alive (Munsell I0R
6/12-14). grey-brown in ethanol.

surrounding oscules when
Minute inhalant pores
irregularly dispersed, producing slightly reticu-

membraneous

lip

alive, collapsing

in air.

late appearance.

and surface

characteristics. Firm,
minutely hispid; surface with irregularly dispersed, bifurcate subdermal
drainage canals meandering from oscules.

Tctture

mucusy

alive,

Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosomal skeleton
hispid, with points of large choanosomal principal styles protruding up to 200u.m from surface,
occurring individually or in paucispicular
plumose brushes of about 5 spicules; subectosomal auxiliary styles usually lie paratangential
to surface, sometimes forming tangential tracts
lying immediately subdermal; auxiliary styles
arise from skeleton at oblique angles, rarely
protruding through ectosome; tracts of auxiliary
spicules originate in basal half of skeleton, with
1 2 spicule* per tract.
Choanosome. Choanosomal skeletal architecture
hymedesmoid in thin sections, microcionid in

8-

thicker regions, wilh a relatively thick layer of
he$vy spongin fibre lying on basal substrate, 2243u.m diameter; basesof principal and echinating
styles

embedded

in

basal spongin, perpendicular
plumose bundles;

to substrate, individually or in
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FIG. 94. Clathria (Microciona) aceratoobtusa (Carter) (NTMZ2835). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyles.
B, Polytylote subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Echinating subtylostyles. D, Oxhorn toxas. E, Palmate
isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution.
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FIG. 95. Clathria (Microcionci) aceratoobtusa (Carter) (QMG303089). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B Close view
of hymedesmoid skeleton. C, Bases of choanosomal principal subtylostylcs. D ? Polytylotc base of auxiliary
subtylostyle. E, Palmate isochela. F, Oxhorn toxa.
T
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TABLE 20. Comparison between present and publish-

Associations.

ed records of Ctathria [Microckma) acerajoobiusa
(Carter). All measurements are given in u,m, denoted
as ranee fand mean) of spicule length x spicule width

been found

(N=25\

On

NSW

coast this species has
the
in association with pairs of

nudibranchs gra^ng on the sponge, Rostanga
arbutus (AMC151078, 154589) (W.B. Rudman.
pers comm.). These predators arc identical in
their live colouration to the sponge,

SPICULE
Choanosomal
principal

Neotypc

Hcnlsclwl

(NTMZ3676J

(1911)
235-(352-8)-

175-(386.0)-

548 x

I

up to 408

!-

Specimens

* 8

styles

492x12.5(17.21-22

Subcelosomal
auxiliary
styles

217-1379.8)-

264-1324.3)-

387 x

163x4

1.5-

x 3.5-

97-( 130,8)-

I28-<149.9>-

Echinating

443

(4.3)-6

(3-8M.5

183x5-(7.2)-

from 64 x 5

144*5.2

styles
(6.8>-9

12

9-12

9(12.2)14

Chelae

58-(7I,5>-92x

Toxas

10.5-n3.5VI6
18-<57,3>-&4x

35-92 X 3-4
0.8-<2.2>-3.5

in thick sections basal spongin fibres form small
enact nodes, 22-35p.m thick, up to 48jim high,

enveloping bases and parts of spicule shafts;
mcsohyl matrix heavy, granular, darkly pigmented, incorporating irregularly dispersed sand
grains and other foreign riehris, numerous toxas
occurring singly or in dragmata, more-or-less ascending tracts of subectosomal auxiliary
mcgasclcres, and fewer isochelae; choanocyte
chambers minute, ovoid but rarely seen, 1218ujti diameter, mostly obscured by heavy collagen; large subectosomal cavities, U0-145ixm
diameter, visible where inorganic substrate is

fragmented and discontiguous.
Megascleres (Table 20), Choanosomal principal

utilising the

presumably

sponge's carotenoid pigments

REMARKS.

This species was Originally
recorded from Mergui Archipelago and by
Hentschel (1911) from Shark Bay, WA. The
holotype was destroyed during WWII (its absence from the LFM collections has been checked
by Shirley Stone, BMNH. pers.comm.); the
neolype comes from an area in Thailand relatively close to the type locality. The first record of the
species in the Pacific

Ocean

is

also

made

here.

Previous published descriptions of this species
are relatively poor and non-discriminatory; some
attributes of the type material arc still uncertain.

Carter (1887) did not give any spicule dimensions, but his figures indicate thai Mergui
specimens are very similar to present material.
There are some minor differences between my
material and descriptions by Carter (1887) and
Hentschel (1911). HentschePs specimens from

Shark Bay were thickly encrusting with

mammiform

surface processes.
architecture varied from leploclathriid. with a thin layer of spongin lying on
the substrate, to microcionid in thicker regions,
with fibre nodes and single, non-anastomosing
columns of spongin arising from the substrate,
Principal styles were fusiform, prominently substolon iferous,

Choanosomal

slightly

with microspined bases. Palmate
isochelae were frequently contort. By comparison* Carter (1887) reported the holotype had
principal styles with hastate or styloid points, and
their bases were completely smooth and only
sbghtly subtylote. Similarly, there was no mention in Carter's description whether isochelae
were modified (contort). Vosmaer (1935a) expressed doubts about the conspecificity between
Carter's and Hcntschcfs material based on alleged differences between them in megasclcre
and microsclere geometries, but this criticism is
unfounded. Both Carter and Hentschel reported
that their specimens were thinly encrusting on
living and dead serpulid worm tubes, bivalves
and gastropods; colour was brown to beige
preserved; toxa geometry was distinctive and
identical; and echinating megascleres were entirely smooth.

reflexed points; central part thickest whereas tips
taper to fine points.

De Laubenfels (1936a) erected Axocielita for
this species, having smooth echinating

subtylostyles long, thick, fusiform, typically
curved in basal third, with slightly subtylote
mostly smooth, less often microspinetl bases

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles usually
long, straight* thin, fusiform, with prominently
swollen, smooth or mtexospincd bases.

Bchinating suhtylosryles entirely smooth or
occasionally with lightly microspincd bases.
small, thick, fusiform, slightly curved or straight.
Intermediates between echinating and principal
styles also occur.

Mkroscleres (Tabic 20). Palmate iKOchclac small,
with long lateral alae fused lo shaft for most of its
length; chelae relatively
class,

homogeneous

proximately

common, of a single size

in size

and geometry, ap-

70% with contort shafts.

Toxas very abundant, oxhonn, with
rounded central curves, straight or

slightly

tylote. often
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21. Spicule dimensions of of Ciaihna
(Microciona) antarctica (Topsent), giving comparisons between nominotypical material and other
type material. All measurements are given in u.m,
denoted as range (and mean) of spicule length x
spicule width (N=25).
Holotype of

SPICULE
Choanosomal

PartofrypcofW.
bastspinosa

(MNHNDTI612)

(BNMN1933.3.I739!

Pseadanchinoctoxiferum\KoMn, 1976:

155, 188.

SMostichontubcrcutata Button, 1934b: 35,

pi. 3. fig.2.

text-figs 6-9; Koltun. 1976: 188.

Microciona bastspinosa Burton, 1934b: 38-39. pi 5,
fig-Z text-figs
1-12; Burton, 1938b: 17; Kohun,
1964a: 76. Desqueyroux. 1972: 31. n&i 1U3-107;
Desqueyroux &. Moyana, 1987: 49; Dow son, 1993:
1

1

36.

Clathria antarctica: Hooper
266.

&

Wiedcnmaver. ISN4;

409-(519.9V6?6\9- 293(498.31-618x9-

principal styles

Subectosomal

5.

loxifera

207

(13.8>-22

(12.6J-I8

2U-(424.9)-899\4-

252-(36O.9)-503 x 4-

auxiliary styles

Echinaling
acantho^lyles

R.RV

(10.5>-I6

(7.2H0

52-(!10.g)-214A

78-(130.l)-265x3-

2.5-<6.B>-IO

(8.7)- 11

absent

ahscm

Chelae

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDT1612: Gough
J., S. Atlantic, 40^0'S, 95"6..VV>\ 200m depth.
22.iv. 1904, colL
'Scoria* (dredge)
HOLOTYPE of Af. bastspinosa: NHRM997 III (fragment
1933.3.17.39): Port Albemarle, Falkland
Is, 18-30m depth,
ix,l902, Swedish AmarCUC Ex-

BMNH

1

1

pedition (dredge).

Toxas

31-(46.1)-B4x0.8-

IB-(27.8)-35x 1.5-

ii.a>-3.o

(13M.0

HABIT ATDISTRIBUTION. Deeper water rockroefs;
6-61 0m depth (Kohun, 1976); Antarctica- Di^overv
1

megascleres (i.e., like Axociella) but also with a
Microciona-Xikt encrusting growth form. This is
surprising given that Ophlitaspongia seriate, a
north Atlantic species, also has an encrusting
growth form, mkrocionid architecture and
smooth echinaling spicules (which Simpson
(1968a) subsequently showed was a synonym of
Microciona based on cytology and other characters). These arguments demonstrate that the apparent generic boundaries between microcionids
based on growth form and spicule spination are
tenuous at best.
QMGL713 from the Cairns region, encrusting
on an ascidian, has skeletal architecture, fibre
characteristics and spiculation closely comparable to other material of
(Sf.)aceratoobtusa
but lacks toxas completely. It is difficult to confirm the identity of this specimen (i.e., because
the species is largely characterised by the
geometry of its toxas), but given that all other
characters are the same it is included here.
Although only known from few specimens it is
likely that this species is widespread in the lndowest Pacific shallow-water fau

C

Ross Sea. McMurdo Sound, Graham Land. VicLand, Hnderbv Land; Subantarclie - Macquane I.
(Fig. 96F). Also SW Atlantic; SW and SE Pacific
Ticrra del Fueco. Falkland Is, Shag Rocks, South Georgia, Gough 1.. Argentina, Chile, Kerguclen. New
Zealand.
Inlet,

toria

DESCRIPTION.

Colour. Brown in ethanol.
Oscules. Small, 2mm diameter, on apex of sur
face conuJes.
Texture and surface characteristics. Compressible; smooth surface with scattered prominent
conules, translucent surface
Ectosome and iubectoxonte. Moderately

Snlosiichon toxifentm Topscnl, 1913 a: 621-622,

pJ.4,

'f]g.7.pl.6,fjg.l4.

Not Hymerophia taxi/era Hentschel, 1912: 3-82.
Anchinoe toxifera tar. amarcfica; Topsent. 1917: 43,
pl.4 t fig.S, pl.6, fig.5.

Pseudanchinoetoxifera\ Burton, 1929a: 433-434: Burion, 1932a: 325: Burton. 1934b: 39, Burton, 1940:
1 J5; Kohun, 1964a: 72; Kohun, 1976: 155. 1 88. figs
11-12.

Claihno toMifertr,\toiS<xsti 1984b:

129.

rjf

plumose brushes of auxiliary subtylostylcs, of a
single Mze ealegory. arising from ends of erect
fibre nodes, protruding through surface and intcrdispersed with long principal spicules.

Choanosome* Skeletal architecture microcionid,
with hymedesrooid basal layer of spongin lying
on substrate echinated by erect acanthostyles of
various sizes, and erect fibre nodes at 200-400 jim
intervals; fibre nodes non-anastomosing, fanning
discrcic skeletal

Clathria (Microciona) antarctica (Topscnt 1917)
(Figs 96-97. Tabic 21)

Shape. Growth forms range
to massive, subspherical.

from thickly encrusting

fibre

columns

in

choanosome; erect

columns, 40-lOOu.m diameter, cored by

long ehoanosomaJ subtylostyles, usually protruding through fibres in plumose bundles or in*
dividual])*, and also heavily echinated by smaller
acanthostyles in their basal portion only; fibres
I'orm single, discrete columns of spongin anil
spicules for most of their length biu diverge into
2 or more branches in subectosomal region, ultimately producing ectosomal spicule brushes at
their ends; mesohyl matrix light, choantxyn-

chambers 3O-50pjn diameter, numerous spherical cells, and dispersed auxiliary spicules outside
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FIG. 96. Clathria (Microciona) antarct'tca (Topsent) (holotype MNHNDT1612). A, Choanosomal principal
subtylostylc. B, Subcctosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Wing-shaped toxas. E,
Section through skeleton. F, Antarctic distribution.
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form plumose columns;
mesohyl collagenous.
Megascleres (Table 21). Choanfibres also

osomal principal subtylostyles
very long, slender, with fusiform
points, slightly curved towards
apical end, subtylote or slightly

subtylote bases, smooth or
microspincd bases.

Subcctosomal auxiliary subtylostyles short, robust, straight or

curved near basal end,
hastate points or at least less
fusiform than principal spicules,
with subtylote microspincd bases.
Echinating acanthostyles variable size range, the larger ones
clearly intermediate between principal spicules and smaller spined
spicules; spicules straight or
slightly curved, moderately heavily spined, evenly spined, spination
becoming vestigial on larger
spicules, fusiform points, subslightly

tylote bases.

Microscleres (Table 21). Chelae
absent.

Toxas short, thick, wingshaped, with wide central curvature, curved at slight angle,
slightly reilexed arms.
REMARKS. Hentschel's (1912)
seniority over
toxifera has
Topsenfs (1913a) name, and
hence the next available name an9 17) is used for
(Hooper & Wieden-

tarctica (Topsent,
this species

1

mayer, 1994).
Koltun (1976) proposed that M.

basispinosa Burton was conspecific with S. toxiferum Topsent,

and this
Kol tun's
synonymy

is

now confirmed.
proposed

(1976)

of this species and S.
tuberculoid Burton has not yet
been corroborated (types not yet
found). His proposal to include C.

(Clathria) pauper Brondsted,
1927, in this taxon

rejected, the

is

having a plumoskeleton (as opposed to

latter species

reticulalc

exclusively plumose skeleton),
FIG. 97. Clathria (Mkrociona) antarctica (Topsent) (fragment of
holotype BMNH 933.3. 17.39a). A, Echinating acanthostyles and toxa.
B, Plumose skeletal structure.
1

different pattern of spination

on

acanthostyles, two toxa mortr> (M.)
hA
phologies (C,
antarctica
.

,

•

,

x

,
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having oniy one), and spicule sizes differing substantially between the two species (compare
Table21 and description of C. (C) pauper above).

TABLE 22. Comparison between present and published records

of Clathria (Microciona)

grisea

(Hentschel). All measurements are given in pm,
denoted as range (and mean) of spicule length x
spicule width (N=25).

Clathria (Microciona) grisea (Hentschel,
1911)(Figs 98-99, Table 22)

Holotype

SPICULE
grisea Hentschel, 191

353. text-fig.35Micwcionagrissa (lapsus]; deLaubenfels, 1936a; 1 1 1.
Wiedenmayer, 1994: 266
Clathria grisea; Hooper
Ijep!csia

1:

&

Choanosomal

Echinating
acanthostyles

Chelae

1

24 1 (268.5) 298 x

(I0.4H2

11(13-2)16

195-(218.9)-242x4-

246-(264.4)-283 x 4-

auxiliary styles

(6.3>-8

(5.8)8

95(103-4)-! 16 x 6-

109-(.IZ4.6)-158xa(9.4

(7.S)-10

I

CteUell

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 7-25m

depth; growing
on bivalves and Acropora cf robustax Shark Bay and
Pelsan Is. Houunan Abrolhos IWA) (Fig. 98F).

J35-* 198.2)-212 x 6-

principal styles

Subeclosomul

MATERIAL- HOLOTYPE: ZMB4435: NW. of Middle Bluff, Shark Bay, WA. 2548'S, U326'E, 7-8m
depth, 2 1 .ix. 1 905, col). W. Michaelsen & R. Hartmeyer
(dredge). OTHER MATERIAL. WA- NTMZ2863
(fragments QMG300054, P1BOC 04-295).

Specimen (N=

(ZMB443.V)

.

H

1

15-< 16.81-19

U-(15,2>-17

20-<22.9)-2S

XVfLV 5-1-28

absent

jr^-i

.

DESCRIPTION. Shape.

Thinly encrusting, up to
3mm thick (holotype) or long cylindrical digitate
sponge, 480mm long. 70mm maximum width,
with few, slightly flattened, bifurcate, cylindrical
branches, up to 40mm diameter, and short basal,
holdfast attachment.
Colour. Red-brown alive (Muasell 10R 4/10).
brownish-grey preserved.
Oscules. Large oscules, up to

4mm

diameter,
irregularly distributed on lateral sides of branches
in

ramose material.

and surface

characteristics. Surface
distinct skin-like
detachable covering; texture compressible, rub-

Texture

smooth, unomamentcd, with

bery.

Ectosoine and subectosome. Ectosoroe heavily
collagenous, Up to 1 80p.m thick, including a light
crust of arcuate isochelae. and with tangential
fibres running longitudinally along surface; subectosornal skeleton consists of plumose brushes
of auxiliary subtylostyles, in bundles, standing
erect or semi-erect but not protruding beyond
surface, subectosornal spicule bundles arise from

ends of principal spicules erect on the substrate
(in holotype) or from peripheral fibres (in
specimen).

Chmtnosome, Holotype - choanosomal skeleton
hyrncdcsrnoid, with abasaJ layer of spongin fibre,
acanthose bases of principal styles and smaller
acanihoslyles embedded in basal spongin, standing

erect upon substrate. Specimen mosomal skeleton irregularly plumose,

heavy spongin
up to 220p.m diameter, cored by both
subectosornal auxiliary subtylostyles and principal sfyles. undechinaledby plumose brushes of
both choanosomal principal styles and echinating
slighlly reticulate, with sinuous,

fibres,

acanthostyies poking through fibres into
mesohyl; mesohyl matrix light, choanocyte
chambers elongate-oval, up to 150p.m diameter,
with abundant arcuate isochelae dispersed
throughout.
Afegascleres (Tabic 22). Choanosomal principal
styles thick, long, slightly curved at centre, subtylote, wuh heavily spined bases and sparsely

micruspined shafts.
Subectosornal auxiliary subtylostyles, in dermal skeleton within choanosomal fibres, long,
thick, straight, with fusiform points and very
slightly subtylnte,

smooth bases.

Echinating acanthostyies long or short, relatively slender, straight, slightly subtylote, heavily
spined all over spicule except for aspinose point.

iWcroscleres (Table 22). Arcuate-like isochelae
divided into two size classes, without intermediates; larger chelae with very thick, strongly
curved shaft, small rounded lateral alae attached
to shaft for most of its length front aJa completely
free; smaller chela? with slightly curved shaft,
long lateral alae only partially attached to shaft.
,

Toxas ahsent.

REMARKS.

There are some notable differences
and spicule sizes between (he
encrusting holotype and the branching specimen
described above iTable 22), but the two
specimens agree so closely in spicule diversity
and geometry that they are obviously eonspecific. These differences may be due to the
holotype being immature, having smaller spicule
dimensions and a hymedesmoid skeleton,
whereas the larger branching specimen still
retains the ascending plumose (non-anastomosing) fibre nodes, typical of the Microciona condiin skeletal structure

tion.

REVISION OFMICROClONIDAk

The major distinguishing features in C, (M, >
grisea are the arcuate isochelae and spined prin-

On this basis it is surprising that de
Laubenfels (1936a) did not refer it to Anaata
which he created specifically for this purpose
(i.e., to include species with acanlhose principal
spicules, echinating acanthostyles, smooth subectosomal styles and arcuate isochelae). The
holotype of Leptosia grisea has a hymedesmoid
choanosome, without plumose fibre nodes (and
therefore strictly a member of LepiocLithrta), and
only a single category of auxiliary spicule.
Anaata, Leptoctathria and Micrvciona are con
sidered synonyms of Clathriu.
Clathria fM.) grisea belongs to Hallmanrfs
(1912) spicata group of species (see comments
for
\'i"halysias) lendenfeldO, having a spicatc
arrangement of principal and echinating spicules,
which protrude through fibres in a plumose manner (Hooper et al., 1990).
cipal spicules.

C

ing perfectly erect or slightly plumose brushes
ascending to but not protruding through suiface;
fibre nodes discrete, not anastomosing with adjacent nodes, but some principal spicules from
adjacent nodes cross within mesohyl; paratangential plumose brushes of auxiliary spicules located in several places within mesohyl. forming
a tangential tract near basal spongin layer, forming stellate brushes midway along erect fibre
nodes, and forming plumose paratangential
brushes near surface; echinating acanthostyles
relatively sparse on both basal spongin and erect
fibre nodes: mesohyl matrix moderately heavy

with microscleres dispersed throughout:
choanocytc chambers not seen.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long,
thin, slightly curved or whispy near point, often
bent in distal third ot spicule, with smooth tapering hastate bases and fusiform points, occasionalIv iliehtlv

width

Clathria (Microciona) illawarrae sp. nov.
(Figs 10O-1 OK Plate

3D)

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
reef,

central

E

Shallow surxidal; on
growing over bivalves and coralline alRae;

coast

(NSW)

(Fig. 100G),

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Im'nly encrusting, 0.31.5mm thick, following contours of substrate.
Colour. Pale yellowish-orange alive (Munsell
2.5Y 8/10), beige in ethanol.
Osrules. Minute, less than 2mm diameter, scattered over surface, with slightly raised surrounding membraneous lip; pores very small covering
entire surface.

Texture

and surface

characteristics. Soft,

telescoped. Length

62<

1

29.4 h I (Ojinn

3-a6M-Vm.

Subectosomal auxiliary

subtyli>\iyle>

long,

with elongated smooth subtylote
bases and hastate points. Length l76-(206.5)228*An-u width l.O-(2.3)-3.0^m.
Echinating acanthostyles short, relatively
thick, cylindrical usually thickest above basal
constriction, slightly spined, aspinose slightly
constricted neck, slightly swollen base, rounded
or fusiform point Length 36-(53.2)-68p.m, width
thin, straight,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG304572: Shellhar,
C
bour, lllawarra. NSW. 34 35'S, 150°52 E, 10.vi.1993,
coll. L. Milter (SCUBA).
rock
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com-

2-(3.8)-6HJrt

Microsderey. Palmate isochelae very small, with
greatly reduced lateral alae, often no more than
ridge un shaft, ind small front ala complete;
sometimes asymmetrical ends. Length 4-(5.9)7.5 jim.

Toxas small, thick, u-shaped or forceps shaped,
with angular central curve and non-reflexed
arms. Length 6-(8.1V!lm. width 0.5-(0.8)1

pressible, easily torn; porous, opaque, even,
fleshy surface, wilhoul any sculpturing or other

ornamentation.

Ectosome and suhectosome. Single category or
large subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles form
paratangential plumose brushes, protruding only
slightly through surface but extending well into

mesohyl.

Choanosome. Skeleton microcionid, with thin
on substrate, 3040jxm truck, containing incorporated sand grains;
basal layer of spongin lying

erect spongin fibre nodes arise at approximately

200|j.m intervals along basal spongin, 2Q-40jim
thick, 100-150p,m long, cored by erect

eht>anosomal principal styles in uni- or multi*
spicular tracts, up to 5 spicules per bundle, form-

.Ojun.

ETYMOLOGY. For ibe type locality

REMARKS

This species is one of the most thinly
encrusting microcionids, with most sections no
more than 300ji-m thick. It* choanosomal
skeleton is typical of Microciona fcrcct fibre
nodes arising from a hymedesmoid ha*al
skeleton), but subectosomal auxiliary spicules
have an unusual distribution within the skeleton
forming both stellate brushes around the fibre
nodes and basal tangential tracts near the substrate. The species is also unusual amongst thinly
encrusting microcionids in that there are no subsurface drainage canals associated with the
aquiferous system, whereasthe surface is smooth,
porous and fleshy. These live surface features, the
.
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FIG. 98. Clathrui {Microciona) grisea (Hentschcl) (NTMZ2863). A, Choanosomal pnncipa! aeanthostylcs. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary sublylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Arcuate isochelae. E, Section through
peripheral skeleton. F, Australian distribution. G, NTMZ2863. H, Section through fragment of holotype

ZMB4435.
and spicule

skeletal structure, spicule geometry,

sizes differentiate this species

Microciona

in the

from other

of reef or on dead bivalves; 9-12m depth: Lizard
(FNQ) (Fig. 102G).

I.

DESCRIPTION.

Indo-west Pacific.

Shape. Thinly or thickly
life, usually following
contours of substrate, up to about 10mm thick,
thick when
collapsing and less than
encrusting, bulbous in

Clathria (Microciona) lizardensis
(Figs 102-103, Plate 3E)

sp, nov,

4mm

preserved.

Colour. Pale red alive (Munsell 2.5R 6-5/10),

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE
Lagoon, Lizard

-

QMG304121: Blue

Cairns Section, Great Barrier Reef,
14°41.0'S, 145°27.5'E. 9m depth, 03.iv.1994, coll.
S.D. Cook
J.N.A. Hooper, L.J. Hobbs, J. A. Kennedy
I.,

&

(SCUBA).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Coral

patch reef in
lagoon, under coral overhangs, on ledges or exposed
coral heads, growing on live coral, coral rubble at base
reef,

light

brown

in ethanol.

4mm

diameter alive, surOscules. Large, up to
rounded by raised membraneous lip, usually
situated on apex of bulbous (flaccid) surface, with
drainage canals radiating towards pores; oscules
and drainage canals not visible in preserved
material.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 99. Clathria (Microciona) grisea (Hentschel) (NTMZ2863). A, ChoanosomaJ skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Choanosomal principal acanthostyle. D, Spination on principal acanthostyle. E, Echinating
acanthostyle. F, Echinating acanthostyle spines. G-H, Smaller and larger arcuate isochclac.

Texture

and surface

characteristics. Soft, slimy,

easily peeled

from substrate; smooth, fleshy

cid surface in

life,

flac-

with slightly sculptured subec-

tosomal drainage canals visible in live sponge;

in

preserved material surface uneven, regularly
papillose.

Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous,

col-

lagenous, rarely intact in histological sections,
with some detritus; tips of choanosomal principal

214
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FIG. 100. Clathria (Microciona) illawarrae sp.nov. (holotypc QMG304572). A, Choanosomal principal styles.
B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, U-shaped toxas. E, Palmate isochelae.
F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution.
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FIG. 101. Clathria (Microciona) illawarrae sp.nov. (holotype QMG304572). A, Hymedesmoid basal skeleton.
B, Erect spongin fibre. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Acanthostyle spines. E, Reduced palmate isochelae. F,

U-shaped toxa.
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FIG. 102. Claihria (Microciona) lizardensis sp.nov. (holotype QMG304121). A, Choanosomal principal style/
subtylostyles. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Accolada-U-shaped toxas. D, Echinaling acanthostyles. E, Palmate isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution.

and subec-

Choanosome. Microcionid skeletal structure,

tosomal auxiliary subtylostyles protrude through
surface in preserved material, but probably do not
when alive; no special ectosomal skeleton but
plumose bundles of subectosomal subtylostyles
clustered on intact parts of surface skeleton,
usually lying just below the ectosome.

with very thick, relatively long spongin fibre
nodes, 450- 1 900p,m long, up to 420u,m diameter,
arising from hymedesmoid basal spongin fibre,

styles arising

from

fibre endings,

70-230u-m diameter, lying directly on substrate;
fibre nodes discrete, erect, without any anastomoses between adjacent nodes, 300-770u-m

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 103. Clathria (Microciona) Uzardensis sp.nov. (holotype QMG304121). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Ascending fibre node. C, Echinating acanlhostyles. D, Acanthoslyle spines. E, Palmate isochela. F, Accolada
and u-shaped toxas.
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unbranched except at apex of each node
which bifurcates 1 or more times; fibres dark
brown, with heavy spongin, cored by multi- or
paucispicular plumose tracts of choanosomal
principal styles, with 1 or more principal styles
protruding from apex of each fibre node; fibres
moderately heavily echinated by acanthostyles
dispersed evenly over each ascending fibre node
and all basal fibres; exterior surface of most fibres
often with small amount of collagen and plumose
apart,

bundles of auxiliary spicules lying paratangential
to surface (but this is probably an artifact of
preservation, the mesohyl region collapsing
around the fibres, whereas in life the areas befibres is likely to contain a more structured
aquiferous system); mesohyl matrix granular,
containing some detritus, abundant auxiliary
spicules, and rare microscleres; choanocyte
chambers difficult to see in preserved material,

tween

small, oval, up to 40u,m diameter.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long
or short, thick, straight, cylindrical or clubshaped, variable basal terminations from tapering
hastate, evenly rounded or faintly subtylote,
fusiform points. Length 183-(272.3)-345u-m,
width 8-02.3H6u.rn.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
very slender, usually straight, rarely curved,
sometimes sinuous, with well developed smooth
subtylote bases, fusiform points. Length 211(306.2)-428u.m, width 2-(3.8)-6fjim.
Echinating acanthostyles relatively long, thick,
prominently subtylote, fusiform pointed, with
more-or-less evenly dispersed very small spines,
but abundant larger spines concentrated only on
base and point, giving appearance of aspinose
shaft. Length 81-(94.3)-112u-m, width 4-(6.6)lluJTl.

Microscleres. Isochelae palmate, unmodified, un-

common, moderately

broad front
ala, reduced lateral alae completely fused to shaft,
front and lateral alae approximately the same
large, with long

Length 16-(22.4)-28u.m.
Toxas uncommon, accolada to u-shaped, long

size.

or short, very thin, with slight central curvature,
straight arms or faintly reflexed arms. Length
22-(85.5)-112u,m, width 1.0-(1.2)-1.5|im.

ETYMOLOGY. For the type locality.

REMARKS.

This

species

has

typical

'microcionid* skeletal structure, with long, discrete, virtually

arising

The

unbranched spongin

from a hymedesmoid basal

species

is

and density of

fibre

nodes

fibre skeleton.

also remarkable for the thickness
its

spongin

fibres,

which are even

heavier than those found in C. (T.) corneolia from
New Caledonia (which was named for this character). The external colouration and bulbous surface processes seen in C. (M.) lizardensis are also
reminiscent of C. (T.) corneolia, although spicule
geometry, spicule size and skeletal structure differ substantially between the two species (Hooper
Levi, 1993a), and they do not appear to be
otherwise closely related. In its live external appearance this species could also be mistaken for
C. (M.)aceratoobtusa, but that species has entire-

&

smooth echinating styles, curved principal
oxhorn toxas and abundant isochelae.
Comparisons with other Indo-west microcionids
are discussed in the remarks for C. (M.)
ly

styles,

aceratoobtusa.

OTHER SPECIES OF CLATHR1A
(MICROCIONA)
Clathria (Microciona) adioristica (de Laubenfels, 1953)
Dictvociona adioristica de Laubenfels, 1953a: 526-528, textfig.5 [Gulf of Mexico]; Wells etal.,1960: 217-218, textfigs 21,24 [North Carolina].
Clathria (Microciona) adioristica; Van Soest, 1984b: 104,
108-109, table 4 [affinity with Clathria obliqua, possible

synonymy].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM23403, paratype MLUMML4-214. NW. Atlantic, Caribbean.
Clathria (Microciona) affinis (Carter, 1880)
Microciona affinis Carter, 1880a: 41, 151, 153, pl.4,fig.l5
[GulfofManaar, Ceylon]; Carter, 1881a: 368, 384; Carter,
1882b: 111; Ridley & Dendy, 1887: 110; Dendy, 1889a:
38; Vosmaer, 1935a: 608; Burton, 1959a: 247 [S. Arabian
coast, Zanzibar].

Not Microciona affinis; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 111.
Not Hymeraphia affinis Topsent, 1889: 43, fig.8.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: LFM

destroyed, fragment

BMNH 1936.3.4.597. GulfofManaar, Arabian Gulf.
Clathria (Microciona) africana (Levi, 1956)
Microciona africana\jt\\, 1956b: 402-403,

text-fig.8 [Dakar,

Seagal],

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL1276. NW.

Africa.

Clathria (Microciona) angularis (Sara
Siribelli,

&

1960)

Microciona angularis Sara & Siribelli, 1960: 69-71, fig. 18
[Bay of Naples]; Siribelli, 1960: 12, fig.5C [Naples]; Sara
& Siribelli, 1962: 47 [Gulf of Naples]; Pulitzer-Finali,
1983:610.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: IMZUN100.4.

Clathria (Microciona)

Mediterranean.

anonyma

(Burton,

1959)
Microciona anonyma Burton, 1959a: 250-251,
zibar area, Indian Ocean]

fig. 30

[Zan-

REVJSION OF MICROCIONTDAE

MATERIAL. MOlX/TYPfe BMNHiy3n

3.4.57S, Central

If

Africa
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MATERIAL HOLOTYTE: MOM. fragmem MNHNDTI 25
MeUirerunejn Fr»s\iMc %ynonvni of Clathria jpitvinu;
& Hope) ("Maldonado, !$fe '52>

(Carter

Clathria (Microciona) armata (Bowerbank,
1862)
Microckmaarmatatoyerbaxik, l862n: 779. |$5$,M 24 Rgi
2b-28; fiow^rban*., 864; 4 J pl.4. figs 96 98; Bowerbank.
1

,

1866: 124.129-131.34! IBricun]; Gray. tHf>7: 535; Norman, 1 869. 330; Schmidt, 870: 76; Bowerbank, 1 874: 60.
pl.23.fip 17-24. Carter, 1874b: 405, pl.2l.Hg.27; Carter,
1 874c. 456-457; Carter, 1876: 310; Carter, IKXOa
40-11,
1SI (GulfofManaarj; Koebtet, I886«; 62 [English Channel,1 Top*nl. 1888: 117, 124. 125, 141. 15b. 158. pi 6.
fig.8; Topsem, 1891a: 52* (RoycolT]; Stephens, 1916:234
f\V coast. Ireland]; Stephens, 1921; Vosmaer, iy35a: 6-7,
666; Alandcr, 1942: 62 jSwedenl; Uvi, 1956b: 399-400,
text-fig 6 (Dak.n, Senegal); Kollun, 1959: 181-182. text
lig
141 [While Seal; Uvi, 1960a: 73. text-figs 16, 17
[Roscoff.Sidinomhl; Poggiano. 1965 3. 7. 11-14. teufig.5, tables I. 2 |lialyl; Pulit^er-Fmali, 1983: 573-574.
610. text -tig 69 (Mediterranean!; Wintermann-Kilian
Kilian, 1984: 134 [Colombial; Ackers, Moss
PicIop
LW2: 143 [Ireland!.
MurnCiomi orniulus, Bowerbank 1K82: 7, IS. S3, Sollav
1884: 614, Vosmaer, 1884a: 121; Vosmaer. 18!
Koehler. 1886a: 1 l,55;Caner. 1889a 2H7.CarterAHope.
889 99. 101-106; Dendy. 1889c: 17; Hope, 188
336, 337; Chatin, 1890: 889; Topserv., !890c 2u2, 2<uTopsenl. 1892a: 17; Topsent, 1893d: 445; Norman, 1892:
6. 11 Haniisch. 1 894; 1 76; Topsent, 1 894a: 8, 23; Topsent
1899: 105; Topsent, 1900: 255; Topsem, 1904a 1X9;
Loisel, IH9H: 3S; Mmclun, 1898:529; Minchin. 1909: 215;
Stephens, 1912: 27; Ferrer Hernandez, i914: 41.
Clathria annaia; Topsent, 1925: 649 (discussion). Van Soe*1
& Stone, 1986 45 Norway |,
Scopaiina armata; Wright, 1 868: 224.
•Kmphde.ctux arnuilh$\ Vosmaer, 1880 1JK-1I9- Vosmaer.
1KK9 353, Svanev,*,,. 1906 342, Babic. 1921:87-88
[Adriatic); Babic, 1922: 26|.262.teAi-fip. 6
Ksperkt unwitti Fnsicdt. 1885 36-38
Not Microciona armattts: de Laubenfels. 1936a: III.
Wmociona svarehevsku Jc LioiKnfcU. IVMwi; 111. Lfvr,
1960a; 73.
cf. Microciona prohfcra, Vosmaer, I935j; 607,
1

,

&

A

.

1

|

HOLOTYPL:

MATERIAL.

BMNHI910

1

],h6

[W30 7

3.209) Carifcbeaft,NBAUajitic.GulforNtonaaf.NW
Africa. Modiicrranean. Many of these records are suspect
t

given their disjunct distribution and
consist of a species complex.

this

taxon

it likely to

1

1

1

Microciona atrasang\rinca Bowerbank, 1862c: 824,
1110, 1135. pl..30, fig J, pi.74,ng.2lBriitsli Seas) H

1

100

tank, 1864: i8H.28f\pl,35,riE,368.pl.34.rig.369.Bc«>rr
bank. 1866: 7, 124, 138-141 (Britain}; BoWVftaj*. 1874'
6\pl.24, ftgs 14-19; Topsent, 1888: 141, 157; Topsem,
1890c: 202, 2M; Topsem, 1891a: 528 |Roscofi"|; 1 bpfClW,
1892c: 17 (Banyuls]; De*idy. 1922: 60. pi. 13, Og.la-c
[Egmont Red]; Burton, 1934b: 37, texi-fig.10; Burn*.
l938»:3Q,pl.4,ng.24|Madras|;Lillyeial 1953 \t&
Lough Inc. Ireland); Levi. 1960a: 72-73. texl-fig.15
Atlantic J; Sara
Siribelli, 1962* 47
i English Channel,
ICiilfof Naplesl; Levi, 1965: 18-19, text-fig.21 (Rd Si
S.nps*:-,. |968a: 33, lext-fig.l [Plymoulh f England|:
Jumper A: Sieele, 1969: 161 (Portsmouth, England!; Van
Sue* & Weinberg. 1980: 10 [Lough Ine, Ireland*. BoorvEsnauk, 1971: 326 (UanyulsJ; Ackers. Mom St Pfctak
,

&

IW2

I4i|lrelftfu1j.

MUractomtafrosangiiinea] Onv, 1867: 535; Nonnaa. 1869:
33fr. Schmidt, 1870: 7b; Carter, 1870a: 332, 339, 340;
Carter, 1871a: 272, 274, Carter. 1871b; 8; Carter. 3V?2a:
106. Ill, pi. 10, figs 17-20; Carter, 1874c: 457. Cmict.

1875 195; Carter 1876; 308; Carter. 1850a. 3841, 151
(Gulf of Manaar); Carter, 1880b: 59 [Indian OccanJ;

384 [record]; Bowerbank, 1882: 7, 18, 54;
Koehfcr. 1885: 53, 55; Vosmaer. 885b: 209, Kochler.
lK86a 63. 62 [English Channel]; Carter. 1887b: 355;
Carter
Hope, 1889: 102, 104-106; Dendy, 1889c: IS;
Hope, I8&9: 334; Topsem. iKK9'39;Topsciii, IK9iv 202;
Topic*,!, 1891.1: 232. 7opsenl. lX93d 445; Topscnl,
Carter. 1881a:

1

&

1894a: &. 10, 23, Norman. 1892: 6, Haniisch. IKM4 176.
Hcidcr, 1895: 280; Loiscl, 1898 3K. Topscnl. 1900
|notc|. WotKlIand. 1908: 140, 145;

Minchin,

19Cr9:

217;

Burton&Rao,

1932: 344-345; (coasts of Bengal. H
India and Arabian Sca], dc Laubcnfels, 1936b; 44S-440

Pulitzer I'inali, 1983: 610; Rodriguer
I Panama I;
SolArzanoetal., 1991: 177 [Oahcla, Spain]
MwrocionaolrosoiRu'meum; Cuenot, 1W3:4 [Arcachon).
Clotkria i Microciona) atrasangumea; Van Soest, I9*>3: II ''
[Mauritius!.

Amphileetusatrasanguinewr, Vosmaer, 1880:

1

15.

Flumofailiriinfuirioalrosctnijttinr.r, rtaHllsdt. 1890:

207-208.

210 [England!
.

A/irrmriVvviayi-enJenrCabioch. 1968a: 239. [£Xt-fig.1 [RoscolT,Francc|;Rcidr1giiex5^)l6r7anoeial.. 979: 44, 59M i,
lex.-fic.

Clathria (Microciona) atrasanguinca (Bowerbank, 1862)

Snopotihu luphyrupothi Sclmndl 1 8r>8 26, 40
Scopaiina a troxan guinea; SchmidC 1866a: 149; Sclunid.
1866b: Ifl,
c£ Microciona protiftnr, Vownaer. 1955a. WV4.607.

Clathria (Microciona) ascender)*
(Cabioch, 1968)

5 [Calioa, Spain].

MATERIAL. HOLOTVP& RMBS NE

»

Atlantic.

BMNH 1930.7.

MATLRtAL. HOLOTVPE:

3.225, paratypes

BMNHW30.7.S.22T1, imuj
6& CorihHcan, nl *ktlanti<
Mediterranean. Red Sea. Arabian Gulf,
Indian Ocean,
India, Gulf o/ Manaar. Bay of Bengal. Andaman Sea.
I

1

W

W

CIvithria (Microciona) assimilisTopseiiL 1925
Ctathrta assimilix Topsent, 1925: 649; Topsent & Olivier,

Clathria (Microciona) hasifllxa
(Topsent, 1913)

1943: I [no diagnosis; Adriatic).
Paciidanchinoeassimiiiswie. Laubenfels, 1936a: 109 note |.
Microciunutis\tmih\ Lc-vt, 1960a 76 [Adriaiic. Naples, Mar-

QpmiMTTfOtiRWbasifiXBTQpSetfti 191>b 39 [NorwHyJ;Bmlon, 1935c: 74 (Japan; probable misiderttificatiotil; ilc
Uiiibcnteh, 1954; l62|note[
ia i Microciona) basifua; Van Soest & Stone. 1 086

|

s

seilles!; Siribelli.

giano, 1965:

3.

I960:

table

t;

18. texl-fig.7C [Naplesl; PogVaCelel, 1969: 207, text-fig.46

[Mediterranean], Puli&er-Ftnalii 1977; 61 [Bay or
Naplesl; PuliUer-Finalt. 1983: 610; Pansini, 1987: 170

[AlboninSci)
cf.

Clathria compretttr.Ta\*iKM. 1925:649.

':

I

(NorwayV

MATERIAL

HOLOTYPH:

MNHNirravs?. NBAiftuMc.

MOM,

fragmftnt
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Clathria (Microciona) bitoxa (Burton, 1930)
fiymantho bftaxa Burton, 1930a: 503, texi-fig.2 [Norway];
Alandcr, 1942; 63 [Sweden].
Microciona levis: FrUtedt, 1887: 416.
Ciathria bitoxa; Vaa SoesU I9K4b: 90 [gencne syuonymy];
VanSoest&Slone, 1^86:47 [notel
Ktirrocinna bifo.xa Rodrigue^ SoI6rzano & Rodriguez Babio.
'

1993: 62 [Iberian Peninsula].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH19IO

J

1

7K7

v

NH

At-

Clathria (Microciona) h rep ha
(de Laubenfels, 1930)
hrrpha de Uiubtrnlels, !930; 27 ICahiomia]
Knaa rahrephtr.de Laubcniek 1936a: 91, iex-ng.53
(lathria brephtw Van Soest, iy84b; 7 [generic synonymy].
\ihtht

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: USNM2I427. PARATYPES
HMNM 1924.8.22. 36, 57. NE Pacific,
Hymedtsmiajrcnnnm Brondsted,
i!c

lathria pennata;
Atuiuut\

i

Van

ro<

pi. 14. fig. 15:

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: MNHNOT1K4I. pamtypc
MNHNDT3584. Caribbean, NE Atlantic. Ciathria
afj'ims (Carter,

1

880a) has

priority.

Clathria (Microciona) carnosa (Boweibank,
1862)
10 (Britain):
Mtcravkmatarnosa BowerbMk, lS62a: H04,
1

1

Bowerbank. 1866: 133; Vosmaer. 1935a: 607
9 ffalichonclria

intrusions; Schmidt, 1866a:

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE BMNH 1930.7.

BMNH 1910.1

|

Soest, 1984b; 7 [generic synonymy for

1.666.

1

S

3.203. frtcmenj

NE Atlantic, tropical SW

Atlanta

A

Levi,

1989: SI,

fig. 47

Philippines;].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL341L

Philippines.

semonty

Clathria acanlbotoxa (Stephens) has
\2*l

ionafpennom (Lambc* imom has

seniority.

Clathria (Microciona) cleistochela Topsent,
1925
Ctofhaoth-iUoLhtlaTvp^nx. 1925: 650-651,

Clathria (Microciona) bulboretorta (Carter,
1880)

MA

VOS

macr. 1933:608,

Microciona ocanlholoui Levi

MA M.klAL. HOLOTYPE: UZM (not located). NU Atlantic.
ci<tthrjtt(Mn

|

Not Microciona a fJims Curie f, ISSOa: 41,

ls|,

109.

Dtsmacctfapetwata Lambc, 1895;

\.-,i

4 (Curacao, West Indies].
Koblufc & Van Soest, I9K9: 1216

Clathria (Microciona) claudei sp nov.

sp. nov.

1932: 12 [Faeroe

Laubenfels, 1936a

TCA!-fi*».36, table

Clathria cf. affinis:
[Bonaire

(Mi<mci,/nal

lantic.

(lathria (Microciona) brondstedi

Microciona affims,^t Laubenfels, 1936a: 111
Clathria (Microciona) affmis. Van Si«st, 1984b: 93-95, 108,

tocionabuiboretorraCtrlci, IKSOa:4l,42, 151, I53,pl.4,
flg.3a B |* Jul* ol M.nuar. Ceylon); Vosmaer, 1935a: 608.

MA lliKiAL. HOLOTYPE: LEM destroyed Gulf ofManaar.
Clathria (Microciona) htilhotova
1984

VSM1

&

McditL-rrancan,

Ctathna Mi* nniona) buihoio.w VunSwsi, 1984b; |03 10*,
pi. 7, ti£s V8, text fig.4l, (able 4 [CuttC&O, West Indies').
Microciona Mtrof&mi Ptdit/cr-Emali, 1986; 149*150 [West
(

Indies]

(Gulf of

Microciona cleistochela; de Lauhenfek, 1936a; 111 [noic].
Uvi, 19<>0a: 72, figJ4 [Naples^Banvuls]; Sinbelli, 1960;
12 14. fig.5B|Nap!es|;de Laubenfels. 1951b: 214 fBlaek
Sca|: Pubt/er-l-'rnali. 1983: 610; Bonrv-Bnault
Lope*,
I7M5 193-194, [\gA2lA2fftesl

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; MOM,

N

fig.9

Naples]

fragment

MNHNDT329

NE Atlantic

Clathria (Microciona) coccinea (Bergquist,
1961)
(Wo roctanacaccmea Bergqursi, 1961a: 3«H. lip.6a,b|N. New
Sinclair. 1%S; 427, 428. fig.lfl
Zealand |: Bcrgquist
Sinclair, 1973' 43;
[morphology and Lirv.iel; Bergquist
Bcrgquist. 1977;
fuist el ai„ 1970: 2^H. 254; livans

&

UAL. HOLOTYPE ZMAPOR4789. Caribbean.

&

&

Clathria (Microciona) calla (de Laubenfels,

fig.f, pt.48, fig.a;

1934J
Laubenfels, 1934: in [Puerto Rr
Axi'Lieiaa calla, dc Laubenfek. 1954; 149 Lucie); Sim A
Byeon. 1989: 40. pl.5. figs 3-5 [Korea; probahle mi.sideni/fa lie

I

7,///irM(A/;Vn^-;,;^ juvj//,?;VanSoesi.
(

'
<

i.

1

9Mb; UXH01.pl. 7.

[Curasao. Florida:
LDf.iiioides from Mediterranean]

text rio.39, tabic 4

hithii.i

cionacatlm

;

iVmiiv with

1986: 150 [Weal In*
Hechtcl, 1965; 42 44-.tex) fiv.KJPort

Kuy; |.l; ,n: ll r..|,W niermann-K.lian^ Kilian. I')S4 135
Colombia!.
Tcnadcilaohlkfua\Aico\«uia, 1976: 5; Akolatfo, I9.S0 it).
(

Rudman &

19RK 102-103. p|.47.
Avern, 1989: 335; Dawson.

|99j: 36 [OotcJ
Not Thalisias coccinea Ou«;hassaing& Micjieloltl, IS64: 84,
pi 18. lie.5 [Si rtiomM); Wicctenmayer, 1977a; 253, table

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: NMN/

i

unreg^tered.

New

Zealand.

Clathria (Microciona) ctenichela (Alandcr,
1942)
Microciona ctcmchrln Alander, 1942" M-62,

Pttlilzer-FifuiJf,

ttficraciarta mnxpinosa
l

& Fmmoni.

49

oficationj.

(lathria calla: Buiirv -LmkiuIt, 1973: 2H6, lexi-Tit; 46
Brazilian Basin]; Zea, 1987: 170, text-fig.59, pi. 2. fig, 3
|
(Colombian Caribbean]
i

195196; Bergqnisi

1

Sweden

Ciathria Microciona cicnicheia:
i

\

44 45 Norway
|

pi.l*>.

Fig .20

|.

Van

Soest

& Stone,

1MS6.

|

|

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; USNM. Caribbean,

tropica]

s\v

Atlantic

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE ZMA. NK

Atlantic,

Clathria (Microciona) dendyi (Bcrgquisl

&

Fmmont, 1988)
Clathria (Microciona) campcchcac nom. nov,
Hxmeraphia afftnis Topsent, IKS9; 43. fig. 8 A [Banc |fe
CampfichetTopsent

1904a: l<S2-J [ Atoreaj.

&

Microciona dendvi Bergquist
Pnimonl, 1988: 100-102.
pi 4 J, ri^-Xe |Slipper
Oaw^on, 199 v
|nolc|.
I

|;

MAT1.KIA1. HOLOlAi'H:NMN/J'ORll4

M

New Zealand.

REVISION OP MICROCIOKTDAF

Clathria (Microciona} densa (Burton, 1959)
Microciona densa Burion. 1959a:

24:s. fexi-fig.28 [S

Arabian

dbasi]

MATERIAL. HOLOTYP& BMNH19363.

4.456. Arabian

Gulf.

221

Clathria (Microciona) fascispiculilera (Carter.
1880)
Microciona faxcispicidifera Carter, lHK0a:44. 45. 151,1
pi.4. Rg^ft-g [Gulfol Ivtansaffc Kallmann, 1916c: $37
[note];]?] Vosmaer, 1935a; 608.
tiamosem fasctspit uifr/a: de LuuhenfcU, 1936a; 10.
1

MATERIAL HOI OTYPE LFM

Clathria (Microciona) dianae (Schmidt, 1875)
SubtTitfs dianae Schmidt, 1H75:

116, pi.

Jig! [Norway];

1

nwnl

in

BMNH

destroyed, no extant

lug

Gull ofManaar.

Czemiawsky, 1880:70.
Microciona dianae, Thteje. 1903b; 394, 395. 398. pill,
fig.2Sa-e; Vosmaer. 1935a; 608. 630; tie Laubenfcls.
1936a: 111 [note].

Microciona fnutdata Bowerbank,

Noi Artemisino dianae Topsem, 1907; 69; Vosmaer, 1935a
630.
Clathria dianae;

Van Soest

&

(IgS 7-

1

6:

239-240

Stephens. 1921: 51, pL5;
Mirrociorni ditoxa; Levi, 1960a: 66

1

Burton, I95'Jb: -44

1

874: 273, 275. 277. pi 83.

HfarJ:

Vosmaer. 1935a 607.

]

45 Iceland).
I

I

I. OIL". I'l|

Mi. rorionafrrxrd

\-.u .\,

Piil.t/er-Fmali, I9S3:

MNHN

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE

missing.

610

W

\U\J\

Mediter-

ranean.

note).

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: JNMSR15I.9.I9I6. NE

Microciona frogeti Vacslel. 1969: 208.tcxi-fig.47 [Metlitrr-

j

cbafil Ctf IrclAfld

no

Clathria (Microciona) frogeti (Vacclet, 1969)

I

Atlantic].

Dicryactonaditoxa\ de Laubenfete, 1936a;

IPolpmo, Eowey

lie.

W coast of Irelan<

[W

1

Aliojitic.

Clathria (Microciona) ditoxa (Stephens, 1916)
Eurypon ditoxa Stephens. 19

1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH193U7. 3.205. NE Allan

Stone.1986. 47 (note),

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: unknown NE

Clathria (Microciona) fraudata (Bowerbank,
1874)

Atlan-

tic.

Clathria (Microciona) gradalis Topsent, 1925
Topsem. 1925: 651-653 (Gulf of Naplesl,
[Monaco]; Sara. I95K: 258Topsent ft Olivier. 1943:
1U}. iexMig.22 [Gulf of Naples]; Sura. 1960a: 461 [h

ClftlllriS «r;iUjlia

I

Clathria (Microciona) duplex Sara, 1958
Clathria duplex Sara. 1958: 262-264, fig 2-1 [Gull of Naples)
ftficrociona duplex; Levi, 1960a: 69 [Naples]; Siribdli. I960:
14 -15, lig.6A [Naples); Sara. 1963: 210 |Gulf of

PoiicasOo|; PuKt^w*Finali ( 1983: 610; Rodriguez
SolcV/ano « al 1991: 179. Rg 3 [Gaticia. Spain)
.

cbia)

Clathria grgdulfy

M

Mediln-

i

1928a: 299, pi.io.

.

1

i

j

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: [MZUN93.26x.58.

ufvxu, Topsent,

tfar

[BoavtMa
Senegal],
1, Levi, 1960a:
Microciona gradaiixlfc gubenfeta 1936a
Mediterranean]; Sara Sl Siribclli. I960: 67 [Bay of
75
Naples]; Siribelli, I960 16, te.M-rig.6B [Naples]; Sara &
Siribclli, 962: 47-48 ICulf of Naples]; Pog^ano, 1965: 3,
table 1. Cabloch, 1968a: 244 [Rosooff, N. Prance];
Vacelet, 196$: 207 |\V Mediterranean): Puliteer-E'inali.
1977: 63 [Bay of Naplesl; Pubtzer-Einali. 1983: 610.

Kg

1

W

1

Clathria (Microciona) echinata (Alcolado,
1984)
Axocieiia echmaia Alcol.nio, |<J&4: 7 [Cuba).
Van Soest, 989- 1216;
Clathria rrhinata; Kqhluk
Mecsters et al., 1991: 194 [Curacao, Bonaire
Clathria {Microciona) simpsoni Van Soest. 1984b: 97-99,
pl.7, figs 2-4. [exi-jie 38. table A [Puerto RJc0. Curacao];
Pulit/er-Final!, 1986 150 [West Indies)
Clathria simpsoni, Zca, 19K7: l6>.. taxi fig.5b\ pl.3, fig.!

&

1

MATERIAL NOLOTYPE: MOM. fragment MNHNDT32H.
Mediterranean, NE Atlantic. NW Africa.

|

[Colombian Caribbean

Cuba. HofotypP Of

Chthria eHiptichrla. V:m Socsf
f[ \ Pfi:

1

'SNM23533 Hawaii

Clathria (Microciona) haplotoxa (Top.scnl.

M icrochma f Uiptithetu AUmdei,
HOl.i

tfe Laubcnjcls, 1957: 240, icM-fig Q
lOulm, H.iw.ui]: liergquist, 1977: 67 [Hawaii],

*PTipiWl|1

Clathria (Microciona) elliptichcla (Alander,
1942)

MATERIAL.

1957)
Microciona hattnakrde*

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE

|

MATERIAL, HOLOTYPE:
ZMAPOR3332. Caribbean

Clathria (Microciona) haematodes (de Laubenfcls,

1942:58 61 (Sweden).
Sinne. (98o 45 (note

&

/MA. NE

1928)
Upfactathrm htplonn,, TopsenJ, 1928a: 29S. pi 10, fig.ih
I.Madfira l.|; WW] Topsent, 1934b 24
MitructoMuhtyhHtutaiTap&t&t 1934a: 92-93 Gulf of tiabes.
Tuni«al; lew, 1950b: ^kki-402. text-fig.7 [Dakar,
Senegal]; Le'vi, IWtffci: 70 [Madeira, Tunisiaf; patttavi
HnatT 1983 hh
I

I

Atlantic

Clathria (Microciona) fallax (Bowerbank,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYiniMNHNtyn

1866)
Microcwna

NE. Ailamic.
fat lux

Bowerbank. 1866:

128.

124,

129,

135

[Hastings Britain); Vosmaer, 1935a: 607; Curtis, 1970:
260-261 fcyWlltigyj; Ackers, Moss & Piek.n. 1992: 147
[fadamfl.

SaphaxfaUaw Gray, 1867:

521.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE-BMN H
PARALGCTOTYPE HMNHPH0 7 3
USNM5047.NE Atlantic.

Clathria (Microciona) henlschdi

I

sp.

i

W^w»«v^/o/encAp^W/HfinUcheI, 1^12: 378 379,|? 20
35 [Munien Bay, Am L, Araftua Seal
£arypon fcndeafelrfi; de Laubenfcls, 936a: 10
1

9 0.1
1.71.
I9M, tragment

I

Mediterranean,

101

NW Africa,

1

& Dendy. 1886: 47
SME 1705. lndones..

Nol i'lnlhria U-'ndcnJtkii Ridley

.

MATERIAL
i

LI ^

FW

thnl\.\ut::i trnthnfrliJi

rPE

Ridley

'-t

& Oendy has pnonty

1

r

v

MEMO! RS OF THE QUEENSLAND MUSEUM

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM22827. W central Pacific.

Clathria (Microciona) heterotoxa
(Hentschel. 1929)
Microciona heterotoxa Hentschel, 1929: 891-892, 970, pi. 14,
fig.5 [White Sea]; Kolmn, 1959: 182-183. text-fig.142
[Arctic,
/

:

>,

USSR1.

crvociona heterotoxa, de Laubenfels, 1936a: 110 [note]; de
Laubenfels, 1953a: 527.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

HM

or

ZMB

(not located).

Arctic,

Clathria (Microciona) leighensis

sp. nov.
Microciona rubens Bergquist. 1961a: 38, text-fig.9 [NNew
Zealand]; Bergquist & Green. 1977b: 289-302 [ontogeny];
Bergquist & Fromont, 1988: 103, pl,48, figs b-c [N New
Zealand]; Dawson, 1993: 37 [note].
Not Thalassodendron rubens Lendenfeld, 1888: 223.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NMNZ
Zealand.

Clathria (Microciona) hymedesmioides Van
Soest 1984
hymedesmioides Van Soest, 1984b
9-10, iext-fig.42, lable 4 [Curacao].

iaihria (Microciona)

:

104-105,

pi. 7, figs

unregistered. New
{Clathria) rubens (Lendenfeld, 1888) has

C

priority.

Clathria (Microciona)
i960)

levii

&

(Sara

Siribelli,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: 2MAPOR479Q. Caribbean.

Microciona levii Sara & Siribelli, 1960: 71-73, text-fig.19
[Bay of Naples]; Siribelli, 1960: 6-8, text-fig.2 [Naples];

Clathria (Microciona) ixauda (Levi, 1969)
Microciona ixauda LeVi. 1969: 965. iext-fig.7a [Vemu

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: IMZUN3L Mediterranean

I'oggi:mn 1965

3. table

LPulitzer-Finali, 1983:610(list].

Sea mount).

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNMNDCL14I5. S

Atlantic.

Clathria (Microciona) jecusculum (Bower-

Clathria (Microciona) longispiculum
(Carter, 1876)
Murocuma itrngisfncuium Carter, 1876: 231, 237,
pl.12,

hank, 1866)

238, 470,

fig.lh, pi. 15. fig.31a-c [N. Scotland]; Vosn.ncr,

1935a: 608 insufficiently known].
|

ffymeniacidun jecusculum Bowerbank, 1866: 198 [Harris

I..

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1887. 10.

Hebrides].

Microciona jecusculum, Bowerbank, 1874: 273-275, pl.83,
figs 1-6; Carter, 1876: 237 [Cape St Vincent; Faroe Is];
Vosmaer, 1933: 607 [imperfectly known].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: unknown;
BMNH 1954.3.9. 176. 77. NE Atlantic,

fragments

1

Clathria (Microciona) kentii (Bowerbank,
J

874)

Microciona

Bowerbank. 1874: 311, 312, 317-319,
9-13 [Jersey. Slrangford Lough]; Vosmaer,

kentii

pl.89, figs

29.3.

NE Atlan-

tic.

Clathria (Microciona) longistyh*
(Burton, 1959)
Microciona longistvla Burton, 1959a: 249-250, text-uv.29[S.
Arabian C0»St]; Sun & Kim, 1988: 26 (Korea]; Sim &.
Byeon. 1989: 40 (Korea; possible misidenuficationsl

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1936,.M
Gulf, ?S Chma Sea.

58^ Arabia.

Clathria (Microciona) niacrochela

1935a: 607.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE*. BMNH19J0.1
USNM5CW4.NE Atlantic.

1

77,

fragment

(Levi, I960)
Mieroao/id macrochela Levi, 1960a: 70.

text-fig. 13

(Ros-

BoflrJ

Clathria (Microciona) laevis (Bowerbank,

MATERIAL- HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL940. NE Atlnmic.

1866)
Microciona laevis Bowerbank, 1866: 124, 127-128 [Britain];
Stephens, 1917: I2,pl,l,ii£.3 [N. of Bolus Head, Irelandl;
Vosmaer. 1935a: 607; Burton, 1959b: 43 [Iceland].
Noi Microciona laevis; Fristedt, 1887: 4 5.
1

Abila laevis. Gray, 1867: 539.
fly/nsmtho laevis; de Laubenfels, 1936a:

U;

Alander, 1942:

BMNH 1930 7.3

215 NEAtlan-

I

63 Sweden |.
|

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:
lic.

^922: 8J-8-2, pi.**, 'ie

[Mauritius].
folitispa laevissima; de Laubenfels, 1936a:

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1921.1

J

1

Microciona microjoanna de Laubenfels. M30 27 [Carnicl,
California]; de Laubenfels, 1932: 93-95, text-fig.55
[California]; Bakus, 1966:433-535. ieM-fig.4, lable 4 [San
Juan Arch., Washington State]. Lee & Gilchrist, 1985:
24-32 [biochemisiry]; Bakus ft Green, 1987: 72 [S.
1

California].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; USNM21468. PARATYPE
USNM2I469. fragment BMNH1929.8.22.28. NE Pacific,

Clathria (Microciona) laevissima
(Dendy, 1922)
Hymedesmia laevissima Dendy,

Clalhria (Microciona) microjoanna
(dcUubcnfeh. 1930)

I

19 [note].
7 &t.

W Indian

Clathria (Microciona) micronesia
(de Laubenfels, 1954)
Microciona micronesia de Laubenfels- 1954: 145-146
fig.93 [Majuro Atoll].

Ocean.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM22833

Clathria (Microciona) lajorei (de Laubenfels,
1954)

Clathria (Microciona) microxea
(Vacelet & Vasseur, 1971)

Anaala

Paroienaciella microxea Vacelet

lajorei de Laubenfels, 1954: 147-148, text-fig. 95
[Ailing-Jap-lap Atoll].

Cktthria lajorei;

Van Soest,

1984a: 129 [generic synonymy].

fig.61 (Tulear,

W central

& Vasseur,

IC*I-

Pacific.

1971: 103, lext-

Madagascar].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDJV27. W IndianOcean.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

Clathria (Microciona) mima
(de Laubenfels, 1954)
Ophlitaspongia mima de Laubenfels, 1954: 161-162, textfig. 105 [Majuro Atoll, central W. Pacific]; WintermannKilian

& Kilian,

1984: 135 [Colombia].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM22839.

NW

central

Pacific, Caribbean.

223

figs 1-4 [var. californiana; Korea];

Lee

&

Klontz, 1991:

61 [chemistry].

Tylodesma pennata; Koltun, 1959: 96

1-3 [S.

lext-fig.51,

Kuriles].

Biemna pennata; Koltun, 1958:

54.

Ophlitaspongia affinis basifixa; Burton, 1935c: 74 [Possiet
Bay, Sea of Japan].
Microciona pennata; Simpson, 1968a: 40, pi. 15 [Washington
State].

Clathria (Microciona) namibiensis (Uriz,
1984)
Microciona namibiensis Uriz, 1984b: 111-113,
A-B, 5D; Uriz, 1988a: 87 [Namibia].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ABIPB-12.

text-figs 3

SW Africa.

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM7488. PARATYPE
NMCIC 1900-2826. NE Pacific, NW. Pacific, Japan.

Clathria (Microciona) normani (Burton, 1930)
Hymantho normani Burton, 1930a: 503, text-fig. 1 [Norway],
Clathria normani; Van Soest, 1984b: 90 [generic synonymy];
Van Soest & Stone, 1986: 46-47 [note].

BMNH

&

Avern, 1989:
Clathria (Ophlitaspongia) pennata; Rudman
335 [associates; probable misidentification of sponge].
Michelotti,1864: 88.
Not Pandaros pennata Duchassaing
Not Hymedesmia pennata Brondsted, 1932: 12 [see C.
brondstedi sp. nov.].

Clathria (Microciona) plana (Carter, 1876)
Microciona planum Carter, 1876: 238,472 [Cape St. Vincent,
Hebrides].

NE At-

Microciona plana; Topsent, 1889: 41-42 [Banc de
Campeche]; Norman, 1892: 9.
Amphilectus planus; Vosmaer, 1880: 121; Dendy, 1889: 18.

Clathria (Microciona) novaezealandiae

Clathria plana; Topsent, 1894b: 30; Van Soest, 1984b: 108
[unrecognisable],
cf. Microciona prol ifera; Vosmaer, 1935a: 608.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

1

9

1

0.

1 .

1

.

79 1 -iii.

lantic.

(Brondsted, 1924)
Microciona novaezealandiae Brondsted, 1 924: 463-464, textfig.19 [Slipper Is]; Bergquist & Fromont, 1988: 103-104;

Dawson, 1993: 37.
Wetmoreus novaezealandica; de Laubenfels, 1936a:

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH 1 890.4.

1

0.

1

3.

NE Atlan-

tic.

112.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: UZM not located, no fragment in
BMNH. New Zealand

Clathria (Microciona) plinthina (de Laubenfels,
1954)
Microciona plinthina de Laubenfels, 1954: 144-145,

Clathria (Microciona) osismica (Cabioch,
1968)
Microciona osismica Cabioch, 1968a: 240-244,

text-fig. 12

(Roscoff, France].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: RMBS. NE

Atlantic.

text-

fig.92 [Ailing-lap-lap Atoll].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM22949. W central Pacific.
Clathria (Microciona) poecilosclera (Sara
Siribelli, 1960)

&

Microciona poecilosclera Sara & Siribelli, 1 960: 73-75, textfig.20 [Bay of Naples]; Siribelli, 1960: 18, text-fig.7B

Clathria (Microciona) parthena
(de Laubenfels, 1930)

[Naples]; Poggiano, 1965: 3, table

1 ;

Pulitzer-Finali, 1983:

610.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: IMZUN350.

Microciona parthena de Laubenfels, 1930: 27 [California]; de
Laubenfels, 1932: 95-96, text-fig.56 [California]; Henkart
et al., 1973: 3045-3050, text-figs 1-5 [biochem.];
Cauldwell et a!., 1973: 3051-3058, text-figs 1-5
[biochem.]; Lee & Gilchrist, 1985: 24-32 [biochem.]; Sim
& Bakus, 1986: 9 [California]; Bakus & Green, 1987:
72-73 IS. California].

polita Ridley, 1881: 121-122, pl.10, fig.9
[Sandy Point, Magellan Straits; supposed affinities with
Clathria tuberosa (Bowerbank)].
Microciona polita; Topsent, 1900: 113 [English Channel;

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM21383. PARATYPE
BMNH 1929.9.30.6. NE Pacific.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1879.12.27.

Mediterranean.

Clathria (Microciona) polita (Ridley, 1881)
Hymedesmia

identified with doubt].

lantic,

NE.

22.

SW

At-

Atlantic.

Clathria (Microciona) pennata (Lambe, 1895)
Desmacella pennata Lambe, 1895: 129,
[Sooke, Vancouver I., Canada]; Ricketls
34 [Vancouver I., Canada].

pl.4,

figs

& Calvin,

6a-d
1948:

Ophlitaspongia pennata; de Laubenfels, 1927: 265-266, textfigs 1 -4 [Laguna Beach and Monterey Pen., California]; de
Laubenfels, 1930: 28; Burton, 1930a: 521; de Laubenfels,
1932: 103, text-fig.62 [var. californiana}; Hewatt, 1946:
193 [California]; Hartman (in Light, 1954): 20 [California]; de Laubenfels, 1954: 162 [note]; Burton, 1959a: 247
[key to species]; de Laubenfels, 1961: 198, fig.l [California and Washington State]; Bakus, 1966: 435-440, textfig.5, tables 5-6 [et var., San Juan Arch., Washington];
Anderson, 1973: 5668 [associates]; Lee & Gilchrist, 1 985:
24-32 [biochem.]; Sim & Bakus, 1 986: 10; Bakus & Green,
1987: 73 [var. californiana]; Sim & Byeon, 1989: 37, pl.l.

Clathria (Microciona) primitiva

(Koltun,

1955)
Microciona primitiva

Koltiin, 1955a: 16-17, texl-fig.6 [Behr-

ing Sea]; Burton, 1959:
text-fig.

43

[Iceland]; Koltun, 1959: 184,

144 [USSR].

Not Clathriella primitiva Burton, 1935c: 73.

MATERIAL.

HOLOTYPE:

ZIL,

fragments

BMNH 1932.1.1.241, 572. Boreal region.
Clathria (Microciona) proxima (Lundbeck,
1910)
Hymedesmia proximo Lundbeck, 1910:81 [Denmark

Strait].

Anaata proxima; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 109 [imperfectly
known].
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i

I

tfhriaproxUnm

VnnSoci I9*4iv7

Igeaericsynonynky fur

186-188; Carter. I383l>: 314. Vosmacr, IK85 357; Mac12. 14. 20; Dcndy, 1889c: 14; Topscm.
1890c: 204: TopseiH, 1891a: 529; Norman. 1892: 8,
Minehin. 1900: 20. fig. 32; Thiele. 1905: 450-451;
Klrtcpfrtrli*. 1907; 274; Kirkpatrick, 1908a: 26; Wellner,
1910a: 23; Hallmann. 1912. 254; Stephens, 1912: \ 28;
Stephens, 1916; 234 (Ireland); Ferrer Hernandez. 1914:
43; Lilly el aL. 1953 [Ireland]; de Laubenfels. 1954; 161
162 (note); Burton, 1959a: 247 [key to species of OphtitOSpOfigki}: Levi, 1960a: 64-65. text-fig.9 [Atlantic];
Levi, 1963; 59-60. text-fig. 69, pl.9B-C [Cape Tmwm
Sinclair. 1968: 427. 428, textS< anil A Incjv]; Bergquist
Hogg, 1964;
ile. IB [larvae. New Zealand J; Bergquist
207. 210; Fry. 1970: 135-157 [ecology); Fry. 197) 155
178 (larvae) BcrgquistA Sinclair, 1973: 37-39; Pry
Weinbere, 19MO II)
159-170 [ecology]. Van Soest
[Lough Inc. Irelandl; Lee
Gilchrist. 1985: 24-32
(biochemistry); Rudman * Avern, 1989: 335 [axsociaic*].
Ackers, Moss & t'icton, 1992: 147 [Ireland); Dawson.

Munn. 1888:

Ana&ia].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ZRS. NE

Atlantic

Clathria (Microciona) pugio (Lundbeck, 1910)
ffymtdesmia pU$iv Lundbeck, 1910 94 (Denmark Strait].
\nuuui iiu? to\ de Laubenfels, 1936a; 109.
rurpugio\ Vtfl Soest, 1984b: 7 [generic synonymy lor
t

Anaata).

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ZRS. NE

Atlantic.

&

Clathria (Microciona) pustulosa (Carter, 1882)
flalichondria putfulosa Carter, 1882a. 285,
vicmwiv offflnlftgonJa nnd Falklami h|.

pi 11,

tfotHaiichondriapusiuhst^Cmu, l8B6g 450

lf*6n Phillip

tijr

1

;

I

Bay, Victoria].
Anaaia pit \tnlou/

tic

\

I936&

:inhcnl>.l>.
(

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE RMNH

&

''*''

nod round, fragment

&

&

[993

BMNH 1954.3.9.233 SW Atlantic.

J? Inote]
striata. Topsail, 1893d: 445,Haniivh
179; Mnnitsch, 1895: 212; Heider. 1895: 2SI; Topsenl.
1K96; 114, I.oixel, 1X98- 3H; Mii.Ll.in, 19001 20
i

Clathria (Microciona) quadrinirjiata (Carter,
1880)

-c la dirta

Wailclbfigff,

Microciona quadriradiata Carter. IBBOa 42,43, 15). 153.
pl.4. figs 4a dlUulfof Manaar|;|7l VflWHer, I935n

M

>

\TERIAL HOLOTVW:

l.t'M destroyed, fiulfof Maruur

Ma nnama

1907

W

wnata; Simpson. (968a: 37.

[Plymouth, Bngland]
SiAKbaphiaophiMSSeriaM4sT\ircki

IW;

pis

9

10, tcxt-fip.2

14, pi i.»9jh, pl-5

fig.7 (Celebes).

(Microciona) rhnpalnphora

Clathria

(Hentschel, 1912)
Hymtraphia rhapatophcra
rlg.37

l

Am

Micmciomt

Thomas

|

Ilcntsenel.

19 2: .3S0. pl.20.
1

AratttfaScali
thopdiaphara; Burton, 1959a; 248 [Maldives];
I970h 21)6, icxt-ft^.7 ICtM.os-Kctlinp B.imm,
i

.

Gulf oI'Manaarj

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: HM

(fragment

SMF992K

In-

\athna scorn l>tt\d\\ 1924a: 352, pi. 10, hg.i, pl.14, figs 5-S
IE of North Cape', New Zealand].
"Uihnthtnt>* SCptji; dc LaubcideK 1936a. 109 [tinu:|.
Bergquisi & Eromont, 1988: 10 II 1, pl.51. iigs b-d [N.
New Zealand); Dawson, 1993: 39 [note],
>

1

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE BMNH1923
paraiypcs

|

Schmidt, 1870: 77; Vosmaer. 1880: 155.
tuhinnclafhrht papilla, H.in.lsUi, 1894: K- 10. 16. 25, 26.

BMNHI923.

10.1. 129-131.

10

1

515

BMNH19I0.1.

1.2368, 2369,

Nl<;

Atlantic, S

iragimiiis

Africa,

New

Zealand, Mediterranean. This species is undoubtedly composite, consisting of a* leasi twosihling irnecies (Atlantic and
Inda Pacific populations)

Clathria (Microciona) SCOWl Dcndy. 1924

>

note

MATERIAL. HOLOTYFC: BMNHI847.9.7.14.

donesia.

)

|

? Clathria papttUi:

Ophi.stospnngiei papilla. Dray* l'867

EttrypvnrtofmfaphcWiQjsLiStibetifcll. 1936a: 111.

t

Bowcrbank. 1X66 14. 378-*.Sh
Va/on Buy, Guernsey); Bowcrbank. 1874.pl.70, fias 1-4:
Bowerbanlc, IKH2; lg7[We5tnori Bay Guernsey]; Kochler, IHH6u: 62 [EngJnh Channel). Hallmann, 1912
254

OpfllilaspOrtJliu pOpiifa

.128.

AMZ256S New

Clathria (MicroL-iona) siginoidca (Cuar1as»
1992)
Mirmriana
[Mfll

di*l

xigrnnitfra

Curias, \992; *5-W, figs 53-57. 67

HIju, Argcntni.il

MATERIAL

HOLOTvi'i; Mr

nktu

s;-43

SW MlanK

Zealand.

Clathria (Microciona) simae

Clathria (Microciona)
fa

striata Grant, 1826:

.striata (Grant,
1

1826)

I

I

fig 10.

1864: 24.2275. pi. 17. iig.287,
Bowcrbank, IK66 n*>. 294, 361,376-378; Wright, L86fi
228; Norman. 1 869: 298-299: Schmidt. 1 870: 3, 77; Carter,
187 lb: 196.

Clathria striata; Schmidt. 1 866b: 0. 24. pi. fig. 7; Vosmaer,
1935a; 619 lunccrt.mi affinity L HhiiiislI., INH9: 15R;
HaoltMh, IK90. 205-207 |Enetand|; Ra&fc; 1 921: K4
1

1 .

(Adriatic); Babic. 1922: 244-245, text-fig.T (Adriatic).
Seriatula striata; Gray, 867: 5 £.
1

f)*'\matidt>ti \ena!a\

Schmidt,

1

1

S6H

12.

fDcsmacodtxseriatusiVaamav, 1880: 107.
v')phhta.Kptmy,iu striata, Bowcrbank, 1K74
6. 167. pi 65, |\j>|
1-4; Carter, 1875: 1%; Bowcrbank. \&1: 14. 24. 120.

sp. nov.
1989: 39-41!,

pl.5, f\g*

|.

'

i

tig*.

CkaUna striata; Bowcrbank,

& Bvon

Korea
ayertapm viindricn Ridley k l">endy. 1886; 340. Ridley .v Dcndy. 18X7 79-so. pi49. r.gs 2a-b
Not Axodetla cylmdrica; Kallmann. 1920: 780-783, pUX.
1-2 )S.

16.

tiatickandrtasertatQjQhtosioHi IH42;74, 125. 197 Z4S 258
pM4,r.g.2;Gray. 1848: 12.16.
So
235; Bowechink.
lone M'ruiru; HowL-rbiink,

1862a 769.K24.pl 29,

A*ode|lft cytiBdftCft; Sun

2-4,i^M-r.g.2.

Not Rhaphidophliis cvhndrtcux Kicschnick, WOO:

53, pi. 44.

f.g.10.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE;

Departmeti! ol Biology.

Han

NaipUniwrrtty. Korea iK/vii/1987 SCbmaSea»C \A
fa) Cylmdrica (Ridley & Dcndy. 1886) has priority.

ETYMOLOGY. Named

lor

Dr CJ. Sim.

Clathria (Microciona) similis (Thiele, 1903)
Hwieraphia stmUis

Ihielc. 1903d 93>7 lie. 22 [Tcmale,
Mohiccafj; HentcctieJ, 1912; 377 (Am L. Arafuw Seat
Eurypon riffri/r&de Laubenl'els. 1936a: III.
Not hiiewciana similti Stephens. I9LS: 44
t

1

REVISION OF MICROCJONIDAE

Not Eunpon

Not Eurypon simifix;

similix; Uriz, 1988a: 53-34, IfiM-fig.29.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ZMB72) 5

&

Microciona xpinarcux Carter & Hope,

1 889: 99-106, pl.6, figs
889b: 250; Hope, 1884:
339; Topsent 1 89a- 199. 202, 205; Topseni. !892a; 113
[Banyuls]; TopsenL 1892c: 17; Topsent, 1894a: 8, II;
Top&ent 1896: 15; Ferrer Hernandez, 1914: !4;Topscnt,
1928a; 62; Levi. 1960a-. 74. 76, texl-fig.18 [Atlantic];
Boury-Esnaull, 1971; 324-325 [Banyuls]; Van Soesi

-6 [Hastings, England]; Carter,

Uri/.,

1

988: 53 (see C. urizae, nonv nov

|

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: RSMEI92I.I43. 1447, frag
ments INM.3l.l9l4. HMNHI93M 3 20 It, South Africa.

Indonesia.

Clathria (Microciona) spina reus (Carter
Hope, 1889)
I

223

1

1

&

Weinberg, 1980: 6-8. 10, lext-fig.8 [Lough lne, Ireland].
Bourv-EsnaultA Lopes, 1985: 193. Ttg.4 [Azores]; Urbc,
1988a: 88-89 (Namibia); Una, 1988b: 68 [Namibia]; Maldnnmlo. 1992: 1152 lAIdoborun Sca|; Ackers, Moss &
Pic-ton, 1992: 146 llrciandl.
Mkrihio/u: (irrrutui, in part; Carter, 1874c: 457; Carter &
Hope, 1889: lOI-IOo.
xpintinux; tie Laubenfels, 1936a: 126 jtranfifem&d
1

Clathria (Micrtu'ionai simftti (Thiele, 1903a) has

(seniority.

Clathria (Microciona) strepsitoxa (Hope,
1889)
Microctonastrepsitaxn Hope. 1889: 334-338, 342, pi. 16. figs
1-10; Vopsent. 1890c: 199, 205; Topsent, 1891a; 529
Roscoir]; Topsent, 1892c: 17[Banyuls];Topsent, 1894a:
8; Topsent i934.r 9U 92 |<_ii>ll' of GabesJ; Alandec, 1942:
152 (SwcdciiJ; Levi, 1960a: 67, text-rig 10 [English Channel. Allanlic, Mediterranean], Siribelli, I960; 4, text
fig. A Naples]; Sort & Sn .belli, 1960: 67-69. ic.M-fig 17
[Say i»f Naples], Pogeiano. 1965: 3, table I, Boilry-Es
nault, 197I:326[Banvuls);Pulitzer-Finali, 1977; o2'ibav
Of Naples]; R'Klngue/. Sokirzano et al., 1979 44, $5-59,
text fig. 14 [Galacia.SpainJ; Van Soest & Weinberg, I9S0:
I

I

1

tCJtr-flg, 7 [Lough lne. Ireland]; Puliizcr-Fiiiuli, 1983
573, 610 (Mediterranean]; Wintermann-Kilian At Kilitm.
t984: 134 [Colombia]; Boury-Esnai.lt
Lopes, I9BS:
»'-.'
i\7jmcs|: Ackers,
Pii.an
L93 193,
|

ft,

'.',*/

&

will. |irsiMh.>n|

Wcr&tiona acauthotow,
Weinberg, 1980:

Lilly

a

1953 tVan Suest

al„

OgM

&

Mom A

i

14', |lreUffcl)

10).

ef Mii-riH -it wit pruiijfrti, Viimiijhi

.

u-i,

60S

|935fl

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE. BMNIH9I0 U. 301, fittuM
BMNH1954.3.9.17S. NC Atlantic. W Mediterranean, SW

MATERIAL. JJOLOTYPE:BMNH
lie,

19354; 6<i8,

640

NF Allan

1910.1 1.300.

Mediterranean, Caribbean.

Afnej.

Clathria (Microciona) tenuis (Stephens, 191$)

Clathria (Microciona) spinatova (Hnshsno,

Microcfcviaienws Stephens, 1915: 443, E4-4Q Rg-5 [SaltJanlw

Bay J;

1981)

Munnwna spmQiaxn
fig

i

Hoshiao. 1981: 153, tcxirigfrr.

MA ILRIAL. HOLOTYPE:

[Sofifljima]

M ATI :(UA1 HOLOTYPE

MMBSSIS-033.

Levi, 1963:67
tenuis: dc Laulienfels. 1936kj- ill.

.'.'.•fvint.V.

pl.7.

JfijMfcft.

Clalhria (Microciona) spinnsa (Wilson. 1902)
Microciona spinpfa Wilson, 1902: 346-397 St. Thomas,
Puerto RJeoJi Simpson, 1968a 37, p!s 9-10, lexi-lig 2
(Bahamas!; Simpson, 1968b: 20. pis 6-8, tables 5-7;

RSMfc missing

SouXrl K\

Clalhria (Microciona) tcnuissima (Slcptl
1916)
Eurxpon h-nnisxima Stephens. 1916: 240 |W coast Ireland.

|

Wiedenmayer. 1977: 141-142,

text-fig. 145

1

Rimini].

Axociclhi xpirwxa: dc Laubenfels, 1936a:
13 [Florida]; ic
c.u-.i
Laubenldv 1449a: 16 [Bitnini]; Slorr, 1964: 42
Elondal.Hcchtel. 1965:43.
Clathrta \Microaona) sptnosa; Van Soest, 1984b: 95-96,
1

|

W

farhria xpinoxa; Zca. 1987: 167. lext-fig. 57

cl.

1936a: 110 note I; dc
Laubenfels; 1953a: 528
Mitrm •ifttut tenuisxima, Levi. !%0d. 69 [W coast Ireland].
Biblioni, 1993: 312-3. fig.8 [W. Mediterranean!.
Not Lrptutabis ffnuixsima Hentsehel, tVl I; 360-361. IfiKtllg 4
[Shark Bay, Western Australia].
1

Caribbean],
Mic roc icma proUfcra; Voxmacr, 1935a: 608,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; USNM7680.

[Colombian

1

(dc

Laubenfels. 1930)
Aaata span gi go rti tut dc Laubentels, 1930: 27 [Carmel,
Califor riift],
Atuiota spnngicarttiui, dc LaubcnlcK 1932: 89-9J. text-fig.
52; Sim & BaVus. 1986: 12 [California].
Clathria $pangig$ttlW\ Van SocsL 1984b; 7 generic
|

synonymy].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM21428,

Mit

tenuMylti Hents<3.e|, 1912. 379-^KI^
L, Arafura Sea),
Eyryptw tftraxtyla; de Laubentels, 1936a:

1

sp. nov.

pl.40, fig.6 [Saldan-

963: 3S-59| ieM-fig.67, pl.9A [SL Helena

Bay); Hechtel, 1965:43-44 [note].
wwiU\. Je Laubenfels, I936n:

Am< uUhi

Nol HvmtrtvphUi similteThkte,

1

.

3fj

l

„

.i

|Aru

1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; SMP954,

91

Ha

I

18.

9->7

1

Indonesia

Clathria (Microciona) thiclei(Hentsehel. 1912)
Hymrtuphia thieici Hentschel, 1912: 377 378 Aru
1

1

,

Aufura

Sea].

Not O/'hhttispongia thtein Burton* 1932a; 322,
!L
i-riu-32. Koliun. 1964a: 70

MATERIAL. HOLOT\'PE: SMh

wctona vtmtHs Stephens, 1915; 441,

ha BBjl; Levi,

fragment

NE Pacific.

Clalhria (Microciona) s(ephensae

l916.NhAil.m-

II

bc.

;/.7...-:i

13.

|

Clalhria (Microciona) tctrastvla iHcntschcl,
1912)

6-15.

Caribbean.

Clathria (Microciona) spongigartina

BMNH1929.8.22

,

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE; INMSK»5I

table 4. teM-flg.37 [Curacao]
I

780.it deplttt Stephens, 1921.
!htf\n<i/w<iti'nuis\irmi;dc Laubenfels

1708.

pi

55,

HcS,

IndoneKJa.

Clathria (Microciona) toxi major Topsent, 1925
CiQthriaiowitpjoT Topsent, 1925; 653-655, tcxt-fi^i I
Qt Naplcsj; Sara, 1960a: 461 [Ischial.
Microciona Mwtiajor, Le"vi. 1960a; 67 [Naples/; Siribelli,
I960; 6, leM-fig.lB (NapM. Sara A Smhclh, 196
|Ouli of Naplesl; Poggiano, 1965: 3. Utblc ];Rinzlci. 1966
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[Banyulsj; Boury-Hsnnult, 197
Finali. 1983:

610

1

MUSEUM

325 [Banyuls]; PuIaUer-

:

"TRANSFERS

[ItstJ

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MOM, fragment MNHNDT326
Mediterranean

Other

species

described

(Micwciona)^ or a synonym, bul

Clathria (Microciona) toxirecta (Sara

&

SiribelU, 1960)
Microciona toxirecta Sara & Siribelli. i960: 75-77, textHg.21 [Bay of Naples); Siribelli, 196*7: 14, te.xi-fig.5A
[Naples]; Sara & Siribelli. 1962: 48 [Gulf of Naples];
Pulitzer-Finali, 1983:

610

to

transferred

other genera.

Microciona ambigua Bowerbank, 1862b: 11 10;Bowertxink.
1864: 188, Bowerbank, 1866 124, 136-138 [Britain];
Gray, 1867: 535; Norman, 1869: 330, Schmidt. JS70 ?6<
Bowerbank. 1874: 65, pl.25, figs 1-9; Mamvzeller, 1878:
370. pl.l, fig.3, pl.2, figs 3-3a; Urban. 1880;
257; Bowerbank, 1 882; 7 1 8,53 Topsent, J 891a: 528,543,
554 JRoscoff, France]; Norman, 1892:6,11; Vosmaer,
1935a. 607.

2, 4, 5, 14-15.

[fist].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: IMZUN382-

Hastutustimbtguus; Fristedl, 1885:31-32,pL3, Fig.la-h;Frisledt.

1925
Clathria toxitenuis Topsent, 1925: 65? [Gulf of Naples]; Sara,
1958: 261-262, texl-fig.23 [Gulf of Naples]; Saia, 1960a:

462 [IschiaJ.
umchinoe toxitenuis; 6t Laubenfels, 1936a: 109 [note].
Microciona toxitenuis; Levi, 1960a: 69, tcxi-fig.il (Mai^eil
les, Naples]; Sara ASiribeUt, 1960:69-71 [BayorNa P les|;
Smbeiii, I960: 10-1 2, itxi-fig.4 (Naples]; Sara & Siribelli,
1962 48 [Gulf of Naples]. Labjte, 1964: 334-335. pl.2,
frg.8 [Adriatic Sea]: Sara, 1964: 230 [Ligurian Sea); Poggiano, 1965: 3, table i, Cahioch, 1968a: 244 (Roscoff,
r-r.ince); Pulitzer-Finn!., 1977: 62 [Bay of Naples]; BouryEsnault, 1971: 325 [Banyuls]: Pulitzer-Finali, 1983: 573,
610 [Mediterranean]. Winicrmann-Kilian& Kilian, 1984:
134 [Colombia; possible misidentificalion].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MOM.

;

.

Mediterranean,

Clathria (Microciona) toxitenuis Topsent,

Mediterranean,

Clathria

in

now

fragment

MNHNDT325.

NE Atlantic.

1X87:443.465

Phcamia ambiguu; Topsent,

1894a; 8, 14, 21-22. 23. 26;
Topsent. 1895: 214, 216; Topsent, 1896: 115. 127; Topsent, 1898: 226; Topsent, 1900: 112-1 13; Topsent, 1904a;
10, 24 2b, 154-155, 201 |ct var. eSegatU\ Azoresj, Ar
nesen, 190?: 22-23, pi 3. fi&5 [Norway]; Thick, L903b:
389, 395, 397. pl.2l. fig.21; Arndt. 1913: 119; Topsent.
1913b: 6, 7,32. 63. pl.5, fig .15; Hcmschel. 1914: !2(l;
Burton. 1930a: 494 [Nonvay]; Henischel. 1929:895.973

(White Seal

Phcamionida amnigua; Topsent.

1927: 1-19, Alander. I'M.'
S3 [Sweden]; Lilly et al.. 1953 [Lough lne. Ireland); Bur
ton. 1959b: 39 [Iceland]; Vacelet, 196V: 208 [MediterWeinberg, 1980: 10 [Lough lne.
ranean]; Van Soesl
Ireland]; Uriz & Rusdl, 1990. 387-388. figs4g-kfMcditerranean]; Ackers, Moss &t Picton, 1992: 137 [Ireland]
Scopatmtj umbigua; Schmidl, 1866a: 149; Schmidt, 1866b:
15; Schmidt, 1X68:26,40.
Amphitecrux ambiguus; Vosmaer, [680: 16.
Si\tu\nchonumbi}!uum; Hanitseh, IK94: i76, 195.
Hvtnedesmia Misfincta Bowerbank, 1X74: 303-306, p*87,
figs I 10
Myxitla indi.stincta; Vosmaer, 18X0: 129.

&

1

Clathria (Microciona) tumulosa (Ro*erb;n
1882)

k

Mtcrociona lumutosa Bowerbank, !$R2: 7, 13. 40 52, pt.l
5gS 1-4 [Westpon Ba>. Ireland]; Vosma*r 1935a: 608.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE;

I.

BMNH 1910. 1.1,81 NL Atlantic.

Clathria (Microciona) tunisiae

sp. nov.

Si u

12 |S.ol>-TUAisiai%

ruLionachelifet a Levi, I%0j: 70,
Strait]; Pulitzer-Finali, 1983: 610.

fig.

\

1892a: 117.

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: BMNH1930

BMNH 1910.

1

.

1

.65.

7 3.227, tr.
Referred to Anchinoidae. Plaaurrbmida
•

W Mo

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: MNHN
ranean. Spaniopfan
ha* seniority.

Hymeraphia indinincta; Kanitsch, 18^4: 181. 196.
Ptocatma micnocionides; Carter, 1876: 390 (Cape Sceni]; Ttraett, 189U; 529, 544-545 [Rascoff]; To

missing,
= iJuihnaiihtfltfrru'tilte-^Ltiti, 1911

Microciona bihamigera Waller, 1877: 261 [Torbay. Britain;
nometl nudum]. Waller. 1R7K 1. pis 1-2 [new. ct Zool
Rcc. 1877]; Ridlev & Dendy, 1887:139; Vosmaer, 193<a:
e/fir.

Clathria (Microciona) urizae

sp. nov.
r.urypon simliis, Unz, 1988a; 53-55, text-H*- 29 Namibia],
NotNymeraphtosimitis Thiele. 1903a; 957
Not Microciona sitnUis Stephens. 1915: 441 (see C(M)
stephensae sp. nov
I

I.

Siv>»\ticht>n bihamigera; Lilly el a)

U

hih,t»nyyr<i, V;mSi.H'^l ik

.

1

953 (Lough

lne.

Ire.

I

Weinberg. 19K0: 10
|

Ine.lrcland],

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: unknown.
\iil1iiiioi 1;u-.
(

MATERIAL. SPECIMENS ABIP7B-58. 7B-59, 7B-6I SW

Referred to

f'mruix

.

Note

of Uriz (J988a) is cxmspeeific with
neither Clathria (Mkroeiona) ttmlHs (Tbicir. 190J»), nor
Africa.

Mwrociona
nov.),

6

E, simiiis

sirwfis Stephens, 19 1 5 (= C. (M.
a new name.

)

skphensat

sp.

and requires

n MOLOGY. Namvrt

tor l>i

M

.1

Micnn-iona dives Topseni, 1891a: 529, 543-544, 554, p].22
bus 2-3 fRoscntl, France].
Styiatiichan rftws; Pulitier-Rnaii, 1983: 567 (Mediterranfiafj]; Ackers Moss & Picton, 19V2: 136 [Ireland).
cf. Hymedesmio zetfandicp,; Vosmaer, 1935a: 608.

MATERIAL
Clathria (Microciona) vaccicttia nom. nov.
Microciona curvicheiti V»0
tMCttr, 1965: 106-108,
pl.9, fig-3l

[Madagascar).

Not Witsoneltacuntt heht Hallmann, 1911 247.

MNHN .-msaing W Indian
C (Os J curvichefa (Kallmann, 1912) has priority.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE
Ocean.

HOLOTYPP;:

BMN1I1910.1. 1.498-9. Referred

MOM.

fraements

to Anchinoidae, probably

Fiunufhidit hondrta.

MusiHutau

Ju-itiia Bowerhank,
UriumJ; Vosmaer, 1935.. 607

124-126 (Gur.

186f>:

M

r
[Sweden].
Hymedesmiajiclitia; Alander. >42:
coast ot Ereland).
AnchinocficiHius; Stephens, 1916: 242
l

|

W
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PhorbasficiUius; Lilly ct a)., 1953 [Lough Ine, hcland];
Soesl
Weinberg, 1980: 10 [Lough Ine. Ireland!-

Van

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:
USNM5043,

BMNH 1930.7.3.

:j:

MATF.RIAL.HOLOTYPEBMNHWi

199. fragment

Microciona quinqueradiata Carter,

152 [transferred wilh hesitation i; Hoopet, IW): 72; Van
Soest
Hooper. 1993:337.
Rhabdosigma infexta; Hallmann. 1916b: 520; Hallmann,

&

1917:398-399.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE HMNH1RW4 (012

Referred

Rhabderermidac, Rtuibdetemia.

Microciona minutula Carter, 1876: 479,
tified

pi,

16, fig.5l [jus-

emendation]; Carter, 1880a: 44; Vosmaer, 1935a:

608,

RhabderemiaminuiulaiTopstnt, 1904a: 152-153,pl.Ufig.IO,
pi. 13, fig. 13 [Banvuls]; Uvt. 1956b: 393. fig.2; Boury-Es-

&

Gili. 1982: 231;
306 '[Banyuls]; Biblioni
Pulitzer-Finali, 1983: 533-534, texMig.5| (Mediterranean].
Microciona pusilla Carter, 1876: 239, pi 16; Cariei. IKRtV
437;Topsent. 1889: 4Ltext-Hg. 7.
Rhabderemiapusitla;TopatnU 1892a: i lo; Hallmann, 1917:
399; Dendy, 1922: 85, Van Soesi. 19K4b S34, H<R M >cr

naull, 1971;

(

1990: 72 [note]; Van Soest & Hooper, 1993: 323.
Rhabdercmia indict in part; Sara, 19M 44, text-fig.

S;

Pulitzer-Finali, 1983: 534.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE;BMNH

BMNH

!

l<

i

&. Kcterral

Referred (o Anchinoidae, Phorbas.

Microciona inUxta Carter, 1876: 238-239, pi. 15, fig.43a-c
[Cape St. Vincent. Hebrides]; Vosmaer. 1935a: 607.
Rhabderemin rnfeiftj; Topscnl* 1892a: 116; Topscnt, 1904a:

to

I

Rhabderemiidae, synonym of Rhabdcretma fMnwuia
(Dendy, 1905: 180).
to

1 902.1 1. 16.32, fragment
954.3.9. 17H. Referred to Rrmbderemiidac, AVwft-

deremia.

1

880a: 43, 153, pl.4, figs

5a-c [Clulf of Manaar].

cf.Microciona pToMfen; Vosmaer, 1935a. 608

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; LFM

BMNH. Referred to Raspailiidae,

destroyed,
Cyunif/t

&

Pen.ly. 1SK6 4KI. Ridley
Dendy, 1887: 185, pl.38,fig.5 [Cape Verde
crtlc Is]
Is].
.4 ul'a pongus monticularis; Hallmann,
1917: 373 [footnote];
i,
\

in

Microciona simplicissima Norman, 1869; 330; Bowerbank.
1874; 198. 204-205, pl.73, figs 16-19 [Shetland], Vosmaer, 1935a: 607.
TedaniasimpUcissima'iHimhsch, 1890: 192.
Buharis simphcissbna; de Laubenlels, 1936a: 131.
Not Leptosia simplicissima Hentschel, 1911; 359-360, totffig.40 [Shark Bay, Western Australia].
Not Proioclathria simplicissima Burton, 1932a: 321, pi 56.
fig.2, text-fig.3i

[Falkland

Is].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1930.7. 30.212. Referred
to Axinellidae, ftuburiw

Microciona spinuUnta Bowerbank, 1866: 124, 132. 133
IBrilainl.Cray. 1867; 534; Vosmaer. 1935a 607,
Poallon spinidcnta, Topsent, 1893b: 34 plus hcdiolya jhiplicita Bowerbank].
J

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE BMNH19J0.7.
to

3.213.

Refenwl

Myxillidae, hphon.

Microciona virgula Sara & Sirihelli. 1960: 77-79, text-fig.2?
lB*y •» Naples); Siribelli, I960: 16-1/, texl-fig.7A
[Naples].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: 1MZUN237:

Axinella monticularis Ridley

no fragment

0.5.

Synonym

of

AnrtormvfwvuCSara, 1964: 228-229)

&

Clathrfca (Dcndracta) Hallmann, 1920

Hooper, 1991: 1307|noie|
Microciona nionttcularis; Burton. 1956: 132 [Sao Vincctrte.

W.

Africa].

Aulospongiclla monticularis; Burton, 1956: 141.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNHI887.5.2.20,

paratyp?

Otndrvcia Hallmann. 1920; 767.
Paradotyx Hnllnunn. 1920; 767.
Wihnneiia in port: vensu Hallmann, 1912: 2A2 (not

BMNH 1887.5.2.273. Referred to Raspailiidae. Aidosponpus.
Spiirigi^ pliiruiiHu

Montagu, 1818; 116 (Devon, UK]

ymcnuiadon plumosa; Bowerbank, 1866:195,
Pronaxipi'wiuw. Gray. 1867: 536.
ti

figs

141-J43.

Microciona plumosa; Bowerbank, 1874: 61 63. pi. 24. figs
7-13;Topscnl. 1891b: 128 [France]
Mvxtlia iV) /( /^„„ ;R,dlev&Dendy, 1887: 145-146 IBaliia,

W

Brazil).

Siyi<tM ch<mpturnosa\Topsent, 1891a: 529; Lilly et al..
t

[Lough Ine, Ireland!Ptumohatichandriaphanosa;

1953

Kerville, 1901: 175 [Norrr=«n-

dy|.

Vosmaer, 1935a: 607
Pronax plumosus; Van Soest & Weinberg, 19K0; 10 (Lough

liyrttrdrsfittu plurnosa;

Ine, Ireland].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: unknown.

BMNH

1

930 7

Carter.

1

8HSr:3$G}.

DEFINITION.

In^incnts
Prnnar

ol

smooth

Single undifferentiated category

auxiliary spicule (style, subtv lostyle or

modified style) forming plumose or plumochoanosomal tracts. ectosornaJ brushes
and dispersed between skeletal tracts; renin
irwistylcs usually heavily s pined and distributed evenly over skeletal tracts; microscleres
include isochelae ranging from typical palmate
form (straight shaft, lateral alae fused to shaft),
modified palmate forms thickened, curved shaft.
rctictilate

I

detached lateral alae) to anchorate-'ikt:
forms (a lae detached from shaft, shaft with lateral
ridge); toxas if present include oxhorns,
partially

3 2 16, 224. Referred to Anchinoidae.

Microciona pusilla Carter, 1876: 239. pi. 16. figs 51a-d |7
tpOplca)]; Carter, 1880c: 437 |name emended to M.
tmnutuial; Topsent, 1889: 41, tcu-lty. 7 [Banc de
Campcche],
Rhobdcrrntit/putilla.TapscnU 1892a: 16; Hallmann. 19; "i
399; Dindy, 1922: 85; Pulit/er-Bn 1( l, |y«3 533 5M,
tig 51 f Mediterranean!; Van Soest, 19Mb: IO&.VanSoea
&. Hooper, 1993
1

TYPfi SPiiCIES.

Cfatttria

pyramid* Lcndcnfeld,

1888 222 (by original dcMgnaUun).

REMARKS.

Seven species are included in
Clarhria {Dendwciah all of which arc endemic
to temperate Australian waters, wilh jii
hypothesised Gimdwanan origin.
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Clathria (Dendrocia) curvichela
(Hallmann, 1912)
(Figs 104-105)
Wilsonella

curvichela Hallmann,

1912: 247-249,

pl.34,fig.4,text-fig.51.

Paradoryx

curvichela., Hallmann, 1920: 768.
Clathria curvichela., Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994:
263.
Not Microciona curvichela Vacelet
Vasseur, 1965:
106.

&

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: AMZ59 (part) + E926a
(part): 21km S. of St. Francis I., SA, 32°44'S,
133°18'E, 60m depth, coll. FIV 'Endeavour' (dredge).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 60m depth; substrateunknown; S Aust

(Fig. 104E).

cylindrical, bifurcate, anastomosing, tapering

14mm diameter, and short sub15mm long, 8mm diameter.

cylindrical stalk,

Colour. Live colouration unknown, yellowishin ethanol.

brown

Oscules. Minute oscules, up to 1mm diameter,
dispersed on lateral margins of branches

Texture and surface characteristics. Smooth,
even, compressible.

Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosome not
hispid, although peripheral spongin fibres
produce small surface projections; subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles tangential to surface, or
protruding through ectosome only a short way.

Choanosome. Choanosomal

well developed to vestigial; poorly silicified
sigma-like forms also present. Length 22-(23.8)32jim.

Toxas absent.

REMARKS.

Hallmann (1912) originally assigned this species to Wilsonella because it had
only one type of auxiliary spicule coring the
and scattered in the subectosomal skeleton.
However, it lacks detritus in fibres, and principal
spicules, and has modified palmate isochelae
fibres

(curved, thickened with partially detached lateral
alae) and heavily echinated fibres indicates that
it

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Branching digitate,
130mm high, 35mm maximum width, with short,
branches up to

Microscleres. Isochelae palmate, large, with
greatly curved shaft; lateral alae fused with shaft
about 3/4 way along ala; front ala ranges from

skeletal architecture

almost regularly reticulate, with heavy, thick
spongin fibres incompletely divided into primary
and secondary components, differentiated only
by presence or absence of coring auxiliary
megascleres, respectively; spicule tracts in
primary fibres vaguely ascend to surface in multispicular bundles; secondary fibres pauci- or
aspicular, usually running parallel to surface; all
fibres very heavily echinated by acanthostyles,
dispersed evenly over fibres; mesohyl matrix
heavy but only lightly pigmented, with scattered

belongs with Dendrocia. Hallmann (1920)

erected Paradoryx for this and several other
species (C. oxyphila, C. piniformis, C. dura and
C. eleganiula), of which the present species has
the most heavily echinated fibres and the most
regular fibre reticulation, although slightly

plumose near the periphery. Other species of
Dendrocia have predominantly plumose (or
plumo-reticulate) choanosomal skeletons.
Clathria (Dendrocia) dura Whitelegge, 1901
(Figs 106-107, Table 23)
Clathria dura Whitelegge, 1901: 83, 84, 117, pl.ll,
Jig. 1 1; Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994: 263.
? Wilsonella dura\ Hallmann, 1912: 242, 244, 245,
298; Shaw, 1927: 426; Guiler, 1950: 9.
Paradoryx dura\ Hallmann, 1920: 768.
cf. Microciona p roll fera; sensu Vosmaer, 1935a: 611,
644.

&

Not Ant he rocha Una dura Lendenfeld, 1887b: 788.
Not Clathria dura var. mollis Hentschel, 1911: 370.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AMG3046:

(dry)

Tug-

NSW

gerah Beach, NSW, 33°18'S, 151°30'E, coll.
Fish Commission (trawl). PARALECTOTYPE:
AMG3046a: (dry) same locality.

OTHER

MATERIAL: NSW- AMZ1052.
HABITATDISTRiBUTION. Ecology unknown; Tug-

microscleres.

gerah Beach, Balmoral Beach and Port Jackson (NSW)
(Whitelegge, 1901), Maria I. (Tas.) (Shaw, 1927;
Guiler, 1950) (Fig. 106E).

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles ab-

DESCRIPTION.

sent or undifferentiated from auxiliary spicules.

digitate,

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles (coring
fibres and scattered below membraneous ectosome) straight or slightly curved, hastate, with
subtylote, slightly pointed, smooth bases. Length

form,

Sliape. Flabellate or flabellate-

lobate, planar or multiplanar

95-110mm

high,

85-210mm

growth

wide, com-

132-(149.5)-186 M.m, width 1.5-(3.5)-4u.m.
Acanthostyles subtylote, with large and even
spination. Length 64-(74.1)-89u.m, width 4-

posed of fused anastomosing or free digits and
flattened lobes, on small compressed basal stalk,
8- 15mm diameter, and branches bifurcate and
taper towards apex.
Colour. Sandy yellow preserved.
Oscules. Oscules mostly confined to lateral mar-

(6.8)-8u-m.

gins of branches.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 104. Clathria (Dendrocia) curv iche la (HaUmmn) (portion of holotypc AMZ59). A, Subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyle. B, Echinating acanthostylc. C, Modi lied palmate isochclae. D, Section through peripheral skeleton.
E, Australian distribution. F, Hololype.

230
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FIG. 105. Clathria (Dendrocia) curvichela (Hallmann) (portions of holotype A-B, AME926a, C-I, AMZ59). A,
Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics (x744). C, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D, Echinating
acanthostyle. E, Acanthostyle spines. F, Base of auxiliary subtylostyle. G-I, Modified palmate isochelae with
full (G) or vestigial front alae (I).

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 106. Clathria (Dendrocia) dura Whitelegge (holotype AMG3046). A, Subectosomal auxiliary style/
subtylostyles. B, Echinating acanthoslyles. C, Modified palmate isochelae. D, Section through peripheral
skeleton. E, Australian distribution. F, Holotype.

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm,
flexible; even, microscopically reticulate

and

porous.

Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosome with nearcontinuous palisade of acanlhostyles standing
plumose brushes
of subectosomal auxiliary styles projecting and

forming bundles; spicule bundles correspond
position with ascending

spongin

fibres;

in

choanosomal primary

subdermal region also with scat-

tered subectosomal megascleres lying tangential

ly

erect on peripheral fibres, with

to surface, interdispersed with projecting acan-

thostyles.
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FIG. 107. Clathria {Dendrocia) dura Whitclcgge (paratype AMG3046a). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Peripheral skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Modified palmate isochelae. E, Echinating acanthostyle. F,
Acanthostyle spination. G, Subectosomal auxiliary style. H-I, Bases and apex of auxiliary styles.

REVISION OF MICROCION1DAE

TABLE 23. Comparison between present and publishrecords

of Clathria (Dendrocia)
dura
(Whitelegge). Measurements in um, denoted as range
(and mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).

ed

SPICULE

Lectoiype

Paralectotypc

Specimen

(AMG3046)

(AMG3046a)

(N=l)

absent

absent

absent

Choanosomal
principal
styles

Subectosomal 58-(87.4)-105

78-(88.2)-102

82-(%.5)-115

x 2-(3.9>-6

x3-(4.1)-5.5

x 3~(3.6)-5

48-(57.0)-66 x

56-(64.6)-75 x

61-(66.3)-75x

4-(5.5)-8

4-(5.6)-9

4-(5.1)-8.5

Chelae

17-{18.6)-22

I4-(17.4)-19

16-(l8.8)-22

Toxas

absent

absent

absent

auxiliary
styles

Echinating
acanthostyles

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeletal architecture
irregularly reticulate, with sinuous, relatively
thick spongin fibres; fibres incompletely divided
into primary ascending,

and secondary transverse

components; primary fibres with a multispicular
core of subectosomal auxiliary styles, identical to
those in ectosomal skeleton, together with heavy
tracts of acanthostyles secondarily incorporated
into fibres; secondary fibres with multi- or
paucispicular core of both subectosomal and
acanthostyle megascleres; acanthostyles echinate
fibres in moderate quantities, at right angles to
skeleton, also lying inside the spicule tracts;

mesohyl matrix heavy, darkly pigmented,
granular with scattered megascleres and
microscleres of

all

kinds.

Megascleres (Table 23). Choanosomal principal
megascleres absent or undifferentiated from

233

found in other species
assigned to Paradoryx by Hallmann (1920) (e.g.,
alae) are similar to those

C. (D.) curvichela)\ and skeletal architecture and
spongin fibre characteristics are reminiscent of
those in C. (C.) sartaginula. The presence of
acanthostyles incorporated into skeletal spicule
tracts is now known to occur in several species,
collectively termed here the 'phorbasiformis*
group (including C. (Thalysias) phorbasiformis,
C. (T.) orientalis, C. (Dendrocia) dura, C. (D.)
imperfecta, C. (D.) myxilloides and C. (Clathria)
squalorum), and this feature is analogous to (but
not homologous with) that seen in the Crellidae.
The presence of acanthostyles in the ectosomal
skeleton is also seen in the Crellidae. Whereas
species of Crella have a thick tangential ectosomal crust of acanthose megascleres, in C.
(D.) dura these acanthostyles stand erect on
peripheral skeletal fibres, pierced by plumose
tracts of smooth subdermal (auxiliary) spicules.

The synonymy cited above for C. (D) dura
comment. Lendenfeld (1887a)

requires further

described Antherochalina dura from Port Jackson, but the species is unrecognisable from his
brief description. Lendenfeld's type material was
collections, and only a slide
not located in the
collecof the holotype was found in the
tions (BMNH1886.8.27.684). Apparently a dry
specimen of the species was also deposited in the
collections (BMNH1886.8.27.608, possibly the holotype), but this has not yet been
rediscovered. Re-examination of the holotype
slide confirms that A. dura is a synonym of
Phakellia flabellata, as supposed by Burton
(1934a).

AM

BMNH

BMNH

auxiliary spicules.

Subectosomal auxiliary styles quasidiactinal,
curved or straight, hastate, with tapering,
rounded, styloid, or pointed, smooth bases.
Acanthostyles rounded or slightly subtylote,
with large, evenly dispersed spines.
Microscleres (Table 23). Isochelae abundant, palmate, with lateral alae fused to shaft for only
about 1/2 length of ala; shaft greatly curved,
thickened ('hunchback'), front ala well
developed.

Clathria (Dendrocia) elegantula Ridley

&

Dendy, 1886
(Figs 108-109)

&

Dendy, 1886: 474; RidClathria elegantula Ridley
ley
Dendy, 1887: 149, pl.28. figs 3,3a, pl.29, figs
1 986: 26; Hooper
1 4a-b; Guilcr, 1 950: 7; Carpay
Wiedcnmayer, 1994: 263.
Clathria elegantula var. occidentalis Hentschel, 1911:

&

&

,

372-374, text-fig.46.
Wilsonella elegantula; Hallmann, 1912: 241.
Paradoryx elegantula; Hallmann, 1920: 768.

Toxas absent.
Larvae. Incubated parenchymella, up to 270u,m
in diameter, with heavy mesohyl matrix.
REMARKS. In possessing a single category of
structural megasclere this species is assigned to
C. (Dendrocia). Its quasidiactinal megascleres
are reminiscent of those found in C. (D.)
pyramida; the modified palmate isochelae
(curved, thickened, partially detached lateral

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1887.5.2.91:
MoncoeurL, Bass Strait, Tas,39°14*S, 146°30'E, coll.

HMS

HOLOTYPE of var. ocof inner bar, Shark Bay,

'Challenger' (dredge).

cidentalis:

ZMB4445: Top

WA,

25°30'S, 113°03'E, 6-9m depth, coll.
Michaelsen & R. Hartmeyer (dredge).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 6-76m
and

shell grit substrate;

Bass

Strait

W.

depth; on sand
E coast (Tas)

and
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FIG. 108. Clathria (Dendrocia) elegantula Ridley & Dendy (holotype BMNH1887.5.2.91). A, Subectosomal
auxiliary style/ subtylostyle. B, Echinating acanthostyles. C, Modified sigmoid palmate isochelae. D, Section
through peripheral skeleton. E, Australian distribution. F, Holotype. G, Section of peripheral skeleton of variety
occidentalis (holotype

ZMB4445).

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

FIG. 109. Clathria (Dendrocia) elegantula Ridley

&

235

Dendy (holotype BMNH1887.5.2.91). A, Choanosoroal

skeleton. B, Peripheral skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Modified sigmoid palmate isochelae. E, Echinating

acanthostyle and modified form. F, Acanthoslyle spination. G-H, Bases and apex of subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles.
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?%

&

Dendy, JS86; Carpav, 1986). central
(Ridley
oxast (WA) (Hentschel. 19 II ) (Fig. 1G8E).

W

Toxas absent.

REMARKS. The nearly dendritic, predominant! v

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Missive, Jobale fan,
73mm long. 75mm wide, with erect flattened,
digitate lobes. 22-3
long, &-20mm wide.
lobes with uneven margins, arising from sprawling encrusting base
Colour, Live colouration unknown, pale beige
1

mm

preserved.
Oscules. Differentiated inhalant and exhalam surfaces of lobe^; ostia scattered. l-2rnm diameter,

skeletal architecture and the concentration of acanthostyles in the axial region are quite

plumose

distinctive features for this species.

These char-

m

with the possession of a
category of structural spicule in both fibres and
acters, together

the ectosornal skeleton indicate that the species is
in C. (Dendrocia). In having
quasidiactinal modified, vestigial structural

best placed

Texture and surface characteristics. Harsh; unrvcn, prominently microconulose, translucent

megasclerci with principal and auxiliary spicules
having similar geometry, and vague similarities
in skeletal structure, this species is included in the
oxyphlUf species group (also containing C

derma! membrane, covering reticulate fibrous
surface, stietched between microconules.

Spongin

Ectosome and subex-fosome, Fibrous,

each fibre

oscules confined to sieve-plates.

reticulate

actosomal skeleton, with sparse tangential subeclosomal auxiliary sublylostykrs lying directly on
surface; sinuous plumose rods of these Spicules
below, ascending from choanosomal skeleton.
Chowosome. Choanosomal skeleton plumorcticulate, cavernvniv with well developed
primary and secondary .spongin fibres; primary
ascending fibres sinuous, almost dendritic, cored
by several discrete multi- or paudspicular tracis
of subectosomal auxiliary sublyloslyles, occupying only small portion of fibre diameter; primary
fibres interconnected by reticulate secondary
fibres, and terminating in plumose spicule
bundles at periphery; secondary transverse fibres
I

l

rapmmpX

\C.

i

oxyphUdmA C.

{C.)piniformis)-

fibres are also characteristic

(where b)

may have

several discrete spicule
tracts), but in most other respects this species is
very similar to
(£>.} dura Whitelegge (both

C

having sinuous spongin fibie systems and heavily
echinated fibres). These two Species differ in the
size of their auxiliary styles (notably straight.
longer, more slender, with subrylote bases ill C
u'J.i elegant ulu, whereas in C. \D.) dura these
spicules are curved, short, thick, with taper in
=:

hastate (or sometimes pointed) bases)), and the
incorporation of acanthostyles into skeletal fibre
tracts in C. (D.)

There

is

dura.

a remarkably close concordance in

these features between Bass Strait and Shark Bay
populations, despite their widely separated

pauci-oraspicular, thin; echinating acanthostyles
most abundant in axial region, sparse or absent in
peripheral skeleton; me&ohy) matrix light, with
abundant scattered chelae

graphical distribution. These samples differ
only slightly in the more robust acanthostyles
seen in Shark Bay material, but no other morphological differences were seen to justify sub-

Choanosomal
principal
megascleres absent or undifferentiated from

species separation (Hentschel, 191

Megascleres.

auxiliary spicules.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles

1).

fluthrui (Dendrocia) imperfecta Dcndy,
(Figs 110-111)

straight,

18%

rarely slightly curved, quasidiactinal, hastate
pOtfUS, With tapering, founded of slightly pointed,
smooth bases. Holotypc: Length I45-(I60_6>
168p-ni. width 1.5-(2.6>-4u.m. (Hentschel's

specimen;

133-(I42.3)-I52u.m, width

2(3

Acanthostyles slender, evenly spined, with
loundedorslightlv .vihivlnu* liases, sharp points.

Length 53-»64.l j-72p.m. width 2-(3.6)-5pum.
Length 52H6>^.2V-X4u-m, width 3-(6.4>-8jJLm).
i

Microscleres. Isochclac large, palmate, sigmoid
curved, with lateral alae nearly completely fused
to shaft sometimes well developed, sometimes

and reduced to small ridge on shaft; front
ala usually reduced. Length 13-(T5.4)-17u.m.

lUngth i;H17£)*20um>.

&

u!

,

4

Wiedenmayer, I994 /W$.
19K2: 103; Hooper
Wilsonrlhi imperfecta; Hallmann, 1912: 242.

5:-

4u.m>.

vestigial

Clathrin imperfecta Dendv, IS96: 35; Ayline cl

MATERIAL, HOl.OTYPh: NMVG2369 (RN376)
I

fragment BMNHPJ02.IO.I8.335): Port Phillip Bay.
144 "52'G, 36m depth, coll. J.B. Wilson

Vic,38WS,
tdrcdL'c;

HABITATDISTRIBUTION. 36m depth; substrate unknown; Port

Phillip

Bay (Vic) (Fig

1

10E).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Erect, bulbous-loh.nc.
with small cylindrical lobate digits.
Colour. Colour in

life

orunge exterior, yellow

recorded as dull browninterior.

REVISION OF MFCROCIONWAF.

Oscules. Minute, less ihan

on apex of lobes.
Texture and surface

2mm diameter, mainly

characteristics. Surface

ir-

regular, uneven, micTopapillose, with suhdernial

ridges and grooves. Texture

is

crumb-of-hr^jd,

easily torn.

Ectosome and xubectosame. Microscopically
hispid, with ihiek brushes of subectosomal
auxiliary styles from peripheral skeleton protruding through dcnnal crust, composed of same
megaseleres. lying paratangenual to or standing
erect on surface: suheetosomal architecture thick-

plumose, arising from ultimate ascending
choanosomal fibres
ly

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton irregularly
pkimo-reticulait^ with prominent priman ascending spicule tracts interconnected by irregularly dispersed secondary tracts; fibres
weakly developed in spongin but fully cored by
subectosomal auxiliary styles and also acanthos-
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All thiee nominal genera lack true principal
mcgasclcres. This species is similar 10 C.
\Jhulysias) orlentalis, C. (T.) phorhasifornus, C.

C

\.D dura in having acan[D.) myxiUoidesdind
thosiyies incorporated into fibres, intermingled

nest the

)

smooth coring megascleres (termed

the 'phorbasiformif species complex).

Clathria (Dendrocia) mvxilloides
*
Dervdv. 1896
(Figs 112-113. Plate
Clathria

mvsilloiiJ.'x

1920. 768, Ayling

1896: 35; Hallmann.

Dfcfldy,
ci

al.,

3A)

1982:

104;

Hooper

&

Wicrfcnnuycr, 1994:264
Wihandla myulhidey, Hallmann, !<H2 242

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE. NMVG2376

(RT«

men* RMNHIW2.lO.IS.334r Pc«i Phillip Bay.
,
coll. LB. Wilson fdrcdgcjVic, MrWfr, t4fS2
OTHbR MATiiRIAL: S AUST03 DM1

R

QM

CNPQ66C-2202-K, fragment NTMZ3535)

tyles secondarily incorporated into tracts; fibres

moderately echinaied; fibre anastomoses form
irregular oval-elongate meshes; mesohyl matrix
heavy but only lightly pigmented, wilh auxiliary
styles and sparse detritus scattered tfuroughoin.
Megascieres. Choanosomal pnneipal styles absent or undifferentiated from auxiliary
megaseleres.

Subectosomal auxiliary spicules fusiform,
mostly straight, occasionally slightly curved
towards bases, with tapering, or rounded, or
slightly subtylote smooth bases. Length 189(213.3)-234fiiTu width 1.5-»;4.4')-7.5iim.
Acanthosiylcs long, rounded ox faintly suband evenly distributed spines.
>m.
Length I02-(1 14 8)-122u,rn, width

tylote, with large

Microscleres absent.
larvae. Oval-elongate parenchymelh, 34541 2x275-3 70u-m, without larval spicules but

with heavy mesohyl and differentiated cells
dearly visible.

REMARKS. This species was assigned to Wilsonella by Hallmann (1912) because it has only
a single category of smooth megasclere. but was
tacitly returned to Claihria by Kallmann (1920)
when he restricted Wilsonella to the type.
Clathria (Derulrocia) imperfecta is more appropriately placed in Dendrociu because it lacks
detritus incorporated into fibres and has only one
undifferentiated category of smooth auxiliary
style, whereas Wilsonella ixensu Hallmann,
1912) and Paradoryx (sensu Hallmann, 1920)
have two categories of auxiliary stylos, one found
in fibres and the other on the ectosomal skeleton.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
strate; Port Phillip Biiv (Vic),

ISmdepin; on mck subKangaroo J. (SA) (Pig.

I12E).

DESCRIPTION

Shape. Massive,

sabspW

growth farm
Colour Orange-red alive (Munsell 5R
grey-brown in ethanol.
lohatc digitate

5/111),

Oscules. Small, less than 3nmi diameter;
icred evenly over surface.

and surface

characteristics. Harsh. COIfl
shaggy, uneven, microconulosc. appearing pock-marked alive due to .scattering of
small oscules.
Ectosome and subettosottce. Relatively dense
discrete bundles of subectosomal auxiliary styles.
identical to those coring the fibres, forming erect
palisade on surface. Tracts of isochetoe also

Texture

prcssiblc;

found

in

peripheral skeleton, scattered

throughout heavily pigmented peripheral spongin; subectosomal region relatively disorganised,
paratangenlial. merging into peripheral
choanosomal fibres lying almost immediately
subectosomal
CIt(>ano.witw.

Choanosomal

skeletal architecture

irregularly plumo-retieulate, without clearly dif-

ferentiated primary or secondary

components

al-

diameter varies considerably and
fibres become sinuous towards surface, fibres
composed of only light spongin, heavily cored by
muhispicular tracts of subectosomal auxiliary
styles and heavily, irregularly echinaied by aeanthostyles lying parallel With, 01 at acute angles to

though

fibre

spicule tracts but also secondarily incorporated
into fibres, mesohyl matrix lighi, wilh smaller
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FIG. 1 10. Clathria (Dendrocia) imperfecta Dendy (holotype NMVG2369). A, Subcctosomal auxiliary styles. B,
Echinating acanthostyle. C, Section through peripheral skeleton. D, Parenchymella larva in situ (diameter
400um). E, Australian distribution. F, Holotype,

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 111. Claihria (Dendrocia) imperfecta Dendy (holoiype NMVG2369). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics (x419). C, Echinating acanlhostyle. D, Acanlhostyle spinalion. E, Bases of subectosomal
auxiliary styles.
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(Dendrocia) myxiUoidesDzndy (hololype NMVG2376). A, Subcctosomal auxiliary subtylosEchinating acanthostyle. C, Anchorate isochelac. D, Section through peripheral skeleton. E, Australian
distribution. F. QMG300613 alive. G, Holotype.

FIG.

1

12. Claihria

tylc. B,

thinner auxiliary spicules, and numerous

coring fibres and in ectosomal skeleton relatively

isochelae organised into tracts surrounding large

homogenous,

choanocyte chambers.

straight or slightly curved, hastate,
with smooth, tapering or slightly subtylote bases,

Length 287-

Principal
choanosomal
megascleres absent, or undifferentiated from

some appearing

auxiliary spicules.

styles also scattered between fibres probably
younger forms of main structural megascleres,
being thin, whispy, hastate, usually curved or

Megascleres.

Subeclosomal auxiliary styles

differ slightly in

size according to location within skeleton: those

quasi-diactinal.

(311.4)-330fJLm, width 3.5-(4.9)-6u.m; auxiliary

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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VG2376). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
FIG. 113. Clathria (Dendrocia) myxilloides Dendy (holotype
characteristics. C, Acanthostyle spination. D, Echinating acanthostyles. E, Anchorate, unguiferous and sigmoid
isochelae.
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sinuous, with rounded or tapering bases. Length
: 1 2h233.0)-284u.jii, width 2-1 1 2h3jxra.

Acanthostyles long, slender, straight or slightly
curved near basal end, evenly and heavily spined.
Length 84-f 112.6H33u.rn, Width 6-(7.4M0fi.m.
Micmscleres. Isochelae relatively large, abun-

formed

dant, anchorate, with well

lateral alae

detached from shaft nearly completely. Lateral
ndge on shaft (possibly vestigial point of attachment of lateral alae); some modified unguiferous
forms with pointed alae, or sigmoid forms with
greatly reduced alae also present. Length 21<24.4)-29u.m.

MS name' NSW- AMZ32I6.
QMG304507. QMG304522.
QMG304574. S AUST- SAMTS4095 (fragment
NTMZI629), SAMTS6290, QMG3O05O3
(NCIQ66C-2119-TI (fragment NTMZ3520).
QMG301354. QMG301358, QMG301374.
QMG304049,
QMG301 38 2. QMG30404
QMG304051. QMG304053, QMG304054.
QMG304063, QMG3D4064, QMG304069,
QMG3O4O70. WA- QM G300604 (NC1Q66C-^
Lendenfeld or Burton

>.

NTMZ2667,

\ ,

J>,

QM

G300191 (NCIQ66C-465I-V). (Not

MS

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION

Toxas absent.

REMARKS. This species is similar to C. \D
imperfecta in growth form and incorporation of
some acanthostyles into fibres (see remarks for
(Thatysias) phorbasiformis). It also shows

C

C

>imilarittes to
(D.) pyramida in growth form
and megasclere morphology;, although all three

\pccics differ in isochtrlae

geometry.

I.

:<

88

(NSW); Maria

I.

(fas); Port Phillip

3B>

Ctathria pvramida Lendcnfeld, 1S&8: 222;

Capon

&

1994:264.

(Ylc); St.

Shape. Massive, lobate, lobogrowth form with small lobule

surface projections.

terior

MacLeod, 1987: 1200; Chernoff. 1987: 160;
Hooper et ai.. 1992: 263; Hooper & Wkdenmaver.

Bay

1146).

Cohur, Dark browfl

(Figs 114*115, Table 24, Plate

0.8-25m depth; on sarxl.

Vincent Gulf, Yorke Peninsula and Kangaroo J. (SA);
Albany and Pelsart Is. Houtman Abrolhos (WA) (Fig.

digitoUe, irregular

I

.

rock reef or muddy bottoms: associated with pysMflB
and algal beds, Spondytur,, Pinna and Cliatamus axper
rimus bivalves, rock or wood jetty substrates; HJawaira, Port Jackson. N. Svdnev, Port Hacking and Hurras

DESCRIPTION.

Clathria (Dendrociaj pyramida Lcndcnfcld,

AM

NSW.

unreg. (label 'Clathria alba Port Jackson,
Lendenfeld or Burton
name; = Crella incrusuws})

nrange-brown live
4/6-5/10), paler

CH

[M tins ell SYR

choanosomc, brown in ethanol.
Oscules* Few, relatively large oscules (up to 8mm
diameter) on apex of lobes, each with slightly
raised membraneous lip, and with membram

2^:

divided exhalant canals visible inside osculc; oscules collapse on preservation.

Dundrcciapyrsmvih'i Hjllmann, 1920:767.
CfaThrlaalataDcndy, 1896: 34; Hentschel, 1911:375377, lfcxt-fig.48; Hentschcl, 192?: 387. fig.356.
AvIiniielaL 1982: 100; VanSocsl, 19K4h: 120.
WU&fineila aluta; Halimann, 1912; 211.
Drndrocia atata\ Halimann, 1920: 767

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm t compressible; smooth, relatively even, bulbous,

Wilsonelta pyramida; Hallmann, 1912: 240.
Shaw. 1927: 426; Guiler, 1950 9.

smooth,
with
irregularly rugose microscopic conulose and
flesh;.

e

membraneous surface

stale;

in

optically

preserved

state,

lobate projections.

MATERIAL LECTOTYPE: AMG9G47:

Port Jack-

NSW, 33°5rEJ5] Q l6'E, no olhcrdc tails known.
PARALECTOTYPE: BMNHI887.1 24.62 (fragment
AMG3579): same locality. LECTOTYPE of C aJata:
NMVG2280 (fragment BMNH 1902 10.18.330): Port
son,

Phillip Bay. Vie, 38°09'S, 144°52'E, coll.

(dredge,

LB. Wilson

RN 752). PARALECTOTYPES of C

oiato;

NMVG2281 (fragment AMG2686V. sanielocalirv (UN
163). NMVG2282 (fragment BMNH 1901 10. 18.3 IV.
Sorrento Jetty, Port Phillip Bay, 38°33*S.

RN

(dredge,

NMVG2283

792).

BMNH 1902. 10. 18.49):

same

locality

MttVE

(fragment

RN

i

801).

NMVG2284 (fraement BMNH 1902.10. 18332): same
locality iRN 842). NMVG22KS (fragment

BMNH 1902.10. IS

333V same

OTHER MATERIAL-

NM unreg.

AM

(small vial,
unreg. (fcagmenl

viol, label

l

locality

(RN

843).

VIC- AME298, AMZJ145,
label "donated by A Deitdy*),

BMNH1887A27.103) (small
A Dundy,

Clathriatetkyopsis donated hy
%

Ectosome and subectosome. Microscopically
hispid, with dense crust of subectosomal
auxiliary styles forming continuous
regular (straight;* or irregular (stellate, paratangentialX plumose palisade.

Chnmasome Skeletal architecture irregularly
plumo-rcticulate, with sinuous spongin fibrv
cenditig to surface in meandering tracts; fibres
anastomose more frequently at axis than in

peripheral skeleton; peripheral fibres and skeletal
rat -is often diverge becoming plumose in subecl

tosomal region, or forming a paratangential hiycr
immediately below erect ectosomal skeleton;
fibres contain moderately light to very heavy
spongin, cored by multispicular, sinuous inn
subectosomal auxiliary styles; fibres not obviously divided into primary or secondary comporunts
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although fibre diameter varies within same sections of skeleton; acanthostyles heavily echinat-

larger,

ing most fibres, occasionally rare or absent from
some; mesohyl matrix very heavy but only lightly

from a small population in the Gulf of St Vincent,
SA, were noticeably more poorly silicified and
less robust than 'typical' specimens found in all

pigmented, with abundant isochelae and
auxiliary megascleres; microalgae present in

mesohyl of some specimens.
Megascleres (Table 24). Choanosomal principal
megascleres absent, or

at least undifferentiated

from auxiliary spicules.
Subectosomal auxiliary

styles are thin, hastate,

straight or slightly curved towards basal end,

usually with smooth, slightly subtylote bases that
taper towards end into a small point (partially
mucronate), points hastate.

more robust acanthostyles than other
populations (VIC, SA). In particular, spicules

other localities.
In spiculation and skeletal architecture

pyramida

is

remarkably similar

tans var. digitata ('cotype'

C

(D.)

to Crella incrus-

AME503), although

upon careful examination of both species there
are obvious differences in skeletal structure
(Crella with a tangential ectosomal layer),

com-

position of the ectosomal skeleton (styles versus

Larvae. Larvae oval-elongate parenchymella, up
to 5 1 8x340u.m, with larval raphidiform spicules
scattered throughout the axis and forming stellate

acanthostyles or acanthoxeas), and spicule
geometry (quasi-diactinal auxiliary styles versus
anisoxeas or quasi-monactinal megascleres,
respectively). Nevertheless, these species
demonstrate remarkably close convergences in
several prominent features making them easily
confused in the field and laboratory.
Specimens from the south coast of
have
peculiar biochemistry and significant biological
activity against both gram positive and gram
negative bacteria (Hooper et al., 1992). Unlike
many other bioactive sponges, however, the activity in C. (D.) pyramida was found to be related
to a unique, modified free sugar, 5-Thio-D-manMacLeod, 1987). This discovery
nose (Capon

tufts at the posterior pole.

represents the only

Acanthostyles vary considerably in length,
usually club-shaped, subtylote, with large spines

mostly confined on base and more-or-less
aspinose towards point; spines usually robust.

Microscleres (Table 24). Isochelae large, very
abundant, primarily palmate, heavily silicified,
usually with thickened and slightly curved shaft,
large lateral alae completely fused to shaft resembling 'wings', with front ala free, but sometimes
with reduced alae and sigmoid curvature.

Toxas absent.

REMARKS. Type material of Clathria pyramida
and of C. alata are virtually identical in their
growth form, surface features, spicule geometry,
spicule distribution and fibre characteristics, differing only slightly in choanosomal skeletal construction (predominantly plumo-reticulate versus
predominantly plumose to slightly plumo-reticulate), and ectosomal structure (either producing a
continuous erect palisade (C. alata s.s.) or
punctuated palisade resulting in stellate plumose
brushes (C pyramida s.s.), respectively). But
there are no consistent or significant differences
between these species in the spongin content of
fibres, density of spicule tracts, presence or absence of conecting secondary fibres, or spicule
dimensions (Table 24), as supposed by Hallmann

On this basis the two species are
merged here. For all other specimens examined
the main variability involves the degree to which
fibres were compacted (mesh size), the spongin
content of skeletal tracts ('fibre' diameter), and
spicule dimensions between different geographic
(1912: 241).

populations (Table 24). In this latter regard
populations from
and
had relatively

NSW

WA

NSW

&

known occurrence

to date of

that class of thiosugar in nature, although the

compound has

a glucose-based synthesised
analogue which has been known for several
years. Thio sugars have considerable pharmaceutical and medical potential: they inhibit the
release of insulin and transport of glucose, and are
able to cause reversible inhibition of sperm-cell
development without displaying acute toxicity
(R. Capon, pers. comm.). The taxonomic significance of those
is

compounds

is

not clear, but

it

possible to speculate on the biological role of

those chemicals. Recent evidence (A. Butler,
pers. comm.) suggests that C.

(D.)

together with a few other species

pyramida

(e.g.,

Crella

with (are
epizootic on) scallops {Chlamys asperrima) from
South Australian waters. Chemoff (1987) found
incrustans)

occur

that the presence

in association

of those epizootics increased the

survival of the scallop in both field and caging

experiments and

it

is

possible that the sponges

provide some sort of chemical defence of the
host: thio-mannose sugar may play some sort of
role in that defence.
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c

FIG.

1

14.

u

~^>

\

_j

^

AMG9047). A, Subectosomal auxiliary subModified palmate isochelae. D, Section through peripheral skeleton.
Holotype. G, Paralectotype of C. alata NMVG2283. H, QMG300238 in situ.

Clathria (Dendrocia) pyramida Lendenfeld (holotype

tylostyle. B, Echinating acanthostyle. C,

E, Australian distribution. F,

n
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1 15. Clathria (Dendrocia) pyramida Lendenfeld (QMG301358). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Peripheral
skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Echinating acanthostylcs. E, Aeanthostyle spination. F-G, Modified
thickened and sigmoid palmate isochelae.

FIG.
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TABLE 24. Comparison between published records and different populations ofClathria {Dendrocki) pyramid*
Lendenfeld All measurements are given mjim, denoted as range (and mean) of spicule length x spicule width
(N=25) (bracket = number of specimens per locality examined).
Lectotypc of

Lcctotype

SPICULE
Choanosomai

Specimens VFC

Specimens SA

(N=10)

(N=16>

(NMVG2280)

abscnl

WA

absenl

absent

,ibsem

208-(220.6)-231

21l-(229.4)-243

19O-(209.5)-225

2G2-(222,5)-247

x 4(6.4 >-8

x 3-<4.8>-7

x 4-(5.1 )-7

x4-<5.9>-9

x4-<4.9>-7

x4-<5,3>-7

87.(99 01-135x8.

75-<85.2)-lI8x7-

82-1103-9)- 145 x

6S-(89.6)-125x4-

64-<78.6V90x4-

KMI03.5)-155x

il0,2)-l2

(9.2HI

5(8.4)- 12

(7.2M2

(7.4VU

fi-(9.0)-n

21-(23.8)-27

23-(24.5>-27

20-(23.6V27

2(M22.V»-25

)7-{22J>-30

22-(24.3)-27

auxiliary styles

;„-!.:,:

Clathria (Dendrocia) scabida (Carter, 1885
(Figs 1 16- 11 7, Table 25)
Halichondria scabida Carter, 1885b: 112, pl,4, figs
4-5; Carter. !886g: 449
Microciona scabida; Dendy, 18%: 31; Halbnann.
1912: 150; Vosmaer, 1935a: 608.
? StyhtellopsisoT Clathnssa scabida: Hallmann, 1912;
131.

Anaata scubita

[lapsus]; de Laubenfels. 1936a: 109.
Clathria scabida; Hooper
Wiedeniria>^r, 1994: 264
Halichondria pustulosa, in part; Carter, 1 8S6g: 450.
Not Halichondria pustulosa Carter. 1 882a: 285, pi. 1 1
Ag-1.

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE BMNH18S7.7. 11.9 (fragPhillip, Vic, 38'WS,

ment AMG2760): Port
144°52*E. coll. J.B

Wilson (dredge).

OTHER

MATERIAL: VIC NMVRN4I3. NMVRN1025.
NMVRN103S. BMNH1887.7.1 1.26 (slide AMG-

2916).

HABITATDISTRIBUTION.38mdepl>i; substrate unknown; Port

Specimens

absent

Subcctosomal

i

NSW

(N=7)

Specimens

absent

principal styles

Echinating
aeanthostyles

C

Alain

(AMG9G47)

Phillip

and Wesiemport Bavs Vic)
I

(Fig.

I16F).

t

95-<213 4>228

214-(227.4>-242

ing sparse but continuous dermal palisade of erect
brushes, sometimes tangential, protruding from
surface, piercing heavy crust of isochelae lying
on ectosomal membrane; subectosomal region

plumose, with sinuous tracts of subectosomal

subtylostyles diverging from ends of
choanosomai fibres, and with numerous, relatively large subdermal cavities lined by isochelae.

Choanosome Choanosomai skeleton

irregular-

with sinuous, heavy, spongin
fibres cored by subectosomal auxiliary styles and
fewer larger aeanthostyles, and echinated by two
sizes of aeanthostyles: smaller aeanthostyles
echinate fibres in relatively heavy, even concentrations, whereas larger aeanthostyles most
common at fibre nodes and echinate fibre terminations in radiating brushes; spongin fibres not
divided into primary or secondary components,
and fibre anastomoses occur irregularly
throughout skeleton; mesohy] matrix very heavy,
with abundant isochelae scattered and also congregated around fibres and ehoanocyte chamly plumo-retieulate,

bers.

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Low, globular, erect, arborescent, digitate sponge, 80-95mm high, 4570mrn wide, with

28-42mm
stalk,

king.

subspherical, lobate branches,

12-28mm

22mm long,

12-

1

diameter, on a short

5mm diameter.

Colour. Live colouration orange-brown,

brown

exterior and yellow-brown interior preserved.

Large oscules, up to 5mm diameter,
groups (seive-plates) on all sides of
branches; seive-plates sunken, resembling
ties.

Mtuatcd

in

porocalyses of the Tethyidae.
Texture and surface characteristics. Surface uneven, fibrous, with numerous large pores, seiveplates and subdermal canals covered with
prominent membraneous skin, raised into small
papillae and ridges

Ecto%ome and mbertnsnme. Ectosome

hispid,

with subectosomal auxiliary' subtylostyles form-

Megascleres (Table 25). Choanosomai principal
nleg&scjeres absent or at least completely undifferentiated from auxiliary spicules

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles, coring
dermal membrane, long, thin, mostly
straight, hastate, with elongated, subtylotc,
smooth bases.
fibres and in

Larger aeanthostyles subtylote, slightly
curved, with sparse but large spines along shaft
and base, and usually with an aspinose apex.
Smaller aeanthostyles subtylote, evenly and
heavily spined.
Microscleres (Table 25). Isochelae extremely
abundant, anchorate-like, with curved shaft,
lateral alac nearly completely detached from
shaft, completely free front ala, and lateral ridge
on shaft (possibly vestigial point of alae attach-
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TABLE 25. Comparison between present and published records of Clathria (Dendrocia) scabida (Carter).
Measurements in (im, denoted as range (and mean) of
spicule length x spicule width (N=25).
Holotype

SPICULE

(BMNH 1887.7. 11.9)

Choanosomal
principal styles

Subectosomal
auxiliary styles

Echinating
acanthostyles

I

Echinating
acanthostyles

Chelae

I

Chelae

II

II

(sigmoid)
(arcuate-

Specimens (N=3)

absent

201-(237.2>-273x3-

196-(226.5)-278x2-

(4.4J-5.5

(3.7)-5

153-(191.6)-219x

193-(201.1)-221x6-

5.5-(7.1)-9

(7.3)-9

82-(95.3)-105x5(6.4)-8

19-<20.9)-24

24-(29.2)-33

28-(31.4)-34

I4-(16.2)-18

18-(19.3)-22

microscleres.

Clathria (Axociella) Hallmann, 1920

DEFINITION. Well

78-(90.4)-98 x 3-

(6.8)10

known species of Clathria (Dendrocia) with toxa

Axociella Hallmann, 1920: 779; Bergquist
1988: 116.
Axosuberites Topsent, 1893a: 179.
Tenaciella Hallmann, 1920: 772.

absent

16-(18.2)-21
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& Fromont,

differentiated axial and

extra-axial skeletal architecture (reminiscent of

Raspailiidae); axial skeleton markedly compressed, reticulate; extra-axial skeleton radial,
plumose or plumo-reticulate composed of large
subectosomal auxiliary styles-subtylostyles;
specialised ectosomal skeleton present composed

like)

of smaller auxiliary spicules; echinating
Chelae

III

(bipocilla-like)

35-(72.4)-120xl-

Toxas

(1.8)-3

uncommon

70-(121.1)-156x
(2.2)-3

1-

common

megascleres absent although principal spicules
protrude through fibres at acute angles.

may

TYPE SPECIES.

Esperiopsis cylindrica Ridley

&

Dendy, 1886: 340 (by original designation).
ment); reduced chelae also present, unguiferous,
with pointed alae.

Toxas oxhorn, with wide central curvature and
slightly reflexed arms.

REMARKS.

Carter's (1885a) holotype
(BMNH1887.7.11.9), and his (1886g) specimen
of//, pustulosa, BMNH1887.7.11.26 are identical, as suspected from their respective descriptions,

whereas H. pustulosa from the Falkland

Is

(Carter, 1882a) is different.

Clathria scabida has skeletal architecture, fibre
ectosomal characteristics and spicule

structure,

geometry characteristic of Dendrocia, whereas
the presence of a second, larger size class of

acanthostyle (which may be incorporated into
skeletal spicule tracts as well as echinating the
fibre endings and fibre nodes) is unusual to the
genus. Possession of hymedesmoid-plumose or
plumose skeletal architecture links several
microcionids termed the 'scabida' group (C (D.)
scabida, C. (Microciona) similis, C. (A/.)
hentscheli,
(M.) tetrastyla, C. (M.) thielei, C.
{Thalysias) tingens sp. nov. and C. (T.) dis-

C

tinct a).

Earlier records of this species (Carter, 1885a,
1886g; Hallmann, 1912) differentiate isochelae
microscleres into 3 or 4 morphs, but all isochelae
in both specimens are not as vastly different as
supposed by Carter ( 1 885a). They are not arcuate,
as supposed by previous authors, but anchorate
with completely detached lateral alae and ridges
on the lateral sides of shaft. This is the only

REMARKS.

Axociella is represented in
Australasian waters by six species, one new, all
of which have very well differentiated skeletal
structures closely resembling the compressed
skeletons common in Raspailidae. The existence

of microcionids with compressed axial skeletons

and differentiated axial and extra-axial skeletons
supports the proposal for a closer relationship

between Raspailiidae and Microcionidae, as
proposed by Hooper (1990a, 1991), and formalised further by Hajdu et al. (1994) in their
subordinal classification of Poecilosclerida. Crucial characters differentiating the Axociella group
from typical Raspailiidae are the possession of
chelae and absence any true echinating spicules
in the former, versus possession of a specialised
ectosomal skeleton (composed of small styles or
oxeas in brushes surrounding larger protruding
spicules) in the latter (see Hooper, 1991).

Clathria parva Levi (from S and SW Africa)
and Axosuberites fauroti Topsent (from the Gulf
of Aden), are also referred here to C. (Axociella)
because they have well differentiated axial and
extra-axial regions, whereas 3 NZ species
(Bergquist & Fromont, 1988) are retained in
this group only on a tentative basis since their
skeletal structures are not typical of Axociella.
to Axociella e.g., de
Laubenfels, 1936a) are simply encrusting and/or
lack echinating acanthostyles (a secondary loss

Other species referred

common

amongst

Raspailiidae), and

defined here.

Microcionidae

do not belong

and

to Axociella as
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FIG. 1 16. Clathria (Dendrocia) scabida (Carter) (NMVRN 1038). A, Subectosomal auxiliary style/ subtylostyle.
B 2 sizes echinating acanthostyle. C, Anchorate-like isoehelae. D, Oxhorn toxas. E, Section through peripheral
skeleton. F. Australian distribution. G, Holotype
1 887.7. 1 1 .9. H,
1025.
t

BMNH

NMVRN
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FIG. 117. Clathria (Dendrocia) scabida (Carter) (NMVRN1025). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Peripheral
skeleton. C, Fibre characteristics. D, Echinating acanthostylcs. E, Acanthoslyle spination. F, Oxhorn toxas. G,
Anchorate isochelae. H. Uniguiferousanchorate isochelac.
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content of fibres increases towards periphery;
secondary fibres less heavily cored; echinating
megascleres absent; mesohyl matrix moderately

Clathria (Axociella) canaliculate
(Whitelegge, 1906)
(Figs 118-119)

heavy with scattered microscleres, but
canaliculata Whitelegge,

Esperiopsis

1906: 471,

pl.43, fig.7

Tenaciella canaliculata; Hallmann, 1920: 773, pl.36,
figs 1-2, pl.37, fig.l, text-fig.l; Ristau, 1978: 585-

Artemisina canaliculata; Ristau, 1978: 585-586.
Rhaphidophlus canaliculata; Van Soest, 1984b:
Clathria canaliculata; Hooper
262.

1

15.

& Wiedenmayer, 1994:

151 10'E,

104-126m depth,

01.iii.1900, coll.

FIV

PARALECTOTYPE: AMZ988: Off
Woolongong, NSW, 34°25'S, 151°10*E, 220-224m
'Thetis' (dredge).

depth, 01.iii.1900., coll.

FIV

'Thetis' (dredge).

OTHER MATERIAL: QLD- QMG300460 (fragment
NTMZ1562).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Growing

in soft sedi-

ments, associated with gorgonian beds in deeper waters
of the continental shelf; 94-126m depth; Wollongong
(NSW), S. Stradbroke I. (SEQ) (Fig. 1 18G).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Erect, whip-like,

15mm

diameter, and few thick subcylindrical
branches, mostly in 1 plane, bifurcating and occasionally anastomosing.

Drab grey

in ethanol.

Oscules. Small, less than

and surface

like, slightly

styles long, thick,

with tapering rounded or very
slightly subtylote bases, usually smooth, occasionally microspined. Length 240-(465.0)590u,m, width 10-(12.2)-16u.m.
straight, fusiform,

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles straight or
microspined subtylote
bases, fusiform points. Length 80-(114.6)165u,m, width 5-(6.1)-8|xm.
Microscleres. Palmate isochelae with long
lateral alae completely fused to shaft and fused
slightly curved, with

front ala; chelae clearly differentiated into
size classes, the smaller often twisted.

two

Length

I:

2mm

Toxas accolada, usually long,

diameter, dis-

characteristics.

1

REMARKS. Hallmann (1920) erected Tenaciella

smooth, fleshy, velvetty,

felt-

porous, without obvious ornamenta-

tion.

Ectosome and subeciosome. Thick, erect,
plumose brushes of ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles form dense, continuous palisade on exterior
surface; discrete tracts of larger subectosomal

auxiliary styles form thick, multispicular, ascending or paratangential brushes supporting ec-

tosomal skeleton.
Choanosome. Partially compressed, openmeshed reticulate axial skeleton and radial extra-

becoming plumose in periphery;
skeleton composed of very heavy spongin fibres
of large diameter, up to 250u.m diameter, forming
axial skeleton,

ovoid meshes, and clearly divided into primary
ascending and secondary connecting elements,
differing substantially in diameter; fibres cored
by multispicular tracts of choanosomal principal
styles occupying most of fibre diameter; spicule

on the basis

that

it

lacked echinat-

ing spicules and had a Thalysias-Yxke ectosomal
skeleton.

Firm,

thin, slight

and straight or only slightly
reflexed points. Length
8-(220.8)-550pJ m,
width 0.5-(1.9)-3.3ujn.
central curvature

for this species

persed over lateral margins of branches.
flexible; surface

(21.2)-26u.m.

4-(4.6)-8u,m; length H: 14-(17.5)-22u,m.

cylindrical branching digits, 150- 190mm long,
with short cylindrical stalk 30-50mm long, 10-

Texture

Choanosomal principal styles
curved or rarely straight, fusiform,
with smooth, rounded or very slightly subtylote
bases. Length 130-(318.7)-465u.m, width 4Megascleres.

Subectosomal auxiliary

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AMG4325: Off Wata
Mooli, Bulgo, Woolongong, NSW, 34°30'S,

Colour.

at periphery.

thick, slightly

586.

o

megascleres largely confined within fibres except

Simpson (1968a) found no

correlation

between these 2 features and histological
evidence to support recognition of this genus
distinct from Clathria. Spicule geometry and the
ectosomal skeleton in
(A.) canaliculata indicate relationship with Thalysias, whereas skeletal

C

structure (particularly the radial

choanosomal

skeleton), is reminiscent of Raspaila nuda
(Hooper, 1991). The shared skeletal structure in
Axociella and Raspailiidae support the contention
that they are monophyletic, belonging to the suborder Microcionina (Hajdu et al., 1994).

The well developed felt-like ectosomal spiculation

and

radial

subectosomal spicule

tracts in the

C

peripheral skeleton of
(A.) canaliculata is virtually at the opposite end of a continuum from

encrusting Microciona-Ukt species (with
membraneous dermal skeletons). These differences contrast so greatly with species such as C.
(M.) aceratoobtusa that it is tempting to maintain
generic separation between typical Microciona
and Thalysias-Yike species, but as demonstrated
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elsewhere in this work there are too many other
microcionid species with intermediate conditions
making it impossible to clearly define a generic
boundary within this continuum.
Clathria (Axociella) canaliculata

growth

is

most close-

cylindrical with similar
form, surface characteristics and skeletal

ly related to C.

(A.)

structure. However, this species has slightly compressed open-reticulate axis, radial extra-axis,
and continuous plumose ectosome, whereas
(A.) cylindrica has a greatly compressed close-

C

meshed axis, a radial extra-axis and a sparse,
discontinuous, plumose ectosome. Toxa morphology and spicule size also
between these two species.

differ substantially

Clathria (Axociella) cylindrica
(Ridley & Dendy, 1886)
(Fig. 120-121)

&

&

figs 2-4, text-fig.2;

cylindrica;

Sim

& Byeon,

1989: 39-40,

&

Clathria cylindrica; Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994:
262.
Not Rhaphidophlus cylindricus Kieschnick, 1900: 53,
pl.44,fig.l0.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:
coll.

BMNH 1887.5.2.96:

Off

,

(

HMS

markedly compressed in axis and radial in extracompressed axial skeleton with longitudinal
fibres cored by short choanosomal principal subtylostyles, interconnected by thinner pauci- or
aspicular fibres; axial spongin fibres heavy, and
fibre anastomoses very close-meshed forming
elongate reticulation; mesohyl matrix in axis light
with abundant loose auxiliary styles dispersed
between and congregated around fibres; echinating megascleres absent; radial extra-axial
axis;

skeleton with large auxiliary styles perpendicular
forming pauci- or multispicular radial
(non-plumose) tracts associated with very light,
ascending spongin fibres but very few transverse
uni- or aspicular connecting fibres; mesohyl
matrix in extra-axial region moderately heavy,
to axis,

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles coring axial fibres relatively short, slightly
curved at centre, with smooth subtylote or sometimes evenly rounded bases and fusiform points.
Length 215-(311.2)-395^m, width 5-(10.4)15(xm.

pl.5, figs 1-2.

Port Jackson

Choanosome. Skeletal structure with clearly differentiated axial and extra-axial components,

with few scattered auxiliary megascleres.

Esperiopsis cylindrica Ridley
Dendy, 1886: 340;
Ridley
Dendy, 1887: 79-80, pl.19, figs 2a-b.
Axociella cylindrica; Hallmann, 1920: 780-783, pl.37,

Not Axociella

NSW,33°5rS,151°16 E,60-70m depth,
'Challenger'

(dredge).

OTHER

MATERIAL: NSW- AMZ1527.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Soft sediments; 40-70m
depth; Port Jackson, Botany

Bay (NSW)

(Fig. 120G).

Subectosomal auxiliary

Shape. Thin, cylindrical

digitate, branching, whip-like,

130-190mm

long,

10-20mm

diameter, with thin, dichotomously
branched, cylindrical or slightly flattened, distally tapering branches, up to 130mm long, 16mm
diameter, short stalk and expanded basal attachment.
Colour. Grey-brown in ethanol.
Oscules. Not seen.

Texture

and surface

characteristics.

Firm,

tough consistency; surface even, feltlike, unornamented, prominently hispid.
Ectosome and subectosome. Sparse, plumose
brushes of small ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles form discrete, discontinuous bundles on surface, arising from ends of radial skeletal columns,
scattered around the larger, protruding subectosomal auxiliary styles which project some distance through surface.
flexible,

forming extra-

styles

much

longer and thicker than principal spicules, with smooth rounded or tapering
(hastate) bases, and fusiform points. Length 424axial bundles

(559.6)-725^m, width 15-(21.0)-29u-m.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles straight,
smooth rounded or slightly
subtylote bases and fusiform points. Length 208variable length, with

(361.8)-575*im, width 6-(8.2)-10u,m.
Microscleres. Palmate isochelae unmodified, differentiated into

DESCRIPTION.
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two

size classes, with long lateral

alae entirely fused to shaft and completely fused
front ala. Length I: 6-(9.3)-13u-m; length II: 19-

(22.3)-25u-m.

Toxas oxhorn,

thick, with

wide

central curva-

ture and slightly reflexed points.

Length 45-

(86.2)-130u.m, width 2.5-(4.3)-6p-m.

REMARKS.

The chelae and toxa microscleres
that this species belongs to the
Microcionidac, whereas skeletal architecture is
most closely related to the Raspailiidae (cf
Raspailia (Syringella) and Ectyoplasia). Like C.

show

(A.) canaliculata, this species lacks echinating

megascleres, and this was the primary reason why
Hallmann (1920) created Axociella. Despite contrary arguments by Van Soest (1984b), Axociella
is considered sufficiently different from
Thalysias in skeletal construction to be differentiated at the supraspecific level (although not for
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FIG. 118. Clathria (Axociella) canaliculata (Whitelegge) (lcctotype AMG4325). A, Choanosomal principal
style. B, Subectosomal auxiliary style. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D, Accolada toxas. E, Palmate
isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Lectotype. I, QMG300460.
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FIG. 119. Clathria (Axociella) canaliculaia (Whiteleggc) (A, lcctotype AMG4325; B-F, specimen
QMG300460). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Extra-axial fibre characteristics (xl44). C, Base of ectosomal
auxiliary subtylostylc. D-E, Palmate isochelae. F, Accolada toxas.
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FIG. 120. Clathria (Axocieila) cylindrica (Ridley & Dendy) (AMZ1527). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostylc
(coring axial fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary style (coring extra-axial skeleton). C, Ectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles. D f Oxhorn toxa. E, Palmate isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian
distribution. H, Holotype BMNH1887.5.2.96.

the reason that

it

lacks echinating acanthostyies;

Simpson, 1968a). Supporting
is

this interpretation

the fact that a specialised Thalysias ectosomal

skeleton

is

absent in C. (A.) macropora and C.

(A.) thetidis.

AMZ1133 from

the

FIV

'Thetis'

expedition, although not described by Hallmann

C

very close to
(A.) cylindrica differing
only in having echinating acanthostyies and long
thin, almost straight rhaphidiform toxas. This
material almost certainly represents a new
species but its antiquated condition is too poor to
(1912),

is

serve as the holotype of a

new

taxon. Clathria

also shows some
similarities to C. (Thalysias) procera in growth
form and having well differentiated axial and
(Axocieila)

cylindrica

extra-axial skeletons, but these species differ in

most other respects.
Axocieila cylindrica of Sim & Byeon (1989)
from Korea does not compare to the Australian
population, differing markedly in most features,
and is referred here to Clathria (Microciona)
simae sp. nov.
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FIG. 121. Clathria (Axociella) cylindrica (Ridley & Dendy) (holotype BMNH1887.5.2.96). A, Choanosomal
skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Oxhorn toxas. D-E, Palmate isochelae. F, Cross-section through branch of

AMZ1527.
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Clathria (Axociella) nidificata
(Kirkpatrick, 1907)
(Figs 122-123)
OpMita&pongia

nidificate Kirkpatrick.

1907: 274;

Kirkpatrick. 1908b: 25. pl.22, fig.6. pJ.24. fig.5;
HaJlmann, J 91 2: 234; Burton, 1929a: 433; Burton.

1932a: 324; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 120; de Lauben1954: 162.
Axociella nidificata; Burton, 1940: 116; Koltun.
1964a: 70, pl.12.figs 74 k Koltun, 1976; 155, 190;
fels,

Dcsqucvroux, 1975: 67-68.

pl.4, figs

47-50;

Hoshino, 1977a: 45-46, table 1.
Clathria (Axociella) nUhfiava\ Hooper & Wicdcnmayer. 1994: 263; Molnc* &Lcroer. 1995: 159-160.
figs 22-27, 55.

OphUtaspongia flabellata Topsent, t916: 167. Topsent. 1917: 41

Burton. 1929;
f
433; Burton, 1932: 325; Burton. 1934b: 34.
Axociella flabellata\ Koltun, 1964a: 70-71, pl.12, fig*
12-14; Hoshino, 1977a; 45-46, tabic I.
Axociella rarneus Koltun, 1964a: 71, leitt-fjg.I7;
Hoshino, 1977a: 45-46. table 1.
pl.l, fig.4, pl.6, fig.2;

MATERIAL- HOLOTYPE: BMNH1908.2.5
Coulman

Victoria Land, Ross Dependency,
tarctica. 73°30'S,
200m depth, coll.
'Discover)'' (dredge).
I.,

lWa

540m

depth; Antarctica:

coast;

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long*
thick, entirely smooth, slightly curved towards
base, with slightly subtylote evenly rounded or
slightly constricted hastate bases and fusiform
points. Length 595-(914.7)-1140fUit width 21(43.7}-61u-m.

Subeciosomal auxiliary subtylosryles short
slender, straight, with slightly subfylotc
microNpined bases, fusiform pointed. Length
33 1-<405.4>-447p.nv width 6-(9.4)-l2*tm.

No echinating spicules
Microscleres. Chelae absent

An-

straight

Budd

Kemp

Land, Enderby Land;
Mawson Peninsula, Oates Land; Coulman L, Victoria
Land; Prydz Bay, Mackenzie Bay and Mawson Coast,
MacRobertson Land: King Edward Ice Shelf. Enderby
Land, Joinville and Elefante Is; Palmer Archipelago;
(iraham Lund; also South Georgia, S. Shetland Is (Fig.

Coast, Wilkes Land;

detritus.

I3ll

hard substrates; 93-

BANZARE

principal styles coring heavy spongin fibres:
styles in peripheral regions of fibres often
protrude from fibres at acute angles, but these are
identical to principal megascleres and cannot he
considered as true echinating spicules; mesohyl
matrix moderately heavy, granular, containing
abundant toxas. often in bundles, and occasional

Toxas accolada, thick, variable in length, with
prominent but narrow angular central curvature,

HMS

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. On

MUSEUM

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Erect clavifocm-fiabelnarrow stalk.
Colour. Yellow-brown methanol.
Oscules. Osculcs an upper surface of club, 1latc,

2min diameter.
Texture and surface characteristics. Texture
compressible, lough, harsh surface; surface

membraneous between conules.
tctosome and subectosome. Ectosomal skeleton
plumose, composed of discrete bundles of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles perched on ends
hispid, conulose,

of protruding principal spicules, corresponding to
surface conules.

Choanosome. Skeleton compressed in axis and
plumose in extra-axis; axial region slightly compressed containing heavy spongin fibres cored by
plumo-reticulate pauci- or multispicular tracts of

arms and straight or slightly reflexed tips,

larger toxas with spined tips, small toxas entirely

smooth. Length 98-(286.2V546u-m,

plumose, diverging towards periphery, with
pauci- or multispicular tracts of ehoanosomal
tracts

1

.5-

REMARKS. The synonymy given above follows
Koltun (1976). The species appears
growth form, from bushy, branching,

to vary in
reticulate,

and
spicule geometry are relatively consistent.
Several echinating acanthostyles were seen in
spicule preparations made from the holotype
(evenly spined, club-shaped, 94-123x5-9ujn).
but none were seen in section preparations and it
is presumed that these are contaminants, although
it is possible that they are present but rare.
The specialised ectosomal skeleton nf discrete
auxiliary spicule brushes perched over larger
digitate to fiabellate, but skeletal architecture

principal spicules,

and compressed

'axinellid'

skeletal construction, are reminiscent of
Raspailiidac

(e.g.,

Aulospongus\ and were

it

not

for the toxas in this species it could be included
in Raspailiidae. This species fits best in Clathria

(Axociella) although

it

lacks differentiated cc-

nml and subectosonud spicules (i.e., it has I
size class of auxiliary styles). Its toxa and spi nation should be compared with C. (A.) georgiaensis sp. nov. (see

below).

Clathria Axociella) pal u la
(Figs 124-125)
i

ehoanosomal principal styles; skeletal tracts form
oval meshes, up to 250u-m diameter, extra-axial

w idth

(3.2)-5|im.

sp. nov.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; NTMZ2909; Between
North a*d East Wallabi Is, Houtman Abrolbos, WA.
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FIG. 122. Clathria (Axociella) nidificata (Kirkpatrick) (holotype BMNH1908.2.5.I31). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Accolada toxas. D, Section through peripheral skeleton.
E, Antarctic distribution.

28°17.9*S,

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

J.N. A.

usually in sand sediments;

\\y41.VEi ll.vii.1987, 39m depth, coll.
Hooper (beam trawl). PARATYPE:
NTMZ2978 (fragment QMG300209): W. of Carnaro
von, WA, 24°55.6'S, 112 50.8'E, 14.vii.1987, 85m

depth, coll. J.N.A. Hooper (beam tiawl).

MATERIAL. WA- QMG304633.

OTHER

and Wallabi

Is,

Broken limestone

reef,

39-85m depth; Carnarvon

Houtman Abrolhos (WA)

(Fig.

124G).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Thickly flabellate, pal-

mate-digitate fan,

140-475mm long, 180-310mm
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Ectosome and subectosome.
Thick plumose or paratangential layer of erect auxiliary
styles, usually in thick bundles,

forming more-or-less continuous palisade on ectosomal

skeleton;

subectosomal

skeleton with plumose brushes
of both subectosomal auxiliary
styles

and choanosomal prin-

cipal styles supporting ec-

tosomal palisade, arising
directly from choanosomal
fibres in peripheral skeleton.

Choanosome. Skeletal strucwide-meshed heavily
reticulate, slightly compressed
axial region and differentiated
axial and extra-axial skeletons;
ture

composed of
heavy spongin fibres, 80axial skeleton

145u-m diameter, thickest and
bulbous at fibre nodes, 130200p,m diameter, forming relatively wide reticulation of oval
or rectangular meshes, 180-

360u-m diameter;

axial fibres

cored by both principal styles

and subectosomal styles

in

multispicular brushes of 2-5
spicules; principal spicules
also protrude through fibres in

FIG.

123. Clathria

nidificata (Kirkpatrick)

(Axociella)

BMNH1908.2.5.131). A, Plumose
reticulate axial skeleton. C,

(holotype

extra-axial skeletal column. B,

Bundles of toxas

Plumo

plumose bundles,

at

acute

angles, although these cannot

be considered as echinating
spicules; extra-axial skeleton

wide, 6- 15mm thick, with even apical margin or
long, erect flattened digits arising from apex of
fan; digits single or planar branching, 40-70mm
wide, bifurcated and tapering, with short, thick
cylindrical stalk, 35-63mm long, 15-32mm
diameter; lateral margins of fans prominently
crenellated, apical margins range

from

slightly

crenellated to prominently digitate.

Colour.

Dark

alive (Munsell

red,

red-brown or orange-brown
grey-brown in

5R 5/10 - 10R 7/8),

ethanol.

2mm diameter,

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm, compressible, flexible; surface uneven, rippled,
slightly conulose, with few large digitate projec-

specimens.

heavy spongin fibres, 60neavy
120|xm diameter, bulbous fibre nodes, 80-140u,m
diameter, forming elongate or rectangular
meshes, 300-470p-m diameter, cored by ascending multispicular tracts of intermingled
choanosomal principal and subectosomal styles,
up to 10 spicules per fibre, and thinner transverse
fibres cored by only principal spicules in
paucispicular tracts; spicules usually protrude
through fibres in plumose bundles, particularly in
peripheral skeleton, but true echinating spicules

Oscules. Small oscules, less than
scattered over surface.

tions arising at oblique angles

with wider fibre meshes than
axial region, with
witn

from surface

in fan

mesohyl matrix heavy but only lightly
pigmented, containing abundant microscleres;
absent;

choanocyte chambers

large, oval,

50-130u-m

diameter.

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles variable in length, predominantly long, thick, slightly
curved near basal end, evenly rounded smooth

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 124. Clathria (Axociella) patula sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ2909). A, Choanosomal principal style. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary styles. C, Ectosomal auxiliary styles. D, Wing-shaped - oxhorn toxa. E, Palmate
isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Known Australian distribution. H, Holotype. I, Paratype.
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FIG. 125. Clathria (Axociella) patula sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ2978). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C-E, Bases of choanosomal principal, subectosomal auxiliary and ectosomal auxiliary spicules.
F, Palmate isochelae. G, Oxhorn - wing-shaped toxas.

REVISION OF M1CROC10N1DAE

bases and fusiform points. Length 225-(383.6j37G>m T width 10-( 13.2)- 15p.m.

Subectosomal auxiliary style* long, thinner
than principal spicules, straight, with rounded
microspined bases, slightly subtylole spined
bases, or subtylote smooth bases, and fusiform
points. Length 193-(265.2)-303p.m. width 5-

261

Woolonecmg, NSW
depth, coif FIV

w

=

30S, 15ri2'E. 98-l3*m
Thetis* (dredge). OTHER

MATERIAL; NSW- QMG303752.

S.

AUST-

AMZ462-:.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Deeper offshore

reels;

50-I42m depth; Svdnev and Woolongong (NSW),

SW.

Great Australian Bight (SA) (Fig. 126H).

i7.D-SM.rn.

Ectosomal auxiliary Styles short, straight or
curved near base, relatively thick, with
rounded smooth or microspined bases and
fusiform points. Length 104-(147.2)-I85u.m.
width L5-(3.S)-6u-m.
slightly

Echinating spicules absent,
Microscleres. Palmate isoehelae small, unmodified, with lateral and front alae of approximately equal length; lateral alac fusc^
completely to shaft, front ala entire. Length 14(IS.8)-l9nm.
Toxas basically oxnorn. with some intermediate wing-shaped, short, moderately thick,
rounded
slightly angular central curvature and
slightly reflcxed points 57-(69 6>-84p.m, width

w

i-(1.9)-2-Vm

ETYMOLOGY. Latin

puiuius, spread out; for the flat

growth form.

REMARKS. This species could be included in
(Thalysiax), having

;j

C.
thick tangential ectosomal

skeleton composed of two discrete size classes of
auxiliary styles, but it is most appropriately

placed

given that

has differentiated axial and extra-axial skeletons and lacks
any echinating spicules. C. {Asociclta)patuia has
a flabellate, planar growth form xiimlarto C (I )
eancetlaria, although these species differ subin C. (Axocit>lla)

geometry (die Jailer
having echinating acanthostyles and aceolada
loxas), differenL spicule sizes of most caiegones.
and skeletal structures (the latter species with a
heavy, evenly reticulate skeleton and abundant
echinating acanthostyles).

Clalhria (Axociella) thetidis Kallmann, 1920)
j

1

26- J 27, Plate 4B)

Hoffmann 1920 779.
dc Laubcnlels, ]V36a. 1 13.

Opfititaspoftgiatheiufis

AxonvlUi

ihetid'ts',

Cliiihria thetidis; Hooper & Wiedenmaycr, 1994: 263
Esperiopsis cylindrical part; Whilele££e. I9(w>;47fi.
pl.43, fig.6.

Not £xperinpsisr\findrira Ridley

& Dcndy,

1887* 79.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AMG9199:
Woolonuong,

NSW.

depth, coll. FIV

34°25'S,

Off

I51°HVK, K)4-142m

Thetis' (dredge). PARALECl
M: Off Wata Mooli, Bul^o,

TOTYPE: AMG9l

Erect, arborescent or

growth forms, 19O-480mm
long, with long thin cylindrical stalk and thinly
cylindrical branches, 15-25mm diameter;
branching planar or in more than one plane, ei he
irregularly bifurcate or pinnate, with evenly
dichotornous bifurcations arising from larger,
laterally disposed branches; apical margins of
digitate, whip-like

t

i

digits taper to fine points.

Colour. Deep red alive tMunsell2.5R5/10) greybrown when dry.
Oseules. Very small, less than 1.5mm diameter,
T

scattered over lateral side* of branches.

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm,
flexible; surface optically even, velvctty. microscopically prominently furry, hispid.

Bctosomt

jm.

'uheewsome. Eclosome ver\

hispid, with discrete, rnuliispieular plumose
blushes u\~ larger I'cxli a-a\ial) principal Styles

protruding through surface, with sparsely dispersed, tangential orparalangenlial tacts of subectosomal auxiliary styles in between principal
spicule.-;

il

stantially in their spicule

(Figs

DESCRIPTION. Shape

ChoanostNrte. Skeletal architecture reticulate,
with compressed axis and plumose extra-axial
regions; strong axial compression

composed

of

irregularly reticulate, heavy, large spongin fibres-

producing oval to elongate meshes, 90 220pun
diameter; axial fibres relatively heavy, thick, irregularly anastomosing, with bulbous fibre
node*, cored by comparatively small choanosomal styles; axial fibres incompletely difteientialed into primary, uni- or paucispuular.
ascending, long, radial fibres, 70-180p,m
diameter, and secondary, connecting, mostly
unispicular, sometimes bi- or aspicular, short
fibres, 58-102p.m diameter. Axial andexira-axial
skeletons strongly differentiated (cf Hallmann,
1920), with fibres becoming plumose and fibre
reticulation more regular towards periphery:
extra-axial fibres form elongate-eliptical, wider

meshes than axis, 155-5 IOujti diameter, extraaxial fibres diminish in thickness towards
peripheral skeleton, whereas coring spicules increase in size and density towards surface; principal styles in both primary

and secondary

fibre*

protrude through fibres at oblique angles, in both
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FIG. 126. Clathria (Axociella) thetidis (Hallmann) (holotype AMG9199). A, Choanosomal principal style (axial
skeleton). B, Choanosomal principal style (extra-axial skeleton). C, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D,
Oxeote toxa. E, Wing-shaped toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian
distribution. I, Holotype.
the axial and extra-axial regions, but true echinat-

ing spicules absent; mesohyl matrix heavy, relatively darkly

pigmented; choanocyte chambers

paired, oval-elongate, 60-155jim diameter;

numerous microscleres and subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles scattered between fibres.

Megascleres.

Choanosomal

principal styles

ll-(14.2)-20fim), and larger in extra-axial
skeleton (length 377-(608.0)-825^m, width 22(26.4)-35|«n.

Subectosomal auxiliary

styles long, thin,

fusiform, straight, slightly curved or flexuous,
with subtylote, smooth or lightly microspined
bases. Length 158-(379.1)-585pLm, width 3-

divided into two size categories, both fusiform,

(5.8)-8p,m,

long or short, slightly curved, with evenly
rounded, smooth bases; smaller size found in
axial skeleton (length 180-(246.5)-365p,m, width

Microscleres. Palmate isochelae abundant, with
lateral alae completely attached to shaft and front
ala entirely fused. Length 9-(13.4)-16p,m.

thick,

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 127- Clathria {Axociella) thetidis (Hallmann) (QMG303752). A. Choanosomal skeleton. B, Extra-axial
fibre and spicule skeleton (x63). C, Palmate isochclae. D, Wing-shaped toxas. E, Oxeole toxas.
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Toxas divided into 1 wo geometrically different
forms; oxcotc toxas common, usually found in
dragmata dispersed between fibres, long, thin,
symmetrical or asymmetrical-sinuous, with
slight angular central curvature or
Straight,

completely

fusiform points. Length I75-{774.5)-

1280>uti, width 1.5-(2.4)-5u.m; wing-shaped
toxas common, thin, with large rounded central

curvature, reflexed points. Length 22-{ll>4,4)]6Bp.m r width In 2.1 i-3.5u.rn.

REMARKS. This species is not conspecific With
Esperiopsis cylindrica Ridley &. Dendy as supposed by Whuelegge (I906) having different
>

cctosomal skeletal architecture, spicule
geometries and spicule sizes; Hallmann (1920)
recognised a new species for Whitelegge's
material referring it to Ophlifasfwngia ( =
Eehinochithria) on the basis that it lacked
eeiiinating megascleres; de Laubenfels (1936a)
assigned it to AxocieUa for the same reason. De
Laubenfels was correct in this transfer, although
not for his stated reason (that it lacked acanthust v lest) but because of its compressed skeletal construction, spicule localisation and spicule
geometry. Hallmann 's tentative placement of C.
i. A.
tketidis in Echinovlathria was probably also
based on comparisons with species such as E.
nodosa (Carter) and to a lesser extent E. subhisnida (Carter) which, unlike most species nf
Ecmnoclathria, have a slightly compressed axial
skdeton and plumose, pi u mo-reticulate or radial
i

extra-axial fibres. However, speculation and
spicule localisation within die skeleton of
[A

C

\

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. On

rocks; IS-236D1
depth range; Wilkes Land, Australian Antarctic Territory (Fig. 128F): also South Georgia. SW. Atlantic.

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Subsphcrical, massive

sponge.
Colour. Grey-brown in ethanol.

Oscules.

Up

lo

2mm

diameter, scattered over

surface, with slightly raised

membraneous

lip.

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm, compressible, surface conulose, with meandering
ridges producing a clathrous, convoluted mass

Ectosome and subectosome. Erect plumose
brushes of sparse choanosomal principal styles
protruding from peripheral skeletal tracts, and
paratangential bundles of subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostytes in variable abundance, fa&ViC
ends of surface conules, lighter between conules.

Choanosorne. Skeletal architecture reticulate,
vaguely
rcnicroid reticulate at core; skeleton with differentiated primary ascending spongin fibre*
cored by multispicular trucis of choano.soiual
principal styles, with 3-6 spicules per tract, and
lighter transverse connecting fibres containing
slightly plumo-reticulate near surface,

1

-2 spicules per tract, together producing a slighr
remeroid skeleton; no marked differentiation

Iy

between axial or extra-axial regions;
reticulation produces

fibre

cavernous rectangular or

triangular meshes, up to 550u.m diameter; tnic
echinating spicules absent although principal
spicules protrude through fibres at obtuse anglt-v
mesohyl matrix heavy, slightly granular, with
abundant chelae and toxas,

restricted to either axial or extra-axial fibre

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
moderately long, slender, straight or slightly
curved at centre, rounded -mooih tases, fusiform
points. Length 390-(446.6h51Sujt». width 14-

skeletons,

whereas Echinociathria have
homogeneous principal spicules dispersed

(l7.4)-22*ua
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles

throughout

slender, straight, slightly subtylote bases, heavily

ihetidis is different

Similarly, in
tive

C

from

all

those species

{A.) ihetidis there are

size categories of principal

two distinc-

megascleres.

all skeletal tracts.

Short,

microspined with large spines, slightly hastate Of

Clathria f Axociella) georgiaensis sp now
(Figs 128-129)

rounded points. Length 2I6-(285.2)-348p,m,
width 5-( 7.4)- I0u,m.
Echinating spicules absent.
Mirroscleres. Palmate isochelae abundant, rela-

Ophlitaspongiathieleiftuao^ 1932a: 322, pl.55,fig.8,
lEKt-fig $2; Koitun, 1964a; 70,

AxocieUa thielei; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 113 [note].
Not Hymeraphia thielei Henlschcl, 1912: 377-378.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNHI9282

15

219
39°E

(fragment AMZ2I98): 6.3nm N 89°E to 4nm N
•II
Jason Light, Cumberland Bay. South Georgia, S.
Atlantic. !20-204m depth, RRS 'Discovery \ 1928
I

utter trawl).

tively small, with lateral

and front alae ap-

proximately same length, lateral alae fused to
shaft, front alae nearly completely detached, virtually no curvature of shaft. Length 9-(13.2)17 p.m.

Toxas wing-shaped, thick, variable in length,
wide angular central curvature, curved arms, slightly reflexed points, and
terminal spines, thinner ones more sharply curved
the thicker ones with
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BMNH 1 928.2. 1 5.219). A, Choanosomal principal
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Wing-shaped loxas. D, Palmate isochelae. E, Section through
peripheral skeleton. F. Antarctic distribution. G, Peripheral spicule tracts. H, Ectosomal skeleton.

FIG.

1

28. Clathria (Axociella) georgiensis sp. nov. (holotype

styles. B,

at centre, sharply pointed.

Length 28-(107.7)-

258u.ni, width 0.5-(1.7)-3.5ujn.

has seniority. Previous authors could not agree on
its generic assignment: Burton (1932a, 1938b)

compared

REMARKS.

This species requires a new name
since C. (Microciona) thielei (Hentschel, 1912)

C. (A.) georgiaensis with Artemisina,

but the possession of a well-structured, slightly
compressed choanosomal skeleton indicates that

266
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FIG. 129. Clathria (Axociella) georgiaensis sp. nov. (AMZ2198). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B Fibre characteristics. C, Choanosomal principal style. D, Base and apex of principal spicule. E, Base and apex of
subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. F, Palmate isochela. G, Wing-shaped toxas. H, Spined toxa point.
T

REVISION OF MTCROCIONID \i;

placement in Clathria is moie appropriate. Based
on Burton's (1932a) description this species was
included in Echinoclathria by Hooper
Wiedenmayer (1994), but re-examination of the holotype
showed that skeletal structure was not markedly
renieroid, there was no difference between principal spicule sizes in the axis and those in the
peripheral skeletons, and spicule sizes were magnitudes larger than those found in other
Ecinodathria (but much closer to those seen in
Axociella). De Laubenfels (1936a) also suggested this species should be included in Axociella although his reasons for doang so are differenl
(re., lack of echinatjng spicules). Koltun (1964a)
also made a general comparison between C i.V)
georgiaensis and Ophlitaspongla membranacea
Thiele (the latter referred here to Clathria
(Thaty-va*}). but this comparison is simply based
on similarities in toxa morphology, whereas C.
(T.) membranacea has two size classes of
auxiliary spicules and true echinating spicules
(albici smooth). Toxa measurements recorded by
Burton (1932a) for this species differ substantially from those actually seen in the holotype, but in
most other characters his description is an accurate representation of the species.

&

OTHER SPECIES OF CLATHRIA
[AXOCIELLA)

Clathria
Bergquist

267

multitoxaformis

(Axociella)

& Fromont,

1988

& Fromont,

Axocieiia multitoxaformis Bergquist
19. pl.55, figs
to fauna].
1

di

t

pl.56. fig.a;

1988: 118-

Dawson, 1993 V» Llnfei

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NMNZPOR 121. New Zealand.
Clathria (Axociella) parva (Levi, 1963)
ClatbrxapjrvaLtvK 1963: 56-57, text-Fig. 64, pl.lQD |Cape
of Good Hope, South Africa]; Uriz, 1988a: 84-85, pl.2 IK
lext-fif .60 [Namibia].

Not Clathria parva, Sim

&

Byeon, 1989: 39, pl4

?

figs 3-4

[Korea; dubious conspecificity].

MATERIAL.

UCT

HOLOTYPE:

(fraemem

MNHNDCL6I2). S a»d SE Africa.

Clathria (Isociella) Hallmann, 1920
etta Kallmann, 1920: 784; Bergquist
1988:114.

DEFINITION

Relatively

A Fromoni,

homogeneous

igodic

meshes) and/or renieroid (rectangular meshes), wick-meshed, main skeleton with
primary plumose ascending, multispicular tracts
cored by smooth choanosomal styles, interconnected by secondary, uoi- or paucispicular tracts
cored by same spicules, and choanosomal
spicules sometimes diverging and forming
plumose brushes at surface; echinating
megasderes absent; ectosomal skeleton with
tyal (triangular

single category of auxiliary spicule, tangential,

Clathria (Axociella) fauroti (Topsent, 1893)
Xxoxuhe rites fauroti Topsent, 1893a: 179-181, fig. 3 [Tadjoura. Gulf of Aden]; deLaubenrds, 1936a: 118.
? HhaphidopMus fauroti; Van Soest. 1984b: 130 (possible
generic synonymy].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDT1859.
Rcd

Arabian Gulf-

paratangential. Microscleres palmate-derived
isochelae and toxas.

TYPE SPECIES. CUuhrm

macropora, Lendenfeld,
1888: 221 i^Phakelliajacksoniana Dendy. 1897: 236>

(by monotypy).

Sea.

REMARKS.

Clathria (Axociella) fromontae

sp. nov.

&

Fromont, 1988, 117-1 IS.
Axociella loxitenuis Bergquist
pl.55, figsa-c; Dawson, 1993: 36 (index to fauna |.

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: NMNZPORI20- New

Zealand

Zealand.

Note: C. loxitenuis Topsent, 1925 has seniority.

Clathria (Axociella) lambei (Koltun. 1955)
Microeiona lambei Koltun, 1955a: 49, 67, pl.4, fig.5 [Japan
and Okhotsk Sca*|; Koltun. 1958: 66-67, texl-fig.22
[Kurilesl; Koltun,

1959;

Four species of Isociella are known
from tropical WA,
NT and Qld.. and one temperate species from
NSW. Only one other species is known from New
for the Australian fauna, three

183, pl.29. fig.2, text-Hg. 143

Clathria (Isociella) eccentrica (Burton. 1934)
(Figs 130-131, Table 26, Plate 4A>
Ophlitaspongia eccemrica Burton, 1934a. 560, pfe

[USSR]

MATERIAL.

1,8,9. text- fig. 12a

HOLOTYPE;

Z1L,

fragment

BMNHI932.1 1.17.67. NW.

Pacific, Japan. Note: Koltun
(1955a) attributes this species to burton (1935c), hut it doe*
not appear in that publication.

Clathria (Axociella) macrotoxa Bergquist
Fromont, 1988

&

Axociella macrotoxa Bergquist & FfDiDOftt, 1988; 117, pl.54,
Tigs c-f; Dawson, 1993: 36 \ index to fauna].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NMNZPORU9. New Zealand.

Axociella eccentrica; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 113.
Isociella eccentrica:, Bergquist
Tizard, 1967: 186-

&

187, pl.5, ilg.l.

Clathria eccentrica; Hooper
265.

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

BMNH 1930.8. 13.

Crab Spit, Low

Wiedenmavcr. 1994:

109:

Great Barrier Reef, Qld, I6°23*S.
43WB, intertidak 5 iv. 1929, coll Great Barrier Reef
Expedition (dredge). OTHER MATERIAL: GREAT
1

Isles,

.
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FIG.

1

(NTMZ2 70). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B-C, Subectosomal
Wing-shaped toxas. E, Palmate isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian
H, Holotype BMNH 1930.8. 13. 109. 1, NTMZ2139.

30. Clathria (Isociella) eccentrica (Burton)

auxiliary styles. D,
distribution.

1
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FIG. 131. Clathria (fsociella) eccentrica (Burton) (QMG303266). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics (xl35). C-D, Bases of larger and smaller subcctosornal auxiliary styles. E, Wing-shaped toxas. F,
Palmate isochelae.
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TABLE

26. Comparison between present and published descriptions of
Clathria (Isociella) eccen/nca.Measurements in u,m (N=25).

Texture
teristics.

and surface characRubbery, easily com-

mucusy, but tough,
difficult to tear; surface
pressible,

Holotype

SPICULE
Choanosomal
styles

Subectosomal
styles

(BMNH

Bergquist

&

1930,8.13.109)

Tizard(1967)

(GBR,Quernsland)

(Darwin.NT)

(N=19)

(N=3) (Cobourg

(Darwin.NT)

Pen.,NT)

232-(361.7)-540

318-464x8-22

288-440x9.1-18

298-457 x 3-9.5

300-470 x 5-8

porous,

276-<343.1)-450

x7-{17.4)-30

xH-(19.2)-29

257-(335.6M40

284-(373.3)-455

I

x3-(6.8)-13

x4-<6.3>-9

Subectosomal

85-(185.0)-255

141-(191.8)-255

85-286x1.5-5.2

208-220 x 4.0

Chelae

15-19

16-17.5

Toxas

10-334x1.5-10

76-270x2.5-6.5

stvles II

xl-(3.5)-7

x 2-(3.7)-6

8-(17.4)-23

13-(17.2)-21

16-(148.0)-283

64-(161.2)-292

x l-{5.4)-ll

x2-(6.0>-ll

BARRIER REEF, QLD - QMG304398, QMG304400,
QMG304401. DARWIN REGION, NT - AMZ3109,
NTMZ0268, NTMZ0288, NTMZ0158, NTMZ0159,
NTMZ2116, NTMZ2139, NTMZ2205, NTMZ2210,
QMG300147 (fragment NTMZ2224), QMG300509
(fragment NTMZ2235), NTMZ2416, NTMZ2540,
QMG3033 15, NTMZ2549, NTMZ2557, NTMZ1 100,

NTMZ0386,

NTMZ2170,

QMG303266,

NTMZ0045, NTMZ1396, NTMZ3274. AMG4291

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
tially

Usually on dead or pardead faviid coral heads, coral rubble, sand and

Halimeda

substrates; most specimens partially sheltered under coral rubble or in crevices; shallow sublittoral distribution; 0-1 8m depth range; Lizard I. (FNQ),

surface, at

membraneous,

minutely microconulose with
protruding fibre nodes from
peripheral skeleton, with
small ridges and depressions
connecting adjacent conules;
surface usually silt covered.
Ectosome and subectosome.
Ectosomal skeleton microscopically hispid, with

choanosomal principal styles
protruding up to 300|xm from
regular intervals 150-400jxm apart,

singly or in paucispicular bundles of 2-4 spicules,
with peripheral spongin fibres forming projections and enclosing at least basal portion of
protruding spicules; subectosomal auxiliary
styles form tangential or paratangential tracts at
base of peripheral skeleton, interdispersed between choanosomal principal styles of sub-

renieroid skeleton; auxiliary spicules sparsely
dispersed, rarely protruding through surface,
composed of 2 sizes of auxiliary styles without
regional localisation; peripheral skeleton undifferentiated from choanosomal skeleton, and

Darwin Harbour, Bynoe Harbour, Trepang Bay, Port
Essington, Cobourg Peninsula (NT) (Fig. 130G); also

choanosomal

SE. Indonesia (unpublished data).

more regular

fibres

immediately subdermal.

Choanosome. Irregular subisodictyal, or in places
isodictyal, sometimes renieroid

reticulation of moderately light spongin fibres,

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Bulbous-digitate, massive or semi-encrusting, with irregularly anastomosing, erect or stoloniferous branches;
branches irregularly cylindrical, flattened or bulbous; specimens range from thick encrustations
45mm high, 20-30mm diameter, with few bulbous branches on surface, to massive branching
growth forms up to 130mm high, 300mm wide,
with branch diameter between 15-40mm.
Colour.

(5R

Dark red (Munsell 5R

3/8),

orange-red

commonly

bright orange (10R
6/10); pigmentation water miscible, associated
6/10), or less

30-1 lOfjim diameter, without any obvious or consistent differentiation between primary or secondary elements; fibres cored by 1-10 rows of

choanosomal principal styles entirely enclosed
within fibres, occupying entire fibre diameter;
spicules diverge only slightly towards periphery

whereas at core of skeleton spicules more evenly
dispersed within fibres; echinating megascleres
absent; fibre anastomoses form irregular, elon-

sometimes regularly rectangular meshes, 250-850u-m diameter; mesohyl
matrix light, granular, with abundant
gate-oval, triangular or

with mucous, confined to the ectosomal and subectosomal regions; pigment washed from sponge;
subectosomal colouration light brown or beige;
grey -brown in ethanol.

microscleres and auxiliary spicules; collagen
heaviest at fibre nodes but sparse elswhere;
choanocyte chambers oval or elongate, 60-

Oscules. Large, 4- 15mm in diameter, on apex of
bulbous digits, usually at extremities of branches;
oscules with slightly raised membraneous lips,

Megascleres (Table 26). Choanosomal principal
styles straight or slightly curved near base, with
smooth rounded or very slightly subtylote bases,

collapsing upon dessication and preservation;
numerous inhalant pores, 0.5- 1.0mm diameter,

fusiform points.

scattered over entire surface.

150u,m diameter.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles thin,
usually straight, either with slightly subtylote or
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Top End* of the NT and Cairns region,
No intermediate populations have yet been

rounded bases, and microspined or smooch bases
in apprc>ximatelv equal proportions, and with

tions (the

fusiform points; 2 size categories recognised,

discovered despite major collections undertaken

al-

though undifferentiated in distribution.

Qld.).

recently in that region.

Echinating spicules absent.

Microscleres (Table 26). Palmate isochelae abundant, relatively large, unmodified, with long
lateral alae completely fused to shaft and entirely
fused front ala.

Wing-shaped to*as variable length, relatively
moderate, rounded central curvature,

thick, with

slightly reflexed or straight points; some oxeole
toxas also present but rare; toxas frequently occur
in dragmata within mesohyl.

Associations* Sometimes smothering five faviid
coral heads, produced localised bleaching and
necrosis of coral tissues at the point of contact
with sponge; probable that this species invoked
in chemical bioerosion of coralline substrate,

most specimens (81%) contained scyllid

This species is well characterised by its
haplosclend-like, predominantly isodictyal
skeletal construction, relatively poor develop-

ment of the extra-fibre skeleton (including the
cavernous fibre niches and relatively light
mesohyl matrix), and spicule geometries. The
species i* also distinctive in the field, mainly by
its predominantly bright red colouration and
abundant mucus ll has the ability to
extensive periods or exposure to direct sunlight
and air, for up to six hours duration (several times
each week during ELWS tides in the Darwin
region), and to water temperatures in rockpools
may exceed A(fC. Under such conditions
eccenirrca produces copious quantities of
mucus, literally dripping its red pigmentation.
i

i

Nevertheless, individuals appear to sun
harsh conditions, and necrotic areas of the surface
are relatively quickly regenerated or recoloniscd
\*ithinscveral weeks. Despite extensive muri
ing of individuals in the Darwin region over many
seasons, reproductive products have not yet been
and it is possible that its prorogation in
the tropics is predominanlly clonal.
i-.

polychaete worms.

Morphological variation. In growth form,

live

colouration, surface features, skeletal construction and speculate geometry this species shows
very little apparent variation. Some variation ob-

served

Detritus incorporated into

for:

eaos

skeleton: abundant (33%); lightly dispersed partides (24%), entirely clear of detritus (43% or

specimens Eciosomal skeleton: strictly tangential (43%), disorganised paratangential (33%), or
with both structures on different parts of the sur-

:

|

i

face

(24%

of specimens). Choanosomal skeleton:

characteristically subisodieiyal (82%), regularly

Clathria I'lsockflai macropora Lendenfeld, 1886
(Figs 132-133, Table 2"?.)

&

Phakrtlia flahetlata Ridlev
Dendy, 1 886: 478; Ridley & Dendy, 1887: 17Lpl.34. fig* 2-3, pl.40, SgJb

isodictyal (9%), or regular renieroid construction

(9% of specimens)

Fibre meshes: cavernous
(86%), or closc-meshed skeletal reticulation
(14% of specimens). Mesohyl matrix: relatively

heavy, darkly pigmented (19%), heavy, lightly
pigmented (57%), or very light, unpigmented
of specimens) DetrftUS incorporated into
mesohyl; seen in only 14% of specimens. Abundance of microscleres: very abundant in tracts or
irregularly dispersed throughout the mesohyl
(671 i. or uncommon (33% of specimens).
Auxiliary styles dispersed between fibres within
>

mesohyl: numerous (43%), moderate (19%) or
sparse extra-fibre tracts (38% of specimens)
Spicule dimensions: spicule dimensions varied
considerably between specimens, but this variation was not explained by either geographic distribution or seasonality of collections.

Iprcoec.l-

Nol Phi.<eiiiaflaMUjtaCancr IftgSf
hria mucropora, in part, Lendcm'eld, J8S.S 22
Hallrnann. 1920: 768; Bere
Fromortl VM\
t

I

1

This species

is

a distinctive

com-

ponent of lite tropical Australian inienidal fauna,
although it is only known from two disjunct loca-

Hooper

& WiedenmavcT.

:

1

mucropora LcndcnfchS, 18S8; 236;
Kallmann, 1912: 203,265, 242.
Not Cfathria tMKrvpora; Whitcleggc, IWI 91,
Nut \S\h.:-nenamavwpora\ HJImaiin, 1912; 203
PtffliSpti

;

242. 205

Not Ptmtohalfchtindria atwralte Whileteggc* 1901*
90,pUl,fig.14.
hocielta fiubelhua, Kallmann, 1920: 784-789, pf.W,
Ties

-2, p! -40,

3

frg.Ucxi

iv.

PhaJkeUiajacksoniema Dcndv, 1897- 236; Whiicfegge,

W07:
hocielta

5D7,
;:

&,

•

Bcrgquist

& Ti/ard,

1967; IR

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: AMZ466: Port Stephens,
MSW, 3?42*S, I52"06'E. no other details known
I

REMARKS.

10;

label

'Clathna maeropora Lend., type*). LBCpf ft iacksaniaaa: BMNH1887.5.2.9: Port

TOTYPE

D

,

Jacksod,NSW^3 5rS,15ri6 B

HMS

'Challencer (drcdee).

(

S4-90mrJcptfi

PARALECTOTV:
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FIG. 132. Clathria (Isociella) macropora Lendenfeld (holotype AMZ466). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Modified palmate isochelae. D, Section through peripheral skeleton.
1887.5.2.8.
E, Australian distribution. F, Holotype. G, Paralectotype of Phakellia jacksoniana

BMNH
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FIG. 133. Clathria (Isociella) macropora Lendenfcld (holotype AMZ466). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Semi-renieroid fibres. C. Bases of subectosomal auxiliary styles. D, Modified palmate isochelae.
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P.

jacksoniarw: BMNH1887.5.2.S: same locality.

OTHER MATERIAL; VIC - AMZ77

\

,

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Subtidal rock reef lo
deeper offshore reefs, in soft sediments; 1 2-90m depth;
known only from Australia Port Stephens, Port J action (NSW), Port Phillip (Vic) (Fig. J32E]

TABLE 27. Comparison between present and published records of Clathria (Jsociella) macropora (Leftdenfeld). Measurements in ^m, denoted as range
(and mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).

-

DESCRIPTION.

Parelecintypc ol

SPICULE

Choanosomal

55- 105mm

principal
styles

breadth, with short

cylindrical stalk l5-25mm long, 7-l5mm
diameter, one or more thinly lobate, bifurcated
branches, up to 8mm thick, either free or fused to
adjacent branches, with rounded, digitate, uneven
or shaggy margins.

Colour Yellow-grey or brown in ethanol.
O scutes. Osculcs smalls 1 -3mm diameter, in special areas (sieve-plates) scattered over surface of
blanches, with scries of stellate subderma)
drainage canals surrounding each osculum.
texture

(BMNH

Shape. Irregularly flabel late-

maximum

and surface characteristics. Firm,
branches with separate inhalant and ex-

ha lam faces; one surface porous, rugose, with
irregular longitudinal ridges, rnicroconules or irregular striations; other surface relatively
smooth, membraneous.

Eclosome and subectosome, Ectosome
membraneous, hispid, with points of
choanosomal principal

styles protruding through

surface, individually or in multispicular

plumose

bundles; surface skeleton with relatively sparse
tangential, paratangcniial or sometimes plumose
erect skeleton of small subeetosomal auxiliary

between principal spicules,
sometimes surrounding (in proximity to) prinstyles projecting

cipal spicules reminiscent of Ravpailiidae.

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton with very
slightly compressed axis and plumose sub-isodiclyaK sometimes renieroid extra-axis. Axial region
with moderately heavy spongin fibres, forming
tight irregularly reticulate meshes cored by
paucispicular tracts of choanosomal principal
styles, axis ( corresponding lo central lamellae
and basal stalk) has few ascending, primary
tracts, forming multispicular. halichondroid
structures, 250-400p.m diameter, producing few
multispicular, dendriuc tracts running from b
stalk to periphery, 50-1 50nm diameter; extraaxial skeleton sub-isodictyal with plumose
spicule tracts bound by collagen {without fibre
component), ascending to surface, cored by uni-.
pauci- or less frequently multispicular tracts of
choanosomal principal styles; primary amending
extra-axial spicule tracts (up to 5 spicules sidehy-side) arise perpendicular to axis, intercon-

Jackson tdt tu

P.

(AMZ4664

AMZ77I

1887.5.2.8)

digitate or flabellale, planar, 85- 170mm long,

flexihie;

Holorypc

441 -(494.7

369-(446-4>-

548

!9-(28.8)->8

21-T26.6S3S

Subeetosomal

350-<462.3V

558 x

552 x

x

t345]k36

!)

(55-016.7)-

I62H197

I91-< 287.0,1-

li-

.<X-»x2.5-

auxiliary

424.\4-(t:i.Ji-V

styles

226ji4
(5-9)-9

turbinating

absent

absent

Chelae

8 (J2.9I 16

9-()2.0>l4

To* as

atarm

absent

jcanthostvlcs

absent

i

5) -15.5

absent

netted bj more-or-less transversely orientated,
smaller secondary uni- or paucispicular tracts
producing predominantly subisodictyal structure; peripheral spicule tracts more plumose than

deeper choanosomal

tracts;

meshes produced by

sfseule-fibre anastomoses in extra-axial region

280-560jim
diameter; echinating aeanthostyles absent;
mesobyi matrix contains abundant relatively
heavily pigmented spongin, with moderate quantities of auxiliary spicules, andchoanocyte chambers oval. 50-19Bp.m diameter.
triangular or rectangular in shape,

Afegascienrs (Table 27). Choanosomal principal
styles long or short, thick, slightly curved at
cenlte, less often straight, with rounded or slightly tapering, smooth bases* varying from fusiform
lo hastate points.

Subeetosomal auxiliary

styles variable in

length, thin, straight or very slightly curved, with

basal terminations varying from evenly rour
tapering hastate, quaVi-diactinal mucronatc or
slightly subiylote,

and

with, hastate points.

Echinating spicules absent.
Microsclcre; liable 27). Palmate isochelac with
highly modified, relatively ^rnall alae bearing
wing-shaped fluted processes; lateral alae entirely fused to shaft; front ala complete or bifurcated
with medial tooth; chelae frequently twisted or
occasionally anksochelate.

Toxas absent.

REMARKS. The synonymy of C. macropora and
jacksomana

is obvious on type material, but
impossible to tell from published
descriptions, so the synonymy was overlooked by
P.

virtually

Hooper

&

Wiedenmayer

(1994). In nearly

all
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features type material of both species is identical
although auxiliary spicules in macropora are
relatively larger.
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species of Clathria, which have not yet been
studied using SEM, but apparently it is unique to
the family. The species also has a slightly com-

The name macropora is the senior name. Rid& Dendy's (1886) flabellata is a junior
homonym of Carter's (18850 species, and

pressed axial skeleton partially offset from the
diverging, plumose, subisodictyal reticulate

Dendy's (1897) replacement jacksoniana now
considered to be redundant. Unfortunately mac-

Ceratopsion and Raspailia (Syringella) (Raspailiidae). This skeletal structure
could also justify its inclusion in C. (Axociella),
but it is considered here that the subisodictyal
reticulation dominates the skeleton and is more
characteristic of Isociella than Axociella.

ley

ropora requires further clarification given that it
has been misused and misinterpreted. My interpretation of macropora is based solely on the
holotype because despite Hallmann's (1912: 1 66)

arguments

defense of Lendenfeld's sysno doubt that Lendenfeld was
dealing mainly with specimens which did not
belong to the Microcionidae. Clathria macropora
is nothing like Plectispa macropora (sensu Lendenfeld, 1888; holotype AMG9159), which has
smooth echinating spicules, identical to those
coring fibres, and is referred here to Holopsamma. Clathria macropora Lendenfeld (1888)
(AMZ959) from Port Jackson, NSW and C. macropora from Port Chalmers, Qld (BMNH1950.2. 12.60) are specimens of Crella incrustans
(Crellidae). Three other specimens in the
collections bearing the name 'macropora*: one
specimen from Nelson Bay, New Zealand collected by Arthur Dendy (AM unreg.) is a Crella
with an ectosomal crust similar to C. levis van
is

AM

(AMZ454) (= C. incrustans)\ another
(AMZ4035) collected from Dee Why, Sydney

digitata

(RRIMPFN1338) and

the third

(AMZ4187

(RRIMPFN1428)) from Tumbledown', Jibbon

NSW, both

from the Roche Collection, are
haplosclerid sponges with three dimensional ectosomal skeletons, probably related to Am-

phimedon (Niphatidae).
This taxon was not

specimens from

among

several hundreds of
subtidal and deeper water in Port

Jackson, Port Stephens and the adjacent coastline

NSW

Environmental Protection
by the
Authority and Sydney Water Board benthic
monitoring surveys). It is also doubtful that it
Fromont
occurs in New Zealand, as Bergquist
(1988) questioned Lendenfeld's (1888) record
given that it was not subsequently rediscovered
during their substantial contemporary collections
of the NZ fauna. This is confirmed here from
(collected

showing vague

structural

similarities to

in

tematics, there

Head,

extra-axial skeleton,

&

Clathria (Isociella) selachia sp. nov.
(Figs 134-135, Plate 3F)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NTMZ2946:

E. side of
Steep Point Lighthouse, South Passage, Dirk Hartog I.,
Shark Bay, WA, 26°08.5'S, imo.TE, 13.vii.1987,
7m depth, coll. J.N. A. Hooper (SCUBA).

PARATYPE: QMG300562: same data.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Encrusting on ex-

cavated limestone plates, in surge zone;
central
coast (WA) (Fig. 134E).

W

7m

depth;

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Massively encrusting,
bulbous lobate-digitate, holotype 155mm wide,
105mm high, paratype 65mm wide, 60mm high,
with thickly flabellate, slightly flattened lobes, up
to 55mm thick, 110mm long, mostly fused to
adjacent lobes, together forming a bulbous mass.
Colour. Bright red-orange alive (Munsell 10R
6/10), grey-brown in ethanol.

8mm

diameter, clustered on
Oscules. Large, up to
tops of bulbous lobes or on margins of flattened

lobes, slightly raised

membraneous lip.
Texture and surface

above surface with

characteristics. Firm,

com-

pressible, moderately difficult to tear; surface

fleshy, bulbous, slightly microconulose,
membraneous in situ, with membrane collapsing
upon preservation producing fibrous, reticulate,
porous, prominently conulose, shaggy surface.

Ectosome and subectosome.

Ectosome

membraneous, slightly hispid from protruding
choanosomal spicule tracts, with relatively thick
paratangential or tangential skeleton of subcctosomal auxiliary subtylostyles in multispicular
tracts; ectosomal skeleton thickest at apex of

re-examination of Lendenfeld's voucher
specimen from Nelson Bay, NZ (mentioned
above), which belongs to Crella.

surface microconules, perched on ends of ascend-

Clathria (Isociella) macropora has distinctive
fluting on the teeth isochelae. This feature is

reticulate, subisodictyal

barely visible under light microscopy, and therefore it is possible that it may also occur in other

ing choanosomal skeletal tracts.

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton plumoand subrenieroid, with
differentiated primary ascending and secondary
transverse spongin fibres and spicule tracts;
primary ascending fibres well developed, 65-
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FIG. 1 34. Clathria (Isociella) selachia sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ2946). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyles.
B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Anchorate-like isochela. D, Section through peripheral skeleton.
E, Australian distribution. F, Holotype.

120jxm diameter, cored by multispicular tracts of
choanosomal principal subtylostyles, 3-15
spicules per tracts; spicules not occupying entire
fibre diameter; primary fibres bifurcate repeatedly, but anastomose only occasionally, producing
prominent plumose structure most noticeable at
periphery; principal subtylostyles mainly form
axial core of spicules but sometimes they
protrude through primary fibres producing
plumose brushes; primary fibres interconnected
at more-or-less regular intervals by well
larger

developed uni- or paucispicular spongin fibres,
20-45u.m diameter, cored by principal subtylostyles, forming triangular, rectangular or oval
meshes, 90-180^01 diameter; skeleton slightly
more cavernous near periphery, more plumose in
structure; fibres heaviest in axis,

more subisodic-

megascleres absent;
nearly unpigmented, with

tyal in structure; echinating

mesohyl matrix light,
many smaller auxiliary subtylostyles and
isochelae dispersed between fibres; generally
spicules dispersed between fibres more slender,
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Isochclae

Microscleres.

anchorate -like, with slightly to
greatly curved shaft, variable

alac

development from ves-

tooth-like producing unguiferous chelae, to spatulate,
fused forming lobate alae;
lateral alae detached from
shaft; front alae incompletely
fused to adjacent ala; distal
portions of shaft with lateral
ridge. Length 26-(31.2)-34jxm.
Toxas absent
tigial,

ETYMOLOGY.

Greek selachns.

shark, for Shark Bay,

REMARKS.

WA.

This species

belongs to Clathria, based on
its

choanosomal

spiculation,

ectosomal
skeleton and fibre characskeletal structure,

assigned here to
its prominent

teristics. It is

C. (Jsociella) given

subisodictyal skeleton, most

obvious in the axial region, and
lack of echinating spicules. It
differs from other Isociella in

having

predominently

a

plumo-reticulate skeleton in
the peripheral region (although
subisodictyaJ in the axis) and in
its spicule dimensions.

When

this species

examined

it

was

first

was considered

that the anchoratc-like isochelae described above might
be contaminants from another

FIG. 135. Clathria (Jsociella) selachia sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ2946). A
Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C. Anchor-ate isochclac.

sponge or from the substrate

upon which
numerous

sinuous (probably juvenile) than in ectosomal
skeleton; choanocyte chambers large, oval, 220-

270jxm diameter.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles long, thick, straight or slightly curved
towards base, with slightly subtylote or
prominently subtylote bases, tapering fusiform or
telescoped points. Length 231-{260.6)-303|im,
width 8-(lL6V16fjLm.

it

grew. But

histological prepara-

tions made from the holotype,
from various regions within the
sponge, repeatedly turned up these chelae. Fur-

thermore, examination of chelae in situ found
them to be scattered both within the surface

ing fusiform points. Length 125-(213.9)-294|xm,

skeleton, intermingled with the paratangential
bundles of auxiliary spicules, and also surrounding choanocyte chambers within the choanosomal mesohyf They arc nauvc to mis species,
although this is at odds with the current hypothesis
concerning the derivation and evolutionary significance of these spicules (Hajdu et al., 1994).
The holotype and paratype were found growing
side by side and are probably clones of the same

width l-(3.4)-6(i.m.

individual.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles
ly

relative-

long, slender, usually straight, occasionally

sinuous, with prominently subtylote bases, taper-
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*tf

FIG. 136. Clathria (Jsociella) skia sp.nov. (holotype QMG300449). A, Auxiliary subtylostyle (coring fibres). B,
Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C Palmate isochela. D, Raphidiform toxas. E, Section through peripheral
skeleton. F, Known Australian distribution. G, Holotype.
T
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diameter, with irregularly

and closely anastomosing digits,
rounded and irregular margins,
branches 8-1 8mm diameter.

\

$Bk»s

1

\k

1

Colour. Live colouration unknown, dark brown in ethanol.
Oscules. Not observed.
Texture and surface characteristics.

Firm, compressible; sur-

face macroscopically even,
microscopically conulose, hispid,
with subectosomal striations.
Ectosome and subectosomc. Ectosome with specialised skeleton
composed of smaller auxiliary subtylostyles, forming sparse multi-

B B

^1^'

ISf

•

\

'

^^^^*~^s

spicular bundles on surface,
arising directly from heavy, darkly
pigmented peripheral fibres; tips of
primary spongin fibres in

u"

peripheral region protrude through

surface, producing surface
microconules up to 300ixm long,
majority of peripheral fibres nearly
tangential, furming irregular
reticulate meshes, cored by multi©
in

v

3

v

spicular tracts of larger auxiliary
spicules (6-10 spicules per tract).

Choanosome. Skeletal architecis irregularly isodictyal and

ture

renicroid reticulate, with clearly
differentiated primary, ascending
fibres, 60-125u,m diameter, cored
by pauci- or multispicular fibres of

larger auxiliary subtylostyles,

FIG. 137. Clathria (Isociella) skia sp.nov. (holotype QMG30O449). A.
Eclosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Skeletal structure. D,
Palmate isochela. E, Raphidiform toxas.

Clathria (Isociella) skia sp. nov.
(Figs 136-137, Table 28)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG300449

(fragment
of Sudbury Reef, Cairns region,
Great Barrier Reef, Qld, t7°03'S, l^W.S'E, 33-36m
depth, 28.1.1981, coll. A. Kay (trawl). PARATYPE;
AMG5043: Masthead I. lagoon, Capricorn-Bunker
Group, Great Barrier Reef, Qld, 23°32'S, 15I°43*E,
40m depth, no other details known.

NTMZ1522): W.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Attached to shell frag-

ments or coral rubble, in soft sediments; 33-40m depth;
Cairns region (NEQ), Gladstone region (MEQ) (Fig.
136F).

up

to 8 spicules abreast, intercon-

nected by secondary, transverse,
regular or irregular, uni- or
paucispicular fibres (22-48p.m
diameter); spongin fibres heavy; echinating
spicules absent, although coring megascleres
may protrude through fibres at oblique angles,
becoming more plumose towards periphery; fibre
anastomoses produce triangular, rectangular or
oval meshes, 190-425pim in diameter, becoming
more regular near periphery; mesohyl matrix
heavy, darkly pigmented, and many scattered
auxiliary subtylostyles dispersed between fibres;
choanocyte chambers small, oval, 40-85fxrn
diameter.

Megascleres (Table 28). Principal spicules absent.

Auxiliary subtylostyles (coring fibres) long,

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Erect, bulbous-lobate
digitate, clathrous sponge, 45-95mm long, 18-

slender, invariably straight, with prominent,
smooth subtylotc bases and fusiform points.
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Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles significant-

TABLE 28. Comparison between of Clathria (IsocielMeasurements in jxm, denoted as
range (and mean) of spicule length x spicule width
(N=25).
la) skia sp.nov.

ly smaller than coring spicules but otherwise of

identical geometry.

Echinating spicules absent.
Microscleres (Table 28). Palmate isochelae uncommon, unmodified, with long lateral alae entirely fused to shaft and front ala completely

SPICULE

fused, slightly spatulate.

principal styles

Toxas raphidiform, extremely thin, slightly
curved at centre, sometimes nearly straight or

Auxiliary

bow

Auxiliary
(ectosomal) styles

shaped, rarely asymmetrical.

ETYMOLOGY. Greek skias

REMARKS.

,

dark, dim.

a greatly reduced

sparse microscleres. Conversely its spongin fibre
system is well developed and fibres are heavy. It
is assigned to the Isociella group on the basis that
its skeletal structure is essentially subisodictyal,
and it lacks echinating spicules, but it is admitted
its

reduced characteristics make

(coring) styles

Echinating
acanthostyles

This species is
Clathria, lacking true principal spicules, echinating spicules and having containing relatively

that

Choanosomal

its

true af-

finities speculative.

The sparsely developed ectosomal skeleton,
composed of plumose bundles of smaller
auxiliary styles, also indicates affinities to the

Thalysias group, but in most respects (spicule
geometry, skeletal structure, fibre development
and growth form) it differs from all other species
of either Isociella and Thalysias. Clathria
(Isociella) skia was initially thought to be Amphilectus hispidulus Ridley, from Torres Strait
(FNQ). From both published descriptions of A.
hispidulus (Ridley, 1884a; Hentschel, 1911) it
apparently lacked echinating megascleres, lacked
principal spicules and had well developed subisodictyal skeletal structure, but re-examination
of the holotype showed that it does have echinating acanthostyles, and differentiated principal
and auxiliary megascleres (thus more appropriately included in Clathria (Clathria); see
above), and it also has substantially different fibre
characteristics from
(/.) skia indicating that
they are not conspecific.

C

OTHER SPECIES OF CLATHRIA
(ISOCIELLA)

Holotype

Paratype

(QMG300449)

(AMG5043)

absent

absent

162-(248.4)-368x

!54-(242.1)-318x

2.5-<4.5)-8

2-(4.1)-6

97-(l 11. 9)- 1 29 x

87-(lI0.2)-132x

1.5-(2.4)-4

1.5-(2.4)-4

absent

absent
14-(16.3)-19

9-(15.3)-18

Chelae

Toxas

72-(104.4)-145x

65-(81.1)-108x

0.2-(0.4)-0.8

0.2-(0.5)-0.8

Clathria (Thalysias)
Duchassaing & Michelotti, 1864
Thalvs ia s Duchassaing & Michelotti, 1864: 82.
Rhaphidophlus Ehlers, 1870: 19.
Tenacia Schmidt, 1870:56.

Echinonema Carter, 1881a: 378.
?

Thalassodendron Lendenfeld, 1888: 222.

StvlotellopsisThiele, 1905: 456; deLaubenfels, 1936a:

112.
Colloclathria Dendy, 1922: 74.
Damoseni de Laubenfels, 1936a: 110.

DEFINITION.

Specialised ectosomal skeleton
size classes of auxiliary (sub-

composed of two

tylo)styles, with smaller

ectosomal spicules

usually overlaying larger subectosomal ones
forming a continuous palisade, or discrete
bundles, mainly erect, sometimes paratangential,
or rarely tangential to surface; choanosomal
skeleton without any marked differentiation be-

tween axial and extra-axial regions; echinating
acanthostyles usually present.

TYPE SPECIES.

Spongia juniperina Lamarck, 1814:
444 (by synonymy).

REMARKS. Of 137 named species described in,
or referred to Thalysias or one of its synonyms,
93 are thought to be valid of which 37 are
recorded here from Australian waters including
10

new

species.

Clathria (Isociella) incrustans (Bergquist, 1961)
Isociella incrustans Bergquist, 1961a: 42-43, text-figs

15a-b [Ahipara Bay, N. New Zealand; originally
assigned to the Suberitidae, Hadromerida].
Bergquist &Fromont, 1988: 114-1 16, pl.53,figse-f,
pl.54, figs a-b; Dawson, 1993: 36.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

NMNZ unregistered. NZ.

Clathria (Thalysias) abietina (Lamarck, 1814)
(Figs 138-141, Tables 29-30, Plate 4C-D)
Spongia abietina Lamarck, 1814: 450, 377.
Clathria abietina; deLaubenfels, 1954: 141-142,
fig.90;

Hooper

& Wiedenmayer,

1994: 267.

text-
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Clathria aculeata Ridley, 1 884a: 443-444, pl.40\ fig. 1
Dendy, 1887: 147, 246, 254;
p].42, fig.k; Ridley
Topsent, 1897b: 447; Burton, 1934a: 558; Burton,
1959a: 243; Levi
Le"vi, 1989: 80-81, pl.7, fig.3.
Rhaphidophlus aculeatus; Topsent, 1932: 115, pl.4,
fig.lO;Vacelet&Vasseur, 1977: 114; Vaceletetal.,

&

&

1976:73-74.
Rhaphidophlus cervicornis, in part; Vacelet & Vasseur, 1971:73.
cf. Microciona prolifera; Vosmaer, 1935a: 610, 633,
664.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: MNHNDT634:
locality

unknown (suspected to be

(1932: 115)).

*

BMNH1 882.2.

Australia'; Topsent

HOLOTYPE

23.258: Torres

of C. aculeata:
Qld, 9°41'S,

Strait,

142°17*E, 6-8m depth, coll. HMS 'Alert' (dredge).
OTHER MATERIAL. MICRONESIA USNM
22808, USNM23090. QLD
BMNH1887.5.2.110,
QMG300791. DARWIN HARBOUR, NT -

-

NTMZ226, NTMZ426, NT MZ458, NTMZ468,
NTMZ498, NTMZ512, NTMZ515, NTMZ886,
NTMZ903, NTMZ928, NTMZ955, NTMZ2050,
NTMZ2078, NTMZ 2079, NTMZ2085, NTMZ2258,
NTMZ2390, NTMZ2391, NTMZ2395, NTMZ2399,
NTMZ 26 1 NTMZ2642, QMG300 1 69, NTMZ2646,
QMG304077, NTMZ 1943, NTMZ1958, NTMZ 1963,
1

,

QMG303373, QMG303382, NTMZ2089, NTMZ2161, NTMZ2163, NTMZ2186, NTMZ2191,
NTMZ2I94. NTMZ2195, NTMZ820, NTMZ835,
QMG300414. BYNOE HARBOUR, NT - NTMZ1073,
NTMZ2106, QMG303447, QMG303534. SHOAL
BAY, NT- QMG303539, QMG30357 TIMOR SEA,
NT - NTMZ3090. PORT ESSINGTON, COBOURG
PENINSULA, NT - NTMZ68, NTMZ69, NTMZ90,
1

.

NTMZ3304, NTMZ577, NTMZ 1328,
NTMZ1330, NTMZ 331, NTMZ1332,
NTMZ1334, NTMZ 1343, NTMZ2500,
NTMZ2509, NTMZ2510, NTMZ3245,
NTMZ 3258, NTMZ3260, NTMZ3268,
NTMZ3277, NTMZ3278, NTMZ3284,
NTMZ 3289, NTMZ3295, QMG300386, NTMZ 352.
ARAFURA SEA, NT - NTMZ2521, NTMZ 2522,
NTMZ2523, NTMZ129, NTMZ130, NTMZ138.
WESSEL ISLANDS, NT - NTMZ 3902, QMG300764
(NCIQ66C-4692-Q), NTMZ3921, NTMZ3930,
QMG30O757 (NCIQ 66C-4773-F), QMG30O508
(NCIQ66C-4772-C), NTMZ3947, QMG300765
(NCIQ66C-4808-R). NORTHWEST SHELF
REGION, WA - NTMZ1036, NTMZ1209, NTMZ-

NTMZ1393,
NTMZ1329,
NTMZ1333,
NTMZ2501.
NTMZ3255,
NTMZ3272,

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Shallow-waterO-25m

depth, predominantly on sides and tops of rock and
dead coral heads, invariably exposed to currents.

Deeper-water specimens (26-86m depth) mostly associated with exposed rock substrates in gravel, silt or
shell-grit substrates; central

SW

Pacific

Ocean (Low

Great Barrier Reef (Burton, 1 934a), Torres Strait
(Ridley, 1884a; Ridley & Dendy, 1887)); E Indian
Ocean (Arafura Sea, Timor Sea, mid-WA coast
(present study)); also tropical Indo-west Pacific:
central NW. Pacific Ocean (Marshall and Caroline Is
(de Laubenfels, 1954), Philippines (Levi
Ldvi,
1989)); W. Indian Ocean (Madagascar (Vacelet et al.,
1976, 1977), Red Sea (Burton, 1959a)). Within
Australian waters this species extends across the N and
coasts, from the Cairns region, Torres Strait and
Gulf of Carpentaria, Qld, to the Exmouth Gulf region,
(Fig. 138J). It is only rarely encountered on the E
Qld. coast and must be considered a predominantly
Indian Ocean species.
Isles,

&

precise

PARALECTOTYPES: MNHNDT3342,

3343: same details.
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1

NW

WA

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Arborescent; thickly
on long or short,
thick stalk (3-2 lmm basal diameter) with expanded basal attachment, never rhizomous;
branches rarely anastomosing, branching mostly
irregular, bushy, occasionally regular growing in
1 plane, sometimes flagelliform, occasionally expanded, club-shaped; total length and branch
diameter variable (50-460mm; 2-22mm, respeccylindrical digitate branches

tively).

Colour. Live colouration highly variable, ranging
red, orange, yellow, brown to grey;
colour in ethanol ranges from black, brown to
grey (Munsell values given below); pigments
oxidise in air; maroon colouration is highly alcohol soluble; yellow pigmentation more stable
in ethanol but easily scratched from surface of
living sponge, leaving a maroon or mauve pigmentation beneath; pigmentation extends into

from maroon,

1

NTMZ

NTMZ1272, NTMZ1314,
NTMZ1411, NTMZ1423, WAM151-82, WAM1551217,

1244,

82 (fragments NTMZ 1731,

NTMZ

1

732),

NTMZ

1

770,

NTMZ1820, NTMZ1824, NTMZ 1852,
NTMZ2329. NTMZ2349, NTMZ2486,
NTMZ3030, NTMZ 3031, NTMZ3032,
NTMZ3396, QMG300448 (NCIQ66C7 (NCIQ66C 5 8-Q) (fragments
1 5 1 7-P), QMG300
NTMZ3488, NTMZ3489), PIBOC04-595 (fragment
QMG300O51)
NTMZ1801,
NTMZ2272,
NTMZ3017,
NTMZ3033,

1 1

1

periphery of choanosomal mesohyl.
Oscules. Exhalent pores usually very small, 0.6diameter, barely visible optically, dispersed on distal ends of branches surrounded by
surface conules, occasionally scattered along entire lateral margins of branches.

2.0mm

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm, barely
compressible; branches rubbery whereas stalk
more rigid; surface dense, entirely opaque in life,
with characteristic regularly scattered surface
conules; conules tapering, distally rounded or
blunt, usually absent from basal and distal extremities of branches, 2-6mm maximum basal
diameter.

1

Ectosome and subectosome. Very dense, continuous palisade of small ectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles forming discrete brushes overlay-
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FIG. 138. Clathria (Thalysias) abietina (Lamarck) (holotype MNHNDT634). A, Choanosoma! principal subtylostyle. B, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D-E, Echinating
acanthostyles. F, Accolada toxa. G, Wing-shaped toxas. H, Palmate isochelae. I, Section through peripheral
skeleton.

J,

Australian distribution.

ing thickly plumose tracts of larger subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles in peripheral skeleton (the
latter often obscuring ectosomal brushes); subectosomal spicule tracts arise from ultimate
choanosomal fibres, intermingled with tufts of
principal choanosomal subtylostyles echinating
peripheral fibres; principal spicules not extending
into ectosomal skeleton; mesohyl matrix heavy

and pigmented

in

both ectosomal and subec-

tosomal regions.

Choanosome. Skeleton irregularly reticulate;
heavy spongin fibres, 50-125 |xm diameter, heavily

anastomosing, not divided into primary or

secondary elements but forming irregular, close-

meshed
cal,

reticulation; fibre

meshes oval

to elipti-

100-350u.ni diameter; fibres cored by

multispicular tracts of larger auxiliary subtylostyles occupying 60-80% of fibre diameter;
choanosomal principal subtylostyle uncommon
within fibres, mainly found at fibre nodes
protruding through fibres individually or in
bundles; fibres also echinated by acanthostyles
especially on peripheral fibres; mesohyl matrix
heavy but only lightly pigmented, slightly
granular; choanocyte chambers oval or eliptical,
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TABLE

29. Comparison in range of spicule dimensions between present and (more abundant
in
published records of CJathria (Thalysias) abietina. All measurements are given \n smaller form). Length I:
(Am and denoted as length x width (N=25).
7.9-02. l)-19.9u.m (lee-

totype
SPICULE

2

3

4

230

172-254 x 12.7

172-254

1

Principal
stvles

165-258x9-16

ll-i

1

2

14.5u.ra), length II: 0.5270-320x6-15

(5.8)-10(xm (leetotype
4-(5>-6u,m).

Subectosomal
styles

62 132x2-5

styles

Acanthostyles

Chelae

SI -94

x 8.5

-

x4-IO

I

U

t

149-276x2-5

120-250x2-3

4-6

-

63

-

holotype

81-117x2-4

-

53-74x4-6

50-70x7-8

10-14

10-15

12.7

15-180

Material:

Sponeia abietina

-

<r

11-15

Toxas
J

350

127-387x1-20

|

with
geometric forms;

41-109x1-19

wing-shaped, short,

8-20

M0
91-210

3-3-J5

-15-55

MNHN DT634
USNM

&

tyloslyles usually

curved

uncommon,

short, stout, slight-

or near base, occasionally
bases or evenly
rounded bases; spicules usually completely
at centre

straight, with slightly subtylote

smooth,

exceptionally

with

minutely

rnicrospined bases, tapering to abruptly (hastate)

sharp points. Length 121-(202.7)-300.5u,m,
width 5Hl4.4>-24M.m (lectotvpc 165-(2I5.5)-

258u-mx9.5-(14.3H5 5Mm)
Subectosomal auxiliary subiylcey ties straight
or slightly curved near base, with prominent subtvlote, usually rnicrospined bases, tapenng to
fusiform points. Length l27-(258.4)-386.9um
width l.l-(8.2V20.1u.m (lectotvpc l57-(274.4)343u.mx5-(6.'7)-I0u.m).

Ectosomal auxiliary sublylostylcs short, thin,
invariably straight, with prominently subtylotc.
typically rnicrospined bases, tapering to fusiform
points.

Length 44.8-0 14.6)-230p,m, width 1.1ujn (leetotype 62-(85.5)-l 32 x 2-(3.4)-

(3.8>- 1 0. 1

5u.m)
Echinating acanthostyles moderately long,
thick, straight, with prominently subtylote,
spined base, virtually aspinose 'neck* (proximal
to base), and lightly spined shaft; spines relatively
large. Length 40.6-(82.4)- 109u.ro, width 1.1{7.5)-19p.m (leetotype 61-(74.4)-94 x 4-16.5)i0u,m).

Microsderes. Palmate isoehelae with long lateral
aiae completely fused to shaft, shorterentire front
alac: two size categories present, both relatively
abundant, both with examples of contort shafts

2
(i)

generously curved
with reflexed
points; (ii) accolada
toxas long, thin almost
straight with small angular central curvature
and straight points.
thin,

at central

Length

Present material lN=25>.

40-170|xm diameter larger auxiliary styles also
dispersed between fibres in disorganised tracts.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles-subly

relatively *m-

45-230x1-10

2. Clathria acuteata Ridlev ( 1 884a: 443).
3. De Laubenfels' {1954;l"4I) material
22808, 23090.
4> Rhaphidophtus iit'tvifvmts, in pari. f,Vaoelet
Vasseur, 1971:96k
5.

Toxas

common

Ectosomal

Chelae

157-343x5-10

I:

5-(24.9)-

75jim, width 1.8-(2.4>4.1u.m
(lectotvpc
15 i30.S)-6l x 2<M2.9>-3.5u.m>. Length Ilf58(184.6>-345u.m. width 0.3-(0.S)-l.5u.m (ko
totype

65~{120.8H80 x

0.5-(0.9)-1.2pjn).

Larvae. Parenchymella larvae observed in
peripheral choamxumal skeleton of about 20
specimens, predominantly during the tropical wet
season (February-April) and less so during the
pre-dry season May-July). Larval incubation
was distinctly seasonal and occurred morc-orless evenly throughout the population (i.e. it
respective of depth of collection; Fig. 141).
Larvae were 6O0-95Ou.m diameter, elongate-oval
in shape and many contained larval megascleres;
I

cilia

were not observed (preserved maienal).

3% of specimens had filamentous
algae coring fibres in addition to longer auxiliary
megascleres.

Associations.

Variation. Highly variable in live colouration,

non-fibre skeletal development, megasclere size,
relatively consistent in growth form, surface feafibre skeleton, spicule geometry. Gross
morphology: stalked, bushy, branching in more
than I plane, branches bifurcate, occasional v
anastomosing (46%), planar branching (33%).
dendritic planar branching (fans) ( 14%), oi single
digits with no or few bifurcations (7% 6t
specimens). Atypical growth forms (few surface
eonules, few branches, thin branching) found
predominently in deeper offshore coastal waters
(40m depth). Live colouration: highly variable,
no particular pigment considered to be typical,
ranging from (i) maroon, evenly pigmentation
(Munsell 5R4/10-2.5R4/8-30), (ii) red-maroon,
IOi. (jii) bright red-orange, even

tures,

I
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FIG. 139. Clathria (Thatvsias) abietina (Lamarck) typical growth Forms. A, Lectotype of C. aculeakt

BMNH 1882.2.23.258. B, BMNH 1887.5.2.1 10, C,LcctotypcMNHNDT634. D,ParalcctoiypcMNHNDT3343.
JB,

MNHNDT3342.
NTMZ68.

Paralectotype

specimen

(5R5/12),

(iv)

F-G, Deeper water specimens

bright orange, even (10R5/12-

10R6/10-12-10R7/10),

(v)

orange-brown, even

NTMZI 820, NTMZ1314.

H. Shallow-water

yellow, with pink conules (2.5Y8/6, 10R7/6).
(xv) lime-yellow, with dark

brown conules

orange-yellow, even
pale brown-pink, even

(2.5Y7/10, 2.5Y5/2), (xvi) yellow-green mottle

brown, with pink conulcs
( 0R7/4, 5R8/4), ix) light brown, with dark greybrown conules (2.5YR7/4-5YR7/2-6, 2.5YR6/65YR3-5/2),
(x)
pale
brown, even

colouration and depth or substrate type from

(5YR6/6-5YR7/4-6^5YR8/4), (xi) muddy grey,
even (7.5YR7/2-8/2) (xii) yellowish grey, even
(2.5Y8/6), (xiii) yellow, even (2.5Y7/8), (xiv)

development: correlation between branch

0R4/8-10),
(7.5YR7/12),
{

1

(10R7/4),
1

(vi)
(vii)

(viii) light
(

(5Y8/12).

No

obvious relationship between live

present data; moreover, specimens with widely

observed growing sideby-side (Plate 4D). Subectosomal skeletal
different pigmentation

diameter and extent of development of peripheral
skeleton, with

8%

of specimens

(all

thinly

TABLE 30. Summary of results from
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ANOV's (Model

and

one-way

I),

testing for variability in spicule lengths

widths between locality, bathymetric and seasonal distributions ofClathria (Thalysias) abietina.

Choanosomal
styles

L

W
Subectosomal
styles

L

W
Ectosomal
styles

L

W
Acanthostyles

W

DEPTH 2

LOCALITY

SPICULE

SEASON 3

(N)

F

Prob.

F

Prob.

(N)

F

Prob.

(1950)

3.31

P<0.05

2.11

P>0.05

(775)

1.67

P>0.05

(1950)

0.54

P>0.05

4.44

P<0.005

(775)

0.26

P>0.05

(1950)

6.21

P<0.001

10.61

P<0.0005

(775)

2.46

P>0.05

(1950)

1.89

P>0.05

4.04

P<0.01

(775)

2.08

P>0.05

(1950)

0.85

P>0.05

5.48

P<0.001

(775)

4.15

P<0.01

(1950)

0.77

P>0.05

1.13

P>0.05

(775)

1.99

P>0.05

(1950)

4.74

P<0.01

5.95

P<0.0005

(775)

1.22

P>0.05

(1950)

3.17

P<0.05

4.64

P<0.005

(775)

5.17

P<0.0025

(1925)

0.48

P>0.05

1.21

P>0.05

(775)

4.04

P<0.01

(1925)

0.14

P>0.05

2.04

P>0.05

(775)

0.88

P>0.05

Toxas L

(1925)

0.39

P>0.05

2.72

P<0.05

(750)

1.17

P>0.05

W

(1925)

0.42

P>0.05

5.49

P<0.001

(750)

1.33

P>0.05

Chelae

I

Chelae

II

L
L

Number of groups:
(NWS, DAR, CP

1.

3 locality groups

2.

4 depth groups (0-4m, 4- 10m, 10-40m, 40m depth).
4 seasonal groups (Darwin region only: wet (FMA), pre-dry (MJJ), dry (ASO), pre-wet (NDJ)).

3.

localities).

branching) having peripheral choanosomal fibres
lying immediately below ectosomal crust, thin
para tangential subectosomal region, and acanthostyles echinating peripheral fibres piercing ectosomal skeleton. Development of extra-fibre
skeleton: 4% with very abundant juvenile
auxiliary subtylostyles distributed throughout
mesohyl, 90% with at least some interstitial
auxiliary spicules, and 6% of specimens without
any interstitial auxiliary spicules dispersed between fibres. Megasclere geometry: Principal
spicules range from relatively common (21%),
uncommon (61%), or very rare (18% of
specimens). Bases of all principal spicules
smooth (79%), or up to one-quarter of principal
spicules with microspined bases (21% of

specimens). Larger auxiliary spicules
predominantly subtylote with minutely
microspined bases, but 0-74% of spicules may be
smooth in any particular specimen. Acanthostyle
geometry relatively consistent, although in 5% of
specimens two size categories were recognised
(although smaller category probably juvenile
form of larger and subsequently lumped together
in analyses), in
ner,

and

4%

1% had

they were significantly thin-

significantly shorter

and stouter

acanthostyles than typical forms. Acanthostyle
spination slightly variable, from scattered robust,
recurved spines (65%), spines arranged in regular
longitudinal rows (5%), or minutely microspined

(12% of specimens). Microsclere geometry:
Proportion of contort to normal morphs of palmate isochelae varied from 0-44% for smaller
category, 0-20% for larger. Chelae typically
abundant, 7% of specimens isochelae of both
classes very rare, 3% smaller category rare but
larger abundant,
smaller,
ly.

4%

larger category rare but

1% of specimens isochelae absent entire-

Toxas of both categories very abundant (12%),

uncommon

(70%), rare (17%), or absent entirely

(1% of specimens).
Variability in spicule dimensions:

(choanosomal principal

subtylostyles, acanthostyles)

variations in dimensions
lected

from different

Some

spicules

styles, larger auxiliary

showed

significant

between samples col-

localities (Tables 29-30),

was never high,
and no obvious patterns were apparent when
groups of specimens from the same localities
were compared with other groups. Some spicule
categories varied between samples collected
from different depths, in some cases with high
levels of statistical significance (P<0.001) (e.g.,
larger auxiliary subtylostyles), but no obvious
trends apparent. It is probable that effects of
differential geographical and bathymetric distributions of specimens are linked due to the
preponderance of deeper water samples from the
Northwest Shelf region and shallow water
samples from the Darwin region, making it imalthough

statistical significance
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FIG. 140. Clathria (Thalysias) abietina (Lamarck) (A-B, NTMZ2642; C-I, QMG303447). A, Choanosomal
skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyies. D, Acanthostyle spines. E,Basc of subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostylc. F-G, Palmate isochelae. H t Wing-shaped toxas. I, Accolada toxas.
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TOTAL SAMPLES

SEASON

WET
PREDRY
DRY
PREWET

spicule dimensions (Table 29). But given the
large range of variation in some characters, the
relatively large sample sizes from widely dis-

SAMPLES WITH

LARVAE

15

9

17

3

19
17

DEPTH

(Mm

5

flOm

30

7

IO-40m

23

5

1

1

NW

possible to separate the influences of either facthis

observed

variability. Variability

i

C

FIG. 141. CUtshria (Thaiysias) abietiw (Lamarck) Incidence of incubated larvae within sampled populations from
Australia.

on

persed populations, and the antiquity of the dried
holotype this variability is insignificant Re-examination of Ridley's (1884a) holotype of C.
aculeate confirmed that it is a synonym of C. T.
abletinay with shape, texture, colour in spirit,
spiculation and skeletal architecture virtually
identical. Conversely,
{T.) coralliophila (sec
below) has different spicule geometry and skeletal architecture, and Burton's (1959a: 243)
proposed merger of C. coralliophila into C.
aculeaia is rejected.
I

>40m

tors

2&

of

spicule size between samples collected during
different seasons were analysed for Darwin

samples only (Table 30), with significant differences observed for lengths of ectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles and larger isochelae. and
widths of acanthostyles. Data also indicate a
higher level of variability in sizes of larger
isochelae during the wet season (February-April
than during other seasons, although this result is
of uncertain biological significance,

Specimens described by de Laubenfels (1954)
fpom the central west Pacific differ from
Australian populations in that they have a more
restricted size range of isochelae (i.e., one size
category), relatively small acanthostyles (Table
29), and an ectosomal (peripheral) skeleton al-

most completely covered by subectosomal
spicule brushes (as opposed to ectosomal spicule
brushes). In fact de Laubenfels (1954) completely

overlooked the presence of ectosomal
megascleres, ncx differentiating between spicules
coring fibres from those forming the peripheral

)

REMARKS. Notwithstanding its considerable
morphological variability C (T.)abietina is easily recognised in the field with distinctive stalked
digitate growth form and prominent surface conuJes. The most similar species in growth form is
C. (T.) cervicornis but this has a much thinner,
stoloniferous branching morphology, lacks principal megascleres completely, fibres have less
spongin, toxas are different in morphology and
size, and spicule dimensions are different Skeletal structure is unusual where larger auxiliary
subtylostyles are found in three locations in the
skeleton; 1) subectosomal skeletal tracts forming

organised plumose tracts supporting the ectosomal skeleton; 2) dispersed between fibres in
disorganised tracts; 3) and coring all spongin
fibres to the virtual exclusion of principal
spicules. Principal styles mainly form plumose
brushes protruding from fibres in plumose
bundles, functionally representing a second
category of echinating spicule.

There are some minor differences between type
material and other specimens examined, includ-

vkclcton.

Clathria (Thalvsias) aphvlla sp. nov.
(Figs 142-143, Plate 5D)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE

-

QMG300477 fNCIQ-

NW. of E. Passage, Easter Group, Hornman Abrtilhos, WA, 29WS, U3 5(TE. 20m depth.

66C-4640-K

I:

17.ix.l990, coll

NCI (SCUBA).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Staghorn and platecoral
20m depth; known only from die
Houtman Abrolhos (WA) (Fig. 142H)

fringing reef;
locality,

type

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Thin, leaf-like,
foliaceous, convoluted, basically frondose
bundles of lamellae covering coral sttbstflM&j in
dividual fronds attached directly to substrate,
sometimes completely enveloping staghorn
corals, or attached via small basal stalk, up to
24mm long, 5mm diameter, or attached to adjacent lamellae; individual lamellae usually flat,
elongate, oval areliptical, up to 65mm long, 2mm
thick, with rounded or sinuous, convoluted margins, superficially resembling a Padina algae, or
palmate-digitate margins, or sometimes curled in
vasiform growth forms.
Colour Dull yellow alive (Munsell 2.5Y 8/8),

brown

ing a higher proportion of choanosomal principal

pate

spicules found echinating fibres, the absence of
contort isochelae. and specific details in some

Oscuies, Small, on upper surface, less than
diameter. Hush with surface.

in ethanol.

2mm
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Texture and surface characteristics. Soft, compressible but difficult to tear; upper osculiferous
surface slightly concave, smooth, usually even,

occasionally concentrically striated, orproducing
short fronds of folds on surface; lower porous
surface slightly convex, even or slightly striated,
with parasitic zoanthids covering parts of surface.

Ectosome and subectosome. Erect or paratangential

brushes of ectosomal auxiliary styles forming

thin surface layer, with

choanosomal principal

Echinating acanthostyles relatively long,
slender, subtylote, sharply pointed, evenly spined

although fewer spines in *neck' region proximal
to base (but not aspinose); spines small, sharp,
recurved. Length 45-(86.3)-102u-m, width 3(5.5)-8u.m.

Microscleres. Palmate isochelae very abundant,
minute, with lateral alae completely fused to shaft
and partially fused to front ala. Length 4-(5.1)-

6pm

styles protruding through ectosome perpendicular to surface, singly or several together, ex-

Toxas not abundant, predominantly v-shaped,
variable in size, with angular central curvature

150u,m through surface;
below ec-

and arms bent at approximately right angles to
each other, non-reflexed arms, occasionally toxas
forceps shaped with pinched central curve and
nearly parallel arms. Length 34-(62.3)-106p,m,
width 0.8-(1.3)-2.5u,m.

tending up
choanosomal

to

fibres immediately

tosome, with reduced subectosomal skeleton;

subectosomal auxiliary styles tangential or
below surface
underlying ectosomal spicule brushes; mesohyl

paratangential, lying immediately

matrix in peripheral skeleton heavy, darkly pigmented.

Choanosome. Regularly reticulate, slightly
renieroid skeleton; without compression or major
differences between peripheral skeleton and core;

spongin fibres heavy, 20-70u,m diameter, not obviously differentiated into primary or secondary
elements, cored by multispicular (up to 15
spicules abreast) or paucispicular (2 or more
spicules abreast) tracts of principal choanosomal
styles; at core of skeleton principal styles confined entirely within fibres whereas in peripheral
fibres, principal spicules erect, perpendicular to

through surface in plumose
bundles; fibres moderately lightly echinated by
acanthostyles, mainly at fibre nodes; fibre meshes
mainly rectangular (fibres oval), 90-170u.m
diameter, with some triangular meshes, relatively
even throughout skeleton; mesohyl matrix light,
with few scattered megascleres; choanocyte
fibres, protruding

chambers oval

to eliptical,

25-40u.m diameter,

lined by abundant, minute isochelae.

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long,
thick, straight or slightly curved towards basal
end, rounded or slightly tapering bases, invariably smooth bases, fusiform points. Length 152-

(205.1)-252u,m, width 4.5-(8.4)-llu.m.

Subectosomal auxiliary styles long, slender,
with rounded or faintly subtylote smooth
bases, fusiform points. Length 208-(258.1)297 |xm, width 2-(2.1)A.5\im.
straight,

Ectosomal auxiliary styles short, slender,
rounded or slightly subtylote bases,
smooth or microspined (or mucronate) bases,
fusiform points. Length 162-(178.2)-204u.m,
straight,

width l-(1.6)-2.5u.m.

ETYMOLOGY.

Greek phyllon

,

leaf; for the

growth

form.

REMARKS. This species is a sister of C. (C)
angulifera (Vic. and S Qld), having similar live
colour, slightly renieroid skeletal structure (mainly rectangular meshes), similar toxa morphology
and chelae size. In particular both species have
large v-shaped toxas,

and a

skeletal architecture

on isodictyal (some triangular
meshes). However, they are clearly different
species showing both obvious and subtle differences in a number of characters. Clathria (T.)
that verges

aphylla has a very thin, leaf-like growth form
(whereas
(C.) angulifera is thickly lamellate,
lobate); very thick, well developed, evenly
spaced fibres cored by multispicular tracts of
large principal styles (versus widely spaced, vestigial fibres with light spongin, cored by much
smaller principal spicules in uni-or paucispicular
tracts); a specialised ectosomal skeleton composed of two size classes of auxiliary spicules
forming brushes and principal spicules protruding through the surface forming plumose brushes
and piercing the ectosome (versus a single
category of auxiliary spicule forming a tangential

C

or occasionally paratangential ectosomal
skeleton, without participation of principal
spicules in the ectosomal skeleton); clearly differentiated principal and auxiliary spicule
geometry (versus more subtle differences, mainly
in thickness and basal termination); rounded
bases of principal and auxiliary megascleres with
the smaller microspined (versus subtylote and
completely smooth); and substantially larger
dimensions for most megascleres. Another
species with a similar, slightly renieroid skeleton
reminiscent of C. {T.) aphylla is C. (C.) hispidula
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FIG. 142. Clathria (Thalysias) aphylla sp.nov. (holotypc QMG300477). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary style. C, Ectosomal auxiliary styles. D, Echinating acanthostyles. E, Palmate isochela.
F, V-shaped toxas. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian distribution. I, Holotype. J, Protruding
choanosomal spicules in ectosomal skeleton.

(from Torres

Strait

and Shark Bay), which has

isodictyal skeletal structure (e.g., C. (T.) hirsuta),

dif-

but these differ from C. (T.) aphylla in most other

ferent ectosomal structure, wing-shaped toxas,

respects and arc not considered here to be closely

only one category of auxiliary spicule and
different acanthostyle

geometry and specific

dif-

ferences in spicule sizes. All three species
probably have sister species relationship based on
skeletal architecture, here referred to the

related.

Clathria (Thalysias) arborescens
(Ridley 884) (Figs 144-145)

J

'angulifera* group.

A

few other Clathria species

shapcd toxas (C.

(T.)

also have V-

juniperina) and vaguely

Rhaphidophlus arborescens Ridley, 1884a: 450-451,
pl.40, fig.L, pl.42, figs n-n'; Thick, 1903a: 958.
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FIG. 143. Clathria (Thalysias) aphylla sp.nov. (holotype QMG30O477). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Base of subectosomal and ectosomal
auxiliary styles. G, Palmate isochela, H, V-shaped toxas.

REVISION OP MtOROCIONIDAE

Clathriaarborescetis; Hooper
268.

& Wicdcnmaycr,

1994;

1935a: 610, 634-

HMS

'Alert' (dredge).

HABITATDISTRIBUTION. Ecology unknown: Tor
res Strain

Qld

(Fig. 144H),

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Branching, arborescent
125mm long, 60mm maximum width of branching, with short stalk, IS

mm long, 8mm diameter,

no basal attachment (presumed not

collected),
proliferous bushy; slightly flattened cylindrical
branches, up to 12mm diameter, with individual

branches up to 55mm long, mostly anastomosing
with adjacent branches; branching mostly planar.
Colour, Live colouration unknown, grey -brown
in dry state.

Oscutes. Not observed.
Texture and surface characteristics. Texture
harsh in dry state; surface peel thick, darker than

choanosomal skeleton,
numerous

gregated

in

periphery as reported by Ridley);

choanocyte chambers not observed (dry

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE-BMNHI88i.i0.2l.272
Friday J., Torres Strait, Qld, lO^'S, \WUfK
coD

relatively large aeanthosiyks, more-or-less even-

ly dispersed throughout skeleton (not con-

cf Microciona prolifera tropus sptnosu: Vosmaer,

l.v .1881.

291

lightly hispid, with

irregular subectosomal striations,

ir-

regular conules and low ridges.

Ectosome ami subeetowme. Ectosomal skeleton
with very thick crust of discrete spicule brushes
composed of ectosomal auxiliary subtylosr
occasionally paratangential or tangential DO
face, supported below by thick, vaguely plumose,
slightly disorganised bundles of larger subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles arising fron

minal choanosomal fibres; subectosomal
skeleu>n lacking any spemgin fibres and only light
mesohyl matrix, together ectosomai and subec-

tosomal bundles extend up to 800p,m from
peripheral fibre skeleton, and comprise up to 25 7t
of branch diameter.

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton irregularly
close-meshed reticulate. Spongin fibres very
large, heavy dark yellow-brown. !10-170ym
diameter, forming tight oval or elongate meshes,
350p.ro diameter, fibre reticulation without

any clear distinction between primary or secondary components, although ascending fibres marginally more abundantly cchinatcd than
transverse connecting fibres, and some smaller
fibres between major meshes with uni- or
paucispieular core; fibres generally all cored by
rnultispieular tracts of

choanosomal principal

subtylostyles together with subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles. forming 3 dense axial
within fibre but occupying only about
of fibre diameter; fibres abundantly cchinatcd by

material).

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles with similar geometry to larger auxiliary
spicules, long, straight usually with subtyloce,
smooth or microspined bases, rarely rounded
ha-, s with tapering fusiform points. Length 205(225.3 )-262u.m, width 8-(9.7)-12nm.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles more
slenderbut longer than principal spicules, strai ghl
ightly curved towards base, with smooth,
slightly constricted bases, fusiform points.
Length 21 0-(251.4)-282ujn, width 4-(5.4>-7jAm_

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles relatively
long, straight or slightly cursed towards base,

prominently subtylote, with smooth oi
microspined bases, fusiform points. Length 82I
32 .7)- 147^m. width 2-('3.3)-4fun.
1

Echinating acanthostyles long; robust,
largt* conical <not recurved) spines. Scattered mainly over base and midsection of shall,
frequently with bare point and *neck\ Length
&&-(76.3)-88|im, width 6-{S.2)-l Ifim.

Hide,

Microscleres, Palmate isochelae small, frequently contort, single size category, with long lateral
alae completely fused to shaft and entire front ala
of equal length. Length cH 10.8)- 4p.m.
1

Toxas

short, robust,

generous angular cent'

wing-shaped, with
"vedand

rcflexed points Length 27-i"4

Iv

1.

S)-5Su.m.

widlhl 5-(1.8)-2I>u.m
1

REMARKS.

This species is relatively poorly
far only from the hoiotypc.
But several important characters were seen in the
holotype using SEM (Fig. 345), not described by
Ridley (1884a). These include: presence of dif-

known, recorded so

ferentiated principal and auxiliary spicules,
presence of toxas, spination pattern on acanthostyles, and his spicule dimensions were innaccurate. The se c haraciers now provide better c tie 6
1

as to

its affinities.

Ridley (I88<
idered this species similar
caaiformis in growth form and skeletal
structure. They also both have principal an J
auxiliary- megascleres very similar in geometry
(i.e., on first appearances fibres seem to be cored
only by auxiliary spicules), but they have many
morphological differences. Clathria (17) artwresce/ts has a substantially better developed ecto C. (71)

(osottuiI peel

occupying

of branch diameter,

a

a significant propOrlitMl

close-meshed reticulate
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FIG- 144. Clathria (Thalysias) arborescens (Ridley) (holotype BMNH1881. 10.21.272). A, Choanosomal
principal subtylostyles and bases. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles.
D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Wing-shaped toxa. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton.
H, Australian distribution. I, Holotype.

choanosomal skeleton, very thick fibres all cored
by megascleres (C. (T.) cactiformis has a relatively thin ectosomal skeleton, cavernous subectosomal region, wide-meshed choanosomal
reticulation, substantially thinner fibres with only

primary ones cored). Also, echinating acanthostyles are much larger than those of cactiformis,
they have erect conical spines rather than hooklike recurved ones, and acanthostyles are found
throughout the skeleton rather than mainly on
peripheral fibres (although both species have
spines absent from both "necks" and points of

Toxa morphology differs markedbetween the two, with arborescens having only

acanthostyles).
ly

wing-shaped toxas, and cactiformis with
mainly very thin, raphidiform, sinuous or accolada toxas but occasionally also with small
wing-shaped forms. Spicule dimensions also differ considerably between the two species. Both
species belong to the 'juniperina' species complex (refer to discussion below under C. (T.)
cactiformis and C. (T.) hirsuta).
Rao (1932) and BurDendy (1922), Burton
ton (1938a) merged C. arborescens with C. (T.)
procera on the basis that choanosomal principal
megascleres were supposedly excluded from the
axis of fibres, but this is not entirely correct (in
any case the character is also known to occur in
thicker,

&
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BMNH1881. 10.21.272). A, Choanosomai
skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Echinaling acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E, Base of ectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyle. F, Wing-shaped toxas. G, Palmate isochelae.

FIG. 145. Claihria (Thalysias) arborescens (Ridley) (holotype

MEMOIRS OF THE QUEENSLAND M USEUM

C
C

eight other species (sec below under
vactiformis)). Thiele (1903a) also compared
(7T) arboreseens and C. (7!) cervicornis, for the

at least

same reason

supposed absence of principal
does have principal
spicules (exclusively echinating peripheral
fibres), and those in C (T.) arboreseens are intermingled with auxiliary subtylosiyles within
fibres. Skeletal structure and growth forms also
differ considerably between these two taxa.
(i.e.,

spicules), but

C pmcera

Thalassodendron brevispina Lendenfeld, 1888: 225;
WMtelegge, 1901:87.
Ctothria favosa Whitelcgge. I9OT: 498-499.
Ctathria indurate HaJImano. 1912: 299.
Ctothria acanthodes Hcntsehcl. 1911: 367-370, textfig.44; Hcntsehcl, 1923: 3-B0. fig.349.

Rhaphidophlus acanthotks: Hallmann. 1912:
Rhaphidophlus sp, 2; Vacclet & Vasseur, 197

17
1

97-98,

.

text-fig. 52.

d Micmciona prattfera; Vosrnacr,
629, 647,

1935a: 609, 628-

66*

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: MNHNDT
Ctathria <Tha)vsias) cactiformis iLamaick, 1814)
(Figs 146-148. Table 31 . Plate 4E-Fi

3394; Kmg
TOTYPE of T

NSW.
1

930: 46,

pl.2,

Vaswur,
•

i

I

Echinonema anchoratum Carter, 1881a

I

380:

dura Whi»elesae, 1901:

81.

,

TOTYPE of R.
Beach.
coJLT. W
ley

St.

l]5*3B°&

S,

of C.

NSW, 3 v50'S.

5

1

fax
1°3i

I

'

!-;.

1

'Thetis

(dredge),

i

nptcus var. pro.xtmus: AMZ930: HenVincent Gulf, SA, 34*45*5, 137°57 E

ARATYPEoi

\

vat'

'

R.

tv>

Tuegerah Beach, NSW,
coll. NSW Fttfl Commission
J;

S.

8

(trawl).

151

AMZ928:

F.

AME648:

of

R.

specific locality

known.

details

3n

HOLOTYPE

typicus var

unknown,

HOLOTYPE of

/?.

genti

WA.

typicus var.

no
itfel

Bass Sfr*jt, T;is,
of Flinders
i4SO?'[':, no other derail known, syn
E. coast

1

,

Port

no other details
known. SYNTYPE of £. urwhuriHum var. dura mid
091 13: srvciHr
LECTOTYPE oFC uuiumtalocality unknown. WA. no other details known.
PARAL0CTOTYPE of
indumio;
unrej.:
iiy unknown. WA. no other dc
known. HOLOTYPE of K pectiniformis1886 12.15.141 (fragment AMG2777): Port Phillip.
fftWS, [44°!52'Ej 40m depth, no other details
known. Prafirnent o( HOLOTYPE
Ocanihodesl
nit, outer bar exit to South Pass
ZMB4443
Shark Bay, WA, 2o"08\S t I3°0X.> H, 0.5 -3..Sm depth.
coll
:r|scn&R.Hartincyoi (dredge). OTHER
M \ 1'BRJAL. NSW - QMG301403. TAS - AMI-Phillip.

Vti

I44°52

8°09'S,

;

l

,

AM

AM

C

BMNH

I

n/mema ancharatunt

var. fomeltosa;

1888:219-220.
Hhaphidophlus anchoraiwn\ Bergquist

Lcndenfeld.

&

Froronnt,

1988: 112; Dawson. 1993: 39.
Witsoneita anchoratum var. ktmefioMt; Hallmann,
1912:211 (imperfectly known].

Echinonema

QnehonNn

var

lamei

Whitclcggc, 1901:82.

EcbirumemaflalnllijbrmisCmcT, 1885L 352.
hi hinonema pertmiformis Carter, 18"R5f: 353.
Phakeflia ventdohrum var. australiensisCancr* 1 8S6c:
379.

S

32 X>3

C

Lcndenfeld. 1888:219-220.

Not

WA,

HV

depth. colL

BMNH

typtcum:

HOLOTYPE

98-lOOm

WA. LEC-

Port Jackson,

von Lendenfeld

coll. R.

off.

(dry).

MNHNDT-

TYPE of £ utuhnmnm: BMNH1886.J2.I5.423:

Witsonetfo typko; Hallmann. 1912: 203. 2
Nmi Te*ut\
pai porrtx laHaUmann, 3920: 771.
Rhiphidophilts typKUX Hallmann, 1912 176-177,
184-203. 234, 299, 300, pJ.27, pl-28. figs l-4r pL29,
lext-figs 38-42 [el varr); Shaw, 1927: 424-425
Bent, 1932: 88, pl.4,fig.4: Burton. 1938a; 12;Guilcr,
1950: 8; Vacelct & Vasseur, 1977: J 15. Vacdelcl
at, l976:73;Liaacn-Jenscnctal.. 1982 170-172.

var.

SYNTYPE

1877.5. 2 1. 49: Fremanlle,
coll. E. Clifton [dredge).
AMZ944: Off Porl Jackson.

4i)'(H"s,

'

94-95. pU.flg.S.te.u-fiL:

Echinonema anchoratum

151°20'BS

33°48'S,

(dredge).

AMZ931:

brevispina:

1

issodendron npica; Lendenfeld, 1888. 223;
Hallmann, 1912; 242; Kallmann. 1914a. 267.
Nut Thalassodendron ixptca; Whitefegge, 1901: 86.
osinaci. 1883b: 537; Ridley &
Dcndy.'l887: 153; Dcndv. 1889c: ll;|in pan|
Dendy. 1896: 32. Whiteleggc, 1901: 80. 117;
Hcmschcl. I9L1 J80. 364-367, text-fi* 43,
Not Ctatftrut typtca var, pot retro Hcntsehcl. L9J2
29S> 359-360.
Not Ctathria typka\ Kirkpatrick. 1903: 248

A

BMNH 1953.4.9.83)

(fragment

appendicular,
George Sound (Albany).

J

v**fci

same details <- R- typiaa sar. cactiformis; Topsent.
1932: 8ft). LECTOTYPE of S. appending

PAR AI .BCTOTYPE of $,

Exhinonema typicum Carter, 1875: 95 [nomen
nudum); Carter, 1881: 362, 377, 3SS. 384.

Kirfcpntrick, I9D4: 148;

known.

MNHNDT526

Spongia cactiformis Lamarck. 1814: 410, 370
Clathha cactiformis: Rudman & Avem, 19
Hooper &Wicdem nay er, I9M: 2j
Sp&ttgia appendiculuttx. in part, Lamarck. 18 1-4
362.
Wiiuvtella appendicular; Topsent,
fig.3; Topsent, 1933:22.

& Lesueur collection, no o*hcr
PARALECTOTYPE: MNHNOI

"Southern Seas'. Peron
details

AM7I415. AMZ2203, QMG3114I2 (NCIQ66C3713-A) (fragment NTMZ38I1). VICTORIA AMZI43U, AM/1I5H. NMV KNW\ NMVRN4^1,

NMVRN 438, NMVRN55 NMVRNNMVRN797, NMVRN840. NMVRN900,
NMVRN959, AMZ3921 (RRIMPFN3527AXWi'>2>.
NMVRN436,

,

1

677.

AMZ4277 (RRJMPFN1906), NTMZ2S32. S ADS1
AMZ4I, SAM unreg. (fragment NTMZI657I. SAM

-

unreg. fragment
I

NTMZ

1

693),

SAM unree. (fragment

NTMZt628».SWCOAST.WA-MNHNi7nregi^cred
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FIG. 146. Clathria (Tfialysias) cactiformis (Lamarck) (lectotype MNHNDT580). A, Choanosomal principal
styles. B, Subcctosomal auxiliary subtylosiyles. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. D, Echinating acanthostyles. E, Sinuous and wing-shaped accolada toxas. F, Palmate isochelac. G, Section through peripheral skeleton.
H, Australian distribution,

(Peron

&

Lesueur collection), WAM656-8l(l),

WAM628-81(l), WAM631-8K1), WAM655-81(h.

HOUTMAN ABROLHOS, WA

-

QMG300731

(NCIQ66C-4213-U), QMG304660, AMZ4331
(RRIMP-ZW62), WAM639-8K1), WAM661-81(1),

WAM660-81, QMG300736 (NCIQ66C-4189-T),
QMG300733 (NCIQ66C-4197-C), QMG300730

(NCIQ66C-42I4-V). NORTHWEST SHELF, WA WAM133-82, NTMZ1128, NTMZ30I8, NC1Q66C460-C (fragment NTMZ3347). ERITREA, RED SEA
i

PIBOCB20-125 (fragment QMG300055).
SOMALIA, W. INDIAN OCEAN PIBOCB 12-388
(fragment QMG300060). SEYCHELLES PIBOC01

-

region on the west coast and Byron Bay on the east
coast (Fig. 146H). This species is not yet recorded from
the Indonesian archipelago, contrary to Hentschel
his records being misidentifications (see
(1912)

—

—

below)
but it does appear to range across the Indian
Ocean, with confirmed records from Madagascar
(Vacelet et a!., 1971, 1976, 1977), East Africa 3nd
Seychelles (present study).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Typically flabellatc,

planar, stalked, with long bifurcate, occasionally

-

-

1

1

-

40 (fragment QMG3OO063).
1

fan; gross

ABITATDISTRlBUTION.Colonisesa wide variety

of substrates, including rock

mud

reefs, coral-rubble, soft

sediments, algal beds; shallow subtidal to
100m depth; widely distributed in temperate waters of
eastern and western Australian coasts, with incursions
into subtropical waters extending to the Port Hedland
sand,

anastomosing digitate processes on margin of

morphology

basal stalk and

variable, with or without

expanded basal attachment, vary-

ing from globular, cylindrical planar digitate, globular
digitate, planar flabellate, lamellate

branching

in

more than one plane, or thinly lamellate.
Colour. Live colouration pale orange-brown
(MunseJI 5YR8/4) to bright red (5R5/10); beige.
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FIG. 147. Clathria (Thalyxias) cactiformis (Lamarck) typical growth forms. A, Lcctotype MNHNDT580. B,
Paralectotype MNHNDT3360. C, Lcctotype of S. appendiatlata MNHNDT526. D, ParaJectotype of S.
appendiculata MNHNDT3394 E-F, Variety cactiformis WAM656-8H1), WAM655-8K1). G, Variety sfetlifera NTMZ1708. H, Variety geminus WAM639-8K1). I, Somalia specimen PIBOCB12-388. J, Syntype of
E. typicum BMNH1877.5.21.149. K. QMG30G453. L.Variety obesus with Rostariga feeding (photo W.

Rudman) NTMZ2832.
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FIG. 148. Clathria (Thalysias) cactiformis (Lamarck) (QMG300225). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C-D, Ec'hinating acanthostyles. E, Acanthostylc spines. F-G, Bases of subectosomal and
ectosomal auxiliary sublylosryles. H-I, Palmate isochelae. J, Accolada toxas. K, Wing-shaped toxas.
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TABLE 31

Comparison between preseiu and publishrecords of Cfathria {Thatysias) cactiformis
Lamarck). AM measurements are given in u,m,
denoted as range, or as range (and mean) of spicule
t

.

J

i

length x spicule width (N=25).
I-cctoiype of

SPICULE
Choanosomal
principal

S.

Lectotypc
appendiculaui
1

MA 191.2V

157-181 x

(9.7

Bciosomal

H 9.4

115.7(235.7)-

Subectosomal
styles

:>-

314x3.2-

4,5-6

11

auxiliary

(N=46)
[03.6-1 iv

232x5-(7.6)-

styles

Specimens

191-297

356.6x1.6268x4-<5.4)-6

i6.2)-16.9

71S-< 114.7)-

101(124.3)-

a5-iCW*2-3,s

148x1.5-

auxiliary
vrvles

(62.1

xi.6-

(4.4)- 13.6

(23>-3

3H.2-(6J.3>-

Echinating

6B-(744)-7g

iK-jnthostyles

5.5-(8.8V»

Chelae

1

J2-<34.7V18

Chelae

11

n

6-Ol$.M0

46-57 * 3-4.5

-.

ii

v: 12.-2

Ix 17-

(6.71-13.1
k.5-« 13.9!-:;

7-H
15-17

82-14*

Tinas

93.

i

1.0

2.5-(7.1j-U
U 5-

8-(l27.K)-355

components; fibre anastomoses produce
widely spaced rectangular meshes formed by ascending primary fibres, containing pauci- or mid tispicular bundles of choanosomal principal
styles which occupy only the central portion of
fibres, and uncored secondary fibres; occasionally secondary fibres uni-orpaucispicular, usually
with an optically diffuse pith reminiscent of dictyoceratid sponges, spongin fibres characteristically thin, without marked differe;
between primary and secondary fibre diain
with pigmentation ranging from extremely light,
yellow (specimens from Port Phillip, Vic) to extremely heavy and dark brown (material from
Port Hedland, WA); echinating acanthostytcs
skeletal

very heavy, especially on peripheral fibres immebelow subectosomal skeleton; larger
auxiliary >ubtyIostyles usually abundant between
fibres, strewn without order within mcsohyl;
mcsohyl matrix relatively light, choanocyte
chambers large, oval or elongate, up to 120u.m
diameter.

diately

xO.H-U.3»-2.5

Megast

teres (Table 31).

Choanosomal

styles morphologically similar

hrown, to dark brown

in ethanol; ectosomal crust
usually lighter colour than choanosomal regions.

3mm

diaOscules. Osculcs typically large (up to
meter), dispersed over entire sponge surface, or
sometimesclumpcd in special pore areas; oscules

usually flush with surface, without raised

lip.

karaeteristics. Finn, comTexture and sa
pressible, rubbery; surface characteristically
fleshy, smooth but uneven, with bumps, ridges,

depressions and subdermal striations commonly
d ivpersed over surface; opaque sk:in-Ii ke covering
present stretched between adjacent conuks in
live material; microscopic ridges and

microconules abundant.

Ectosome and sttbectosome. Ectosomal skeleton
predominantly heavy, with a dense crust of
smaller auxiliary subtylostyles forming mainly

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles nearly
completely straight, occasionally slightly curved
or sinuous, usually with slightly subty lote sm< h u
bases, less frequently with microspined bases,
tapering to fusiform points.
1

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles ltl0fe
prominently subtyloie, slightly curved ar centre,
with microspined or smooth bases and fusiform
points.

Echinating acanthostyles relatively short,
prominently subtylote, with large spines
mainly dispersed on base and midsection, leaving
1
a bare 'neck (below basal swelling) and bare
siout,

point.

casionally ectosomal skeleton reduced to relatively thin tangential or paratangential crust:
larger subectosomal auxiliary styles perched on
ultimate choanosomal fibre endings, forming

Aficroscleres

tracts underlaying brushes of smaller
ectosomal spicules, usually protruding through
and obscuring ectosomal bundles; subectosomal
region cavernous, wilh well differentiated, widely spaced plumose tracts of larger auxiliary sub-

tylostylcs.

Choanosome. Skeleton irregularly reticulate,
vaguely radial, with clearly differentiated
primary ascending and secondary transverse

principal

larger auxiliary

subtylostyles but relatively shorter, thicker,
slightly curved near base, usually with tapering.
evenly rounded smooth bases but sometimes
slightly suhtylote, and fusiform points.

erect or less often paratangential brushes; oc-

plumose

tti

(Table 31). Larger pal mat r
isochelae variable in abundance, with lateral alae

shaft, wide gap between
and front alae, and fused front ala; usually
non-contort. Smaller isochelae common, fre-

completely fused to
lateral

quently contort.

Toxas differentiated into two main morphs,
found in toxodragmata; accolada
toxas most common, long, very thin, slight angular central curvature, straight arms, sometimes
sinuous asymmetrical. Small toxas less abundant,
relatively thick, widely curved at centre, slightly
larger often

reflexed points.
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Larvae. Reproductive products observed in only
four specimens. Incubated parenchymella larvae
large, oval to ehptical in shape, 220-420p.m
diameter, containing well developed centrally segregated larval styles.
Associations.

Heavy

infestations of zoophytic or-

ganisms observed on surfaces of several
specimens (both compound asodians and zooannumerous microalgal cells seen in
sponge mesohyl of few samples, sponge apparently serves us a food source to Hostanga sp.
nudibranchs (W. Rudman, pers. comm.).
ihid polyps);
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specimens); bases of spicules predominant!-,
smooth (90%), wiih both smooth and spined
or only microsptned bases i>n
bases ? %
choanosomal styles (2% of specimens); bases of
spicules tapering, non-tvlote (46%), nwnded.
slightly aibiylote (52%), or with both conditions
(2% of specimens
gfady curved
(83%), exclusively straight (7%>, or both cd
tions (10% of specimens). Subectosnmal
auxiliary subtylostyles: tapering, rounded or very
slightlv -aibiviote bases (69%X Of distinctly •i-li.

i

-

i'ecimens), exclusively sira

lylotc (3

parnlangential, immedi-

(69%), predominantly curved (7%). or both
diuon- (24% of si
Ectosomal auxiliary
Mibiylostyles subiylote (76%), tapering nunI0%J or both conditions (I4<8
Specimens); bases predominantly mkrospincd
or with Unh
(7l%i, exclusively smooth (3 C I
conditions (26% of specimens); eclosornal
Spicules slightly curved near base (54%), comstraight (29% X or with examples of hoth
(17% of specimens); most megasclercs with
rrn points (95%). or also including few hastate spicute,\(5% of specimens). Echinating acanthostyles: typically short, fusiform (69%),
significantly smaller, stouter (19%), or longer,
thinner (12% of specimens); bases subtylotc
(81%). or distinctly non-tylote (194 or

subdermal tracts (21%), or intermediate of
these conditions (43% of speeirJK

specimens); spines characteristically long, thick.
recurved (74%X or reduced, granular Bpinatkui

Choanosomal skeletal structure: irregularly
reticulate (64%
regular fibre anastomoses

Larger

\briation Extremely variable in some features
gross morphology, spicule size) but not in

(e.g.,

others (eg., surface features, spicule

g

.

Gross morphology: Victorian.
Queensland and Indonesian rnorphs showed
skeletal structure).

i,

greatest differences in growth form, but all
specimens retained most other characteristics
common to other populations. EetosomaJ skeletal
structure: typically heavy, erect plumose brushes,

well differentiated from subectesomal plumose
tracts (52%)i Moderate)) developed (34%), or
thick tangential cctosornaJ pec] rcminisecn: of
Creila (Crellidaci (14% of specimens). Subectosomal skeletal structure* very cavernous, well
differentiated ascending
skeletal

tracts

[36%X

plumose

(extra-fibre)

ately

i.

(22%), ot predominantly radial to plur
primary fibre architecture (14% of specimens').
Fibre meshes: wide, rectangular, with uncorcd
secondary elernenw (67%), with central pitti component (7%). close-mcshcd, irregularly oval to
eliplical fibre reticulation with uncorcd sScOn*
dary fibres P%), or with both cored primary and
secondary liba* element* {19% oi specimens).
Spongin fibres: very light (796), moderately
heavy, yellow (48%), very heavy, yellow (43%).
or extremely heavily, dark brown in colour (2%
of specimens). Echinating acanihostyles: concentrated on peripheral fibres, more sparsely
dipersed on axial fibres (69%), evenly distributed

throughout fibres (17%), rare (14% of
specimens). Extra-fibre spicules: typically abundant, dispersed without order within mesohyl
(74%). very light or absent entirely (24%), or
organised into ascending extra-fibre tracts (2 ?r of
specimens). Megasclere geometry: Choanosomal
principal styles: predominantly fusiform (76%)*
distinctly hastate (abruptly pointed) points (7%),
mi x ire of both types of termi nations ( 1 7% of
l

.

-i

1

1

,

•

(26%

ut

specimen*

1-

Microsclere geometry:

common (70%), iwcomnniii
(26%), rare (2%). or common but poorly silieificd
{2% ot specimens); contort larger isochclac
present but uncommon (10%), present, common
Krlae:

istw.

or absent

specimens). Smaller
(62%), uncommon (2 91 ). rare (3%) or absent entirely fj%
of specimens); 0-10% of smaller chelae were
coition \2%\, 10-30% ronton o%), 303091
torto: f. 50-7091 contort (24%). 70-90% contort (43$ ). or ffJ0% contort (7% of spetime
common
Toxas: typically very abundant
Uncommon (5%)„ rare (3%), or absent entirely (7% ol specimens); only symmetrical toxas.
present, with large crniral curvature and relatively straight points (52%), with both symmetrical
and asymmetrical, sinuous toxas (41%). or with
both these and wing-shaped toxas (7% of
specimens).
^inability in spicule dimensions: With few exceptions, and despite apparent morphological incongruence in many other features, *pji
di mensions were surprisingly closely comparable
between specimens despite that they were colt

I

isnehelae: abundant (7%),
1

,

common
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,IH-

lected from widely separated geographic
Results were not analysed statistically
because bathymetric, habitat and season data
were not available for the majority of material
localities.

However, scatterplot comparisons between
samples found

that for

each spicule category

there were only few anomolous specimens which
consistently differed from typical forms of the
species.

These anomalies are discussed

further

below..

REMARKS.

Clathria (TTiolysias) cactijormis

is

predominantly temperate. It is characterised hy
us typically flabellate or flabello-digitatc growth
form, a smooth surface with a detachable thick
eejosomal peel which is usually paler than the
choanosome, relatively thin spongin fibres hcavi
ly echinated but poorly Lined, and especially its
-

short, thick, squat acanthosis ics with a bare
bare points and larve recurved spines over the
remainder of the spicule, There is considerable
morphological variability between regional
populations (see Variation* above), to some extent vindicating Kallmann's (19 12) subdivision
of the species into 'varieties' subspecies), based
mainly on differences in growth form. In fact
some specimens examined were assigned to this
species with hesitation given their diverse external morphologies, but no other consistent skeletal
or other characters were found to correlate with
these moTphotypes. Nevertheless, this taxon is
probably composed of several cryptic sibling
species (morphospecies) which might only he
reliably differentiated using biochemical, genetic
and other non-skeletal data.
|

(

NMVRNCM36

and RN055I from Port

Phillip

Bay. Vic. have acanthostylcs which are long,
evenly spined. spines arc sparse and small;
cchinating spicules occur in heavy ooncefrlraticms
and are evenly dispersed throughout the

choanosome. not predominant in the peripheral
skeleton; ectosomal skeleton is very well
developed and well dilTeieMiaied from xuboctosomal plumose tracts; the suhcctosomal region
is noticeably more cavernous titan i" most typical
forms, the choanosome is distinctly plumo(etiLiilate; mesohyl matrix is very heavy and
fibres are heavily invested with spongin; the
smaller category of isocheLac and toxas arc absent. In some respects these features correspond
to Spongia appauiiadata, perhaps justifying the
retention of mat species separately form cactiformis, but other general morphological features
indicate that these specimens cannot be otherwise
reliably separated.

WA

WAMI33-82 from the Northwest Shelf of
has consistently basally spined choanosomal
styles, and Lsochel3e are completely unmodified
The ectosume and suhectosomal regions arc
poorly developed and incompletely diffcieutialed, but the specimen is otherwise comparable
with typical forms.
Sonic further comment is necessary on the
synonymy above. SpOftgfa appeitdhtdata is included bete as a new synonym of C. (T.) cacti/ormis hi Hooper & Wiedcnmaye»\ 1994) with
virtually identical growth form, spicule geomi-in
and skeletal structure as typical forms of [his
species. However, there are some notable differences between these nominal species, especially in the markedly smaller dimensions ofn
spicules in appendkulata, acanthostylcs have a
vestigial granulaj spination, and they are
almost entirely incorporated into the fibres themselves (i e,, enveloped hy collagen). These dif-

ferences arc not presently considered sufficient to
reCOgniSC it as a distinct taxon. Incorporation of

cchinating acanthostylcs into spongin fibres fa
also known for several other species of Clathria
1
(termed here the ^phurhasijonnis species comiT.) pfwrbasifnrwis, C. (ft.)
plex, including
dura, C. [D.) myxdloides, and others). How
in Spongia tippendiculata acanthostylcs are in-

C

serted perpendicular to fibres, much like typical
echinating rnegascleres, but they have 'sunk' into
them, whereas in these other species aeantluistyles nm parallel to fibres and replace or supple-

ment the usual coring

spicules.

Clathria acanthodes is considered a synonym
of C, (T) cartiformtx, despite having slightly
different acanthostyle morphology ('neck' often
spi ned). The characters used by Henlschei (19ll)
differentiate C. acanthodes from other species
i'.

(i.e..

similar geometry

between principal

auxiliary spicules, presence or absence of
microspmes on bases of principal and auxiliary
spicules, presence of two size classes of palmate
isochclae. and possession of rtuipbidiform loxasj,
are found in most other populations of C
autifnrnas itnd are not considered to be of
primary importance in differentiating species
Clulhnu typlca vsr. porrecta, also described by
Hcntsche! (1912) from Indonesia, is a synonym
Of Clathria (71) reinwardti not of C. (71) cactijormis (this syonymy was overlooked by Hooper

&

Wiedenmayer. 1994), The type material of
Clathria inditrata and Echtrutncnta aiahoratum

WA

var. dura from
have a uni- or paucispieulaf
core of choanosomal styles in secondary fibres,
whereas typical populations of C. (T.) cactiformU
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have an aspicular secondary fibre >ysIcm, but otherwise speculation and architecture is
similar between these morphs and they are ob-

striated with longitudinal ridges,

vious synonyms.

Eaowme and subcciosome. Relatively thin,
denseectosomaleruM,nl>95u,rn thick, composed
of creel eetosomal auxiliary subtylostylc.c forming continuous erect derma] palisade; iimneih
lately below eetosome, protruding through
palisade, are mostly paraiangential subectosomal

gi -Mcially

included in \htjumpertiia complex (see discussion of
(7!) hirsuta) all of
which have reduced skeletal and fibre characteristics- This group includes 12 species (with
about 20 synonyms):
iT.\ arboreuens* C. iT.)
fonnis. C. (77) cerxicomis. C (7T) claihrara,

The species

is

C

C

<

,'

i

conteotia, C,

(CI deeumbens,

C

(7".)

emxpedia

(7j fusterna

hirsute, C. (T.) juniperina y
7"
1

l

placenta.

C

(7

sp. nov..

sp. nov.,
)

C

\T,

rubra and

Many of these species barely

C
i

C

differ

morphologically, and Hallmann
(1912) suggested they should be combined into
one or few species, but this contention cannot be
resolved without access to live populations or all
in their gross

gj*e< ies,

to

actcrisues,

determine accurately thcii f» Id char*
nor on the basis of preserved material.

grooves and discontinuous conulcs; margins of lamellae digitate,
nijcrocomilo

moo* elon
gated sections larger auxiliary subts lostyles fonn
plumose ascending tracts supporting eciosomal
skeleton, but in most sections they lie paratangential to surface, arising from ends of peripheral
choanosomal fibres; subectosomal region rebellious, in growing points of set -lions in
auxiliary subly lostyles: in thicker,

skeleton

peripheral

elongate conule.se

protrusions extend from surface for up to0,5min
fully cored by dense tracts of subectosomal sablylosiyles

ChoanoKonw. Skeletal architecture
I'lathria (Thalysias) canccllaria (Lamarck, 1S14)

(Figs

1

49- 50, Plate 5 A)
1

Spongfa canrclla ha Lamarck, 1814: 3X2, 361.
fihophuhpHlus caneeUartWi Topsent, 1930; 43.

pl.2,

fig.6.

&

CUithnu iimc?Uaria\ Hooper
270

Wiedcnmaycr,

l

a £4;

tion; spongin fibres relatively heavy, imperfectly
separated into primary and secondary elements,
forming ovoid or elongate, relatively cavernous
tneshes, 140-68Gu.m diameter; primary fibres,
92-165ujti diameter, predominantly ascend
cored by muitispicular tracts of choanosomal

principal stales occupying about

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDT32K:
unknown, Peron

MATERIAL:

8t

WA

Lcsucor collection

NTM/l24«

locality

OTHER

(fragment

QMG30O43O). QMG300594 (NOQ666427
QMG30Q536 (NCIQ66C4667-0).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Rock substrate, on or
under ledges, or exposed on isolated rock In sand
surisdate;
depth; known only from Australia:
Northwest Shelf, Wallaby Is and Houtman Abrolhoa

LMOm

(WAKFig 14W)

75%

of fibre

ondary fibres uni- to paucispu aihu.
26 7 Jin diameter, predominantly transverse! all
fibres heavily echinated by aeanlhostyles
protrude at various obluse angles from (lines,
mesohyl itiflttx heavy but only lightly pigmented.
slightly granular, wild abundant larget au.\ili;;i\
iue>'aseleres throughout, sometimes completely
obscuring skeletal architecture; choanocytc
chambers, small, oval. 42-o8p*rn diameter
dian

U

Megasi

DESCRIPTION.

irregularly

reticulate, withoutaxial or extra-axial differentia

I

icte.s.

Choanosomal

principal styles
curved towards busal end.

Shape, Lamellate, massive,
mostly planar growth lorm, with or without basal
attachment, consisting of more-or-less fused
erect thin digits forming a continuous lamella.
370mm maximum span, with some free or barely
anastomosing sections; lamellae are 16135mm
high, 4.5-7mm thick, forming irregular meshes
between branch anastomoses, 3- 14mm diameter.
Colour. Salmon-pink {Munsell 5RP 8/2) to
orange-red alive (5YR 6/10), lig|M .ftrey-hrovvn in

short, thick, slightly

cthanol.

(holotypc 14K-(.229.7)-265 x 3-(5.fy-8|Jim>

1

Oseules. Small. 2-3mm diameter, mainly kdiameter,
tween ridges; pores minute, 0,5
scattered over em ire surface
I

Texture

and surface

mm

characteristics. Finn,

prcssible, difficult to tear.

mm

Lamellae prominently

with rounded or very slightly suhtylotc smooth
bases, fusiform points Length 156-1[185
2l8p,m. width 1.5-( 12.6)-J6u,m (hokn
(198 D 224 xfi-(12-l)-l6|xm).

Subectosomal auxiliary sublylostyles long,
thick, straight or very slightly curved, with slight
ly sublylote or rounded bases, usually
microspined. fusiform points. Length 134.6
3.5-(6.5)-K.6ujn
width
(2 IS S)-28op,m,

Betosomal auxiliary subty lostyles short, thin.
with prominent subtylote bases, jfl
variably microspined, fusiform points. Length

straight,

86-(v)7.6)-114.5u.m.

width 2.5-(3,3)-4.5u,rt1
5^m).

(hofolype 85*(93.4)- 102
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FIG. 149. Clathria (Thalysias) cancellaria (Lamarck) (holotype MNHNDT528). A, Choanosomal principal style.
B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary sublylostyle. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E,
Accolada and sinuous toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian
distribution. I, Holotype. J, NTMZ1249.
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FIG. 150. Clathria {Thalysias) cancellaria (Lamarck) (NTMZ1249). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B T Fibre
characteristics. C, Echinaling acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Bases of subeetosomal and cctosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles. G-H, Palmate isochelae. I, Accolada toxas.
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Acanthostyles long, thick, with slightly subrounded bases, large spines dispersed over
apical and basal extremities, usually with
aspinose neck, occasionally evenly spinose;
spines conical, barely recurved Length 67width 3.8-(8.6)-1 1 .6|im
f79.*>>92-5u.m,
(holotype 62-(80.2)-88 x 3-(8.1>-10p,mi
tylote

Microscleres. Palmate isochelae divided into two
size classes, larger usually unmodified, smaller
often contort; long lateral alae completely fused
to shaft; front alae complete. Length I: 9-00.9)Knxm (holotvpc 9-f 12.3)-t6u.m>, length II: 34.4 )-8u.m (holotype 3-(4.8>6u-nu
1

thin, rhaphidiform, accoladato sinuous,
from small forms with slightly curved
centres and slightly reflexed points, to long forms
with only very slightly rounded central curvature
and straight or slightly reflexed points. Length
)I|121.1)-I66u.m. width 0.4-(0.8i-l .2u.m

Toxas

liying

(holcrtype 17-(102-3)-186 i 0-5-(LlVl.5u.m).

REMARKS.

Clathria ilhalysias) cancellaria

tosomal megascleres.
Clathria (Thalvsias) cervicornis (Thiele, 1903)
fig s

1

5 1- 1 52. Table 32, Plate

RhaphidopMus cervicorms

Thiele. 1903a: 959, 968,

Hallmann. 1912: 177; Brondsted,
1934: 22 23, fig.23; Simpson. l%8a: 70, pL15.
Not Hhaphtdophlus cervicotws\ Vacelet & Vasseur,

I9?H9(S-W,

/Wvwr,

i

!e.\t-fig.50, pl.4, fig.3,

r;v/V/T/u',v;

de Laubenfels, 1954: 135-137,

icxt-*lg.8o

Cl<ithritJtt'rvicornis',Bci£qwst, 1965: 165-167,

.

ZMB3141. MNHNDCL2312)Tcrnate, Molucca*
donesia, 0°48*N, 127°23*E, 1894, coil. W. Kukeiuhal
(dredge). OTHER MATERIAL: QLD - QMC3fJ07O7
(Fragment NTMZ4045). CAROUNE IS., CENTRAL

W

PACIFIC - USNM22892, USNM229U5.
QMG304828 (NCI OCDN-0488-O).
Usually

forming tangled thickets; intcrtid;d

also (vaguely)

(Chuuk). Ponape.

populations differ

in several cryptic characters,

&

Levi (1993a) suggested were
which Hooper
indicative of sibling species relationships rather
than population variability. Clathria (T.\ cancellaria has only a single category of toxa
microsclere. resembling neither of the two found
in
(T.)flabelltfera; it has two size categories of
isochelae microsclere (whereas the latter species
has only one); acanthostyle spines are much

C

more

and spines arc
more evenly dispersed over the spicule (whereas
those on the latter species are small and found
mainly towards the extremities of the spit
basal spines are present on most of the smaller
and larger auxiliary spicules (whereas most
auxiliary spicules are completely smooth in the
latter species); and Spicules of most categories are
larger, the spicules

robust,

substantially thicker in the

Clathria {Thabgsias)

WA population.

canceUana

also supeifi-

resembles C. (T.) raphatta and irregular
growth morphs of C. (7!) coptotngtrl* with lamollate, planar growth form* although fibre characteristics, spicule geometry and spicule sizes ana
otherwise different between all these species. The
species has a dense crust of erect ectosomal
spicules, very unlike the paucispicular dermal
skeleton of C. (T.) coppmgeri, although both
species conform to the Thalysias condition in
J

at

base of com

I

reef slope, on coral rubble, rock or seagrass beds,

chitecture, spicule

geometry and spicule size, and
growth form, surface features and
live colouration ( Hooper & Levi, 1993a). The two

ft^. 14.

MATERIAL- HOLOTYPE: SMF679 (fragment

Howie* is 1FNQ), (Fig, 15 IG). Am
Moluccas Sea, Marshall Is, Palau

(T-) flabellifera,

5B)

pl.2H. fig .24a-e:

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
is

New Caledonian (
both with similar .skeletal ar-

most closely related to the

having differentiated ectosomal and subec-

DESCRIPTION.

-

Is,

Is,

45m depth;
Aralura Sea,
Truk Atoll

ShOpt, Stolonifcrous, thin,

cylindrical branches, 10-25 nun diameter forming

single digits, creel or creeping over substrate, to
dense tangled thickets with numerous, thin,

sloloniferous, anastomosing,

cylftJidl

branches, and cither small, central, single
stalk, or multiple putnts >l;iitachmcnit(isuhs?r;itc
via branches
i

(Mun7.5YK 7/10-2.5YR 7/8), bright vermilli.
brown imeriot in life (2.5R 4/2-4/8); grey-brown
Colour. Pale orange or orange-red exterior

se!l

in

ethanol.

Oscules. Large,

large

up

to

8mm diameter in life, with

membraneous

lip,

collapsing

when

preserved, dispersed mainly on lateral surface
branches in regular rows.

H

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm,
compressible surface, win axis difficult
to tear, surface usually optically smooth, even,
with subectosomal ridges and drainage canals
radiating away from raised oscules, occasional ly
sparsely conuiose, microscopically hispid in life
in thicker branches; surface even, glabrous, unorflexible,

namenled when preserved.
EctosOHM and subecH^ome. Ectosomal skeleton
a dense palisade Df discrete, erect spicule brushes

composed of smaller ectosomal
tylosiyles, supported

auxiliary sub-

by underlying, ascending,
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0f)

FIG. 151. Clathria (Thalysias) cervicornis (Thielc) (holotype SMF679). A, Subcctosomal auxiliary subtylostyles
and bases. B, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Wing-shaped toxas. E, Palmate
isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Ectosomal and subectosomal
skeletons

(QMG300707)

I,

QMG300707.
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FIG. 152. Clathria (Thalysias) cervicornis (Thiele) (QMG300707), specimen with reduced spiculation. A,
Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E,
Polytylote bases of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. F, Wing-shaped toxa. G, Palmate isochelae.
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TABLE

32. Comparison between spicule dimensions of Ctothria (Thulysins) cennconns, from present material
and published records. All measurements given in urn, as ranee, or range tVid mean), of lengths x widths.
iN=l)(de

H< tintype

SPICULE

(SMF67Q)
I

Principal

megascleres

Subectosomal

|hRmdMed,l934)
(Mjcronesw)

Indonesia)

Absent

Absent

I8uh2.S8-9)-304

232-(274.9i-J25

205-(236.7t-262

x4-(4.7>-7

x 3-14.3 >-6

l)2-(l 28.31-155

86-( 117.41-151

Absent

subtyloslyles

Ectosomal

[N=l»fGBR)

subivlo5iv|f.s

X 2-(3.2)-4

105-1

l

(Anil. Indonesia)

IB

(Marshall

M>>cm

165-315*6-10

265 x 4

160-180

194x7

6U-82 s 2 3-5.9
n3-<5.4>-7

1

11

ID-(12.fl-I3

in-.;

U.6J-H

UUS3)-9

3-14.41-6

x0.5-<0.y>-J.;5

* i.O-U. 2t-2.0

Is.)

Absent

48-(62.U>-74

Chelae

r.'N_\

v

Simpson,

|

1968a) (Patau Is)
Ah-.

135-325x2.4-7.6

95-132*3-4

5

\3-M.l>-5

Acanthostyles

Chelae

(N=l)(lieigqum.

Laubenrel% 1954>

absent

12

Not

absenl

roc

i

T Jed

44

66x6

50-73 x

10

M3.6
Nm recorded

Not recorded

5

I6-(M.S>1I2
Tv-xas

;,(-,-:

n,

Q|

14-36

.1.

tracts of larger subcctosomal auxiliary
subtyloslyles, identical to those coring fibres
which also protrude through surface; no fibre

and *neek' below basal swelling; spines
moderately large, recurved.

component

plumose
tracts in subectosomal region arise directly from
terminations of ascending primary fibres;
together ectosomal and subectosomal skeletons
occupy up to 3096 of branch diameter
Choano.wme. Skeleton regularly reticulate, with

in

even, rectangular or ovoid, relatively cavernous
meshes, l80-270u.m diameter; spongin fibres
very heavy,90-I25u.m diameter, ihickerat nodes,
up to 200u.m diameter, cored by muJ'
tracts of subectosomal auxiliary subtyjns

REMARKS.

plumose

in peripheral skeleton but

which occupy Oflt) 609r of fibre diameter;
echinating acanthosiyles moderate to lightly dispersed over fibres, predominantly clustered
around fibre nodes, sometimes rare or absent
completely in some specimens; rnesohyi matrix
moderately light, with numerous subectosomal
auxiliary megascleres scattered between fibres;

choanocyte chambers small, oval, 35-55u.m
diamelet
Megascleres (Table 32). Choanosomal principal
megascleres absent or completely undifferentiated from subcctosomal spice.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtyloslyles long,
slender or robust, straight ot slightly curved near
point, with prominently subtylote, polytylote.
slightly subtylote, or rarely rounded bases,

smooth or minutely spined, fusiform

points.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtyloslyles relatively
large, robust, straight, with prominently subtylote
bases, usually microspined occasionally smooth,
fusiform points.
Echinating acanthostylcs moderately short,
robust or slender, subtylote, with smooth point

Muroscieres (Table 32). Palmate isochclac

two

size classes, with

o

some smaller

contort
forms; lateral alac long, completely attached to

shaft, front ala entirely fused.

Toxas wing-shaped, long or

short, thin, with

large central curvature, slightly reflexed points.

This widely distributed Indo-west
is easily recognisable in the field
growth form, resembling prolific Ui
thinly branching thickets. In the western Pacific
and Indonesian archipelago this speci •
prominent member of the fringing coral reef community, commonly found at the base of u.-l
slopes in the rubble and sediment, whereas on the
Great Barrier Reef it has been found oni> in the
far northern sector where it is rare and occurs as
isolated thin single branches.
Pacific species
:

The species has consistent skeletal

architecture

probably dictated by its persistent cylindrical
growth form, and similar spicule dimensions
(Table 32), notwithstanding its relativi
widespread Indo-west Pacific distribution, al
i

though there is some variability in spicule
geometries. Specimens from Chuuk luck
microscieres and often have very thin
megascleres, whereas those in the Greai Kamei
Reef specimen there is only sparsely echinating
acanthostylcs. Brondsted's (1934) material

reported to have differentiated principal and
auxiliary megascleres
the former with rounded
smooth bases coring fibres and the lattei with
slightly subtylote smooth bases and found exclusively in the ectosomal skeleton or scattered
between fibres. Similarly, acantbostyles in

—
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Brondsted's material are evenly spinose, whereas
in the holotype these have aspinose 'necks' and
points. It is possible that Brondsted's material
represents a different species, or it has simply
been misdescribed, but no formal diagnosis can
be made until his specimens are found and these
differences confirmed or refuted.

The presence of a second, smaller category of
and frequent contortion of isocheiae
have not been recorded previously for this
species, although these features were commonly
seen in most material examined, including the
holotype, and appear to have been overlooked by
Thiele (1903a) and subsequent authors. Consequently, there is no justification in separating
Moluccan populations from others described by
Bergquist, Brondsted, de Laubenfels and
Simpson, whereas material described by Vacelet
& Vasseur (1971) as Rhaphidophlus cervicornis
isochela,

belong

to C.

(T) abietina.

Clathria (Thalysias) cervicornis is closely reLevi (from
lated to C. (T.) corneolia Hooper
New Caledonia), C. (T) craspedia sp. nov. (from
the Tweed River region) and C. (T.) fustema sp.
nov. (from the Gulf of Carpentaria), all having
similarities in their skeletal structure and diversity of spicule types, but with major differences
in their growth forms, live colouration and live
surface features, some also in their spicule
geometries (the latter three species with differentiated principal and auxiliary megascleres), and
spicule dimensions. These are discussed further
below for the respective species (and see also
Hooper
Levi, 1993a).

&

&

SYNTYPES

locality.

MNHNDT571, DT3353:

of var. thuyaeformis:
precise locality unknown,

Indian Ocean, Turgot collection, no other details

known

(dry).

OTHER MATERIAL: QLD - QMG473

NTMZ1557).

(fragment

WA

(fragment NTMZ1493).

-

NMV

WA

-

unregistered

NTMZ670,

NTMZ1152, NTMZ1861, NTMZU73, NTMZ1155,
NTMZ 1221, NTMZ2269, NTMZ2283, NTMZ2301,
NTMZ231 1, NTMZ2316, NTMZ2317, NTMZ 2363,
NTMZ2463, NTMZ3040. INDONESIA - SMF1702
(fragment MNHNDCL2325), SMF1265 (fragment
MNHNDCL2251).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Deeper offshore rock

probably restricted to
harder substrates (as indicated by presence of smooth
encrusting basal attachment (peduncle); growth form
consistently planar and likely thai orientation of fan is
towards direction of predominent currents; 15-94m
depth; Port Headland region, Bedout I., Lacepede Is,
Amphinome Shoals, Barracouta Shoals, Northwest
Shelf; Ashmore Reef. Sahul Shelf (WA); off Morcton
Bay (SEQ) (Ridley, 1884a; Hooper, 1984a; present
study) (Fig. 153H); also Aru and Kai Is, Indonesia
(Hentschel, 1912; Brondsted, 1934).
reefs,

dead

coral, coral heads,

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Growth form invariably
planar reticulate flabellate, 150-460mm
long, 185-290mm maximum span, with short
thin,

thick, cylindrical stalk

(22-54mm

long,

1

2-30mm

diameter) and small peduncle; branching planardendritic reticulate, with ascending radial
primary branches and interconnecting secondary
branches; branches form tight meshes (4-9mm
diameter); primary branch diameter 12- 16mm,
6.5-9. 5mm midway, 1.5-4mm near apex of fan;
connecting branches 1.5-3mm diameter.
Colour. Consistent, unpigmented, light beige-

Clathria (Thalysias) coppingeri Ridley, 1884
(Figs 153-154, Tables 33-34, Plate 6A)
Spongia juniperina, in part (variety beta only);
Lamarck, 1814:444.
Not Spongia juniperina (variety alpha); Lamarck,
1814:444.
Clathria coppingeri Ridley, 1884a: 445-446, pl.40,
figs F-f\ pl.42, figs i-i'; Fristedt, 1887: 459;
Hallmann, 1912: 215: Hentschel, 1912: 298, 358,
361-362; Topsent, 1932: 99, pl.5, fig. I; Hooper,
1984a: 55; Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994: 270.
Thalysias coppingeri; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105.
Clathria lendenfeldi; Brondsted, 1934: 19-20, lextfig-9.

Not Clathria coppingeri var. aculeata; Hentschel,
1912:363.
cf. Microciona prolifera; Vosmacr, 1935a: 610,633.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE:
(dry):

Albany

depth, coll.

TOTYPE:

I.,

BMNH

188 1.10. 21.246
N. Qld, 10°44'S, 142°37'E, 6-8m
'Alert' (dredge). PARALEC188 1.10. 21.330 (spirit): same

HMS

BMNH

brown

in

8/2-5Y

8/4).

Oscules.

both

life

and ethanol (Munsell 2.5Y

Not observed

in

live or preserved

material.

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm, barely
compressible, particularly on woody basal stalk;
surface optically smooth, without conules or
other visible processes, little flesh; microscopically hispid, irregular, consisting of tight reticulation of compacted fibres and protruding
megascleres.

Ectosome and subectosome. Poorly developed
ectosomal skeleton, without obvious spicule
brushes but with sparse paratangential smaller
ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles scattered over
surface; ascending plumose choanosomal principal styles usually protrude through ectosomal
skeleton with bases embedded in peripheral spongin fibres, especially at fibre junctions and on
fibre endings; detritus also often present on sur-
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FIG. 153. Clathria {Thalysias) coppingeri Ridley (NTMZ670). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostylc. B,
Subeclosomal auxiliary subtylostylc C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtyloslyle. D, Echinaiing acanthoslylc. E,
Accoladatoxa. F. Palmate isochelae. G. Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Known Australian distribution,
I, NTMZ3040. J, Unregistered live specimen.
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FIG. 154. Clathria (Thalysias) coppingeri Ridley (QMG3001O6). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C.Echinatingacanthostyie. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Bases of principal and auxiliary subtylostyles.
G, Palmate isochelae. H, Accolada toxas.
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TABLE

33. Comparison between present and published records of Clathria (Thalysias) coppingeri. All
measurements given in u.m, as range, or range (and mean), of lengths x widths (N=25).

SPICULE

Holotype (Ridley,

principal styles

Su bee to soma

1

auxiliary styles

200-340 x 15

150-250x5-6.3

(MNHNDT571)
179-(254.1)-332x

134-(196.5>-279x
1

-

auxiliary styles

110x6.3

(Pacific

Toxas

-

Brondsted.1934)

164-340 x 10-20

I50-(228.4>-3l8x

201-520x4-24

3.5-(13.6)-26

144-256 x 4-6

.6-(4.6)-8

136-(202.2)-323x
1

75-(108.8)-I33x

-

164-362 x 1-9

-(4.9)- 12

69-(110.8)-142x

-

l-(3.7)-7

66-(99.5)-ll8x

50-110
10-17

I0-(13.8)-17

sometimes replacing dermal skeleton ensubectosomal peripheral skeleton not
sharply delineated from deeper choanosomal
regions with choanosomal fibres usually immediately subdermal; meshes formed by fibre anastomoses often wider in peripheral skeleton.
Choanosome. Skeletal architecture irregularly
reticulate, without differentiation between axial
or extra-axial regions; spongin fibres heavy, 40-

110|xm diameter, without any clear division between primary or secondary elements; fibres
form oval or rectangular meshes, 100-220m
diameter in axis, 280-405u,m diameter near
periphery; fibres uncored, usually heavily
echinated by both acanthostyles and principal
spicules especially at fibre junctions; very few
fibres have unispicular core of subectosomal
auxiliary megascleres; extra-fibre spicule
development minimal, where present consisting
of plumose ascending tracts of subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles; mesohyl matrix light and
collagen found mostly around fibre nodes, with
detritus scat-

39-126

0.5-(I.7)-4

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles smaller,
thinner than subectosomals, invariably with
microspined bases.

Acanthostyles variable

in size, characcurved at centre, lightly spined, spines
small, recurved more-or-less evenly dispersed,
bases slightly subtylote, points hastate or
rounded.
Microscleres (Table 33). Palmate isochelae
moderately common, relatively small, never contort, with lateral and front alae of equal size,
lateral alae completely fused to shaft, front ala
entire, sometimes alae vestigial reduced to a ridge
on shaft.
teristically

Toxas accolada, very common in some
specimens, rare in others, mostly thin,
rhaphidiform, long, with slight central curvature,
tapering arms, little apical reflexion, less often
short and curved.
Associations. Scyllidae polychaete
(Typosyllis spongicola) abundant in

choanosomal

subtylostyles long, thick, slightly curved near the

basal end, with slightly subtylote microspined
bases, fusiform points; occasionally completely

smooth styles, sometimes both lightly spined
shafts and bases intermediate between
choanosomal spicules and acanthostyles (both
echinating fibres).

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles straight,
microspined bases, occasionally smooth, fusiform points.

worms
60% of

specimens examined, identical to commensals
seen in C. (T.) reinwardti and
(T.) lendenfeldi.
Variation. Growth form and colour relatively

C

consistent.

tered throughout.

thin, slightly subtylote

7-19

6-(13.1)-25

-

tirely;

33). Principal

72-149x2-10

28-(140.6)-245x

0.5-(1.4)-2.5

few microscleres and sometimes

61-(97.3H50x
1.2-(6.5)-14

58-(111.6)-l91 x

face,

Ocean)

Arafura Sea)

).l-(6.3)-10

17

Specimen (N=l)

(Indian Ocean,

(Hcntschel,1912;

l.l-(3.I)-5

Chelae

Megascleres (Table

Specimens (N=l 6)

(Indonesia)

9-(16.2)-21

Ectosomal
Echinating
acanthostyles

Specimens (N=2)
S.

juniperina var. beta

1884a)

Choanosomal

Holotype

Growth form:

consistently planar,

stalked, with more-or-less tightly

anastomosing

branches, although two morphs recognised; typical morph (64% of specimens, including type
material) with thicker ascending almost dendritic

(primary) branches radiating outwards to produce
an arborescent appearance; second morph (36%
of specimens, including type material of S.
juniperina) have even branching, even branch
sizes and mesh sizes closely resemble Echinodic-

cancellatum (Raspailiidae). Foreign
abundant in choanosomal
mesohyi of deeper water specimens (70 depth),

tyum

detritus in skeleton:

m
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m

(26% of specimens),
(20%), rare (47%) or absent (6%).

rare in samples from shallower habitats (38-46
depth). Ectosomal skeleton, occasionally well
developed, thick, typical of Thatysias condition

Toxas: abundant

(hut also including principal spicules protruding

the

through ectosome)

(13% of specimens), more

sparsely developed (20%), variable ectosomal
development (well formed in some regions, such
as surface irregularities, completely absent from

other regions) (7%) ( or consistently poorly
developed (60%). Subectosomal skeleton: poorly
developed with peripheral i hoaivosotrtal fibres
lying immediately below the surface and thin
paratangential spicule tracts |87*& of specimens),
or well formed (wide) plumose extra-fibre
skeleton (13%). Choanosomal skeleton: fibres
heavy (67% of specimens), or much lighter m
construction W'v
Coring spicules: irregularly
tevimlak: thick Spongin Fibies largely uncored
(81% of specimens), more regularly renieroidrcticulate with thicker fibres cored by
puucispiculartractsofchnanosomal vivLs
or fibres mostly cored by choanosomal styles
I

1

i.

Fibre diameter: even, consistent

throughout skeleton (81% of specimens), wiib
distinct primary (ascending) and secondary
transverse) fihrc elements (12%), or noticeably
heavier fibres in the axis than jn the peripheral
skek'ion !?;
itjpg spicules; moderately

Sfonability

in spicule

dimensions: Discounting

anomolous southern Queensland specimen

(QMG4731)

discussed further below, spicule
dimension* were relatively consistent throughout
the species* geographtcaJ distribution (Table 33).
For all categories of megasclcres, spicule length
was on average higher for the Queensland
specimen than samples from the northwest and
west coast, whereas the mean width of mo*!
megascleres, and the length of isochclac were
relatively

more homogeneous between

producing ascending cxtxa-fibrc tracts extending
into peripheral skeleton (80% of specimens), or
with more poorly developed echinating spicules
seemingly dispersed at random throughout
skeleton (20%). Me-sohyl matrix: light with collagen found mainly around fibre nodes (93% of
specimens), or heavy, granular (79b). Mcgasclcrc
geometry: Principal spicules predominantly
hasally spincd, hut with variable proportion of
entirely smooth spicules in specimens, ranging
from 0-10% of spicules sampled (67% o!
specimens), 16-30%
spicules
(658 of specimens), Larger auxiliary Sufalyh)&usually with microspined bases, and only
0-10% of spicules sampled (73% of specimens!
were smooth, 12-20% with higher proportion
hasally spaned (20%), up to 32% of spicule^ (79!
of specimens). Smaller auxiliary spicules mostly
common in histological preparations, although
exceptionally producing well-formed uY
structures (93% of specimens), or scarsc in both
-r

I

sections and spicule prcparaiioas. Microtek
Isothelae abundant (26% of specimens), com-

mon (33%), rare

<21%>, or absent entirely (20%>.

all

samples. Toxas were also significantly shorter in
the southern Queensland specimen. Analysed by
locality, variation in spicule lengths and widths
did not conform 10 any obvious latitudinal
gradient in sample distribution (the three major
sampling localities for this species were I9\
I6°aj>d 12°S latitudes) for the west coast material
all spicule types, although the inclusion of Queensland material (27°S) in
analyses did reveal eagflfrficftlil differences (commonly at P<0.005) in all spicule categories except
isochelae (Table 34). Excluding Queensland
material (collected at 94 m depth), there were no

(P>0.05). for

i

heavy ftcanthostyles and ehoanosomal styles
forming dense plumose tufts at fibre nodes,

common

significant differences in

mean spicule

lengths o-

widths between specimens collected from 3846m or 70-90™ depth ranges (P>0.U5) for all
spicule categories except acanthost;,

REMARKS.

This species has a charactenshc
growth form similar to
(C )
Fnstedt ( 1 887: 459) (from North Amcri ea

C

planar, flabeilate
to

ic.'ii

and C. (C) uimus Vosmaer (1880: 151; 1935a:
633) (from an unknown locality). Previous
descriptions omitted to mention thin, raphidiform
loxas or presence of two size categories of
auxiliary megascleres (Table 33). These
seen in all type and recent material, and possession of tWO size categories of auxiliary spicules
places the species in the Claihria {Thatysias)
gro lp although it is atypical of most other species

having only rudimentary ectosomal structure,
with sparse spicule brushes.
in

This Species belongs to the spicata complex
(Hatlmatm, 1912; Hooper et al., 1990) based on
skeletal architecture (virtual absence of coring
megascleres in fibres, inclusion of choanosomal
principal spicules echinating fibres, impcrfert

differentiation of principal and auxiliary
megav-lcics, the sejni-plumoscf or sptcafc) arrangement of choanosomal megaselctes protft
through fibres, and dense echination of periplieral
fibres). Included in this group arc. C, (T. leruien)
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34.

Summary

31?

of results of one-way ANOV's (Model I), testing for tate points (whereas in
and widths between locality and bathymetricdistribu- typical material Ihey are

variability in spicule lengths

tion of Clathria (Thalysias) coppingeri.

locality'

SPICULE
Choanosomal
styles

L

W
Subectosomal
styles

L

W
Eetosomal
styles

L

W
Acanthoslvles

W

fusiform); ectosumul
spicules occur in light
paratangentiaJ bundles

depth-

(N)

F

Prob.

F

Prob,

(350)

12.56

P<0.00Q5

3.21

P>0.()5

(350)

isy

P<0 .f)<

233

P>4"l,05

(350)

LIU

P<0.0005

2.75

P>0.05

(35(1)

0.29

P>0.05

•103

P>0.05

1,350

8.87

P-cO.0005

2.76

P>0.05

1.350)

0.52

P>flL05

0.06

P>0.05

1350)

995

P<0.0005

6.39

P<0.025

(350)

0.37

P>0.05

a*2

P>0.05
P>0.05

near the surface (ver$U$

Chelae!

(275)

0.69

P>0.05

IM._

Texas L

(325)

11. 48

P<0.0005

0.03

P>*).05

(3355

0.7S

FMMB

0.02

P>J

•'

|

1

not

by paucispiculax tracts
of choanosomal styles.
which produce an irregular
renieroid

(who
most specimens luvc

reticulation

aspicular fibres); acantbostylcs are only spar-

spined.
and
with
together
choanosomal styles always form ascending
sely

;.

extra-fibre tracts within

Number of groups:
1

.

2.

4

the skeleton
specimen was

groups 27, 19, 16. 12°S latitude)
2 depth groups (3S-46m, 70-90m depth)
locality

forming brushes');

fibres arc lightly cored

(

assigned to C.
feldi, C. (T.) major,

C

(C)

caelata,

C

(C)

:
.

r>-

anchorata, C. (T.) clathraia, C. (71) costifera (including the nominate species Clathria spicata, C.
hispinosa C. wtritele%y,ti and Ophliiusporigki
tnembranacea, which have since been shown to
be conspecific with other species of the spied uj
group: Hooper et at, 1990)). This assemblage of
species does not appear to constitute a natural
[axon because it cuts across a classification based
on other (possibly more important) characters
(viz. Clathria and Thalysias). Nevertheless, all
species are very close in fibre construction ami
(T.) coppingeri
spicule geometry, and in fact
r

C

and C

lendenfeldi can only be easily differentiated on the basis of their respective growth
forms, which is very characteristic for the former,
(7!)

but relatively variable in the latter species (see

Hooper et ah, 1990).
The single known specimen from southern
Queensland differs in many respects from other
populations, accounting for most of the
variability documented above. In shape it is close
io Lamarck's (1814) variety thuyaeformis (Top-

whereas most samples
examined resemble type material (Fig. 1531-J).
This specimen also has a well developed ecsent, 1932: pl.5, fig.l),

tosomal skeleton (consisting mainly of larger
subectosomal megascleres which surround the
bases of protruding choanosomal styles); true
(smaller) ectosomal auxiliary spicules have has-

hesitation, but there is

no doubt

(T.) toft-

will)

pitigeri

that

it

This
initially

some

belongs- to
91

mthcpi-

most extent of its geographical range.
There is a nomcnclalural complexity

that re-

this species

and probably represents the

quires brief comment

Wiedenmayer (1989) sug-

gested that the senior 'variety' name ni S.
juniperina (viz. thuyaefonms) had priority over
Ridley's (1884a) subsequent species name, bill
this ii not accepted here. Lamarck (1814
described several distinct 'varieties' ol S,
juniperina, for

which he used Creek symbols

not a trinomen.

It

was Topscnt

I

!
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I

who

toil

sub-

sequently elevated Lamarck's 'variety 6* to a

subspecifu

i

Article 45fii

iiiK
i.

it in a trinomen (ICZN
name thuyaefonms as a

hv using

using the

noun whereas it was previously used as an arfjbC
by Lamarck- This subsequent designation is

tive

therefore considered to be infrasubspecilir, not

subspecifie (ICZN, Article 45f), and docs not lake

precedence over Ridley's (1884a) species tk
nation. Further support of this opinion is tf
jutiiperina fhuyatjottms is a composite taxsome of Lamarck's synlypcs belong to ditYcrcn:
species. Thus the choice of the name coppingeri

over ihuyaefonnis is aJso supported by ICZN
Article 5*7g, and the pragmatic argument that
Ridley's (1884a) name has now become well

known

for this species.
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Cblhria (Thalvsias) coralliophBa {Thick, 1903
(Figs 155-156. Table 35. Plate 5C)

\

Rhayhiduphhn towUiopbilusThicte. 1903a: 959, 968,
pl.28, fig.25a-d.

Rrutphidophtus corattiophiicr, Hatlmartti, 1912: 177.
Tcnacia coratliophiia. Burton, 1934a '560.
CtoihriacoraUiopHUa\ Hooper& Wsedenmayer, 1994:
270.
cf. Microcuma prolifertv, Vosmacr. 1935a: 6! 1, 645.

pendicular, less commonly longitudinal in thinner sections, always plumose; echinaling acanthostyles concentrated primarily in basal part of
skeleton, rarely near surface, forming very dense

on basal (hymedesmoid) fibres;
mesohyl matrix moderately heavy, granule,
erect layers

abundant subectosomal auxiliary styles dispersed
1

between choanosomal spicules; choanoeyrc
chambers small, oval or elongate. 120-25Qu.m
diameter.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: SMF1784 (fragment
ZMB3145V Tcrnate, Moluccas, Indonesia, l)"48*N.
I27°23*E, 1894. coll. W. Kiikeiithal (dredge).

PARALECTOTYPE: SMF787 (fragment
MNHNDCL23091: same locality. OTHER
MATERIAL; QLD - BMNH 1930.8.13.107. PNG

-

QMG300377 (NCIQ66C-45IS-A).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Growing

on on

Serioiopora coral, bivalves Mid dead coral substrates;
shallow intcrtidal lo 8m deplh; Low Is (NEQ) (Fig.
I55H>; also Moluccas, Indonesia; Mocupore 1, S.
Vt«3.

Megascletvs (Table 35). Choanosomal principal
styles long ur short, slightly curved, with rounded
or only slightly subtylote,

smooth bases, tapering

sharp fusiform points, barely differentiated
from subectosomal auxiliary spicules, being only
marginally thicker and more curved and with

tn

predominantly smooth bases.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles relatively long, straight, thin,
ly

sharply pointed,

w ith

iv

i

isi

microspined subtylote bases.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles

short, rela-

tively thick, slightly curved, usually with sub-

DESCRIPTION.
ly

l

Shape. Thin, thicker massiveup to 80mm" surfm

encrusting, covering

.

Wit Red. dark orange or pale pinkish alive
Munsell 5R 8/2 - 10R 6/10), grey in ethanoL

Oscules. Large, up lo

4mm

diameter, scattered
over surface, slightly raised above surface with

membraneous lip.
Texture and surface

characteristics. Firm,

com-

pressible; surface even, smooth, fleshy, without
obvious sculpturing, microscopically hispid.

Ectosome and subectosome. Well developed,
dense, continuous palisade of ectosomal
auxiliary spicule brushes in 1 or more plumose
layers (several consecutive brushes of spicules
overlaying one another); ectosomal skeleton mj pported by well developed scries of discrete subectosomal plumose brushes, the latter not

protruding through ectosome; subectosomal
region cavernous with numerous plumose
brushes of larger auxiliary subtylostyles.

Choanosome. Skeletal structure ranges from thin
basal layer of spongin on substrate (hymedesmoid), to large, erect, non-anastomosing, single
fibre nodes arising from encrusting basal layet of
spongin (microcionid); basal (hymedesmoid)

fibres very heavily echinated by erect
hoanosomal principal styles and aeanthostyles;
digitate (microcionid) fibre nodes cored by erect
multispicular tracts of choanosomal principal
spicules, congregated especially on ends of fibre
nodes, forming plumose brushes and producing a
series of ascending plumose or occasionally anastomosing tracts; subectosomal tracts mostly per:

tylote

microspined bases.

Acanthostylcs relatively long, thin, subtylote
with aspinosc necks, spines slender, long, slightly
recurved.

Microsclcres (Table 35). Palmate isochelae very
abUfidaftf, in two size classes, the smaller often
contort; larger with lateral aJae marginally
smaller t^;ni front ala, with lateral alae not completely fused to shaft, and front ala widely
separated from lateral alae.

Toxas very abundant, short, thin, mostly wingshaped with slightly curved centre and slightly
unreflexed points, sometimes u-shaped with
nearly straight arms and slight central curvautreLarvae. Incubated larvae large, sphei
pa renchymell a, up to 425 u*m diameter, with light
matrix and no larva] spicules.

REMARKS. The

presence of two size classes of
isochelae mieroscleres, some with geometric
modifications, was not previously described for
this species, but in other spicule measurements
Thiele's (1903a) and Burton's (1934a) specimens
agree closely The two type specimens differ
slightly in their gross

morphology, and

this

provides some evidence to illustrate the effect of
growth form directly determining skeletal
development. Whereas the lectotype is thinly
encrusting and hymedesmoid in architecture, the
paralectotype is thick and has a very well
developed microcionid choanosomal structure,
with ascending fibre nodes closely resembling
(Micwciona) striata (sensu Simpson, 1968a).

C
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FIG. 155. Clathria (Thalysias) coralliophila (Thielc) (lectotype SMF1784). A, Choanosomal principal style. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D, Echinating acanthosiyle. E,
Wing-shaped - U-shaped toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G. Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian
1930.8. 13. 107.
distribution. L Burton (1934)

BMNH
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HGA56.CUithria(Thalvsias)corallwphila(Th\e\e)(BMNH\™^
characteristics (x219). C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Bases of subectosomal
ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. G-H, Palmate isochelae. I, Wing-shaped and u-shaped toxas.

and

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

Were it not for
presence
of

the

TABLE

35. Comparison between present and published records of Clathria
(Thalysiax) coralliophUa (Thiele). AH measurements arc given in am, denoted as

a

range (and mean) of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).

specialised ectosomal

skeleton this specimen
would be included in
the Microciona group,
illustrating the difficulty in recognising
generic concepts solely on the basis of skeletal

architecture:

leptoclathriid. hynv
edesmoid or micro-

cionid (e.g., the
concepts of Leptaclathria, Micmeiow.
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SPICULE

principal styles

Subcctosomal

GBR (BMNH

PNG

(SMF787)

1930.8.13.107)

(NCIQ66C4518A)

285-(347.5)-408x

224-{345.2)-452x

Ectosomal

1

x

l2.ri3.BV15

I0-(12.4)-I5

321-(355.4)-390x

233-{302/7)-350x

312-(390.4)-488x

223-<347.3M3<>*

5-f7.3)-ll

6-(7.2)-9

l04-fJ50.l)-208x

102-01 5.8V 134*

2-LUM

2-1

3.2

5-<7.2)-9

5-f7.9)-10
1

1

8( 1 40.9V 74 x
1

M

76-(85.8>-95 x

52h66.8j-78x

B4-C95.0H05*

3-(5.2)-8

4-(6.3)-B

:-M.fi» H

Vi;. !>-$

ii-i

n

\)-\t>

J8-<76,6>-118x

Specimens from the
Great Barrier Reef and
Papua New Guinea also differ from the Indonesian population in having some larger
spicules (notably toxas, principal styles and acanthostyles; Table 35), but generally spicule size

and spicule geometry are comparable between all
specimens, and there is no doubt that these
populations are conspecific.
This species is related to the New Caledonian
C. (7?) araiosa, differing in the distribution of
spines on acanthostyles and auxiliary spicules,
and specific dimensions of megascleres which
are generally smaller in
(T) araiosa) y and
Hooper
Levi 1993a) suggested (hat these

0281

11

2-(4.4)-8

15

i

l-i

13.5)

1

-s-

hMM0,3)-244%

DJM 0.7 )-].<»

0.5-(l.4>-2

brown

Dark red

in

alive

(

5

n-s

10-(12.I>-15

/

6-<3S.2)-84x

Colour.

5>-13b*

2-iV5)-5

4.(5.21-6

II

l()9-i '."1

2-(3.IM.5

48-C56l3J-71 k

1

Clathria).

W-(279.8 1-349
IQ-(n.5)-J4

auxiliary styles

a ri mating
Hcanthostyles

1

7-(10.5)-B

auxiliary styles

Chelae

Paraleclotypc

145-(25I8)-4Cttx

Choanosomal

Chelae

Leclolype

(SMFI784)

32-(l25J»>-2U

x

0.5-11.21-2

(Munscll 15R4/10); grey-

elhanol

Osrules. Small, up to 2.5mm diameter, scauered
over entire surface, not apparently confined to
any particular region.
Texture

and surface

characteristics. Harsh, firm,

compressible, flexible; surface rugose with
prominent vitiations, (atsed ridge$ and \uhectosomal grooves running, longitudinally and
radially.

I

C

&

1

and spicule

similarities in skeletal architecture

may be

geometry

indicative of a sibling species

relationship.

Ectosome and subectosome. Dense ectosomal
skeleton consisting of erect plumose brushe
smaller ectosomal auxiliary* subtylostyles forming a continuous palisade on surface; subcctosomal skeleton plumose with erect brushes of
larger auxiliary subtylostyles arising

Clathria (Thalysias) costifera Hallmann, 1912
(Figs 157-158)
Clathria costifera Hallmann. 1912: 215-218, pl.3l.
Bg.2, text-fig. 44; Vosraacr, 1935a: 648; Guiler.
1950: 6; Hooper
Wicdenroaycr. 1994; 270,

&

Pseudanchinoe

costifera; de L&UDcflfcIS, 1936a: 109.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYI'E: AME650:

E. coast of
Bass Strait, Tas. 40°GTS, 148°02'E, coll
F1V 'Endeavour' (dredge). OTHER MATERIAL S.
AUST - AMEI035 (dry) VIC - QMG3006t>iS
iNC1Q66C-3633-P> (fragment NTMZ3798).

Flinders

L

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock
depth; Bass Strait (Tas),

(SA)

Fumcaux

Is

reef:

15-60m

(Vic), Kingsinn

(Fig. J57G.I.

DESCRIPTION.
plannar,

Shape. Large, thinly flabellate,
high. 120-270mm wide.

17O-220mm

With small cylindrical basal stalk, 24-55mm long,
IS-3Smm diameter, corrugated apical margins

ing

and diverg-

from ends of choanosomal spicules

in

peripheral fibre skeleton; subectosomal
megascleres protrude into and partially intermixed with smaller ectosomal spicules although
both spicule categories with distinctly localised
distribution

mosomc Chu;mosomal

skeletal Architecture

heavy

fibres and ascending primary and transverse secondary fibre
components; primary fibres have paueispicular
core of both choanosomal principal and subcctosomal auxiliary megavcleres. and choaftoft
styles also protrude through fibres to fori]
cending, plumose brushes near penphcr
dary fibres entirely aspicular; echinuting

irregularly reticulate, with

acanthostyles relatively sparse at core, slightly
more numerous towards peripheral skeleton;

mesohyl matrix moderately
asclcrcs scattered between

light,
fibres.

with few
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Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long
short, moderately slender, straight or only
slightly curved at centre, with rounded or slightly
subtvlote smooth bases, fusiform points. Length
width
I10-O89.6)-305pjn, 4-(5.S>-7jun
(holotype 129-315 x 6-9pjn).
•

Clathria fThalysias) craspedia sp. nov.
(Figs 159-160, Plate 5E-F)

-'i

Subectosomal auxiliary subiylostyles slender,
straight or very slightly curved near basal end,
with smooth well developed subtylote bases
fusiform points. Length 296-(32L3)-342|tm,
width 3-(3.8)-5p,rn (holotype 198-336 x 3-7*im).

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles slender,
straight or slightly curved at centre, with
prominently subtylote smooth bases, fusiform
points. Length 117-( 152.2)- 175pm, width 2(2.6;i-4p,m (holotype 1 12-158 x 2-3.5 \im).
Echinating acanthostyles slender, usually
curved at centre, with subtylolc bases,
fusiform points, rudimentary spi nation, small
spines, aspinosc 'neck'regton proximal lo h .tsc.
Length 76-(85.4)-95p.m. width 4-(4.3)-6fUn
(holotype 56-92 x 4-7|un).
slightly

Mkroscleres. Isochelae absent.

Toxas accolada, abundant, long, thin or
rhaphidiform, with slightly angular central curvature, straight arms, unreflexed points, sometimes
completely straight Length 176-<215,2)-264p.m,
width 0.5-f0.8>-LO|im (holotype 110-3 15 x 0.5-

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: QMG301436:

&

(SCUBA).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. In sand, coral rubble
coral substrata at base of granite bouldert, l5-22m
depih: Tweed River region fNSW) <Fig. 159G).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Growth form creel,
lamellate, digitate or bulbous-lobate, 120-

230mm

long, S-5Gmm diameter, partially buTinto soft sediments wich rhizomous
root-like attachments found below the surface;

rowed

digits slightly flattened, irregularly shaped.
usually branching, typically anastomosing with

or entirely fused to adjacent digits forming contiguous lamellae, occasionally isolated, single.
completely attached or only partially attached to
substrate, with tapering and frequently bifurcate

apex.

Colour Yellow-orange (Munsell 7.5YR 7/10)
red-brown alive (I OR 6/10), grey-brown
Oscules. Large.

C

REMARKS. Vosmaers

(1935a) remark that
(T.) cosiifera was a synonym of
(C) caetata is
not supported here, although both species do
belong to Hallmann's (1912) "spicata group
(with spicules protruding from fibres in plumose
brushes). They differ in toxa geometry
(rhaphidiform accolada versus thicker accolada
plus oxhorn, respectively), and C. (C) caelata
has only a sing! e size category of aux liary spicule
< whereas C. (71) costifera obviously belongs to
(Thalysias) in having two categories).

C

i

C

Although apparently initially identified only by
comparison with the holotype (according to its specimen label), another specimen
found in general collections of the AM(E1035)
also belongs to this species. The more recent
material described above from the Furneaux Issuperficial

is

surprisingly only the third

known record

foe this large, conspicuous, brightly coloured
It differs only slightly from the holotype
having abundant, very small sand grains scattered throughout the mesohyl and accolada toxas
thai are nearly straight (oxeote) or have only very
slight, angular, central curvature (whereas in the
holotype they are more generously curved).

species.
in

to
in

ethanol.

l.2u,m).

lands

Wornmin

Reef. S. of Cook Island, Tweed Heads, NSW,
2*° 12. PS, I53°34.8*E. 22m depth, 04.ti.1993. coll.
S.D. Cook (SCUBA). PARATYPE
J.N.A. Hooper
QMG301452: Guy Rock, NW. side of Cook L. Tweed
C
Heads, NSW, 28°11.7'S, 153 34.6'E, 15m depth,
04.ii.l993, coll. J.N.A. Hooper & S.D. Cook

2-5mm

diameter, slightly raised

above surface, wiih membraneous hp, scattered
over lateral margins of digits or on apex of digits,
Texture

and surface

characteristics. Firm,

com-

smooth,
relatively even in cylindrical specimens, or with
crenellated margins in erect bulbous specimens,
Eciosome and subectosomc. Ectosomal skeleton
composed of relatively dense but discrete bundles
of smaller ectosomal auxiliary styles, supported
beneath by para tan gen rial, occasionally plumose
brushes of larger subectosomal auxiliary subiylostyles arising from terminal choano>omul
pressible, flexible; surface fleshy, mostly

spongin fibres; mesohyl matrix light
choanosome but more darkly pigmented

in
in

peripheral skeleton.

Choanosome. Regularly reticulate, widemeshed, with heavy spongin fibres differentiated
into primary and secondary elements, but no axial
compression or differentiation between axial and
extra-axial regions of skeleton; fibre diameter
relatively homogeneous throughout skeleton,
with fibres distinguished mainly by numbers of
ring spicules, whereas fihre nodes prominently
bulbous, up to 1 60pjn diameter; primary ascending fibres* 45-90p-in diameter, cored by 4-K
.

i
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FIG. 157. Clathria (Thalysias) costifera Hallmann (holotype AME650). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle.
B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D, Echinating acanlhostyle. E,
Accolada toxa. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Holotype. I, Live

NTMZ3798.

320
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FIG. 158. Clathria (Thalysias) costifera Hallmann (holotype AME650). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Echinated fibres. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Acanthostylc spines. F, Oxeote accolada
toxas.
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C

G

H

'$*r*^-~j£.

"tf

FIG. 159. Clathria (Thalysias) craspedia sp.nov. (paratype QMG301452). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle/ style. D, Wing-shaped toxas. E,
Palmate isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Paratype.
spicules abreast; secondary mainly transverse,

ous, triangular or oval meshes, 180-360jjim

40-65 |xm diameter, with 1-3

diameter; echinating acanthostyles absent;
mesohyl matrix heavy but only lightly pigmented

connecting

fibres,

spicules abreast; fibre reticulation forms cavern-

322
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FIG. 160. Clathria (Thalysias) craspedia sp.nov. (holotype QMG301436). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Palmate isochelae. D, Wing-shaped toxas.

REVISION OF M1CROCION1DAE

thoughout choanosomc, with numerous auxiliary
spicules scattered between fibres; choanocyte
chambers oval. 30-45p-m diameter.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long
or short, slender, straight, wilh evenly rounded
smooth bases, telescoped points. Length 103(221.4)-305u-m. width 3-(4.])-6ujn.

Subeclosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
slender, straight, with smooth subtylote bases;,
fusiform points. Length 255-(316.6)-361|xm,

323

one or fevv points, and characteristically forms
extensive tangles or thickets.

at

Clathria (Thalvsias) danvinensts sp nov.
(Figs 161-162, Plate 6B)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE - QMG303375: Stephens
Rock. West Arm. Darwin Harbour, NT, 12 T "29.2\S,
!30°47.0'E. 19m depth. 24.ix.l993, coll. J.N.A.
Hooper, LJ. Hobbs & B. Alvarez \ SCUBA).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

width2.5-f3.8)-4.5jiiTL

Ectosomal auxiliary
slender,
with smooth subtylote or evenly rounded
bases, fusiform points. Length 1 07 -[135, 4)styles short,

war

Coral pinnacle

mouth of estuary, high sediment, turbid waler; 19m
depth; Darwin Harbour (NT) (Fig. 16 IH).

straight,

I74u.m width 1.5-(2.3V3|un.
t

Echinating megascleres absent.
Microscleres- Palmate isochelae in single size
class but variable length, with front ala slightly
longer than lateral alae, lateral alae fused completely to shaft, front ala entire,

and apex of

spicule characteristically constricted, pointed.
Length 5-{I0.7)-14u-m.

Toxas moderately short, thick, wing-shaped,
with rounded or slightly angular central curvature, non-reflexed arms. Length 16-C42 7)-76ujii,
width 0.8-11. 9)2.5^™.

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Arborescent, very

third

ethanol.

ETYMOLOGY. Greek krasp&Lm, edge or border.
occunng in the transition acme between the Solanuerian

Qscules. Small, on lateral sides, of branches*

and Pcxoiuan biogcographic provinces.

membraneous lip.
Texture and surface

REMARKS.
cenicornis,

on

This

is

initially

a sibling species of

C

(£)
referred to that species based

skeletal structure and spicule types; it is
its different growth forms, surface

separate by

features, live colouration

and several subtle but

C

important skeletal characters (i.e.,
(71)
craspedia lacks echinating megascleres, the
bases of all megascleres have different terminations such as telescoped points, smooth subtylote
swellings, principal and auxiliary megascleres
are differentiated within fibres, and isochelae
have a terminal tooth-like constriction). These
differences in skeletal characters might be inlraspecific variability, and the 4 populations (i.e.,
including
(T.) fusterna sp. nov. and C. \T.)
corneoiia) may represent a single, widely dispersed species. 1 consider major differences in

C

growth

forms., surface features

and

live coloura-

tion are consistently correlated to skeletal dif-

ferences, supporting distinct taxa for the

Tweed

River and Gulf of Carpentaria populations (C. {T.
fusterna below and Hooper & Levi, 1993a}.

Whereas

C

(71)

cerxicornis

is

habitually long,

thin, cylindrical., digit-ate, attached to the substrate

j

branching, reminiscent of an Axinella (Axincllidae), 290mm high, 340mm maximum breadth
of branches, with short basal stalk and point of
attachment, 85mm long. 35mm diameter; main
branches long, subeylindrical, up to 22mm
diameter, slightly flattened, producing numerous
smaller brandies, up lo 14mm diameter, convoluted, bulbous branch nodes, and branches
repeatedly bifurcate, decreasing in size, towards
tapering, pointed branch tips.
Colour. Pale cream alive (Munscll 5YR 8/2),
darker yellow-brown in an, pale brown in

3mm

diameter, surrounded by slightly

rsiblc, flexible

characteristics. Soft,

up to

n
com-

branches, more harsh

in

cttanol: surface optically hispid, fleshy alive,
even, bulbous, turgid, non-porous, but contract-

ing greatly in ethanol producing porous,
rntCTOConulose, uneven, irregular surface "*ith
scattered sharp conules.

Ectotonte and subectosome.

Ectosomc

dominated by long, single, erect principal Myte.v
at regular intervals on surface, 400-500u.m apart,
extending 300-450ujn from surface, surrounded
at base by paratangenlial tracts of both larger jnd
smaller auxiliary subtylostyles, sometimes in
plumose brushes surrounding base of principal
spicule,

more often

in tangential

or para tangential

echinating acanthostyles also erect
peripheral fibres, protruding through surface;
subcctosomal skeleton usually reduced with
tracts;

periphftiil

choanusomal

fibres

immediately

below cctosome, whereas on surface conules
auxiliary spicules produce more-or-less erect
bundles associated with protruding principal
spicules; no obvious localisation of smaller <ecrmiftl) or larger (subcctosomal) auxiliary
spicules, both appearing to be intermingled in
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sm

Surface brushes; mesohyl matrix moderately
in ectosomal skeleton

reflexed arms. Length I: 73-(lll.2)-124u,rri>
width 2-(3.8)-8p.m; length II. l7-(26.2)-36u.m.

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton

width 0.5-(1.7)-2.0ujn.

heavy

irregularly

reticulate, more regular (subreneiroid) in
peripheral region, slightly compressed at axis;
spongin fibres heavier in axis (110-160u-m

diameter) than at periphery (60-90p.ni diameter),

producing wide-meshed reticulation and slight
axial compression; fibres imperfectly divided
into primary and secondary elements; primary
fibres ascend to surface with little or no bifurcation and relatively few transverse connecting
fibres, producing a nearly subreneiroid peripheral
skeleton; primary fibres cored by 2-5 principal
spicules, confined entirely to centre of each fibre,
rtot protruding through fibres except at surface;
secondary fibres short, more-or-less transverse,
cored by 1-3 principal spicules abreast, interconng primary fibres mainly in axial region of
skeleton, producing oval or elongate fibre
m&shes, generally smaller at core (l2GM90fim
diameter) than periphery ( 170-240uum diameter i;
fibres moderately heavily echinatcd byacanlhostyles, evenly distributed over fibre* although possibly more abundant on exterior surface of fibres,
especially in peripheral skeleton; mesohyl matrix
moderately light, including some auxiliary
spicules scattered between fibres; choanocyte
chambers small, oval, 1 2-24 jim diameter.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long,
tobto&t, slightly curved near base, entirely smooth,
evenly rounded bases without arj) r\ lore swelling, long, tapering, fusiform points. Length 1H8301 S>-492p.m width 4-< 12JSI-2I urn
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylotfyles long.
1

r

slender, straight, slightly svbtylote nucrospi

fusiform points. Length 210-(282.2)365iim, width 3-<43>-6u.m.
biises.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostylcs

short,

slender, straight, slightly subtylote micaKspirvcd

ETY MOLOGY.

REMARKS.

Echinating acanthostyles long, slender,
straight or slightly curved at centre, slightly sub-

locality.

{T)darwmen\n

simibr
and
(7!) coppingeri of the spicata group having
choanosomal principal spicules protruding
through peripheral spongin fibres funning a
hispid surface. It differs from these species, and
to some extent the concept of the ipicata group,
having smooth principal styles enclosed within
spongin fibres, only protruding through fibre* at
the surface, and with all fibres more-or-less fully
cored by principal spicules. This species is also
similar to C. {C ) transie/u in ectosomal structure
(with prominent, individually protruding, smooth
principal spicules), and also in having a vaguely
sub-renieroid skeletal architecture, and toxa morClaliwia

is

C

inatu horata

to C. (T.) lendcnfeldu C. \C.

phology, but the two differ in their acanthoslyle
geometry (in C. (71 dt:rwinensis these are long,
slender, unevenly spined, with large, recurved
spines, whereas in C (C ) transient they are short,
unspined, or evenly lightly spined with vestiga!
spines), possession of 2 size classes of auxi]
styles (versus one size class!, thinly branching
gross morphology (versus bulbous branches) arid
spicule dimensions.
1

Clathria (Thalvsias) dubia (Kirkpatrick. 1900)
'(Figs 163-164)
Microciona dubia Kirkpatrick, 1900a; 128. 136,
pi I2

t

ML

fig.3,3a,pl.l3,fig.2a-f

Cionanch&ra dubia; de Laubcnfcls, 1936a; 108.
Ckirhho dtihia Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994: 270.
cLMicrocionii prolifera: Vosmaer, 1935a: 608, 643.
;

MATERIAL. HOLGTYPE: BMNH1898.12.

20.37;

Flying Fish Cove. Christmas L, Indian Oceanv
c

bases, fusiform points. Length 1I5-(135.3)IS3u.m, width 1.5-(2.l)-2.5u.m.

For the type

i

i

i

25.5*S, 105

C,

40'E

coll.

Mr Andrews (dredge).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
intertidal;

Chnsimas L

Coral rubble; probably

(Indian Ocean) (Fig. 163Hi.

DESCRIPTION Shape. Thickly encrusting
lamelLi, 12mm diameter, on eroded bivalve shell.

evenly spined except for aspinose
neck' proximal to base; spines large, recurved,
sharp; points sharp or slightly rounded, spinose.
Length 96-< 104.8)- 1 16u-m, width 3-(5.6)-l l^tm.

Oscules. Not seen

Microscleres. Palmate l.sochelae abundant, single
size class, unmodified, with lateral and front aiae
approximately same length, long, lateral alac entirely fused to shaft, front ala detached along

smooth surface.
Ectoscme and subectosome. Ectosome microscopically hispid, with bundles of ectosomal

tylote bases,
4

lateral

in

margin. Length 15-f 16.8)-18u.m.

Toxas abundant, wing-shaped, thick, variable
length, with wide central curvatuic, slightly

Colour Yellow preserved
Texture

and surface cha tactensues. Compres-

sible; optically

auxiliary megascleres protruding through surface, forming a relatively thick dermal palisade,
arising

from subderrnal brushes of subectosomal

REVISION OF M1CROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 161. Clalhria {Thulysias) daminensis sp.nov. (holotype QMG303375). A, Choanosomal principal styles.
B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle/ styles. D Echinating acanthoslyle. E, Wing-shaped loxas. F, Palmate isochclac. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian
distribution. I, Holotype. J, Ectosoml specialization.
t

spicules; subectosomal skeletal architecture

plumose, with subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles arising

from ends of choanosomal

megascleres.

Choanosome. Choanosomal
moid, with
strate, in

a thin layer of

which bases of

principal subtylostyles

skeletal

hymedes-

spongin lying on sub-

erect choanosomal
and acanthostyles are em-

bedded; small amounts of detritus scattered
within skeleton; mesohyl matrix relatively heavy.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles long or short, slightly curved, usually with
prominently microspined bases, occasionally
smooth, bases subtylote, points fusiform. Length
132-(195.6)-292^m, width 7-(10.6)-16>im.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
with prominent subtylote, microspined

straight,
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FIG. 162. Clathria {Thalysias) darwinensis sp.nov. (holotype QMG303375). A, Choanosoma! skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Acanthostyle spines. E, Base of ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. F, Palmate isochela. G, Wing-shaped toxas.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

bases, fusiform points. Length 218-(280.8)-

314^m, width

4.5-(5.9)-7p,m.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles straight,
with well formed tylote, microspined bases,
fusiform points. Length 86-(110.2)-153^m,
width 3-(3.9)-5|im.
Acanthostyles short, thick, tapering clubshaped, with large recurved spines on basal portion of shaft, aspinose point; spines on basal
swelling often bifurcate, greatly recurved. Length
35-(46.4)-54mjti, width 5-(8.2)-ll^m.
Microscleres. Isochelae modified palmate, very
small, often anisochelate, with lateral alae

com-

pletely fused to shaft, front ala often bifurcate or

producing multiple, partially fused
teeth. Length 2-(4.8)-8|xm.
Toxas divided into two morphs - 1: very short,
? oxhorn, relatively thick, slightly curved at
centre, with slightly reflexed points. Length 4(6.6)-9^m, width 0.5-(l.l)-1.5jim. II: Accolada,
long, thin, with gently rounded or angular curvature, with straight points. Length 112-(195.2)295>im, width 0.5-(1.4)-2^m.
trifurcate,

REMARKS. De

Laubenfels (1936a) assigned
it supposedly had anchorate (rather than palmate) isochelae,
although differing in no other respect from typical
this species to

Cionanchora because

species of Clathria {Thalysias). Scanning
electron micrographs show that these chelae have
modified

lateral alae

completely fused

and front alae often

to the shaft

split into several

'teeth',

producing an anchorate- like appearance, but they
are obviously palmate in origin. The species is

well characterised by

it

megasclere and

microsclere geometry, although the species is so
far known only from a single specimen from

Christmas Island.
Clathria (Thalysias) erecta (Thiele, 1899)
(Figs 165-166, Table 36)
Rhaphidophlus erectusTUlde, 1899: 14-15, pl.2, fig2;
Thiele, 1903a: 957; Hallmann, 1912: 177; Levi,
1961a: 136-137, text-fig.10,
cf.

pi. 1.
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Parry Shoals, Timor Sea (Fig. 165H); also Moluccas
and Sulawesi, Indonesia (Thiele, 1899, 1903a), Viet-

nam

(Levi, 1961a).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Elongate, arborescent,
90-240mm high, with a short cylindrical stem,
25-75mm long, 15-25 mm diameter, bifurcate and
relatively thick cylindrical branches, up to 35mm
diameter, or lamellate, fused, erect digitate
branching pattern.
Colour. Orange to dull brown alive (Munsell 5YR
7/10 - 7.5YR 7/6), beige in ethanol.

Oscules.

Numerous, small, up

to

2mm

scattered overall sides of branches,

diameter,

below surface

conules.

and surface

characteristics.

Firm,

flexible, compressible; highly conulose,

rugose

Texture

pocked with holes and drainage canals.
Ectosome and subectosome. Thin but prominent
surface,

discrete brushes of small auxiliary subtylostyles

standing morc-or-less perpendicular to surface;
subectosomal region cavernous, with plumose

of larger subectosomal auxiliary, and
choanosomal principal megascleres supporting
ectosomal skeleton and protruding through surtracts

face.

Choanosome. Very

irregularly reticulate, cavern-

ous, with very large primary fibres running lon-

gitudinally through branches, up to 140^m
diameter, interconnected by smaller tangled
secondary fibres, up to 70p.m diameter, producing vaguely triangular skeletal meshes, up to
450fi.m diameter; both primary and secondary
fibres heavy, fully cored by multispicular tracts
of choanosomal principal styles, and lightly
echinated by acanthostyles, the latter slightly
more abundant at fibre nodes; mesohyl matrix
moderately heavy, with auxiliary megascleres
dispersed between fibres.
Megascleres (Table 36). Choanosomal principal
styles characteristically curved near basal end,
hastate pointed, with rounded or faintly subtylote,

smooth bases.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
thick, straight, fusiform pointed, faintly subtylote

Microciona prolifera; Vosmaer, 1935a: 61

1.

(fragment

smooth bases, or minutely microspined bases.
Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles small,

BMNH1908.9.24.163): Kema, Minahassa, Celebes

slender, prominently subtylote, with microspined

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: NMB19

&

F.
(Sulawesi), Indonesia, 2°S, 120°30'E, coll. P.
Sarasin (dredge). PARALECTOTYPE:
1 8 (fragmenl BMNH1930.7. 1 .7): same data.

NMB
OTHER

MATERIAL: NT
300579),

-

NTMZ3113

NTMZ3146

(fragment

(fragment

QMG-

QMG300219).

INDONESIA -SMF1788.
16-20m depth; known Australian

Acanthostyles long, thick, with subtylote
on base and
point but unspined neck; spines characteristically
large, recurved, heavily concentrated at point of
bases, fusiform points, heavily spined

spicule.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Coral reef andcoral rubble;

bases.

distribution:

Microscleres (Table 36). Palmate isochelae in
two size classes, the smaller sometimes contort.
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TABLE 36. Comparison between present and published records of Clarhria [Thalysias) erecta (Thiele).
Measurements in (im denoted as range (and mean)
of spicule length x spicule width (N=25).
?

Holotype

(L£v.,196!)

Sfxxintens(2)

(NMBI9)

(Vietnam)

(Timor Sea)

l7t{Z2<MJ}292

190-300

xy-U3.7>-l»>

\\0-2l

SPICULE
Choanosomal
principal
Styles

Suhectosamal
255-310x6-5

auxiliary
styles

Hctosomal

I65-C226

1)

x4-(6.6H

8MI02.7M34

styles

f*M72-<S>-7R

Echinating
acanlhostvks
t

Chelae

I!

\

6H68_5)-75

MW^-ir-

6 (6 Mi 8

4-(6.J)-8

»

I2-(I3.4>.!5

1041

12-(W7.0h265

Toxa*

i

x0.8-f 1. 0-1. 5

Toxas accolada.

:o-

iwx?

4-(6 3)-9

10h'I2.2)-W
25-{13X.Si-2iu
>

n_S-(l.2M 5

relatively long, thin.

**viih

small, angular central curvature, or rounded
straight arms and reflexcd points;

centrally,
nile

it

differs again in

eludes asymmetrical sinuous forms). It is possible
that all three species are extreme morphological
pecies, in which case reinvariants of a
Mfurdti would have priority, but all these morphological differences are consistent within each
growth form type (morphospecics) and probably
sent fixed genetic differences.
Ciathriu {11} erecta is also vaguely similar
(T) vulpiua in the overall structure of spongin
fibre skeleton and spicule skeleton, both spci ies
having 3 characteristic, more-or-less triangular
skeletal network of fibre meshes fully cored h\
I

10(V2Mx3-5

auxiliary

Chelae

and geometry of its spicules, hut
growth form (being bushy,
flattened branching), skeletal structure (more irregularly reticulate) and toxa morphology
in the diversity

forms resemble oxhoro toxas.

Larvae. Intubated parenchymella larvae small,
I'hcrjcdl, 140-190|xm diameter, with light
mesohyl matnx and larval toxas dispersed within

is prominent and their inferred
immediately obvious upon casual

structural feature
similarities are

observation, but the two species differ from
other in most other respects.
of isochel.u:.
The presence of two •,.!?:

including contort forms. h;is not been recorefcd
previously for C. \T.) erecta but are consistently
present in all specimens including the type

material. Thiele's (1899. 1903a) Indonesian
specimens are identical to the Timor
specimens in most respects see Table 3b).
whereas Levi's (1961a) material from Vier
I

axis

REMARKS.

This species is a sibling of C.
reinwardU based on similarities in skeletal structure (even-meshed, cavernous primary
secondary tracts), geometry of some spicules
smooth, curved principal styles: robust subeetosomal auxiliary subtylostyles; slender accolada
toxas with slightly angular central cur
sizes of isochelae), and live colouration (nrangcbrown). They differ significantly in growth form
(C erecta is arborescent, thickly branching
rcinwardti has only thin or slightly thick cylindrical branches), surface features (prominent
face conules versus completely smooth or
irregularly rugose surface), and aeanthx:
geometry (tapering, sharply pointed and subtylote bases versus rounded 'points' and only
slightly subtylote or rounded bases) Spicule
dimensions are also comparable (Tables 36, 39).
These differences arc con si stent for the six known

specimens of

principal styles, although this fibre reticulation is
much more regular in the latter species. This

C

(71)

erecta and for the present

these species are maintained as distinct

Another species, C. (T.) fasdeuiata Wilson.
from Indonesia and the centra] west Pacific Wil(

SM, 1925, de Laubenfels, 1954).

aiso very
similar to both C. [T.) erecta and C. (T.)reinwardii
is

differs slightly in

growth form (compare

Le-. i-

11961a) Plate 1 with Fig. 165! J of the pa
study), -dod spicule dimensions arc relatively
larger.

Clathria (Thalvsias) fusteraa sp. nov.
(Rgs 167-168)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMCB03240:
Grcnville, Shclburnc Bay, Qld.,

NE

Cape

HtB'S, M3°I4'E,

depth, Q4iv.I993 [dredge), PARATYPES:
of Vnlva Poim, Gulr of Carpentaria, Qld. H°12.7'S. I42°05.9'E, 21m depth,
30.xi.l99! (dredge*. QMG30HIG8: NW. of Pon
Musgrave. Gulf of Carpentaria. Qld, 1I°]S
]40°55-St:. 41m depth. 27.xi. 1991 (drcdee>. OTHER

27m

QMG30O862: NW.

MATERIAL: GULF OF CARPENTARIA,

-

QMC.

30IOl3,QMG303462.REDSEA-PlBOC04-17<fracmcnlQMG3U0064.>.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION

Soft sediments, mud.
Shelbume Bay, Torres S(rjii|
and Gulf of Carpentaria (FNQ), Gove Peninsula (NT)
(Fig. 167H); also Eritrea, Red Sea (present study).
shell eril; 21 -58m depth;

DESCRIPTION. Shape, Erect, club-shaped
190280mm long, with iong thin,
cylindrical stalk, 80- 150mm long, up to 12mm
growth form

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

FIG.

63. Clathria (Thalysias) dubiu (Kirkpatrick) (holotype

BMNH
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898. 12.20.37). A, Choanosomal principal
B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Eclosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. D, Echinating acanthostyles. E, Accoiada and oxhorn toxas. F, Palmate isochclac. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian
distribution. 1, Holotype.
1

1

slyles.

diameter, bifurcating several times towards base

becoming filamentous, rhizomous (for embedding in soft sediments); rhizomous roots
encrusted with sand and shell fragments; apex of
club usually large, 50-100mm diameter, 601 lOmm long, composed of fused, tightly anastomosing digits; adjacent digits fused with dense
fleshy surface; apex of digits tapering slightly
pointed.

Colour. Grey-brown on-deck (Munsell 2.5 Y 8/2),
grey in ethanol.
Oscules. Few small pores, 0.5mm diameter, possibly oscules, scattered near apex of digits (seen
in preserved material only).

Texture and surface characteristics. Stalk tough,
wiry, flexible, apex of club softer, more compressible but with firm axis; slightly

convoluted sur-

up to 3mm high, low
ridges or occasional folds on anastomosing digits.
Ectosome and subectosome. Dense ectosomal
skeleton composed of discrete bundles of smaller
ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles supported
below by paratangential or plumose brushes of
subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles; mesohyl
matrix moderately lightly pigmented in ectosomal skeleton; ectosomal and subectosomal
face with sparse conules,

spicule skeletons very dense but together
prise only 10-20% of branch diameter.

com-
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BMNH

1898. 12.20.37). A, Choanosomal skeleton.
FIG. 164. Clathria {Thalysias) dubia (Kirkpatrick) (holotype
B, Basal fibre characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acamhostyle spines. E, Bases of principal and
auxiliary subtylostyles. F, Modified palmate isochclae. G, Accolada toxas. H, Juvenile oxhorn toxa.
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FIG. 165. Clathria {Thalysias) erecta (Thiele) (holotype NMB19). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary style. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Accolada
toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian distribution. I, Holotype. J,

NTMZ3113.
Choanosome. Heavily reticulate architecture;
spongin fibres short, thick, 90-200u,m diameter,
heavily collagenous, forming tight oval or rectangular meshes, 150-400u.ni diameter; fibres not
obviously differentiated into primary or secondary elements, but meshes slightly more cavernous in peripheral skeleton than in axis; fibres
virtually fully cored by multispicular tracts of
both subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles and

choanosomal principal

occupyby
very large, bulbous fibre nodes, 160-400^im
diameter; fibre nodes contain larger bundles of
spicules than in connecting fibres, indicating that
fibres ascending through branches are heavier
than fibres running from axis to peripheral
skeleton; echinating acanthostyles abundant,
concentrated mainly on fibre nodes; mesohyl
ing

80-90%

styles, together

fibre diameter, interconnected
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FIG. 166. Clathria (Thalysias) erecta (Thiele) (QG300219). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics
(x389). C, Echinating acanthostyie. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Bases of subectosomal and ectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles. G, Accolada and juvenile toxas. H, Palmate isochelae.
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FIG. 167. Clathria (Thalysias) fusterna sp.nov. (paratypc QMG301008). A, Choanosomai principal styles. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. D, Echinating acanthoslyles. E,
Wing-shaped toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian distribution. 1,

Holotype QMG303240.
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FIG. 168. Clathria (Thalysias) fusterna sp.nov. (paratype QMG300862). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Acanthostyle spines. E, Base of choanosomal principal subtylostyle. F, Wing-shaped toxas. G, Palmate isochelae.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

martrix heavy, with few auxiliary spicules scattered between fibre* but abundant microscleres
lining small oval choanocyte chambers. 20-

45|xm diameter.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
robust short or long, thickest towards middle of
spicule, straight or slightly curved towards
pointed end, with slightly constricted bases,
smooth or faintly microspined, fusiform points.

335

auxiliary spicules (not prominently suhtylote as
in most C. cenicorn'is). These subtle differences

major differences in growth
forms and are consequently considered here to
justify the recognition of the Gulf of Carpentaria
correlate wilh the

Length 185-i264 ,3) -355fW1< width 5-03.9)-

population as a distinct species in aspect pore
plex of four: the cylindrical C iZ) Cervicornis
from the lndo-Malay - western Pacific region; ihe
lamellate C. (T.) craspedia sp. nov. from the
southern Solanderian province of Australia, and

25u,nv

the

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
thick or thin, mostly straight, with subiylote
microspined bases, only occasionally smooth
bases, and fusiform points. Length 211 (369. 2>385 u-m, width 4-<9.5> 12p.m.

(see

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles

Caledonian species C. (T. ) comeolia
Levi, 1993a'). This specks is ilis
cussed further in the remarks under C. iT.i

curved near basal end, subLength
99-1 127.7)- b.^m. width 2-(3.2)-4pm.
Echinating acanthostyles thick, robust, relatively short, heavily spined but with bare neck
and point; spines moderately large, conical erect
(not recurved'! Length 73-C82.S)-96u,rn, width
straight or slightly

,

3-<7.4)-12u.m.

Clathria

completely fused to shaft, front ala entire, slight
constriction at apex of chela. Length 5411.8)I4|ittt

relatively thick, with

arms

at

wide

angles from centre, straight or slightly reflexed
points. Length I8-f*I.4>-63M-m, width 1.5-<L9)2.5 p.m.

<

T'halvsias)

hallmanni

sp.

nov.

(Figs 169*170, Plate fit)

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: NTMZ221H:
Beach
i

r

Vcsteys

Fannis Bay. Darwin, NT. I2

30°49.9"E, inlcrtidal, 21

i.

1985, coll.

J.

r,

2<

N.A. Hooper

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Encrusting under beach
rock and coraJxubble;intenidal pools; NT{F*g. L69H).

DESCRIPTION. Shape
1.

Microscteres. Palmate isochelae abundant, small,
single size class, some contort, with lateral and
front alae approximately equal length, lateral alae

&

craspedia.

1

Toxas wmg-shaped,

Hooper

short,

tylote microspined bases, fusiform points

slightly angular central curve,

New

5mm

Thinly encrusting. Up 10

7cm

thick, extending approximately

across rock and dead coral substrata.

Dark grey-brown orange-brown in life
iMunseli 2.5R 5/4); pale grey in ethanol.
Qxcutes. Minute, less than 1mm diameter, scattered evenly over surface.
Texture and surface characteristics. Spongy,
easily torn from substrate; surface has a dull slimy
appearance due lo production of small amounts
of clear mucous upon exposure 10 -or; surface
optically smooth, even, without conulcs. ridges
u ratals, and encrustation conforms exactly with
contours of substrate
Eciasame and subectosome. Opaque in life,
ily pellucid, subdcrmal canals orcaviikvisible, ectosomal skeleton with extensive
plumose brushes of small auxiliary subty
through which protrude ascending, ptufROft
tracts of larger subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles; moderate quantities of detritus in ectosomal
skeleton; subectosomal region extensive, occupying 70% of sponge thickness, composed o\
mostly paratangential tracts of larger auxiliary
subtylostyles gradually ascending and diverge at
Colour.

:

ETYMOLOGY.
a

Latin fusif no

.

dub or knotty pan

of

tTee.

REMARKS. This species is possibly a very atypihighly specialised population of C. (T.) cervicornis with a specialised, peculiar growth form
adapted to living in soft sediments (long stalk,
rhizomous roots, club-shaped apex). Its live
colouration, gross skeletal structure and spicule
diversity are closely comparable with typical
cal,

populations of C. (T.)cemcornis. However, there
are subtle differences in skeletal characteristics
that consistently differentiate the two popula-

possession of differentiated principal and
auxiliary spicules {whereas cervicornis has undifferentiated structural megascleres), acanthostyle spines are erect, conical (not recurved), a
single size class of palmate isochclac (not two),
and slightly suhtylote bases on principal and
tions:

It

:

|

surface.

Ciwanosome. Skeletal architecture hymedesmoid in choanosomal (basal) region, but distinctly plumose towards peripheral skeleton; spongin
Fibres consist of a basal layer of

spongin lying

against substrate, J8-35um thick, with bases of
choanosomal principal subtylostyles and acan-
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embedded in spongin and standing perpendicular to substrate; choanosomal principal
subtylostyles morphologically close to subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles, and so difficult
to determine exactly where basal mineral
skeleton ends and where subectosomal skeleton
begins, but extra-fibre multispicular tracts appear
to begin close to basal layer; moderately common
acanthostyles echinate basal spongin, whereas
principal megascleres less common; choanocyte
chambers 35-48u,m diameter; mesohyl matrix
heavy, granular, with small amounts of detritus
thostyles

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles long, fusiform, with slightly constricted
bases or subtcrminal bases, entirely smooth or
with low apical conules (? vestigial spines), and
typically slightly curved towards basal end.
Length 312-(385.5)-419.5u-m, width 8-(9.3)lljxm.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
thin, fusiform, straight, almost indistinguishable

from choanosomal megascleres but with
prominent spined subtylote bases. Length 284.5(362.2)-450u-m, width 2-(3.2)-4.5»xm.
Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles short, thin,
fusiform, with microspined subtylote bases.
Length 94-(121.2)-151u,m, width 0.8-(1.4)2.5fjLm.

Acanthostyles subtylote, fusiform, relatively
evenly spined although spines less heavily concentrated in 'neck' region, proximal to base,
heavier on apical and distal extremities; spines
relatively small, weakly formed. Length 52(59.5)-72p-m, width 3~(4.5)-6.5u,m.
Microscleres. Palmate isochelae relatively com-

mon, variable
two size

in size

but not easily differentiated

classes, unmodified, with lateral

into

alae entirely fused to shaft, approximately equal

and entirely free from front
juvenile forms. Length 5-(10.8)-

in length to front ala,

ala except in

Toxas accolada, moderately common, long,
almost

with only slight angular
central curvature, straight arms, straight (unreflexed) points. Chord length 174-(208.0)481 |xm, width 0.4-(0.8)-2.0*im.

that many older published
descriptions of encrusting microcionids, especially those from the Indo-Malay archipelago,

acknowledged

on live colouration or surface details. But none of these species match the
present one in spicule geometry either. Consequently,
(T.) hallmanni can be differentiated
rarely include details

C

from other encrusting (hymedesmoid) Clathria
(Thalysias) species in: grey-brown live colour;
even (unornamented) surface, i.e., lacking subectosomal drainage canals commonly found in thinly encnisting species; plumose ectosomal and
subectosomal skeletal structure as well as exten-

composed of both sorts
of auxiliary spicules in the periphery; entirely
sive paratangential tracts

smooth, relatively short and thin choanosomal
subtylostyles, barely different from the subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles except for pattern
of spination; evenly spinous acanthostyles, unmodified palmate isochelae, and thin, nearly
straight toxas with unreflexed arms. None of
these features are unique or particularly distinctive by themselves but their combination is unique for this new taxon.

Clathria (Thalysias) hesperia sp. nov.
(Figs 171-172, Plate 6D-E)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG300213

(fragment

NTMZ3041): N. of Amphinome
Shelf,

WA,

19°19.7-23.3'S,

depth, 19.vii.1987, coll. J.N.A.

Shoals, Northwest
119°08.8-I2.2'E, 50m

Hooper (beam

trawl).

PARATYPE: NTMZ3327 (NCIQ66C-1407-U,
ment QMG304991): 1.8km N. of Bessieres

I,

frag-

Anchor

Is, Exmouth Gulf, WA, 2l°30.6'S, 114 45.4'E,
depth, 23.viii.1988, coll. D. Low Choy

17m

known specimen growing

next to encrusting sponges (Renieria, Haliclona,
Mycale), polychaete worm tubes {Pomatoleios
kraussii) and simple ascidians.

ETYMOLOGY.

For E.R. Hallmann

in

recognition of

his contributions to Australasian microcionids.

REMARKS.
in

(SCUBA).

straight,

Associations. Single

hallmanni

Australasian sponge fauna and Indo-west Pacific
literature its field characteristics are unique. It is

& NCI

17u-m.
thin,

from the close resemblance between
choanosomal principal and subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles. As far as can be ascertained from personal knowledge of the

It

is

difficult to define C.

(7:)

any single unique character apart

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Coral rubble and deeper
rock reefs exposed amongst gravel and shell grit substrates; 17-50m depth; NW. coast (WA) (Fig. 171G).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Thickly flabellate,
simple planar fans resembling a Phakellia, or
slightly cup-shaped with convoluted, concentric,
smaller lamellae inside larger lamellae, resembling species of Cymbastela (Axinellidae); margins pointed digitate (paratype) or convoluted
folded (holotype); lamellae up to 380mm wide,
235mm high, 15mm thick; holotype probably
lying on, or parallel to, substrate, with con-
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FIG. 169. Clathria {Thalysias) hallmanm sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ2218). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D, Echinating acanlhostylc.
E T Palmalc isochelae. F, Accolada toxa. G. Section through peripheral skeleton (hatched area coralline substrate),
H, Australian distribution.
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FIG. 170. Clathria (Thalysias) hallmanni sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ2218). A, Choanosomal skeleton through
thick region. B, Hymcdesmoid basal skeleton. C Echinating acanlhostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-G, Bases
of principal and auxiliary subtylostyles. H, Palmate isochelae. I, Accolada toxas.
T

revision or mk:rocionida£

voluted. concentric ridges or small digitate
processes arising from upper surface, paratype
erect, perpendicular to substrate, with folded
ndged running longitudinally; both specimens
with differentiated osculifcrous (upper) and
porous surfaces, latter relatively even, smooth.
Colour. Pale orange-red alive (Munsell
in elhanol.

5R

8/4),

khakj-brown

3mm

Oscuies. Small, up to
diameter alive,
smaller in preserved specimen, slightly raised

above surface, with membraneous
on 1 surface of Lamellae.
Texture

lip,

only found

and surface characteristics. Firm,

harsh.

flexible, slightly compressible, difficult to tear,

lower surface smooth, even, upper surface more
conulose (with terminal oscules), longitudinal
folds, ridges or convoluted folds and small digits.

Ectosome and subectosame. Discrete surface
brushes produce specialised ectosomal skeleton;
brushes composed of ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles on outer surface forming thick, erect
bundles but not continuous palisade, with I or
several choanosomal principal styles also
protruding through surface associated with autosomal brushes; subectosomal auxiliary subsylostyles intermingled with ectosomal spicules
but originating slightly lower in peripheral
skeleton; subectosomal region greatly reduced
with peripheral choanosomal fibres lying immediately below ectosome; mesohyl matrix
moderately heavy in peripheral region.

Choanosame. Choanosomal skeleton almost
regularly renieroid reticulate although renieroid
pattern severely disrupted by heavy concentra-

portion of base of acanthostyle embedded in
spongin fibre and consequently protruding a long

way

fibres very well
developed, dark brown, imperfectly divided into
primary f90-140p.m diameter) and secondary
(25-45 diameter), and very large fibre nodes (Dp
to 220pju diameter); primary ascending fibres
cored by multispicular tracts of principal styles.
2-5 spicules abreast, with spicules protruding

slightly through fibres, particularly at fibre
meshes, producing nearly plumose tracts; secon-

dary more-or-less transverse fibres relatively
short, interconnecting primary elements, ci
by 1-3 spicules abreast; spicules occupy only
40-70% of fibre diameter for secondary and
primary fibres, respectively; near peripheral
skeleton principal styles distinctl) plumose, with
those on ultimate fibres contributing toectosomal
structure, whereas at core skeleton more renieroid
reticulate; eehinating acantho&tyles very abundant, particularly at fibre nodes. al*o contributing
to ectosomal spicule brushes, with only small

choanosomal mesohyl:

fibre

meshes

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
straight or slightly curved near centre, with
rounded or very slightly subtylote bases, bases
usually smooth, occasionally mkimpincd, long
tapering fusiform points. Length ] 62-{ 187.3)213u.m, width 8-fi 3.1 )- 14*110-

SuhcctosomaL auxiliary subtylost. .
very slightly curved near basal end,

tit

Straight

slightly

subtylote bases lightly microspined, fusiform
points. Length 121-038 J »-J68ixm, width 45.5p.m.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles only slightly
shorter than subectosomal spicules but COD
tently thinner with smooth subtylote bases.
fusiform poinls. Length 97-{121.1>-l47jwik
width 2-(2.9H3»tm.
Echinnting acamhoslyles long, slender, mostly
jht, sometimes slightly curved near pi
with subtylote bases, fusiform points, heavily
spitted on bases, shaft and points, aspinosc on
mciA proximal to dum:; spines short, sharp,
recurved. Leneth °7-O03.6H12pjn, width 415 31-bM-m.

Micrvscleres. Palmate isochelae very abundant,
ly silicified, sicmoid. with short, shaip
tigial unguiferousalae. Length 1H13 ~?H5n.m.

Toxas absent.

tions of echirvating spicules (both principal style*

and acanthostyles); spongin

into

oval or squarish, more cavernous in periphery
(45-115nm diameter) than at core (170-25lVm
diameier); choanocyte chambers ova], 35-55jj.m
diameter, often lined by isochelae; rnesohyl
matrix moderately heavy but only lightly pigmented.

ETYMOLOGY.

REMARKS.
Chvhtia

Uiin tapfrft* weqcm; fm

This Specie

is

WA

borderline between

given diat the ectosomal
skeleton consists of spicule brushes composed of
ark! Tfuilysias

auxiliary spicules of relatively homogenous
lengths (i.e. r not clearly differentiated into
\ nuil It i auxiliary spicules supported b\ larger

spicules, characteristic of other
nalysias). Nevertheless, ectosomal and subecn.;t| spicules can be consistently differen'I by Iheir thickness as well as the absence or
presence of mkrospincs on their base, respective.iu\)li;ir\

ly,

even though there

length between the

is

two

no marked difference

in

caiegori

Clafhria (V) hesperia has a distinctive IfHftd
growth form with differentiated osculifcrous

late

and porous faces. Its skeleton is a mixture ol
plumose tracts (reminiscent of C Vf cocdnea.
particularly its plumose fibre nodes, or thei

J
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FIG. 171. Clathria (Thalysias) hesperia sp.nov. (paratype NTMZ3327). A, Choanosomal principal style and
base. B, Subectosomal auxiliary' sublylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Eclosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. E, Modified palmate isoehelae, F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H,

HolotypeQMG300213.
Clathria (Thalysias) hirsuta Hooper & Levi,
1993 (Figs 173-175, Table 37, Plate 6F. 7A)

'scabida* species group with principal spicules

protruding through the peripheral skeleton), with

an underlying renieroid reticulate skeleton. Pal-

mate isoehelae are

vestigial,

unguiferous, sig-

moid reminiscent of C (71) michaelseni (which is
an encrusting, hymedesmoid species, has toxas,
and

differs

from

other respect).

this species in virtually

every

&

Le"vi, 1993a:
Clathria {Tlwlxsias) hirsuta Hooper
Wiedcn1259-1264, "figs 19-20, table 10; Hooper

&

mayer, 1994: 270.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMGL2746 (fragment
NTMZ155 1): Cairns region, Qld, 16°56'S, 146°00'E,
982, coll. A. Kay (trawl). PARATYPES: QMGL2750
1
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FIG. 172. Clathria (Thalysias) hesperia sp.nov. (holotype QMG300213). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E, Base of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. F, Reduced sigmoid palmate isochelae.
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(fragment

NTM21555). QMGL2754 (Fragment

NTMZI560): Cairns region* Q1d, I6°56*S. 14#WE.
coll. A. Kay (trawl) OTHER MATERIAL: QLD QMG300328 (NCIQ66C-1893-X; fragment

NTMZ3513i. NTMZ3494. QMG303040, QMG304767, QMG300081. QMG303971. NSW OMG3O0771 (NCIQ66C-US5-B.NEWCALEDONL-\
- QMG301274, QMG301325. QMG301340.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Rock, dead coral and

coral rubble substrates, usually on broken substrates,
sides of bomm^es, or in gullies; 7-30m depth; Shel-

burnc Bay, Howtck la (FNQ), Whitsunday Is (NEQ),
Noosa Heads, Stradbroke I. (SEQ). Solitary Is (N
NSWi Fie 1730). Also New Caledonia lagoon
i

(Hooper&L£vi, 1993a).

DliSCRIPTION. (See Hooper

DIAGNOSIS

& Levi.

1

993a)

(Tahle 37). Tubular, lobo-digitate,

reticulate-honeycombed, excavated growth
forms superficially resembling Phakellia cuvei*nosa\ bright red (or orange-red) conules, pakr
pink or white between conules, prominent subik'rmal drainage canals; large oscules scattered

between surface projections; texture firm, comslightly arenaceous; s ur f ace
press b e
prominently conulose, conules pointed it
rounded, fleshy); ectosome with irregular, tani

1

,

gential or paratangential layer of intermixed ectosomal and subectosomal subtyLostyles (or with
light palisade of smaller auxiliary styles forming
erect brushes arising from ends of larger auxiliary
Les); thick choanosomal fibres immediately
below ectosome (or subectosome cavernous);

choanosomal skeleton

irregularly reticulate lor

regularly renieroid reticulate), with fibre skeleton

dominant over spicule skeleton; primary

t

multispicular, running longitudinally through
ht .inches, ascending to surface, interconnected by
shorter uni- or paucispicular secondary fibres,
cored by boih shorter choanosomal principal

and longer subectosoma! auxiliary styles,
acanthostyles dispersed evenly over fibres.
choanosomal principal styles straight, with
smooth, rounded or slightly subtylote bases and
orm points; subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long, slender, straight, fusiform, with
rounded or subtylote, smooth or microspined
bases (or with simply rounded, smooth bases);
eciosomal auxiliary subtle-styles short, st might,
very slender, subtylote smooth or microspined
bases for with simply rounded, smooth bases);
styles

acanlhostyles small, subtylote, light or vestigial
spines, aspinose 'neck' proximal to base; palmate
isoehelae small, unmodified, imperfectly divided
into two size categories, lateral alac completely
fused to shaft completely detached from front aid

whole of length, longer than front ala; toxas
accolada and wing-shaped morphs, very thin,
for

sometimes

slightly sinuous, rarely raphidiforrn.

only slightly curved ai centre, with straight nonn^flcxpd arms or only slightly reflexed points (or
exclusively raphidiforrn with small angular
central curve and straight arms).

REMARKS.

Clathria (T.) hirsute

was

originally

described and illustrated from both New
Caledonian and Queensland populations (Hooper
& Levi, 1993a), in which it was reported that the

New Caledonian population possessed ectosoma!
auxiliary subtylostyles (i e., belonging to
Thalysias) whereas Queensland specimens did
not (i.e., belonged to Clathria). Since this publication several more samples have been collected
along the Queensland coast and Great Barrier
Reef (Fig, 730) in which specialised cctoscmai
1

were discovered Conversely, isoehelae
were originally reported only from the
Queensland populations but absent in New
Caledonian samples, but these have now also
been observed in a recent sample collected from
Noumea (albiet rare). Other dilYerenccs between
these two populations are di &c trsscd in Hooper &
Levi i'l°93ai. Two 'atypical* specimens fromSE.
spicules

Australia

(QMG3O032S, G30077I) (which

arc

included in the diagnosis above, in brackets) further illustrate the considerable variability of this
species (toxas are only raphidiforrn, auxiliary
spicules lack tylotc bases, and a slructured CO
tosomal skeleton is present (Figs 174-175)).
These specimens arc reminiscent of the 'reduced*
New Caledonian population.
\i flisi gldlftCC ibis Species lacks any rem.uk
able or unique feature that stands it apart from

other Clathria (ThatysUtsh but

it

possesses

unusual combination of characters not seen in
any other species li is superficially similar to C.
I/;
vulpitui in growth form, but speculation and
I

between
and
(T.) schoena

fibre characteristics are quite different

two species. Us

the

speculation
(i

e

,

is

skeletal architecture

also very similar to

C

USNM22404; which may be different again

from Rhaphidophlus schaenus of authors; e.g.,
Simpson, 1968a; Alcolado, 19S0; Van Soest,
1984b), but these species differ significantly in
growth form, spongin fibre architecture

their

and cctosomal

characteristics.

Clathna

(T.) kit*

suta has very lightly spincd acanlhostylcs,

parable with those of
is

C

(T.) trattsitfrtw

also closely related to that species in

characteristics

com-

and

its

it

fibre

and spiculation, although they
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FIG. 173. Clathria {Thalysias) hirsuta Hooper & Levi comparison between typical and reduced populations
(A-G, paratype QMGL2750; H-M, QMG30O77 1 ). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B, Subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Accolada and wing-shaped
toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through typical skeleton. H, Choanosomal principal styles. I, Subectosomal auxiliary style. J, Ectosomal auxiliary style. K, Echinating acanthostyles. L, Raphidiform toxa. M,
Palmate isochelae. N, Section through reduced specimen. O, Known Australian distribution. P, Holotype

QMGL2746.

Q, Atypical

QMMG300328.
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Levi typical population (A-C, F-G, QMG300081; D-E, H-J,
FIG. 174. Clathria {Thalysias) hirsuta Hooper
paratype QMGL2750). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Ectosomal skeleton. D-E,
Echinating acanthostyle and spines (Cairns population). F, Echinating acanthostyle and spines (Moreton Bay
population). H-I, Palmate isochelae. J, Raphidiform - accolada toxa.
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FIG.

1

75.

Clathha (Ttialysias) hirsuta Hooper & Levi atypical

QMG30077

characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E,

345

1
A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
Palmate isoehelae. F, Raphidifonn toxa.
.
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TABLE 37. Comparison between Australian and New
Caledonian populations of Clathria (Thalysias) hirsute Hooper & Levi, measurements in jam, denoted
as range fand mean) of spicule length x spicule width
(N=25).
Specimens

Holotype

SPICULE
;

Cairns

y-

r..

J1;

principal
styles

Subectosomal

270.

lQueen?)aoiJ,)

Cale4inta>

9^141.4^168

Not Pandaros juniperina, Duchassaing

I41-£lfi

k 1.5-(_V4»-5

X I.5H

1

Michclotti,

xi.8-(3.n-4

72-(9ZOh(!

Not Teiacia dathrata Schmidt, 1870. 56, 80.

US3-(20t3>248

|

J

&

1864: 90, pi. 19, Eig.3.
Not Thalysias juniperina: de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105107 (see synonymy for T. vifgulfpsa below).
Rhaphidophlus clathratus: Kallmann. 1912: 209; Topscm, 1920b: 17-18; Topsent, 1932: 97, pl.5, Rj.fi,

X 1 -iA g>-8

179-<241-8)-284

auxiliary
styles

&

Specimens

132 (155JT>-i95

8>-l2

\ 4-f7

Spongia jumperina Lamarck, 1814: 444; Lamarck.
1816:373.
Wiedcnmayer, 1994:
Clathria jitniperina; Hooper

fN=3) (New

IQMC3L2746I

Choanosomal

Clathria (Thalysias) juniperina
(Lamarck, 1«14)
(Figs 176-177)

text-fig. 3.

Eciosomal

DO l>-lis

|

absent

auxiliary
styles

Echinating
acanthosivles

Chelae

\

Chelae

H

37-l57.8)-73

4M60.4»-79

X 2-f4.4)-7

x 2.5-<4.4>.8

MATERIAL LCCTOTYPG: MNHNDT570: SW.

34-(5J^73

:

,.,-J

9-f

;-.:

r,

10 8)-I?

3-(4.3)-6
9-(

I

J

5V-14

x

2 {.!?:« ^

ni

Australia, Pcron

&

6-9, rare

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Dead

10-I2,raa-

substrates, shallow subtidal to

WA(Fig
differ considerably
of

choanosomal

Leseur collection.
same details.

PARALECTOTYPE- MNHNDT3354:

m growth form and geometry

styles.

Clathria (77) hirzuta belongs to the juniperina

10m

coral and rock

depth;

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Growth form ranging

to frondose, lamellate,
claihrous, with or without free or anastomosing

branches.

megascleres which are only slightly differcn-

Colour. Bright red to deep red alive,

uuted from the subectosomal auxiliary spicules,

Oscutes. Not observed

rhaphidiform loxas, but each species differs

one or more other significant
detailed comparisons between C.

features.

in

More

(71) hirsuta

and

members of the juniperina group, are given
by Hooper
Levi (1993a).
Most specimens of Clathria (T) hirsuta have a
nearly vestigial ectosomal skeleton, unlike most
other

&

of the other juniperina species, with ectosomal

and subectosomal spicules intermingled in
paratangeniial tracts on the surface, and consequently their placement in either Thalysias or
Clathria is equivocal. However, the two atypical
specimens from SE Australia mentioned above
have much belter structured ectosomal skeletons
than most other known samples (Fig. 175), more

reminiscent of the usual Thalysias condition.

Moreover, the possession of two categories of
auxiliary spicules in most specimens indicates
that it belongs with C. (Thalysias), whereas those
without specialised ectosomal spicules could be
included in Clathria [Clathria). This is further
evidence to question the distinction between
these taxa at the generic level.

coast

from thickly encrusting

group. These species have choanosomal (coring)

an irregular heavy fibre skeleton, and

SW

176Ji

brown

dry.

Texture and surface characteristics. Harsh, finn
dry state; surface characteristics range from
relatively smooth, even, with white subdermal
in

canals in encrusting forms, to irregularly
microconulose or clatlirous in more massive
forty

Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosomal skeleton
crust-like, easily detachable, relatively thin but

dense palisade of erect orparatangential brushes
supported by paratangeatial tracts of larger subectosomal auxiliary megascleres immediately
below surface; peripheral fibres immediately
subectosomal with vaguely ascending rnultispicular subectosomal tracts arising to surface.

Chaanosome. Choanosomal skeleton irregularly
very heavy spongm fibres forming oval meshes; fibres usually with
reticulate, with

paucispicular core of subectosomal auxiliary
occupying only a small proportion of fibre
diameter, and fewer choanosomal principal styles
which are entirely enclosed in, or project from
fibres; in some cases fibres completely uncored,
whereas others contain abundant, disorganised
auxiliary megascleres; fibres typically heavily
styles

echinated, some enveloping echinating
megascleres entirely, some fibres without
echinating megascleres; mesohyl matrix light,

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 1 76. Clathria (Thalysias)juntperina (Lamarck) (lcctotypc MNHNDT570). A, Choanosomal principal style.
B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylosiyle. D, Echinaling acamhostyle. E,
Sinuous, accolada and U-shapcd toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H,
Lectotype.

I,

Paralectotype

MNHNDT3354. J, Australian distribution.
smooth subtylote bases. Length

with numerous choanosomal styles dispersed be-

(sinuous), with

tween

169-(253.5)-310u-m, width 4-(5.4)-6.5u.m.

fibres.

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
straight or slightly curved near basal end, with
smooth, rounded or very slightly subtylote bases.
Length 170-(244.4)-280u.m, width 9-(10.l)12Known only from Australia: m.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles with
prominent subtylote, smooth bases. Length 93(102.3)-110u.m, width 2-(3.7)-4.5u.m.

Acanthostylcs small, stubby, with rounded or

straight

only slightly subtylote bases, with few spines and

or curved, sometimes with multiple curves

extensive aspinose regions on necks and points;

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles

348
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FIG. 177. Claihria (Thalysias) juniperina (Lamarck) (lectotypc MNHNDT570). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Fibre characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthoslyle spines. E, Palmate isochclae. F, Accolada.
sinuous and U-shaped toxas.

RF.VfSION

spines

Jar^ge,

OF MICROCJOMDAE

bulbous, erect. Length 45-{57.0>-

65fim, width 5-(6.1}-8jAm

and principal and auxiliary spicules arc

spicules)
ilfll

149

in

geometry.

Microscleres. Palmate isochelae unmodified, in-

completely differentiated into two size classes;
lateral alae entirely fused to shaft, approximately
same length as front ala and completely detached
from front ala. Length I: 6-(7.1)-9fxm, length II:
12H13.8)-I6.5|xm.

Toxas very variable in length, mostly thin,
ranging from accolada forms with large central
curvature and slightly reflexed points, large curvature and simply u-shaped, to asymmetrical
sinuous forms. Length 55-(122.4}-180u.m, width
0,8-(l,l)-l.5»im.

REMARKS-

Clathria (Thalysias) kieschnicki Hooper,
Hooper
Wiedenmayer. 1994

in

&

udtjphius cxtindricus Kiexchmck, 1900- 569,
pi .44, fig, 10.

Not Esperiopsis cyltndrica Ridley

&

Dendy.

34a
CUahna (Thafystw) kiesciwidd Hcoper,

in

IH.86:

Hooper

&

W»edenm3yer, 1994; 271.

MATERIAL. None.
Wiedenmayer,

Holocype

PMJ

missing; (P.

pens, conun.)

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

fccojugy ui.kiiuw'n;

from that
of Hartman (1955), Simpson (1968a). Wiedenmayer (1977) and Van Soest (1984b), who included Spongia juniperina, Spongia virgultosa
Clathria copiosa, Microciona plana and Clathria
clathrata in synonymy. That 'species' concept
was based on Caribbean populations, with only a
single record from the E. Indian Ocean (i.e.,
nominotypical population df Spongiajuniperina)

Thursday

inferring a widely disjunct geographical distribu-

Texture and surface characteristics. Fragile; surface with prominent, irregularly distributed eon-

C. \T.) jusuperina differs

%

Three explanations are possible: 1) W. Indian Ocean and Caribbean populations are no*
conspccific but represent two cryptic sibling
species populations with similar morphology; 2)
the published province of the original material
('Indian Ocean, possibly Australia"; Topsent,
1932) is erroneous; 3) the species is widely distributed 'cosmopolitan' and these disjunct
populations are conspccific. The latter two
hypotheses are rejected (specimen labels record
one of the types from SW Australia), so the first
is considered to be the most probable explanation.
tion.

The present

interpretation

is

that C.

(T.)

juniperina is restricted to the lndo-west Pacific
(and the synonymy given above), whereas the the
most senior name for the Caribbean population is
C. (T.) virgultosa (including several other

nominal species in synonymy; see C. (7.) virgultosa below). This conclusion conflicts with
Topsent's (1932) revision of the relevant
(preserved) type material, but this present action
is more preferrable than the unlikely alternative
that such widely disjunct populations are conspecific.
(71) juniperina is similar to C. (21)
rartifijrmis and several other species included
here in a juniperina* species complex (spanning
the groups Clathria and Thahsias; see comments
For C. [T,\ caciiformis), which has a depuupexulc
skeleton (fibres shed some or all of their coring

Clathria

!..

Torre? Strait (FNQ).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape, Bifurcate digitate, with
40mm long, branches

short cylindrical stem, up to
tapering towards apex, up to

8f>mm

long,

Colour Live colouration unknown, ash-grey

in

ethanol,

Oscvtes. Small, scattered between surface conulcs.

and detachable skin-like crust.
Ecfosame and subectosotne. Ectosorae relatively
thick, with discrete plumose bundles of eclosomal auxiliary subtylostyles, forming a continuous palisade, below which plumose tracts of
subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles protrude
ules,

through ectosome.

Choanosomc. Ctwanosomal

skeletal architecture
irregularly reticulate, with heavy, lamettated

spongin

fibres,

6O-160p.m diameter, not obvious-

primary or secondary elements,
forming ovoid meshes, 90-150u,m diameter;
fibres cored by irregular multispicular tracts of
choanosomal principal styles and also fewer" subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles; echinating
ly divisible into

acanlhosiyk's abundant, evenly distributed.

Megascieres.

Choanosomal

principal styles

straight or slightly cursed, with

smooth bases.

Length 90-lHOjua, width 9-15u.m
SubeClOsomal auxiliary subtylostyles straight,
with microspincd bases. Length up to 270u>m,
width up to 18p.m.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles arc
fusiform, straight or slightly curved, with
mierospined bases. Length I35-230|M31, width
4-8u.m.
Acanthostyles subtylote, with banc necks.
Length up to i35u.ni, width up to I8u,m
Microsctervs. Palmate isochelae. Length ISiUlt.

MEMOIRS OF THE QUEENSLAND MUSEUM
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Toxas thin (but of unknown geometry), occurring in triehodragmata or singly. Length 70100u>m,

REMARKS. This species is poorly characterised
because Kieschnick's (1900) description is brief
and does not differentiate it from other arborescent, branching Cloihria (Thalysias). From his
description spicule geometries (which were never
figured), and growth form are similar to C. (X)
abietina, but its true affinities remain a mystery
given thai the holotype is missing from PMJ
collections. Maurice Burton (note on
1887.5 .2 104 specimen label) suggested
that it was simiLar to C. (71) filifera, but any

microspined subtylote base;*. Length 430630u-m. width 8-12u,m.
Echinating acanthostyies short, club-shaped,
fusiform, with prominent subtylote base and
evenly spined over entire length of spicule.
Length 100-26G>m, width l*M4u.m,
Microscteres. Absent.

REMARKS.

This species

is

lipochelous

a

Clathria, but it is uncertain from Kolturf$
(1964a) brief description what subgenus it

belongs

to. It is

retained in Thalysias (following

BMNH

Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994). It differs from
other hymedesmoid species (especially those pre-

relationship is unsubstantiated. The specific
name cvlindrica is preoccupied bv C. (Axociella)
cylindrica (Ridley
Dendy; 1886).

viously referred to Pseudanchinoe), in spicule
dimensions and spicule ornamentation, but has
few other noteworthy features, antarcticus is
preoccupied by C. (M.) antarctica (Topsent,

&

1917).

Clathria (Thalysias) koliuni Hooper, in
Hooper
Wjcdcnrrwyer, 1994

&

Stybtellopsis untanffcus Koliuo,

Clathria (Thalysias) lendenfeldi
Ridley
Dcndy, 1886

&

(Figs 178-179, Plate

1964a: 66, text-

7B-E)

fig. 16.

Not Anchinoe

toxifera amarxtica Topscnt, 1917; 43,

Clathria (Thalysias) koitwu Hooper, in Hooper St
Wledeffltittyer,

&

Dendy, 1886: 474; RidClathria lendenfeldi Ridley
Dcndy, 1887: !48. pl.28, fig.5. pl.29, fig.6,
ley
pl.47. fig.5: Whitelegge, 1889: 186; Whitelegge.
190!; 86; Whitelegge, 1907: 492-494; Burton &
Rao, 1932: 334; Rudman
Avern, 1989- 335;

&

pl.4, fig.5, pl.6, fijS.

1994:271.

&

MATERIAL.
I"

not seen

None: 'Synlypes' (2!L 10637. N437i

'l.

Hooper eiah, 1990: 126-133.
& Wicdcnmaycr. J 994: 271.

figs

I. 2, 4, 6;

Hooper

NolClathriaten'denfe{dr BT<mdsted 1934: 19-20,texly

}

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION
6IO-860m depth; Budd

Substrate unknown;
Coast, Wilkes Land, An-

QiLtica.

DESCRIPTION. Shape
only

1

.

Thinly encrusting, up to

mm thick.

CtAour.

Red

19.

Thalysias lendenfeldi; de Laubenfels. 1936a: 105.
MterQi \09\Q lendenfeldi; Dawson, 1993: 37,
Sptmgia ahiefina, in part, Lamarck, 1814: 450.
Echmonema anchomnm var. lamellosa; Whitelegge,

1901.82
Nut Evhimmema anchoratum

alive,

Oscules. Not seen,
Texture and surface characteristics. Even surface.

Ectosome and subectosome. Ereci choanosomal
principal subiylostylcs protruding through surface with bundles of smaller auxiliary subtylos-

tyks dispersed around principal spicules.
inosome. Hymedesmoid, with choanosomal
principal and subectosomal auxiliary subtyloslyles erect on basal spongm; bundles of echinating acanthostyies clumped around ereci structural
megascleres.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles long, straight, fusiform, with subtylote
bases and evenly microspined in basal third of
ule. Lengdi 400-750u,m width 26-36jim.
Ectosomal and subectosomal auxiliary styles
very long, slender, straight, fusiform, with
.

fig.

var. lamellosa Leruleu
1888:219.
Clathria spicata Hallmann, 1912: 210; Dendy, 1922;
fcld.

65-66.
244.

pj.5, fig.2. pl.13. fig.4a-f;

Burton, 1959a:

Ciarhnadifchma/a Hallmann, 1912: 21
jnomennudum].

1;

1914a: 268

Thalysias spicata; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105.
Clathria whiteleggii Dcndy, 1 922: 67, pi .7, fig. 1 pi. 1 3,
figs5a-f; Burton, 1931a: 344-345; Burton, 19
245; Levi, 1963:66.
Thalysias whtteieggek dcLmbcnfete, 1936a: 105,
Clathria copp'mgeri var. aculeata llentschel. 1012:
363.
,

Rhaphidaphlux hispinosus Whitelegge, 1907: 503504.
Clathria hi spinasa; Hallmann, 1912: 177,211.
cf.
icrot tuna prolifera; Vosmacr, 1935a: 610, 636,
669.

M

T

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1887.5.2.
Port Jackson,

NSW,

107: off

33°40'S, 151°40'E,

HMS
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&

Dendy (NTMZ2095). A, Choanosomal principal subtylosFIG. 178. Clathria (Thalysias) lendenfeldi Ridley
lyles. B, Subeclosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. D, Echinating acanthostylcs. E, Wing-shaped and accolada toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Australian distribution. H, Section through
Australia.
peripheral skeleton. I, Trawled specimens from

NW

'Challenger' (dredge).

OTHER MATERIAL (refer to

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock
coral heads; intertidal to

QLD - QMG303025, QMG303039,
QMG304777, QMG305138, QMG300784, QMG300830, QMG303507, QMG303523, QMG304946.
NT - NTMZ2821. WA - NTMZ3060, NTMZ3384,
QMG310535 (NCIQ66C-I518-Q) (fragment

Pacific; Port Jackson,

in this study):

NTMZ3489\QMG310423(NCIQ66C-1291-T)(fragment NTMZ3463 ), QMG3 1 0423 (NCIQ66C- 1 3 1 8-X
(fragment NTMZ3468). TAS - QMG311436 (NCIQ66C-3745-M) (fragment NTMZ3822). ANDAMAN
SEA, THAILAND - NTMZ3657, NTMZ3659. RED
SEA - PIBOC04-11 (fragment QMG300057).

SOMALIA, EAST AFRICA - PIBOCB 12-367
ment QMG300O62).

(frag-

and dead

reefs

108m depth; widespread IndoBotany Bay (NSW); Shelburne

Hooper etal., 1990 for list of additional specimens used

Bay, Howick Is, Direction Is, Gulf of Carpentaria
(FNQ); Cairns, East Frankland Is, Pandora Bay (NEQ);
Darwin Harbour, Bynoe Harbour, Melville I., Beagle
Gulf, Port Essington, Cobourg Peninsula.
Cootamundra Shoals, Wessel Is (NT); Broome, Port
Hedland, Bedoul I., Dampier Archipelago, Monte
Bcllo Is, Exmoulh Gulf, Northwest Cape, Amphinome
Shoals, Northwest Shelf (WA); Bichcno (Tas)(Fig.
78G); also Gulf of Manaar (Burton & Rao, 932), Aru
Is, Indonesia (Henlschel, 1912), Cargados Carajos
(Dendy, 1922), Gulf of Aden (Burton, 1959a), Arabian
coast (Burton, 1959a), Andaman Sea (present study).
1

1
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FIG. 179. Clathria (Thalysias) lendenfeldi Ridley

Choanosomal

&

Dendy (A-B, NTMZ2701; C-G, QMG303039). A,

skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics (x424). C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Acanthostyle spines.
E, Bases of principal and auxiliary subtylostyles. F, Wing-shaped and accolada toxas. G, Palmate isochelae.

REVISION OF MICROCJONIUAh

Red Sea and Somalia
(Dendy, 1922)

(present studv),

Saya de Malha

to the Natal coast (Burton. 1931a);

DESCRIPTION.

waters; oscules small, congregated into special

pore areas on points of digits or scattered bet ween
surface processes; surface usually microconulose; ectosome ranging from sparsely
tered smaller auxiliary spicules to dense, erect,
continuous crust; cboanosomal principal subtylostyles also protrude through surface: subec-

skeleton poorly developed,
composed of larger auxiliary subchoanosomal skeleton irregularly
heavy spongin fibres divided into

paratangential,

reticulate,

primary (ascending) and secondary (transverse)
components, producing regular or irregular
meshes; fibre-meshes heavier in axis; fibres
generally uncored, some with uni- or paucispicular tracts of principal spicules, and abundantly echinated by both acanthostyles and
principal subtylostyles especially

at

fibre junc-

tions Cspicate'): choanosomal principal sub-

tylostyles long, curved or straight, sharply
pointed, usually with heavily spined bases ( 119i229.6)-492|i.m X

1

The

1990).

al..

synonymy above

Variable growth form ranging
from bushy clathrous reticulate-branching to
bushy lamellaie planar digitate fans, usually with
woody basal stalk and cylindrical branches; vivid
red to pale red-brown alive in shallow waters to
slightly turquiose or unpigmented in deeper

tylostyles:

Variation has been comprehensivefrom many living specimens and

ly investigated

type material (Hooper et

(See Hooper etal., 1990).

DIAGNOSIS.

tosomal

REMARKS.

353

also includes several new
synonyms added to the species since that earlier
paper This species is a cryptic sibling species of
C.{T.) major* differing only substantially by its
hair-like toxas, sharply pointed auxiliary
megasclercs, statistical differences in spicule
dimensions and various biochemical features
(Hooper et al., 1990), and both are membo
Kallmann's (1912) 'spicata' group.

Ctathrta

(

halvsias)

1

major Henlschcl, 1912

(Figs 180-181)
Ctothriti imtuiifero var. r?wj<?r Hcntschcl. 1912:

Mi

{Tholysuu) major. Hooper ct

135. figs

1, 3, 5,

6;

Hooper

&

3M.

1990. 133Wiedenmaycr, 1994:
al.,

272.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: SMF977

(fragrm-ni

MNHNDCL2303): Straits of Dobo. Am 1., Indon
G
D
6 S,134 50 E, 40m depth, 20.iii.I90S, coll. II, Mtnun
(dredge! OTHER MATERIAL: (Hooper el al.. 1990)
V.A NTMZ3338, NTMZ3360, CS1ROEMG00L
,

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock
coral heads; Jntertidal to

82m

reefs

and dead

depth; Bedout

I.,

Port

Mary Anne l.. Direction Is, Exmouih Gulf
(WA); Bynoe Harbour, Darwin Harbour, Ptwl EiHedbtfld,

sington (NT) (Fig.
(Hcntschel, 1912).

DESCRIPTION.

180H); also Aru

Is,

Indonesia

(See Hooper etal., 1990).

.8-(12.9)-35jun); subec-

tosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long, straight,
fusiform, slightly subtylotc, microspincd bases
(136-<241.5)-4Q4jim » 2-|4.6)-15|im>; ec-

DIAGNOSIS.

losomal auxiliary subtylostyles short,

long basal stalk and flattened or irregularly
cylindrical branches; bright red to orange-red
alive; oscules small, congregated into special
pore areas on lateral sides of branches or between
surface conules; flabellate specimens may have
Phakeltta-hke pores grouped into stellate poreareas; surface irregularly microconulose with

straight, fusiform, with

thin,

microspincd subtyiote

bases i62-(123.4)-198u,m x 2(3.0)- lOjtmj;
acanthostyles slender, long or short, fusiform,
slightly subtyiote. evenly and lightly spined,
spines small, recurved (49-<88.1>-i51ji.m x 2{6.4)-14u*m>; palmate isochelae small, rarely
modified, narrow lateral aiae completely fused to

approximately same length as front ala;
completely and widely separated from
front ala (6-(12.5>-25jjLm long);toxas ac rolada to
wing-shaped, very thin (hair like); larger toxxs
usually accoiada, straight, wilit slight but sharp
angular central curvature and unrcllcxcd arms;
smaller toxas usually wing-shaped, with large
central curvature and slightly rcflcxcd arms;
toxas found singly and in bundles (dragmala)
(7-<!36.4>-361u.m x 0.4-<1.3)-3.6|unV
shaft,

lateral alae

from low,
•te,

Variable growth forms ranging

foliose, bushy, subspherical, clalhrous

to flabellateoT digitate fans, usually with

close-set suhdermal ridges

and

striations; ec-

tosomal skeleton ranges from very few tangentiully placed ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles to
dense, erect or paratangential brushes of ectOSOiltil spicules, subectosoma! skeleton
plumose, paratangential tracts of larger auxiliary
both larger auxiliary and principal
SUhty1o«ty ^
spicules protrude through surface singly or in
plumose bundles; choanosomal skeleton ir:

;

regularly reticulate; fibre characteristics, skeletal
stfucturc and distribution of megascleres and
identical to C. (T.) lendenfeldi:

354
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FIG. 180. Clathria (Thalysias) major Hentschel (specimen NTMZ858). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle.
B, Intermediate principal-echinating subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Subectosomal auxiliary
styles/ quasi-tornote. E, Ectosomal auxiliary style/ quasi-tornote. F, Wing-shaped and accolada toxas. G,
Palmate isochelae. H, Australian distribution. I, Section through peripheral skeleton. J, Trawled specimens from

NW. Australia.
choanosomal principal

styles thick, slightly

tyles short, straight, subtylote

microspined bases,

curved, fusiform, rounded or subtylote, usually

usually with rounded apex (quasi-tornotes) and

with microspined bases, sometimes smooth (187(250.5)-38u,m x 5-(15.1)-36ixm); subectosomal

terminal spines (84-(136.8)-193fxm x 2-(3.8)9u.m); acanthostyles relatively slender, long or

auxiliary subtylostyles long, straight, fusiform

pointed, usually subtylote, microspined bases, or

short, fusiform, subtylote, with large spines on
base and apex but nearly aspinose 'neck' (77-

commonly with rounded apex

(112.7)-144uJ

(quasi-tornotes)

m

x

3-(7.8)-15|ULm); palmate

also bearing microspines (156-(287.8)-439u>m x

isochelae small, unmodified, wide lateral alae

2-(5.7)-14u,m); ectosomal auxiliary subtylos-

completely fused

to shaft,

approximately same

REVISION OFMICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 181. Clathria (Thalysias) major Hcntschel (QMG300153). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Bases and apex of principal and auxiliary
subtyloslyles. G, Palmate isochelae. H-I, Accolada toxas.
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FIG. 182. Clathria (Thalysias) michaelseni (Hentschel) (fragment of holotypc SMF969T). A, Choanosomal
principal subtylostyles. B, Echinating acanthostyles. C-D, Subectosomal auxiliary sublylostyles and polytylotc
forms. E, Oxhorn - U-shaped toxas. F, Sigmoid anchorate-like isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton.
H, Australian distribution.

length as front ala; lateral alae completely
separated but close to front ala (6-(10.4)-16|xm
long); toxas accolada or wing-shaped, the former

widely curved at centre with reflexed arms
(27-(108.9)-390ujti x 0.6-(2.3)-5u,m).

thin,

REMARKS. The species is a cryptic sibling of C.

long, very thick, with large rounded central cur-

(T.)

vature, straight or reflexed arms, the latter short,

restricted distribution. In gross

lendenfeldi with a sympatric but

more

morphology, sur-

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

face features, live colouration and in many of its
skeletal characters C. (T.) major is indistinguishable from

However, they can be reliabby spines on the points of many
of the auxiliary spicules (especially most of the
smaller ones), marginally thicker and longer
toxas, and statistically (but not absolute) larger
size of most other megascleres in C. (T.) major.
The importance of these apparently 'relatively
minor* morphological differences is indicated by
clear differences between the two species in their
biochemical fingerprints (Hooper et al., 1990).
Ln a recent survey of several Western Australian
species, C. (T.) major was found to contain significant quantities of the chemical 2,6dibromophenol of potential commercial imporits

sibling.

ly differentiated

tance as an 'iodoform* or 'fresh sea' flavour used
in the production and marketing of commercial
prawns (F. Whitfield, CSIRO, pers.comm.).

Clathria (Thalvsias) michaelseni
(Hentschel, 1911)
(Fig. 182)

Hymeraphia michaelseni Hentschel, 1911: 351-352,
'

text-fig.34; Hentschel, 1912: 385.

Damoseni michaelseni; de Laubenfcls, 1936a: 110.
Claihria michaelseni; Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994:
272.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

HM (not seen). Fragment

of holotype SMF969T: 5 km NW. of Denham, Shark
Bay, WA, 25°52'S, 113°28'E, 3m depth, 12.vi.1905,
coll.

W. Michaelsen

& R.

Harlmeyer (dredge).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
tubes, sand, coral and

depth; central

Bivalve and

Halimeda bed

worm

substrata; 3-

W coast (WA) (Hentschel,

14m

1911); also

Arafura Sea (Hentschel, 1912) (Fig. 182H).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Thinly encrusting.

Colour. Live colouration
ethanol.

unknown, brown

in

Unknown.
Texture and surface characteristics. Firm;
Oscules.

smooth unornamented

surface.

357

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles long, fusiform, slightly curved, subtylote,
with microspined bases. Length 188-(381.6)646u.m, width 10-(14.6)-19u.m.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
prominently subtylote, lightly
microspined, occasionally with smooth bases.
Length 307-(403.6)-482u,m, width 3-(4.4)-6p.m.
Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles, short, thin,
straight, prominently subtylote, smooth bases,
usually polytylote shafts. Length 14 1 -( 162.4)thin, fusiform,

I97u.m, width 2-(2.9)-4u,m.
Acanthostyles long, thin, slightly subtylote,
with lightly microspined base and central portions, aspinose points and neck regions. Length
96-(108.8)-125u.m, width 3-(6.6)-8|xm.
Microscleres. Isochelae sigmoid (bidentate)
anchorate, with small alae attached only at their
bases. Length 15-(17.2)-19p,m long,
Toxas oxhorn or u-shaped, variable in size,
relatively thick, gently curved at centre and with
reflexed points or only slightly reflexed points.
Length 38-(122.6)-239n,m, width l-(3.5)-6u.m.

REMARKS.

Hentschel (1911) initially overlooked the presence of toxas in this species, although later described by him in specimens from
Aru Is, Indonesia (Hentschel, 1912), but these
were also seen in the holotype redescribed above.
Hentschel (1911, 1912) also overlooked the
presence of two categories of auxiliary spicules
indicating its assignment in C. (Thalysias) rather
than C. (Clathria). Spicule dimensions seen in
type material also vary slightly from those published by Hentschel (1911).
This species is well differentiated from other
thinly encrusting (hymedesmoid) microcionids in
having bidentate sigmoid isochelae, for which de
Laubenfels (1936a) created Damoseni. The
recognition of de Laubenfels* genus is not upheld
since this feature is homoplastic, also known to
occur in other microcionids (e.g.,
(C.) nexus
Koltun, with an erect ramose growth form), and
other poecilosclerids (e.g., Strongylacidon stelliderma Carter).

C

Ectosome and subectosome. Star-shaped
plumose brushes of intermingled ectosomal and
subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles on surface;
most auxiliary spicules perpendicular to surface,
with choanosomal principal megascleres protrud-

bour,
skeletal structure,

with choanosomal principal subtylostyles and
smaller echinating acanthostyles embedded in
and perpendicular to basal spongin; mesohyl
matrix moderately heavy, without detritus.

sp. nov.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NTMZ2138: Dudley
Point, East Point Aquatic Life Reserve,

ing through.

Choanosome. Hymedesmoid

Clathria (Thalysias) phorbasiformis
(Figs 183-184, Plate 7F-G)

27. ix.

Darwin Har-

NT,

I2°25.(TS, 130°49.]'E, intertidal
1984, coll. J.N.A. Hooper. PARATYPES

locality, 23.xi.1984. NTMZ2418
I2°24.5'S, 13O°48.0'E, 3m depth,
14.viii.1985. coll. J.N.A. Hooper (snorkel). OTHER
MATERIAL: NT - NTMZ2214: same locality as type

NTMZ2203: same
same

locality,
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H
-

1

i

•:;

FIG. 183. Ctaihria (Thalysias) phorbasiformis sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ2138). A, Choanosomal principal
subtylostyles. B, Echinating acanthoslyles. C, Subcctosoma! auxiliary sublylostyle. D, Ectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles. E, Wing-shaped and accolada toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton.
H, Australian distribution. I, NTMZ2237. J, Acanthostylcs incorporated into spongin fibres.

materia], 8 i. 985, QMG300149 (fragment
NTMZ2223), QMG300150 (fragment NTMZ2237).
1

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Encrusting on lalente
rock, dead coral, exposed at ELWS tides, under dead

coral boulders or in creviscs

win Harbour (NT)

and pools;

intcrtidal;

Dar-

(Fig. I83H).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Thickly encrusting, 0.71.3cm thick, producing thin cylindrical
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FIG. 184. Clathria {Thalysias) phorbasiformis sp.nov. (QMG300150). A t Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics (x400). C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-G, Bases of principal and
auxiliary subtylostyles. H, Palmate isochelae. I, Wing-shaped and accolada toxas.
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stoloniferous digitate non-anastomosing
stoloniferous processes, up to 6mm in diameter,
which may or may not re-attach to substrate.
Colour.

Orange-brown

(Munsell 2.5

to brick-orange alive

YR 7/6-8); grey-brown in ethanol.

Oscules. No oscules visible optically alive or
preserved, but numerous minute pores, 0.10.25mm diameter, scattered over surface seen at
higher magnification.

Texture and surface characteristics. Texture firm,
compressible; abundant clear mucus produced
upon exposure to air; surface optically smooth,
microscopically hispid, even, or small ridges and
low conules following contours of substrate;
digitate surface processes may have more
prominent sculpturing superficially resembling
C. (70 reinwardti.

Ectosome and subectosome. Usually dense ectosomal skeleton, only slightly opaque or pellucid
between surface conules, with subectosomal
cavities and canals barely visible below surface
(alive); ectosome microscopically hispid, with
points of choanosomal principal styles protruding, singly or in plumose brushes, with thickest
brushes in areas where ultimate choanosomal
fibres in peripheral region closest to surface;

specialised ectosomal skeleton well developed,
with discrete brushes of smaller ectosomal

auxiliary subtylostyles forming continuous
palisade; relatively thick but variable layer of
spongin and detritus also on ectosome; clear
regional and structural differentiation between
ectosomal and subectosomal skeletons; subectosomal region variable in thickness dependent
on proximity of peripheral fibres to surface, containing plumose columns of larger auxiliary subectosomal subtylostyles, not associated with
fibres, but often bound together by collagen; subectosomal skeletal columns originate from ends
of choanosomal principal megascleres, which in
turn echinate fibres of peripheral skeleton in

plumose

tufts

fibres relatively light, irregularly anastomosing,

echinated by both acanthostyles and
choanosomal subtylostyles standing perpendicular to substrate; subectosomal spicule tracts

from distal half of erect choanosomal
megascleres, diverging and ascending to surface
in plumose brushes, surmounted by plumose
brushes of ectosomal auxiliary spicules at
arise

periphery.

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles fusiform, tapering to long points, slightly
curved near the basal end or occasionally straight,
with subtylote, mostly smooth bases, occasionally roughened subapically or slightly tubercular.
Length 245.2-(425.8)-583.Ip.m, width 10.2(19.5)-33.8p,m.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
fusiform, mostly straight, with subtylote
microspined or occasionally smooth bases.
Length 275-(386.2)-485.3u-m, width 4.0-(9.6)18.8u-m.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles relatively

(i.e.,

Acanthostyles fusiform, straight or slightly

entirely incorporated

spined but characteristically free of spines at
points; spines large, recurved. Length 95.4(115.4)-132.4u,m, width 4.6-(8.4)-12.7u,m.

tracts); principal subtylostyles only rarely seen
coring fibres, and acanthostyles only rarely
(i.e., lie at

heavy basal microspination. Length
70.0-(140.5)-261.2u-m, width 1.2-(4.0)-6.9u.m.
relatively

curved near base, slightly subtylote, evenly

in

into spongin fibres lying in parallel spicule

echinate fibres

Thinly encrusting growth forms - hymedesskeletal construction with basal layer spongin lying on substrate, uncored but very heavily

moid

rows of 3-5

by acanthostyles, lying

megascleres abreast

diameter consists of extra-fibre plumose tracts of
subectosomal auxiliary megascleres with
choanosomal reticulate skeletal comprising less
than half of branch diameter; extra-fibre plumose
spicule tracts originate approximately half-way
along length of perpendicular choanosomal
styles, or in thicker sections they originate at ends
of principal megascleres; extra-fibre plumose
spicule tracts ascend to, diverge, and pierce ectosomal skeleton; mesohyl matrix only lightly
pigmented, variable in density, usually heavier
near periphery; extra-fibre spicules mostly occur
in well defined tracts with few scattered randomly throughout mesohyl.

short, straight or whispy, slender, with subtylote,

or singly.

Choanosome. Thick growth forms - Skeletal architecture vaguely plumo-reticulate; spongin
fully cored

diameter; fibres thicker in deeper areas of choansome (70-100p,m diameter) than in periphery
(55-80u-m diameter); major portion of branch

right angles to fibres);

spongin fibres predominantly echinated by prin-

plumose

Microscleres. Palmate isochelae abundant, subdivided into 2 size categories, smaller ones sometimes contort; lateral alae completely attached to

particularly abundant at fibre nodes; fibre anas-

approximately same length as front ala but
completely detached from it. Length I: 10-(14.9)-

tomoses form oval or elongate meshes, 250-800u-m

21.9u.rn, length

cipal subtylostyles, in

tufts

or singly,

shaft,

II:

2.5-(5.6)-9.2p.m.
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Toxas moderately abundant, vaguely separated
into 2 forms although intermediates occur:
smaller wing-shaped toxas relatively thick,
generously curved at centre with slightly
reflexed, abruptly pointed ends; accolada toxas
long N nearly straight, with slight central curvature
and slight or no apical reflexion. Length 30(95.iy222.9fLm, width 0.5-(1.4>-2.5u.m
Associations. Growing in dense clumps amongst
algae (Gettidium), with stolnmferous branches
intertwined, occasionally attached to algae itself;
some specimens growing oven or next to other
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Clathria (Thalysias) placenta
(Lamarck, 1814)
(Figs 185-186)
Spongia placenta Lamarck, 1814:374; 1815:356.
Wilsonelta placenta; TopsenX, 1930:24. pl.3, Hg.8.
Clathria placenta; Hooper
Wiedenmaver, 3994:
273.
Not
ic roc iona placenta; de Laubcnfcls, 1954; 146-

&

M

147, tm-fig,94s

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDT552:
Bags

Strait, Tl*s.

39°50'S.

144'WE, Pcron

King

I*

& Le&Wltf

collection.

encrusting sponges {Placospongia % My.
Antho iPtoctwua)). compound ascidians, and

UAB1TATDISTR1BUTTON. Ecology unki>*wn; Bass

coralline algae.

Slrail,

ETYMOLOGY.

substrate. Principal spicules arc mostly outside

and protruding through the

and

Surface,

is reminiscent of HallmamTs spicata group
(secC (T) coppingeri).

This

Incorporation of echinating acanthostyles
secondarily into fibres has been observed in some
{Dendrocia)dura t
(D.) imperspecimens of
fecta, and to a lesser degree C. (£).) rnxxHUndes,
but these instances are infrequent, inconsistent
(i.e., seen in some sections of the skeleton but not

C

in others!,

phenomenon has been described
talis

G

and probably aberrant.
fo*

C

by Brondsted (1934) but this too

A
1

1

is

similar
orien\

styles usually core fibres). Analogous structures are described in other pocciloselerids.
particularly for the families Anchinoidae and
Crellidae. but in these species acanthostyles also

'principal' structural spicules

Clathria (Thalysias) phorbasifonnis differs
from other species id the plwrbastfonnis' complex in gross morphology and spicule geometry.
In live surface features and colouration it some
resemblance to thickly encrusting C. (71) reinwardti, although spicule geometry, spicule size,
skeletal architecture and fibre characteristics are
clearly different between them

180mm

high,

Colour Grey -brown
(hades. Not seen.

dry.

Tenure and surface characteristics. Harsh,
flexible* brittle in dry state, surface relatively

even, with longitudinal annular striatums running

from basal stalk to margin of fan, and raised
reticulations forming polygonal pattern.
Eciosvme and subectosome. Eclosomr ahnosi
completely detached fromdry type specimen, but
where present appears to be sparse, plumose,
erect or paratangential palisade of eclosomal
styles arising from ascending subectosomal
spicule tracts, the latter embedded in peripheral
skeleton, choanosomal fibres immediately subec-

tosomal.

Choanasome. Cboanosomal skeleton
reticulate with primary (ascending)

irregular!

and

•.

sei

dary (transverse) fibres; primary fibre- (10575nm diameter) cored by mullispioj lar tracts
subectosomal auxiliary styles, occupying up to
1

1

atypical

for the species (whereby the larger auxiliary sub-

comprise the

185G).

Shape. Thick, flabellatc growth
170mm wide, up io Iftmm
thick, with even margin; probably originally wiih
basal stalk but now detached.
form,

specimen thai lacks a reticulate fibre skeleton, in
which case acanthostyles stand perpendicular to
fibres, perpendicular to (echinating) fibres

(Fig.

DESCRIPTION.

Like Phorhas (Anchinoidae).

REMARKS. This species incorporates most
echinating acanthostyles into spongin fibres,
eitheT together with one or few principal subtylostyles enveloped by spongin, or excluding
principal megascleres completely This feature is.
consistent except for one thinly encrusting

fibre nodes,

Tasmania

fibre diameter, tracts

peripheral 1>

;

becoming

1

plui

secondary fibres (35-SSu.m diam-

eter) without conng. spicules; all fibres heavily
echinated by small acanthostyles sometimes
nearly enveloped in spongin; fibre anastomoses
form irregular oval and rectangular meshes ( 1455 0u.m diameter); mesohyl matrix light, with few
megascleres dispersed between fibres.
1

Ooanosomal
principal
Megascleres,
megascleres absent or completely undifferentiated from subectosomal spicules.
Subectosomal auxiliary styles thin, strait: In.
curved or slightly sinuous, wilh smooth
rounded bases and sharp fusiform points. Length
ZS.Vm. width 5-<6.6)-8um
slightly
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FIG. 185. Clathria (Thalysias) placenta (Lamarck) (holotype MNHNDT552). A, Subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyle. B, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Echinating acanthostyles. D, Accolada toxa. E, Palmate
isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, Holotype.

Ectosomal auxiliary

styles straight or slightly

Acanthostyles short, slender, subtylote,
fusiform pointed, spincd only on base and near

curved near apical end, with rounded

apical end, with

microspined bases, fusiform points. Length 115-

(proximal to base) and point. Length 52-C54.4)-

(138.1)-156ujn, width 2-(2.6)-4ujm,

58u-m, width 3.5-(4.2)-6u,m.

smooth regions

at

"neck"
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FIG. 186. Clathria {Thalysias) placenta (Lamarck) (holotype MNHNDT552). A, Skeleton, ectosome detached.
B, Fibre characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E, Palmate isochelae. F, Accolada
toxas.
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Micmsclercs, Palmate isochelac small, wllh
some contort forms, small ulae less than 30% of
shaft length, lateral alac completely fused to
shaft, front ala completely detached Length 8(l0.7V14u-m.

Tenackt procera: Burton & Rao, 1932340; Burtonl934a:559; Burton, I934b-2ft.
Rhaphidopitlus spiculasus Dendy. I889b;75, 86, 87.
99, pl.4, fig.4 [Gulf of Manaar, Ceylon); Dcndy,

Toxas aecolada, modcralcly long, thick, with
only very slight central curvature and straight
points. Length lOS-m9.5)-148uum, width 1.0-

Gulf of Manaar. Ceylon]; Henlschel.
19 12:363,36*4; Hallniann, 1912:177-, Dendy,
I9l6a:46,95, 128-129 |Okhamandal, Kattiawarl.
Clathria sputtlosa var. ramosa; Henlschcl, 91 2:363-

< 1

1922*4.
Clathria spicuhsa; Dcndy, 1905:171-173. pl.8, fig.2
|

1

4h2.0u.iru

364.

REMARKS.

Lamarck's (1814) holotype from

Not

auxiliary spicules instead of principal spicules
(i.e., the principal and larger auxiliary spicules
are undifferentiated in their geometry). In mosi

other details the two species can he readily distinguished (the Chuuk sample has an encrusting
growth form an extremely smooth surface, skeletal structure is hymedesmoid including posses-

spiculosa var. macilenta; HcntschcL
I.. Arafiira Sea]
gracilis Ridley. I884a:6l7, pi. 54, ftg*,|j

Clathriii

1912:364 Aru

,

and de l,;>nKntcls (l954) sample
Bass
USNM22908 from Truk. Caroline Is are not conspecific; the latter becomes C, (7T> Ir.matolae sp.
rmv. The Truk sample is only similar to C. placenta in having fibres cored by \ubectosomal
Strait

|

Erhmancma

Dendy, 1922:64.
Rhaphtihphlns gracilis: Ridley
242, 252^ Topsent, I892b:24.
gracilis:
Clathria
1935a:o34.

&

Dendy. 1887:152,

Dendy, 1905:171; Vosm

Not Rhaphidophtus arborescent Ridley, 1884a:450451, pi. 40. fig.L. pl.42, fig.n; Burton & Kau,
1932:340.
ef.

Mkrociona

protifera:

Vosmaer, 1935a:61l), 634,

669.

T

sion of a very extensive subectosomal skeleton,
occupying almost half of the sponge diameter,
acanthostyles are about twice die size of those in
C. placenta with much more robust spination,,
toxas are slightly accolada but morcso wingshaped, megascleres *ire mostly suhtylote, and
dimensions of most spicules differ).

C

Topsent {1930} implied that
(3C) placenta)
to C, {Wtlsonella) uastraiiensis

was similar

(Caner), but this is certainly not true (the two
having very different skeletal structures, spicule
geometries 3nd absence of foreign detritus in the
skdcxoixofC-iT.) placenta), C!aihria(T.) plai> ni

ta is a member of the 'juniperina* complex baying
a reduced spicule skeleton (whereby fibres shed

some or

all their spicules, in this

case only from

the secondary fibres), and principal and auxiliary
spicule of similar geometry (refer to discussion

under C.

Clathria (Thalvsias) procera (Ridley, 1884)
i.Mgs 187-188, Tabic 38)
Rhaphidophius procerus Ridley, 1834a: 45 1-452,
pl39, tie k. pl.42, fig.o. Burton, W3Ia:343, pi 23,
fig.2.

ton,

,

1922:64, pl.2. figs 6-7; Bur-

1938a 28-29; Burton. 19>9a:243, Levi,

1963:66. Bergquist. 1967:164-165, tcxt-ftg.3;

Thomas, 1973:34-^5,
bergquist, 1977.65:
173,

pi 2,

(dredge).

PARATYPE: BMNH1882

locality.

HOLOTYPE

BMNH1889.1

21

,5 f fragment

of

BMNH 1954. 2.23. 101

Gull of Manaar. Sri Lanka, 8°N. 78°E.

R

BMNH1887.

spiculosus:

HOLOTYPE

223,11 1: same
spkuhsus;

R.

8.4.31:

):

PARATYPn of
same

locality.

BMNH

E

of
gracilis:
1 882.1 0,1 7.1 It:
Providence Island, Seychelles Is, Indian Ocean,
9°I4 S. 51°02 E,48m depth (dredge) HOLOTYPEul
,

,

C spiculosa var.
MNHNDCL 2304):

SMF1698

ramosa:
Straits of

Dnbo.

D

Sea, Indonesia, 6°S, 134 50'E. 20.ui.1908,
coll.

H. Merton (dredge).

(fragment

Am L

AraluTa

40m

ikptti

OTHER MATERIAL

QLD- NTMZ3983. QMG 301032, QMG3035I4QMG304392, QMG304771. NT- NTMZ2604,
QMG303582. WA- NTMZ1308. INDIAN OCEAN

-

BMNH1907

2.1.63.

BMNH

1954.2.23.113.

BMNH1954.2.23.114.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. On loose, soil substrates

(T.) cactifornxis).

Ckahna procera: Dcndy

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1882.2.23. 313;
n
Off East Point. Port Darwin, NT, l2 24,5'S.
n
i30 48.0'E, !4-22m depth, coll. HMS 'Alert'

fig,5,

pi. 7,

Hooper & Wtciicnniayer. 1994:

(sand, mud. gravel, shell grit) associated wiih shallowwater or deeper offshore reels; 11 -78m depth;
widespread throughout the Indian Ocean and Indnwest Pacific; Gulf of Carpentaria, Low Is. Direction Is.
Snake Reef. Turtle Is (FNQ); Bynoe Harbour, Darwin
Harbour. Cape Wessel, Arafura Sea (NT); Port Hedland ( WA)(Re. 1 87H); also Scottburgh, Natal (Burton,
1931a; Levi. 1963), Cargados Carajos, Seychelles
Arrurante, Red Sea and Arabian Sea (Ridley, 1884a:
Ridley & Dendy, 1887; Dcndy, 1922; Burton &. Rao,
1932. Burton, 1959a; I nomas. 1973b). Tuticoiin.Capc
Comorin, Palk Straits, and Madras Straits, Gulf rif

Manaar (Burton

Am

&

Rao, 1932; Burton. 1938a),
Is,
Indonesia (Hentsehel, 1912), Hawaii Rergqmsi, 1967;
1977)
|
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FIG. 187. Clathria (Thalysias) procera (Ridley) (NTMZ1308). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E,
Wing-shaped and U-shaped toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian
distribution. I, Holotype
1 882.2.23.3 13.

BMNH

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Long, single or bifurcate
cylindrical digits, whip-like, very slightly flat-

tened laterally, 230-640mm long; stalk tapers in
both directions from thick central region 4- 14mm
diameter, to woody base 4-6mm diameter, and

rounded points 6- 13mm diameter; apex with
single or no bifurcation is single; point of attachment to substrate expanded, rhizomous; gross
morphology superficially resembles Junceela
gorgonian whip-coral.
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towards
38. Comparison between present and published records of spicule diverging)
dimensions for Clathria (Thalysias) procera (Ridley). Measurements in jim periphery; fibres imperfect(N=25).
ly divided into ascending

TABLE

Holotype

SPICULE

(BMNH 1882.2.2

Specimens

Clathria

Specimen

Specimen

spiculosa var.

(N=l)

(N=l)

ramosa

(Burton,

(Thomas,

(SMF1698)

1938)

1973b)

(N=8)

3.313)

322-Q34.2)-

348x11*

309 x

styles

(13.2)-16

(18.2)-22

(common)

(uncommon)

Subectosomal

358 x

8-(9.2)-

styles

Acanthostyles

Chelae

I

Chelae

II

Toxas

16-

263-288x15-

220-360

18 (rare)

x 13

201-310x4-12

90% of fibre diameter;
secondary fibres less heavi-

to

342-(367.1)-

276-345.5 x

393x8-(11.3)-

280x8

210-294x4-8

9.2-12.5
13

14

172-(258.4>-

124-(178.2)-

295x3-(5.6)-7

290x2-(3.8)-5

2.2-5,8

9I-(99.2H10

89-(104.1)-114

72-98.9 x 9-

x8-(11.0)-13

x7-(11.6)-16

12.1

12-(15.3)-18

13-(15.6)-19

4-(6.6)-10

6-(8.3)-10

18-(60.5)-122

31-(101.2)-145

x0.8-(I.3)-1.5

x0.9-(1.2)-l,8

Colour Pale orange alive (Munsell
pale grey in ethanol.

1

12.3-235.6 x

100

x6
present

58-75 x 4-9

14.5-19.2

16

12-16

6-10.5

9

-

62-142 x 1.2-2

45-56

<147

(110-275u.ni
becoming wider,
more rectangular at
periphery (230-425|xm

core

diameter),

diameter); echinating acanthostyles more heavily con-

5YR

8/6),

centrated on peripheral fibres and at fibre nodes;
choanosomal principal megascleres uncommon
or even rare in

specimens.

entirely

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm, only
very slightly compressible but flexible, with obvious stiff axis; basal region woody, more rigid
than central or apical regions; surface optically
smooth, without conules or other surface processes, microscopically hispid with minute subdermal canals and grooves.

Ectosome and subectosome. Well developed
forming a continuous palisade, composed of ectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles; ectosomal brushes embedded on ultimate fibres, with echinating acanseries of erect spicule brushes

thostyles and choanosomal principal styles
protruding through bases of each spicule brush;

subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles form tangential or paratangential tracts below ectosomal
skeleton; choanosomal principal styles embedded in peripheral fibres form diverging
brushes contributing to subectosomal skeleton;
mesohyl of peripheral skeleton heavier and more

darkly pigmented than deeper regions of
choanosome; subectosomal region relatively
cavernous, occupying up to 50% of sponge
in basal stalk region).

Choanosome. Skeletal architecture

ly cored, occasionally
unispicular; fibre reticulation producing irregularly
oval or eliptical meshes at

180-200

Oscules. Not visible in either live or preserved

diameter (less

diameter);
(130-210u,m
fibres multispicular, cored by subecauxiliary
tosomal
subtylostyles occupying up

primary

styles

Ectosomal

secondary components

248-(283.2)-

Choanosomal

318-(334.2)-

primary fibres (40-75ujti
diameter) and transverse

distinctly

axially compressed, with moderately heavy, yel-

low spongin fibres forming tight anastomoses
near core, becoming more plumose (or merely

some regions of

from the

fibre core,

skeleton, absent

mostly found

in

peripheral skeleton echinating fibres and support-

ing ectosomal skeleton; mesohyl matrix relative-

light in axial region with many loose
subectosomal auxiliary megascleres scattered between fibres.
ly

Megascleres (Table

38).

Choanosomal

principal

subtylostyles straight or slightly curved at centre,

with smooth slightly subtylote or rounded bases,
fusiform points; principal subtylostyles differ

from auxiliary subtylostyles

in relatively thicker

diameter with thickest part at centre of spicule,
less

pronounced basal constrictions, and smooth

bases.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles
fusiform, relatively long, straight or only slightly

curved, tapering to sharp points, with distinct
basal constrictions and prominent subtylote
swelling; bases predominantly microspined,
microspines long.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles similar to
larger auxiliary megascleres but relatively short,

thin, prominently subtylote,
microspined.

invariably

Echinating acanthostyles large, subtylote,
heavily spined bases and central regions,
aspinose at points and 'necks' proximal to base;
spines large, robust, recurved.
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FIG. 188. Clathria (Thalysias) procera (Ridley) (QMG300166). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics (x294). C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthoslyle spines. E-F, Base of subectosomal and ectosomal
auxiliary subtylostylcs. G-H, Palmate and modified isochelac. I, Wing-shaped and u-shaped loxas.
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Microscleres (Tabic 38). Palnvne '.nchelae incompletely divided into 2 size categories, both
abundant, larger unmodified, smaller often contort (58-72% of spicules); lateral alae completely
fused to shaft; front ala shorter and completely

detached from

lateral alae.

Toxas wing-shaped and u-shaped, thin, variable in length, with pronounced central curvature,
slightly reflexed or straight points.

REMARKS.

In live colour, surface charac-

gross morphology, speculation
and skeletal architecture this species is quite distinctive. In particular it has sparse ehoanosomai
principal styles found only outside lechinatmgi
peripheral fibres; subectosomal auxiliary
niegascleres coring fibres; axial compression of
central fibres and the diverging, wide-me
reticulation in the peripheral skeleton; and
teristics, texture,

cchinating megascleres arc concentrated on
peripheral fibres and spongin fibre nodes. This
feature is also found in C. \T.) cacti/anna
although the 2 species are not conspecific as
supposed by Burton & Rao ( 932), where C T.
iformh has an aspicular secondary fibre
skeleton and lacks any anal compression. The
ipal megascleres cchinating fibres and absence of principal spicules from within the fibre
indicates it belongs to Kallmann's (1912)
i

1

\

i

-

evenly cylindrical branches bifurcating but
not anastomosing, and bifurcate branch tips su-

ihin,

Sehotopora coral). There
ne doubt about the conspecificity of some
other specimens identified as C. (7!) spiculout by
Dendy (1889b. 1905, 1922) and C iT) procer'a
by Burton (1931a, 1938a) and Thomas (1973b
in particular the clathrous and lamellate morphs.
These specimens all differ from typical forms in
their skeletal architecture, although their spicule
geometries are all fairly similar and for this
perficially resembling

I.

reason they are retained here in
lime being.

C

;

:

- 1

i

though

this

feature

is

character sue for the

species. Conversely, authors following

Dendy

WO

Classes of auxiliary
(1922) note that there are
megascleres. both of similar length but different
thickness, '.he thicker orjes coring fibres and the
thinner ones scattered in the mesohyl but this
distinction was not corroborated from re
ami nation of any material.

Halimann (1912). Dendy 1922), Burton ARao
1

1932), Burton (1938a] and subsequent authors
included a number of other spec its ,is synonyms

C

(7!) prvcera. but most of these synonymies
arc not supported here. Oathria gpkufosa var.

or

macdenta
•ra

wurdsi.

is

and

certainly different from C
clearly a synonym of C. 7

is

!n contrast. Clathria

i

|

(71)

nun

spicutosa var.

ramosa Hentschel (SMF 169*0 is conspecitk
with C. procera, having closely comparable
geometry and spicule
growth form differs
slightly from typical morphs (being arborescent,
with a woody cylindrical stalk and numerous.
skeletal structure, spicule

size (Table 38), although

&

C

[Thafyskit) topsenti is similar in many respects
C {T)procera, but shows virtually no axial com1

1

pression of the choanosoma! skeleton, 9pi
is clearly different, and the two species

geometry

are not considered to be

synonyms

Ciaihria tThalysivis nuttim
(Kieschirick, 1K96)
(Figs 189)
ramosus Kieschnick,

Rhophithphius

1

896:533;

Kieschnick. 1900:569-570, pl.45, figs 47-50.
Clathria ramosa; Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994 273.
Not Clathria ramom Lindgrcn. 1897:482-483;

Undgrcn, 1898:308-309, pU7, Re*9, pill, fig.
pU9.fig.16; Hentschel. 1912:367.
wjc; de Laabenfefe, I936&105,
Not Coittnlathna ramosa Dendy. 1922:74-76.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: PMJ
1

i

k

I

Records of C. procem subsequent to Ridley
K S4ai
make no mention of choanosomal prin-

cipal spicules echinating peripheral fibres, al-

the

1

'

I

foi

Contrary to Burton & Rao (1932) and Vosrruxrr
(1935a) C 1T~) orborescens is a distinct spivies
from
J. )procera both species differing stibv in their spicule geometry, spicule sizes
and skeletal architecture. Clathria reinwardti vaj
palmate Ridley is conspecific with C. frond*
vtdpuna), as suggested by Bergquist
(T.) procem, as
Tizard (1967), and not with
supposed by Burton & Rao (1932). Clathria

spicata group.

:

synonymy

,

Times

details

Porif.92:

15.

Thursday

n

Qld, 10°35'S. 142 13'E. no
(presently missing fatm collections;

Siraii,

known

Wiedcnniuytr. pcrs.comm

)

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION
known only from Torres

Ecology unknown;

Strail. Qld.

DESCRIPTION Shape, Arborescent, bi
with small stalk and small lobate, COIltCdl
branches, between which stretches a transparent
dermal membrane.
Colour. Yellow-brawn in preserved stale.

OsCuleS Unknown.
Texture
rugose.

and surface

characteristics. Harsh:
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curved, with basal spination. Length 1 5Q-480u.m,
width 13-24|xm.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
thin, prominently subtylote with microspined

Dimensions unknown.
Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles identical in
geometry to larger auxiliary spicules. Dimensions unknown.

bases.

Acanthostyles cylindrical, club-shaped, evenly
spined, subtylote. Length up to 150p.m, width
1

E
ZL

9-13u.m.

-.

Microscleres. Palmate isochelae in 2 size classes.
Length up to 13p.m.

..

O
o
I

:

Toxas thin, sinuous, raprudiform. Dimensions
unknown.

v'

:
.

REMARKS. This species is barely recognisable
other than belonging to Clathria and having a
specialised ectosomal skeleton

which

[Thalysias))

is

C.

(i.e.,

implied

both

in

Kieschniek's (1900) description and his tacit inclusion of the species in Rhaphidophlus. Until the
presently missing holotype is re-examined, the
affinities of this species remain uncertain.

Clathria (Thalysias) reimvardti Vosmaer,
1880
(Figs 190-192, Table 39, Plate 8A-B)
Clathria reinwardli Vosmacr,

1880:152; Vosmacr,
l935a:610. 632, 639; Bcrgquist & Tizard,
1967:184-186, pi. 4, fie. 2; Bergquisi ci at..
97 1 1 02- 06; Van Soest, T989:223 fig.34; Hooper
& Wiedcnmayer, 1994: 273.
Cta th ria
rein wa rtfti v a r
suhc y hndrira Ridley,
1

:

1

,

r

1884a:446-448.

FIG. 189. Clathria (Thalysias) ramosa (Kieschnick)
(redrawn from Kieschnick. 1900). A, Choanosomal
principal subtyloslyle. B, Subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtyloslyle. D,
Sinuous toxa. E, Palmate isochelae.

&

Bergquisi*

1988:141-143, figs 3-4, pl.3f.
Clathria tvfftca var. porrecta Hentschcl.

1912:29S,

Rhaphidophlus reinwardtt: Kellv Bonzes

359-360
Tenuoa npica

porrccm Hallmann, 1920:77 1.
macdenta Hentschcl,

var.

spiculosa
var.
1912:364.
N o t Clathria reinwardli
Clathria

Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosomal skeleton
composed of discrete brushes of small auxiliary

var.

palmata Ridley,

1884a:447.

subtylostyles.

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton irregularly
reticulate, with heavy spongin fibres divided into
primary and secondary components differing significantly in diameter; Fibres only lightly cored by
choanosomal principal subtylostyles within axis
of skeleton, occasionally absent; fibres usually
more heavily cored towards periphery; echinating acanthostyles abundant; character of soft
parts

unknown.

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles prominently subtylote, straight or slightly

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: RMNH(MLB)120

(nol

no oiher details known.
spiculosa var. madlvniu: SMF 5 14

seen): Moluccas, Indonesia,

HOLOTYPE ol

C.

1

(fragments MNHNDCL2242, 2250): Straits of'Dobo,
Aru I., Aralura Sea, Indonesia, 6°S, 134°30'E, 40m
depth, 20iii,1908, coll. H. Merlon (dredge) LEC
of C. reimvardti var. sttbcvlindrica BMNH1S81. 10.21.260; Thursday 1., Torres Strait,
o
'Alert'
Qld. 10 35'S, I42°I3*E, vii.1881, coll.
(dredge). PARALECTOTYPE of C. reinwardli var.
suhcvlindn'ca- BMNH1882.2.23.183: Prince of Wales

TOTYPE

HMS

Channel, Torres
Vii.1881 coll.

Strait,

HMS

Qld, 10°35'S,

'Alert' (dredge).

I42°LVL,

HOLOTYPE of

MEMOIRS OF THfc QUEENSLAND MUSEUM

yjo

C

typkv

var.

porrecta:

MNHNDCL2228.V
Sea,

SMF1653

Strata of Dobo, Asv
,
l34°50 E,22.iii.l908

Indonesians,
H. Merton (dredge).

tiple points

Arafura

ferentiation

I.,
(

of attachment to substrate*, no difbetween branches and stalk, with
attaching
directly to substrate; branches
branches
frequently anastomose with adjacent branches
sometimes forming complex intertwined digits.
free branches mostly simple, rarely bifurcate;
several thickly encrusting, bulbous specimens

(fragment

2m depth,

1

OTHER MATERIAL: NT -

AMZ3099, AMZ4311 (RR1MP-0917). NTMZI76.
NTMZI77. NTMZ270; NTMZ1094, NTM/.208U,
NTM22121, NTMZ2206, NTMZ 221 1, NTMZ2227,
NTMZ2232, NTMZ2264, NTMZ2389, NTMZ2423,
NTMZ2543. NTMZ 2545. NTMZ2554, QMG30O179
l'NTMZ2717>. NTMZ472. NTMZ22S. NTMZ435,
NTMZ2174, NTMZ2197, QMG303260. NTMZ3 150.

NTMZ55. NTMZ7T, NTMZ34S. NTMZ350,
NTMZ359, NTMZ361. NTMZ3fi2, NTMZ363,
NTMZ364, NTMZ441, NTMZ 1364, NTMZ 1371.
NTMZ 378, NTMZ2493. NTMZ2514 NTMZ3299.
NTMZ33D8, NTMZ570, NTMZ 586. NTMZ574,
NTMZ 327, NTMZ2502, NTMZ3242, NTMZ3247.
NTMZ325I, NTMZ 3254, NTMZ3256. N
NTMZ327I, NTMZ3275, NTMZ3279, NTMZ3
NTMZ 3296. NTMZ3310, NTMZ324. NTMZ3J3,
1

1

I

NTMZ602, NTMZ38, NTMZ40, NTMZ50.
QMG300753 NC1Q66C -4G77-Y. fragment

also collected, presumably

immature growth

stages.

Colour. Very light orange

(MunsdJ SYR

8/4),

I7.5YR 8/2-4). orange-rcd-brown
(2 5 YR 7/8), light brown (I0R 7/4). to grey-white
(2.5Y 8/2) pigmentation alive, orange-brown
i:

(5YR 8/4) to grey-white (2.5Y 8/2) in c-thanol;
ectosomal membrane varies from colon
(opaque). 10 grey i2 5Y 8/2); subectosomal and
omal regions generally darker than
periphery, usually clearly visible through cc10$ .iinal

I

membrane when alive.
Abundant, relatively large (560-

WA QMG30I121. QMGJ0II35.
QMG30II69. WTMZ3336 1NCIQ66C )4S0
QLD- QMG300S24. QMG304085, NTMZr
NTMZ4021. NTMZ4022, QMG3D3014, NTMZ,
INDONESIA QMG3036W iNCIOCDN
SMFI1S9, PNG- NTMZ2561, NTMZ2562.
NTMZ2.S63. NTMZ2564. QMG30037I fNCIQooC4495-A), QMG30O375 <NCIQ66C-45i6-Y>, OMG

2760ji.m diameter), predominant on lateral sides
of branches, oseutes slightly raised with
prominent membraneous lip (often orange
menied) sui rounding aperture; generally thicker
specimens have larger oscules raised fun her
above surface and more prominent subectos'

MX»83 iNClQ66C-4547.ii, QMG303I04. PHILIPPINES - QMG300344, QMG3003CM (NC1Q66C-

Texture

NTMZ3906),

'

5727-Q).

•

MICRONESIA -QMG3048V> VIETNAM

QMG30OO45.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Pfcdominanlly found on

\tfe$

}

sculpturing; oscules coliapse in

and

air.

.surface characteristics

Soft,

cow

piessihle, flexible, moderately easy Id tear; sur-

>mooth. pellucid, semi-translucent in
with piotninent stellate subectosomal channels
radiating towards oscules, paniculailv in thicker

coral

specimens, more even surface ornamentation in

coral

thinner specimens; ectosomal membrane collapses upon dessication arid preservation, becoming

_:'ng coral
rubbk and dead coral SUbstra
reefs or lagoon faunas, occasionally growing oil live

on the reel" crest; mostly found in luibid. shallow
between 0-1 fun liepih, oc-

subtidal-intertida) waters

casionally deeper. Speculated thai asw.KJjtii.iii '.villi
dead coral substrates indicates some role in reef
rnoerosion; widely distributed throughout Jndowcsi
Darwin Harbour, Parry Shoals. Timor Sea,

Pacific;

Port Essington. Oroides Reef, Trepang Bay. Cotaurg
Peninsula, Wesse-I Is (NT); Hibenna Reel, CawlK'r I..
Shelf Direction I. (WA): Gulf of Carpentaria,
Cockbtira Is. Cape York, Shclbumc Bay. Blanchard
I

Reef. Adolphus I. (FNQ) (Fig L90H); also Cchu.
Ncgros OrietitaJc, Philippines (present study). Chuuk,

Hon Ra»
Vte|
sftudty
Solomon [s (Bergquist ct al., 1971),
Mntupore I./PNG (Kelly Barges & Bergquist. I9B8;
prescnt study), Aru Is, Sulawesi, Lesser Surnba U,
Indonesia (Vosmaer. 1935a; Van Socsl, 1989. ptes&ni
Caroline Islands (present

I.

1

,

(present study),

study)

DESCRIPTION.

Shape, Typically simple
digitate, stoloniferous. cylindrical or occasionally laterally compressed branches <7-25rom
diameler), forming meandering digits with mul-

roughened and pocked with ridges and cavities.
Ectosome and subectosome Thin layci of smaller
ectosomal auxiliary subtylostylcs form discrete
brushes creel on stitfate, inacontinuous palisade,
supported by long nr short subectosomal plumose
from peripheral fibre skeleton; ectosorna)
S

region generally poorly collagenous but variable
in thicker specimens; subectosomal region cav-

ernous with lacunae

(

l20-660u_m diameter) sup-

ported paucispicular plumose tracts of
subectosomal auxiliary subtylostylcs, no fibres,
but moderate quantities of collagen between
spicule tracts; plumose tracts of choanosomal
principal styles also near periphery in some cases
protruding through ectosomal skeleton.
inosomc, Skeletal architecture irregularly or
scmi-regularly reticulate, with anastomosing
spongin fibres (40-I20|im diameter) forming
Curved ovul Straight itiangular or rectangular
meshes (5Q-470ujti diameter) in choanosome;
(
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1 90. Clathria (Thalysias) reinwardti Vosmaer (NTMZ2I74). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B, Echinating acanthostyles. C, Subectosomal auxiliary styles. D, Ectosomal auxiliary styles. E, Palmate isochelae. F,
Larger accolada toxas and juvenile oxhorn-Iike toxa. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian

FIG.

distribution.

I,

Paralectotype of variety subcylindrica

BMNH

1

882.2.23. 83.

muddy

1

J,

meshes generally more irregular near core
than periphery; no clear distinction between
primary and secondary fibres; fibres light, always
fully cored by choanosomal principal styles, with
dense echinating acanthostyles on surface; abundant auxiliary spicules scattered between fibres;
mesohyl matrix light, poorly pigmented, surrounding ovoid to eliptical choanocyte chambers

Megascleres (refer

(130-250p-m diameter); specimens from

gylote points.

fibre

turbid,

NTMZ77.

intertidal habitats incorporate

amounts of inorganic

detritus into

moderate

mesohyl but

not into fibres.

Choanosomal

to Table

39 for dimensions).

principal styles slightly curved at

centre, short, thick, invariably with

smooth

rounded bases, hastate or occasionally stron-
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TABLE

39. Comparison between spicule dimensions (in u,m) between type specimens and other material of
Clathria (Thalysias) reinwardtiWosmaer from different localities (N=25).

SPICULE
Choanosomal
styles

Subecto
somal

Ectosomal
styles

Acanthostyles

155-345

223-305 x

135-215 x

(stout)

5-16

6-10
1

135-305

155-323 x

170-211 x

3-12

3-9

120-130

97-181x3-

84-102x3-

7

6

54-82

x 3-

I

Chelae

11

Toxas

9

8

7
1

10(190.3)- 116-(195.6)-

148(200.51-

280 x 5-

273 x 6-

x 8-

264x9-

(12.4)- 18

(11.1)16

(11.4)-21

(13.D-21

(I5.9)-21

236 x

259 x

7-

279

7-

141 -(246.1)-

141(219.7)-

113-(236.1)-

146(233.0)-

137-(238.6)-

3-

326 x 3-

301 x 3-

337 x 4-

317x5-

317x5-

(6.8)-16

(7.6)-11

(5.9)1

(6.7)- 14

(7.2)-13

(7.6)- 13

66-002.3)-

85-(106.5)-

82-( 104.1

66(100.7)-

69(102.7)-

73-(92.8)-

170 x 2-

162x2-

157x2-

166x2-

170x4-

139x4-

(3-9)-8

(4.D-7

(3.6)-7

(3.9)-7

(5.1)8

(3.9)-8

31 -(59.1)-

45-<64.7)-

42-<60.1)-

39-(57.9)-

31(58.2)-

35(60.3)-

13(235.5)-

59-74 x 4-

79

50-70 x 6.3

x 3-(7.4)-

78

x 3-(7.4)-

1

)-

72 x 3-(6.6)- 79 x 3-(7.5)- 77 x 5-(7.9)- 76x6-(8.7)-

11

13-19

10-19

12-15

-

4-8

4-8

-

6

5

131(201.6)- 146(192.9)-

(11.8)-21

337 x

(slender)

10

Chelae

4

}

111-095.1)-

(spined)

styles

2

]

22-174x

52-246 x

0.5-2

0.5-2

13

10

13

12

10-(14.4)-21

10-(14.0)-19

12

13

10(14.3)18 10-(14.2)-19 10-(I4.9)-21

2-(6.1)-9

2-(5.4)-9

2-(6.0)-9

2-(5.8)-9

8(121.2)-

12-()19.3)-

9-( 102.5 )-

16(125.8)-

237 x 0.5-

186x0.5-

173x0.5-

236 x 0.5-

(l.2)-3.1

(1.2)-2.5

(l.2)-2.5

(1

5)-3.0

1

11-(13.9)-19

4-(6.6)-9

4-(6.4)-9

2-( 124.1

24-U15.6)-

)-

228 x 0.5-

186x0.5-

(1.2)-2.5

(l.l)-2.0

Source:
1.

Holotype (Vosmaer, 1880). 2. Lectotype of var. subcylindrtca (BMNH1881. 10.21. 260). 3. Lectotype var. macilenia
4. Northern Territory specimens. 5. Papua New Guinea specimens. 6. Indonesian specimens.
Philippines specimens. 8. Micronesian specimen. 9. Vietnam specimen

(SMF13I4).
7.

Subectosomal auxiliary styles straight or
sometimes slightly curved near basal end, relatively thick, with fusiform, sharp points, sometimes telescoped or mucronate, and rounded or

of development; larvae oval to eliptical, 180825u-m long, 80-400u.m wide; smaller larvae

slightly subtylote, usually faintly microspined

styles

bases.

larvae well differentiated in cellular structure

Ectosomal auxiliary

styles morphologically

similar to subectosomal spicules, but markedly
shorter, thinner, fusiform, sharply pointed or
mucronate, straight, with slight subtylote basal

swellings and profusely microspined bases.

Echinating acanthostyles short, stout, with
rounded, bluntened points, slightly subtylote
bases, unevenly spined with aspinose 'neck'
proximal to base; spines heaviest on base and
points, spines broad at base, sharp, recurved.
Microseleres (refer to Table 39 for dimensions).
Palmate isochelae in 2 size classes, both abundant, scattered throughout mesohyl and lining
choanocyte chambers; long lateral aiae completely fused to shaft, completely detached from front
ala; front ala entire; some smaller forms with
contort shaft; some larger forms with median
spikes on interior of shaft.
Toxas basically accolada although juvenile
forms resemble oxhoms; extremely thin, hairlike, long, slight central curvature, slightly
reflexed or with straight points; distributed singly
or in trichodragmata throughout mesohyl.
Larvae. 28% of specimens examined contained
incubated parenchymella larvae in varying stages

identical in colouration to adult

mesohyl, larger

larvae relatively darkly pigmented with larval

and toxas, mostly

at periphery,

and mature

with a layer of cells surrounding periphery; cilia
not observed (preserved material). No obvious
reproductive period for C. (T.) reinwardti because
sexual reproductive products present in samples

from

May to January

(i.e., all

seasons except wet

season) from Darwin and Cobourg Peninsula
regions (Fig. 192); larval size not correlated with
seasonality with larvae in various stages of
maturity encountered throughout year; apparent

absence of reproductive products during wet
season probably only due to low number of
samples collected during February-April, and
possible that this species produces viviparous
larvae

all

year.

Associates. Virtually every specimen

examined

(94% of material) harboured Scyllidae
polychaete

worms {Typosyllis spongicola), lying
meshes longitudinally within

between

fibre

branches.

The

relationship between C. (T.) rein-

wardti and T. spongicola is probably widespread
and facultative because specimens from all
localities and material collected in 1965

(Bergquist&Tizard, 1967) and 1974(AMZ4311)
also contained infestations of this polychaete.
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FIG. 191. Clathria {Thalysias) reinwardti Vosmaer (specimen QMG303260). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Base of subectosomal and ectosomal
auxiliary styles. G, Palmate and modified isochelae. H, Accolada toxas and juvenile oxhorn-like toxa.
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__
TOTAL SAMPLES

SEASON

WET

—

*
1

SAMPLES WITH

LARVAE

3

PREDRY
DRY
PREDRY

26

8

23

7

15

5

FIG. 192. Clathria (Thalysias) reinwardti Vosmaer.
Seasonal production of incubated larvae in the NT.

Variation. Shape: characteristic, consistent although some variability in number of branch
bifurcations, thickness of branches, degree of
lateral flattening; 3 morphs recognised: thin and

evenly cylindrical; laterally flattened; or thickly
cylindrical with knobbed and uneven surface; no

microspined bases, respectively. Echinating
acanthostyles dense, very heavily echinating
fibres (17%), moderate (43%), light (17%) or
very lightly echinating (23%). Microscleres:
Modified contort forms of palmate isochelae
present in most specimens (although not previously recorded in this species), with proportion
of twisted larger isochelae ranging from 0% of
spicules (46% of specimens), 1-4% (39%), 5-

10% ( 1 3%), up to 20% (2%); in smaller isochelae
proportion of twisted forms 0% of spicules (13%
of specimens), 1-4% (29%), 5-10% (34%), up to
20% (24%); toxas varied in abundance from very
common in specimens (30% of specimens), common (36%), uncommon (26%) or rare (8%).
Variability in spicule dimensions'.

mean

Although some

spicule dimensions

correlation found between variability in skeletal

variability recorded in

and growth form; sec
Bergquist (1988) for further
details on variability in growth form and colouration. Colour, relatively consistent range from
grey, orange-brown to red-brown; density of pigmentation may be related to exposure and water
clarity where deeper and more turbid water
populations are generally less heavily pigmented
and shallow populations are brighter coloured

for samples from different localities these were
not statistically significant for any spicule
categories (P > 0.05); similarly spicule dimensions were relatively homogeneous for samples
collected during different seasons, although only
a small sample size was taken during the wet

Skeletal structure: Ectosomal skeleton typically

(Thalysias) reinwardti for a specimen from the
Moluccas incorrectly identified as Spongia cannabina Esper, but his original diagnosis was in-

architecture or spiculation

Kelly Borges

&

dense, continuous, discrete spicule brushes, occasionally thin, paratangential ectosomal crust.

Subectosomal skeleton cavernous with long
plumose, non-echinated spicule tracts (51%) or
with choanosomal fibres close to surface (49%).

Choanosomal skeleton

typically irregularly

heavy and compact, with fully cored
fibres forming rectangular meshes; but 4% of
specimens with curved fibres forming oval-eliptical meshes; 2% with cavernous skeletons
throughout and very few thin fibres and spicule
reticulate,

tracts;

4%

regularly reticulate with ladder-like

fibre anastomoses. Spicule skeleton lying outside

fibres dense (48%) with abundant loose spicules
strewn throughout mesohyl, moderate (32%), or
very light (20%) with few extra-fibre spicules.
Mesohyl matrix typically light (47% of
specimens), moderate (25%), heavy but only
lightly pigmented (18%), or heavy, dark brown
pigmented (10%). Megascleres: Subectosomal

subtylostyles typically with
microspined bases although most specimens had
at least some smooth ones (0-4% of megascleres
were entirely smooth (in 4% of specimens), 510% (15%), 11-20% (34%), 21-30% (15%), 3140% (15%), up to 64% (17%)). Choanosomal
auxiliary

principal styles and smaller auxiliary ectosomal

subtylostyles invariably with smooth and

season.

REMARKS. Vosmaer

(1880) erected

C

correct. Ridley (1884a) subsequently described

two specimens (as var. subcylindrica) from Torres Strait where they were reportedly abundant.
Vosmaer (1935a) redescribed the spiculation of
the holotype which agreed closely with Ridley's
diagnosis, and hence emended the definition of
this species. From present data and published
Kelly-Borges

&

Bergquist (1988) it is
is a dominant
species of the intertidal and shallow subtidal
fringing reef communities throughout the tropical
Indo-west Pacific, particularly prevalent in more
results of

shown

that

C

(7!)

reinwardti

turbid waters.

Aside from Kelly-Borges

&

Bergquist (1988)

the species has been described as lacking any

ectosomal specialisation

(viz.

Clathria condi-

tion),

whereas careful histological sectioning

shows

that

it

has a classical ectosomal skeleton of

two distinct size categories of auxiliary
megascleres, localised in the ectosomal and subectosomal regions respectively (viz. Thalysias
condition). Bergquist & Tizard (1967) suggested
that toxas were not previously recorded because
they are very slender and tend to be associated
with larvae. However, all specimens examined in
this study contained toxas, irrespective of
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very shallow subectosomal
drainage canals radiating from
large pores. Irregular

and cor-

rugated surface features were

observed only

in

a

small

proportion of live samples, although these surface features
are common in dessicated
material soon after collection.
This species may be confused
with C. (T.) erecta, differing
only slightly in gross morphology and surface ornamentation,

and having a similar skeletal
structure, whereas comparison
of spicule geometry and spicule
sizes can distinguish the two
species. Its spicule geometry is
similar to C. (T.) fasciculata,

but this has a bushy clathrous
growth form and different

skeletal structure (e.g.,
pronounced fascicular columns
comprising the main skeletal
JffJ*

JUfSt^A 'Vj^fSBM

Blt iMr

l*\y^

tracts).

In

its

nearly regular

retuculate, rectangular skeletal

structure

C

(T.)

reinwardti

resembles to some extent C.
(T.) vulpina (which has an open
reticulate tubular and lamellate
growth form (and to which
Bergquist & Tizard (1967)
referred the variety C. reinwardti van palmata)). Clathria

reinwardti can be differentiated
from all these species by its

characteristic acanthostyle
morphology, growth form, size
and geometry of toxas, and ec-

tosomal-subectosomal features. The species also differs
from

C. (T.)procera

and

C (7^)

FIG. 193. Clathria (Thalysias) ridleyi (Lindgren) (fragment of holotype spiculosa with similar growth
BMNH1929.1 1.26.20). Section through peripheral skeleton.
form in choanosomal architecture, spicule

locality, seasonality or possession of larvae.

geometry and

fibre

characteristics.

Toxas are typically most abundant in the mesohyl
matrix, occurring as both toxodragmata and as
single spicules; they are probably also charac-

of the adult sponge. Bergquist et al. ( 1 97 1
suggested that the brick red colour and irregular

teristic

lumpy surface were characteristic for this species,
whereas most specimens seen by the author in situ
were predominantly pale orange-brown, with
smooth, turgid, membraneous surface and only

Clathria (Thalysias) ridleyi
(Lindgren, 1897) (Fig. 193)
Rhaphidophlussp; Ridley, 1884a:452-453.
Rhaphidophlus ridleyi Lindgren, 1897:483; Dendy,
1896:44; Lindgren, 1898:283, 310, 311, pl.!7,fig.8,
Hallmann, 1912:187;
VanSoest, 1984b: 115.
pl.18, fig.14, pl.19, fig.17;
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Ttmacia ridfeyi; L6vt, 96 ! b:522-524, icxt-fig. 14..
Ciathria ridleyi; Hooper
Wiedenmayer. 1994: 2. '3
Ctf Ciathria ramosa\ Vosmaer, I935a:61 1, 642, 669.
1

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

NHRM

(fragment

26.20): near Membalonc, SW. of
Bclitung t M Java Sea, Indonesia, 3°09"S. 107°38'E.
ooll. C. AurivHUus (beach debt

BMNH1929.il

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Depth 10- 14 m; on dead
or live coral substrate; Torres Strait (FNQ) (Ridley,
1884a); also Java Sea (Lindgren. 1897), and l^gsurt
I.. Philippines (Levi, 1961b).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Ramose, with thin
cylindrical bifurcating and anastomosing
branches, short stalk,
Colour.

Red alive.
Unknown.
and surface

O scales.

ramose Ciathria (Thalysias) in skeletal architecture, fibre characteristics, and Ectyoplasia-Yikc
acanthostyles (with recurved spines on the apex
of spicules). However, the species is barely
recognisable other than belonging to Clathrtu
{Thalysias). Only a slide preparation of a skeletal

was located in the BMNH (Fig. 193),
showing few distinctive characteristics. Acanthostyles with apical spines have also been
recorded for C. \T.) tnuiabilis and CAT) lapsenti,
and it is possible that this species is related to, or
synonymous with one of these Levi (1961 h)
recorded C. (T.) ndleyi from the Philippine*.
noting some similarities in growth form ami
section

face characteristics with C. (T.) erecta, although
spicule geometry and skeletal arrangement differ
between the two species.

chartirienstics. Ha-sh. surTexture
face highly ornamented and hispid, bearing
ridges and conules.
•

ome and subectosome. Ectosome relatively

thin, with single layer of plumose spicule

brushes

composed of intermingled ectosomal and subeo
lusomal auxiliary vubtylostyles

Choanosome. Choanosomal skeleton

irregularly

with light spoogjn fibres forming rectangular meshes and with both primary and
secondary components, primary vaguely ascending fibres have multispieular core of 8-10 rows of
choanosomal principal styles, whereas secondary
elements less heavily cored; acanthostyles dispersed evenly over fibres.
Ate$asclen>s. Choanosomal principal styles
slightly curved, with rounded, smooth non-iylote
bases. Length ]5O-3O0jun, width 8-J5fim.
reticulate,

Suhectosomal auxiliary subtykvstyles straight,
usually with microspmcd bases. Length up to
300u.nL width up to 12.5u.rn.
Ectosomal auxiliary suhtylostyles arc identical
in morphology to subectosomal spicules. Length
up to 120u.m widthupto4u.niAcanthostyles subtylote, with blunt or
r<»unded, profusely rnicrospined points, with
Ospinose 'necks' proximal to base. Length 6875u-m, width 5-9.5u.rn.
Mkrosclere.s. Palmate isochelae unmodified,
single size category. Length 9~18u.ni
Toxas not recorded in Ridley's or Lindgren's
material, but described as raphidiform by Levi,
with slight central curvature and no apical
flexion. Length 80-1 ]Uu,m.
r

REMARKS.

rubra Lcndcnfcld,
I888;221;
nmema
Whitelcgge, I902a:212.
Cluthtia rubra; Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994; 272
lhulassudendwn paucispinu Lendcnfcld, 1888:224225;Whitclegge, 1901:86-87.
Hhaphidophlus paucispinus; Hallmann, 1912:176.203 300,pl?.5J1gsI-2.pl26.r.g.L
188,

&

'

]

i

>

19S0A

iL-\t-lig.3<n Culler.

TehacfopQUci$pino\ Kallmann, 1920:770.
Not Tenaeio puucispitm: Burton, 1934a:559.
Tha/a.KXi/i'ndrotj rubens var. dura, in part; Lendcnleld1888:274; Whitelcgge, 1901 :87.
rfuitusxoderjdron rubens var. lamella, in pan; Lendenfeld, 1X88:224. pl.7; Whitelcgge, 1901:87.
Not Thaiassodendron rubens Lcrvicnicld, 1888
Ckuhria multipara Whitelegge, 1907:496, pl.45.
-

Bg.23.

Microciona prolifera: Vosmaer. J935a:637. Mil.

Ef

670.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; AMG9048 (presently
missing): Port Jackson, NSW, 33°5I*S, !51°lrVF.
of E. rubra: AMG9049; unknown

PARATYPE

locality (label 'Ciathria

Lindgren (1897, IK98) erected this
unnamed specimen

Strait, differentiating

it

from other

pumila var. rubra Lend, type

LECTOTYPE of T. paucispina: AMG912!a: Port
Jackson, NSW, 33*51*5, 151 D I6 E (dry, label
'Thalysias paucispinus; type
PARALECTOTYPES
T).

T

').

of T, paucispina. AMG9121b: same Locality (dry. label
'co(ypc'). BMNH1887. 1.27.1, 1954.2.1071.
1954.2.12.54 (fragments AMG3557): same locality

AMZ961

(dry; presently missing):

same

locality.

;

I

l

c

TOTYPE off. rubens var. lamella: AMZ459: Port
Jackson, NSW^Sl'S.l^rib'E (wet). PARALECTOTYPES pfE rubens var. lamella: AMZ461; same
locality

(wet, fragment

BMNH1887 .4.27.124

species for Ridley's (18&4a)

from Torres

Ciathria {Thalysias) rubra
(Lendenfeld, 1888) (Figs 194-195.1

(dry).

from figured specimen),
same locality

(1954.2.10.70).

BMNH1887.L24.28

(fragment ZMB1147):
of T. rubens var.

HOLOTYPE

same

locality (wel).

dura:

AMG9123: same

locality (dry).

PARATYPKS
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(Thalysias) rubra (Lendenfeld) (A-F. lcctolvpe AMG9121; C, paraleclolype
A, Choanosomal principal style. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtvlostyle. C. Eciusomal
auxiliary subtyloslyle. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, U-shaped loxa. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section
through
peripheral skeleton. H, Australian distribution. I, Leclolypc. J, Paralectotype of C. multipara
AMZ723.

BMNH 1887.1.27.1).
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of

7*.

rubens var. dura: BMNH1887.1.24.2 (wet),

BMNH 1887.4.27.1 12
(dry).

(1954.2.12.42):
of C. multipora:

LECTOTYPE
NSW, 34°S,

Botany Bay,

same

locality

AMZ722: Off
151°irE, 80-92m depth,

FIV 'Thetis' (dredge; label 'Rhaphidophlus
paucispinus, var. multiporus'). PARALECTOTYPEof
C. multipora: AMZ723: same locality.
coll.

OTHER

MATERIAL: NSW- AMZ458, AMZ1 17, AMZ4809,

AM

AMZ814,

NSW,

coll.

unregistered (label 'ex. Port Jackson,

ADendy').

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. On

rock reef, shell-grit
depth; Port Jackson,
Botany Bay, Shoalhaven Bight (NSW); Maria I. (Tas)
or gravel substrates;

20-90m

(Fig. 194H).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Thick, flabellate-lamelor branching growth forms up to 250mm
long, 100mm wide, 30mm thick, usually with
short basal stalk up to 60mm long, 25mm
diameter; lamellate-flabellate morphs growing in
1 or more planes, even margins; ramose forms
with cylindrical tapering digits or with closely
anastomosing branches; intermediate flabellatelate

digitate

growth forms with uneven palmate

more radial and plumo-reticutowards periphery; peripheral fibres terminate in plumose tufts of choanosomal and
subectosomal megascleres, supporting ectosomal
skeleton; fibres cored by choanosomal principal
styles occupying only 10-40% of fibre diameter;
mesohyl matrix heavy but only lightly pigmented, containing few loose subectosomal and
choanosomal megascleres dispersed between
fibres; echinating acanthostyles sparse, confined
mostly to larger fibres; choanocyte chambers
oval, 50-80fxm diameter.
reticulate at core,
late

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles relatively robust, usually slightly curved at centre or
near basal end, with rounded or very slightly
subtylote, smooth bases, and fusiform points.
Length 168-(204.4)-295u.m, width 9-(10.9)14ujn.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
smooth
or microspined bases, and fusiform points.
Length 202-(227.1)-281u.m, width 5-(6.6)-8|xm.
slender, straight, with slightly subtylote,

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles

short,

digitate margins.

slender, straight or slightly curved near basal end,

Colour. Live colouration unknown, preserved
material dark-brown or grey-brown, usually with

points.

paler grey surface crust.

(4.4)-5jxm.

Oscules. Moderately large, up to 4mm diameter,
confined to areas on lateral or apical margins of

Acanthostyles subtylote, tapering cylindrical,
fusiform, with evenly distributed spines or fewer
spines at 'neck' proximal to base, spines small,
straight, erect. Length 75-(84.3)-98u,m, width 4-

branches.
Texture and surface characteristics. Harsh, compressible, flexible when preserved; surface
smooth, with or without small conules, often with
well developed subectosomal ridges and oscular
areas.

Ectosome and subectosome. Surface with
ctinct crust or peel;

dis-

ectosomal skeleton ranges

from very dense, well developed continuous
palisade of erect plumose brushes, to sparse, with
covering of erect discrete brushes dispersed over
surface, sometimes on same specimen; subectosomal skeleton interdispersed with ectosomal
brushes, consisting of plumose tracts of larger
subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles arising
from ends of peripheral choanosomal fibres,
protrude through and/or lying paratangential to
ectosomal layer.

Choanosome. Skeletal architecture more-or-less
regularly reticulate, very heavy spongin fibres
forming wide elongate-oval meshes (200-550u.ni
diameter), imperfectly differentiated into
primary (pauci- or multispicular) fibres (up to
160u,m diameter) and secondary (uni- or
paucispicular) fibres (up to HOfim diameter);
fibres substantially heavier and more regularly

with subtylote spined bases and slightly hastate

Length 105-(125.4)-154uJ m, width 3-

(6.8)-8u.m.

Microscleres. Palmate isochelae of a single size
class, large, unmodified, with lateral alae longer

than front ala; lateral alae completely attached to
shaft but detached from front ala along lateral

margin. Length 17-(20.1)-24u,m.

Toxas u-shaped, thick, with only slight central
curvature and tapering, non-reflexed points.
Length 45-(54.7)-82u.m, width 1.5-(2.1)-3u-m.

REMARKS. This species is very similar to C.
variability

having

(T.)

similar range of
of growth forms and surface features,

cactifonnis in

a

and on this basis Vosmaer ( 1 935a) suggested they
may be synonymous. However, C (T.) rubra is
substantial different from C. (T.) cactifonnis in
spicule geometries (particularly principal styles,
acanthostyle spination, toxa morphology),
spicule sizes, fibre characteristics (where all
fibres are cored in this species but only the
primary ascending fibres are cored in C. (T.)
cactifonnis), and the presence of plumose tufts of
choanosomal principal styles, projecting through
and echinating peripheral spongin fibres in C. (7!)
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FIG. \95. Clathria(Thalysias) rubra (Lendenfeld)(A-B, AMZ458;C-G. lectotype AMG9121). A, Choanosomal
skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics (x283). C, Echinaiing acanthostyle. D, Acanthosiyle spines. E, Base of
auxiliary subtylostyles. F, Palmate isocbelae. G, U-shaped toxa.
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iaaiformis, whereas in C, ("/!} ru&ra these
spicules arc usually confined entirety within
fibres (except on peripheral fibres where they
form smalt bundles). A key character distinguishing C. (71) rubra from other species is possession
of small, peculiar u-shaped (oxea-like) toxas,
consistent in all specimens, very different from
accolada toxas in C. (71) cactiformis- The species
is a member of the "juniperirui species complex
having a reduced skeleton (whereby fibres shed

some

C

or

a!) their

spicules) (see discussions under

'T) cactiformis and

C. {T.\ htrsuta).

Judging from the number of specimens of this
species collected by the early trawling expedilinns (Lendenfeld, Dendy, WhiTelegge,
Kallmann) it appears to have been a prominant
member of the SE. Australian temperate sponge
fauna. However, it has not been recollected for
rrisny decades, despite recent collections in both
shallow and deeper waters off Sydney (EPA and
NSW Water Board), and its status is uncertain.

Clathria (Thalysiast cf. rubra
(Lendenfeld, 1888)

MATERIAL. SPECIMEN: GREAT BARRIER
REEF, QUEENSLAND BMNHL930.M3 108: Pten-

C

guin Channel, off Alexander Bay. I6 LVS, J 45*31' E,
Expedition
20-31 in depth, 24.ii.l929, coll

GBR

(dredge).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. On
Cairns region

depth;

known

rock and shell

Australian distribution:

(FNQ) (Fig. 196H).

Shape. Arborescent, cylindrical
branches 3-SmiQ diameter, branches bifurcate
and anastomose producing a tangled mass.
Colour. Live colouration unknown,
ethanol.

Texture

brown

in

surface characterises. Firm,

com-

pressible; slightly conulosc surface.

Ectosome and subeciasame* Erect, discrete
brushes of eclosomal auxiliary sublytosiyles
forming thin, discontinuous palisade on sun
with sparse, paiatangemial subeetoMJn-.u
skeleton

composed of

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylosty Ies slender, straight or slightly curved near base,
slightly subtylote smooth or faintly microspined
bases, fusiform sharply pointed or occasionally
telescoped points. Length 174-(266.7)-346pun,
width5-< 7. 7)-! Gym.
straight,

smooth bases,

F.ctosomal auxiliary subtyiostyles very
slender, straight, subtylote smooth or
microspined bases, fusiform points. Length 121U.V2.X»-l8lM.m. width 2-(33>4|inL
Acanthostyles Iong slender, subtylote, evenly
spincd except for partially aspinose area at *neck*
proximal to base, spines small, recurved. Length
73-(82JV -93jun, width 4-i4.S>-7^m.
t

Palmate isochelae large, un-

Microscleres.

Toxas intermediate between wing-shaped and
u-shaped. relatively thick, with gently rounded
central curvature and reflexed points. Length 18;.-H>6^m, width 0.8-(1.8H.0u-in.

REMARKS.

Unknown

ami

mostly
transverse, paucispicular fibres (25-60ujn
diameter); echinating acanthostyles relativ el)
sparse in deeper choanosome, more-or-less concentrated on extenor side of fibres and at fibre
nodes, rnesohyl matrix heavy, granular, with
numerous microscleres and auxiliary spicules
scattered throughout rnesohyl between fibres;
choanocyte chambers oval, up to 80u.m diameter.

modified. Length 15-(I6.8>-19|jLm.

DESCRIPTION

Oscules.

fibres (60-80jj.ni diameter) and secondary,

fusiform points. Length 219-(262.0)-358u.rn.
width 3 -{4. 5)-6jam

Ttnacta paucispinu\ Burton, 1934a:559.

20-3)m

at Lore, spongin fibres imperfectly divided
into primary, mostly ascending, multispieular
Khflll

Subectosoma! auxiliary subtyiostyles

Echinonema rubra Lendenfeld, 1888:221.

gravel;

Choanosomr. Skeletal architecture irregularly
reticulate; very heavy spongin Fibres forming
wide, oval or elongate reticulate meshes (150350|xm diameter), more cavernous in periphery

slender, subtylote micnexspined or

(Figs 196)
cf.

immediately below surface;
rnesohyl matrix heavy in peripheral skeleton.
fibres branch

larger auxiliary subtylos-

and long principal subiylostyles protruding
from peripheral fibres supporting eciosomal
tvles

skeleton; principal subtylostvles also occasionally protruding through surface; terminal s pong in

Burton's (1934a) Tenacia
paucisplna from the Great Barrier Reef is similar
to
(T.) rubra but there is some doubt about its
conspecificity. Burton (1934a) indicated that it was
most similar to Clathria multipora WhHetegge,
subsequently demoted to a variety (or subspecies)
of C. (T.) rubra by Hallmann (1912). but comparison between Burton's specimen and type
material (see
(T.) rubra; Figs 194-195) shows
differences in the geometry of particular spicules
(toxas, ucanlhostyles, bases of principal styles)
and in some spicule sixes. Burton (1934) did not
describe his specimen, and simply noted that his

C

C
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FIG. 196. Clathria (Thalysias)

cf.

rubra (Lendenfeld) (BMNH1930.8.13.108). A, Choanosomal principal

subtylostyles. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. D, Echinating
acanthostyle. E, Palmate isochela. F, Wing-shaped toxas. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian
distribution.
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specimen consisted of a 'tangled, anastomosing
mass of angular ... nodulose branches, each 35mm diameter'. Even with a fragment of
Burton's specimen it is uncertain whether it is
rubra or a

new

taxon.

Clathria (Thalysias) spinifera
(Lindgren, 1897)
(Figs 197- 198, Table 40)
var. spinifera Lindgren,
filifer
1897:483; Lindgren, 1898:311, pl.17, fig.7, pl.19.

Rhaphidophlus
fig. 18.

Rhaphidophlus spinifer, Thiele, 1903a:958, pi. 28, fig.
23; Hallmann, 1912:177.
Clathria spinifera; Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994:
274.

Not Clathria spinifera Sara, 1978:67-70, text-figs 4143; Desqueyroux-Faundez & Moyano, 1987:50
cf. Microciona prolifera; Vosmaer, 1935a:61 1.
.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: ZMUU (not seen) (fragments BMNH1929.1 1.26.6, NHNDCL2427): specific
unknown, Java Sea, Indonesia, no other details
known. PARALECTOTYPES: ZMUU (not seen): Off
Phan Thiet, Vietnam, South China Sea. 11°05*N.
108°50*E, 45m depth, coll. Capt. Svensson (dredge).
locality

OTHER MATERIAL: INDONESIA SMF1815
(fragment MNHNDCL2378). WA- NTMZ1750(frag-

Ectosome and subectosome. Moderately well
developed ectosomal skeleton, with more-or-less
continuous palisade of discrete spicule brushes
composed of smaller ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles; some detritus on ectosomal skeleton
and collagen heavier and more darkly pigmented
in periphery than in core; subectosomal skeleton
mostly erect, plumose, occasionally tangential or
paratangential to surface crust, with individual
megascleres arising from subectosomal brushes
invariably protruding through surface, composed
of larger auxiliary megascleres arising from
plumose brushes of principal styles on ultimate
choanosomal fibres; ectosome and subectosomal
regions together comprise only small proportion
of total branch diameter; principal styles and
acanthostyles echinating peripheral fibres extend
close to ectosomal crust but rarely protrude
beyond ectosome.

Choanosome. Skeletal architecture contains both
plumo-reticulate spongin fibres and plumose
spicule tracts outside fibres; no differentiation of
axial and extra-axial regions of choanosome although peripheral skeleton predominantly
plumose; spongin fibres moderately heavy, 58-

-

ment QMG300493).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rocky

reef and associated sand, shell-grit and gravel beds; 45-84m
depth; Port Hedland (WA) (Fig. 197H); S China Sea
and Java Sea (Lindgren, 1897), Moluccas (Thiele,
1903a).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Arborescent, digitate,
long, 230mm wide, with
slightly flattened cylindrical branches, 5-1 2mm
diameter (although junctions of anastomoses
usually thicker), usually fused and anastomosing
except at distal end; basal stalk cylindrical,
stalked sponge,

225mm

55mm long, 15mm diameter.
Colour. Light red-brown to grey-brown alive
(Munsell 5YR 7/4) with olive-brown mottle
(2.5YR 7/4), and flecks of black and coppergreen on surface (possibly due to oxidation of
pigments after collection); dark chocholate
woody,

brown

in ethanol.

Oscules. Infrequently seen, scattered, not
localised to any particular region, flush with surface,

0.5-2mm diameter.
and surface characteristics. Basal

Texture

stalk

firm, almost rigid, branches firm, compressible,

highly flexible; surface minutely rugose with disshiny surface crust with numerous irregularly distributed microconules, dissected by
minute ridges and canals.
tinct,

IIOujti

diameter (heavier

in

Indonesian

specimen); fibres form oval to elongate meshes,
95-460jxm diameter, and fibre skeleton becomes
increasingly plumose towards periphery; fibres
indistinctly divisible into primary and secondary
systems, both approximately equal diameter
demarkated only by coring spicules; neither
category of fibre cored by spicules for more than
60% of fibre diameter; primary ascending fibres
multispicular with 2-6 principal styles per tract,
many protruding through fibres at acute angles
(pseudo-echinating) for less than half their
length, forming plumose structures; secondary
connecting fibres often transverse, rarely with
more than 2 spicules per tract contained entirely
within fibres; echinating acanthostyles heavy
(lighter in Indonesian specimen), particularly
abundant on fibre nodes (together with protruding principal styles) forming characteristic stellate-plumose echinations; towards periphery
plumose brushes of principal styles protrude
through fibres completely, forming multispicular
tracts, and from midway along these brushes or
at their points arise ascending tracts of subectosomal auxiliary megascleres; mesohyl matrix
heavy, moderately lightly pigmented, containing
few loose auxiliary megascleres.

Megascleres (refer

Choanosomal

to Table

40

for dimensions).

principal styles robust, short, thick,
usually curved at centre, slightly hastate (abrupt-
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FIG. 197. Clathria (Thalysias) spinifera (Lindgren) (SMF1815). A, Choanosomal principal style. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D, Echinating acanthostyle. E, Accolada
toxa. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian distribution. I, NTMZ1750.
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TABLE

Comparison between spicule dimensions
and other material of Clathria (Thalysias)
spinifera (Lindgren). Measurements in p,m, and cited
as range (and mean) (N=25).
40.

for type

fibres are lighter; echinating acanthostyles are

heavier on fibres; isochelae are poorly
slightly

thostyles are slightly longer; principal styles are

shorter and
Fragment of

Specimen

holotype

(N=l)(Thiele,

NTMZ1750

(BMNH

1903a)

(NW Australia)

1929.11.26.6)

(Indonesia)

153-096.9)-

183-(206.0)-

SPICULE

Choanosomal 242x8-01.4)-

242

x 12-

200 x

styles
14

8-( 16.2)-

20

(16.D-18

172(196.4)203-<233.8)-

168(258.2)-

256x5-(6.8)-8

291x5-(6.9)-9

Subectosomal

2l0x4-(6.4)-

styles

8.5

97 -(132.0)-

Ectosomal
styles

171 x3-(3.8)-5

96-032.2)-

151x3-(4.9)-6

158x2-(4.5)-6

69-(72.3)-77 x

102-008.6)-

6-(7.6)-9

7-<9.1Hl

114x5-(8.6)-9

14-(14.7)-I6

13-(15.2)-17

U-(13.9)-16

Acanthostyles 75-(84.8)-93

Chelae

92-(115.5)-

x

50-049.0)26-(79.7)-124

Toxas

32-(84.2)-119

194 x 0.8x0.5-(0.9)-1.5

x0.5-(0.8)-1.2
[1.2)-] 5

ly) pointed,

with rounded bases, rarely subtylote,

mostly smooth (holotype and Indonesian
specimen) or

50%

spined

(WA specimen).

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,

up

to

50%

have spined bases (Table

40). Conversely, skeletal structure, fibre characteristics,

fibres
155-087.2)-

silicified,

sigmoid and have ill-defined alae; acan-

the distribution of spicules throughout

and spicule geometries are

virtually identi-

cal.

Clathria (Thalysias) spinifera has unusual fibre
characteristics with only bases of principal styles

enclosed in primary spongin fibres (forming multispicular ascending plumose tracts), and fully
in secondary fibres (forming
paucispicular transverse connecting tracts).
Together these fibres produce an irregular
renieroid-reticulation. Points of principal styles,
especially in ascending spicule tracts, usually
protrude through spongin fibres emphasising a
plumose skeletal structure. This feature is more
prominent in the Australian specimen than in
Indonesian material and is reminiscent of
Hallmann's (1912) "spicata' group (see remarks
for
(T.) lendenfeldi), and the 'coccinea group
(e.g., M. coccinea Bergquist (1961a:38), M.
rubens Bergquist (1961a:38), M. scotti Dendy
(1924a:352), and M. parthetia de Laubenfels

enclosed

C

thick, straight, tapering fusiform pointed, with

(1930:27)). Both the 'spicata

slightly subtylote bases, usually minutely
microspined, occasionally smooth.

groups of species have extra-fibre tracts composed of choanosomal principal megascleres. In
the spicata group those tracts occur exclusively
outside fibres, and usually ascend to the ectosomal region, whereas in the 'coccinea group
tufts of principal styles congregate around fibre
nodes, and they do not usually protrude beyond
that region: C. (T) spinifera shows a condition
intermediate to both groups.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles
straight or slightly

k

short,

curved near base, with more

pronounced subtylote bases, invariably
microspined, fusiform points.

Acanthostyles are relatively long, slender,
sharply fusiform pointed, with subtylote bases,
evenly spined except for 'neck* proximal to base
and extreme point; spines large, recurved.

Microscleres (refer to Table 40 for dimensions).
Palmate isochelae abundant, relatively small, unmodified, of a single size category; Indonesian
specimen and holotype have typical palmate
isochelae (relatively large front and lateral alac,

WA

whereas
specimen has
poorly silicified chelae, with poorly defined alae,
superficially resemble small sigmas (lateral alae
completely fused to shaft appearing virtually only
as a ridge, front ala narrow, recurved at tip).
front ala spatulate)

Toxas accolada, very
ture,

thin, slight central

long slightly curved arms,

little

curva-

or no apical

reflexion.

REMARKS.

The Port Hedland specimen,

described above, shows some differences from
both Lindgren's and Thiele's material: spongin

and

'coccinea''

J

7

Clathria (Thalysias) styloprothesis
(Figs 199-200)

sp. nov.

[Echinonema typicum] Carter, 1878:163 (nomen
nudum).
Not Echinonema typicum Carter, 1881a:362.
Unidentified sponge-algae associate, 'possibly
undescribed'; Scott etal., 1984:291-293.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: WAM649-81(1)

(frag-

NTMZ1 729):

Goss Passage, off Beacon Is, Wallabi Group, Houtman Abrolhos, WA, 28°28'S,
113°46'E, 30m depth, 7.iv.l978, coll. B.R. Wilson
(trawl). PARATYPE: PIBOC-04-345 (fragment

ment

QMG300043): N. edge of Pelsart

Is,

Houtman Abrol-

hos, WA, 28°47.2'S, 113°58.5'E, 22m depth,
10.vii.1987, coll. V.B. Krasochin, USSR RV
'AkademikOparin' (SCUBA).
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FIG. 198. Clathna (Thalysias) spinifera (Lindgren) (A-G,J, NTMZ1750; I, fragment of
holotypc
BMNH1929.1 1.26.6). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre charactensiics <x3K9). C EchinatingacaiUhostyles.
D, Acanthostylc spines. E-G, Bases of choanosomal and auxiliary styles. H, Accolada toxa. I-J.
Palmale and
T

modified isochclae.
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)

I

AB1TAT DISTRIBUTION

substrata:

coast

Rock, sand and coralline
22-30m depth; Houlman Abrolho^and SW.

(WA)

(Fig.

199C).

DESCRIPTION.
i

irm,

Shape. Flabellate, irregularly
with relatively long lamellae, up to

130mrn high, 125mm maximum breadth, and
cylindrical basal stalk, 18mm long, 6inm
diameter lamellae moderately thin, up to 5mm
maximum thickness, with rounded or uneven,
bifurcate margins.
Colour. Live colouration unknown, yellow-

brown

in ethanol.

Oseules. Sparse, scattered over external surface,
diameter, exhalant pores minute, disup to
persed over entire surface, giving cclosume
slightly reticulate appearance.
Texture and surface characteristics. Texture rubbery, compressible; surface optical]) smooth.
slightly uneven, with subdermal sanations and
grooves visible only near margins of lamellae.
Eetosome and subectosome. Thin, disorganized
eciosomal cms! composed of acanthosryles erect
on peripheral fibres, intermingled with paratangential or erect plumose brushes ox auxiliary
styles of 2 sizes (larger ones less common than
smaller ones), together forming nearly continuous palisade of erect spicule brushes on surface; subectosomal skeleton absent entirely;
choanosomal skeleton immediately subdermal.

2mm

Chowosome. Skeleton

structure irregularly
with very thick 'fibres' formed almost
exclusively by CodiophyUum algal filaments
156iun diameter, with only a superficial layer of
spongin covering surface of algal filaments;
coring spicules excluded entirely from within
Tibres\ although some auxiliary subtylostyles he
?
on surface of Ttbre and many echinating acanthostyles embedded within surface and erect on
reticulate,

'fibre* (algal filament) meshes usually
'fibre*
form large nodes, and in peripheral skeleton
nodes usually have tangential layer of subectosomal subtylostyles lying on surface; 'fibres*
;

sinuous, extending into peripheral skeleton, with

cctosomal crust perched over 'fibre e
mesohyl matrix very light, with few microscleres
scattered between meshes, and small oval
choanocyte chambers, 49-86p.m diameter.
Megascieres. Choanosomal principal styles ab-

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyies

uncommon, straight,

relal

relatively thick, fusiform,

with slightly constricted, smooth bases. Length
211-(253.8)-292pan. width 3h5.2)*8u.i»

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyies most comstraight or slightly curved at centre, thick.

mon,

Acanthostyles extremely abundant, short,
w ith slightly swollen subty lote bases, evenly spined except for aspinose points; some
modified to acanthostrongyles; spines large,
slightly recurved at point. Length 48-(56.4>63u.m, width 3.5-(7.2)-9jim.
thick,

Microscleres. Isochelae abundant, palmate, unmodified, of a single size category; lateral aiae
entirely fused to shaft, often reduced to small

*wings\ front ala completely detached from
Length 10.5-( 13.2)- 16pm
Toxas wing-shaped, short, relatively [flick

lateral alae.

angular central curves, slightly ref
arms. Length 8~(43.5>-96p.m, width 1.0-0.8)2.5*im.
slight

Associates.

Probable obligatory symbiotic

relationship with red algae (Halymeniaceae),
possibly CodiophyUum (identified from a suprr
comparison with published descriptions
fie a
1

i

and figures in Scott et al., 1984); algal filuim is
replace spongin fibres entirely, or alternatively,
sponge parasitic on algae, penetrating into
deepest layers of cortex of blades; association
well documented (Scott et al., 1984), with similar
associations known for some other microcionids
{Aruho opuntioides (Lamarck) and A. frvndiferu
i

(Lam.); Topsail 1929).

ETYMOLOGY.

Greek proiheco- from Topsenl's
(1929) term 'sryloprothevc' referring to the ineoiporai-"!t of algal filaments- into ihe skeleton, displacing
spongin fibres,

REMARKS.

C

is similar to
IT)
geometry, and in fact
a specimen of this species mentioned by Carter
(I&78) firoW the Vvst ooast of Australia* was
originally named Echinonema typicum (a junior
synonym of C. (71) cacriformis). Carter's material
has not been found in BJMNH collections, bui Ins
description mentions the sponge-algae relationship as being a 'pseudomorph* of the free living
sponge. Carter's (1878) original report of
nonema typicum is not valid {nomen nudum),
ami his subsequent description of the SfM
(Carter. 1881a) is based on different material
from his 1878 notice of the species. Hence the
name > picum is not available for this species.

This species

CQCliforvris in

<u:;it-«thusi\ lr

i

1

sent.

ly

fusiform, with smooth subtyiotc bases. Length
92-U2&S)-148|UlU *'«Hh 4-(o.2)-7.5u.m.

The externa) morphology of

Clath/ia

(Thatysias) stytoprothesis appears to be identical
to the red algae CodiophyUum flabeltiforou
(Sonder), redescribod and figured in detail bv
Scott et

35°Si

al.

WA

coast flat 28°*.
depth), particularly in the thickness

(1984) from the

5-21m
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FIG. 199. Clathria (Thatysias) styloprothesis sp.nov. (holotype WAM649-8I(1)). A, Subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyle. B, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Wing-shaped toxas. E,
Palmate isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton (a=algal filament). G t Australian distribution. H,
Holotype. I, Paratype PIBOC04-345 (fragment QMG300O43). J, Cross-section through algal lamella (pale area)
showing spicules and collagen (darker areas).
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FIG. 200. Clathria (Thalysias) styloproihesis sp.nov. (paratype PIBOC04-345 (QMG300043)). A, Algal filaments and sponge spicules at periphery. B, Spicules embedded in filaments. C, Echinating acanlhostyle. D,
Acanthostyle spines. E, Palmate isochelae. F, Wing-shaped toxas.
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^mmw^mm
H*
E

y

FIG. 201. Clathria (Thalysias) tingens sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ2202). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle.
B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D, Accolada toxas. E, Echinating
acanthostyie. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian distribution. I,
Incrusting holotype in situ growing next to lotrochota baculifera.
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and cortication of

algal filaments. Scott ct

al.

1984) consider that this relationship involves an
algae which has been invaded by a sponge, in
which case C. 7j sryloproihesis is merely a thinly encrusting, excavating and opportunistic
sponge species. By comparison, Topsent (1929)
suggested that, in a similar case, the algal filaments are incorporated into the sponge
(

1

('Stylvpttytfjfese').

In his material the algal fila-

ments were much thinner and acanthostylcs
varied from forms with rounded points fstron-

8/4); pigmentation below surface dark or bright
red-brown (Munsell 2.5R 5/6-5/8); superficial
pigmentation easily abraded from surface leaving
a sponge resembling a bleeding wound; even
grey-brown in ethanoi.

Otcules. Pores not visible in either Jive or
preserved specimens.

Texture atui

rkaracteristics.

$

Compa-s-

producing dbtin
dant clear mucous upon exposure to air; surface
optically smooth, lobatc, with occasional
rid ridge
and minute subectosomal
though striatums not prominent; mottled or
speckled external appearance superficially
resembles a compound ascidian.
sible. gelatinous, slim

i

gyloids), to Endecr\ ofi-Wkz

{

Raspailiidae) forms

-

I

with relatively smooth bases and spined points
(sec Ant ho opuntioides and A. frond ifera below;
respectively), both of which formed a secondary
renienmd reticulate skeleton

Ciathna

{J}\

\

styloprorhgsis differs from

C. (77) caetiforjnis in the geometry and dimensions of its spicules, particularly microscleres. as
well as incorporating algal filaments into fibre*.
In this latter respect it is easily differentiated from

Other microeiomds. although trus statement is
based on the assumption that the algal-sponge
relationship is species specific, and that flabellodifjtate

sponges (or algae) with short squat acansimilar in geometry to those found in
/

mis, are conspeci fie

Chtlhria (Thalysias) tingens sp nov.
(Figs 201-203, Plate SC-D)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: N1MZ220&

Dudley
NT,

Point, Last Point Aquatic Life Reserve, Darwin,

I2°25.0'S, 130°4«JJT.. intertidd, 23.xi.l584, coll.
J.N.A. Hooper. PARATYPES - NTMZ2231: same

&tli.l98& NTMZ2530: Orontes Reef, mouth
HiirtBssingum.CohouTg Peninsula. NT. 11^09.6'S.

locality,
..I

Q5.TE, Ilm depth, 17.ix.1985,

coll.

J.N.A.

)h>opcr (SCUBA)
OTHER MATERIAL: WAQMG301I54. NT- QMC30014I (fragniMii
NTMZ21 II). QLD - QMG303826. QM unrcg.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

intcnidal latcriie rock,

dead coral reef Hats, in rock pools, encrusting on unle of dead faviid coral boulders, and on coral reef
slopes in deeper waters, sheltered on the sides of faviid

0-32m depth;
Darwin Harbour, Port

coral boulders or Acrvporct thickets;

known only from

Australia:

igton, Cobourg Peninsula (NT); Hibernia Reef,
Sahul Shelf (WA); Rainc 1. tFNQ). Hook Reef (MEQ)
(Fig. 201 H).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Thickly encrusting. S*
contours of substrate with prominent surface folding

30mm

thick, gelatinous lob-ate, following

and ridge-like sculpturing.
Colour Ectosome pale pink and white mottle
pale red-orange alive (Munsell

5RP

to

8/4-2.5 R

i&Mtt and suheaosome. Minutely ruspid
poorly differentiated series of ectOBQmal
and subectosomal auxiliary spicule brus
light,

choanosomal principal
through caosome in thin

iscleres protrude

encrustations but not in thicker sections;
ectosomul and subectosomal spicule brushes
stellate bouquets below
peripheral skeleton but development variable,
ranging from a dense continuous palisade in

form plumose or

thicker regions to sparse, irregular paratangential

bundles of spicules in thinner actions; t!,
encrusting paratype (NTMZ2530) with simple
tangential ectosomal skeleton composed of both
sizes of auxiliary spicules; subectosomal skeleton
with larger auxiliary subtylosiyles forming e
SJVCi plumose, and discrete paratangential tracts
originating close to substrate, ultimately

dh

ing and piercing ectosomal skeleton; individual

subectosomal auxiliary subtylosiyles also
tered throughout mesohyl; mesohyl matrix

in

peripheral skeleton heavy, granular, containing
numerous pigmented spherulotis cells with

granular inclusions eoivemrated in periphery,
together with occasional calcareous and silk
foreign panicles

ChOOHQSome. Skeletal architecture hymedesmoid, with spongin fibres reduced to a basal
layer, op to 30|im thick lying on coralline
Stratum, with buses of choanosomal principal
styles

and acanthostylcs embedded and perpen-

dicular to substrate; no folding of basal spongin

or fibre nodes observed; chnanosomal skeleton
occupies only small percentage of sponge thickness with major portion being extensive plumose

subectosomal and ectosomal skeleton
periphery of sections; mesohyl substantially
lighter in deeper choanosomal skeleton, closer to
substrate, than in peripheral skeleton;
choanosomal chambers 52-65u.m diameter.
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FIG. 202. Clathria (Thalysias) tingens sp.nov. (QMG301154, Indian Ocean). A, Hymedesmoid skeleton. B,
Spicules embedded in detritus and collagen. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Bases of
choanosomal and auxiliary styles. G, Accolada toxas. H, Palmate isochelae.
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FIG. 203. Clathha {Thalysias) tingens sp.nov. (QMG303826, Pacific Ocean). A, Hymedesmoid skeleton. B,
Erect echinating and principal spicules embedded in basal fibres and coralline substratum. C, Echinating
acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines. E, Base of auxiliary subtylostyle. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Accoiada toxas.

RPVISiOVJ

Megascteres
Choanosomal
principal
megascleres long, thick subtylostyles, wilh distinctive curvature towards basal tnd, prominent
tylote bases abundantly microspined, tapenng
towards fusiform poinl Length 19S.5-(374.3)524.0jtm. width 8-(12.9>-19.1|im.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtyloslylcs long,
relatively thin, mostly straight, fusiform pointed,
prominent tylote bases usually microspined but
also with variable proportion of smooth or
polytvlote bases (4-! 6% of spicules). Length
259.3-(377.4VS02.5u.m,
width 4.5-<7.2;.10.5pjn.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles short,
slender, straight, fusiform, with less prominent
tylote bases; usually

smooth. Length

nticfogpiued occasional^

II 7.9-1

1

Acanthostyles long, slender, straight, subtylrrte. fusiform pointed, evenly spined. spines
small, sharp, slightly recurved Length 79.9(108,3) I50.9|im, width 4.6-(8
2.6?

OH

Mkwsclercs. Palmate isochelae abundant, unly

smae

{Thalysias) tingens should also be compared

w ith

C

{Sikwtiona) hymedesmuntlcs Van SoeM fawn
Curacao in secondary colouration, hymedesmoid
skeletal architecture (seen in thinly encrusting

portions of C.

\T.

)

tingens),

and

similarities in the

iphology of some of their spicule categories.
Dc Laubenfels (1954:135) recorded a specimen
of
{T.)cenicorni% from the Marshall Is, which
also had differentiated ectosomal (pale orangebrown) and choanosomal pigmentation (brilliant
vcrmillion). although these two species differ in
other respects (e.g., growth form, skeletal
architecture and spicule geometry). There are
some geometric differences in spicules between
Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean specimens (Figs
202-203), but these are minor.
jrn

C

70.0)-208.6fim. width

2.3-<3.8>-5.niim.

modified,

W

OF MICROQONIDAE

w ith lateral and front alae approximate-

length, front ala completely detached

along lateral margin, lateral alae fused to shall.
LengTh9.7-(15.3)-20.7^tn.
Toxas common or abundant accolada, short or
long, invariably thin, with Very slight to moderate
central curvature and straight or very slightly
reflected points. Length 37.4-( 183.4)- 34 f.7m\
width 0.8-(1.9)-3.2nm.
Associations. Growing next to, or covering other
encrusting sponges (lotrochota, Placospongia.
Ahcale). compound and simple ascidians,

Clalhria (Thalysias) toxifera tHentschelj
(Figs 204-205, Plate SE)

fhmcraphiu

toxifera Hentschel, I9I2:3S2-?K

p! 20,

"i

r.g,40.

Mtcroekfrta

to.xifera;

Burton. 193Sa:3l, pl.S. fig.JQ;

Vacefct&Vasseur, 1977.116.
C 'Uuhriataxifera; Hooper & Wicdcnmaycr, 1994:
Not Stylosfichon loxijenwi Tupsent. 9 3a;62
1

1

2"?4.

1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPK: SMF967T:

Bei Mimicn.
Arafuni Sea, Indonesia, 6°S, 134°50'E.
depth, 8.iv. 1908, coll. H. Merton (dredge). OTHER

Am

|„

MATERIAL: NT-NTMZ2136, NTMZ219S,
NTMZ2204. NTMZ2213, NTMZ22I9
QMG300506), NTMZ2222, NTMZ2233

QMG300I49). NTMZ2421.
NTMZ2555.
QMG303296,

I

fragment
tfraemenl

NTMZ2544.
NTMZ22I7,

NTMZ2074b. NTMZ2173. NTMZ2504, NTMZ1348,
NTMZ3909. WA- QMG301 186. THAILAND NTM
-

(

2368L.

and coralline algae.

ETYMOLOGY. Latin

tlitgenx,

reflcring

m

[is

superfi-

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

liucitidul latent* tuck,

cially tinted pink live colouration

tfeadoonl red Hais.

REMARKS.

coral heads, usually exposed at
tide;-, usually
encrusting under dead faviid coral boulders, incaviUcs,

Ciathria (Thalysias)

on subtittotal faviid

ELWS

tbtgen*

is

similar to C. (7.) toxifera in spicule geometry and
spicule dimensions^ but differs in the geometry of
its

in r<w.-k pools,

acanthostyles (evenly spined), choanosomal

principal styles (markedly curved basal region,

bearing spination on the base and 'neck* region
proximal to the base), ^nd loxa morphology (possession of accolada toxas). In addition, live
colour, differential pigmentation between ectosomal and choanosomal regions, and surface

oron metal debris (aluminium and steel) scattered over
coral reefs,

0-20m depth; common inlertidal encrusting

sponge throughout indo-Paci fie; Darwin Harbour, Port
EssrngtQfii Cohourg Peninsula, Wessel Is (NTl; Hibernia Reef, Sahul Shelf (WA) (Fig. 204H); also Am Is,
Indonesia (Hentschel. 1912), Ko Samui, Gulf of
Thailand (present study). Madras (Burton, 1938a).

DESCRIPTION.

5mm

Shape. Thinly encrusting.

1

thick, often covering substantial areas of

sculpturing are also diagnostic for this species In

subtrata.

having an easily abraded dermal pigment, the
present species is reminiscent of the pink C. (Wilsonella) tuberosum and yellow morphs of C. \T.\
Australia, and the yellow
abietwa* both from N
(J.) venosa from the West Indies. Ciathria

Colour. Pale orange-brown to darker red-brown
alive (Munsell5YR 7/6- 2.5R 4/10), with whitish

W

C

stellate

subdermal drainage canals running over

surface; colourations darkens upon exposure to
air. brawn to beige-grey in ethanol.
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FIG. 204. Clathria (Thalysias) toxifera (Hentschel) (NTMZ2213). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyles. B,
Echinating acanthostyles. C, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. E,
Wing-shaped toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through hymedesmoid skeleton. H, Australian distribution.

l,mMZ2minsitu.
Oscules. Oscules minute, 150-450u-m diameter,
scattered over surface, raised slightly

above

sur-

face (on ends of conulose) or flush with surface
(at

nodes of drainage canals).

Texture

and surface

characteristics. Firm, hispid,

compressible in thicker regions; surface uneven,

disappears upon preservation; sponges produce

mucous when exposed to air.
Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosome
translucent or opaque in life, minutely
slight clear

slightly

hispid;

spicule brushes paratangential or erect, composed of 2 layers: outer layer with smaller ec-

growths; surface with prominent subectosomal

tosomal subtylostyles, inner layer of larger
subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles; both layers
appear intermingled but closer examination
shows brushes of larger spicules originate deeper
within mesohyl, whereas layer of smaller brushes
occur only near periphery; points of choanosomal

drainage canals radiating towards oscules, but

principal subtylostyles also protrude through sur-

these collapse, and stellate surface sculpturing

face brushes, up to 300u.m in thin sections,

roughened, usually following contours of substrate,

and

with raised projections, meandering ridges

cavities in thicker growths, or

more even and

with only slightly sculptured surface in thinner

REVISION OFM1CROCIONIDAK

n thicker sections principal megascleres
barely pierce surface, surrounded at their points

by ectosomal spicule brushes in classical
Tholysias architecture, development of ectosomal skeleton variable, ranging from continuous dense palisade of spicule brushes in
thicker growths, to sparse, irregularly paratangential. discrete brushes in thinner sections;

foreign debris sometimes incorporated into ectosomal skeleton with particles surrounded by*
spicule brushes. In subectosomal region arcthin longitudinal bands, forming

composed of subeclosomal
tyles usually congregated

dense

spicules, running tangential or paratangentiul to

ectOSOftie' subectosomal tracts diverge near
periphery to form plumose subectosomal bruslu v
underlying ectosomal skeleton: in thin sections
plumose tracts originate approximately halfway
along length of principal spicules whereas in
thicker sections subectosomal brushes do not
diverge until peripheral skeleton; subectosomal
region 0.5-3mm thick containing abundant,
moderately heavily pigmented.
skeletal

hymedes-

single megascleres

lying Hat on substratum, or microcionid in thicker regions with
basal spongin slightly raised nodes (=*fibrcs):

peripheral skeletal architecture distinctly
plumose; choanosomal principal megascleres
and echinating acanthostyles perpendicular to
substrate with bases embedded in basal spongin
or in erect fibre nodes where present; basal spongin moderately heavy, yellow-brown* lying
directly on calcareous substrate, 8-20pm thick m
hymedesmoid sections, up to 45p,m in
microcionid sections; few ehoanocyte chambers
observed only in thicker sections, I3-5.Vm
diameter, usually lined by toxas and/or isochetae.
Megascleres, Choanosomal principal subtylos:> les range greatly in length, thickest near base.
usually slightly curved at centre, all with
prominently swollen bases, most heavily
microspined or granular, rarely completely

smooth (0-16% of spicules

basal spines. Length I23.3-(]7l_l>-22y.6um,
1 5-13.6 i-6.6M-m.

width

Acanthostyles thick, slightly curved towards
basal end. wiih subtylote bases, long tapering
points, mostly evenly, lightly spined except for

bare 'neck' proximal to base, spines

(a

harplv pointed, Length 121.9-1 154.5
208.0jim. width fjb-QA 1 14.0p.m.
vcd.

1-

tracts*

auxiliary subi;

around erect principal

Choanosorfie. Choanosomal
motd in thinner sections with
embedded in basal spongin

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles short,
less markedly tyluie than
larger auxiliary subtylostyles. with smooth or

straight, fusiform,

in individual

specimens all with fusiform tapering points.
Length 194.0-(368.7V685.1p.m, width 5.1>,

(14.1)-25.5|xm.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
with distinctly swollen
lylote bases, usually lightly microspined, less frequently smooth ((0-10% of spicules in individual
thin, fusiform, straight,

specimens). Length 228.2-G54 3M94.3fim.
width 2.0-<6.5H2.9jim.

Microsdereh. Palmate isochelae usually abundant (uncommon in 14^ of samples), moderate!)
irgv. of a single size, unmodified (although more
heavily viheihed in 15% of specimens), wilh
front alu. detached from and generally shorter lhan
lateral alae, lateral alae completely fused to shaft.
Length 10 -< 22.6>-30pjn.
1.

rn\;-.s

verging on oxhorn, very abundant, tela-

ihick but variable in length, with

wide

central curvature and straight or only s)f|

reftexed points. Length 16-ily9.8)-24]|im width
(

0.8-1 2.9

>Ou.m.

Associations. Growing over or in proximity to
other encrusting sponges {Desmanthus. Mycafe.
Halidotia,
Petrosal,
and other
(u
microcionids), compound ascidians, coralline
algae, Plarygyra and Faviid corals, barnai.lLhofnofus), and metal debris (aluminium
cans) on the reef flat (with some evidence of
etching on the metal substrate), ll is probable n
li

\

the species plays an active role in coral
bioerosion.

REMARKS.

This species is perfectly recogHentsehel s (19! 2) original description and material described here from Northern
Territory, Western Australia and Thai waters do
no! differ markedly from the Indonesian popula110T1 Conversely we do not know any details of
Burton's (1 938a) specimen from Madras since he
merely repeated verbatim the original description, spicule measurements and figures from
nisable

faoftl

Hentschel(1912f
Live colour, surface features, spicule size and
>puule ornamentation differentiate
(TJ)
toxifera from other encrusting Clathria
(Tholysias) but there are no unique structural

d

The older literature mostly concerns
preserved material, only rarely describing
species* in situ characters, and most encrusting
microcionids have few unique morphological
features Consequently, differentiation between
encrusting microcionids relies mainly on details
differences.
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FIG. 205. Clathria (Thalysias) toxifera (Hentschel) (QMG301186). A, Hymedesmoid skeleton. B, Spicules
embedded in basal spongin and coralline substratum (x435). C, Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanthostyle spines.
E-F, Bases of auxiliary subtylostyles. G, Palmate isochelae. H, Wing-shaped toxas and juvenile oxhorn-like
toxa.

REVISION'

»7

OF MICROCIONIDAE

of the mineral skeleton, particularly spicule

and from a detailed precis of the

geometries.

clear that there are

The possession of stellate subectosomal surface
sculpturing (i.e., subectosomal drainage canals
radiating towards oscuiesj is known for
(7T)
vefwsus, and to a lesser extent C. (T) virgultosa
isensu Wieiienmayer, 1977:143), both from the
Caribbean. But this feature cannot be given too
much taxcwiomic importance given that it represents an ecological adaptation: viz. in thinly
encrusting sponges subectosomal canals represent the primary means of water circulation
whereas in thicker specimens the primary
aquiferous system is predominantly internal In
any case C [7! \oxifera differs from the Caribbean species in >picule geometry and ornamentation arid spicule sizes

literature,

it

many encrusting species
and that many of those a)i

is

still

undescribed,
described are in urgent need of revision.

C

i

Clathria (Tharysias) vulpina (Lamarck. 1814)

Spmgia

hhts wrfpww; Ridley, I884a:615.

Clathria vulpina:
rig* II

)

a

C

C iM.) quadriradtaia
mm the Gulf of Manaar. Sri

palmate isochelac), and
(Carter, 188(b).

Lanka; C.
Christmas

(T.)

all

I

duhia (Kirkpatrick, 1900a) from

Indian Ocean (with anchorate-like
isochelac): C. (C) pellicula Whitclcggc (1897)
I.,

from the Ellice

Is.

Pacific Ocean;

C

(T.)

&

fig.j; Ridley
Dcndy, 1887; 149,
24b, 254; Topscm. !892b:23, pi Ufig,4;
Lindgren, 1897:480. 483;Lindercn, IS98:3(>9 510;
Dendy, E916a;12g; Dcndy, 1922:65; Hentsdicl,
1912360-361; Row, 1911:382, 389, 396; Burton,
I938a:27-2S, pU. Hg.21; Burton, 1959:243; Levi,
196k 21-22; Thomas, 1970b:206-207, texl-llg.I
Thomas, 1973:33-34. pi. 2. Rg.6, pi.B, fig.4; Tanaka

PS.

160.

I

1976:801-805; Tanaka etal.. 1977:767-772:
ct al., 1978: 12S3; Thomas, 1979a:26-27,
pl.2, la-,.! HoshinO, 1981:161, Liaaen-Jensenet at..
|4K2:171.

etui.,

Tanaka

;

Ciaihna

frondifera
1925:439.

var.

Ctorhrtofrondffera var. dti
361.

Tenacw frondifera

feto-rubuh&a; Wilson,

Ma; Mcntschcl.

var. dicheta;

Tenacia fnmJitvra, iimlun

&

1

9

1

2:3<>0-

Ksllma u L920:77l,
Kao, 1932: 33/ 3J9;

Burton. l934ft*3S9;LM, 1961^521-522,10X112.13.

Rhaphidophlus frondifera; Thiclc, !903a:95H,
Hg.23.
Thulxsias frondifera; de Laubcnlcls,
lexl-fig

leXL-

1954; I3>

(

Clathria divbeta; Vacdcl el al., 1976:71.
VacefelA Vasseur. 1977:114.

pU.

Rhaphidophlus duhela; Van Soest, l984b:ltf
Clathria roraUttinaa Dendy, l889b;B5, pl,4,
1916b: 128; Dcndy, 1922:65.
Rhaphidophlus seriates Thiclc. 1899:14, pl.l.

eurypa

(de Laubenfeis, 1954) from PaJau Is. and Suva,
Fiji (Tendal, 1969:40) (with 2 categories of
isochelac). All those taxa differ from the present
species in various details of spicule size, spicule
diversity, geometry and ornamentation. Some ol
these species are redescrihed in the present wort;
whereas others will be redescribed in a forthcoming monograph on the lndo-Malay irricnrtiarrids
(Hooper et al., in prep ). From re-examination ot
the relevant type materia! of each of these species,

1

pl.42.r.gj.pl5."*,

1912),

ing megascleres): C iM. affinis (Carter, 1880a),
iM.) bulboretorta (Carter, 1880a),
(A,f .)
fascispiculijera (C.'arfci, 1880a) (with sigmoid

Hooper & Levi, 993a: 1246- 1250.
Hooper & WiecWnmaver, 1994:

12. table 6;

Amphlleciiis frondifera; Vosmaer, L880:l 15.
Clathria frondifera, Ridley, jgX4a:448-449, 612,

iThiele, 1903a), C. {T.) longiioxa (Hentschel,

WA

pl.5.

274
JlalkhonJria frondifera Bowcrbank, 1875:288-289

f

sigmoid anchorate-like tbidentate) isochelac); C.
(Af.) aceratoobtusa (Carter, I886g) from the
Mergui Archipelago, Burma, and from Slink
(Hentschel. 1911 M with smooth echin;itBay,

vulpmux Topsenl, 1932:110.

Rg.3,

C

WA

Lamarck, 1814:44$; Lamarek.

vulpina

Rhaptudophfus

Clathria [Thalystas) toxifera should also be

C

:i».-l :i Mrs41-42, Plate SI

mA

compared with other encrusting microcionids
from the Jndo-Malay and Indo-Pacifte region
which have hymedesmoid architecture- These include numerous species from the ArafuraSea:
i.7? aruensh (Hentschel. 1912:381), C. (J)
ca'lochela Hentschel. 1912), C \T) df&mcta
(Microciond)
rhopalophora
C.
(Hentschel. 1912), C I'M) hentscheli nom. nov.,
C. (Af) similis (Thieie, 1903a), CAM,) tetrastylu
(Hentschel, 1912) and
(M.) thielci (Hemsdn i.
1912) tall of which lack isochelac). Species from
other localities are: C. {!'.) michavlseni
(Hentschel, 1911) from Shark Bay,
(with

2W

(KgS

I

pl.5, FjgJ.

Clathria rennvardti var, palmatQ] Rid lev 1884a 44"
Bergquisi & Tizard % 1967;1S6.
? Cbathm rypii a; VacetetA Vbsseur 1971:94.

Nol Rhaphidophlus filifer var. spinifera; Lindgrcn.
IK9SMI 312, pL17, llg.7. pl.I9, Hg.18; Thiek\

[903*958,
Nol CUnhria niuht; Hentschel, ]912:29S. 359. 364365.

pi.

J

9,1^.28.

Nol Clathria

frondifera

var.

maior; HenBchel.

1912:361.
.1

\fi. •!-,„ :t.nta

pmlifrra; Vosmaer. IV35a:6()9 629.
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{Thalysias) vulpina (Lamarck) (holotypc MNHNDT639). A, Choanosomal principal styles.
B, Subectosomal auxiliary styles. C, Eetosomal auxiliary styles. D, Echinating acanthostylc. E, Accolada wing-shaped toxas. F, Palmate isochelae. G, Section through peripheral skeleton. H, Australian distribution.

FIG 206. Clathria

MATERIAL, HOLOTYPE: MNHNDT639: "?
Australia", Pcron & Lesueur collection. Fragments of
HOLOTYPE H.frondifera: BMNH 877.5.2 35 -2:
1

Gaspar

Straits, off

I07°15'E.

Belitung

HOLOTYPE

and

t..

1

.

1

1

Indonesia. 3°I0'S,

PARATYPE

of C. frvn-

USNM21256,21257:specific
unknown, Philippines. HOLOTYPEof 7*. /ran-

diferavar. setotubulosa:
locality

difera

var.

die lie la:

SMF1673 (fragment

MNHNDCL2230): Straits of Dobo, Am I., Indonesia,
6°S. 134°50'E, 6m depth, 20.iii.I908. coll. H.Menon
1

(dredge).

NMB16,

HOLOTYPE and PARATYPE of R. seriatus;
17 (fragments

BMNH 1908.9.24. 165- 166,

ZMB2897):Kema,offMinahassa,Celebes(SuIawesi),
Indonesia, 2°50'S, 123°30'E,

30m depth,

1895, coll. P.
F. Sarasin (dredge). HOLOTYPE of
reinwardti
var. palmata: BMNH1881. 10.21.264: Bird 1., Torres

&

C

Strait.

Qld,

(dredee).

1I°42'S, 143°05'E, coll.

HMS

'Alert'

HOLOTYPE

BMNHI889l.21.17
C

-

corallinncnv
of C.
Gulf of Manaar. Ceylon (Sri

Lanka), 8 '5(VN, 79°40'E.

coll. E.

Thurston (dredee).

OTHER MATERIAL (Hooper & Le\i, 1993a for additional list): INDONESIA - QMG303689
(NCIOCDN-I388-S), QMG303682 (NCIOCDN1252-U). PHILIPPINES - QMG300298 (NCIQ66C5715-C), QMG300310 (NCIQ66C-57 6-C).
1

QMG30032I, QMG300332. PNG- QMG300368
(NC1Q66C-4446-X). VIETNAM - P1BOC05-191
(fragment QMG300047). MADAGASCAR -

PIBOCBI2-200 (fragment QMG300056). NT-

QMG303587,

QMG303323,

QMG303378,

NTMZ3918, NTMZ393I, QMG300760 (NCIQ66C4776-1),

QMG300560 (NCIQ66C-4825-L).

WA

-
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FIG. 207. Clalhria (Thahsias) vulpina (Lamarck) typical growth forms. A, Holotype
10.2 1 .288. C, Hololype of
1 88
( 884) "Alert" specimen of C. frondifera

BMNH

1

1 .

MNHNDT639. B, Ridley's

C

reinwardti var. palmata

BMNH188im21264.D HolotyiwC.tvr^
t

Holotype C. frondifera var. setotttbulosa USNM21257. G. Holotype C. frondifera var. dichela SMF1673. H,
Australia J, QMG300O47.
HentscheFs (1912) Am 1. specimen SMF1699B. 1, NTMZ1810. deeper water,
shallow water. Gulf of Thailand

NW

.

.
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FIG. 208. Clathria (j'halysias) vulpina (Lamarck) (NTMZ2691). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics (x260).
Echinating acanthostyle. D, Acanlhostyle spines. E-J% Bases of auxiliary sublylostyles. G,
Palmate isochclae. H Accolada - wing-shaped toxas.

C

T

REVISION OF MICROClONIDAh

SAMPLES WITH

attached on a common base (450mm high), digits
cavernous, insubstantial, composed of tight or
loosely anastomosing sub-branches (irabceulae).

MONTH

TOTAL SAMPLES

JANUARY
FEBRUARY

4
3

Colour.

MARCH

4

LARVAE
o

401

Deep mauve-red (Munsell 2.5R

6/4) to

APRIL

9

pinkish red alive (2.58 8/4) in shallow water
specimens; pigmentation usually absent in deeper

MAY

9

water specimens, beige brown alive (7.5YR 8W).

JUNH

3

JULY

3

AUGUST
SEPTEMBER

5

i

xTTOBER

NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

9

9

Oscules. Oscules scattered between surface conules, not confined to any particular region
Z6mm diameter, raised slightly above surface with
distinct membraneous lip: ostia 0.4-2.

]M

H

diameter flush with surface.

2mm

Texture

17

and surface

characteristics.

Soft, rub-

bery, compressible; surface usually with small

HG.

209. CUtihrio {Thalxsias) vutpma (Lamarck) Incidence of larval production in NT populations.

PJBOC04-457 (fragment QMG300053). QLD-

tapering digitate or spiny processes arising from
free branches; surface also ornamented by minute
grooves and strialions, irregularly folded and CW -

when intact ectosomal membrane
stretched across adjacent branches, through
which suhectosomal canals can he <een.

ernous;

QMG303522,

Eclosome and subecfosorne. Conspicuous

QMG 3047 58.

palisade of tangential, paratangentia] and erect
spicule brushes composed of smaller auxiliary

QMG301405.

sublyloslyies, with choanosomal principal
Lsclcres protruding through surface, overlay-

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

ing prominent

coral reefs,

tracts;

QMG30086J, QMG30303S,
QMG304409. QMG30437D.
QMC303898. NSW- QMG301376. QMG301385.
Mostly on rock or dead
exposed lo currents or sheltered between
coral beads; 0-80m depth: widely distributed
throughout Indo-vveM Pacific; Bynoe Harbour, Darwin
Harbour, Oromes reef. Melville I.. Wessel Is (NT):
Shark Bay, Carnarvon, Barrow [., Exmoulh Gulf, Purl
Hedland, Monte Bello Is, Amphinome ShnaN (WA);
Gulf of Carpentaria. Thursday I.. Bird ]., Home U
Green I., Frankland K. Low Is, Cook Reef Shelhumc
Bav. Hawick Is, Luard I. (FNQ); Hook Reel (M£Q);
Byron Bay (N. NSW) (Fig. 206H.K also Mozambique
(Thomas, I979a>, Madagascar tVacelct el al., 1971,
1976, 1977; present Study), Amirante Is (Ridk
Dcndy. 1887), Scychellc [$ (Ridley & Dcndy, 1887,
Thomas. 1979a), Aldabra is (Levi, l96Jc), Red Sea
(TepseiM, 1892b: Burton, 1959a), Kattiawar

W.

coast

of India, Madras, Gulf of Manaar and Sri Lanka
(Dcndy, 1889b, 1916b; Lindgrcn, 1897; Burton.
i938a; Thomas, I970h). Mergui Archipelago and Art-

&

Is (Burton
Rao, 1932/, Straits of Malacca,
Malaysia and Gaspar Straits (Bowcrhank, 1875),
Is, Arafura Sea, Java Sea and Sutewasu Indonesia
.Thiele, 1889; Lindgrcn, 1898: Hentsehel, 1912;
present study), Hon Rai T., Vietnam (present .study K
Negros Orientale, Bohol Sea, Mindinao, and S. Philippines (Wilson, 1925; Levi. 1961b; present 9|1
Guam, Micronesia (de Laubcnfels. 1954), S. Japan
(Hoshino. 1981), New Caledonia (Hooper & Levi,

daman

Am

1993a),

Madang, Papua

New

Guinea (present study)

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Tubulo-digitate, variable in size ranging from small single digits
(8(>mm high) to massive multiple digitate lobes

plumose subectosomal Spicule
ectosomal skeletal density variable even
within a single specimen.
Choanasome, Choanosomal skeleton regular

ot

subrcoieroid reticulation o( ascending, pninary
spongin fibres d 0- ? p.m diamcteii and
i

!

transverse connecting fibres (25-39fim
diameter); fibre anastomoses form rectangular In
square meshes lined by oval choanocyte ehambers(22-5Sum); fibres heavy, slightly heavier in
axis than towards periphery; primary fibres cored
by multispie uiar tracts of both choanosomal principal and subectosomal auxiliary ntegasel
and conng spicules occupy less than 66'
primary fibre diameter; secondary Fibres
paUfCispicular, and coring spicules comprise only
of fibre diameter, echinatmg acanthostyles
'iv abundant, and choanosomal
p

endings in pe
skeleton, individual]) or forming plun
brushes, supporting plumose tracts of 51
styles also echinate fibre

nal auxiliary spicules and ultimately
lusoinal brushes above; auxiliary rnei

also scattered between fibres.

Mcgascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
curved near base, thick, hastate or fusiform
pointed, occasionally mueronate, with rounded,
3.3-( S4.4)non-tvlote, smooth bases. Length
253.0u.rn. width 3.6-11 1.2)-19.4u,m (ho!<
156 5 -rP3.S>m?x 10.1-(l3-l)-15.9pi
1

1

1
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TABLE 41. Summary

of results of one-way ANOV's (model I), testing for variability in spicule lengths and
widths of Ckithria (Thalysias) vulptna, between groups subdivided on the basis of locality, season and
bathymetric distribution.

rJDCAUTY

SPICULE

SEASON 2

1

DEPTH 3

(N)

F

Prob.

cn;i

F

Prob.

(N)

F

Prob.

(850)

3.78

P<0.00l

(600)

0.69

P>0.03

(675)

149

P>0.05

IKSOJ

J. 94

P<0.001

(600)

1.48

P>0.05

(675)

0,17

P>0.05

(850)

1.82

PX)0?

(600)

1.06

P>0.05

(675)

055

P>0.05

[B»)

128

P>0.05

(600)

1.0!

P>0.05

(6751

ftTfl

P>0.05

(850)

1.27

P>0-()5

(600)

0.20

r>o.os

(675)

033

P>0.05

W

(850)

0.88

PX105

(600)

0.2.1

P>0.05

(675)

0.52

P>0.05

Acanthostyles L

(S50)

6.6S

P<0.0005

(600)

1.73

P>O.05

t675)

0.69

PXX05

W

isso)

(600)

Q.29

WME

(675)

0%

PX1.05

Cboanosomal
styles

L

W
Subeciosamal
si

vies

L

v

Eciosomal
Styles

L

L

|

|fl

|

P>005

(850)

ZflO

p<noi

(600)

43

P>0.05

t;675)

1.04

Ps0.05

*St»

0.12

P>0.05

(600)

0.18

P>0,Q5

(675)

0.56

P>0.05

Tuxas L

(850)

2.&?

P<0.0l

(600)

0.36

P>0.05

(675)

0.81

FS0.05

W

(8301

P>0.05

(600)

0.09

P>0.05

(675)

0.04

P>0.05

Chelae

I

Chelae

II

L

1

Number
1

2,

of groups:
7 locality croups (Northwest Shelf, Darwin, Coboure Peninsula, Greal Barrier Reef. Indonesia. Philippines. Guam).
4 seusonafgroups l.wcl l>*MA). pre-dry (MJJ), dry (ASO), pre-wet (NDJ), for Darwin At Cobourg Peninsula material

onlv).

3

4 deplh groups (CMm,

4-lOrn. 10-40m,

40m

depth)

Subectosomal auxiliary subty lusty les mostly
curved near base, only

(holotype 9.1-<12.8)-]7.1u.m), length li:
9u.m (holotype l.H3.7)-6.1u-m).

1,1-

straight, less often slightly

(3.8)-6

slightly sublylote, frequently microspined, less

Toxas common to uncommon, distributed singor in toxodragmata throughout mesohyl. seen
particularly surrounding choanocyte chambers;
toxas commonly aecolada (long, thin,

often smooth, fusiform pointed. Length 123.6-

width 1 .0-f4.7')-]0.4fim
(holotype 148.2-1 196.8)-23i.o' x 3 6-(6.1)(221 .4i-310.9u.rn,
8.8u.m).

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles

styles

straight, short, thin, subtylotc, invariably

rnterospined, fusiform pointed. Length 64.2-

f99.1VI61.1u.m.

width

1.0-(3.3)-6.9{xm

(holotype 65.9-(87.8)- 1 16.4 x t.l-(3.4)-6.]u.m).
Acanthostyles subtylole. fusiform sharply
pointed, spincd on base and midsection of shaft
h
but aspino.se on neck* proximal to base and point;

spines large, recurved, sharp. Length 5 .8-(73.
94 7ti.ni, width L L(6.6)-l 1. 6u.m (holotype 59 7I74.3V86.6 ft 4.5-<7.8)-10.7u.m).
Miemscleres. Palmate isochelae abundant, scattered throughout the mesohyl, in 2 size classes
with very few intermediate sizes; contort forms
extremely rare seen in few specimens; chelae
relatively poorly silictfied, lateral and front alae
approximately same iength; front ala completely
detached from lateral alae, which are fused com
plctely to shaft Length I: 7.1-(12.4)-l7.5uJ m
1

1

)-

1

ly

rhaphidiform, with little or no central curvature
or apical flexion), to less commonly wing-shaped
(short, thin, widely curved centrally, without

flexed points). Length 7,2-t97.9i-199 V".
width 0.5*(1.2)-3.2M.m (holotype 16.7-(55.8V
94 6 x 0.6(1 7)-2_Vm).

Lunue and reproductive periodicity, 28% of all
specimens examined (including material

&

reported by Hooper
Levi. )993a) contained
incubated (viviparous) parenchymella larvae in
various stages of development; young larvae
spherical, more mature larvae oval-elongate,

170-420jxm diameter; cilia not observed
(preserved material); undifferentiated forms
(170-340(i.m diameter) contain whispy juvenile
megascleres in axis, with mesohyl matrix similar
colouration to adult; more advanced larvae
(230-420|4.m diameter) contain juvenile styles
and toxas at centre, isochelae towards periphery,
in

and

ectosomai layer of differentiated
Northern Territory populations sexual

distinct

cells.

In
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42. Latitudinal gradients in spicule dimensions for populations of Clathria (Thalysias) vulpina.
(in jxm) are mean lengths (L) and widths (W) 1SE.

Measurements
SPICULE

LOCATION/LATITUDE

NCAL22
(N)

Choanosomal
styles

L

L

Chelae

NWS

19°S

GBR

16°S

DAR

12°S

cpits

INDO

PHIL 10°N

6°S

(275)

(250)

(300)

(300)

(175)

(125)

156.8+9.2

167.6110.9

169.7110.9

189.919.6

185.619.7

185.819.7

197.9110.1

MICRO

14°N

(125)

1

96.911 3.5

6.2+0.9

11.011.7

8.010.9

11.5+1.3

11.411.3

10.710.9

12.0+1.4

7.9+0.8

51.1+2.8

73.114.0

69.0+2.3

74.413.7

72.313.9

73.113.4

77.913.9

53.212.5

3.511.0

7.1+0.9

5.5+0.9

6.610.8

6.610.8

6.711.5

6.6+0.8

5.9+0.4

W
L

Toxas L

S

(175)

W
Acanthostyles

G

-

11.710.9

10.8+0.4

12.910.9

12.310.9

11.911.1

12.610.7

13.3+0.7

79.3117.2

79.1121.8

66.8119.3

94.1122.2

111.7118.2

96.4118.6

104.4126.2

129.8+23.9

0.6+0.2

1.210.2

1.210.2

1.210.2

1.210.2

1.210.2

1.010.2

0.910.2

W

NCAL New Caledonia; NWS = Northwest Shelf, WA; GBR = northern Great Barrier Reef.Qld; DAR =

=
Location:
Darwin reeion.NT;

MICRO =

CP = Cobourg

Marianas

Peninsula region.NT;

& Caroline Islands, Micronesia.

INDO =

Southeast Indonesia;

PHIL =

southern Philippines;

reproduction was distinctly seasonal, with incubated larvae only seen in samples collected
during September-October (dry season) (Fig.

(renicroid) or

209).

reticulate throughout skeleton,

24% of all specimens sampled had
polychaete infestations by Typosyllis spongicola
(with at least one worm in mesohyl); other
epiphytic and epizootic associations not ob-

Associations.

served.
Variation. Two morphs differentiated - 83% with
spinous (rounded or sharply pointed) surface
processes, and 17% without surface processes
superficially resembling Hyattella intestinalis
(Lamarck) (Dictyoceratida) - but growth form
apparently unrelated to water depth, season or
geography of samples. Presence or absence of
pigmentation directly related to water depth.
Variable ectosomal development, with 52% of
specimens having paratangential-tangential
skeletons of intermingled ectosomal and subec-

tosomal auxiliary spicules and choanosomal
styles protruding through ectosome; 31% of
specimens had tangential skeletons in some sections of ectosome and erect spicule brushes in
other areas (e.g., on points of surface processes);
17% had a continuous, erect palisade of plumose
spicule brushes

(i.e.,

58% of specimens had

true Thalysias condition).

thin paratangential subectosomal skeleton of larger auxiliary megascleres
arising directly from ultimate choanosomal
fibres; 28% had distinctly plumose tracts of subectosomal spicules, outside of fibres, supporting
ectosomal skeleton; 14% had long plumose subectosomal spicule brushes and cavernous
peripheral skeleton. 64% of specimens had
regular choanosomal skeleton forming square

sometimes triangular (isodictyal)
meshes at core, more irregular in periphery,
whereas 36% were regularly (sub)renieroidforming cavernous meshes. Fibre characteristics consistent;
fibres heavy (59%) or moderately heavy (41% of
specimens); primary fibres ascending (radial)
(17%), transverse or longitudinal through
branches (35%), or without any apparent pattern
(48% of specimens); mesohyl matrix lightly pigmented (41%), abundant, moderately heavily
pigmented (17%), or heavily pigmented (28% of
specimens). Choanosomal principal styles rare in
3% of specimens, largely replaced by subectosomal auxiliary spicules in fibres; proportion of
subectosomal styles with smooth bases ranged

from 0-4% of spicules sampled (7% of
5-10% (20%), 11-20% (24%), 2130% (21%), 31-40% (14%), up to 76%of spicules
(14% of specimens); acanthostyles heavy
echinating (71%) or sparsely echinating (24% of
specimens),

specimens). Contort isochclae abundant (7%),

common (90%) or rare (3% of specimens); larger
contort chelae seen in only 10% of specimens
(between 4-8% of spicules sampled); smaller
7% of specimens (2-10% of
spicules); toxas very common (28%), common
(45%), uncommon (24%) or rare (3% of

contort chelae in

specimens).
Variability in spicule dimensions: Intraspecific
variability

was

relatively high for

most spicule

was not

attributed to

categories, but variability

seasonal or bathymetric distributions of samples
(for all northwest Australian populations combined) (i.e., variation was equally consistent
within and between groups). Conversely, popula-
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from various localities (Northwest
Darwin, Cobourg Peninsula, Great Barrier
Reef, Indonesia, Philippines, Guam, New
Caledonia) showed significant statistical differences in dimensions of some spicules
tions collected
Shell*.

(choanosomal

acanthosis' les, larger
Analysis of mean
spicule si2e versus latitude (Table 41) showed
certain trends in latitudinal gradients wherehy
spicule sizes diminish at higher latitudes. This is
similar to the trend Observed by Hooper &
Bergquist (1992) for Cymbasteta (Axinellidae).
styles,

isocheiae. toxas) (Table 42

1

from the Philippines and de
Lauhcnfcls(1954) specimen of C. frondifera
from Guam have well developed Thalysias spesetotubtttosa

ectosomal skeletons (i.e., distinctly smaller
auxiliary suhtylostyles producing an erect
palisade). By comparison, Dendy's (1905)
material from Sri Lanka lacks any Specialised
ectosomal structure, although there are two sizes
of auxiliary spicules dispersed throughout the
mesohyl and lying tangential to the surface,
Dg this species as a case-in-point t Wilson's
925) presented pertinent arguments on the difcial

(

I

ficulty

REMARKS.

Ctuthrui iVialysias) vulpinn. better

known under us junior synonym of Oath rietfivn
diftra. is a widely distributed, predominant! > In

Ocean species and

o major OOfflpOftgfll of the
macrobentbos- The cavernous, insubstantial tubulo-digitate growth form, regularly
rectangular skeletal construction and deep red

dian

tropical

colouration are characteristic for the species, although spicule geometry is unremarkable. The
holotypc is identical to NW. Australian materia],
and it is probable that original material collected

& Lesseur wa% Obtained from \VA
(although not specified bv Lamarck. 1814).
Neither Ridley I884a>, Wilson (1925) nor Topsent (1932) recorded toxas in the holotypc. but
by Perron

(

in clearly differentiating

Chuhria and

Thaly urn species based on this variability in ectosomal development, given that the formal
definition of the two taxa rests on ibis feature, and
these arguments are supported here in demoting
Thtilyxlaa to

subgenus

status.

This species was briefly redescribed from New
Caledonian specimens (Hooper & Levi, 19^3a.».
but no details on synonymy, population
inability or living populations were given. The
New Caledonian population is the most eavierlv
recorded population and present material differs
slightly from that described by Hooper A Levi
(]993a). The synonymy presented above is mostnew, corroborated by re-examination of the
lv
.

relevant type material, although Clathria cortxl-

relatively

Ututcm Dcndy (1889b) was already merged with

Topsent (1932) compared
Schmidt) and
the species with (
suggested that although speculation was closely
comparable, the two species could r>c diffcreu
tiated by the presence of basal spinadon on both
jioinries of auxiliary megaseleres and the ah

:f<rra by Dcndy (1905), who also commented on the fact that ectosomal skeletal
lopment varied substantially in the Gulf of
Manaar population. Similarly. Clathria reinwattlti var. palmaia Ridley was synonymised

these spicules are

abundant

nt,

<l-

albiet thin.

l

senceoftoxasinC (7!) vWpi/ta.TlKtsc characters
.ire shown here to be of little systematic importance and erroneous, respective!;,, but these two
species are otherwise differentiated by their
skeletal construction

and growth form.

Wilson (1925) also noted

that

C

showed considerable intraspeeifa

i/i nHpifia
variation in

growth form land size), but his Statement overemphasises this apparent variation. From the
numerous published records of this species from
Australasian and Indo-Maluy regions in particufan inxisi appearing under like name of C.
it is apparent that this species has a
consistent and characteristic features

frottd'tjera).

number of

including its cavernous growth form, regular
(sub)renieroid choanosomal skeletal structure
and individual spicule geometries, whereas cctosomal development is much more variable. To
illustrate this variability, of the previously published maleriai. Wilson's (1925) varielv of

C

with this species by Bergquist <& Tizard (1967),
decision is supported in the present study.
Rhaphidophlus seriates Thiele (1899) from
Sulewasi has lighter spongin and more fully
cored fibres than typical populations of C, (21)
yuipina, whereas the two species are identical in

most other respects (spicule geometry, ske
growth form), and there is no justification in maintaining the two species separatearchitecture,

lv-

Conversely, Rhaphidophlus

filifer

spinifera Lindgren, proposed as a

frondifera by Thiele (1903a).

is

var.

synonym of

C

rejected here

given that they differ substantially in most characters and C. (71) spinifera is maintained as
good species (see description above). Burton's
(1938a) assertion that Hentschel\s (1912)
Clathria nuda from the Arafura Sea was also a
synonym of this species is not upheld here, It has
an almost regular radial (extra-axial) construction, nearly completely lacks echinating acan
.1
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thostyles, has only a single size of isochelae, and
has substantially thicker toxas with different
geometry than those seen in C. (T.) vulpina.

Clathria (Thalysias) wesselensis
(Figs 210-211, Plate 9A)

sp. nov.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE

- NTMZ3952 (fragment
of W. Rimbija I., Cape Wessel, NT,
irOl.O'S, 136°44.2*E, 15m depth, 17.xi. 1990, coll.
J.N.A. Hooper (SCUBA). PARATYPE QMG300361
(NCIQ66C-4761-Q): N. side Cumberland Strait, Wessel Is, Gove Peninsula, NT, 11°27.6'S, 136°28.7'E,

QMG300702):

13m

S.

depth, 14.xi.1990, coll.

NCI (SCUBA).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Fringing coral reefs,
gentle slope, coral rubble, rich sponge beds, high
sedimentation and turbidity; 13- 15m depth; known
only from Australia: Wessel Is (NT) (Fig. 21 OH).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Massive, club-shaped,
high, with or without short,
cylindrical basal stalk, 35mm long, 25mm
diameter, expanded at apex, up to 75mm
diameter, slightly flattened on upper surface.

up

to

145mm

Colour. Pale red-orange alive (Munsell 5R 7/6),
khaki brown in ethanol.
Oscules. Large, up to 12mm diameter in life but
contracted in ethanol, on apex of upper surface
conules, surrounded by large, orange,
transparent,

membraneous

collapsing in
Texture

lips

up

to

30mm high,

ly closer to surface; primary fibres in axial region
of skeleton close-set, short, irregularly interconnected by short secondary fibres, 30-50p.ni
diameter; all fibres cored by choanosomal principal subtylostyles (but barely different in morphology from auxiliary spicules); primary
longitudinal fibres cored by multispicular tracts
of principal spicules, up to 25 abreast, occupying
less than 60% fibre diameter; secondary fibres
cored by uni- or paucispicular tracts of principal
spicules, occupying up to 40% of fibre diameter;
all primary fibres heavily echinated by small
acanthostyles but sparse on secondary fibres;
mesohyl matrix heavy, granular, lightly pig-

mented, with abundant microscleres and some

between fibres;
choanocyte chambers large, oval, 50-75pm
diameter, lined by isochelae; some detritus incorporated into mesohyl but mainly in peripheral
auxiliary megascleres scattered

skeleton.

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles long, slender, straight, with subtylote bases,
usually microspined, tapering fusiform points.
Length 307-(358.3)-395pm, width 4-(5.4)-7pm.

Subectosomal auxiliary styles very similar in
geometry but slightly shorter, more slender than
principal spicules; long, slender, straight, subtylote

points.

smooth or microspined bases, fusiform
Length 207-(248.8)-265pm, width 2-

(2.7)-4pm.

air.

and surface

405

characteristics.

Compres-

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles short,
smooth or occasional-

sible, fibrous, basal skeleton firm, flexible.

slender, straight, subtylote

Ectosome and subectosome. Thick crust of ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles erect on surfaec,
in discrete plumose bundles, forming continuous
palisade, incorporating some scattered sand
grains, and abundant, granular, dark brown collagen in peripheral skeleton; subectosomal
skeleton thick, plumose brushes of large subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles supporting ectosomal brushes, arising from ends of peripheral
choanosomal fibres; subectosomal region extensive; ectosomal and subectosomal skeletons
detachable, up to 250p,m thick.
Choanosome. Skeletal structure irregularly
reticulate, slightly more compressed at core than
in periphery; spongin fibres moderately light,
65-130pm diameter, predominantly longitudinal

ly

in sections (radial in sponge), not clearly divisible

into primary or secondary elements except in
axial region; primary fibres in peripheral skeleton

long, close-set and parallel towards core, widely
spaced and diverging near surface, becoming
plumose at periphery, infrequently anastomosing
along length but frequently bifurcating, especial-

microspined bases, fusiform points. Length
151-(172.8)-I86pm, width 1.5-(2.1)-3pm.

Echinating acanthostyles short, slender,
curved near distal end, subpointed or blunt, more-or-less
evenly spined; spines long, slender, prominently
recurved. Length 78-(84.4)-95pm, width 3-(3.9)straight or slightly
tylote, sharply

4.5pm.
Microscleres. Palmate isochelae very abundant,
moderately large, single size class, front and
lateral alae

approximately same length,

lateral

alae completely fused to shaft, front ala detached

along

lateral

margin. Length I4-(17.2)-20pm.

Toxas very abundant, very slender, longer accolada toxas with slight angular curvature at
centre, straight arms Length I: 146-(306.8)415pm, width 0.5-(I.2)-2.0pm.; shorter wingshaped toxas moderately rounded at centre,
rcflexed arms. Length II: 33-(52.9)-72pm, width
0.5-(0.8)-1.5pm.
Reproductive products. Numerous, small,
cal

embryos present

in holotype,

150-1

elipti-

85pm
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MG.

210. CUithria (Thulysias) wesselettsis sp.nov. (holotype NTMZ3952). A, Choanosomal principal subtylosSubcctosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Eclosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. D, Accolada and wingshaped toxas. E, Echinating acanthostyle. F. Palmate isochclac. G. Section through peripheral skeleton. H,
Australian distribution. I, Holotype.
tyles. B,

long, with extensive cellular differentiation but
larval spicules.

no observable

fibres cored

mainly by subectosomal auxiliary

spicules, largely (but not completely) replacing

principals as the primary coring spicules. In other

REMARKS.

This species

the 'juniperina* species

is

similar to others in

complex having principal

spicules barely differentiated from auxiliary
spicules (see remarks for
(T.) cactifonnis
above). CUithria (71) wesselensis sp. nov. differs
from most of these species in having all its fibres
cored. By comparison, C. (T.) juniperina has

C

species of the 'juniperina* group this character

is

whereby principal spicules are
completely excluded from some or all fibres, such
as in C. (T.) cenicornis in which principal
spicules have been lost completely, or C. (T.)
cactifonnis and C. (T.) placenta where only
primary fibres are cored by principal spicules and
further developed

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 211. Clathria (Thatysias) wesselensis sp.nov. (paratypc QMG30036 1 ). A Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Echinating acanthostyle. D Acanihostylc spines. E-G, Bases of principal and auxiliary styles.
H, Palmate isochela. I, Wing-shaped and accolada toxas.
t

T
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secondary fibres are completely
respect the present species

is

clear.

In this

most similar to

C.

arborescens, differing substantially in gross
morphology, geometry of acanthostyles and
toxas, most spicule dimensions, and having principal spicules longer than auxiliary spicules. Both
these occupy the base of the 'juniperina' species
group (i.e., principal spicules are present but
reduced in primary fibres), whereas species such
as C. (T.) cen'icomis arc most derived having lost
their principal spicules completely.
iT.)

OTHER SPECIES OF CLMHRIA

Axociella bitoxifera Koltun, 1970:202-204, textfig.29, pl.S, tigs 12 [Kunlc-Kamchatka Trench,

NW. Pacific].
MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

ZIL.

NW Pacific.

Clathria (Thalysias) calochela
(Hentschcl, 1912)
calochela Hentschel,
[Aru L, Arafura Sea].

ffymeraphia

1912:383-385.

pi. 20, fig.4l

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: SMP1679

Indonesia.

Clathria (Thalysias) coriocrassus
(Bergquist & Fromont, 198S)
Rhaphidophlus coriocrassus Bergquist

(THALYSIAS')

&

Fromnnt,

1988: 11 1-112, pl.5l, figs e-f, pl.52, figs a-b;
son. 1993:39 [index to fauna].

Clathria (Thalysias) amabilis (Thielc, 1905)
1905:456-457, textfig.72a-d |Punta Arenas]; Burton, l932a:326
|l-a)k!and I-.]; Burton. 1940:115 [Argentina]; Kollun, I964a:66 [Antarctica]; Sara, 1978:64-66 |Tjrrra del Fucgo].
Rhaphuiophlus amabilis; Van Soest. 1984b: 29

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: NMNZPOKI

I

J.

Daw-

New Zealand

Sjybtellapsis Qmabilis Thielc,

Clathria (Thalysias) corneolia
Hooper & Levi, 1993

&

Levi.
Clathria (Thalysias) corneolia Hooper
993a 253- 1256 figs 15-16, table 8 (New
1

1

1

VdOfiiitl

generic synonymy].

|

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ZMB3309. SE.

SW.

Pacific rim.

uiunhc, Antarctica.

Clathria (Thalysias) anomala (Burton, 1933
Rhaphidophlusartamalus Burton, 1933:252-253
|Nai;i!1; Levi. 1963:67 [Natal].
MATERIAL. Holotype: NM1410. South Africa.

NTMZ3877, ORSTOMR527).

SW

(fragments

PaeUW.

Clathria (Thalysias) cratitia (Esper, 1797)
j

Suvujn rnuinu

I

Clathria (Thalysias) araiosa
Levi, 1993
Hooper
Clathria (Thalysias) araiosa Hooper & Levi.
1993a:l 256-1259. Figs 17-18, tabic 9 (New

&

Caledonia).

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG300694
NTMZ3886,ORSTOMR]370'>. SW IV

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG30069I

(fragments

Esper. 1797:195. 196, 221, pl.53
FEasllndicVI.
Rhaphuiophlus;crantius\ Ehlers, 1870: 18-19, 31; Rid
lev, 1884a:450-45l. Ridley Sc Dendv. 1887:15 1152: Noll, 1888:51; Thiele. 1899:13. Thick
MH)3a:957 959 |Ternate, Moluccas); Hallmann.

1912:177, 187,
Thalysias craiita; de Laubenfels. 1954:137-138. h:\ifig 87 |NW. Ponape, Caroline Is].
Microciowcraiiiia', Hartman, 1955:176-177.

Desmacidon

cratida:

Vosmaer, 1880:159.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: Unknown. Indonesia, central

do Laobcnfcls, 1954:148-149, tcxtPonapc).

•Xxocieihi atreria

96

[NW

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; U5NM2287tf,

central

W,

Clathria (Thalysias) aruensis
(Hentschei. I9t2)
Ifvmeraphia aruensis Hcnlschcl, 1912.381. pl.20,
3S [Aru L, Arafura Sea],
Eurypon {Hymeraph'w) aruensis; Levi, 1958:27.

Clathria (Thalysias) cullingworthi
Burton. 1931
irih callinyn-onhi Burton, 1931x345,

pi. 23.

figs

[Natal coast); Levi. 1963:66.
'J'halssias culfinyworthi; dc Laubenfels, 1936a: 105.

Pacific.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: SMF955T

W

Pacific.

Clathria (Thalysias) arteria
(deLaubenfels, 1954)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NM1270
BMNHI933

7 a 68-70),

(fragments

Smith Africa.

fig.

Clathria (Thalysias) delauhenfelsi
(Levi. 1963)
Rhaphuiophlus delaubenjelst Levi,
fig, 70 [Cape of Good Hopef

Indonesia,

Clathria (Thalysias) hasiarenacea (Boury-Fsnault, 1973)
Rhaphidophluy
bastarcnacca B o u r v - Es n a U
1 1

1973:287, fig.49 [San Antonio Bay, Brazil]

M ATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDNBE972.SW Atlantic,

\c\\-

\9i

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL618

Sbudl

Am.

Clathria (Thalysias) amir ant iensis sp. nov.
OCiaihnQ ramosa Dendy, 1922:74-76. pi./, fig. 2.
pi. 14, fig

4 [Amiranie, Coetivy and Seychelles.

In-

dian Ocean].

Clathria (Thalysias) bitoxifcra (Koliun, 1970)

.->

Rhaphuiophlus ramoSUS: Van Soest, I984b;99.

1

15.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

Not Rhaphidophlus tamosus Kieschnick, 1896:533;
Kieschnick, 1900:569-570, pl.45, figs 47-50.
Not Clathna ranwso Lindgren. 1897:482-483.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1921.1
(7*,)

ramosa (Kieschnick, 1896) has

64.Noie:

1.7.

NW,

priority,

(

Indian

Ocean.

Clathria (Thalysias) distincta (Thielc, 1903)
Hymeraphia dimmia Thieie, 1903a:956-957. fig. 21
[Tcmatc, Moluccas]; Hcntschcl 1912:378-379.

MATERIAL.

Holotype:

SMF789T.

4(W

Noi Rhaphidophlus fdifer, Topsent, lS97b:425, 447:
Dcsqucyroux-Faundez, 1981 :758. tabled.
Noi Rhaphidophlus fdifer. Lindgren, 1898:283. 311,
312.,

pM7,fig.7,p}.]9.fig.l7a-e\

Noi Rhaphidophlus fdifer var. spinifera; Lindgren,
1897:483; Hallmann, 1912:187; Levi, 1960a:55.
Noi Rhaphidophlus fdifer var. mutabilis\ Topsent,
1897b:447-448, pl.20. fig.24,

Noi Rhaphidophlus

ftlifer var.

pUJ,

fig.33.

cantabrica; Oruela,

1901:331-335. texi-llgs 1-5. pis 3-4.
d. Aficmciona prolifera: Vosmaer. I935a:637.

Indonesia.

MATERIAL- HOLOTYPE: BMNH1887 .5.1

104

Philip

Clathria (Thalysias) encrusta Kumar, 1925
Clathria encrusta Kumar, 1925:221, f»g.4 [India]

pines.

Tfialysms encmsht, de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105.

Clathria (Thalysias) nabellata (Burton, 1936)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

RhapfrulopMtii JiaMUaa Burton, I93ff:145, fig.4
lOudekraal, South Alncal.L^vi, 1963:67 |nMcJ.

IMP19rVI. India

Clathria (Thalysias) eurypa
(de Laubenfels. 1954)
Dktycciona eurypa de Laubenfels, 1954:143,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNHI935.I0
fig.91

Mhroeiona eurypa;

Bcrgquist, 1965:164, 165, figs
21a-b |Paiauisl;Tendai, 1969:40-41 [Suva, Fiji];
Rhaphidophlus eurypa. Van Soest, 19841k 15.
1

Central

SW

and

Clathria (Thalysias)
fascicular^
*
Topsent, 1889
Clathria fascicularisTopsenu 1889:35-37, fig.3 [Banc
de Campeche)
Pseudancbtnoe
de
fascicufaris:
Lau be n Fe s

Clathria iThaly\io\)

19^3^:1250-1253,

1

Campeche].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE. MN1IN

missing (Van SoesL

NE Atlantic.

Clathria (Thalysias) fasciculata Wilson, 1925
Clathria fasciculata Wilson. 1925:442, pl.42. fig.6,
pl.49. figs 7-8 [Sulawesi, Indonesia). de Laubenfels,

1954:140-141, text-fig,89 [Truk, Caroline N|
Tanita. 1963:124; Tantta, 1964:21; BergquisL
1965:167-168 |Palau Is]: Tanita, 1968:47; Hoshino,
1971;24:Hosbino,1981:161;Cabero>. 1981:20-21;
Socsl, 1989b: 1-2, fig. 47.

Thalysias fasc iculota; de Laubenfelv 1936a: 105.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM21326.

Indonesia, Philip

W Pacific, Japan.

Clathria (Thalysias) til ifera
iRidley &Dendy, 1886)
Rhaphidophlus fdifer R\d\c\ & Dcndv, 1886:475; Ridley & Dendy, 1887. 152, 247, 255. P I.2S. fi^. 2. P l. 46.
[Masbale, Philippines); Thiete, 1899:13-15;
1 900a: J 36; Thielc, 1903a:958: Dragncwitsch, 1905:3, 16-17; Dragnewitsch, 1906:441
[Singapore]; Whitelegge. 1907:503 Wi-Hm r
1910a;33; Ferrer Hernandez. 1914:4, 42.
fig.9

Kirkpatrtek,

(fragments

1

968a; 63-65.

pi.

1

5. text-figs 6-7. table

24 [San Juan

Washington!

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: PMNIt.

Nl Pacific

4.

C/a//;nV; (Av)?6i/ f ]Top^nt.lSH9;37-38,fig.4A[Bancdc

pines, cemral

I

|Ncw

Clathria (Thalysias) hartmani
(Simpson, 1966)
AxoaeMta hanmani Simpson. 1966.2393: Simpson,
I.,

Rhaphidophlus fuscitutaris; Viin Soest, 1984b: OK

Van

H

flobeUffew HOOpcr
figs 13-14, table 7

Caledonia)

I

I936a:i0ft

1984b: 108).

V

Clathria (Thalysias) flabellifera
Hooper* Uvi. 1993

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG300693
NTMZ38K4. ORSTOMR14 16). SW Pacific.

NW Pacific

111, 122. tabic

21.

Africa.

[PalauJs].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPh: USNM22922.

Indo Malay region

Clathria (Thalysias) hechtcli sp. nov.
fAkrociom ifticfochtlo Hechtel, 1965:4142,

ic.\»-

fig7 |Port RovjI, Jamaica); Wjntermann-KiUiiD k
KUIaa, 19X4 134 [ColomWiaj.
Noi Dictxocianu microchela: de Laubenfels^
l953a:52S
cf. Rhaphidophlus schoenus Van Soest, 1984b:122.

MATERIAL MOLOTYPli PMNH
USNM2449S
1916) has

Caribbean.

('.

iT.i

5040.

PARATYPU

micmcheh

^Stephens.

priority.

Clathria (Thalysias) isodicryoides
<VanSoest, 1984)
Rhaphidophlus isodictynides Van SoesL 1 9841*11 820. pL8. Hg-6. iext-llg.47. mblc 4 |Curacao|.
1

MATERIAL holotypl: ZMAPOR47M1. Caribbean
Clathria (Thalysias) jolicoeuri
(Topsent. 1892)
Rhaphidophlus
jolicoeuri Topsent,

1892c :23

[Banyuls. Mediterranean J: Topsent. 189 VI. 446;
Topsent. 1894a: 19, Loisel, 1898.38; Topsent &
Olivier, 1943:2 [Monaco]; Topsent, 1925:656*660,
lext-fig.14

(Gulf Of Naples J- Levi.

196lib.55.65

[Dakar. N. Atlantic. Mediterranean, Naples anJ
Monaco]; Boury-Esnault, 1971:327 [Banyuls];
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1983:610; Pansini &. Pronzato.
1985:5 [Mediterranean J.
lenacia jolicoeuri; Levi. 1959:133-134, text-fig. 26
(Sao Tome, Gull" of Guinea].
ciMumcionu prolifera; Vosrnaer. I935a:64l.
Pulitzer-Finali.

MATERIAL.

BMNH 1953.

1

1

MOM

HOLOTYPE:

(TruKmeni

MATERIAL, HOLOTYPE: USNM22775.

Clathria (Thalysias) membranacea
(Thiele, 1905)
Ophlitaspongia membrunacea Thiele, 1905:450-451.
figs 67, 105 [Juan Fernandez Is]; Burton,

NW Allanlic, Mcdilcrrancan.

,9.42).

Central Pacific.

!932a:321-322 (Falkland Is]; Burton, 1940:112
[Uruguay]; Dcsqucvroux-Faundez & Moyano,
1987:49 [Chile, Juan Fernandez Is. Falkland U]
Clathria membranacea, Hallmann, 1912:253.

Clathria (Thalysias) kilauea
(de Laubenfels, 1951)

?

A Vinjelita kiluueti de Laubcniete, 1951a:262-263. tcxl-

Axociella

memhmnacra; de

Laubenfels,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: 2MB3303

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM22779.

ZMB3304.

I

.

Central Pacific.

Clathria (Thalysias) lambda (Levi, [958)
Leptoclathna lambda Levi, 1958:38, iexl-fig.35 [Marmar. Red Sea].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

MNHN missing- Re.! Sefl

Clathria (Thalysias) lematolae

1

936a:

1

13

[note J; Heckle I, 1965:43 [note]

Hawaii].
Rg,9 [Coconut
Axociella kilauea; Hechtel, 1965:43-44 |note].

HMNH 1930,

1

I

.2H.2

1

).

SW

fparatypes

Atlantic,

SE Pacific.

Clathria (Thalysias) micropunctata
(Burton
Rao, 1932)
1

&

I

*

mcio micropunctata Burton

& Rao,

ITuticonn, India].
micropunctata;
Thalvseunpon

1932:340- 3*4

text tlg.9

sp. nov.

Microciona placenta; de Laubenfels. 1954 146-147,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: 1MP788/L

tcxl-rlg.94.

La

de

b c r. f e Is

1936a: 1D7 [note].
Eurxpon micropunctata; de Laubenfels, 1953a:526.
India.

N"i Spongia placenta Lamarck, 1814:374,

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE l'SNM?2908 Central way
C placenta (Lamarck. 1814) has seniority.

Pacific.

ETYMOLOGY:

For the type

locality.

MATERIAL

Axurtf'fua linda de Laubenfels, 1954:156-158. lextfig.l02 [Ailing-lap-lap, Trnk).
.\\nriella linda; Hcehlel, 1965.43-44 |tioIc|.

MATERIAL HOLOTYPL: USNM22860. NW

central

Pacific.

Clathria (Thalysias) lissoclada (Burton, 1934)
Hhaphidophlus lissocladus Burton, J934b:32-33, 511963:62,

texi-figs4-S. lb

I

Falkland

Is);

Levi,

[Cape of Good

pi. 9, figs H.J. text-fig.71

Hope, South Africa).

MA

i

BR IAL.

HOLOTYPE:

BMNHI933.3J7.176).
31, 32, 38, 154.

SoOth

ZRS955

(fragment

PARATY PES BMNH

1933.3. 17 .30,

Al'ric;,,

SW

[Am

1

984b:

1

15-116.
Socst,

Kobluk& Van

l

IOU rTYP£ ZMAPGR479&

Caribbean

Clathria (Thalysias) mutabilis flbpsent, 1897)
Khaphidaphlus filijer var, mutabilis To p se n
IS97b:447, pl.20, fig.24, pl.2l, fig.33 Ambon,
Banda Sea].
Rhaphidophlux mutabilis; Desqueyroux-Faundez.
t

|

1981:743. figs 49-54, 116,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE;

MHNGC

12/27 (fragment

MNHNDT1834). Intones.
Clathria (Thalysias) naikaiensis
(Hoshino. 1981)
Eurypon naikaiensis Hoshino, l| 8 153-155.
l

Atlantic

1

:

pi.6.

fig.8, text-fig. 8 [Sasajima, Japan].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE MMBSSISOOO-4-.i. Japan.

Clathria (Thalvsias) Iongitoxa
(Hentschel, 1912)
Hymeraphur fonxitoxa Hcnlschd, 1912:381,
fig. 39

Iahle4 [Curasao];

1589:1216; Meestere et al., 1991:195 [Curacao,
Bonaire]: Muricyetal., 1091:1187 [SE. Brazil).

(de Laubenfels, 1954)

tig. I,

Rhaphtdophtus mfnutus Van Socsi,
feexf-fig.45,

Clathria (Thalvsias) iinda

52, pl.4.

Clathria (Thalysias) minuta (Van Suest, 1984)

pi. 21),

Arafura Sea).
Mfctvciona Iongitoxa] Burton. I938a:30-3>1 pl.5,
fig.29 [Madras, India]: Burton, I959a:248 [Gulf of
Aden).
!.,

Clathria (Thalysias) nervosa (Levi, 1963)
Axociella nervosa Levi. 1963:65-66, pi 9E, text- tin. 7^.
|

Sooth Africa],

.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: SMP1683. NE

Indian Ocean,

Rhuph'tdophlus
[geji&ric

nen'osus;

Van

Socst, 1984b:

I

IS

synonymy).

MATERIAL. HOI OTYPE: MNHNDCL623.

South

<\l.u

;i

Indonesia, Arabian Gulf

Clathria (Thalysias) maunaloa
(de Laubenfels. 1951)
Microciona maunaloa de Laubenfels,
text-llg.6 [COCOIIUI

and Hawaii

Clathria (Thalvsias) nuda Hentschel, 1912
Clathria nuda Hentschel. 19) 2:298 359, 364-365.
1

95 la:26Q-26

Is,

Laubenfels, 1957:240 (Oahu, Hawaii
1977:65 [Hawaii).

1

Hawaii); de
|;

Bergquisl,

pi. 19, fig.28 |Aru L, Arafura Sea].
Tenacia nuda; Hallmann, 1920:771.
Th,iiv\ia\ nuda; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105.
cf. Microciona prolifera tropus senta; Vosmaer,
I935a:649,
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MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: SMFI576
MNHNDCL2278).

(fragmenc

Indonesia.

411

Khaphidophlus schoenus. Van Socst. 1 984b: 1 12- 113,
pl.R.fif*; 1-4, lex l-fig.44, table 4 Curacao, Ron
Puerto Rico]; Chen & Mole, 1993: 278 IpmbaJ
misidrniification, Taiwan]
Not Mwrociona microchela Hcchtcl, 1965:41. text
1

I

Clathria (Thalysias) ongulensis
(Hoshino, 1977)
.Axociella ongulensts Hoslwno.
pi.

I

,

fig.3 [fossil demosponge;

Holm

1977a;45. text-fig. 3,

W. Ongul

!.

.

Lutzow-

fig. 7

(Curasao. Bonaire, Puerto Rico, Jamaica].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM22404.

Carribean.

Bay. Antarctica].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE MMBS.

Clathria (Thalysias) teiver Carter. 887
Thalvsias ,'ener Carter, 1887a:7G (Mergui Ar-

Antarctica.

1

Clathria (Thalysias) orientalis
(Bfondsted, 1934)

chipelago].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE. IMFN14

Rhaphklophlus oriental isBronds\cd, 1934:20-22, lexlfigs 20-22 lAru I., Arafura Sea].
MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; Unknown. Indonesia.

Rcmera

fibrosa')

Sea. Imperfectly

known

Clathria (Thalysias) topsenti (Thiele, 1899)
447,

Esperiopsis originalis de Laubenfels, 1930:27; de
Laubenfels, 1932:70-72. text-fig.38 [California].
Axocietila originalis: Lee &. Gilchrist, 1985:24-32
[biochemistry]; Sim& Bakus, 1986:11 (California];
Bakus & Green. 1987:71 [S California].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE USNM2M41,
NE

I

Andaman

Khaphidophlus

Clathria (Thalysias) originalis
(de Laubenfels, 1930)

BMNH1929.8.22.54.

(Tragmein bmnhis«7.6.i.9>.

paratype

Pacific.

Jilifen in part, Topscnt. IS97b:425.
fig. 22 [Ambon,
Indane-o
pi. 20.
I

Desqueyroux-Faundez, 1981:758. table 2.
Not Khaphidophlus /W/ir Ridley & Dendy, 18S6:475.
Rhaphtdophfus topsenti iMdfe 1899:15, pi. 2.
(Sulawesi. Indonesia}; Whitelegc.e. 1907:503:
Hallmann, 1912:177.
c\' Mit rf), irttuiprolifera: Vosmaer. I935a:61 1.643

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: NMB20
ZMB29O3.BMNH1908.9.14. 167).

Clathria (Thalysias) oxeota (Van Soest, 1984)
Htwphidophlus oxeoius Van Soest, 984b: 120- 122,
1

text-fig.48, (able 4 (Curacao].
MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ZMAPOR4880.

Clathria (Thalysias) tricurvatifera
(Carter, 1876)
Thalysias tricurvatifeni Carter, 1876:31
Si. Vincent, Hebrides].

Caribbean.

Clathria (Thalysias) oxitoxa Lt5vi, 1963
Clathria
oxitoxa Levi. 1963:54-56. text-fiu 62
(Humansdorp, South Africa).
Khaphidophlus oxitoxa; Van Soest, 1984b: i 15, 122.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL6I0.

(drv) (fragments

Indonesia.

South Africa.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: unknown.
BM NHt 9543.9.244 >.NE Atlantic. Imperfectly

ICapc

(fragment
known

Clathria (Thalysias) venosa (Alcolado, 1984)
Microciona venosa Alcolado, 1984:6 [Cuba]; Kobluk

& Van Socst,

1989:1216.

Khaphidophlus venosns\ Mccslcrscl
Curacao, Bonaire].

Clathria (Thalysias) pachyaxia (Levi, 1960)

M13

al.,

1991: 194-195

I

Axocicllapachyaxta Levi. I960b:763-764.

W. Africa].
MATERIAL HOLOTYPE- MNHNDCL7H7

text-fig.

1

6,

[Senegal,

Khaf'hidophlus raracchelae Van Socst, 1984b: 116IIS.pl 8,rig,5,rexl-rig,46.tablc4lCuracao|;f/ei-Hnali. 1986:151 |West Indies]
1

i

|

NW Africa

Clathria (Thalysias) robusta (Dendy, 1922)
Murociona sfrepsitoxaxuT. robusta Dendy, 922:6(1-

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: Cuba.
ZMAPOK4X74, Caribbean

Hojoiyne of rare*

Mac

]

61 (Amirante I.].
Tenacia robusta; Burton & Rao, 1932:339-340 [Singapore].
Not Clathria robusta Koitun. 1959; 86. pl.25. Rg,5,
text-fig. 147; Van Soest & Stone, 1986:47.
1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1921.M.

7.49.

W Indian

CLdhria (Thalysias) virgultosa
(Lamarck, 1814}
Spongia

\>irgiiftosa

LamarckJ8l4; Duchassaing

Michelotti, 1864:86,

Thalysias

virgultosa;

Jk

pi. 23, fig.3.

Duchassaing & Michelot[St. Thomas, Caribbean!,

ti,*1864;86. p).23,fig.3

Torioncse, 1962:3; dc Laubenfels. 936a: 104,106.

Ocean, Indo-Malay region.

1

Clathria (Thalysias) schoenus
(de Laubenfels, 1936)
Clathria coptosa var. curacaoensis Arndl. 1927: 1 -J 8.
pi. I. fig. 3, text-flg.9 [Curacao].
Aulospongus sthoenus de Laubenfels, 1936a: 100,
pl.l3 fig. 3 (Dry Tortugas, Florida].
Thalvsias schoenus; Simpson, 1968a.56 r pis 13-1).
Mailman, 1968:223
texl-fie.5 [Florida]; Randall
IWcrf Irtdic&I. Alcolado. 1980:4 [Cuba].
t

&

HartmanJ955;l73; Levi. 19603:51
Microciona plana Carter. 1876:238, 472.
Clathria COpiosaTomenU 1889:40-41, tic. 6; Topscnt.
lK^4b:30, 36; HcntschcL 1912:367.
lias opiasa; de Laubenfels, 1 936a; 1 06.
Clathria }Hgo$a\ Wilson, 1902:37.
<

Tenacia dathrata Schmidt, 1870:56, 80 Ami lies,
.:iibbcanj: Carter. 1875: 195; Hallmann, 1920:769;
de Laubenfels. 1936a:106; Dcsqueyroux-i-'aundc/.
& Stone, 1992: 73 Hist].
|
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Clathria clathrata; Vosmaer,

1880:153; Ridley

&

Dendy, 1887:147; Wilson, 1902:397; Alcolado,
1976:5.

Not Rhaphidophlus clathratus; Hallmann, 1912:209;
Topsent, 1920b: 17-18; Topsent, 1932:97,

pl.5,

&

Michelotti,

1864:90, pi. 19, fig.3; de Laubenfels, 1936a:106.
Thalysias juniperina; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 105- 107;
Hartman, 1955:171-177; Ldvi, 1960a:52; Simpson,
1968a:47, 98, pis 1 1-1 2, iexl-fig.4, tables 1 8-20, 43;
Hartman, 1968:218,223; Wicdenmayer,
Randall
1977:140, 142-143, 255, pi. 29, figs 3-5, pl.30, figs
1-3, text-figs 146-147; Carballeira. Shalabi & Maldonado, 1990: 235.
Microciona juniperina; Hartman, 1955:171; |?) Wells
et al., 1960:216-217. text-figs 13,28; Alcolado.
1980:10; Storr, 1964:42; Wintermann-Kilian
Kilian, 1984:135.
Rhaphidophlus juniperinus; Van Soest, 1984b: 109-

&

&

1

11, pi. 7, fig.l

I

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

1991:195.

Soest etal., 1983:204.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: TM POR

BMNH

Not Spongia juniperina Lamarck, 8 4:444; Lamarck,
1

1816:373.

Not Microciona clathrata Whitelegge, 1907:493

72 (fragment

ZM

APOR2373 (frag928. 11.1 2.437), paralectotype
ment MNHNDNBE1341). Referred toTedaniidae.
1

Thalysias massalis Carter, 1886a:50 [Port
Reniera massalis; Dendy, 1895:236.

Phillip, Vic].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1886.12.

15.433.

Referred to Haplosclerida, Chalinidae.

Thalysias proxima Duchassaing
pi. 18, fig.3

&

1864:84,

Micheloiti,

[Antilles, Caribbean).

Neofibularia proxima; Wiedenmayer, 1977:255, table
50.

Xestospongia proxima; Van Soest
1

et al.,

Michelotti, 1864:83, pi. 18,
Thalysias ignis Duchassaing
figs 1-2 [St.Thomas, Caribbean].
Tedania ignis; Wiedenmayer, 1977:255, table 50; Van

text-fig.43, table4;Meestersetal.,

1,

missing (Van Soest

1983:203).] Unrecognisable.

&

fig.6, text-fig.3.

Pandaros juniperina; Duchassaing

&

Michelotti, 1864:86, pi. 16,
Thalysias hians Duchassaing
[St. Thomas, Caribbean; originally designated as
Fig.
hyano, but corrected in erratum].

et al.,

1983:204.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: TMPOR74

(fragments

BMNHI928.ll. 12.45, USNM31047, MNHNDNBE1342).
|see

Referred to Haplosclerida, Petrosiidae.

C. bitiathrata].

Microciona prol ifera; Pearsc & Williams, 1951: 135.
cf. Microciona prolifera; Vosmaer, 1935a:608-61 1,
627, 628, 667, 630, 638, 644.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: Fragments of holotypeof S. virgultosa: MNHNDNBE1344, 1338, BMNH1928.il. 12.50,
BMNH1928.il. 12.85, BMNH1954.2.20.67, USNM31049,
TMPOR70, 87, IZUGCE38.766. Fragments of holotypeof C
(T.) clathrata:

BMNH

1870.5.3.156, 39. Caribbean,

NE

&

Michelotti, 1864 [St.
Thalysias ripens Duchassaing
Thomas, Virgin Is]; Carter, 1882a:282, pl.l 1, text-fig.10
[Puerto Cabello and Antigua, West Indies].
subtriangularis; Wiedenmayer,
Xestospongia

1977:257, table 51.

BMNH

MATERIAL. SYNTYPES:

At-

lantic.

(3 specimens,

un-

registered). Referred to Haplosclerida, Petrosiidae.

Thalysias rugosa Duchassaing

& Michelotti,

1

864:84,

pi.

1

8,

Thomas, Virgin Is]; Wiedenmayer, 1977:251,
253, tables 48, 49 [notel.
Xestospongia subtriangularis; Van Soest et al.,
1983:204.
fig.4 [St.

TRANSFERS

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: ZMAPOR2372.
List of other species described in Thalysias but

now

transferred to another genus.

Thalysias [as Thalisias] saxicava Duchassaing & Michelotti,
1864:87 [St. Thomas. Virgin Is, Caribbean!.

Spongia carbonaria Lamarck, 1814:375; 1816:357.
Michelotti,
Thalvsias carbonaria; Duchassaing
1 864:83, pi. 17, fig, pi. 19, fig.2 [St.Thomas]; Carter,
1882a:282, pi. 11, fig. 11 [Antigua, West Indies];
Tortonese, 1962:3.
Pellina carbonaria; Bergquisl, 1965:157.
Adocia carbonaria; Wiedenmayer, 1977:255, 257.
tables 50-51; Van Soest etal., 1983:198.

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDNBE1340 (fragment:
MNHNDNBE1324, BMNH 1928. 1.12.44, 56). Referred lo

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:
mayer, 1977; Van Soest

Aulospongus

1864:84,

fig. 2

Dendy, 1905:176

[Gulf of

[note].

destroyed. Unrecog-

nisable.

Thalysias subtriangularis Duchassaing, 1850; Duchassaing

&

Michelotti, 1864:85,

bean]; Carter,

Michelotti,

sessilis;

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: LFM

Haplosclerida, Chalinidae, Haliclona.

&

noextant type material (Wieden-

et al., 1983)]. Unrecognisable.

Dictyocylindrussessilis Carter, 1880a:38,pl.4,
Manaar, Ceylon].

1

Thalysias coccinea Duchassaing

Referred to

Haplosclerida, Petrosiidae.

1

pi. 17, fig.l

[St.

Thomas, Carib-

879:287 [Kerguelen Is]; Carter, 885c: 196;
1

Dendy. 1889a:58.
? Isodictya mirabilis Bowerbank; Carter, 1878:159.
7
Schmidtia aulopora; Ridley, 1881:127-129 |SW
'

pl.l8,fig.5[St.Thomas].

Spirastrella coccinea;

50;

Van Soest et

al.,

Wiedenmayer, 1977:255,

table

1983:204.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: BMNH1928. 11.12.46.
PARALECTOTYPE ZMAPOR2076. Referred to
Hadromerida, Spirastrellidae.

Chile].

Xestospongia
subtriangularis;
1977:255, table 50; Van Soest et

Wiedenmayer,
al.,

1

983: 99, 204.
1

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: BMNH1928.il. 12.47; lectotype of var. lyriformis: ZMAPOR2375, paralectotype of

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

var. tyriformir.

ZMAPOR2376.Referred

to Haplosclerida,

Petrosiidae.

REMARKS.
system

Haliphysema tubulatum Bowerbank, 1873c:29

[India].

all

413

Under Van Soest & Stone's (1986)
microcionids having a renieroid

(and/or isodictyal) basal (or axial) skeleton

com-

Aulospongus tubulatus; Norman, 1878:267; Dendy,
1905:176, text-fig.5 [Ceylon]; Dendy, 1922:61;
Burton & Rao, 1932:347 [Tuticorin, India]; de

posed of acanthose megascleres are grouped in
Antho. This system is supported here with subgenera recognised on structure and composition

Laubenfels, 1936a:101 [note].
Axinella tubutata; Dendy, 1889b:89, pl.5,

of the renieroid skeleton (1) A. (Antho) (with
predominantly (acantho)styles forming the
renieroid skeleton, less often acanthostrongyles.

fig.2.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH

not found (poorly
preserved fragments BMNH1887.5.21. 1331, 1332). Uncertain placement; possible Raspailiidae.

&

Thalysias varians Duchassaing
Michelotti, 1 864:86, pi. 1 3,
fig. 6 [St. Thomas, Caribbean].
Anthosigmella
varians; Topsent, 1918:557; de

Laubenfels, 1957:242-243; Pang, 1973:47-50, textfig. 14 [Jamaica; plus synonymy]; Wiedenmayer,
1977:255, table 50; Van Soest et al., 1983:204.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: TM POR 71 (fragments
USNM31048, MNHNDNBE1343); paralectotype of var.
variant: ZMAPOR2377 (fragment BMNH 1928. 11. 12.49);
lectotypeof var. encrustans:
to

BMNH 1928.1 1.12.48. Referred

Hadromerida, Spirastrellidae.

Echinonema

vasiplicata Carter, 1882b: 1)4 [Swan River,

WA]; Dendy.

1924:504.

ing acanthostyles overlap the

1

887.5.2 1

.

1

853. referred

synonym of Echinodictxum mesenterinum

SYNTYPES: MNHNDT661.

3425. 3427.

Referred to Hadromerida, Spirastrellidae.

AnthoGray, 1867
Refer to subgenera for synonymy.

TYPE SPECIES. Myxilla involvens Schmidt,

1864: 37

(by monotypy).

DEFINITION. Two distinct skeletal components:
(1) primary (basal or axial) rcnieroid (rectan-

gular) or isodictyal (triangular)

(3)

posed of 2 forms of choanosomal spicules inside
spongin fibres, overlaid by a second extra-axial
plumose skeleton. Isopenectya (s.s.) could also
be included in Echinoclathria, given the close
resemblance in growth form and renieroid skeletal

structure with E. leporina, but in
is

smooth

A (Isopenec-

of sparsely spined

principal styles (differentiated

from the larger

styles of the extra-axial skeleton), with

choanosomal

and an extraby a second
extra-axial (plumose) skeleton composed of
larger, smooth principal styles. In Echinoclathria,
megascleres of the renieroid skeleton are exclusively smooth, and the larger, smooth principal styles which form a radial skeleton are only
found on the surface, embedded in peripheral
fibres. Antho and Echinoclathria, differ from
other microcionids in having a renieroid skeleton
and it is possible that Echinoclathria is a highly
derived form of Antho (loss of spinated principal
axial (renieroid) regions, overlaid

spicules, loss of extra-fibre skeleton, loss of

spined acanthostyles (geometrically different

from principal

skeleton composed of acanthostyles and/or acanthostrongyles; (2) secondary (extra-axial, subec-

tosomal) skeleton composed of smooth
choanosomal

main skeleton);

A. (Isopenecrya) (with an axially compressed and
extra-axially renieroid reticulate skeleton com-

differentiated axial (compressed)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH
(Lamarck).

A.

(Plocamia) (with predominantly (acantho)strongyles forming the renieroid skeleton, less often
acanthostyles, and a special category of echinat-

tya) the renieroid skeleton

1889a:44.

Echinodictyum mesenterinum; Ridley, 1884b: 185.
Echinodictxum bilamellatum; Dendy & Frederick,

to Raspailiidae,

without echinating acanthostyles); (2)

forming dendritic, plumose,
subisodictyal or plumoreticulate tracts, or simply
echinating main spicule tracts; secondary
skeleton usually arising from nodes of renieroid
skeleton, or ascending upwards from basal spongin fibres, with or without axial compression;
spongin fibres relatively poorly developed; additional category of echinating acanthostyles
present or absent; ectosomal skeleton tangential,
paratangential or plumose tracts of 1 or 2
categories of auxiliary styles; microscleres
diverse forms of isochelae and toxas.
styles

spicules)).

Antho (Antho) Gray, 1867
Antho Gray, 1867: 524; Levi, 1960a: 57.
Anomoclathria Topsent, 1929: 26 (not Topsent, 1932:
103).

Anthoarcuata Bakus, 1966:431.
DictyoclathriaTopsent, 1920b: 18.
Dvctioclathria Ferrer-Hernandez, 1921: 172 [lapsus].
Isociona Hallmann, 1920: 768.
Jiade Laubenfels, 1930:28.
Plocamilla; in part. Burton, 1935a: 402; PulitzerFinali, 1973: 40 (not Topsent, 1928a: 63).
Quizcioria de Laubenfels, 1936a: 111.

TYPE SPECIES. Myxilla involvens Schmidt,
(by monotypy).

1

864: 37
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FIG. 212. A/z//i<? 0W/h>) opuntioides (Lamarck) (leclotype MNHNDT654). A, Choanosomal principal style. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Acanthostyles of renieroid skeleton. D, Wing-shaped toxas. E, Palmate
isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Known Australian distribution. H, Lectotype. I, Paralcc-

totypeMNHNDT3418.

REVISION OP MFCROCIONIDAE

DEFINITION. Primary

basal renieroid (and/or

choanosomal skeleton composed of

isodictyal)

acanthostyles and/or acanthostrongyles; secon-

dary extra-axial (subectosomal) skeleton
plumose, plumoreticulate, or simply composed of
choanosomal styles echinabng (project from)
basal renieroid skeleton; spongin fibres poorly
developed; special category of echinating acanthostyles absent; ectosomal skeleton with tangential, paratangential, or plumose tracts of I size of
auxiliary styles or subtylostyles; microsclere's in-

clude diverse forms of isochelae and toxas.

REMARKS.

Twenty one species have been included ia, or referred to, Antko (Aniho), although
only 1! are widely accepted, 2 of which are
known from Australia.

Antho (Anthn) opunlioides (Lamarck, 1815)
(Figs 212-213}
Unidentified sponge; Turgot, 1758: pi.24. \..
AlcyoniumopuntioidexLamaick* 1815: 164.
Anomoclathria opunlioides; TopsenU 1929: 21-26,
text- figs 1-9.

Antho opuntioides: Hooper

&

Wiedenmaver, 1994:

255.

Not Anomoclathria opuntioides

war.

frond ifera; Top-

sent, 1929: 26-29, text-figs 10-14;

Topsent, 1932:

103. pi.!, figs 6-7.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: MNHNDT651.
locality

unknown, SW.

collection.

Australia, Pcron

PARALECTOTYPES

&

Precise

Lesuour

MNKNDT34I6,

34 IS: same data

locality (Fig.

(although spicule tracts with more sparse spongin
in periphery than at core), clearly
dominated by close-set renieroid reticulation of

component

acanthostyles.

Choanosotne. Skeleton with two distinct components: plumose extra-axial skeleton composed
of muliispjcular or paucispicular continuous
tracts of large choanosomal principal styles extending from centre of skeleton to ectosome,
renieroid skeleton regular, tight meshed, rectangular and triangular meshes, 80- 1 50|im diameter,

even mesh

size throughout skeleton;

fibres heavier, slightly

spongin

more compressed at centre

of skeleton than in periphery, with oval meshes
60- 1 35 p.m diameter, echinating spicules absent;

mesohyl

matrix light, with scattered
microscleres; choanocyte chambers not seen (dry
specimensi

Mega scleras. Smooth choanosomal

principal

of plumose skeleton robust, short, thick,
slightly curved at centre, with rounded smooth or
occasionally very faintly microspined h.
fusiform points. Length S4-<98.7}-J08^m, width
styles

4~(11.2)-14>im.

Acanthose choanosomal styles of renieroid
skeleton straight or slightly curved al centre,
evenly spinose except for aspinose points and
sometimes aspinose base; spines large, recurved,
sharply pointed. Length 93(104.5)1 12m-"*Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
smooth or microspined bases,

oniv

slender, straight,

212G).

DESCRIPTION Shape. Lobatc, digitate growth
form, up to 255mm high, 375mm wide. 230mm
thicks bifurcating cylindrical or slightly flattened

branches, up to !2Gmm long, 18mm maximum
diameter, occasionally anastomosing, slightly

bulbous branch nodes, tapering or rounded
branch

peripheral skeleton protrude through surface; entire peripheral skeleton dense, virtually undifferentiated from deeper choanosomal skeleton

width8-(]3.3H6|WL

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Unknown, known
from type

415

tips.

Colour Live colouration unknown, grey

in

fusiform orr occasionally with telescoped points.
Length 102-<118.4)-152nm, width 2-(3.4)4.5 p.m.

Palmate isochelac large, unmodified, with lateral and front alae approximately equal length, lateral alae completely used to
shaft, front ala detached alonn entire length,
Length 16-(19.4)-21|xm.
Microscleres.

dry

state.

2mm diameter, posover sides of branches.
Texture and surface characteristics. Harsh, brittle

Oscuies. Small pores up to

Toxas wing-shaped, generously curved
centre, with only slightly reflexed points.

36-(68.9)-148pjn, width

1

al

Length

.542.1 l-3.0p.rn.

sibly oscules. scattered

in dry state, even,

unomamented

surface.

Ectosome and subectosome. No ectosomal
membrane intact (dry material), although remnants of sparse, tangential and paratangential
skeleton composed of subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles scatxered near periphery; points ui
choanosomal styles and acanthostyles in

REMARKS.

1

initially

thought this species con-

specific with C. (71) styioprothesis (see above),

based on Topsent's (1929) description of
siyloprothese\ whereby spongin fibres are
replaced by algal filaments, but the two species
differ in spicule geometry and skeletal architecl

ture (see also A. (P.)frondifera below). It differs
from the allied A. \A ) iuberosa in growth form.

416
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FIG. 213. Antho (Antho) opuntioides (Lamarck) (paraleclotype MNHNDT341 8). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Characteristics of fibre and renieroid skeleton. C, Acanthostyles of renieroid skeleton. D, Acanthostyle spines.
E-F, Bases of principal and auxiliary styles. G, Palmate isochelae. H, Wing-shaped toxas.
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FIG. 214. Antho (Antho) tuberosa (Hentschel) (fragment of holotype ZMB4417). A, Choanosomal principal
subtylostyle. B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Acanthostyles of renieroid skeleton. D, Wing-shaped
toxas. E, Palmate isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H, WAM64881(1).
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spicule geometry (particularly

acanthostyle

its

morphology), and spicule sizes (refer
(V tubervsaX
sion hi

A

to discus-

subcctosomal auxiliary subtylostyles form tangential tracts (encrusting specimen), paralangential tracts

l

Anlho Antho) tuberosa
(

Hentschel, 1911)
(Figs 214-215, Plate 9B-C)

US&dendOryX tuberosa

I

Hentschel,

(91 ti 326-32.S.

&

ftneiona luberour* Hallmann, 1920: 768; Burton
Rao, 1932: 341-342.
Aniho ttiberosa: Hooper
Wiedenroayer, 1994: 255.
Claihria harmeyeri Hentschel. 191 1: 379-3&I. text-

&

fig.50.

Thalysuts harimeyeri;

etc

Laubenfelfc, 1936a: 105.

Mtcroriona prottfera: Vosmacr, 1935a: 611. 648,
664.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; HM

plumose

tin

tosomal region undifferentiated from
choanosomal skeleton; smaller acanthosc

text- tig 21.

cf.

(lobate specimen), or distinct

ectosome, surrounding protruding
choanosomal styles (flabellate specimen); subecbrushes

(fragment

LhiuiKVAiinal styles of renieroid .skeleton terminate in uni- or paucts-picularbrushesjusl below
surface;
light,

mesohyl matrix

in

peripheral region

unpigmented.

Choanosorne. Two distinct skeletal components:
renieroid skeleton regular (encrusiing-lubate
specimens) or irregular (flabelliform specimen),
rectangular and triangular meshes, tight meshed
with mesh size 42-125}xm diameter; meshes
more open in lobate specimens (92-197 ^.m

7.MB4417): 4km SW. of Denham. Shark Bay, WA,
C
25 56.yS. \ 13 30.0'E, 3m depth. I0.vi.1905, coll. W.
Michaelscn & R. Ilurtmever <drcd&c).OTHER
MATERIAL: WA- WAM645-8I(I) (fragment

flabellate specimens (97-208p.m maximum
diameter); vaguely differentiated primary and

NTMZ1722) QMC3OO203

ascending (multispicular) and s£eood

NTMZ2958).

(fragment

NTMZ32I4
(fragments
P!BOC04-352<
QMG300044), QMG300678 (NCIQ66C-4229-M.
NTMZI466

5

AUST- 5AMTS4050

(fragment

NTMZ1637).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Encrusting on macro-

phy.es. coralline alg:i<
or other sponges: ?-40m
depth; Shark Bay. Straggler Rocks, Houtman Ahmlbos. Port Hedlanii (WA); Port Noarlunsa iSAi (Rg,

2I4GV, Gonjam. Madras, India (Burton

DESCRIPTION. Shape

& Rao*

19321.

Variable, thinly encrust-

3mm thick. lobo-digitate, up to 25mm
42mm wide. 28mm thick, with rounded

up to

ing,

high,

margins, or lobate, flabellate. with several flattened digits joined to a common base, and with
curved, even or sinuous margins, without a basal
stalk, 79mm high, 1 20mm maximum width, lobes
between 18-32mm wide, up to 15mm thick.
Colour. Bright red (Munsell 2.5R 5/10'», dark red
(5R 4710) or slightly yellow-red alive (2.5YR
8/8);

yellow-brown or

light

brown

in eihanol

Oscuies. Indetectable in thinly encrusting
specimen, scattered on lateral and upper surfaces
of lobate specimens, up to 2.5mm diameter; surface minutely porous on lobate flabellate
specimen, pores
5- 2mm diameter.
Texture and surface characteristics. Texture
1

compressible; surface optically even (encrustinglobate specimens) or striated and pitted, with
ridges most prominent near margins (Habellate
specimen).

Ectosome andsubectosome. Hispid, with tracts of
smooth choanosomal styles from plumose
skeleton protruding singly or in brushes; smaller

secondary components of skeleton, best
developed

in flabellate

specimens, with primary

transverse (uni- or bispicular) tracts of smaller
acanthosc choanosomal megasclcrcs; encrusting

and lobate specimens mesh size decreases and
skeleton more compact, with poorer differentiation of primary and secondary lines; plumose
skeleton of larger, smooth, choanosomal principal styles forming pauci- or multispieular
tracts; plumose tracts continuous, originating
from basal attachment extending to peripheral
skeleton in encrusu'ng-lobate material, but not

obviously continuous in flabellate specimens.
prominent only near periphery; true cchi dating
acanthostyles absent; mesohyl matrix light, containing few loose extra-fibre spicules; Spongjn
fibres 45-108u.m diameter relatively light, only
barely differentiated from mesohyl matrix in
flabeiiate specimens (with only primary ascending elements and small interconnecting secondary fibre components obvious); spicule skeleton
only minimally associated with fibre skeleton,
each forming more-or-less independent support
systems; choanncyte chambers relatively large.
155-652p.m diameter, ovoid, often paired, lined

by isochelae and

rarer toxas

Megascieres. Smooth choanosomal principal
subtylostyles of plumose skeleton slightly
curved, fusiform, with tapering, rounded or subtyloie smooth bases, occasionally slightly
microspined; very variable in length. Length 164(2l3.0)-337ijum.
width 6.5-(9 .9 -14 .Ojun
(holotypc 1 26-295 x6.5-9u.nu
|

Acanthosc choanosomal styles of renieroid
skeleton slightly curved or straight, subivluu*,

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 215. Antho {Antho) tuberosa (Hentschel) (NTMZ3214). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Renieroid reticulate
secondary skeleton. C, Acanthostyle of renieroid skeleton. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Bases of principal and
auxiliary styles. G, Palmate isochelae. H, Wing-shaped toxas.
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fusiform, with evenly distributed small spines;
acanthose choanosomal spicules include intermediates between larger smooth megascleres of
plumose skeleton and entirely spined spicules of

renieroid skeleton. Length 86-(114.9)-136ujti,

width 3.5-(6.3)-10.0|xm (holotype 63-128 x 2.56|xm).

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles of
peripheral skeleton straight or slightly curved,
single size category, thin, fusiform, with rounded
or subtylote bases, usually microspined. Length

100-(177.4)-274u,m, width 1.8-(3.1)-4.5u,m
(holotype 129-214 x 2.5-4u,m).
Microscleres. Palmate isochelae common, unmodified, variable in size between specimens;
lateral and front alae approximately equal length,
lateral alae entirely fused to shaft, front ala only
partially detached

from

lateral alae.

Length 6-

(13.5)-18|xm (holotype 10-15u,m).

Toxas wing-shaped, relatively common, ranging from small thin forms to long relatively thick
forms, all with evenly rounded, wide central curvature, and straight or very slightly reflexed
points. Length 37-(94.5)-232u,m, width 0.8(1.8)-3.6ujti (holotype 6-58 x 0.8-1.8u,m).
Larvae. Larger flabellate-lobate specimen
(WAM645-81(1)) contained ovoid-elongate, incubated embryos, 210-240u,m diameter, with

some

cellular differentiation

and few

larval

megascleres.
Associations. Several specimens had parasitic

zooanthids on surface.

REMARKS.

This species is relatively polymorphic in growth form, the extent to which the
renieroid skeleton is compacted and size of

more consistent in choanosomal
and ectosomal skeletal architecture, spicule
geometry, and to some extent spicule dimensions.
However, there is no doubt that all specimens
examined are conspecific, their similarities far
isochelae, but

more obvious than

their apparent differences,

especially in comparison to

its

sibling species

A

(A. ) opuntioides (from S W. Australia) and A. (A. )
lithophoenix (from NW. Pacific). The lobateencrusting specimen from SA shows the greatest
departure from the holotype, particularly in
spicule dimensions.

Hentschel (1911) described this species with a
renieroid skeleton enclosed, to a greater or lesser
extent, within spongin fibres, but the holotype

does not substantiate this. In flabellate specimens
fibres are more obviously associated with
plumose skeletal tracts cored by smooth
choanosomal styles, whereas the renieroid

meshes

appear independent of spongin

fibres.

Similarly, Hentschel did not describe toxas

abundant
Burton

in

from

present being most

the holotype but they are

SW WA flabellate-lobate specimens.

&

Rao (1932) suggested that A. (A.)
tuberosa was probably conspecific with Clathria
hartmeyeri, indicating that it differed only in the
encrusting growth form, lighter mesohyl matrix
and in supposedly lacking smooth subtylostyles.
Although the

incorrect

latter assertion is

the

holotype of C. hartmeyeri has not yet been discovered in any museum and this synonymy cannot be corroborated. From Hentschel's (1911)
description of C. hartmeyeri it appears to be
identical to the flabellate-lobate form of A. (A.)
tuberosa and this synonymy is accepted.

Antho (A.) tuberosa is the type species of
Isociona Hallmann's (1920), which Van Soest
(1984b) merged with Antho. In the strict sense
(i.e., comparing A. (A.) tuberosa and A. (A.) involvens) the two genera are close in skeletal architecture, but A. (A.) tuberosa has entirely
monactinal megascleres, whereas A. (A.) involvens has basal (renieroid) monactinal and/or diactinal spicules (acanthostyles, acanthostrongyles).
Also included in Isociona i s Plocamia
lithophoenix de Laubenfels (1927) which is very
similar to A. (A.) tuberosa in skeletal structure,
spicule diversity and spicule geometry, differing
only in the basal spines on choanosomal styles
plumose skeleton and specific spicule dimen-

choanosomal

sions (smooth

styles

152-238x11-

15jxm, acanthose choanosomal styles
129-1 66x8- 14u,m, subectosomal subtylostyles
I33-293x3-6u,m, palmate isochelae 18-26u,m,
and toxas 18-178x0.8-3ujti). Both these and A.
(A.) opuntioides
are sibling species showing

many

and spicule

skeletal

similarities.

OTHER SPECIES OF ANTHO (ANTHO)
Antho (Antho) brattegardi Van Soest

& Stone,

1986
Antho brattegardi Van Soest
figs 1-3 [Norway]

&

Stone, 1986: 42-44,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ZMAPOR5190. PARATYPE

BMNH 1982.9.6.

1

.

NE.

Atlantic, species of Jia de Laubenfels.

&

Antho

(Antho) brondstedi Bergquist
Fromont, 1988
Antho brondstedi Bergquist & Fromont, 1988: 97, pis
46d-f, 47a-c [New Zealand]; Dawson, 1993: 44
[index to fauna].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NMNZPOR1

Antho (Antho) dichotoma

1

1.

New Zealand.

(Esper, 1794)

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

Spongia dichotoma Esper, 1794: 202,

pi. 10 [Norway];
Ehlers, 1870: 8-9 [re-examination of type-material].
Not Spongia dichotoma: Johnston. 1842: 97; Topsent,

1920b: 21.
Raspailia dichotoma; Ehlers, 1870: 8.
Clathria dichotoma; Arnesen, 1903: 21-22, pl.3. fig.4,
pl.6, fig.8 [Norway]; Thiele, 1903b: 394; Koltun,
1959: 184, pl.29, fig.I, lext-fig.145 [USSR];
Stephens, 1916: 234; Stephens, 1921: 21 [Ireland].
Not Spongia dichotoma Lamarck, 1814: 448 [missing
Topsent, 1933:46,56].
Dictyoclathria dichotoma; Topsent, 1920b: 21-22
[Horns Riff, Denmark]; Burton, 1930a: 501.
Raspailia moebii; Schmidt, 1875: 120 [Norway];
Thiele, 1903b: 394.
Dictxocvlindrus abyssorum Carter, 1876: 232, pi. 12,
fig.3,'pl.l5, fig.25a-b [N. of Scotland].
Clathria abyssorum; Vosmaer, 1880: 154 [Faroe Is,
N.Atlantic]; Arndt, 1913: 119.
Raspailia abyssorum: Fristedt, 1885: 48, pl.4, fig. I.
Antho dichotoma; Alandcr, 1942: 63 [Sweden]; Van
Soest
Stone, 1986: 44 [Norway].

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: unknown;

holotype of D. abyssorum: BMNH1898.5.7.39. NE. Atlantic.

Antho (Antho) graceae

(Bakus, 1966)
Burtonanchora lacunosa; de Laubenfels, 1961: 195197.
1 892: 70-7 1
Anthoarcuata graceae Bakus, 1966: 431-432, textfig.3 [San Juan Archipelago, Washington]; Ristau,
1978: 5737 [California]; Lee & Gilchrist, 1985:
24-32 [biochemistry].
Antho graceae; Van Soest, 1984b: 7 [generic
synonymy].

Not Myxilla lacunosa Lambe,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM 161848. NE.

Pacific.

Antho (Antho)

hallezi (Topsent, 1904)
Meter oclathria hallezi Topsent, 1904b: 94; Burton,
1935a: 403.

Plocamia

hallezi;

MATERIAL.

de Laubenfels, 1936a: 78.

HOLOTYPE

MNHNDT1884). NE

MOM

(fragment

Atlantic.

Antho

(Antho) heterospiculata(Brondsted,
1924)
Microciona heterospiculata Brondsted, 1924: 465,
texl-fig.20 [Colville Channel, NZ].
Quizciona heterospiculata; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 111.
Not Microciona heterospiculata; Bergquist, 1961a: 39

[probably = Clathria mortensenii Brondsted].
MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: UZM (not found) (fragment
BMNH 1901. 12.26. 13). New Zealand.
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19-22 [var. inconstans; Atlantic, Mediterranean];
Vacelet, 1960: 267 [Mediterranean]; Vacelet, 1961:

41

[Corsica, Mediterranean]; Sara, 1961: 48
Siribelli, 1962: 10, 36, 48; Uvi,
1963: 62-63. text-fig. 72 [Mossel Bay, South
Africa]; Sara, 1964: 228-229 [Ligurian Sea,
Mediterranean]; Poggiano, 1965: 3, 7; Riitzler,
1965: 33-34 [Adriatic Sea]; Borojevic et al., 1968:
25; Descatoire, 1969: 196; Vacelet, 1969: 206
[Mediterranean]; Boury-Esnault, 1971: 326; Riedl,
1971: 1139 [ecology]; Pulitzer-Finali, 1977: 63
[Bay of Naples]; Rodriguez Solorzano
Rodriguez
Babio, 1979: 56-58, text-fig. 13 [var. inconstans;
Galicia, Spain]: Pulitzer-Finali, 1983: 567-568, 610
[Mediterranean]; Boury-Esnault
Lopes, 1985;
195-196, fig.44 [Azores]; Pansini, 1987: 170 IA1boran Sea]; Uriz et al., 1992: 104 [Balearic Is];
Soldrzanoetal., 1991: 177 [Galicia, Spain]; Ackers,
Moss Picton, 1992: 139 [Ireland].
Desmacodes involvens; Vosmaer, 1880: 108; Vosmaer, 1885: 235.
Mvxilla hanyulensis, in part; Topsent, 1892b: 23; Topsent, 1902: 351, 363, 366; Cotte, 1903: 423.
Clathria morisca Schmidt, 1864: 37, 45 [Adriatic];
Schmidt, 1868: 9, 41, 43, pl.2, fig.7 [Mediterranean]; Vosmaer, 1880: 150-151 [Algiers]; Topsent, 1902:329.
Dictyoclathria morisca; Topsent, 1920b: 18-21; Topsent, 1928a: 301-302, pl.3. fig.3 [Porto Santos,
Azores]; LeVi, 1959: 134, text-fig.27,pl.5, fig.I [Rio
de Oro, Gulf of Guinea]; Levi, 1960b: 761-762,
lext-fig.15 [var. anisotyla; SW. Cape of Naze, W.
Africa]; Sara, 1960a: 462 [Ischia, Mediterranean];
Desqueyroux-Faundez
Stone, 1992: 35 [index].
Plocamia inconstans Topsent, 1925: 661-664, textfig. 15 [Gulf of Naples]; Topsent, 1939: 6; PulitzerFinali, 1983: 610 [list],
Plocamilla inconstans; Burton, 1935a: 402.
Holoplocamia inconstans; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 75.
Antho inconstans; Ackers et al., 1992: 140 [Ireland].
Isodictva beani Bowerbank, 1866: 274, 334, 335
[Britain]; Gray, 1868: 164; Schmidt, 1870: 77;
Bowerbank, 1874: 147, pl.58, figs 1-6.
Dictyoclathria beanii; Arndt, 1935: 81.
Amphilectus beanii; Vosmaer, 1880: 115.
Clathria beanii; Ridley, 1881: 485, 486; Bowerbank,
1882: 13,23, 150; Topsent, 1890c: 203.
Myxilla beanii; Topsent, 1892c: 23; Topsent, 1894a: 8,
'9,25;Hanitsch, 1894: 179.
Artemisina mediterranea Babic, 1921: 87 [Adriatic];
Babic, 1922: 258-259, text-fig.B; Burton, 1930a:
528; Levi, 1960a: 57, 76-80; Maldonado, 1992:
1 154 [possible synonym of A. (P.) novizelanica].
Microciona virgula Sara
Siribelli, 1960: 77-79, textfig.22 [Bay of Naples]; Siribelli, 1960: 16-17, text[Adriatic]; Sara

&

&

&

&

&

&

Antho (Antho) involvens (Schmidt, 1864)

fig. 7A

Myxilla involvens Schmidt, 1864: 37, 45, pl.4, fig.6
'[Adriatic]; Heller, 1864:48.
Hymedesmia involvens; Schmidt, 1866: 16.
Antho involvens; Gray, 1 867: 524; Topsent, 1928a: 1 1
Topsent & Olivier, 1943: 2 [Monaco]; Burton, 1956:
133 [W. Africa]; Levi, 1960a: 57, 76-80, text-figs

[Mediterranean].

[Naples];

Sara,

1964:

228-229

paradoxa Babic, 1921: 87; Babic, 1922:
260-261, pi. 8, fig.6, text-fig.c [Adriatic]; Topsent,
1925: 660; Levi, 1960a: 85-86 [Adriatic]; Ristau,

1 Artemisina

1978: 585-586 (note on affinities].
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ii

n;

panitl<ixa\ Burton

Antho paradoxal
?

193Ua: 328.

Pulitoer-Finali«

Raspailia incrustans Svareevskij, 1906: 52. p\Sm
ng.6.pl.7.

(fragment

BMNM1867.3J1.92). fragments of holoivpe
r MNHNDT2I70, BMNH1868.3.2 21. NW.

NW

Africa, Souih Africa.
Ackers l
probably a species complex
992 ) contesting the synony my between inv&hens and

Atlantic, Mediterranean,

i

i.ii

I

fig. I.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: LMJG

This

or 2
with or without specialised Bpiculation
categories of auxiliary styles); microsclercs include diverse forms of tsochelac and toxas.
<

1983:610.

is

I

REMARKS- Twenty

one species have been
Plocamia or one of its synonyms: all
are valid. However, A, (P.) etrcta is poorly
known, and other species may eventually merge,
particularly the 5 Indian Ocean species (Tabic
Mlv 2 species are known from Australasia.
referred to

onxtans.

Antho

Antho Plocamia) frondirera (Lamarck,
(

(Antho) oxeifcra(Ferrer-Hemandei.

lfc!4>

.Fi£s:i6-:i7.Tiblc43>

1921)
iria oxetfera Ferrer- Hernandez, 192): 171, pi.
[Mediterranean]; Levi, 960a; K4-85 [incertae sedis;
Mediterranean! PuliUcr-Finali, 1983. 610 [list
fjibaeea oxeifcrj; de Laubenfels, 1936a. L2S
oxetfera Uriz & Maldonado, 1993; 359-30:2,
Hgs 6-9 [W. Mediterranean].
I

Spongla fmndifera Lamarck, 1814; 445. Lan
ft6?374.

1

|

i

I

:

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

Madrid. Mediterranean.

Antho Antho) pautlspinaSara&Siribelli, 1962
(

\nfho paua.spiw Sari

&

ilvmenhuulon cliftcmt Bowerhank, (862a! 773,
Ia'3>; Bowcrbank, 1864; 276, figs 70, 29J.

pi .30.

Acatnla fffiom: Gray, 1K67; 5)5.
Not Ah-yontum apuntwides Lamarck. 1815: 164.
i

Siribelli. 1962:

48-51 lexiRj .12 (Mediterranean]; Puiilxcr-Finali. 19S3: 6)0.

MATERIAL.

novtathriafrofulifeni: de Laubenfels. 1936a 108.
Attthofrondifern; Hooper &. Wiedenmaycr. 1994: 256.
AnOfUCi Inthriii QpUft
W- fromlifero, Tbp
1929: 26-29, textT.gs 10-14; Topscnt. 1932: 103.
pLL figs h-7

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: MNHNDT565:
Holotype: IZUG. Mediterranean.

locality

unknown, suspected

to be

SW.

ft

Australia TurI

PARALECTOTYPE: MNHN
details. HOLOTYPE of H. ctifioni:

got collection).

Antho (Plocamia) Schmidt, 1870
f'iocamia Schmidt, 870: 62.
ihrrhopalum Ridley, in Ridle>
Duncan. 1881: 4?7.
niopsis 'Xopstnl, 1904a: 153.
ihirrtKlathriuTopscm, 1904b; 93.
wplocamin Brondstcd. 1924; 470.
Phcamilla Topscnu 1928a: 63; Lev*, 196%
Anomoclarhria; in part. Topsem. 1932. 103 (not Topsent, 1929:26).
HoloplcKarnkt de Laubenfels. 1936a: 75.
1

&

TYPE SPECIES .Plmunn'azxmrmzusaSchmkU.
y

subsequent designation of Burton, 1935a: 401

DEFINITION. Regular

)t.

basal or axial renieroid

[and/or isodietyal) skeleton of acanthostrongyles
(less frequently acanthostyles), with or without

spongin fibres; renieroid tracts may be echinated
by acanthostyles at spongin fibre nodes; basal
renieroid skeleton overlays leptoclathriid or
microcionid main skeleton composed of eehinating (aeantho- (styles and/or choanosoma] Styles,
standing perpendicular to base or axis, joining
with eehinating megaseleres to produce ascending plumose skeletal tracts: extra-axial (subeetosomal) skeleton plumose, dendritic, or
subisodictyal, composed of choanosoma! styles,
originating from substrate or simply confined to
periphery, forming tangential, paratangential or
plumose extra-axial tracts; cclosomal skeleton

DT3356: same
BMNHI877.5.2I.60S (flagmen* BMNHI877.5.21.
616. ILB5, 218): Precise locality unknown, SW
Australia, coll. H. Cliflon.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION
Australia (WA) (Fig. 2 lfiG).

Ecology unknown;

SW

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Lobate. thickly tlabel
160mm long, up to 25mm
thick, with uneven, digitate margins and irregular
lobate surface ('macroconules*') up to 6mm thick.
No stalk remaining, if initially present.
Colour, Grey or grey-brown in dry state.
Oscutes, Large, up to 4mm diameter, scattered
llj over surface and lateral margins of digits,
with remnants of stellate drainage canals
rgiftg on each osculc.
Texture and surface c haracierisiics. Harsh, brittle
in dry stale. Uneven, lumpy surface with di>
collagenous crust.
Ectosome and suhectosome. Eclosoma! skeleton
membraneous, heavily collagenous in places (although rarely intact in dry specimens), with some
embedded detritus and sparse tangential and
digitate fans, 95-

paratangential tracts or single auxiliary subiylostyles scattered near periphery',

sometimes form-

ing bundles protruding through eclosome; points
of smooth) choanosoma! principal styles from
ascending plumose tracts protrude only slightly
I
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FIG. 216. Antho (Plocamia) frondifera (Lamarck) (lectotype MNHNDT565). A, Choanosomal principal subtylostyles. B, Acanthostrongyles of renieroid skeleton. C, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. D, Wingshaped toxa. E, Palmate isochelae. F, Section through peripheral skeleton. G, Australian distribution. H,
Lectotype.

I,

Paralectotype

MNHNDT3356.

through collagenous surface membrane; subectosomal skeleton virtually undifferentiated from
choanosome, although peripheral choanosomal
styles of plumose skeleton slightly more dense,
diverging, than tracts in skeletal core.

Choanosome. Skeleton with 2 distinct components: ascending plumose and basal/axial
renieroid (in some places isodictyal) skeletons;
plumose skeleton witth pauci- or multispicular
tracts of smooth choanosomal principal styles
ascending to surface, rarely branching or anastomosing; tracts associated with, but not necessarily coring, heavy, dark brown, spongin-coated
algal filaments (ostensibly Ficus (Topsent,
1932)), which dominates skeleton; filaments up
to 250u.m diameter, 300-400uJ
apart, branching, diverging from base of sponge through

m

sponge surface; renieroid skeleton composed of
1 or 2 acanthostrongyles abreast forming square
or triangular meshes up to 120u.m diameter, even
mesh size throughout skeleton, overlaying
plumose skeleton; some detritus scattered between renieroid skeletal meshes, usually coated
with spongin; mesohyl not intact although some
granular collagen containing microscleres scattered between spicule meshes; choanocytes not
observed.

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles entirely smooth, short, robust, slightly curved at
centre, with rounded or slightly subtylote bases,

fusiform points. Length 88-(103.4)-118u.m,
width 4-(8.1)-13u,m.
Acanthostrongyles of the renieroid skeleton
thick or thin, rounded or slightly subtylote at both

424
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FIG. 217. Antho {Ptocamia) frondifera (Lamarck) (paralectotype MNHNDT3356). A, Choanosomai skeleton.
B, Fibre characteristics. C, Acanthostrongyles of renieroid skeleton. D, Acanlhostrongyle spines. E-F, Bases of
principal and auxiliary subtylostyles. G, Wing-shaped toxas. H, Palmate isochela.
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TABLE 43.

I2J

Comparison between species o f Antho (Plofamia). Measurements
A.JP.J

MP-)

ridleyi

CHAR^
ACTER

rfdtty't

(HenKchcl)

frontiifero

MP.)

MR)

(Lamarck)

variuctu

elegans

Holotype

(Bowcrbank)

(Hcnihchel)

Holotype

ISMFI709)

Specimens
IN=J3)

&

(Ridley

(MNHNDT

bendy)

in Ujn.

MP-)

MP)

A.(A.)

manauremis

novt&lunicum

circonflcxa

(Dendy/

(Ridley)*

(Levi)"

digitate

digitate

encwsiing

475 x 20.6

500x25

A(P,)burtani
(L£vi)

2

ft

565)
encnisting-

Shape

encrusting

Choanosomal

212-388 x

ffebeftfltt

(encrusting)

digitate

88-118 x

!20-660x
11 164

160- 550 x

styles

Renicroid

183-562

x

14-20

7-25

4- 13

92-104*

99-142 X

85-103*

6.5-10

*.5J3

3-14

spicules
(sirongyles

129-209 i

(strong vies

100-252
i

i

Subectosomat
spicule

Echinulim;
spicules

x

231-473 x
2 5-13

170-202 *

107-248 x

1

20-1 84

x

1

30-170 x
j

10 (styloid)

i

75-100x7
(slrcHigyles)

-

3fl

425-430

-

11-18

8-19

24-46 x

21-86*1

0.R.I.2

4

82 211 x

63-354 x

1

_

140-180*

7JM2

5-H

20-

3D* 13

44-200 x

1-3

1

-

2-11

114x9.5

272.4 x 17.4

80-120

19

19

10-12

present'

13-14

'.'

70x15

63.3x21

25-70x8

-

-

-

15-75x0.5-

spined)

-

2.7-in

2-3

4.7

14-30

14-1 fi

150400

316.7.1 flj

75-158 x

16x

|YO-260x

50-460 x
2-6

15-20
40-1

x

2.7

1-2.5

5-15

4

5-7

t

4-7

2

177 x 15.8
(stron gyles)

00-350 x

(sirongyles

(strongyles

1

11

234x19
(slioneytes)

3- 10

1

.0

i

298-388 x

8-1

Chelae

Toxas

70-120

62-117*7,9

)

-

spicules

150-450x

8.2-15

(slrnngylcs)

EctoNomal

Toxas

encrusting

Inbafe

85-130x3
(spined)

(spirted)

(spined)

(spined)

Sources

&

&

Dendy (1887: 158); Dendy (1922:
Duncan (1881:481); Dendv (1922: 76); Levi (1960a; 81 1 2. Ridlev
1. Ridley
Duncan (1R8I: 4R3). 5.
Duncan (1881: 482). 4. Ridlev
77): Levi (1960b: 760); Puliizer-Finali ("1^73: 35)- 3. Ridley
tivi (1960a: 81V 6. Levi M 952: 5?)

&

ends, heavily spined particularly at points, spines
large, conical or slightly recurved, sharply
pointed. Length &5-{95.2H03u.m, width 3-(7.8J14u.ra.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
very slender, curved at centTc or sinuous, subtylotc usually nucrospined bases, fusiform or occasionally telescoped points. Length
120-(135.9)-I84,xm, width
7)-2.5um

Ml

Microscleres. Palmate isochelae large, unmodified, with front and lateral alae approximately same length, lateral aiae entirely fused to shaft,
front ala detached along lateral margin. Length
l5-(17.4>20|juik

are the major structural partners in the symbiotic
relationship, whereas
(7!) styloproihesis is

C

invasive sponge and the algal
symbioni provides the growth form structure.
Antho (P.) frondifera is most similar to A. (A.)

probably

short,

moderately thick,

with large central curvature and slightly reflexed
Length 40-(67.6)-n6u,m, width 1-(L3>2ujm.

points.

a cryptic,

opuntioides, differing in spicule geometry (acanthostrongyles versus acanthostyies in the

renieroid skeleton), and spicule dimensions
(Table 43). Neither species has been subsequently
recorded since the early 1800s.

Antho (Plocamia)

ridleyi (Hentschel, 1912)

9D-E)

(Figs 218-220, Table 43, Plate

PUxamia

Toxas wing-shaped v

&

ridleyi

HentscheU912: 387-388,

p[.20,

fig.44.

Holoplocamia ridleyi: de Laubenfels, 1936a: 75.
Antho ridleyi: Hooper & Wiedenmayer. 1994; 256

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; SMF1709

REMARKS.

Spongin fibres are excluded from
the skeleton and replaced entirely by algal filaments f styloprothesis\Topsent. 1929), although
each filament contains a thin cover of collagen on
its

surface with

embedded

spicules.

Of

the 3

microcionid species demonstrating this symbiosis A. {A.) opuntioides, and A. (R) jrondijera

MNHNDCL2183); Mi mien
D

,

Indonesia, 6°S, 134 50 E,

(fragment
Arafura Sea,
depth. 8.W.1908. coll.

Bay. Aru

15m

1

,

OTHER MATERIAL:

NTNTMZ0299, NTMZ2108. NTMZ2110, NTMZ2112.
NTMZ2131, NTMZ2142, NTMZ2201. QMG300146
(fragment NTMZ2212). NTMZ2221. QMG3005O7
(fragment NTMZ2230), QMG303295, NTMZ2556,
NTMZ2378. WA- QMG301 185
H. Mcrton (dredge).
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TABLE 43.

(continued!

CHARACTER

A.fF.J

A.(P-)

A.(P.)

A.(Pf

A.(P,i

A.(P.)

iidtmbenftlsi

inconstant

penneyi (de

plena

lambei

harbadensis

(Baku*)*

1

(Topscnt)

(Utile)

Shape

encrusting

Choam

encrusiing

!

112-153x9

:
1

-

llabcllale

120-283 x

130-150 x

10-30

10-12

(strongylcs

(strongylcs

-

-

159-733 x

230-290 x

4-17

4-5

122x7

j

(Burton)

17

687

encrusting

200-500

184 x 12

100x8

(Schmidl

i

encrusting

213 248

x 16-

19

H

1

(V,in S^--ti

encrusting

44

MP.)
ornata

x 8

4

479x6

159-301x5-

(Dendv)"
encrusting

372 x
68-136

14

I

s

10
(

-

)004x44-

385 s 12

17

(strongylcs)

Hclnsomal

encrusting

90-340 X

IS 17

Renieroi.l
spicules

(Sollas)"

encrusting

199-306 % 15

styles

Laubcnfels)'

A.iP.)
gyrnnazttso
'

strongylcs)

(strongylcs

(itrongyles

8 (styles)

(

strong yles

(stongyles)
-

-

-

-

368 x 10

176x3

-

-

spicules

Subectosomal

-

spicules

Echinating
;-t

ieult

1

77-35 S*
present'

10-29

s

Chelae

17-27

11-16

ToXas

48-103

11-133

16-20

50-200 x 3

220-304 x

99x6

-

-

i": x 10

1.5-3

Y7xS>

245 x 24 j

183x9-13

12

7-14

13

7-10

65

30-80 x

57-7.1 x

1

4.5

19

1

r,-

/

40-108

32x3

-

0.>-2

Toxas H

-

-

Sources:
7. Little

(

1963: 45). 8. Bakus (I960: 440); Simpson (1968a:43). 9, Topscnt < 1925: 652). 10. de Laubcnfels ( 1936a: 76).
12. Bakiis (1966); Lambe (1895: 124). 13. VanSoest (19S4b: tlU 14. Ridley in Ridley
SSI: 478). 15. Bendy 0924:351)

&

II.Sollas(1879:44).

Duncan

fl

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Holotype collected from
sand substrate, encrusting on an Oceanapia species
CNiphatidae; incorrectly identified as Phloedictyon fisfulosa (Bowerbank)); oiher specimens collected from
suhtidal laterite rock and coral reefs, associated with
dead coral substrate, usually growing on the underside
of coral rubble; restricted intertida) distribution to only
3m depth; known Australian distribution. Darwin Harbour (NT); Hibemia Reef. Sahul Shelf .'WAl (Fig.
21*1); also Aru Is, Indonesia (Hentschcl. 1912).
a

DESCRIPTION Shape. Thinly, ihiekfy or bulbous-encrusting, 2-1
thick, forming exten-

^mm

sive overgrowths

on coral

substrata.

Colour. Live colouration consistent, even bright
red or blood red (Munsel) 5R 5-3/10), turning
grey or pinkish grey in ethanol (5R 8/2-4).
iles.

Large oscules on extendi of bulbous

lobes, 0.4- 1.

6mm

diameter, with slightly raised

minute pores, up to l5Gym
diameter scattered evenly over surface; pores and

membraneous

lip;

oscules contract upon dessication.

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm, barely
compressible, easily crumbled alive; no mucous

produced upon exposure to air; surface optically
smooth, irregularly bulbous, mostly clear of silt
in
situ- surface lobes in thinly encrusting
specimens collapse upon dessication or preservation, but thicker specimens retain shape.

Ectosomc and subectosome. Surface microscopichoanosomal

cally hispid, with points of smooth

by
plumose brushes of mostly smaller ectosomal
principal styles protruding and surrounded

auxiliary subtylostyles (with fewer larger suhectosomal megascleres contributing to ectosomal
skeleton); subectosoma! region structurally variable; thinly encrusting specimens with peripheral

skeleton not clearly delineated from
choanosomal skeleton, containing only thick cangeiuial or paratangential tracts, up to 140pjn
diameter, composed of larger subectosoma!
auxiliary subtylostyles; in thicker bulbous
specimens subectosoma! region cavernous, containing numerous plumose, stellate brushes composed of both of choanosomal and subectosomal
megascleres, clearly distinguished from the
renieroid component of choanosomal skeleton;
subectosomal auxiliary megascleres also in
deeper choanosomal skeleton, together with
smooth choanosomal principal styles, together
forming vaguely ascending, multispicular, extra25-65jxm diameter.
Choanosonte. Skeletal structure with 3 distinct
components: hymedesmoid skeleton, with bteftl
layer of spongin fibre lying on substrate, 60240ujn thick, with smooth choanosomal principal styles and echinating acanthostyles
perpendicular to substrate; renieroid skeleton
forming regularly reticulation of acanthostronfibre tracts,

gyles, overlaying
in

hymedesmoid

basal skeletun,

pauci- or multispicular tracts (vaguely ascend-
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ing) and uni- or paucispicular (irregularly
transverse) tracts, producing triangular lisodictyal) or rectangular (renieroid) meshes. 6015<Vm diameter, without any obvious spongin
fibre component; echinating acanthostyles, oc-

Length 107-094.1 >-24&|j.m, width
lS^tm (holoiype 170-202 x 8-LVm),
Microscteres Palmate isochclac abundant, single
category, unmodified, with front and lateral

curring singly or in plumose brushes, at ni
nodes of renieroid skeleton, sometimes also
forming irregularly plumose, discontinuous, as-

pletely fused to shaft, front ala detached

cending tracts: subisodictyal extra-fibre skeleton
well developed in thicker specimens but
rudimentary (irregularly dispersed) in thinly
encrusting specimens, subisodictyal skeleton
composed or" both smooth choanosomal principal
styles and subectosoma! auxiliary subtylostyles
forming barely continuous subisodictyal tracts
extending from leptoclathriid basal skeleton to
peripheral region, becoming more plumose or
dendritic towards periphery; mesohyl matrix
heavy but virtually unpigmented, surrounding
retlieroid rncshe$ choanocyte chambers circular
to oval, 63-95 jim diameter; mesohyl matrix in
both basal and peripheral regions more heavily
pigmented than in choanosomal region, and
rmcroscleres also more abundant near surfaceMegascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long,
thick, slightly curved, with rounded or slightly
suhtylote bases, smooth or with lightly
microspined bases, fusiform points. Length 1 i 3-

width 6.5-(l4,8)-25|ini
i.317.9V-562|im,
(holotype 212-38$ x 14-20^).
Acanthostrongylcs of renieroid skeleton shon,
thick, straight or slightly curved, with either symmetncal subtyloie bases, or asymmetrical ends
isitbtylote bases, rounded or slightly subt
points); usually evenly microspined, spines
small, conical, sharply pointed. Length 98il20 6M42^m,
width 4.5-t 10.1 >~I5|un
(holotype 92- KM x 6.5-10|i.m).

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
with prominent lylote,
sublylole or polytylole bases, baees microspined
or less commonly smooth. Length 23I-(372.9)473^m, width 2.5-(5.9)-!2.5^m (holotype 298thin, fusiform, straight,

38&x4-7jun).

cipal styles).
5-( 10.1)-

alaeapproxiinatelysametength.
front alae along lateral margin.

megascleres, with ivlote or subtylote, smooth or
microspined bases. Length 100-^1 92.7)-252|jtm
width l.l-(3.3)-6.5*un (holotype 129-209 %
ft1

I

Echinating acanthostyles long, thick, fusiform,
slightly curved, with subtylote, lightly
microspined bases, entirely smooth shafts or
proximal half of shafts covered with small spines
(these spicules possibly small morphs of prin-

Length

8-(

from
1

19|xm (holotype ll-18fxml
Toxas wing-shaped, incompletely dilTcrenliated into 2 size classes: smaller thin, extensive

rounded central curvature,

straight or slightly

reflcxed points; larger thick, sharply angular or
slightly rounded central curvature, straight or

very slightly reflexed arms characteristically
bearing terminal bulbous swelling and a single
apical spine surrounded by smaller spij
Length 1: 21-1 44.3 )-«6|xm, width l-iL9)-4.1jim
(holotype -4-46 x 0.8-L2um); length [1 62( I69.2h355u.m. width 2-f4.7)-l0.6fim (halocype
82-211 x2-4u_m).

Larvae. Parenchymella larvae oval-elongate,
195-410p-m long, 135-330jim wide, orangebrown alive, incompletely ciliated with a bare
posterior pole. Younger larvae poorly differentiated in cellular construction, but containing
clearly visible, longitudinally disposed, wh«sp\
sinuous monaetinal meeasderes. Older la

hove distinct. ovaL cellular differentiation, rp
K disposed thin tylostyles, and small toxas and
isochctac.

Incubated larvae were abundant in 339B of
specimens collected between January and
in the Darwin region, bill ab\ciil fnuu
samples collected during latter part of year (Fig,
K

Probable reproductive period is wet-early
dry seasons January to June ) but determination
of complete reproductive period was not possible
as samples could not be taken every month)
I

Associations.

AH NT specimens were

encrusting

growing next to, or over
other sponges (&g#. Stelletta^ Mycale, Pfa ...
t*ia, CrttUdj Clathrui), coralline algae and as-

dead

fa vi id coral heads,

cidtans.

Kiriation.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles identical in
geometry but smaller than large auxiliary

com-

lateral alae

Lctosomul structure variable, ranging

Itnui Clathrto condition iwith thin or (link

gcntial crust; 17%). Thalysias condition (with a
stellate plumose ectosomal architecture; 50%), to

merely paratangential (with elements »:f both
structures; 33%). Subectosomal region cavernous (with plumose tracts of choanosomal and/or
subectosomal megascleres; 67%), lo merely tangential or paratangential (without subdermal
cavities; 33%). Extra-axial (non-renieroid)
skeleton ranges from subisodictyal. distinctly
plumose, ascending, diverging towards periphery
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FIG. 218. Antho {Ptocamia) ridleyi (Hentschel) (NTMZ2142). A, Choanosomal principal style. B Echinating
acanthostyles. C, Acanlhostrongylcs of renicroid skeleton. D, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylosiyles. E, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostylc. F, Aecolada and wing-shaped toxas. G, Palmate isochelae. H, Section through
?

peripheral skeleton.

I,

Australian distribution.

J,

NTMZ299.
This species is relatively common
on shallow intertidal reefs in

(58%), to irregularly disposed, mostly lon-

REMARKS.

gitudinal extra-fibre tracts (48%). Echinating

in cryptic habitats

acanthostyles form plumose ascending structures

the

(50% ).
(50%)
geometry consistent although spicule dimensions
varied slightly for all specimens (holotype had

that

or irregularly dispersed

Spicule

smaller toxas and acanthostrongyles than
Australian material).

NW

Darwin region, and it is therefore surprising
it has not been found elsewhere in NW.

Australia despite extensive sampling in similar

Dendy ( 922) merged
Plocamia ridleyi with Plocamilla coriacea from
the N. Atlantic and Mediterranean, but this
habitats along the N. coast.

1
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FIG. 219. Antho {Plocamia) ridleyi (Hentschel) (QMG301 185). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Renieroid skeleton
(x437). C, Acanthostrongyles of renieroid skeleton. D, Aeanlhostrongyle spines. E. Echinaiing acanlhostylc.
F, Acanthostyle spination. G, Base of subeclosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. H, Spined toxa point. I, Palmate
isochciae. J, Accolada and wing-shaped toxas.
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SEASON

TOTAL.SAMPLES

NO. SAMPLES
WFTH LARVAE

A'h'I

3

\

PRKDRY
DRY
PREWET

(Bakus, 1966)) have plumose tracts of
choanosomal styles mainly in the peripheral

I

T

(1
1

4

II

FIG, 220. Antho {Plocamia) ridleyi (Hentschel).
cidence of incubated parenchymeHa larvae
specimens.

In-

m NT

skeleton with the remainder of the skeleton being
simply renieroid. Antho (Piocatnia) ridleyi differs substantially from the other known
Australian species A. (ft) frondifera in spicule
geometry (particularly in having spincd points on
(he larger toxas), spicule dimensions (Table 43),
growth form and lacking algal filaments in the
skeleton Cstyloprothesis' ».

OTHER SPECIES OF ANTHO (PLOCAMIA).
synonymy

clearly wrong. In their spicule diversity and growth form the two toxa are similar
is

(Table 43), whereas comparison- between field
observations on living populations of A. {P.) ridteyi (present study) and A. (P) coriacea (Ackers,

&

Picton. 1992: 141) show tlwt the two
species nave quite different surface features, liye
colouration, and some differences in spicule
dimensions (Table 43 indicating at most a pos-

Moss

Antho tTlocamia) barbadensis (Van
1984)
Phvatmllu barbadensts V:n\ Soest

West

lext-fig.50 [Barbados,

Antho bufbudvasLs: Van Soest
|

Soest,

1984b: 125-126,

Indies).

123

&. Stenloft, 1988:

Barbados).

MATERIAL, HOLOTYPE: ZMAPOR3S32.

Province

Caribbean.

1

sible sibling species relationship

Antho (Plocamia) burtoni

The separate category of echinating acanthostyles, a renieroid skeleton composed of diaetin.il

PlocomUh

or quasi-diactinal spicules, and a more-or-less
plumose (non-renieioid). subisodictyal skeleton

of smooth choanosomal and subeetosomal
spicules are typical of Antho [Piocatnia). However, Antho and Piocatnia arc barely differentiated on thai basi.N ami ihey are formally merged
here. Some Plocamia have a mixture of both
acanthostyles and acanthostrongyles in the
renieroid skeleton (Levi, 1960a). Megascleres
echinating fibre nodes may vary from true acanthostyles, with different geometry from other
liouiiosomal spicules {A. (P.) bartwdemis (Van
Soest, 1984b)), or smooth styles which are differentiated from choanosomal megasrferes only
by their marginally smaller size and light, ir
regular spinatinn (most species including A. (P.)
ridlevi, A. \R> elegant (Ridley & Dcndy, 1886)
and
(ft) coriacea (Bowerbank, 1874
l

A

echinating megasckres

may

be entirely undif-

from choanosomal styles or absent
(e.g.. A. (ft) novizeianicum (Ridley, in Ridley &
Duncan, 1881), A. (ft) penneyi (de Laubenfels,
fcruntiaied

A

1936a},
(P)frotidifera (Lamarck)). Similarly,
the extra-axial (non-renieroid) skeleton varies be-

tween specimens. Some thinly encrusting
species, such as A. (ft) ridleyi^A, (ft) delauhen-

and A. (R)burtom{h£vl 1952)
have choanosomal styles embedded in the basal
spongin fibre and in the renieroid fibre nodes,
ascending all the way to surface in more-or-less
plumose tracts. Other species (e.g., A. (ft) illgi

felsi (Little, 1963)

I

(Levi, 1952)
53-54, text-fig.
Africa]; Levi, 1960b- 760 |notc|.

burtoni Levi.

Senegal W.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

195*2:

I"?

MNUN mining, Province: NW.

Africa.

Antho (Plocamia) circonflexa (Levi, 1960)
Phcamitta circon/Iexa Levi. 1960a; 81-83, text-figs

&

Sinbelli. I960: 80
24-JS [Brest, France]; Sara
|Bav of Naples, Mediterranean!: Sara & Siribclii,
1962; 51 [Gulf of Naples]: Desealoire, 19661 242,
!e\t-lle.6B |Glenan Archipelago, Brittanv]; F'ulitzcr-Finali, 1983:

610

[list].

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: MNHN

missing.

Nh.

Atlantic;

Mediterranean.

Antho (Plocamia) coriacea (Bowerbank.

I

Isodictva cornice a Bowerbank. 1874: 136, 228,

pi. 76,

figs"7- 12 [Britain].

l)irrhoi>aiumcoriaceum\ Ridley. 1881: 481, pi. 29. figs
3-7 [Ireland].
Plocamiu mriacea, Hanitsch, 1894: 173 [Britain]
Dcndy, 1922: 76-77 [Amirante, Indian Ocean
t'ioramiliu coriacea: TopsenL 1928a; 63; Burton,
1935a; 402; Burton, 1959b: 44 [Icelandl; L
1960a 80-81, tcxt-fig.23 [Roscoff English Channel; Ailamicl; Sara ASiribelli, 1962:51 [wlihqi tslinn; Gulf of Naples]; Poggiano, 1965. 3
ln^>,x-i-Finiilk 1983: 610 [list], Solor/ann ct uL
1991 177 [Galieia, Spain]; Ackers. Moss & Pieton.
1992: 141-142 [Ireland!.
Holoplocamia coriacea: de Laubenfels, 1936a; 75.
|

;

MATERIAL,
1.1.251.

NE.

Holoiype: BMNH1K77..V2I. 761/1910

Atlantic, Mediterranean, E. Africa.

Antho (Plocamia) delaubenfelsi
Holoplocamia delaubenfelsi
fig. 18 [Gulf of Mexico].

Little.

(Little,

1%3)

1963: 45-48, text-

REVISION OF M1CROCIONIDAE

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM23596. NE

Pacific.

&

Antho (Plocamia) e!egans(Ridlcy

Dendy,

1886)
Ridley & Dendy. 1886; 475 [var.j;
1887: 158-159, pl.29, fig.9, pl.3L
fig.l [var. elegansL Azores]; Topsent, 1892a: 117,
pi. 7, fig. 11 [var. ctegans; Azores]; Topsent, 1904a;
155 var. elegans\ Azores).
Phcamia etegans; Dcndy, 1922: 77-78 [Cargados
Carajos, Indian Ocean]; Topsent, 1928a: 64.
PbCQttoilla ele^ans; Burton, 1935a: 402; Pulilzer-

Phcamia etegOM
Ridley

& Dendy,

41]

Dickinson, 1945. 23, pl.35, figs 69-70. pl.36, figs
71-72 [Pacific Grove, California]
Anlho Hthophoenix, Van Soest, 1984b; 129 (generic
nonvmv lor fsociona]; Lee & Gilchrist, 1985:
24-32 [biochemistry]; Sim
Bakus, 1986: 11

&

[California].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM21460.
BMNHI929.8.2242. NE Pacific.

paratype

|

1973:35-41 [Azores].
Ptocamiila coriacea var. elegans; L£vi. 1960b: 760761, text-fig. 1 3 |W. coast of Africa).
Hoh'frli'camia cUvons; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 75.
Finali,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH18S7.5.2.
l.c.

&

R

W Africa

109 NEAtian-

Antho (Plocamia) manaarensts (Carter, IKS0)
DicryocylinJrus manaarenxis Carter. 1880a: V4. pi 4.
fig,
[GttlfofNtoiaaf, Ceylon]
Dirrhopdtum manaarense; Ridley, 1881: 482.
PUnumta manaarensis; Dendy, 1905: 179. pi.K, figj
[Guliof Manaar, Ceylon]; Burton &. Rao, 1932: 355
[Laccadive Sea, Mangalore and Karwar, India |.
Nol Plocamia manaaren.sis; Lambc, 1895: 124. pi. 2.
i

figs

Antho

(Plocamia) erecta(Ferrer-Hernandez,
1923)
Plocamia erecta Ferrer-Hernandez, 1923: 248, lext-

la -c [California].

1

Plot umilla manaarensty. Burton, L935a: 402; Burton.
1959a; 252 253 [Arabian Sea]; Bakus, 1966: 512.

HOLOTYPE: LEM

MATERIA!

BMNH19SM.29.1h)

India,

destroyed (fragment
Arabian Sea

figs 1-3 [Spain].

PlocamUta erecta; Burton. 1935a. 402.
Holoplocamia erecta; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 75 |San
lander, Atlantic]

Antho erecta;

Lfcvi,

I960*; 80

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE.

Madrid.

NE

Antho Plocamia) novizelanica (Ridley.
Dirrhopalum novizeianicum Ridley, 1881: 483-485,
pl.29. figs 8-16 [Bay of islands. New Zealand)
1

I

rlt'camiila novizeianicum; Burton, 1935a: 402.
.>miUo novizt.tantra: Lew
Levi, 19X3.

$

Atlantic.

965Caledonia]; [?J Uri/,
1988a:
teJrt-Sg.65 INamihiu. 7 affinityl
tlnloplocamia novizelanica; dc Laubenfels, 936d
P/i • anna novizeianicum; Bergquist 8l Fromont
98S
120-122, pi 56, fig.f, pL57, figs a-b [New Zealand];
Dawson. 1993. 38 [index to fauna].
Not Plocamilla cf. novizelanica; Maldonado, 1992:
-12. table 5 [Alboran Sea; ? affinity]
154, fig.
966. text-fig.27

Antho (Plocamia) gymnazusa (Schmidt, 1870)
Plocamia gxmnazusa Schmidt, 1870: 62-63,

pi. 4,

17 [Florida); Burton, 1935a: 40l;dcLaubcnfek
1936a: 76.
pirrhopalum tynuwzon: Ridley, 188 1: 478-479, pl.29,
fig.

tigs 1-2.

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: BMNH1K70.5.3.7U
MNHNDCL1 105L). Caribbean.

Antho (Plocamia)

illgi

(fragment

[S.

of

New

9Mh

1

1

.

!

1

J

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNHI%4.LLL SW
(N Z. New Caledonia), ?SW Africa, Mediterranean

Pacific

(Bakus. 1966)

Ptocamiila illgi Bakus, 1 966: 440-443, pi A. figs 6a-j
[San Juan Archipelago, Washington]; Simpson,
1968a: 43-47, 93. tcxi-fig.3 |San Juan Is.
Washington]; Lee
Gilchrist. 1985: 24-32
Green. 1987: 73-74
[biochemistry]; Bakus
1

.

&

&

Antho (Plocamia) ornata (Dendy, 924
Bubarn ornata Dcndy, 1924a: 35 L pi. 14. fig^ 23
PhCQmia orwffai Burton. 1928: 129.
1

Axj/pluninnn ernatti; Burton, 1935a*. 402.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: HMNH

BMNHI9:3KU

[S, California].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM23737. NE

126.322).

Pacific

Antho (Plocamia) penneyi
Antho (Plocamia) lamhei

(Burton, 1935]

(dc Launch

1936)

Plocamia manaurensts, in part; Lambe. 1895:
24
[California]; Lambe, 1900; 161.
Not Dicsyocyfiffdrus motutarcnsis Carter. 1880a: 37
1

Heteroclathria latnbet Burton, 1935a: 403.
miHa zimmeri Bakus, 1966: 512.
i

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; USNM633) NE

missing (fragments

W Indian Oceat

Hofopbcamktpenneyife Laubenfels. 1936a: 76 |Tnr
tilgaS, Florida).

AnthO pennevi; Van Soest

&

Slcntoft.

1988:

126

[table],

MATERIA! HOLOTYPE. USNM22460.

Caribbean.

Pact He.

Antho (Plocamia) plena

(Sottas. 1879)

[W

Anlho (Plocamia) Hthophoenix

Plocamia plena

(de Laubenfels, 1927)
Plocamia Hthophoenix de Laubenfels. 1927; 268.
fsociona Hthophoenix; de Laubenfels. 1S>32 99-100,
tcxl-fig.59 [California]; Burton, 1935a: 4(H) |noic|.

Tbpsenl, 1894:21.
Holoptocowia plena; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 75 [note).
Cfathria plena; Vosmacr, 188'): 154 [Angola]
l)1rrhotitiium

Sollas, 1879: 44, pis 6-7

plenum; Ridley. 1881:480-481.

Alneal;
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FIG. 22\,Antho hopenectya) chartacea (Whitelegge) (hololype AMZ436). A, Choanosomal principal style. B.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostylc. C, Acanthostylc of renieroid skeleton. D, Section through peripheral
(

skeleton. E, Australian distribution, F, Holotype.

REVISION OF MICROCIONILUh

HOLOTYPE
BMNH 1909.8. 15.3). W Africa.

MATERIAL,

Bristol

ifragment

HOLOTYPE

Anlho (Plocamia) prima

(Brondsted, 1924)
Ussoplocamia prima Brondsted. 1924: 470. fig 24a-d
(North Cape, New Zealand]; Topscnl, 1928a: 63:
Levi, 1963: 63,

Tig.

73

&

Fromoni. 1988: 122,

pl.57c-e.
possibly

FIV

'Thetis'

(irawlL

BMNH1886.8.27.459:
Broughion !., Port Stephens, NSW, 32*36'S.
f
l52°l9 E, other details unknown. OTHER

MATERIAL. NSW- NTMZ2831, AMZ3605.
AMZ3604, AMZ3606, AMZ42I6 (RRIMPFNI339).

(RRiM PEN

AMZ

1435),

(RRIMPFN1434), AMZ3207, AMZ3162, AMZ4S69
(RRIMP-59PJP),

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

coll.

of A. perforata:

AMZ4256

[S. Africa].

Plocamia prima, Bergquist

unknown,

collection

QMG30371

1

QMG30371

UZC. South At

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
Antho (Plocamia) signata

(Topscnl, 19W)
Plocamiopsis si^naJaTopscnU 904a: 155-157, pi. 14.
f\o,\ [Azores]; Topscnt. 1928a: 306-307, pt.10,
fjg.20 [et van mitts; W. of Flares, A/.orrsJ; Burton,
J

12-lflOui depth; rock
platform, heads Of OuICrOpS on sand substrate: ki

only from Australia Port Stephens. Botany R;i\.
CoogCC, Long Keel'. Dee Why. N. Sydney. Pott Hacking, Cronulla. Manly (NSW)'(Fig. 22 El
I

1935a: 402 [note].

MOM

HOLOTYPE

MATERIAL.

BMNH1930.7.1.36).

NE

I

fragment

DESCRIPTION

Shape. Thinly flabcllatc, up to
wide, with long, thickly
cylindrical stalk, very thin lamellae, up to Sfftftl
thick, with slightly digitate or evenly rounded

80mm

Atlantic.

Antho (Isopenectya) Hallmann, 1920

_

hopenecrya Hflllmaon, 1920: 789.

1907- 497 (by

monotvpy

-

skeletal

components.

{

1

renieroid reticulation of acan those styles, (2)
overlay ed by isodrctyal or subisodictyal reticulation of smooth styles coring spongin fibres, (3)

surmounted by plumose or radial extra-axial
skeleton of larger smooth styles, perpendicular to
axis, in peripheral region: skeleton may be slightly compressed at core, spongin fibres only
moderately developed; echinaling megasclcrcs
absent; ectosomal skeleton with single category
of auxiliary subtylostyle forming tangential or
paratangential tracts; microscleres absent.

REMARKS,
from

isopetwetva contains 4 species, 3

SW Pacific and

the

I

from

All lack microscleres but this

secondary

the
is

NW Pacific,

interpreted as

loss.

Antho Isopfnectva chartacea (Whitelegge,
i

I

OR 6/10), pale brown

methanol.

Texture atul surface characieristicy Firm, bare!)
compressible, flexible, slightly spiky; opticall)

),

DEFINITION. Three

ins.

Oscules Not observed.

chartacea Whilel

Ciathria

55mm

we Bright red-orange alive (Munsell 5R 5/10

CtathrieUa Burton, 1935c: 73; Koltun. 1959: J86.

TYPE SPECIES.

long,

>

"

smooth, even surface.

•some and subertosome.

Ect'.is

prominently hispid, wilh pauci- or multispicular
plumose brushes of larger, smooth choanosomal
principal styles protruding through surface, forming a vestigial radial extra-axial skeleton,

ari

from pauci- or multispicular tracts of (marginally) smaller smooth principal styles in subecmal region; subectosomal auxiliary
sufotylostyles tangential, paratangential, or rarely

plumose,

at

base of protruding choan

spicule brushes; peripheral skeleton relatively
in comparison to the central
choanosomal skeleton* with moderately heavy
mesohyl matrix.

cavernous

Ch'ianosome. Skeletal structure wilh 3 distinct
components: (!) slightly compressed spongin
fibres forming close-meshed anastomoses at core
of skeleton, more cavernous towards surface. 2
1

1907)
digs 221-222. Plate 9F)

renieroid skeleton

composed of acanthose

styles,

overlaying other structures; (3) longitudinal, asChithtut [DchartQcea Whitelegge, 1907: 497.
Isopenectya chartacea; Hallmann, 1920: 789.
Avcrn, 1989: 335;
Antho chartacea; Rudman
Hooper Wicdenmayer. 1994: 255.
Antherocfujlina perforata Lendenfeld, 1887b: pi. 22,

&

&

fig.44

Not Aniherochalino perforata,

in part;

Lendenfeld.

1887b: 788; Lendenfeld, 1888: 89-90.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: AMZ436: Off Coogee.
NSW, 33°45*S, 15l°20*E, 98-l00m depth, date oj

cending tracts of smooth principal style -, marginally smaller than those protruding through
surface, forming subisodictyal tracts at core,
more plumose in periphery, and usually (hut mn
invariably) associated with larger spongin fibres;
spongin fibres in axial skeleton heavy, 4S-H2u.m
diameter, producing irregularly oval or elongate
meshes. 32-120u_m diameter, cored by urn- or
1

hisptcular tracts ol smaller, smooth choanosomal
principal styles, fibres closer to surface, I9-42u.m
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diameter, regularly anastomosing, wide-meshed,
75-162p,m diameter, forming regularly renieroid
(triangular) spicule meshes and oval or elongate
fibre meshes, cored by uni- orbispicular tracts of

or more size categories, together with the usual
renieroid structure overlaying the remainder of

smaller acanthose styles; plumose extra-fibre
skeleton composed of uni-, pauci- or multispicular ascending tracts of smooth choanosomal
styles standing perpendicular to axis, becoming
increasingly plumose, larger, and typically multispicular towards periphery; echinaling
megascleres absent; mesohyl matrix lightly pigmented, with few auxiliary spicules scattered
throughout; choanocytc chambers elongate-oval,

spicules.

36-75u.m diameter.
Megascleres.

Smooth choanosomal

principal

styles long, thick, slightly curved or straight, with

rounded or very slightly subtylote bases, rarely
with basal microspination, fusiform points.
Length 117-(232.4)-312|im, width 6-(l 1.8)15|xm (holotype 168-274xl3-17u.m).
Acanthose choanosomal styles of renieroid
skeleton short, thick, fusiform, slightly curved or
straight, with rounded or slightly subtylote bases,
lightly microspined bases and points, with fewer
spines scattered on shaft, occasionally completely smooth shaft. Length 74-(86.1)-l 12u-m, width
4-(7.2)-8.5u.m (holotype 92-127x9- 12.5pim).

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles short,
thin, usually straight, with prominent subtylote,
typically microspined bases, hastate points,
abrupt points, or sometimes telescoped or bifid
points. Length 134-(183.6)-203u.m, width 2.5-

composed of acanthose (or sometimes smooth) styles different from principal
the skeleton

This species superficially resembles Ophtenuis (Carter) (= Echinoclathria
leporina (Lamarck)) mainly due to the emphasis
of the compressed central skeleton and subrenieroid skeletal structure in both species,
whereas megascleres forming these skeletons are
quite different. Choanosomal megascleres in A.
(I.) chartacea are differentiated: small acanthose
styles forming the renieroid skeleton (not
echinating fibres), small smooth styles forming a
secondary radial ascending skeleton, and larger
smooth styles forming the peripheral perpendicular skeleton. By comparison, in E. leporina
litaspongia

there

a smaller size class of

is

smooth principal

and echinating heavy spongin
fibres, forming a renieroid skeletal structure, and
a second, larger class of smooth principal style
forming a sparse radial or plumose peripheral
skeleton (embedded in peripheral fibres). This
style both coring

latter structure links the

nov.,

is

two groups.

E. riddlei sp.

also similar in skeletal structure but lacks

spined spicules

skeleton and has a
perched on the outer
chartacea should be con-

in renieroid

vestigial extra-fibre skeleton

surface.

trasted

Antho
with

(Raspailiidae),
tural spicules

(/.)

the renieroid A mphinomia
which also has acanthose struc-

(Hooper, 1991).

(2.9)-3.8u.m (holotype 163-243x2-4.5u-m).

Antho (Isopenectya) punicea

Echinating megascleres absent.
Microscleres. Absent.

Larvae. Viviparous, parenchymella larvae oval to
elongate, 340-420x 1 80-360u,m, with central core
of juvenile styles, well differentiated cellular construction.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG304399: Mrs
Watson's Bay, midway in bay, Lizard I., Qld,
14°39.5'S, 145°26.7'E, 18m depth, lO.iv. 1994, coll.
J.N.A. Hooper et al., SCUBA.

Associations. Obligatory (?) host for nudibranch
Rostanga sp.
150065) (W. Rudman,

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

pers.comm.).

Halimeda bed

(AMC

depth; Lizard

REMARKS.

sp. nov.

(Figs 223-224, Plate 10A)

Hallmann (1920) erected Isopenec-

tya for this species based on a renieroid skeleton,

with two categories of choanosomal styles,
without echinating acanthostyles, and without
microscleres. The type species has affinities with
Antho but differs from other plocamid'
microcionids (with myxillid-like renieroid
skeletons) (viz. Antho s.s., Dirrhopalum,
Plocamilla, Plocamiopsis, Labacea, Isochna,
and Isociella) in having a compressed axis and
more-or-less plumose extra-axial skeletons cored
by smooth choanosomal (principal) styles, in one
fc

Sand, coral rubble,

substrata, in depression in sand;
I.

(FNQ)

(Fig.

18m

223E).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Bushy, subspherical,
bulbous clump, 195mm long, 42mm maximum
width, 138mm maximum height, composed of
1

up to
forming reticulated
structure, attached to coral rubble and Halimeda
on base.
individual, erect, digitate projections, each

16mm diameter, 75mm high,

Colour. Dull red alive (Munsell

brown

5R

6/8), light

in ethanol.

2mm

Oscules. Small, up to
diameter, mainly on
lateral sides of digits, situated at junction of sur-
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FIG. 222. Antho (Jsopenectya) chartacea (Whilelegge) (QMG303711). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Acanthostyle of renieroid skeleton. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Bases of principal and
auxiliary subtylostyles. G, Variability in auxiliary spicule points.
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face aquiferous canals, surroimded by collapsible

membraneous lip
Texture and surface

characteristics

F

irm.

com-

pressible, not easily torn; surface turgid in

life,

with distinctive eciosomal membrane, arteriallike longitudinal aquiferous canals obvious on
external -surface, branching and inte/conneetmg,

opening into common oscules, porous surface
between canals; canals, ridges and oscules collapse in air, producing reticulale surface upon
dessieation; produces abundant red mucus upon
exposure.

Ectosome and subectosome. Surface prominently
hispid, with longer choanosomal principal styles
embedded in peripheral fibres, arising from ascending primary, plumose spicule tracts, extending through surface for most of their length;
subectosoma) auxiliary subtylostyies tangential,
occasionally paratangential, confined to exterior
collagenous layer below ectosome, occasionally
protruding through surface in plumose brushes;

mesohyl matrix heavy in peripheral region.
Chaanosame. Skeleton without any compression
or marked differentiation between core or subectosomal regions; 3 distinct skeletal components;
(1) renieroid skeleton

composed of both acan-

those styles and smaller smooth principal styles
in uni-, bi- or paucispicular tracts, coring small,
light spongin fibres up to 25p.ni diameter, producing rectangular or triangular meshes up to 90u.m
diameter; (2) plumose, diverging Skeleton of

smaller smooth choanosomal principal styles ifi
multispicular ascending tracts, diverging towards
periphery producing nearly radial skeletal tracts;
Vi and with larger, smooth principal styles embedded in peripheral skeleton perpendicular to
surface; cchinating megascleres absent; mesohyl
i

malnx light without microscleres but few whispy
(? juvenile) auxiliary subtylostyies scattered be-

tween fibre meshes; choanocyte chambers small,
oval. 25-45u.m diameter
Megascleres. Smooth choanosomal principal
styles long or short, slender, slightly cursed at
centre, with rounded, predominantly smooth
bases, occasionally microspined, telescoped
points. Length 86-(155.6)-23!5u.m, width ? 5(3.3)-4p,m.

Acanthose styles of renieroid skeleton slender,
curved towards base, rounded, sparsely
microspined bases, sparsely spaed shaft, spines
small, erect* conical; points of spicules fusiform
Length 88-(114.9)-153u-m, width 2-<3.6V6^m.
Subectosomai auxiliary' subtylostyies variable
in length and thickness but only comprising a
slightly

single category; bases subtylote, microspined.

tuberculatc (granular) or occasionally smooth,
points fusiform '.'i slightly telescoped; whispy

juvenile forms present scattered through oul
nicvohyl. Length ?8-(169.8l-296ujn, width 0.5L6)-3|im.
Echinating spicules absent
Micrvscleres. Absent.
i

ETYMOLOGY.

Latan puntceus

,

reddish-

REMARKS. The bulbous growth form, red
colour and production of abundant mucus is common to many other Indo-west Pacific
microcionids (such as
(IsocieUa) eccentric^
C (Thalysias) vufpina, C, (7.) hirsute,
Echinoclathria axinetloitics, and Echinochal'ma
iPmtophlitaspongia) hargihanii), but this species

C

to Antho (Isopeneciya) hav hi e a
renieroid skeleton composed (mainly) of a special category of acanthose styles (geometrically

belongs

from choanosomal spicules), a seconplumose skeleton of smaller,
smooth choanosomal styles, and larger smooth
choanosomal styles embedded in die peripheral
skeleton. This latter character is reminiscent Of
Eehinoclathria, and it could be argued for its
inclusion in this genus on this basis, but the
possession of 3 distinctive skeletal structure
;naiiiliosr spicules forming the renieroid skeleton
support its inclusion in Antho.
AntltoiDpumceu differs from A. [L) chart
in growth form, absence of axial skeletal OOiN
prcssion, spicule geometry and spicule sizes. The
different

dary, diverging,

bases of auxiliary spicules in this species axe also

unusual, varying from swollen bases with
prominent terminal spines, granular tubercular
swellings, or occasionally completely smooth.

Antho (isopenectya)

saintvincenti sp. nov.

(Figs 225-226)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: SAMS710(TS4035)
(fragments QMG300486, NTMZ1671): Lead Ligtw,
o
Port Stanvac, St. Vincent Gulf, SA, 35 06*S,
1 38*27' E, 7m depth, l6.xL1977, coll. J. Window
H.

&

Rapp (SCUBA).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Substrate unknown; ^n;
depth; St. Vincent Gull (SA) (Fig. 225F).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Erect, arborescent.

lamellate-digitate sponge,

235mm

long.

1

Mjmm

wide, with flattened or slightly cylindrical digits,

up

to

80mm

portions), or

long,

11mm

diameter (cylindrical

up

20mm

diameter,

to

8mm

thick

(lamellate portions of digits), repeatedly bifur
catc, rarely anastomosing, expanding towards
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FIG. 223. Antho (Isopenectya) punicea sp.nov. (holotype QMG304399). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B,
Acanlhostyle of renieroid skeleton. C, Subectosomai auxiliary subtylostyles. D, Section through peripheral
skeleton. E, Known Australian distribution. F, Holotype.
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FIG. 224. Antho (Isopenectya) punicea sp.nov. (holotypc QMG304399). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Acanthostyle of renieroid skeleton. D, Acanthostyle spines. E-F, Bases of principal and
auxiliary subtylostyles. G, Points of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles.
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spatula-like ends; short cylindrical basal stalk,

45mm

long,

8mm

diameter, and expanded basal

attachment.
Colour. Beige-brown in ethanol.

Oscules. Small, probably contractile, l-2mm
in preserved state, on edges of flattened

diameter
digits.

Texture

and surface

characteristics. Firm,

com-

pressible, flexible; surface smooth, even, unorna-

mented, finely porous

in

preserved

Ectosome and subectosome.
membraneous, microscopically

state.

Ectosome
hispid, with

smooth principal styles protruding through
surface individually or in sparse, erect, plumose
brushes arising from terminal subisodictyal
larger,

spicule tracts; subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles also protruding through surface in associa-

439

Megascleres. Smooth choanosomal principal
styles of plumose and radial surface skeleton long
or short, thick or slender, slightly curved at centre,
rounded or slightly subtylole, smooth bases,
fusiform points, entirely smooth shaft. Length
78-( 1 1 5.4)- 1 56u.ni, width 4-(6.9)- 1 Ojim.
Acanthose styles of renieroid skeleton short
thick, slightly curved at centre, subtylote
microspined bases, fusiform pointed, evenly
microspined shaft, spines small, granular. Length
76-(84.6)-98u.m, width 4.5-(5.9)-8u.m.
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles short or
long, slender or raphidiform, straight or slightly
curved at centre, prominently subtylote, smooth
bases, fusiform points. Length 66-(115.7)198fim, width l-(1.7)-3p,m.
Microscleres. Absent.

ETYMOLOGY. For the type locality.

tion with longer principal styles, in paratangential

or plumose tracts; mesohyl matrix in peripheral
skeleton light, poorly pigmented.

Choanosome. Skeleton regularly renieroid
more compressed at core than
periphery, with 3 components; (1) renieroid
skeleton composed of differentiated axial and
extra-axial regions; axial fibres heavy,
homogeneous, without clearly differentiated
primary or secondary elements, 40-60u,m
diameter, slightly more bulbous at fibre nodes,
70-90|xm diameter; all axial fibres cored by unireticulate, slightly

or paucispicular tracts of acanthose principal
styles forming rectangular or less often triangular
meshes, 70-100p,m diameter; extra-axial fibres
lighter, with differentiated primary, ascending
fibres, 20-40u-m diameter, cored by paucispicular
tracts of both acanthose principal styles and

smooth principal styles, becoming increasingly plumose towards surface, projecting
from fibre nodes in particular as plumose brushes;
primary fibres interconnected by uni- or

REMARKS. This species resembles both Antho
and Echinoclathria, having a renieroid architecture and larger, smooth principal styles protruding through the surface. Like A. (I.) punicea it is
included in Antho because it has a special
category of acanthose styles (geometrically different from choanosomal spicules) forming the
renieroid skeleton, and a secondary, diverging,
plumose skeleton of smaller, smooth
choanosomal styles. Antho (I.) saintvincenti differs from A. (/.) punicea in its flattened or
cylindrical-digitate, arborescent growth form,
reminiscent of Echinoclathria chalinoides, al-

though spiculation and skeletal architecture differ
substantially.

OTHER SPECIES OF ANTHO
(ISOPENECTYA)

smaller,

paucispicular tracts of acanthose principal styles
coring light spongin fibres, 15-30|jLm diameter;
(2) plumose, diverging skeleton of smaller
smooth choanosomal principal styles intermixed
with acanthose spicules in primary ascending
tracts, diverging towards periphery, together

producing nearly radial skeletal

smooth principal

tracts; (3) larger,

plumose brushes
embedded in ascend-

styles in

Antho (Isopenectya) primitiva
1959: 186, texl-fig.148 [USSR].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1938.7.4.93
BMNH1932.1

1.17.69).

(fragment

NW Pacific.

Echinoclathria Carter, 1885
Echinoclathria Carter, 1885f: 355.
Ophlitaspongia; of authors; (not Bowerbank, 1866:

protruding through surface,
ing primary fibres; echinating megascleres absent; mesohyl matrix heavy but only lightly
pigmented, with both fully formed and
raphidiform subectosomal auxiliary subtyios-

TYPE SPECIES.

between fibre meshes; choanocyte
chambers small, oval, 40-50u-m diameter.

(I)

tyles scattered

(Burton, 1935)

Clathriella primitive* Burton, 1935c: 73-4, text-fig.
[Sea of Japan]; Koltun, 1958: 67 [Kuriles]; Koltun.

Echinoclathria tenuis Carter,

1

14).

885f:

355 (by subsequent designation ofBurton, 934a: 562),
-Spongia leporina Lamarck, 1814: 444.
1

DEFINITION. Two distinct skeletal components:
predominantly renieroid reticulate main
skeleton cored by smaller, smooth principal
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FIG. 225. Antho (Isopenectya) saintvincenti sp.nov. (holotype SAMTS4035). A, Choanosomal principal style.
B, Acanthose subtylostyle and modified style of renicroid skeleton. C, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D,
Section through peripheral skeleton. E, Holotype. F, Australian distribution.
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FIG. 226. Antho {Isopenectya) saintvincenti sp.nov (holotype SAMTS4035). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics (x303). C, Acanthose subtyloslyle of renieroid skeleton. D, Acanlhostyle spines. E, Bases of
principal subtylostyles. F, Base and point of subeclosomal auxiliary subtylostyles.
.
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styles, echinated

by identical spicules (oc-

Echinoclathria axinelloides fDendv.
1896)
"
(Figs 227-228, Plate 10B)

casionally absent), typically very well developed

spongin fibres sometimes slightly compressed at
axis> more openly reticulate towards periphery;

and (2) a vestigial radial extra-axial skeleton perched on the external surface, barely extending
into choanosome, consisting of larger, smooth
principal spicules, with identical geometry to
thesis at core, forming radial or plumose brushes
on surface: ectosomal skeleton with single n2e
class of auxiliary subtylostyle lying paratun^c fi-

embedded perpendicular to surface;
mieroseleres include toxas and palmate

lially

or

tsochelae

Ophlltaspottgto
axtolGHokks Dendy, 1896: 39:
Hallrnami, I9l2: 268-270, pl.36, flg.3. KXt-fig.58;

Burton, 1934a: 599.
kchirwchuiirto aunelloides; de Lnubcnfels.
Echini ninth ria a xinellnidcs; Curpay , J 986: 22
Wiedcnmayer, 1994: 279.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE. NMVG23I8

BMNH 1902. 10. 18.342):

Hooper

(fragment

Port PhilJip, Vic,

3SWS.

36m depth, coll. J.B. Wilson (dredge),
OTHER MATERIAL: VIC- AMZ802, AMZI593.
TAS- QMG300269 (NCIQ66C-3655-0) (fraemem
144°52'E,

NTMZ3804).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock

cluded

depth; Port Phillip

Sixty nine species have been inin Echinoclathria (or one of its

synonyms), but only 23 arc appropriately referred
here. Fourteen species arc known from Australia,
most restricted to temperate coasts, 5 arc new.
Echinoclathria is similar to Antho {tsoptnecrya) t as noted above, differing in having only 2

components: a

relatively

renieroid choanosomal skeleton
smaller,

,

&

REMARKS.

skeletal

1936a:

U9.

smooth

homogeneous
composed of

principal spicules, Rtid vestigial

radial extra-axial skeleton

on the external surface

Isopenectya has in addition a renieroid skeleton
of acanthosc spicules, and the smooth principal
styles form longitudinal tracts extending all the
way from the axis to the surface and beyond.
Difficulties occur when trying to place species
that have reduced structural characters: A. \i
)

Bay

(Vic);

reef;

Furneaux

Is

20-36m

(Tas) {Fig.

221 D).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Erect, club-shaped or
arborescent, up to 1 1
long. 75mm wide, with
thick subcylindrical branches or slightly flattened
lamellae, up to 34mm diameter, with rounded
even margins, long thick basal stalk, 25-40mm

5mm

long.

15mm

diameter, slightly expanded basal

attachment.
Colour. Colour deep red alive (Munsell 2.5R
pale brown in ethanol.

4/IH'i,

Oscttlts.

JiuTneter,

or on
n

I

Numerous, moderately small, 2-4mm
mainly

embntn&ous

Texiurt

i»n lateral

margins of lamellae

side of branches, slightly raised wilh
lip.

and surface

characteristics. Firm,

com-

with spmed renieroid spicules;
E. riddlei sp. nov, with smooth renieroid spicules,
both species with a reduced extra-fibre skeleton.
Within Echinoclathria most of the variability
centres around the development of the extra-fibre
skeleton. In some species (e.g., E. leporina £.
confragosa) there are obvious size differences
between principal styles coring fibres in the

pressible, rubbery in life; surface optically

choanosome and those protruding through

just

punicea

sp. nov.

t

the

surface, whereas in others (e.g., E. nodosa) there
is

no obvious

Styles

-it

size differences

the core -and those

between principal
;\\

the periphery,

although structurally these arc similar to the first
condition. In others (e.g.. E. cgena* E. waidoschmitii) there is further reduction whereby the
extra-fibre skeleton is virtually absent and all
Spicules ate vestigial, poorly silicified.
Groupings based on growth form lHallmann,
1912) show little relationship to groupings made
On skeletal characteristics. Thus previous classifications for Echinoclathria are rejected here.

smooth, minutely reticulated, with distinct

membraneous covering
Eciosome and subectosome. Membraneous, with
minutely reticulate, skin-like membrane
stretched over surface, microscopically hispid
from protruding choanosomal styles forming

well developed, multispicular plumose brushes
below surface producing a more-or-less continuous palisade; surface spicule brushes heavier
•di surface than at core of skeleton; fewer suhectosomal auxiliary styles paratangential to surface
in association with oscules.
Choanosome. Skeleton more-or-Iess dendro

reticulate, slightly sub-renieroid or irregularly

some parts, composed of heavy, well
developed spongin fibre system incompletely
separated into plumose primary and vestigial
transverse secondary components; primary fibres
(75-148u-m diameter) multispicular, cored by
distinctly plumose tracts of choanosomal principal styles, whereas secondary fibres (38-72u>m
reticulate in
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FIG. 227. Echinoclathria o-xinelloides (Dendy) (hololype NMVG23I8). A, Principal sublylostyle (coring and
echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary style. C, Section through peripheral skeleton. D, Australian
distribution. E, Hololype. F, Larva in situ.

diameter) uni-, bi- or occasionally aspicular;
echinating styles sparsely dispersed on fibres

mainly confined to primary

fibres; fibre anas-

tomoses form oval, elongate or rectangular

meshes, 38-195u*m diameter, more compact in
peripheral skeleton, relatively cavernous towards
axis (I30-275u-m diameter), fibre nodes slightly
enlarged, bulbous; choanosomal fibres and
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spicule tracts become more regular and more
compacted towards periphery; mesohyl matrix

QMGL952

relatively heavy, granular, with oval to eliptical

145°03'E,

choanocyte chambers (56-216|xm diameter),
with both choanosomal and subectosomal
megascleres scattered between fibres.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles and
subtylostyles, coring and echinating fibres short,
thick, straight, with smooth, evenly rounded or
very slightly tapering, constricted bases, slightly

hastate points, and approximately 5-15%
modified to diactinal or quasi-diactinal forms.
Length 76-(109.8)-I48u-m, width 4-(9.8)14.5|xm.

Subectosomal auxiliary

(fragment

NTMZ1534):

Howick Group, Great
14m depth,

E. of

Murdock

Barrier Reef,

18.ix.1979, coll. A.

I.,

14°36'S,

Kay

(trawl).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Coral reef, coral rubble;
14-28m depth; Howick Reefs (FNQ); Hook Reef
(MEQ)(Fig.229F).

DESCRIPTION. Sliape. Erect or clumped,
clathrous digitate mass, 90-1 10mm high, 65150mm wide, attached directly to substrate
without basal stalk, composed of fused lobate or
vaguely cylindrical

30mm

digits,

up

to

55mm

long,

wide.

Colour. Bright red alive (Munsell 2.5R 5/10), pale
in cthanol.

styles straight, slightly

brown

curved, or rarely sinuous, relatively thick, with
smooth, rounded or very slightly subtylote bases,
fusiform or slightly telescoped points. Length

raised

96-(144.3)-187fjLm, width 2.5-(4.1)-5u-m.
Microscleres. Absent.

Texture and surface characteristics. Soft, compressible, fibrous, difficult to tear, produces

Larvae. Viviparous, parenchymella larvae oval to
elongate, 1 55-275x1 20- 70u,m, without larval
1

spicules.

REMARKS.

This species differs from other
Australasian Echinoclathria in its growth form
and rubbery texture, having a well developed
ectosomal membrane covering a thick ectosomal
palisade of principal styles, a dendro-reticulate
skeletal structure verging on subrenieroid, its
fibre characteristics and spiculation. It is most
similar to E. nodosa in spicule geometry and
gross skeletal architecture although differs in
most other respects. Hallmann (1912) suggested
his specimen (AMZ802) differed from Dendy's
(1896) description having greater fibre diameter,
less extensive spicule tract development, and a
denser ectosomal skeleton, but comparison between both specimens showed them to be clearly
conspecific (i.e., supposed discrepancies were a
consequence of Dendy's incomplete description).

The

collector of

AMZ1593

is

unknown; the AM
That specimen

register indicates Port Phillip, Vic.

contained numerous small parenchymella larvae.
According to Burton (1934a) the Saville Kent
collection contains this species, but this record is
questionable as the specimens have not been discovered in the
collections.

BMNH

Echinoclathria bergquistae sp. nov.
(Figs 229-230, Plate IOC)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG303872: S. of TriHook Reef, Whitsunday Is region,
19°49.2'S, 149°07.1'E, 28m depth, 09.xii.I993, coll.
J.N.A. Hooper & L.J. Hobbs (SCUBA). PARATYPE:
angle Reef,

Oscules. Small, up to

membraneous

3mm diameter, with slightly
lip alive, scattered

on ex-

terior surface of lobate digits.

mucus alive (on deck), stains ethanol
orange; surface highly clathrous with large, flattened lobate or pointed conules covering exterior
wide;
surface of digits, 5- 15mm long, up to
surface porous in preserved state, membraneous

slight, clear

5mm

alive.

Ecio some and sub ec to some. Surface prominently
hispid with longer,

smooth choanosomal prin-

embedded

in peripheral fibres, extending nearly 70% of their full length through
surface; near bases of protruding principal styles
are relatively heavy multispicular tracts of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles, usually tangential to surface; mesohyl matrix in peripheral
skeleton heavy but only lightly pigmented;

cipal styles

choanosomal

fibres extend directly to surface.

Choanosome. Skeleton irregularly renieroid
reticulate, slightly compressed at axis, with
renieroid structure partially obscured by both
larger principal styles echinating and subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles scattered
throughout mesohyl; spongin fibres large, 4060fim diameter, well developed but only lightly
invested with spongin, without any marked differences between thickness of fibres at core or
surface; ascending fibres approximately same
thickness as transverse fibres but generally longer
and containing more coring spicules; ascending
fibres pauci- or multispicular, cored by smaller
choanosomal principal styles, with 2-5 spicules
per tract; transverse connecting fibres generally
shorter, containing the same spicules, 1-3
spicules per tract, and both fibres sparsely
echinated by same spicules; fibre anastomoses
produce elongate-oval meshes; axial fibre
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FIG. 228. Echinoclathria axinelloides (Dendy) (holotype NMVG2318). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Principal style. D, Ends of principal style. E, Subcctosomal auxiliary style. F, Ends of auxiliary style.

more compressed than

also core ascending fibres and echinate fibre

peripheral skeletal network, with meshes up to

nodes especially closer to surface, forming sparse

90u,m diameter

plumose bundles; mesohyl matrix heavy but only

reticulation slightly

in axis,

160ujt» diameter near

pigmented, containing numerous toxas;

surface; in addition to renieroid skeleton of

lightly

smaller principal styles, larger principal styles

choanocyte chambers oval, 35-55p,m diameter.
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Choanosomal

Megascleres.

principal styles

(coring and echinating fibres) variable in length,
straight or slightly

curved at centre, with rounded

Echinoclathria chalinotdes (Carter. 1885)
(Figs 231-2321
AxinellachaUnaides Carter, SS5F: 35S; Carter, 1886g:
377 let varr gluiinosa^ cribrosa].
Axinella dadoflagellata Carter. l£S6g: 377
Echinochal'ma chaHnoides, de LaubenfeJs, 1936a:
1

bases, predominantly

smooth but occasionally

mjcrospined. fusiform points. Length 71 -f 149.8 )-

309u.m, width 2 5-<5.6>-l2nm

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
slender, straight, subtylote, smooth or less commonly microspined bases, fusiform points;
numerous smaller and raphidifonn styles also
scattered through rnesohyl presumably being
younger forms. Length 203-( 356.7 )-480*im,
width 2-(3-7)-6ujn,
Microscleres. Palmate isochelae not common,
relatively large, with short trun alae, lateral alae

completely fused to shaft, front ala nearly completely detached from lateral alae, shaft straight.
Length 18H24.2»-32jim.
Toxas wing-shaped, relatively thick, with
slightly

rounded central curvature, slightly

119.

Ophtitaspongia chalinoides; Dendy, 1896: 36.
Echinoclathria chalinotdes. Hooper & Wiedenmayer.
1994:279.
Not Ophlitaspongia chalinoides: Hallmann, 1912:
270-272, text-fig.59.

MATERIAL LECTOTYPE: BMNH1886.I2.
(dry): Port Phillip, Vic,

Wilson

38°09'S, I44°52*E,

15.4U1

coll,

J.B

PARALECTOTYPES

(dredge).

BMNH 1886. 12. 5.402 (dry) (fragment AMG29O0a)
locality. BMNH 1886. 12. 15.403 (dry) [fragment
AMG2900b): same locality. HOLOTYPE of A
dadoflagellata: BMNH 886. 12. 15. 407: same locality
1

same

1

as lectotype.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Ecology unknow n.
Phillip (Vic)

I

fori

Fig. 23 ID).

reflexed points. Length 32-(49.7)-68u.m. width

DESCRIPTION Shape. Arborescent branching,
up to 250mm long, 170mm maximum width, with

0.5-<L9)-3.Clnm.

ETYMOLOGY.

For Dame Professor Patricia
Bergquist for her work on Indo-Pacific sponge*:

small basal stalk up to 45mm long, 22mm
diameter, Jong cylindrical branches up to I OS

REMARKS.

long,
diameter, slightly flattened, bsfurcul*
ing repeatedly, rarely anastomosing

Generic placement

is

not straight

forward, with affinities to Echinoclathria and

Antho Usopenectya). The smaller, smooth
choanosomal principal styles coring and echinating

all

spongin

fibres,

producing an irregularly

renieroid netkrulatum, a vestigial radial skeleton

of

larger,

smooth principal

styles protruding

through the surface, and a slightly compressed
axial region are typical of Echtnoclathria,
this respect the

However, the

species

is

and

in

similar to £. leponna.

larger principal styles coring the

ascending spongin

fibres, occasionally echinat-

reminiscent of Antho

ing fibre nodes,

is

tfsopenectya).

included in Echinoclathria

It

is

because the ascending tracts of larger principal
styles

do not form a subisodietyal skeleton;

end abruptly at fibre nodes
plumose brushes and usually do not
form continuous tracts. This evidence it weak and
rather, these spicules
in sparse

illustrates the difficulty in separating

some

species in both genera.

This species
Echinoclathria

in

is

distinct

from other

toxa morphology and plumose

brushes/tracts of larger principal styles within the

choanosome.

9mm

Colour, 'Dull brick-fed" alive (Carter, I885ej,
pale brown in ethanol and dry.

4mm

diameter, scattered
Oscules. Large, up to
mainly on lateral sides of branches, with series of
radial

subectosomal drainage canals radiating

towards each oscule, and slightly raised
membraneous lip.
Texture and surface characteristics. Soft, compressible but difficult to tear, flexible branches,

more

rigid stalk; surface slightly microconulosc,
with fine surface network of radiating spicules
associated with aquiferous system.

Ectosotne and subectosome. Membraneous, with
points of larger principal styles protruding
through surface, singly or in paucispicular
brushes, for

up

to

30%

of

their length,

and also

with subectosomal auxiliary styles lying paratangential to surface; subectosomal region slightly
cavernous, meshes up to 450u.m diameter, sub
stantially more wider-meshed than in axial region
skeleton.

Choanosome. Skeletal architecture dendroreticulate, vaguely subrenieroid and more regular
towards periphery than axis, composed of heavy,
well developed spongin fibres, 25-70p.m
diameter, thicker and slightly bulbous at fibre
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FIG. 229. Echinoclathria bergquistae sp.nov. (holotype QMG303872). A, Principal style/ subtylostyles (coring
and echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Wing-shaped toxas. D, Palmate isochela.
E, Section through peripheral skeleton. F, Known Australian distribution. G, Paratype QMGL952. H, Holotype.
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FIG. 230. Echinoclathria bergquistae sp.nov. (holotypc
characteristics.

C-D, Bases of principal and auxiliary

nodes, without any marked differentiation be-

tween primary and secondary components but
substantially compressed in axis and diverging

QMG303872). A, Choanosomal

styles. E,

Wing-shaped

toxa. F,

skeleton. B, Fibre

Palmate isochela.

of choanosomal styles; in periphery these tracts
form radial bundles and composed predominantly

of longer spicules whereas towards core of

near surface; ascending fibres slightly sinuous,

skeleton coring spicules generally smaller and

larger than transverse fibres, containing pauci- or

contained mainly within fibres; transverse con-

multispicular core of more-or-less plumose tracts

necting fibres uni-, bi- or aspicular; echinating

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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RG.231.Ec/w'rt0r/a//in*0rto
tylcs (coring and echinaling fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary styles and anisostyles. C, Section through
peripheral skeleton. D, Australian distribution. E, Lectolype.

megascleres not definitely present, although
choanosomal principal styles protrude through
fibres at oblique angles

k

(

quasi-echinating');

anastomoses form circular, polygonal or
triangular meshes, 90-320u-m diameter in axis;
mesohyl matrix heavy but only lightly pigmented, with ovoid choanocyte chambers (90-

fibre

I20fim diameter), and numerous subectosomal
auxiliary styles dispersed throughout.

Megascleres.

Choanosomal

principal styles,

anisostyles or anisoxeas (asymmetrical), thin,
slightly

curved

at centre, occasionally straight,

rounded or slightly tapersometimes subtylote or telescoped, with has-

entirely smooth, bases
ing,

450
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FIG. 232. Echinoclathriachalinoides (Carter) (lectotypeBMNH 1886. 12.1 5.401 ). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B.
Fibre characteristics. C-D, Bases of principal and auxiliary anisostyles.
tate or telescoped points, rarely

completely

modified to quasidiactinal forms (symmetrical
ends). Length 176-(264.7)-325u-m, width 8-

(10.8)-13^m.

Subectosomal auxiliary styles, anisostyles or
anisoxeas with similar geometry to principal
spicules but generally longer, more slender,
straight or occasionally slightly curved or
sinuous, with smooth rounded bases, sometimes

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

telescoped, fusiform or telescoped points. Length
243-(315.5)-365nm, width 4-(5.3)-8jtm.
Microscleres. Absent.

REMARKS. This species is restricted to the type
material following re-examination of a number of
other specimens assigned here (Hallmann, 1912)

which were misidentifications. Hallmann's
(1912: 270) concept and illustrations are rejected
here. It is presumed that he based his descriptions
on several older
specimens from Port Phillip,
allegedly donated to the Museum by Carter but
their spiculation and skeletal structures are quite
different from the types (see E. subhispida).
Echinoclathria chalinoides has a markedly
compressed axial skeleton composed of heavy
fibres and close-meshed spicule tracts together
forming a dendro-reticulate skeleton; the
skeleton becomes very wide-meshed near the
surface, composed of poorly developed fibres and
spicule tracts become more plumose; and
coring/echinating spicules are predominantly

AM

Dendy ( 1 896) suggested that it was a
synonym of E. subhispida given their similarities

anisostyles.

having a Haliclona-Wke branching growth
form, distribution of oscules on lateral margins,
soft compressible texture, and very heavy spongin fibres producing a compressed axial skeleton.
in

However, there are major differences between
these species in spicule geometries and skeletal
architectures showing that they are not closely

Texture

and surface

451

characteristics. Firm,

com-

pressible, brittle, fibrous; surface porous, pitted,
slightly arenaceous.

Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous ectosome, microscopically hispid, with principal
subtylostyles erect on peripheral fibres, singly or
in bundles of up to 3 spicules, protruding through
surface for most of their length and forming a
sparse, vestigial, radial extra-axial skeleton; subectosomal auxiliary styles form tangential and
paratangential tracts on surface; thickness of ectosomal skeleton ranges from tangential (three
spicules abreast) to paratangential (tracts of up to
20 spicules at obtuse angles to surface, forming
low microconules).

Choanosome. Irregularly renieroid reticulate
skeleton, more-or-less

homogenous throughout;

spongin fibres thin, relatively light, 18-48jim
diameter, without any obvious differentiation between primary or secondary components; fibres
cored by uni- or paucispicular tracts of
choanosomal principal styles, occasionally
aspicular, echinated

by choanosomal

styles spar-

sely and irregularly dispersed over fibres; fibre

meshes predominantly rectangular (=renieroid),
less often oval or triangular (=isodictyal), 112-

345p<m diameter, slightly more cavernous at core
and more compacted in peripheral regions of
skeleton; mesohyl matrix heavy but only lightly
pigmented, oval choanocyte chambers 52lOfim diameter; numerous microscleres, subectosomal auxiliary styles, and also few
choanosomal styles scattered between fibres.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles (coring and echinating fibres) short, thick,
1

related.

Echinoclathria confragosa (Hallmann, 1912)
(Figs 233-234)
Ophlitaspongia confragosa Hallmann, 1912: 255-257,

straight,

with smooth, slightly constricted sub-

tylote bases, almost hastate points, slightly

pl.35,fig.2,text-fig.53.

Axociella confragosa; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 1 13.
Echinoclathria confragosa; Hooper
Wicdcnmayer,
1994: 279.

rounded, telescoped or pointed. Length 142(164.8)-197^m, width 5-(9.6)-12*i,m.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: AMZ992 (dry): Shoalhaven Bight, NSW, 34°49'S, 5 °04'E, 30-90m depth,

thick, straight, slightly

&

1

l.vii.l911,coll.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
30-90m

1

F1V 'Endeavour'

depth; S. coast

(NSW)

(trawl).

Epizootic on Bryozoa;
(Fig. 233F).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Irregularly digitate,
lamellate branches, up to 50mm high,
thick,
arising from semi-encrusting base; branches vary

5mm

from cylindrical to flattened lamellate, bifurcating and anastomosing, forming loose reticulate
mass, with shaggy lobate surface projections on
points of branches.

Colour. Grey-brown in dry state.
Oscules. Not seen.

Subectosomal auxiliary styles long, thin or
curved or sinuous, with
smooth, slightly subtylote or rounded bases,
fusiform points, sometimes slightly telescoped.
Length 136-(214.4)-291^m, width 3.5-(5.1)-

6}i.m.

Microscleres. Palmate isochelae abundant, small,
poorly silicified, lateral alae completely fused to
shaft, front ala detached from lateral alae for most
of length, both alae sculptured with marginal
ridges; shaft without any curvature. Length 8-

(m6)-I4M,m.
Toxas oxhorn, small, thick, with slight to
moderate, evenly rounded central curvature,
straight arms, slightly reflexed points.

32-(58.2)-95fjtm, width l-(2.2)-3.5p.m.

Length
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FIG. 233. Echinoclathria confragosa (Hallmann) (holotype AMZ992). A, Principal subtyloslyle (coring and
echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary style and subtylostyle. C, Palmate isochelae. D, Oxhorn toxas. E,
Section through peripheral skeleton. F, Australian distribution. G, Holotype.

REMARKS.

Echinoclathria confragosa

is

only

(see also E. notialis sp. nov.); retaining only the

on the

known only from a single specimen which differs

vestiges of a radial extra-axial skeleton

notably from

extreme outer edge of the ectosomal region;
having a relatively thick tangential and paratangential ectosomal skeleton covering most of the
surface; and distinctive oxhorn toxa morphology.

all

other species in several impor-

tant respects: encrusting lamellate-digitate

growth form; more-or-less homogeneous
renieroid (Haliclona-tike) skeletal architecture

RF.ViSION

OF MICROC10NIDAE

Echinoclathria digitata (Lendenfeld, 1888)
(Figs 235-236, Plate 10D)
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Megascleres. Principal subiylostyles coring and
sparsely echinating fibres short, moderately

curved at centre, entirely
smooth, with slightly subtylote bases, bluniened
or slightly telescoped points. Length 186(214.4)-238u.m, width 4-(4.6>-7|iai.

th jdc, straight or slightly

Ttialassodendron digitata Lendenfeld, 1888: 223.
Echinorhalina digitata; Thiele, 1903a: 962; Hooper &
Wicdcnmayer. 1994; 277.

Missing from AM and
BMNH collections. NEOT\*PEQMG304763NW. of

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

Snake Reef. Howiek Gp.. Great Barrier Reef, Qld,
14°28.6'S, I45*04.6'E.
J. A.

Kennedy

(trawl

2lm

depth, 03.ix.l994, coll.

'I.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Soft substrata inier-reer
21m

region;

(FNQ)

depth; Torres Strait and

Howick Reefs

(Fig. 235E).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Bushy, dalhrous mass
of erect, bifurcate digits 54mm high. 76mm wide;
digits short, stout, claviform, subcylindrical, bul-

bous, expanding and slightly flattened towards
apical extremities, up to 32mm long.
wide,
bifurcating several times, occasionally anas
tomosing, with 1 or more blind branches; mass
growing from a semi-encrusting common base.

6mm

Colour.

brown

Bnght red

alive (Munscll

Oscules. Small, up to

each

5R 4/10), grey-

in ethano!.

3mm diameter, on

apex of

digit.

Texture and surface charactcrism:-. Firm, compressible, flexible, fibrous; surface bulbous,

prominently microconulose, hispid.

Ectosome and subectosome. Mcmbranenus
granular collagenous heavier than in
cboanosomal mesohyL with protruding primary
from ascending choanosomal skeleton ami
plumose bundles of principal subtyiostyles erect
on surface producing hispid ectosome. sparse
tracts of thinner auxiliary styles tangential to surfibres

face.

Choanosome. Skeletal architecture more-or-less
renieroid reticulate, with heavy spongin fibres

producing wide-meshed rectangular reticulation,

Auxiliary styles very similar in geometry to
principal spicules except for being

much

thinner,

whispy, and lacking subtylote bases); auxiliary
styles straight or sinuous, rounded bases, pointed
or telescoped points. Length l82-(204.2)246u_m, width 1.5-fl.9>-2.5u.m.

M roscieres. Palmate isochelae small, uu
modified, long lateral alae approximately same
length as front ala> entirely fused to shaft, front
aiae nearly completely detached. Length 10(11.7H3|oa

REMARKS,
material

is

Lendenfeld's (1888) original

not extant in the collections of either

AM

or BMNH. bul we know from his brief
description that the species has a growth form
the

reminiscent oi Ciocalypta (Halichondrida) and
speculation of Evhinoclothria or Echinochalina
The specimen described here from the Howicfc
Islands group, close to the type locality of Torres

agrees completely with Lendenfeld's
(1888) brief description and is nominated
neotype of this species
Lchmoclathria digitata is similar to E. berquistat in its digitate growth form and having a cavernous, predominantly renieroid, reticulate
skeletal architecture. It differs from £". bergquis*
toe in geometry and dimensions of all its spi
ng toxa microscleres, and having relatively
homogeneous megascleres throughout the
skeleton, coring and echinating tracts and scat
tered interstitially. In possessing relatively
homogeneous megascleres E. digitata also
Strait,

I

E. tevn, although the latter has completely different skeletal architecture, growth

resembles

form and toxa mkrosclerv

primary* ascending fibres long, multispicuiar60-

90u.m diameter, interconnected by numerous,
secondary fibres. 30-5 5u-m diameter
cored by 1 or few principal spicules; fibres sparsely echinated by principal subiylostyles, identishorter,

cal to but marginally thicker than those coring

fibres,

confined mostly to distal margins

(periphery) of fibres; fibre anastomoses produce
cavernous meshes, SO-320u-m diameter; mesohyl
matrix sparse in choanosome, lightly pigmented,
granular, containing numerous whispy auxiliary
styles and fewer miLrosdcrcs; choanocytc chambers elongate 20-30u.ni diameter.

Echinoclathria egena Wicdcnmayer, 1989
237-235, Plftte 10E)

EcMnocfothrfae&MiWi&teM\MW&,
fig .8, pl.24. fig.6. pi. 25, figs

& Wiedcnmaycr,

I

1989:<>4-66pl.6,

-2 jexi-iig.44;

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NMVF5J978:
Cove.

E. ^ide of

Hooper

1994: 279.

Deal

J.,

Kcni Group, Bass

39°29'S. 147 2P'E, 26.iii.l981 T

3-6m

Winter

Strait,

Tas.

depth. coU. F.

Wiedenmaycr cl al. (SCUBA).OTHER MATERIAL:
ias- QMG300669 (NC1Q66C-3721-L) ffmgmcm
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FIG. 234. Echinoclathria confragosa (Hallmann) (holoiype AMZ992). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics (x288). C, Choanosomal principal subtylostyle (coring and cchinating fibres). D, Ends of principal
subtylostyles. E, Subectosomal auxiliary style. F. Ends of auxiliary spicules. G. Palmate isochela. H, Oxhom toxa.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. On granite boulders and

DESCRIPTION.

rock reef in sand substrate; 3-6m depth; Kent

from young forms thickly encrusting basal mat,

Patrick's

Head (Tas)

(Fig.

237D).

Is,

E. St

up

to

5mm

Shape. Erect, digitate, ranging

thick, with irregularly bifurcate

and

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 235. Echinoclathria digitata (Lendenfeld) (neotype QMG304763). A, Principal subtylostyle (coring and
echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary styles. C, Palmate isochela. D, Section through peripheral
skeleton, E, Australian distribution. F, Neotype.

occasionally anastomosing lobo-digitate
branches, up to

38mm

long,

5mm

diameter, to

arborescent branching, up to 220mm long,
1 15mm breadth, cylindrical branches up to 1 7mm

diameter, with bulbous terminal and subterminal

processes along branch length, and with short
stalk,

up

to

50mm

long,

enlarged basal attachment.

21mm

diameter, and

456
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FIG. 236. Echinoclathria digitata (Lendenfeld) (neotype QMG304763). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C-D, Bases and points of auxiliary styles. E, Palmate isochela.

with

Colour. Dull orange-brown alive (Munsell 5
YR7-8/12), beige-brown in ethanol.

small conical projections
membraneous lip.

Oscules. Large oscules, up to 2mm diameter,
mainly on lateral sides of branches, particularly
on edges of lobate bulbs along branches, less
common on basal mat; oscules usually raised on

and surface characteristics. Compresrubbery texture, difficult to tear; surface
contorted, macroscopically even but microscopiTexture
sible

cally reticulate.

slight
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FIG. 237. Echinoclathria egena Wiedenmayer(holotypeNM V5 1978). A, Principal styles/ subiylostyles (coring
and quasi-cchinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary anisostyles/ quasi-strongyles. C, Section through
peripheral skeleton. D, Australian distribution. E, Holotype.

Ectosome and subectosome. Fibrous, micropapilloseectosome, with well developed surface fibres
lying paratangential to surface, and with sparse
subectosomal auxiliary megascleres lying on or
just below surface, orientated tangential or
paratangential to it; peripheral fibres swollen,
bud-like, containing sparse core of plumose

brushes of choanosomal principal styles, which
rarely protrude beyond surface; subectosomal
auxiliary megascleres not found directly in
peripheral skeleton but some way below it.

Choatwsome. Skeletal architecture regular,
dendro-reticulate, slightly renieroid, with heavy
spongin fibres divided into primary ascending

458
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become
more compacted and oval
(70-90>m diameter); fibres
peripheral skeleton

commonly

stratified near
periphery, with granular

spongin; subectosomal
auxiliary megascleres only

Sparsely dispersed within
mesohyl; peripheral fibres

also contain abundant
microalgae.
Megascleres.

Choanosomal

principal
subtylostyles and styles
(coring and quasi-echinating fibres) small, thin,

straight, with

smooth,

tapering, slightly subtylote

or rounded bases, fusiform

or slightly telescoped

Length 38-(47.7)-

points.

53u.m, width 2.3*(2 5)
3.lpjn.

Subectosomal auxiliary
megascleres thin, straight,
or rareiy sinuous, strongylole styles (asymmetrical, anisostyles), with
evenly rounded points and
slightly thicker bases.
Length 88-(l 58.2)- 178u,m.
width l-n.5K2.Vn.

Micro s( ie res. A bse nt
larvae.

Viviparous

parenchymella larvae, 15095 p.m diameter, in various
stages of development
througout mesohyl.
1

REMARKS.
RG. 238. £t7i^or/«//zn«ei'^«Wiedenmayer(QMG3(X)669).

A, Choanosomal
skeleton. B,FibrecharacterisUcs.C, Principal subtylosiyle.D, Ends of principal
spicules. E, Base of subectosomal auxiliary stongylote style.

elements, cored by uni- or multispicular tracts of

choanosomal principal subtylostyles, fibres becoming swollen and compressed towards
periphery (27-52u.m diameter), and secondary
transverse, usually aspiculose fibres (16-40u,m

diameter); true echinating spicules absent, but

choanosomal principal

styles occasionally
protrude through spongin fibres at oblique
angles; fibre anastomoses form more rectangular
cavernous meshes deeper within choanosome
(270-420u,m diameter), whereas meshes towards

This species

placed with Burton's
/1959a) arouo of flabelj

s

late,

massive, ramose

Echinocla thria

sponges

lacking microsclercs {axineUoides, chalinoides.
inornata, Ieporina, nodosa; none of which are

synonyms contrary

to Burton's (1959a: 247)
from these species in having
much smaller, almost vestigial choanosomal
styles and lacking true echinating spicules. It is
close to E. confragosa in growth form, and E,
nodosa in skeletal architecture and fibre characteristics, but differs from these species in spicule
geometry and compression of peripheral spongin
fibres. It should also be compared with E.

opinion).

It

differs

REVISION OFMICROOONJDAE

leporina which has heavily spiculose fibres and
ectosomal skeleton, whercav speculation of £,
egena is vers- much reduced, virtually vestigial.

EchinocLalhrta inornate (Kallmann, 1912)
(Figs 239-240)

per

tract,

459

producing nearly regular rem.

skeleton, whereas fibres running longitudinally

through branches (seen in cross- section in skdc
tal preparations) are multispicular, partially
obscuring renieroid appearance of axial skeleton;
axial fibre anastomoses form tight oval meshes,

40-90u,m diameter, and echinating acanthostyles
Hallmaren,t9l2: 263-268,
iext-lig.57; de Laubenfels, 1954: ]r-?

tfOSpCttgUi
pj.36, fig.2,

irtorruita

;

Coombcctal. 1987 38J:Chongct

al.*

1987:85.

AM "cf. ES26" {in same
specimen jar as O. tenuis): 24km S.of St. Francis Is,
Nuyts Archipelago, SA. 32°3rSj 133°tS*E, 60m
depth, coll. FtV 'Endeavour' (dredge). OTHER
MATERIAL- WA- WAM622-8KD (fragment
NTMZ17U). S AUST- SAMTS4055 (fragment
MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

NTMZI656), AME938, AME76K

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION, Rock

reef;

3i-60m

(AVA); Nuvts Archipelago and Port
Noarlunga (SA) (Fig. 239E).

deplh;

Rottncsi

T.

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Erect arborescent

digitate or club-shaped sponges. 55-271 Imm high

maximum

25 -65 ram

width, with irregular

cylindrical or lobate branches, bifurcate, expanded and bulbous at their ends, 7-25
diameter; long cylindrical basal stalk, i2-35mrn

mm

long,

up to

1

5mm diameter, enlarged basal attach-

ment.
Colour. Live colouration Unknown, pale brown or
yellowish grey in clhanoL
Oscules. Small, I-2inm diameter, only seen on
upper portions of digits,
Texture and surface characteristics. Firm, compressible, difficult to tear; surface

membraneous

sparsely dispersed; extra-axial skeleton with
more poorly developed spongin fibres, clearly
divided into primary and secondary elements;
primary fibres ascending, 3O-50u,m diameter,

bifurcating and anastomosing, cored by 1-3
smaller principal styles and very heavily
echinated by the same spicules, particularly near
surface; secondary connecting, transverse fibres
')u.m diameter, 1-2 spicules per tract, DCcasionally aspicular, also heavily echinated;
extra-axial fibre meshes nc< bulbous as in axitd
n forming large oval cavernous meshes up
to 250u,m diamc4cr; ascending primary fibres
also contain tracts of long, sinuous subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyk's secondarily incorporated
into fibres; spongin fibres closer to surface much
thinner than axial fibres but very heavily
(

echinated, eventually producing plumose
humllcs of larger principal styles protruding
through surface; mesohyl matrix heavy, granular,
with few extra-fibre spicules; choanocytes large,
oval, 55-90|im diameter.
Megascieres. Choanosomal principal styles
(coring and echinating fibres) long or short relatively thick, slightly curved towards basal end,
rounded or faintly subtylote bases, predominant-

smooth, rarely slightly microspined hi
fusiform points. Length 88 -( 24. 2)- 199p.m.
width3-(6.8)-IO|im.
ly

1

porous in poorly preserved material,
uneven, lumpy towards extremities of branches
in places,

Ectosome and subeciosome.

Surface

membraneous, microscopically

hispid, with
longer cfooanosomal principal styles protruding
through surface, individually or in multispicular
brushes, arising from ends of ascending primary
spicule tracts within choanosome; subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles form tangential or
paratangential bundles lying just below ectosome, surrounding bases of protruding prin-

choanosomal fibres immediately
subectosomal; mesohyl matrix in peripheral
cipal spicules;

skeleton heavy, granular.

Choanosome. Skeleton irregularly renicroiil
reticulate, with slightly compressed axis 3nd
plumo-reticulate extra-axial regions; spongin
fibres in axial region relatively homogeneous,
thick, 60-90p.m diameter, bulbous, not clearly
divided into primary or secondary elements; axial
fibres contain only 1-2 smaller principal styles

Liii!s:.mal auxiliary suhiylostyles long,
slender, straight, slightly curved or sinuous,

prominently subtyolote. smooth or microspined
t&S&S, hastate points. Length l70-(205 6)235*un, width 0.5-1 L9>-3u.mMicroscleres. Raphidiform toxas uncommon,
in only 2 of 5 specimens (presumably as
sociated with larvae; impossible to retain intact

fouod

SEM stubs); very long, hair-like, with slight
angular central curvature* straight arms, stiaight
points Length 205-(225.4l-238p,rn, width up to

on

5u.ro.

Associations. Three of the five known specimens
of this species are covered with a zoanthkL allegedly a cornulanid (Hallmann, 1912).

REMARKS.

Hallmann (1912) erected

E

this

trporina
species mainly by comparison with
(as
tenuis), remarking on their close

O
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FIG. 239. Echinoclathria inornata (Hallmann) (holotype AM"cf.E826"). A, Principal styles/ subtylostyles
(coring and echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Raphidiform toxa. D, Section through
peripheral skeleton. E, Australian distribution. F, Holotype. G, SAMTS4055. H, WAM622-81(1).

Hooper & Wiedenmayer ( 1994) used
Hallmann's observations to suggest their
similarities.

synonymy, whereas the types and other material
indicate that the Sw and SE populations are consistently different and are distinct species.

The skeleton of

E.

inornata

is

dominated by

echinating principal spicules, particularly on
peripheral fibres,

moreso than any other

species.

These echinating spicules tend to obscure the
characteristic unispicular ascending and
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FIG. 240. Echinocktthria inornata (Hallmann) (holotype
cf.E826"). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Principal styles. D, Ends of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles.

transverse tracts, whereas in E. leporina tracts are

digitate

consistently pauci- or multispicular and echinat-

ly flabellate), principal

growth form (whereas E. leporina

is

thin-

megascleres are generally

and some specimens of

have

ing spicules are sparse. Echinoclathria inornata

larger,

also has a thick palmate-digitate or lobate-

thin raphidiform toxas (although these are not

E. inornata
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consistently pa^venl and might be associated wii h
larvae).

RcHinikclutltria le|Mirina (Lamarvk, 1814)

(Figs 241-242)

I

Snonxia ttporilW l.-amarck. IH14; 444,
RchtnocmHrta (epoana; Topscnt, 1932; 101, pl.6,
fig,!; oe Laubenfels, 1936a: 119; de Laubenlcl*.
1954; 163;
pi. 24.

Hooper

Texture and surface thuructertsHcs Finn.
moderately difficult to tear; surface
even, without pronounced sculpturing; some
with distinct radial growth lines on lamellae.
rfnsome and subeclosome Microscopically
hispid, with larger si2es of principal stylc/subtyloslylc protruding through surface for up to
lOCym. singly or in brushes, forming a vestigial
plumose or radial extra-axial skeleton in
peripheral region, and with a distinct tangential
layer of subcctosomal auxiliary subtylosiylcs, in
pauci- or muItispicuLar tracts, underlying erect
principal spicule brushes; mesohyl matrix
flexible,

Wiedenmaver, 1989: 61-63,

4-5. lext-fig.42; Camay,
<& Wicdenmaycr, 1994. 279.

figs.

pi. 6, fig.l.

1986

Ophlitaspongiu teponrur, Burton, 1934a; 558, 562,
599.
Echmoctotkriii taws Carter, I885f: 353.
Qphlituspongtu temtftf* De-iidv. 1896; 37; Hallmann,
1912: 261-265, pl.35, fin'l. iext-fie.56; Topsem.
1932: 101, pl.6. fig.l. Burton. 1934a: 558. 562, 599
Nol Clnthria tenuis Hentschei, 1911; 377-379, textBacic, 1991:
fig 49; Parish, Jakobsen, Ciximbe56-64.

&

PhakeUUz papyracea Carter, I836g:379.
Antherochattna tenuispina Lendcnfcld, 1887b: 789;
Hallmann, 1912: 265; Barton, 1934a. 558.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDT567
"Australian Sea?*. Peron & Lesucur collection.
HOLOTYPE of £ tenuis: BMNUI886 12,15 14"
Port Phillip Heath. Vic. 4Um depth, 38°17\S.
D
t44 39'E, coll. J.B. Wilson dredge). LECTOTYPEol
P. papxraceo: BMNH188M2 15.231 <drv) (fragment
AMG2907: same locality. PARALECTOTYPE of P.
papyracea: BMNH1886.I2 15 232 (dry): same
YPh of .4.
tenuispina:
locality.
1886.8.27.448 idry) fragment AMG3467|:
Wesiempon Bay. Vtc. 38°26'S
OTHER
MATERIAL: S AUST- AME826. VICI

HOLO

BMNH

I

and

(vestigial)

plumose or

radial skeleton in the

peripheral region, axial skeleton with single,

thickened central core of heavy fibres, vaguely
mulseparated into primary ascending pttictbspieukir fihres, 28-65p.m diameter and SCCOrV
daiy. mostly iranv. cr>c unt- or paucispicular
fibres, 28-36u.m diameter, primary fibres
plumose, arborescent, producing radial tracts;

W

secondary fibres regularly renieroid; fibres cored
and sparsely echinated by smaller choanosomal
principal styles/subtylostvles in

choanosomal

skeleton (larger in peripheral skeleton); echinat-

I

1

iVWEL

NMVRN1075, AMZ518, AMZII67. NSW
AMZ1642, AME820. TAS- AMZ2136, AMZ2210.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 5-42m depth in shallow
coasiat waters on rock reef substrate; known only from
Australia: Coogce (NSW); Port Phillip, Weslcmport
Bay (Vic); N. coast (Tas); Cape Marlin (SA) (Fig-

ing principal spicules located predominantly on

primary fibres; fibre anastomoses in axis form
predominantly triangular meshes (isodictyal),
less Often rectangular or oval meshes, 75-l80|xm
diameter, obviously more compressed in axis
than

at

periphery; peripheral fibres form

regular, rectangular

more

meshes (=rcnicroid); primary

spicule tracts mostly confined to within fibres in

becoming increasingly plumose,
protruding through fibres, in peripheral skeleton;
mesohyl matrix heavy but only lightly pigmented; choanocyte chambers ovoid, 43- 12u,m
axial skeleton,

24 ID).

DESCRIPTION.

moderately heavy, particularly near outer margin
of peripheral skeleton.
Chnuumtme, Skeletal architecture with 3 components differentiated: (1) irregularly isodictyal.
slightly compressed axis; (2) more open-reuculate renieroid or subrenieroid extra-axial fCg

Shape. Persistently very

thin,

up U) 330mm high, 190mm wide,
thick, ranging from single elongate pi anar
2-8
fans with evenly rounded margins, to bifurcate
palmate digits growing in more than 1 plane, with
uneven margins; usually with long or short
cylindrical basal stalk, up to 65mm long, 18mm
flabellate digits,

mm

diameter.

Colour. Pale red or red-orange alive (Munscll
light brown in eifcmol

2.5R 5/8-5/1 0),

Oscutes. Relatively small, up to 2.5mm diameter,
dispersed over margins of digits, without associated subeclosomal drainage canals.

1

diameter, with sparsely dispersed subectosomal
auxiliary megascleres particularly in peripheral
skeleton.

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles and
subtylostyles long or short (larger in peripheral
region man in axis), thick, straight or slightly
curved, with smooth, evenly rounded, or slightly
tapering subtylotc bases, sometimes quasioxcoic\ rarely microspined bases, usually with

fusiform points. Length 62-(185.3)-305u.m,
width 4-(9.6)-14fun.
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FIG. 24 1 Echinoclathria leporina (Lamarck) (holotype MNHNDT567). A, Principal styles/ subtylostyles (coring
and echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. C, Section through peripheral skeleton. D,
Known Australian distribution. E, Holotype. F, Holotype of E. tenuis. G, Holotype of A. tenuispina.
.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,

to A. (Isopenectya) chartacea.

This similarity,

Length 148-(265.8)-32lM-m, width 1.5(3.1)-

by Hallmann (1912), is emphasised by
their respective renieroid and isodictyal skeletal
architecture, compression of the axial skeleton
and fibre characteristics, whereas other charac-

4.2|xm.

ters indicate that similarities

thin,

straight,

slightly curved, or frequently

sinuous, with predominantly smooth, occasionally microspined, subtylote bases, hastate points.

Microscleres. Absent.

also noted

may be convergent
and functionally related to flabellate growth
form. Major features which differentiate the two

REMARKS.

This species is better known under
the junior names Echinoclathria or Ophlitaspongia tenuis. In growth form it is remarkably close

species are the possession of 3 distinct skeletal

structures (renieroid, plumose-isodictyal and
peripheral skeletons) in A.

(/.)

chartacea, the

464
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FIG. 242. Echinoclathria leporine (Lamarck) (hololype MNHNDT567). A Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Larger principal style (protruding through surface). D. Smaller principal styles (in renieroid
skeleton). E, Ends of subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle.
T

presence of acanthose choanosomal styles forming the renieroid skeleton, and

much

larger

smooth choanosomal styles protruding through
the ectosome. Choanosomal styles in E. leporina

are

homogeneous,

entirely

smooth

renieroid/ isodictyal skeleton

shafts,
is

and the

cored and

echinated by the same smooth principal spicules,

with differentiated primary and secondary fibre

REVISION OF MICROCION1DAE

structures, there is less

pronounced

axial

com-

pression, larger, entirely smooth principal
spicules are embedded only in the peripheral
skeleton, barely extending into the choanosome,

and there

is

no

clear differentiation between
and plumose skeletons as in

renieroid/ isodiclyal

The two species may be confused and
hence care has been taken in checking all available voucher specimens to ascertain con-

Attsho.
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pression but clearly differentiated axial and CXtttaxial regions; (I) axial skeleton more-nr-lcss
renieroid, with heavy spongin fibres divided into
primary and secondary elements; primary fibres
ascending, 70-90u,m diameter, cored by pau . i- q
multispicuiar tracts of generally smaller
choanosomal principal styles; secondary Hhrcs
transverse, short, thinner 30-40uwm diameter, interconnecting primary fibres, cored by
.

specificity.

unispicuL

Echinoclathria leparina is probably widespread throughout temperate SE Australia although some published records (in the Zoological
Recont] are not corroborated by voucher samples
and are not included in the present synonymy.

anastomose* in axial region produce cavern muoval or elongate meshes, 350-250u.m diameter,
fibre nodes heavy, slightly bulbous, containing
multispicuiar tract ascending through longitudinal plane of lamellae; axial fibres sparsely
echimued by smaller principal styles, mainl

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMGKMWS NC1Q66C

'-

(

3764-H (fragment NTMZ3832): Trap Reef, Bicheno,
Tas., 4J°51 7\S. 14S°18.6E. 30m depth, 2r> h 1900.

NCI (SCUBA).

HABrTATDfSTRIBUTION.Lafg.e boulder reel; 30m
Tasn Fig. 243F).

depth; E. coast!

DESCRIPTION. Shape.
fan in several planes,

1

Erect, thickly flabellate

55mm

long,

!35mm wide,

each lamella 7-12mm thick, up to 80mm wide,
margins irregularly digitate or palmate-digitate,
with digits up to
irregular digits

arising

from

30mm

5mm

diameter;

and small lamellae Thuds') also

lateral sides

ly cylindrical.

long,

45mm

of Lin,

sialk long, 'hack-

9mm

long.

diameter, with

expanded basal attachment.
Colour. Dark red-orange alive IMunscll 5R 5/10).
brown in ethanol.
Oscules. Large, up to 2 5mm diameter, scattered
over 1 side of fan wi hnut any obvious
t

membraneous lip, collapsing in air
Texture and surface characteristics*

smaller principal styles: fibre

fibre nodes; (2) extra-:ixiul

F.vhinoclathria levii sp. nov.
(Figs 243-244, Plate 10F)

coll.

-f

Stall;

lamella firm, flexible, slightly compressible; surface membraneous, optkally hispid, relatively
even, slightly lumpy but without any conules or
other ornamentation.
f cio some and subectosome. Surface microscopically hispid, with longer principal styles protruding through surface in thick, bushy, erect brushes
arising from ascending choanosomal fibres in
peripheral skeleton; subectosomal auxiliary sublylostylcs in sparse tangential brushes on surface;
mesohyl matrix heavy but only lightly pigmented
in peripheral skeleton.
Choanosome, Skeleton with 2 components: irregularly renieroid renieroid reticulate and
plumo-rcticulatc, without any marked axial com-

skeleton distinctly

plumo-reticulatc, with disctinctly different
primary and secondary spongin fibre systems;
primary ascending fibres very thick, up to 1 30u.m
diameter, cored by multispicuiar tracts of smaller
and larger choonovomal principal suhtyWiyles
ascending to surface; spicule tracts become
:mis periphery; size ol
heavier more plrni
principal subtvlostyles coring fibres generally increase towards surface; secondary, connecting
fibres in extra-axial skeleton

small, less than
or aspiculur; echinating
spicules, in extra-axial region mostly obscured by
30u.jii

diameter,

rftding

am-

plUtnOSC spicule {tacts;

me:--

matrix heavy, With numerous auXil
megasclercs (sometimes also incorporated into
fibres!

andnumCCOUS

mv.is scattered ihrougbotit;

choanocyte chambers small, oval, 4Q-6Uu.m
diameter.

Megascterrs. Choanosomal principal styles
(coring and echinating fibres) long or short,
ivnltr,
ter, slightly curved fll
with smooth, rounded or slightlv subtvlote b<
fusiform points. Length l72-(244.4)-3<ilu-uv
width 5-i6.)>-7ujn.
Subcctosofnal auxiliary styles relatively short,
curved at centre, with shgfiih
subrylotc. smooth bases, fusiform or ha>tauniciided points Length l54-(187.8)-20V n "
width 2-(3.1)-4.5u.m.
slender, slightly

Microscleres, Palmate isochelae small, with
lateral alac longer than Tumi ala, completely

fused to shaft, front ala wide, curved, nearly

completely detached from lateral alac; shaft
straight. Length 13-(I4.8)-16u.m.

Toxas oxhorn (although smaller wing-shaped
lorms atso present), thick, with prominent, wide,
even centra) curvature, slightly reflexed arms.
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FIG. 243. Echinoclathrialevii sp.nov. (holotype QMG300675). A, Principal subtylostyles (coring and echinating
fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Oxhorn toxas. D, Palmate isochela. E, Section through
peripheral skeleton. F, Known Australian distribution. G, Holotype.

slightly reflexed points.

-.1

.

,a

ax n

width l-(1.4)-3|xm.

Length 23-(91)-135^.m,

ETYMOLOGY.

For Professor Claude Levi,

MNHN

Paris, for his contributions to Indo-Pacific sponges.
r

*
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FIG, 244. Echinoclaihria levii sp.nov. (holotype QMG300675). A, Choanosoma! skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C-D, Ends of principal and auxiliary spicules. E, Oxhorn toxas. F, Palmate isochela.
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REMARKS.

This species

is

an unusual

Echinoclathriu having well developed extraaxial plumo-reticulate skeleton in which the thick
plumose spicule tracts completely dominate the
thin unispicular connecting fibres, partially
obscuring the renieroid skeleton (seen only clearly at the core of the skeleton). Although the thickness of the plumo-reticulate and renieroid
porti nns of the skeleton varies from pi ace to place
within the sponge (the former dominant towards
the edge of lamellae or surface digits (growing
edges) and the latter predominant towards Ihc
basal stalk region), it is a prominent feature of
skeletal structure. This species atoo differs from
related flabellate species such as E. ridddlei sp.
nov. and £. teporina in having distinctive oxhorn

toxas

no

{cf.

toxas), megasclcre

dimensions

(cf.

substantially smaller, thinner mcgascleresi, and a

thickly flabellate, palmate-digitate growth form
(cf. thinner flabellate lamellae).

Kchinoclathria nodosa Carter, 1385

(Rgs 245-24®
Echinorftuhria lUMftnu Carter, IS85f: 356; Ridley
Dcndy. 1S87: 160; Carpay, 1986; 25; Hooper

&
&

Wicdenmaycr, 1994:280.
Ophlitaspongia nodosa** Dcndy,

18% 37
Litaspongia nodosa., de Laubcnfcls, 1954. ]62.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH 1886. 12. 15.96
AMG277nV Port Phillip, Vfc 38 n (W"S,
8m deplh, coll. unknown (dredge (OTHER
MATERIAL: VIC- NMVRN264, NMVRN62K

(fragment
i44°52'E,

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
38m

Sand and

shell grit,

ft-

depth; Fort Phillip f Vic) (Fig. 245Ei

DESCRIPTION.

55mm

long,

Shape. Bulbous-digitate, up to
width, 3SlW1)

30mm maximum

breadth, small cylindrical basal stalk 5-

1

5mm

long, 10mm diameter; with bifurcate and occasionally anastomosing, irregularly cylindrical,
slightly swollen branches,

up to 22mm long, 8mm

diameier.

Numerous

diameter,, scattered

small osculcs. up to

between mj finer

and surface

Utar-

2mm

contiles.

characteristics. Soft,

ptfsMblf, difficult [Q

com-

surface nodulose,

granular.

tosome artd subectosotne. Membraneous, with
protruding spongin fibres from ascending
peripheral skeleton, and points of principal st) les
protruding beyond surface in sparse plumose
brushes or individually, not fanning conlinunus
Ei

Choartosome. Skeleton dendro-retieulate, morcor-iess renieroid and homogeneous throughout,
without any axial compression and only slight
differentiation between peripheral skeleton and
core (the former with plumose primary tracts
becoming increasingly dense towards periphery,
the latter evenly renieroid with relatively sparse
spicule skeleton); heavy spongin fibres dominate
skeleton, clearly differentiated into primary and
secondary components; primary fibres, 35-65/un
diameter, ascending, multispieular with 3-H
spicules per fibre, spicules confined to within
fibres at core but become plumose in subcecal ami peripheral regions; secondary fibres
uni- or paucispicular, l5-40p.m diameter,
predominantly transverse; fibre nodes usually
bulbous, up to 80u,m diameter; fibres cored by
choanosomal principal styles and sparsely
eehinatcd by same spicules; echinating spicules
confined mainly to core of skeleton, less common
in

periphery; fibre meshes triangular, rectangular

150-270/im diameter, slightly
more cavernous in subectosomal region than ai
core; mesohyl matrix light, unpigmented, with
few interstitial spicules, choanocyte chambers
small ova], l5-25u-m diameter.
or rhomboidal,

Mc$nsclcres.

Choanosomal principal

styles

or very slightly curved 81
centre, smooth, evenly rounded bases, occasionally slightly subtylote, fusiform points;
sometimes modified to quasi-oxcotc spicules.
109 (1 28.6)- 164p.m. width 6(8.4)gtfa
short, thick, straight

13 urn

Subectosomal auxiliary styles long, slender,
curved at centre, smooth
rounded bases or very slightly subtylote, long
16-0 61.1 >tapering fusiform points. Length
Z*2u,m, width 2-(3.6}-6u,mstraight or very slightly

1

brown

methanol

Texture

cipal spicules.

Micntsvieres. Absent.

Colour. Bright red to crimson alive, dark

Osculex.

palisade: subectosomal auxiliary styles form
sparse paratangential, tangential or occasionally
erect layers below protruding skeleton of prin-

REMARKS.

Similar to E. thielei and E. noilalis

sp nov this species lacks noticeable size differences between principal styles coring choano-

somal fibres and those protruding through
cctosomc. It has bulbous branching growth form;
bulboOS fibre nodes in the skeleton are similar to
It is also reminiscent of E. axinetspicule skeleton, which becomes

E. levii sp. nov.

fotdes in

its

increasingly dense and plumose towards the surface, but this resemblance is superficial, whereas
characters such as growth form, bulbous fibres.
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FIG. 245. Echinoclathria nodosa Carter (holotype BMNH1886.12.15.96). A, Principal styles (coring and
echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary styles. C, Abherrant principal spicule. D, Section through
peripheral skeleton. E, Known Australian distribution. F, Holotype. G, Specimen NMVRN264.

absence of microscleres, and the geometry and
size of both categories of megascleres together
differentiate

it

within the genus.

Kangaroo

I.,

SA, 35°46.9'S, 137°46.5'E,

31. i. 1989, coll.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG3006

1 4 (NCIQ66C2243-F) (fragment NTMZ3541): American River,

depth,

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock reef, sand, mussell
6m depth; Kangaroo (SA) (Fig. 247D).

beds;

Echinoclathria notialis sp. nov.
(Figs 247-248, Plate 11 A)

6m

NCI (SCUBA).

DESCRIPTION.

I.

Shape. Erect, massive, clubshaped, bulbous-digitate, 75mm high, 85mm
diameter; digits subcylindrical, bulbous, up to
45mm long, 38mm diameter, rounded margins,
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FIG. 246. Echinoclathria nodosa Carter (NM VRN264). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C-D.
Ends of principal and auxiliary spicules.
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fused to adjacent
attached

digits;

f)B

directly to substrate,

no

stalk or basal

'holdfast'.

Pale red-

Colour.

brown
sell

alive

(Mun-

5R

brown

5/6), pale
in ethanol.

Oscules. Large, 3-

6mm

diameter, on
apex or subapex of
digits, raised above
surface with prominent
up.

membraneous

Texture

and

surface

characteristics.

Firm, compressible,

relatively easily
torn; surface with
prominent surface
conuies when alive
(mostly white and
offset from darker

ectosome),

each

conule bearing fine
trace of radiating

subectosomal
auxiliary spicules

which collapse upon
air and

exposure to

preservation; in air

surface membrane
collapses, surface

becomes

o

highly

porous (each pore up
to 1mm diameter,

scattered

evenly

over surface), superficially resembling a
red-brown Acropora
coral.

Ectosome and subectosome. Fibrous,
with tips of ascending primary fibres

protruding a long

way through surface,
with bundles of choFIG. 247. Echinoelalhria nottalissp.nov. (holotype QMG300614). A, Principal styles
anosomal spicules
(coring and echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary style. C, Section through
also
protruding
peripheral skeleton. D, Australian distribution. E, Holotype.
slightly

from ends of
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FIG. 248. Echinoclathria notialis sp.nov. (holotype QMG300614). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics.
C, Principal styles. D, Ends of principal styles. E, Subectosomal auxiliary styles. F, Ends of auxiliary styles.

primary

fibres;

moderately heavy

tracts of

subec-

tosomal auxiliary styles lying tangential, paratangential or erect

on

surface; auxiliary spicules

heaviest between protruding fibres, presumably

surrounding surface pores and collapsing upon
exposure to air and preservation.

Choanosome. Skeleton regularly renieroid
reticulate, relatively

homogenous

skeletal tracts,

REVISION OF MICROCIONJDAE

without any differentiation between axial and
extra-axial regions; spongin fibres moderately
well developed, 15-25u.m diameter, fibre meshes
cavernous throughout rectangular, square or occasionally triangular, 125-250p*m diameter, few
obvious differences between ascending and
transverse fibres; ascending fibres cared by ] or
few choanosomal principal styles, occasionally
more near surface of sponge, with tracts becoming rnuhispicular. plumose in ectosomal and
protruding fibres: transverse fibres with simil.u
spicule content, all fibres sparsely echinated by

smooth

principal styles, identical to those inside

fibres; echinating spicules

predominant

at fibre

nodes; mesohyl with abundant, mesohyl matrix
only lightly pigmented, subectosomai auxiliary
styles scattered throughout; choanocyte chambers small, round or oval, 30-50u-m diameter

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
(coring and echinating fibres) short, slender,
straight, smooth rounded bases, fusiform or
slightly telescoped points. Length 107-(123.6i151p.m. width i.5-i2.7)-4u.m.

Subectosomai auxiliary styles long, slender.
rounded smooth bases, [iwfbffn 01
prominently telescoped points. Length 123tl63.2>-l91u.m, widlh l-(l.9)-2.5u-m.
Microscleres. Absent
straight,

ETYMOLOGY. Greek

natos, south

It

is

not
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known

if the live

surface ornament

{small white conules covered by a fine trace of
radiating auxiliary spicules, overlaying surface

pares) is unique to the genus as many named
species are only known from preserved material.

Echinoclathria parkeri
(Figs 249-250)

sp.

nov

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: SAMTS409I

(fragments
of Outer
Harbour, Adelaide. Si. Vincent Gulf, SA, 34*45*3,
I3K*20'E. 23-2:Mn depth, 2S.iV.l97S, coll. J. Me
Phalnirv PARATYPE; SAMTS4097 (fragments

NTM216G1, QMG300473): 20km due W.

NTMZJ649, QMG30O128): same

Ideality.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION, Gravel, mck nwl
25m depth; St Vincent Gulf (SA) (Fig. 249B).
DESCRIPTION. Shape

Massive, subsphcrical-

bu^hy or erect digitate growth forms. 75- Mhmu
high. 45 -7 0mm wide, with short, irregir
cylindrical, bulbous lamellae, up to 50mm long,
20mm diameter, expanded at apex, partially
co adjacent branches, with small, irregulaih
cylindrical or subcorneal digit* arising from apex
of lamellae and hasal mass, up to 5mm long,
1

I

1

9mm wide, tapering al apex.
Colour Colour alive

diirk

brown methanol.
\ites. Numerous small

or bright red.
osculcs.

up

10

3mm

diameter apical or subapical on surface digits
haraeten sties. Firm,
Texture and si
prcs>ible, no* easily torn, harsh due to incorporation of detritus and bivalve shells into lam.
surface rugose, porous on preserved state, with
.

REMARKS.

growth form, leMure, colouration, surface sculpturing and conulcs E. notialis
is quite different from all other Echinoclathria,
yet its skeletal structure, spicule geometry and
distribution of spicules arc more difficult to differentiate from other species. Skeletal differences
are a matter of degree rather than absolute (which
seems to be a feature of the genus), including
In

regularity of the renieroid skeletal reticulation

(no axial compression; cf. E. confragosa),
homogeneity of fibre meshes (without any
marked differences between ascending and
transverse tracts), and virtually unispicular
spicule tracts throughout the skc)cton (except at
the surface where they become multispiculax and

E

p]umo>e; cf
inornata)* The new
species differs from all these others in most other
respects In Itbte development, density of .spicule
tracts coring fibres, and possession of both fibres
and terminal principal spicule brushes proton dg
through the surface this species is most similar to
slightly

li

E. subhispida, differing substantially in Spicule

geometry, spicule size, skeletal architecture and
field characteristics (sec £ subhispida bek
.

irregularly dispersed conulcs

Ectosome and subectowoie. Membraneous
fibrous, with terminal fibres protruding slightly

and larger principal styles protruding a long
through surface, in plumose brushes or singly,
subectosomai auxiliary subtylostyles relatively
dense, usually en\i, forming plumose or pardtapgential tracts on surface; mesohyl in ectosomal
region heavy, granular, darkly pigmented,
Chnatiosonie. Skeleton irregularly renieroid
reticulate, slightly compressed in axis, slightly
plumose at surface; spongin fibres very heavy,
irregularly anastomosing* incompletely divided

and secondary fibre systems; axial
skeleton with very heavy primary fibres. 90into primary

120u-m diameter, running longitudinally
Mhnuigh longitudinal sections of surface digits),
ascending to apex of digits, interconnected by
heavy but shorter, thinner secondary fibres, 4295|xm diameter, with slightly bulbous nodes at
their junction,

!

55- 195u.m diameter; fibre anas-
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in axial skeleton close-meshed, 60J55|jun diameter; primary axial fibres cored by

tomoscs

multispicular tracts of shorter cboartosoma! principal styles, secondary fibres unispicuiar, occasionally paucispicular; all fibres echinated by

smaller principal styles; extra-axial skeleton

more cavernous,

meshes llO-360M.m

fibre

diameter, with more-or-less evenly reticulate
fibres

and

irregularly renieroid reticulate spicule

tracts; extra-axial

primary fibres heavy, n

65-95|Uii diameter, clearly ascending and arising
perpendicularly from primary fibres in axis, multispicular, with spicule tracts composed of
smaller and larger principal style* diverging increasingly towards periphery; secondary connecting fibres heavy, short, mainly transverse,
18-43pjrt diameter, unispicuiar; eehinating
spicules moderate!;, common in extra-axis;
mesohyl matrix heavy, darkly pigmented, con-

many scattered subectosomal auxiliary
mostly near surface; choanocyte chambers
oval, 30-50p.m dianic
Sfegasvleres. Choanosomal principal styles
rig andcchinaling fibres} luuy M thoit, icIjtively thick, slightly curved at centre, with
smooth, rounded or slightly stibtylotc bases,
uniform points. Length l24-(19o\6)-3l2u.m,
width 5(7- IVlOpJii

unispicuiar and renieroid in construction whereas
subhispida secondary fibres are aspicular.

in E.

The two species differ in growth form, fibre thickness, spicule geometry and size. Only one other
species (E. inornate) has toxas that approach the
accolada geometry of E. parkeri. In £. inornntu
toxas are much longer, raphidiform, with slight
angular central curvature whereas in E. putkvn
they are short and have rounded central curvature
(these two species also differ in most other
respects EchhxtTckithria parkeri has the hca v iest
spongin fibres of all species, and its skeletal architecture is also rJominated by the longitudinal,
multispicular fibres running through digits, with
the renieroid component of the skeleton rwl as
obvious as in most species of fi Nncctafhria.
».

Kchinoclathria

ridel lei sp.

(Hg$25t-2S2,Pta4e

I

nov

IB)

taining
sty les

I

SttbectoSomal au
sublyktt<yles ihrn
casionally raphidiform), straight, slightly curved
or sinuous, smooth subtylote bases, fusiform
points. Length !23-<23&4>-355nm, width 1.5-

<2.9H-Vm.
Microsderes. Chelae absent.

Toxas accolada, moderately short, thin, with
slightly rounded central curvature, straight units,
Straight points. Length 63-(1^9.4,i-175u.m, width
0.5-0. 6)-2.5jun.

ETYMOLOGY.

For the

Museum,

late

bryo2oologist
nithologist and gentleman.
.SA

v

Dr Shunc Parker of the
sponge enthusiast, or-

REMARKS.

This species differs from other
in toxa geometry, growth form,
skeletal structure and spicule dimensions. The
massive, more-or-less bulbous- digitate growth
form is similar to E noriclis >p. now. although E.
parkeri is irregularly digita?e lacks the
specialised surface sculpturing and porous
r.Miculatton peculiar to the prominently bulbc-us
Bchinoclathria

.

;

£. noiialis.

Its

skeletal architecture is also slightly

MA IER1AL. HOLOTYPE;QMG305IJ05< NOIQ66C
3637-1) (fragment

NTMZ3801): Channel between

I., Furneaux Is, Ba;s S0*mi,
40 D 16.8'S, 147°54.4'E, 15m depth, 22.ii.1990, cull. M.

ppcll

I.

and Badger

Riddle. NCI (SCUBA). PARATYPE" QMG30027I
(NCIQ66C-3752-T) (fragment NTMZ382T): Trap

Reef, Bicheno, E. coast Tas., 41°5l.7'S, 148' IK ^
30m depth. 27. ii. 1990. coll. NCi

I..

OTHER

MATERIAL: TAS QMG3006M (NCIQ66C-3556H fragment NTMZ378
)

{

1

).

HABtTAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock
kelp and

Kent

Is.

reel,

luktonUi

Sargassum beds; l5-30m depth; Furneaux
Bavs Strait. Bicheno [flu) ll-'ig 25 ID).

Is.

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Thinly filiate, up to
90mm long, 150mm maximum width, with long
or stwrt cylindrical basal stalk, 30-75mm long,
1

up

to

18mm diameter, ai>d expanded basal attach-

ment; fan very thin walled, l-4mm thick, flat,
growing faoe-on to current, or convoluted growing in several planes; margins of fan digitate,
palmate-digitate or heavily convoluted, never
even.
Colour. Red or orange-brown alive [Muosell
2.5R 5/10 - SYR 7/10), pale brown in ethanol.
Oscules. Minute, 0.5mm diameter, scattered over
interior face of convoluted fan (holotypeh or oil
osculiferous face of flat fans.
Texture and surface characteristics. Soft, slightly
compressible, flexible; surface smooth, perfectly
even, without any sculpturing, or with only faint
ridges on surface near margins of convoluted fan;

similar to E. subhispida, both having heavy
fibres, multispicular primary (ascending) tracts

surface porous in preserved state, collagenous

and greatly reduced secondary (transverse) tracts,
hut those of E. parkeri are consistently

Ecto&ome and subectosame. Eclosome microscopically hispid with protruding large

alive.
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SAMTS4091). A, Principal styles (coring and echinating
Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Accolada toxa. D, Section through peripheral skeleton. E,

FIG. 249. Echinoclathria parkeri sp.nov. (holotype
fibres). B,

Australian distribution. F, Holotype. G, Paratype

SAMTS4097.

choanosomal principal subtylostyles embedded

brushes on ectosome; mesohyl matrix light

on outer edge of peripheral skeleton, extending

subectosomal region, ectosome membraneous.

up

to

300|xm from

surface, surrounded

by

ir-

in

Choanosome. Skeletal architecture renieroid
without any division between axial or

regular bundles of smaller thin subtylostyles

reticulate,

lying tangential, paratangential or rarely forming

peripheral regions except for larger principal

476
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FIG. 250. Echinoclathria parkeri sp.nov. (holotypc SAMTS4091). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C-D, Ends of principal and auxiliary styles. E, Accolada toxas.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

spicules protruding through surface; spongin
fibres light, imperfectly divided into primary and
secondary elements; primary fibres ascending,

30-40p,m diameter, cored by pauci- or multispicular tracts of smaller subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles; secondary fibres connecting
primary elements, mainly transverse, 10-20|xm
diameter, cored by uni- or paucispicular tracts of
smaller principal spicules; primary and secondary fibre anastomoses form rectangular, irregular, or occasionally triangular meshes,
40-80jxm diameter; fibres echinated by smaller
principal styles, mainly at core of skeleton,
whereas in peripheral skeleton primary spicule
tracts become plumose with principal spicules
protruding through fibres at acute angles;
mesohyl matrix light, unpigmented; choanocyte
chambers small, oval, 15-45p,m diameter.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal subtylostyles long or short (the longer ones confined to
the ectosomal skeleton), thick, slightly curved at
centre, rarely straight, with smooth or
microspined subtylote bases, entirely smooth
shafts, fusiform points. Length 84-( 146.4)348u.m, width 4-(6.8)10-u.m.

Subectosomal auxiliary styles long, straight,
slender, with prominently subtylote bases,

smooth or

slightly microspined, points that are

fusiform, hastate or slightly telescoped. Length

127-(191.9)-282p,m, width l-(1.9)-3u-m.
Microscleres. Absent.

ETYMOLOGY. Named for Dr Martin Riddle for coland many other undescribed sponge species
throughout Australasia during the AIMS NCI contract
1 984- 1 99 1 and providing the author with many opportunities to collect from remote sites throughout the
Indo-west Pacific.
lecting this

,

REMARKS. This species has a very thinly flabelgrowth form and renieroid skeletal structure
similar to Antho (/.) chartacea, with which it was
initially confused. However, A. chartacea has 3
distinct skeletal components: the smaller, smooth
late

choanosomal principal

styles forming the

renieroid skeleton in the compressed axis and
ascending to the surface in longitudinal tracts, the
larger, smooth principal styles embedded in ter-

minal ascending tracts, and the entirely spined
styles forming extra-axial renieroid skeletal tract;
principal styles are longer and thicker, with evenly rounded smooth bases, and tracts extend all the

way

choanosomal skeleton; auxiliary
spicules are shorter, the skeletal meshes are more
cavernous and the skeletal meshes comprising the
renieroid skeleton are relatively homogenous. By
into the

477

comparison, E. riddlei
styles with

sp. nov.

an entirely smooth

has

principal

its

shaft,

bases are

smooth or microspined (and spines are morphologically quite different from those in A. chartacea), bases of principal spicules are subtylote,

embedded only

the longer principal styles are

in

no secondary, longitudinal subisodictyal skeleton), skeletal meshes

externa] surface

are

much

(i.e.,

there is

developed and

closer, fibres are poorly

heterogeneous (differentiated into primary and

secondary elements), and points of auxiliary

do not vary

spicules

in their

terminations as do

those of A. chartacea. These two species

confused

in the field,

and

their

may be

convergent

field

characteristics further illustrates the difficulty in

objectively defining a generic boundary between

Antho and Echinoclathria.
Echinoclathria subhispida Carter, 1885
(Figs 253-254)
Echinoclathria subhispida Carter, 1885f: 356 [et var.
subhispida); Ridley &Dendy, 1887: 160; Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994: 280.
Ophlitaspongia
subhispida; Dendy, 1 896: 36;
Hallmann, 1912: 257-260, pl.36,fig.l, text-figs 54-

&

55.

Echinoclathria gracilis Carter, 1885f: 356.
Thalassodendron viminalis Lcndcnfc\d, 1888: 225.
? Echinoclathria viminalis', in part, Whitelegge, 1901
87-88.
Not Thalassodendron viminalis; Whitelegge, 1902a:
214-215.
Not Echinocha Una glabra; Thomas, 1977: 115-116.

Ceraochalina multiformis; Whitelegge, 1902b: 287.
Ophlitaspongia chalinoides, in part, Hallmann, 1912:
270-272, text-fig.59.
Not Axinella chalinoides Carter, 1885f: 358.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: BMNH1886.12.
Port Phillip, Vic,

unknown.

38°09

T

15.70:

,

S,

144°52 E, other

details

PARALECTOTYPE: BMNH1886.12.15.-

same locality. LECTOTYPE of E. gracilis:
BMNH1886.12.15.45 (fragment AMG2768): Port

73:

Phillip

Heads, Vic, 38°17'S, 144°39'E,

coll. J.B.

gracilis:

same
(dry):

Wilson (dredge).

BMNH

locality.

1

886. 12. 1 5.90 (fragment

LECTOTYPE of T.

Illawarra region,

40m

depth,

PARALECTOTYPE of E.

NSW,

AMG2773):

viminalis:

AMZ948

34°32'S, 150°50'E,

other details unknown (label 'Distylinia viminalis
(Thalassodendron); type'). PARALECTOTYPE of T.
ximhudis: BMNH1887.4.27.1 16 (dry) (fragments
AMG3589, ZMB7135): same locality.

OTHER

MATERIAL: VIC- AMZ922, AMZ797, AMZ1141,

AMZ1142, AMZ1144, AMZ1763.

QMG300240 (NCIQ66C-2 194-Z)
NTMZ3534).

S

AUST-

(fragment
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FIG. 251. Echinoclathria riddlei sp.nov. (hololype QMG305005). A, Principal subtyloslyles (coring and
echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtyloslyles. C, Section through peripheral skeleton. D,
Australian distribution. F, Hololype (at right) and unregistered specimen from same locality.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock
scagrass substrata;

Kangaroo

I.

38-440m depth;

(SA); Illawarra

(NSW)

reef,

sand,

Port Phillip (Vic);
(Fig.

253H).

8mm

long, 1
maximum diameter and expanded
basal attachment.

Colour.

brown

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Erect, digitate, up to

high, 90mm maximum width; digits
long, whip-like, thinly cylindrical or slightly flat-

220mm

tened, up to

1

20mm long, 2mm maximum thick1

Red to dark red alive; brown, dark
maroon in ethanol.

red-

to

4mm

diameter,
Oscules. Large oscules, up to
scattered on lateral margins of branches, slightly
raised on small conules, slightly stellate or irregular in shape.

and surface

characteristics. Digits

com-

ness, repeatedly bifurcate, rarely anastomosing,

Texture

with rounded, flattened, or bifid apical margins,
occasionally palmate; short basal stalk, 15-65

pressible, rubbery, flexible; surface optically
smooth, even except for microscopic conules

mm
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FIG. 252. Echinoclathria riddlei sp.nov. (paratype QMG300271). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Principal subtylostyles. D, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles.

bearing apical oscules on lateral margins of

styles scattered tangential or paratangential to

digits.

ectosome.

Ectosome

Choanosome. Skeleton regularly dendro-reticulate, composed of heavy spongin fibres more
compressed in axial than extra-axial regions; axis
irregularly reticulate, heavy fibres incompletely
differentiated into primary and secondary elements, 46-182u,m diameter, with markedly bulbous axial fibre nodes; extra-axial skeleton nearly

and subectosome.
Surface
membraneous, microscopically hispid, with
points of longer choanosomal principal styles

protruding slightly through surface, singly or
paucispicular plumose brushes, arising from

in

ter-

minal fibres, and fibres themselves also protrude
through surface; few subectosomal auxiliary
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perfectly regular, dendro-reticulate, with clearly

differentiated primary ascending, radial,
paucispicular fibres branching at outer surface
(30-62u-m diameter), interconnected at regular
intervals by thinner transverse, aspicular or rarely
unispicular secondary fibres (18-53jjim
diameter); primary fibres both cored and
echinated by choanosomal principal styles,
slightly smaller than those at the surface; echinat-

ing spicules marginally

more abundant on

by Whitelegge (1902b), who made it the holotype
of his E. intermedia. Consequently, T. viminalis
a junior synonym of Echinoclathria subhispida
Further discussion on T. viminalis
and E. intermedia are given below under E. interis

var. viminalis.

media.

Some

material

(AMZ1141,

1142, 1144,

1763) described by Hallmann (1912) as E.
chalinoides also belong to E. subhispida. based
on different spiculation and skeletal architecture.

89-(183.1)-235u.m, width I-(2.2)-3u,m.

This species differs from most other
Echinoclathria in its renieroid fibre skeleton (i.e.,
rectangular meshes) rather than dendro-reticulate
spicule skeleton, but this is because the
transverse, connecting spicule tracts in secondary
fibres arc either absent or vestigial, leaving only
the primary ascending spicule tracts (more-orless plumose, branching) dominating the mineral
skeleton. Size differences between principal
styles protruding through the surface and those
coring and echinating choanosomal fibres is only
marginal (the former slightly larger), whereas in
most Echinoclathria this feature is more
pronounced. Reductions of these characters in E.
subhispida are not good reasons to exclude it
from this genus. This species is similar to E.
notialis sp. nov. in microscopic surface features
(having spongin fibres and sparse spicule brushes
protruding through the surface), and in skeleton
dominated by spongin fibres (as opposed to well-

Microscleres. Isochelae absent.

developed spicule

peripheral fibres; fibre anastomoses form oval or
elongate meshes in axis (160-295u>m diameter),

square, rectangular or oval meshes towards

periphery (125-290u,m diameter); mesohyl
matrix heavy but only lightly pigmented, large
ovoid choanocyte chambers 75- 1 lOjxm diameter,
numerous loose choanosomal styles and fewer
subectosomal auxiliary megascleres scattered be-

tween

fibres.

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
(coring and echinating fibres) moderately short,
thick, slightly curved or straight, with smooth,
tapering, constricted and slightly subtylote bases,
fusiform points. Length 75-(131.3)-168jxm,
width 4-(5.4)-7|xm.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
thin, straight or slightly

curved

smooth subtylote bases, fusiform

at centre,

points.

with

Length

Toxas wing-shaped to oxeote, thin with slightly
rounded or slightly angular central curvature,
straight arms, straight or slightly reflexed points.

Length 30-(72.5)-95u.m, width 0.8-(1.2)-1.5ujn.
Larvae. Viviparous, spherical or elongate

parenchymella larvae, 180-280xl50-210u,m,
heavily pigmented, and with toxas and juvenile
styles dispersed.

REMARKS. AMZ948

of Whitelegge (1902b)
and Hallmann (1912), was labelled "Ceraochalina multiformis var. dura Lendenfeld (no.
332)', but is now labelled (in Kallmann's handwriting) 'Distylinia viminalis Lendenfeld, ?type
of Thalassodendron viminalis\ However, the
holotype of var. dura (with a surviving fragment
AMG3456) is different (cf. Lendenfeld, 1887b).
This variety was also described from Port Chalmers, New Zealand (the only locality cited in the

original description), containing oxea
megascleres (cf. Whitelegge, 1902b). Thus,
AMZ948 is not a syntype contrary to
Lendenfeld's ( 1887b) descriptions. The specimen
Thalassodendron viminalis Lendenfeld, no. 365
missing from
(pers. obs.) was rejected as type

AM

tracts).

However,

E. notialis

has a bulbous-digitate growth form (cf. a digitate,
Haliclona-Yikc habit in E. subhispida), lacks
toxas (cf. wing-shaped toxas), has substantially
smaller spicules, lacks any (or has very little)

compression of the axial skeleton (cf. well-differentiated axial and extra-axial fibres), has virtually no difference in size between principal
spicules coring fibres and those protruding
through the surface

(cf.

clear localisation of larger

and both
ascending and transverse fibres are cored by
greatly reduced, predominantly unispicular tracts
(cf. ascending fibres have well developed, multispicular spicule tracts whereas transverse fibres
spicules in the peripheral skeleton),

are often aspicular in E. subhispida).

OTHER SPECIES OF ECHINOCLATHRIA
Echinoclathria arborea (Tanita, 1968)
Litaspongia arborea Tanita, 1968: 49-50, pl.l, ilg.7,
text-fig.9 [Ariake Sea].
Not Echinoclathria arborea; Hallmann, 1912: 202.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MMBS. Japan.
Echinoclathria arcifera (Schmidt, 1880)
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FIG. 253. Echinoclathria subhispida Carter (B-C.E-F, holotype BMNH1886.12.15.70; A,D,G, holotype of T.
viminalis AMZ948). A-B, Principal styles/ subtylostyles (coring and echinating fibres). C, Subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles. D-E, Wing-shaped/ oxeote toxas. F-G, Sections through peripheral skeleton. H,
Australian distribution. I, Holotype. J, Holotype E. gracilis. K, Holotype T. viminalis.
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Tenacia arcifera Schmidt, 1880: 81, pi. 10 [Gulf of
Mexico]; Hallmann, 1920: 771.
Ophlitaspongia arcifera^ Burton. 1959a: 247 [key to

&

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: IZUG124,
MNHNDCL2750. SW.

species].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: LMJG.

Moyano,

del Fuego]; Desqueyroux-Faundez
1987: 50 [Tierra del Fuego, Argentina].

fragment

Atlantic.

Caribbean.

Echinoclathria noto (Tanita, 1963)

Echinoclathria atlantica Sara 197S
Echinoclathria adansica Sari, 1978: 76-79, text-figs
49-51 [Cape Domingo, Tierra del Fuego];
Desqueyroux-Faundez &Moyano, 1987: 50 [Tierra
del Fuego, Argentina].

MATERIAL.

HOLOTYPE:

MNHNDCL2739 SW.

1ZUG34.

fragment

Ophlitaspongia notoT&ntta, 1963: 124-125, pl.4. Hg.3,
text-fig.3 [Sea of Japan]; Tanita, 1964: J7-18. 21,
pl.l, fig.4 [Japan], Tanita, 1965: 48 [Sea of Japan];
Kim, 1988: 24-25 [Korea]; Sim & Bycon.
Sim

&

1989: 37 [Korea].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MMBS. Japan,

Korea.

Echinoclathria oxeata(Bergquist
1988)

&

Atlantic.

Echinoclathria beringensis(Hentschel, 1929)
t'hakellia papyracea, in part: Lambe. 1892: 76 [Alaska].

Phakellia beringensis HentscheL 1929: 975.
Echinoclathria beringensis: de Laubenfels. 1954: 164

Fremont,

Ophlitaspongia oxeata Bergquist & Fromont, 1988:
113, p!.52. figs c-e [New Zealand]; Dawson, 1993

38 [index

to fauna].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NMNZPOR

1

17.

New

Zealand.

[note].

&

Echinoclathria schmiiti de LaubenfeLy 1942: 264
[Baffin Bay, Arctic].

Echinoclathria reticulata(Bergquist

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM.

Ophlifasponaia reticulata Bergquist &. Fromont, 988:

Arctic.

Fromont, 1988)
1

1

Echinoclathria contexts Sara, 1978
Echinoclathria contexta Sara, 1978: 79-82, text-figs
52-53 [Tierra del Fuego); Desqueyroux-Faundez &
Moyano, 1987: 49 [Tierra del Fuego.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: IZUG
MNHNDCL2749. SW.

170,

fragment

Atlantic.

13-1 14, pl.52, fig.

f,

Dawson, 1993: 38 (index

South Africa

Echinoclathria digitiformis (Row, 191

BMNH 1977.7.6.9.

Mediler-

Echinociathria waldoschmitti de Laubenfels.
1954

W

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1912.2.164. Red

Sea

Echinoclathria hjorti Amesen, 1920
Echinoclathria hjorti Amesen, 920: 2 -22, pi. 2, fig.5
pi. 5, fig.3 [off Cape Bpjador, Sahara, N Atlantic].
Axociella hjorth de Laubenfels, 1936a: 1 19 [note],
Ophlitaspongia hjorti; Burton, 1 959b: 43-44 [Iceland).
1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE ZMUU. NW. Africa. NE. AllanEchinoclathria minor (Burton, 1959)
Ophlitaspongia minor Burton, 1959a: 246, text-fig.27
[Arabian Sea; key to species]; Sim & Kim, 1988:24,
pl,l, figs 1-2 [S.

New Zealand.

Ophlitaspongia translata Pulitzer-Finali, 1977: 63,
text-figs 20-22 [Tyrrhenian Seal.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM23092. NW

Korea, doubtful conspecificityl
Arabian

Gulf.

Echinoclathria mutans (Sara, 1978)
Ophlitaspongia mutans Sara, 1978: 73-76 ? text-figs
47-48 [Cape San Sebastiano, Cape Domingo, Tjerra

PaciiV

TRANSFERS

[note].

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE; BMNH1936.34. «».

8.

Echinoclofhrio waldoschmitti de Laubenfels, 1954:
Pacific!.
163-164, lext-fig.106 fKuop Atoll,

1)

Ophlitaspongia digitiformis Row, 1911 351-353.
pl.37. figs 14-15 [Shab-ul-Shubak, Red Sea].
Echinochalina digitiformis; de Laubenfels. 1936a" 1 19

1

1

Echinoclathria translata(Pulitzer-Finali, 1977)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL615

Zealand]:

to fauna].

MATERIAL. HOLOTY PE: NMNZPOR1

Echinoclathria dichotoma (Levi. 1963)
Ophlitaspongia dichotoma Levi, 1963: 59, pl.9G.textftg.68 [South Africa].

[New

p).53, figs a-c

Other species described

now

in

Echinoclathria but

transferred to other genera.

Ophlitaspongia Fucoides Bowerbank, 1876: 771.
(Shark Bay, WA].
Terpiosella fucoides; Burton, 1930b: 675.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1877

5 2i 8

pi

KO

Note:

referred to Suberitidae.

Holopsamma
Holopsamma

Carter,

1

885

Carter, 1885c: 211

Plectispa Lendenfeld. 1888: 225.

Aulena; in part, Lendenfeld, 18S8: 228; (not Lendenfeld, 1885c: 309).
[Hatm*\ Lendenfeld 1885c: 285 (prcocc).

TYPE SPECIES. Holopsamma

crassa Carter, 1885c;
211 (by subsequent designation of dc Laubenfels,
1936a: 98).

REVISION OFMICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 254. Ec/imoc/af/inasMM^
characteristics. C, Principal styles/ sublylostylcs. D-E, Ends of principal and auxiliary subtylostyles. F,
Wing-shaped - oxeote toxas.

DEFINITION. Honeycombed

reticulate growth
anastomosing flattened Fibrebranches (lacunae); choanosomal skeleton simply reticulate, without any axial compression or
differentiation between axial and extra-axial

form of

tightly

skeletons; principal spicules core and echinatc
fibres, those inside fibres

sometimes

partially or

completely replaced by detritus although those
echinating fibres usually always present.

484
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FIG. 255. Holopsamma arborea (Lendenfeld) (hololype AMZ946/G91 60). A, Principal subtylostyle (coring and
echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary style and points. C, Section through peripheral skeleton. D, Known
Australian distribution. E, Holotype. F,

REMARKS. Holopsamma

and Echinoclathria

have been confused throughout the
Echinoclathria^

NTMZ2907.

Ophlitaspongia,

literature

and

Plectispa,

Halme have been used interchangeably for all
species. Holopsamma is separated from Echinoclathria

by

its

honeycombed

reticulate

growth

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 256. Holopsamma arbor a(Lendenfeld)(QMG303756). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics.
C, Principal style. D-F, Ends of principal style. G, Ends of auxiliary style.

form, homogeneous fibre reticulation, single size
choanosomal spicule found both inside

class of
fibres

and echinating

fibres

larger, extra-axial styles

found

(i.e.,

lacking the

in the peripheral

skeleton of most Echinoclathria):

when

type

species are

compared

it

is

surprising

why

these

genera have been confused. Twenty four species
have been referred to this genus, of which 10 are
well established and live in Australian waters;

they are probably part of the

Gondwanan

fauna.
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Holopsamma arborea

(Lendenfe)d.

(Figs 255-256, Plate

I

HO

Ectosome and subectosome.

i

Pleciispa arborea LendenfeJd. 1&88: 2
Echtnoclathria arborea; HaJlmana, 1912! 202, 280282. pi.29, fia.2, icxt-rlg.63.
Hofopxammaarborva; Hooper Wiedttimavc*. 1994;

&

281.
Noi Clathria iPleanpa) arborea. Whitclcggc 1901:
65, 88, 89, pl.1 1, figs 1515a; Hallmann, 1912: 211
T

(nomen nudum]
Nut Litaspongia arborea Taniia. 196&: 49.
Not Thalassodendron reticulata Lcndcnrcld. J88S:
227; Whiteleggc, 1902a: 212,
Erhinoctathria elegant White Legge, 1901:90.
Noc Plecttspa elegant LendenfclcL 1888: 226.
N<rt Clathria mullipes Whiteleggc, 1 901 88.
64.
? EMrunluthrta iuxa, fJC Lfnunenfels, 19541

Choanosome- Skeletal architecture regularly
reticulate, with relatively light, small

Bun-

):

known

fold specimen label 'HaJme a!b<ire ». lype <-r
C0Sype\ new label 'Echinoclathria arborea Lendf. ?

ivnc'J.OTHER MATERIAL: NSW- QMG303756.
QMG303760, QMG3037Q7, QMG303SOS. VfCQMG311287 (NCIQ66C-3499-T) (fragment

NTMZ3772). TAS- QMG3 11450 (NC1Q66C-3759A) fragment NTMZ3826). S AUST- QMG300239
(NC1Q66C-2148-Z) (fraement WWJ52n). WA.
QMG300192 (fragmeni NTMZ2907), NTMZ3368.
f

HABJTAT DISTRIBUTION.

Widely districted in
temperate coastal waters usually on rocky reefs: shallow subtidal-50m depth. [Flawarra, N. & S. Sydney
(NSW); Wesiernpori Bay (Vic), Bichcno (Tas), Kangaroo L (SA), Houtman Abrolhos, Barrow I. rWA)
(Fig. 255D)

pauci- or multispicular (3Q-52p.m diameter », and
transverse hi-, uni- orrarel) aspicular connecting

common on peripheral fit
mesohyl matrix light, virtually unpigmented,
with few scattered subectosornal auxiliaiv
spicules between fibres; choanocyte chambers
spicules most

small, oval, 22-35|ljuji diameter,

Megasclerez. Choanosomal principal styles or
subtvlc-ivles short, thick, with tapering orslightly sublylote bases, typically smooth, somch
veStigtaUy mierospined bases, points tape
fusiform/ Length 78-(104.8MI8um. width 4(5.6>-7.5jun.

Subectosomal auxiliary megasck-res thm,
curved at centre, rounded
smooth bases and telescoped hastate-painted or
rounded strongylote points sometimes resembling anisosrrongvles. Length 109(133 2i
straight or slightly

143p.m. width
.Arborescent, cavemous-

rcuculate, tubulo-digitate sponge,
long, with short basal stalk,

18mm diameter, and

up

450mm
35mm lung,

single or multiple, rcgu

Colour. White or off-white a!ivc t grey or grcyin ethano),

Qscuks. Large, up to 7mm diameter, recessed
between honeycomb surface meshes, surrounded
by membraneous lip.
Texture

and surface

1. 5-1*2-2

h2.5p.rn.

Micro uteres. Absent.

up to

to

or irregularly cylindrical branches which
repeatedly bifurcate and occasionally anastomo.se; branches 120-3.MJmm long, lS-38mm
diameter, often tapering towards ends.

brown

spongin

fibres differentiated into ascending primary,

(

1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; AMZ946/G9 60tdry
C
lawarra, NSW. 34 32'S, I50°50E. other details

sul

tosomal auxiliary megascleres lying tangential or
paratangential to surface, and single OJ
paucispicular plumose brushes of principal styles
protruding through surface; subectosomal
skeleton undifferentiated from choanosom;il
skeleton, immediately below surface

elements 1 2-22p.m diameter); fibre anastomoses
form oval to elongate meshes, 60-140p.n>
diameter fibres cored and echinated by
choanosomal principal styles, and echinating

:

CRIPTION. Shape.

Ectosome

membraneous, collagenous, with few

characteristics. Firm,

com-

pressible, flexible branches, slightly harsh sur-

surface regularly or irregularly

honeycomb

reticulate, with fibre-branches (lacunae)

forming

close hexagonal meshes, 8-22mm diameter;
lacunae ridge-like, projecting up to 10mm above
suiface, with thin membrane stretched between
adjacent lacunae.

REMARKS
in the

There

is only a

single type specimen

AM collections, despite HaJlmann's (1912;

282) remarks to the contrary; and
thai the double-registered

1

must assume

AMZ 746/G9I60
1

is

a

holotype and not part of a lype scries (syntype).
No other specimens with true affinities to //
collections ularborea were found in (he
though there are several specimens labelled
Clathria or Piecfhpo arborea that lallmann may
have been referring to, but these do not belong
here (sec remarks for C. multipcs).

AM

I

This species is distinctive in ilu- field \\
nearly pure while colour, thinly cylindrical
digitate branches {often bifurcate or arborescent
in older specimens), and regular, close-meshed
honeycomb reticulation (whereas in most oihet
species the surface reticulation is generally wider
and the lacunae thicker). This species is closest to
fi. ramosa and //. macropora. with comparable

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

spicule geometry and skeletal architecture, but
differs in fibre diameter, spicule size

and

field

teristic

Holopsamma

crassa Carter, 1885

(Figs 257-258, Plate

Holopsamma crassa

1

ID)

Carter, 1885c: 211;

Hooper

Wiedenmayer, 1994:281.
Aulena crassa Lendenfeld, 1889a: 101-102,

&

pl.8, figs

1,2, 5, 6, 22,

23, pl.9, figs 5,9.
Echinoclathria crassa; Hallmann, 1912: 287.

Not Antherochalina crassa Lendenfeld,

1 887b: 787.
1885c: 303; Lenden-

Halme micropora Lendenfeld,
1889a: 461, pl.9,

fig. 12, pl.l 1, fig.4.

Halme globosa Lendenfeld,

1885c: 303; Lendenfeld,
1889a: 456-457, pl.9, fig.ll.
Echinoclathria globosa; Carpay, 1986: 24; Wiedenmayer, 1989: 63-64, pl.6, figs 2-5, 7, text-fig.43.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE:BMNH1886.12.15. 313:
Port Phillip, Vic, 38°09'S, 144°52*E, 38m depth, coll.
J.B.

Wilson (dredge).

PARALECTOTYPES:

BMNH1886.I2.15.314, 316, 410, 485: same

LECTOTYPE
(fragment
144°52'E,

lacunose, consisting of irregularly meandering
ridges forming large meshes producing charac-

honeycomb growth form, in life covered
by moderately thin, translucent dermal
membrane stretched between adjacent ridges.
Ectosome and subectosome. Ectosome heavily

characteristics.

feld,

487

locality.

BMNH 1886.8.27.71

of H. globosa:

AMG3753): Port Phillip, Vic, 38°09'S,
38m depth, coll. J.B. Wilson (dredge) (only

remaining syntype of two.
micropora:

BMNH

BMNH1886.

12.15.90,

1

LECTOTYPE

886.8.27.89

AMG3779):

of H.

(fragments

Illawarra,

NSW,

o
34°33'S, 150 55'E, no other details known.
PARALECTOTYPE of H. micropora: AMG8828
(dry): same locality.OTHER MATERIAL: QLDQMG303235. S AUST- QMG301379, SAMTS4082
(fragment NTMZ1678), SAMTS4085 (fragments

QMG300472, NTMZ1599), SAMTS4057 (fragment
NTMZ1664), QMG310777 (NCIQ66C-2143-U)
(fragment NTMZ3524), QMG3 10804 (NCIQ66C2192-X) (fragment NTMZ3532).

arenaceous, with a thick sandy external cortex
covered by a fine membraneous ectosomal
skeleton usually containing a tangential layer of
auxiliary spicules, in tracts or scattered singly
across surface, but easily detached when surface
membrane collapses upon preservation (hence
and not seen in some specimens); subectosomal
region undifferentiated from choanosome, fibres
immediately subectosomal.

Choanosome. Skeletal architecture irregularly
homogeneous
spongin fibres, up to 200u,m diameter, lamellated
and virtually fully cored by sand grains, with or
without a core of choanosomal principal styles;
fibres usually always echinated by principal
styles, sometimes echinating spicules reduced in
heavily arenaceous specimens; mesohyl matrix

reticulate, with heavy, relatively

heavy, darkly pigmented, granular, also containing foreign particles and some auxiliary

megascleres scattered between fibres; mesohyl
cavernous in places, with cavities up to 260|xm
diameter, and elongate choanocyte chambers 80120u>m diameter usually obscured by detritus.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
coring and echinating fibres short, thin, straight,
with rounded or tapering smooth bases, fusiform,
sharply pointed. Length 53-(67.4)-81u,m, width
1.2-(4.1>6iwii.

Subectosomal auxiliary spicules long, slender,
strongylote styles, straight or slightly curved or

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock reef, sand and kelp

sinuous, with slightly subtylote bases, evenly

bed substrata; 2-38m depth; Stradbroke 1., Moreton
Bay (SEQ); Byron Bay, Illawarra, (NSW); Port Phillip
Bay, Westcrnport Bay (Vic); Bass Strait (Tas); Investigator Strait, St. Vincent Gulf, Kangaroo I., Port Noarlunga. Great Australian Bight (SA) (Fig. 257E).

rounded or

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Massive, subcylindri-

honeycomb reticulate
75-150mm diameter, with enlarged, flat-

cal, or lobate-digitate

sponge,

tened, slightly elongated basal attachment.

Colour. Yellow-brown to cream coloured alive
(Munsell 2.5Y 8/6 or paler), brown in ethanol.

Oscules. Large, up to 6mm diameter, slightly
recessed within reticulate meshes, surrounded by
thin

membraneous

lip in life.

Texture and surface characteristics. Texture
varies according to amount of detritus in skeleton,
ranging from flexible, soft, compressible, to distinctly brittle, arenaceous; surface reticulate.

bifid points. Length 188-(234.
261u,m, width 1.5-(3.9)-6u,m.

1)-

Microscleres. Palmate isochelae small, straight
shaft, long, thick lateral alae fully fused to shaft,
nearly completely detached from front ala, front
ala shorter than lateral alae. Length 8-(11.6)15ujn.

Toxas absent.
Larvae. Viviparous parenchymella larvae spherical or subspherical, 320-410u,m diameter, with
vestigial quasidiactinal megascleres scattered
throughout mesohyl.

REMARKS. Under

Echinoclathria

globosa

Wiedenmayer (1989) provided a detailed dicussion of additional type specimens of each
nominal species he examined (whereas only the
specimens that have a direct bearing upon the

488
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FIG. 257. Holopsamma crassa Carter (lectotype BMNH1886.12.15.3I3). A, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles/ strongylotes. B, Principal style (coring and echinating fibres). C, Palmate isochela. D, Section through
peripheral skeleton. E, Known Australian distribution. F, Lectotype. G, SAMTS4085.

identity of this species

species whereas

study).

least

were examined in this
The polymorphic concept of this species
was slightly overstated by Wiedenmayer (1989)
and it does have a distinct identity. He also
described only auxiliary spicules present in the

all

specimens examined have

some echinating

at

principal styles in the

skeleton, even if most of the other spicules have
been displaced by sand. In fact, most of the

described variability in H. crassa

is

a conse-

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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FIG. 258. Holopsamma crassa Carter (QMG303235). A, Choanosomal skeleton, B, Fibre characteristics. C,
Principal style. D-E, Ends of principal and auxiliary spicules. F, Base and bifid point of auxiliary spicule. G,
Palmate isochelae.

quence of the amount of sand incorporated into
the skeleton, which appears to be directly related
to the loss of spicules from within fibres and aJso

reflected in the external

'honeycomb'

reticulate

appearance of the sponge. With the nomination
of a lectotype of//, crassa by Hooper
Wieden-

&
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mayer (1994) the senior name of Carter 885c)
now lakes precedence over Lcndcnfcld's (1885c)
name H. globosa (which allegedly appeared
( 1

months later; Wiedenmayer, 1989).
Wiedenmayer ( 1 989) did not take this step due to
several

the ambiguity of Carter's original description.

and the lack of a lectoiype designation for H.
rrassa from a composite series of 31 syntypes
(consisting of at least five different species

belonging

to three families k

Hotopsamma crassa is well characterised by
external

morphology

its

is

white alive; shallow meshes formed by the

surface

honeycomb reticulation are connected by

a well formed tympanized membrane stretched
between adjacent ridges; principal styles have
telescoped points; auxiliary spicules have
rounded or slightly hastate points; and chelae are
absent.

Wiedenmayer (1989)

also suggested that

growth form of//, crassa was re mini scent of
Phoriospongta reticulum Marshall, although the
speculation of the latter is quite different (strongyles, subtylotes and sigmas).
the

(superficially resembling a

laviid coral), texture (close to Xestospangia extgUax PetrosiidacX and skeletal characteristic*

Holopsamma elegans

(Lendenfeld, 1888)

(Figs 259-260)

(superficially resembling the arenaceous
kcratose' sponges), but variability in these featuiescan be illustrated by comparing 3 specimens
from the St Vincent Gulf region. SAMTS4057
was almost entirely permeated by sand grains,
obscuring most of the fibres and mesohyl matrix
(with only echanating principal styles as obvious
components of the sponge's speculation).
SAMTS4085 had very heavy spongin Fibres.
heavily arenaceous fibre core, and a heavy, darkly
pigmented mesohyl malm superficially resembling a verongid sponge Both these specimens
had fine, sharp ridges forming the external
honeycomb reticulation, with a bryozoan lacelike external reticulation in the preserved slate.
Both these specimens also had very few indigenous megascleres, and were initially confused with a dictyoceratid or verongid species
Fig 25SB). SAMTS4082 contained numerous
subectosomal auxiliary megascleres scattered
throughout the mesohyl, choanosomal styles
echinating lightly arenaceous fibres in moderate
quantities, and rounded edges on ridges forming
fin: external reticulation producing a more robust,

Plecthpufiexans Lendenfeld, 1888: 226.
Echinnclathria elt-gans; Hallmann, 1912; 203.
Holnpsfimtnti elegans: Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994;
282.

Not Echinoclathria etegans; Whilelegge, 1901: 90.
Not Aiiherachalina elegans Lendenfeld, 1 8S7b: 787

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH
Port focksop,

NSW, 33T91*&

1 887.4.27 ,98:
j5i°16'E, other details

unknown.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Ecology unknown; Pu«
Jackson

INSW)

(Fig.

DESCRIPTION.

259D).

Shape.

Honeycomb

reticulate

mass of

irregularly cylindrical, thin digitate
branches, up to 145mm long, 25mm diameter.

with branches composed of tight-meshed fibre
bundles up to 5mm wide.

i

honeycomb

reticulate structure.

Colour.

Unknown

live colouration,

grey-brown

dry

7mm diameter in dry slate,

Oscules. Large, up to
within surface lacunae.

Texlu he ttnd surface characteristic s Harsh, brittle
in dry state, honeycomb reticulate surl

lacunae smooth

Holopscunma crassa is most similar to H.
laminaefavosa, and it is conceivable that they
belong to a single species. They are retained here

Ectosome and subeclosome. Membraneous,

as distinct species in order to highlight their differences and not submerge them, although addi-

plumose brushes; chnanosomaJ

tional non-skeletal characters are needed to
confirm or refute the validity of these taxa.
tiolopsamma crassa has a brownish live colouration; the lacunae forming its external honeycomb
reticulate ridges are more robust, recessed more
deeply, and meshes have only a light

membraneous ectosomal covering between
them; there

is

a

more prominent sandy

cortex;

principal spicules arc fusiform, sharply pointed;
li .i

KJ

hary strongylote styles have rounded or bifid

points; and chelae are present. H. iaminaefavosa

minutely hispid, with abundant subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostylcs erect on surface in
fibres

immedi-

ately subectosomal.

Choanosome Irregularly reticulate skeletal
structure, with differentiated multispicular
primary, ascending fibres, up to 200ixm diameter.
and numerous transverse, pauci- or aspieular
secondary fibres, up to 70u.m diameter; echinating principal styles sparse, scattered only over
ascending fibres; spongin fibres heavy; fibre
meshes rounded, 30-1 50u>m diameter;
choanocyle chambers not seen (poor dry
material).

REVISION OFMICROCIONIDAE

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long,
robust, straight or very slightly curved at centre,
evenly rounded, entirely smooth bases, fusiform
or slightly telescoped points. Length 78-(90.3)105u-m, width 4-(4.6)-6u.m.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long,
slender, slightly curved near basal end, subtylote
smooth bases, tapering rounded or quasi-strongylote points. Length 90-(141.2)-255u-m, width
l.0-(1.6)-2.5|xm.

AUSTRALIA

491

1

,

NTMZ3226,

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Growing

shell-grit substrata; 3-333m depth; known only
from Australia: Port Jackson, Shoalhaven Bight
(NSW); Port Phillip Bay, Westernport Bay (Vic); King
I., Bass Strait (Tas); Houtman Abrolhos, Monte Bello
Is(WA)(Fig.261E).

and

Shape. Elongate digitate, con-

tort cylindrical or lobate-cylindrical

reticulate sponge,

poor, dry holotype from Port Jackson.

high,

sibly a

synonym of

pos-

H. arborea, based on

similiarities in their spicule geometries, although

some differences in their respective
skeletal structures. The species also shows
similarities to H. crassa, H. macropora, H.
there are

ramosa and H. rotunda in having strongylote
points on auxiliary spicules, although all species
differ in most other respects.

Holopsamma

favus (Carter, 1885)

(Figs 261-262)

Echinoclathha favus Carter, 1885e: 292; Ridley &
Dendy, 1887: 160-161, pl.31, figs 4-5; Dendy, 1896:
40; Hallmann, 1912: 216-211, text-fig.6 1 Wiedenmayer, 1989: 59-60, pl.5, fig. 10, pl.24, fig.2, textfig.40; Carpay, 1986:23.
Axociella favus; de Laubenfels, 1954: 164.
Holopsamma favus; Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994:

attachment.

Colour External surface usually red-orange or
orange-brown in life (Munsell 7.5 YR 7/10-12),
paler orange below surface, deeper water samples
honey-brown, in ethanol specimens turn yellowbrown or dark brown.
Oscules. Small, no more than 2mm diameter,
within meshes of surface reticulation.
Texture

and surface

T

1

885f:

350.

Spongia cellulosa;

Ellis

& Solander, in part; Lamarck,

1814: 373; Topscnt, 1932: 20, pl.l, fig.3.

Not Spongia cellulosa Esper,1797.
Echinoclathha carteri Ridley & Dendy, 1886: 476;
Ridley & Dendy, 1887: 162, pl.29, fig.12, pl.31,
fig.3; Hallmann, 1912: 284-285, texl-fig.65.
Holopsamma carteri; Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994:
281.
Axociella carteri; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 1 19.
Echinoclathria macropora; Whitelegge, 1907: 504.
Not Echinoclathria macropora Whitelegge, 1901: 89,
117.

Not Plectispa macropora Lendenfeld, 1888: 226.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNHI887.5.

13.35:

144°52'E, other details
unknown.
of
E.
carteri:
BMNH1887.5. 2.751: Off Port Jackson, NSW,
33°5TS, 151°16'E,
Challenger' (dredge).
PARATYPE of E. carteri: BMNH1887.5.2.44: same
Port Phillip, Vic, 38°09'S,

HOLOTYPE
HMS

characteristics. Soft,

com-

pressible, rubbery, difficult to tear; regular, close-

meshed honeycomb
up

meshes
formed by

reticulate surface;

(alveoles) small, rounded or elongate

surface lacunae,

282.

forming masses up to

ly non-anastomosing branches, with individual
branches up to 160mm long, 20-45mm diameter;
branches formed by close-meshed fibre bundles
(lacunae) producing a characteristic honeycomb
surface; multiple points of attachment to substrate, without basal stalk or expanded point of

;

Not Echinoclathria favus var. arenifera; Carter

honeycomb

380mm
450mm wide, composed of bifurcate, usual-

REMARKS. This species is known only from the
It is

on bivalves,

seagrass, rock reefs, vertical rock walls of cave, in sand

DESCRIPTION.

Microscleres. Absent.

NTMZ321

-

NTMZ3498.

to

4mm

diameter, more-ormeshes within

less regular, usually smaller than

deeper regions of sponge.
Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous, with
thin transparent ectosomal membrane stretched
across adjacent lacunae at surface of sponge;
points of principal styles from ascending
choanosomal skeleton protrude slightly producing hispid surface, and paucispicular bundles or
single auxiliary subtylostyles lying paratangential to surface; peripheral lacunae rounded or
bulbous, not flattened.

Choanosome. Skeleton regularly or irregularly
spongin fibres well
developed, more-or-less differentiated into
primary ascending and secondary transverse elements; primary fibres 35-60p,m diameter, cored
by pauci- or multispicular, plumose or oblique
tracts of principal styles and small quantities of
foreign detritus; secondary fibres up to 20u-m
reticulate, cavernous;

diameter, unispicular oraspiculose; fibres sparse-

details.

OTHER MATERIAL: TASMANIA - MNHNDT556
[specimen of S. cellulosa sensu Lamarck]. WESTERN

ly echinated by principal styles evenly dispersed
throughout skeleton; fibre anastomoses form
round to polygonal meshes, 20-I00|xm diameter;
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mesohyl matrx

light,

with

abundant principal and
auxiliary megascleres
strewn between fibre
meshes; auxiliary spicules

predominantly in deeper
regions of choanosomal
mesohyl, less abundant in
skeleton;
peripheral

choanocyte

chambers

large, elongate-oval, 35-

55u-m diameter.
Principal
Megascleres.
styles coring and echinating fibres straight or faintly
curved at centre, relatively
thick, entirely smooth, with
rounded, tapering or oc-

casionally anisoxeote
bases, fusiform points.
Length 69-(96.4)-132u,m.
width 2-(4.8)-7p.m.
Subectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyles long, thin,
mostly straight, with slightly constricted bases, usual-

D

^

rounded
or slighty telescoped
points, sometimes subtylostrongylote with barely
differentiated ends. Length
132-( 120.7)- 74u-m, width
ly hastate, slightly

h

1

\

~r

^•
:;

.^'

L4-(1.9)-2.1jxm.
Palmate
Microscle/vs.
isochelae sparse, small,

with long lateral alae entirely fused to straight shaft,
front ala shorter, often with

expanded, spoon-shaped
alae. Length 8-(11.9)15p-m.

El

Toxas absent.

«

REMARKS. Holopsamma
favus has

a red-orange external live colouration
(most species of Holopsamma are pale or white), a
cartilaginous, algae-like,

contort lobate-digitale
habit (most are globular or

evenly cylindical-digitate),
FIG. 259. Holopsamma clegans (Lcndenfeld) (hololype BMNH1 887.4.27.98). palmate isochelae (most
A, Principal style (coring and echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary lacking chelae), skeletal arsubtylostyle. C, Section through peripheral skeleton. D, Known Australian
chitecture consisting of
distribution. E, Holotype.
slightly differentiated as-
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Holopsamma elegans (Lcndenfeld) (holotype
1887.4.27.98). A, Choanosoraal skeleton. B.
Fibre characteristics. C, Principal style. D T Ends of principal style. E, Subcctosomal auxiliary strongylote styles.

FIG. 260.
F,

Ends of auxiliary

spicule.
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FIG. 261 Holopsammafavus (Carter) (holotype BMNH 1 887.5. 1 3.35). A, Principal style (coring and cchinating
fibres). B, Subcctosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C. Palmate isochela. D, Section through peripheral skeleton.
E, Known Australian distribution. F, Holotype. G, Paratypc ol'E. carieri.
.

cending and transverse fibres in reticulation
(most have relatively homogeneous spongin
fibres), and dominance of spicules over detritus
within fibres (most are much more heavily
arenaceous than H. favus). Comparing their
respective type specimens it is obvious that H.
carteri

is

identical

synonym of H. favus, given their
growth forms, megasclere spicule
a

geometry and spicule

size,

and dominance of

spicule over detritus within fibres (although these
similarities

were overlooked by several recent
1986; Wiedenmayer, 1989;
Wiedenmayer, 1994). Wiedenmayer

authors; Carpay,

Hooper

&

(1989) indicated that the pale red-orange live
colouration

was

species, but this

typical and consistent for this
is

only confirmed for shallow

water specimens, whereas deeper water material
is reportedly paler, honey-brown (e.g., Ridley

&
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FIG. 262. Holopsammafavus (Carter) (NTMZ321 1 ). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Principal
style. D, Ends of principal style. E, Auxiliary style. F, Ends of auxiliary spicule. G, Palmate isochela.

Dendy, 1887; Hallmann, 1912). Similarly, some
specimens were reported to shed

their

none of the material described

palmate

isochelae microscleres (Wiedenmayer, 1989),

making confident

theless, although

identification difficult.

Never-

by Dendy, Hallmann, Whitelegge, Carpay and
others has yet been

examined

their descriptions
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match fairly closely those of the type specimens
to be confident of coiispecifieily.
This specks is a common component of the
benthic fauna in Bass Strait (Wiedenmayer,
1989). and the pecimens from the Houtman
Abrulhos and Monte Bello Islands indicate a
more widespread distribution.

Holopsamma tamfnnefavo»i
(Fiy.s

263-264, Plate

Carter,

NSW. }y5VS,

diBtatn')

1

885c: 212.

& WiccScftmaver. 1994: 282.
Uuhria lamirtaefavosa\ Wtcdcnmavcr, 19R9:
60-61. pi. 5, fig.l I. texi-fi^.-t 1. Carpay, 1086. 24.
Hooper

1885c; 288. pi 26.

tigs 1-2, pi.27, f1g.4-5.7i pi.28. figs 8-9*11. pl.29,

12-13, LemtaifcW, 1888; 157: UwknfcJd,
LK89n: 437, I'M I, figs I. 7. 0-10. 15-18.
Whitcleggc. IRH9- 184
fi^s

minima:

taxa

%

l87;WhhcIcgge, 1901:93, IS; WhiteU-g^.
KM: Hallmamt, 1912: 26K. 283-287: Bun..,,.
I

1938a. 20; Guilcr, 1950; 10.
Not Halme mirropora Lendenfeld, I8#5e: 303; Lenog.4.
denfeki, 1889a 46I pi .9. fig. 12. pl.l
:

I

f

E (label "Psamella
of // laxa divjtata:

BMNH 1886.8.27.75

(fragments

BMNH1886.8.27.76-77): Port Jackson, NSW.
D
33 5t'S, 151°I6E. PARALECTOTYPES of H
minima: AM2125; same locality. AMG9157 (dry)

AMG37S0): same locality. HOLOTYPE of
BMNH1886.12. 13.19: *E. coas

LECTOTYPE

.

32°36'S. 152°19*E. PARALECgigantea intermedia:
1886JU7.79 (dry) (fragments BMNH1886.8.27.80.
AMG3762, ZMB)!77»- Port Jnckson. NSW\ i V s] \s.

Broughlon

Jaime /rooLendenfeld. ixxfc,: 845-7 let «ht<#$J
minima}.
Aulena /ox»; LetidenfeM, 1888: 228 230; Leaden
589a: 95-97, pi. S. rigs 10-12. 15, 20-21. pi. 9, He
Whitelegge, 18&9: 187, Hallmann, 1912.
2H.
Hallmann, 1914a: 268; Bum
Aulena Utxa; Dragnewitsch, 1906- 44?
lichinoclalhria laxa: Kallmann, 1912; 2K7.
- frre^ wterfs linden feW, 1889a 49, 453-5, pi
tig. 8, pi. 11 Jig. 3 [ci varr micropore iameh\ t

BMNH-

of//,

AMA5541 (dry): same locality. AMZj 17.
LECTOTYPE of H gigantea », a
pom: BMNHr886,8. 27.85 (fragment BMNH1886.8 27 Kf.j- Pon Jackaon. nsw, vs-srs.
IM"16*E.

locality,

fi'E

PARALECTO rYPES of ft

BMNH 1886.8.27.83

ropora:

BMNH 1*86.8.27.8^,
AMt

gtgctnma ma:idr>> [fragments

AMZ7I4, AMG3760,
AMG0I58 (drv) umc

locality.

BMNHI KK6. 12. 15.312 (dry): same Uvatil).
HOLOTYPE of
gigantea micropom BMNH-

locality.

//.

BMNH

1K86.8.J
1886.8.27.81 (dry) [fragments
AMG3761j: lllawarra. NSW. 34°33'S. I503 55E.
TOTYPE of//, irregularis mirropora:
2 15,491
(firagirtem AMG2875): Port Phillip.

BMNH-

Vie, 38 '*'S, 144 52'E.

PARALECTOTYPE

of ft

BMNH1886. 12.15.504 (fragsame locality. LECTOTYPI-

irregularis micropore:

VV1C2874i:
I.

irregularis lamcthsa:

(fragment
I

•

14

52E.

Ictnwllam;

I

,

NSW.

L,

TOTYPES

fl

t

of//, gigantea intermedia.

BMNH18S6.8.27.91 (fragment BMNH18868.27.92l

1

Haifir gi&aHieo Lcndenfcld,1886a 847-9 |cr varr
intermttaia macropartt, micropora\.
Auieiui y,i£iwi,-<i: Lendttlfeft 1S8K; 210 2.12 |el varr
biremedia, macroporal* Lcndcnfcld, 1889a
pis, figs.lt, ;,8. l8*2Q,pL9.figs2-4;Whiide8fic
1889:

l6

H. gigantea:

i'-rhmot

Haime nidus- vespanmLcndcnfcldy

D

AMZ1 21-124 (dry) (fragments AMG3
ZMB6396): same locality. AMZ120: same locality
AMG9125 Idrv): same localitv. LECTOTYPE of//

Australia

Hatepsomma lammaefavosa Carter,

!51

PARALECTOTYPES

('fragment

1885

IE)

I

Jackson,

BMNH 1886. 12. 15.490

B76):

Ptir\

Phillip. Vic.

PARALECTOTYPES

of H,

(dry)

38'r

irregularis

BMNH1856. 12. 15.419, 420 (Ay)

,an^r

localitv.

A

.

|

F,chirinclathritifa\u\xii\, arcnifera Carter, 1885/ 350.

?.Klathria
arenifera\ Dendv, 1X96: 4041;
Hallmann, 1912: 287; Wiedennwyer, 1989; 60-61
cf. Pkxtispa arborea Lendenfeld, 1888; 226; Je
Laubenfch. 1954; 164.

OTHER MATERIAL QLD- QMG303957. NSWQMG301399. QMG303441, AMZ2225. VIC
NrtQ(S6C-:U02-O <fragment N7M2385J)

HAB/IAT DISTRIBUTION. Rocky ach.

ttRd and
j|a;3-80m depth. Bass Strut, Maria
Blaekntan s Bay (Tas); Port PhiJDp Bay. Wenempon
Bay (VicK B>ro<i Bay, Jems Bay. Pon 3ackson\ Port
Stephens. NLir-'ubfu. Bananjoey/lllavvana, Bl
1

MATERIAL LECTOTYPE: BMNH1W6.I2.15.3I2
(drYMfragnienisBMNH18S6.12.15.3l

|,

.VMC.:

c

Port Ptimip1 VfcT 38 W%l44°52T,cotLJJL Wilson
(dredge). PARALECTOTYPES:
1886. 12.15.

BMNH

420(dry);samcl.»caliiv.BMNH1886J2.15.4 xn,
t

same

BMNHI B$6, 12.15.49

locality

(drv) lira..

AMG2875): same localit). BMNH 1886.12. 15.4(9
;dry); same locality. LECTOTYPE of//, nktur-

vesparum
BMNH 1886.8.27.73 (fragment
BMNH1886.8.27.74V Port Jackson. N
SI'S.
15T 16E. PARALECTOTYPE or H
n
ve.sporum: AMG8S99: same locality HOLOTYPE nf
1
.

II.

laxa'.

33°5

1

\S.

BMNH1S86.
I

5

1

1

6' E.

12. 13.24:

Port lacfc&m.

NSW,

LECTOTYPE of H. laxa digitate

BMNHI886.8.27.266 .fragment AMG3652): Pon

n<lon Bluffs

iSEQi

(NSW).

N6

.

llvei

263D). Xht reported livcalmes of Torres
;r-\\>i (Lettdtnfeld
1888), and Palm Braiit,
(Fig.

r

Smgaporc

(Diagriewiiscli. lSKki) are sus|)cei.

DESCRIPTION.

Shape.

eyliniitu;:! digitate,

Massive, lobatc,

honeycomb

relicnlaic

growth farms, up to 385mm long. 240mm wide
at hasal attachment with individual digits i:.

up to 210mm long, 75mm dian.
usually fused at base, forming globular lohate

apical end,
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A

FIG. 263. Hotopsamim laminaefavosa Carter (hololypc BMNH 886. 12.15.312). A, Principal style (coring and
cchinating fibres). B, Subcctosomal auxiliary subiylostyle/ style. C, Section through peripheral skeleton. D,
distribution. E, Holotype. F, QMG301441.
1

mass; attached directly
point of attachment.

Colour White
orange-brown

alive,

to substrate,

no expanded

brown, sandy brown or dark

7mm

and surface

digits, harsh,

relatively shallow, covered

membrane

by

stretched across ad-

jacent ridges.

Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous,

surface

heavily arenaceous, without a well defined tangential spicule skeleton, but often with points of
ascending principal styles protruding through

slightly raised ridges
reticulation of lacunae;

surface in sparse bundles, below which are scattered individual auxiliary spicules; subectosomal

characteristics. Flexible

arenaceous, lacunae

composed of regular,
formed by honeycomb

formed by meshes
thick tympanised

in ethanol.

Oscules. Large, up to
diameter, mostly on
apex of digits but also in between some meshes
of lacunae.

Texture

meshes produced by reticulation of lacunae typically widely spaced, 4- 13mm apart, cavities

brittle;
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diameter, without any consistent size differences be-

tween meshes at core or
periphery; primary fibres
usually cored by detritus
and sparse tracts of
choanosomal principal
styles, and echinated by
pauci- or multispicular

same principal

tracts of

and echinating spicules together
produce plumose or oblique, vaguely ascending
tracts, usually heaviest on
styles; coring

peripheral fibres; principal
styles
ly

may

from

be absent entire-

fibre core in heavily

arenaceous specimens;
secondary

tracts

arenaceous

or entirely clear of detritus,
in the latter case tracts of
principal spicules clearly
seen;

mesohyl matrix usual-

ly darkly

pigmented, usual-

with

subectosomal

ly

auxiliary megascleres dis-

persed

throughout;

choanocyle chambers oval
to elongate, 50-90u,m
diameter, often obscured by
detritus.

Megascleres.

Choanosomal
styles coring

principal
and echinating

fibres short, straight, relatively thick, with tapering

(hastate) or rounded smooth
bases, telescoped or occasionally fusiform points.
Length 52-(86.4)-l 15pm,
width 2-(4.1)-7fim.

FiG. 264.

Hoiopsamma laminaefavosa Carter (QMG303957). A, Choanosomal

skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Principal styles. D,
E, Auxiliary styles. F,

Ends of auxiliary

spicule.

region undifferentiated from choanosome, fibres

immediately subectosomal.
Choanosome. Skeleton irregularly reticulate,
with very heavy spongin fibres forming radiating

Ends of principal

style,

Subectosomal auxiliary

megascleres slrongylte

styles, long, thin, straight or
flexuous, with rounded or
slightly subtylote bases, rounded, telescoped or
sometimes hastate points. Length 128-074.3)195n-m, width l-(2.8)-4u.m.

Microscleres. Absent.

lamellae, fibres radiating and diverging slightly

towards periphery, and more-or-less differentiated into primary ascending and secondary
transverse components; fibre anastomoses form
close or open meshed reticulations, 40-730u.m

REMARKS.
in

This species

is

similar to H, crassa

growth form, skeletal structure and more-or-

less in speculation, although both species

show considerable

variation

may

between regional

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

populations in these features, they are also sym-

Oscules. Small,

patic although they have not yet been found on
the same reefs (present study), This polymorphism lias been described in detail by Hallmann
1912; as Echinoclathria gigantea) and Wiedcnmayer (1989; as E. laminae favosa) and the
numerous svnonvms erected for tins species by
LendenfeldYlSS5-1889) testify to the confusion
that this variability can produce. Similarly, the
range of variability within each species may overJap such that observable differences may he not

scattered within

(

,

be sufficient to consistently differentiate all
populations, and it is conceivable that the tv.o
species may be synonyms. Nevertheless, H.
laminuefavoM differs from H. nassa mainly in
having a white colouration underwater; a shallow
meshed surface honeycomb reticulation with a
well formed tympanized membrane stretched between adjacent surface ridges: principal Styles
haVe telescoped points; and chelae arc ahsent I'ser
remarks for//. crassaY The species has been well
illustrated by Lendenfeld (l«85c; 1889a) under
its numerous synonyms, and more recent > by
Wiedenmayer 1989), Wiedenmayer (1989) and
others indicated that some specimens lack a
spicule skeleton, with Spicules being replaced by
foreign detritus, but this cannot be corroborated
I

1

from material examined

in this study.

Holupsamma macropora

i

Lendenfeld. 1888)

(Figs 265-266)

and surface

comhoneycomb reticulaclose-meshed, meshes 3~6mm diameter,

Texittre

characteristics. Firm,

pressible, flexible; surface

tion

surface fibre bundles (lacunae) with scattered

microconules on exterior edges, relatively deep
meshes.

Ectosome and subectosome. Surface microsc
cally hispid with points of principal styles
protruding through surface, usually in plumose
multispicular brushes: subcciosornal auxiliary
spicules tangential to surface in sparse bundle
individually, associated witf) protruding spicule
brushes: choanosorrud fibres immediately suhec
lONOllial

hoaitasame SkdetaJ arciiiicciuu- reticulata
creasingly plumose or plumo-teticulate near
periphery, with a clearly differentiated primary
--letnns; primary ascending
and
fibres very heavy, up to ZO^im diameter, vagocty
i

-

•

I

containing plumose uni-, pauci- or
multispicular
nosoftial prim
styles, generally increasing in density tdwante
periphery but overall sparsely egtod; secoi.
''
tsy, up lo
transvervj fibres relai
diameter, very shon, interconnecting close-sei
ibres, usually aspieular, rai
iinispicular; some fibres also cured by auxiliary
ulc$; all fibres abundantly eehinated by prinstratified,

i

.

ule tracts within fibres

become

litcfeas

!

ysammu macropora; Hooper & Wiedenmava.
1994:283.
No! Echhwcluthrui nun -ropora WhiteJegge* )90l: 65,
89,

up to 3mm in preserved state.
meshes of surface lacunae.

cipal styles, particularly at core "f skeleton;

macropara Lendenfeld, 888; 226.
Witecmetla marropora; Hallmann, 1912: 240.

Plecttspa

•199

t^Wbitetoggc,

1902a:

212;Ma«mann,

L912:

277.

plumose towards periphery; fibre anastomoses
form small oval or elongate meshes, 25-I26|xm
diameter; rocsohyl matrix very lightly pigmented
- altered between fibres
and auxiliary spn
particularly towards periphery;

some detritus

alsq

incorporated into miesohy! but usually no

Noi Echlnoelathriti nmctopom Whillegge, 1907; 504.

Not Clathnu macropora,

Whiltrlcggc, 190!: 9)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: AMG91S9 (dry); Port
KHl, NSW, 33°5 PS, 15 l°l 6*E (published la
ui Torres St/ait incorrccl).OTHER MATERIAL; S
AUST- SAMTS4094 (fragmenls QMG30n47b,
NTMZ1622).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION Rock
depth; Port Jackson

(NSW);

St

fibre skeleton; choanocyte chambers oval. 2l>65p.m diumeler
Mc^ascleres Choanosomal principal sl\
subtylostyles coring and cchinating fibres
straight, moderately thin, with slightly cunslrieted. subtylole or rounded, smooth bases.
tapering to fusiform points. Length 49-(6MiIt

96u-m, width 3-(3 °)-6p.m.
reel;

15-25ro

Vincent Gulf ISA)

iF.g.26Sn>.

Subfictosomal auxiliary megaseleres range

from strongylote subtylostyles

to

torn.otes:

usually long, thin, straight or slightly curved

DESCRIPTION.
honeycomb

85-140mm

Slope. Small, lobate-digitate,

reticulate sponge,

8OI00mm

high,
wide, with irregular, bulbous surface

lobes up to 30mm high, 35mm diameter.
Colour Live colouration unknown, light brown
dry, dark brown in cthunol.

with blackened axial canals, sometimes
setaceous, sinuous, with rounded or hastate
points. Length 123~(166 IH84|xm, width 1.5<3.2)-4p,m.

Mirroscierex. Palmate isochelae uncommon,
many smaller forms twisted, with very short

500
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Holopsamma macropora (Lendenfeld) (holotype AMG9159). A, Principal subtylostyle (coring and
echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary strongylote style. C, Palmate isochelae. D, Section through
peripheral skeleton. E, Australian distribution. F, SAMTS4094. G, Holotype.

FIG. 265.
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FIG. 266. Holopsamma macropora (Lendenfeld) (holotype AMG9159). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Principal styles. D, Ends of principal sublylostyle. E, Auxiliary strongylote style. F, Ends of
auxiliary spicule. G, Palmate isochelae.

straight shaft, lateral alae completely fused to

sometimes
Length 4-(9.3)-

REMARKS. The

two specimens

are the only

shaft, front ala usually partially, or

validated records for the species. Other records

wholly fused to

quoted as 'macropora

12n.ni.

Toxas absent-

lateral alae.

9

by Lendenfeld and

Whitelegge are spurious (see remarks for Ptectispa). From Lendenfeld (1888) and Whitelegge
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(1901, 1902a, 1907) the species has been
misinterpreted such that the holotype was
referred (sight unseen) to Wibonella by
Hallmann (1912.1. This error is a direct result of
Lendenfeld'.- 1$S8> inaccurate description and
probably also the confusion resulting from his
continual usage of macrnpora for several sup*
posedly unrelated species (sec remarks for
CUuhrtQ iAxocieila) macrnpora).
I

The holotype belongs to Holopsamma, with the
honeycombed reticulate growth
form and smooth echinating spicules (not acan-

characteristic

those as supposed by Lendenfeld (1888) and
Kallmann (1912)), whereas all other alleged syntypes of Pleclhpa marropora belong to difft
Species. In growth form H. macrnpora shows
similarities |o H. tamirxaefavosa, and to a
extent H. favus. In speculation and skeletal constructiuii it h reminiscent of specimens referred
In H. I ami *mefavosa by Wiodenmayer ( I9S9) and
to a lesser extent //. ramoui (Hallmann. 1912)
ii
those specimen^ with a diverging
choanosomal skeleton which becomes increasing!;, dense towards the periphery
It is possible
I

MATERIAL: QLD- QMG6766 ifraemenn
QMG300471. NTMZ1588).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 3-8m

depth, on sand,
gnt and cora] rubble substrates; Moreton Bav.
Heron!.' Fig 267EI

shell

DIAGNOSIS OF HOLOTYPE. Honeycombed
growth form; irregularly reticulate
skeleton with pale spongin fibres 20-l00ujn
diameter, fibre meshes 300-500u.ni diameter,
fibres sparsely cored by thin choanosomal prtDcipaJsubt\lostyles(270-320x4-9jjLm);cchinjt^n^
reticulate

Spicules absent; strongylote subectosomal
auxiliary subtylostyles scattered throughout

mesohyr <23n-25D\2-3fim); abundant toxas
wing-shaped or slightly oxhorn { CM 88x11

4p.m); palmate isochelae unmodified (I3.5u.ml
iPulitzer-Finali, 1982),

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Suhsphcrical-lobate,
shaggy and irregularly honeycombed reticulate
construction,

55mm wide, 40mm long.

•

Colour, Live colouration

brown

in

unknown,

light

grey-

ethanol.

I.

macrnpora Is simply a non-arenaceous
morph of H. lanwwefavosa although then
differences in spicule geometry and spicule
that H.

dimensions to suggest

that they are different
species In particular, the possession of long
setaceous quasi -diaetina] auxiliary megascleres
(which also core fibres, are scattered throughout
the roesohyl and associated with spicule brushes
i>n the surface) do not appear in these other
species; isochelae are also definitely present in//.
opora (albiet uncommon in both the
holotype and SA specimen), allbough they were
not recorded in the original description of the

species by Lendenfeld (1888). whereas
niKroscleres are definitely not present in
laminaefavosa.

The

type locality

was given

lendenfeld (1888) but

from Port Jackson,

it

NSW

is

//.

as Torres Strait by
probably actually

(as noted

on the

AM

regixteri.

Holopsamma

Osi ales. Not seen.
Texture and surface characteristics. Soft, compressible; surface reticulate fibre bundles in
peripheral regions slightly flattened, with

shaggy points.
Ectosome and wbectosome. Surface microscopically hispid, with plumose brushes of
choanosomal principal styles protruding, interdispersed with subectosomal auxiliary
rnjcrapapillQse*

megascleres lying tangential or para tangential to
surface; subectosomal skeleton plumorcticulatc.

Choanosome. Skeleton

irregularly plumo-relica
with poorly developed spongin fibres, 20LSSjun diameter, forming irregular ovoid to
elongate meshes, l45-5O0u.m diameter: fibres
contain pallet- to multispicular tracts of
choanosomal principal styles, without any
division of primary or secondary fibre components, forming plumose ascending structures
which coalesce and diverge to produce fibre ar;i<late,

tomoses; fibres not cchinated although
<;h<KinosnmaI principal styles may protrude oblipluritoxa (Pulitzer-Finali, 1982)
(Figs 267-268)

\iHOvtuthria pittrhom Kuliuer-Hmili, i^JX2: IDS109. text-figs 1H-I9.
Wiedenmuycr,
fMopnamma plnritoxa\ Hooper

&

1994:283

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; MSNG 46938

(noi seen

>:

Heron I., Great Barrier Reef. Qld. 23°26 S. 5 D 55'E,
S.xn.1979, coll. A.J. Bruce (by hand).OTHER
1

1

quely; mcsohyl matrix relatively heavy, ctarklj
pigmented, granular, with numerous tpxas ami
scattered subectosomal auxiliary megascleres:
choanocytc chambers large, oval, 40-90p.m.

Choanosomal

principal styles
smooth, rounded
or slightly suhtylote hascs, fusiform points
Length l67-{217.2)-289u-m, width 4-(5 IWjiAl.
Subectosomal auxiliary megascleres straight,
asymmetrical, varing from quasisirongytes with

Mtgoxt'teMS*

Straight or slightly curved, with
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FIG. 267. Holopsamma pluritoxa (Pulitzer-Finali) (QMG30047 1 ). A, Principal subtylostyle (coring and echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Accolada toxas. D, Section through peripheral skeleton.
E, Australian distribution. F, Lateral view.
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FIG. 268. Holopsamma pluritoxa (Pulitzer-Finali) (QMG300471). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Principal subtylostyles. D, Ends of principal subtylostyle. E, Auxiliary strongylote subtylostyle. F,
Ends of auxiliary spicules. G, Accolada toxas.
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smooth rounded extremities, to quasitylotes with
subtylote microspined points. Length 195(218.8)-262M.m, width 2-(2.8)-4u,m.
Microscleres. Isochelae absent.

Toxas wing-shaped, variable in size, thin or
rounded slight, or large central curva-

thick, with

ture, straight or slightly re flexed points, arbitrari-

ly divisible

into

two

Length

size classes.

8-(26.7)-30jim, width 0.5-(0.8)-lu-m; length
65-(177.0)-250u-m, width 1.5-(2.3)-4ujti.

REMARKS.

This species

is

unusual

II:

in its fibre

and having quasidiactinal auxiliary megascleres. The specimen from
Moreton Bay also differs in some respects from
the holotype from Heron I. (known from the
true echinating spicules,

The skeletal
more obviously

original diagnosis; type not seen).
is

plumoreticulate than reticulate (reminiscent of
Stylinos; Halichondriidae), ectosomal structure

is

plumose (reminiscent of Ussodendoryx; Myxillidae; ectosomal structure was not
mentioned by Pulitzer-Finali, 1982), and
distinctly

isochelae are absent (abundant in the holotype).

two specimens are obviously
conspecific having virtually identical spicule
geometries, growth forms and surface features
although Pulitzer-Finali's (1982) description is
incomplete.
In other respects the

Holopsamma ramosa

(Hallmann, 1912)

(Figs 269-270)
Echinoclathria

ramosa Hallmann, 1912: 277-279,

pl.30, fig.3, tcxt-fig.62.

Axociella ramosa; de Laubcnfels, 1936a:

1

19.

Holopsamma ramosa; Hooper & Wiedenmayer,

1994:

283.
Echinoclathria macropora; Whitelegge, 1901: 89,

504.

32mm

compressed, up to

75mm

long,

diameter.

Colour. Grey-brown to dark

brown

Oscules. Moderately large, up to

in ethanol.

5mm diameter,

scattered

between honeycombed lacunae.

Texture

and surface

characteristics. Harsh,

bundles form more-or-less
regular hexagonal or elongated meshes, 1-3
slightly rubbery; fibre

mm

diameter.

Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous, with
points of sparse principal styles protruding
through surface, but generally smooth, nonhispid; sparse subectosomal auxiliary
megascleres tangential to ectosome, never
protruding through surface.

Choanosome. Skeletal architecture

irregularly

evenly compressed
spongin fibres, 23-95|xm diameter, divided into
primary longitudinal and vaguely ascending, and
reticulate, with small, heavy,

secondary connecting components; primary
fibres contain uni- or paucispicular tracts of

choanosomal principal subtylostylcs; secondary
fibres mostly aspicular, rarely unispicular; fibre

meshes close-set near core, 35-85u.m diameter,
more cavernous towards periphery, 112-220u-m
diameter; tendency for peripheral fibres to contain spicule tracts of styles in more-or-lessplumose brushes; fibres sparsely echinated by
principal subtylostyles particularly on distal margins of peripheral fibres (cf. Hallmann, 1912);
mesohyl matrix heavy, darkly pigmented, with
scattered subectosomal auxiliary megascleres;
choanocyte chambers small, oval, up to 50u,m

Megascleres.
straight,

Choanosomal

principal styles

short, relatively thick, with tapering,

constricted, smooth, slightly subtylote bases,

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AMZ949 (dry): Swansea, off Lake Macquarie, NSW, 33°H'S, 151°59'E.
depth unknown, coll. FIV 'Thetis' (trawl). PARALECTOTYPE: AMZ40: 64km W. of Kingston, SA,
36°50'S, 139°05*E, 60m depth, coll. FIV 'Endeavour'
(trawl).OTHER MATERIAL: S AUST- SAMTS4105
QMG300487, NTMZ1695).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock
substrata;

slightly laterally

diameter.

117.

Not Plectispa macropora Lendcnfeld, 1888: 226.
Not Echinoclathria macropora; Whitelegge, 1907:

(fragments

sponge, up to 165mm high, 220mm wide, with
small basal stalk and expanded point of attachment; branches numerous, bifurcate, occasionally anastomosing, relatively thin, cylindrical or

I:

characteristics and skeletal architecture, lacking

architecture of the specimen

505

reef and sandy

8-60m depth; Lake Macquarie (NSW),

Kingston SE., Nuyts Archipelago (SA) (Fig. 269E).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Profusely bushy, ar-

borescent branching, honeycomb reticulate

slightly fusiform sharp points. Length 75(100.7)-144p,m, width 4.5-(6.8)-8.5u.m.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles or quasistrongyles (asymmetrical) straight or curved at
centre, thin, with smooth, slightly subtylote bases

and rounded points. Length 122-(139.8)-157p,m.
width 1.5-(2.7)-4ujti.
Palmate isochelae small, poorly
with approximately 30% contort forms,
small alac, lateral alae fused entirely to shaft,
front ala completely detached, straight shaft.
Length 7-(10.2)-12u,m.
Microscleres.
silicificd,

506
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FIG. 269. Holopsamma ramosa (Hallmann) (holotype AMZ949). A, Principal subtylostyle (coring and cchinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Palmate isochelae. D, Section through peripheral
skeleton. E, Known Australian distribution. F, Holotype. G, SAMTS4105.
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FIG. 270. Holopsamma ramosa (Hallmann) SAMTS4105). A, Choanosomal fibre characteristics. B, Echinating
principal style on fibres. C, Choanosomal skeleton. D, Principal subtylostyle. E, Ends of principal subtylostyle.
FT Auxiliary subtylostyle. G, Ends of auxiliary spicule. H, Palmate isochela.
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REMARKS

spicule dimensions were highly variable in this

Ecto some ami suttee tosome. Membraneous, with
points of principal subtylostyles protruding

choanosomal styles; but in
comparison with other Holopsatntna species
these are in fact relatively homogeneous. Similar-

through Surface in Sparse plumose brushes, few
subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles tangential
to and below surface.

Hallmann (1912) suggested

that

species, particularly

palmate isochelae are probably native to this
species because they were found in all material
examined, although Kallmann did not describe
them in the dry lectntype. Spicule geometry and
certain aspects of skeletal architecture indicate
that H. ramosa is allied to H. macropora and H.
arborea, differing mainly in growth form, spicule
dimensions and the presence of mieroscleres. Indeed Hallmann (1912) erected H. ramosa for
Whitelegge's ( 1 901 ) specimen of Echinoclathria
ly,

macropora (as distinct from Plcctbpa macropora
Lendenfeld.

1

888), but there has obviously been

some confusion in the interpretation of die latter
species. Any proposed merger of H. macropora,
arborea and H. ramosa is not presently supported on the basis of existing material.

//.

Holopsamma rotunda (Kallmann,

1912)

(Figs 271-272)

Choanosome. Skeletal architecture distinctly
m
reiiculate, with ascending mulii
paucjspicular primary fibres, interconnected by

plumo

pauci- or aspiculax secondary fibres; fibres relatively light. 43-92p,m primary Fibre diameter,
l8-56p.m secondary fibre diameter, prominently

anastomoses form almost regular,
38-96p,m diameter, more
compacted towards periphery than at core; filucored and echinated by single category of
choanosomal principal subtylosiylc; cchinating
megasclcres predominant on (although not confined to; cf. Hallmann, 1912) distal edges of
fibres; primary spicule tracts increasingly
plumose towards periphery; mesohyl heavy in
cctosomal region, relatively light in deeper
choanosomal region, containing sparseh
persed subectosomal auxiliary subtylosiyles,
ehoanocyte chambers small, oval, up to 55u.m
flattened; fibre

circular or oval meshes,

.

diameter.

rotunda Hallmann. 1912: 28&2S4,
pl.30, figJ,texMig.64.
Axoaelta rotunda, de Lauber
$& 1 19 [fl
l.chinoctathria

if otopsamma

rotunda; Hooper (fcWiedctimayer. 1994:

2S4.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AMZI54:Off Kwa
lake Macquarie, NSW, 53°l IS, I5I C 5'?*E, coN F1V
'Endeavour' fdredge). PARALECTOTYPE;
AME1272 (dry): same Tocalitv OTHER MATERIAL.
QLD- QMGL2165. VIC QMG300275 (NC1Q66C^2HS-P) (fragment

NTMZ3K65

).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Substrate unknown; up
330na depth; Lake Macquarie (NSW): off Eraser I.
(SEQ): Pottsea (Vic ) (Rg 27 1 E
It)

i.

Shape, Massive, subspherieal,
globular, honeycomb reticulate sponge, up to
I55mm high, 90mm maximum diameter, with
short basal stalk and expanded point of attachment; sponge insubstantial, hultow internally.
Colour. Dark bluc-grcy 0liv* (Munsell 2.5B 6r2),
in ethanol.

dark brown

to

6mm

diameter, scattered

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm, compressible alive, harsh in dry slate; open, porous,
tubular external construction: honeycombed surface fibre bundles produce very thin, flattened,
erect lamellae with regular meshes,

diameter.

-,

4~(7.2)-9,5p.m.

Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles thin,
curved or sometimes sinuous,
slightly subtylote bases, varying from asymmetrical slrongylote with rounded points or styloid
with tapering points. Length I23-{ 152.3)straight, slightly

196p.m, width 2.5-(2.9)-4u.nT
Mieroscleres. Palmate isochelae abundant, unmodified, with long lateral alae completely at-

tached to shaft, shorter front ala partially fused to

DESCRIPTION.

OsaJes. Large, up
between lacunae

Megasclcres. Choanosomal principal subi
ly les straight or slightly cursed at centre, relatively long, thick, with tapering, constricted, smooth,
subtylote bases, fusiform pointed or slightly telescoped points. Length 85-( 107.5)- 1 38p.m. width

up

to

4mm

lateral

alae, straight shaft.

Length

8-(

I

I2|im

REMARKS. Holopsamma rotunda has an

insub-

hollow morphology, paper thin, t&l
late fibre bundles ('lacunae ), and rcgulaiW
lamellate fibre reticulation with prominent flattened fibres, whereas in spicule geometry il could
match most other species, particularly H. crassa,
//. dedans, H macropora and H. ramosa [ix
stantial,

..

w ith strougylote points on

auxiliary spicules).

So

only known only from two type
specimens, a poorly preserved deep water
specimen from the E. continental shelf (represented only by a fragment), and a more recenl
far the species is
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FIG. 21\.Holopsamma rotunda (Hallmann) (lectotype AMZ154). A, Principal subtylostyle (coring and echinating fibres). B, Subectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. C, Palmate isochelae. D, Section through peripheral
skeleton. E,

Known

Australian distribution. F, Lectotype.
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FIG. 272. Hoiopsamma rotunda (Hallmann) (QMG300275). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics.
C, Principal subtylostyle. D, Ends of principal subtylostyle. E, Auxiliary subtylostyle. F, Ends of auxiliary
spicule. G, Palmate isochela.
fibre elements,

from Portsea, Victoria (unfortunately
also now only represented by a fragment). The
deeper water specimen differs from the others in

twecn ascending and transverse

having some detritus scattered throughout the
mesohyl, and also lacking any clear division be-

specimen labels and registers indicate Lake Mac-

collection

but otherwise

it is

clearly conspecific.

Hallmann

(1912) did not record a locality for the type but
quarie,

NSW.
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Holopsamma simplex
(Lendenfeld, 1885)
(Figs 273-274)

Halme simplex Lendenfeld,
1885c: 301-303, pi. 26,
fig.3, pl.27 v fig.6.

Holopsamma simplex: Hooper
& Wiedenmayer, 1994:

Ar

284.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE:
AMG8822 (dry): Torres Strait,
Qld, 9°41'S, 142°17*E, no
other
details
known.

PARALECTOTYPE:

BMNH1886.8.27.68 (dry)
(fragment AMG3778): off
Port Jackson, NSW.

E

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

O

Substrate unknown, 10-20m
depth; Torres Strait (FNQ);
Port Jackson (NSW) (Fig.

273D).
r\

DESCRIPTION.

Shape.
Thickly encrusting sponges, reportedly up to 20mm
thick, with lobate margins
and a maximum lateral spread
of 100mm; surviving portion of lectotype is 30mm
diameter and 10mm thick.
Colour. Live colouration
apparently brown, beigebrown in dry state.
Oscules. Undifferentiated

from honeycomb

i

reticulate

trabeculae.

Texture

and surface char-

Surviving portion of lectotype brittle,
partially crumbled when
acteristics.

dry; surface minutely
porous, partially arenaceous;
close reticulation of round-

ed branches or lacunae'
form interleaved ridges on
encrusting base produced
by irregularly honeycombed
*

reticulate surface fibres.

Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous,
with thick sand cortex; no

specialised spicules or
FIG. 273. Holopsamma simplex (Lendenfeld) (lectotype AMG8822). A, Principal
spongin fibres visible on
styles (coring and echinating fibres). B, Subectosornal auxiliary subtylostyles. C,
surface; subectosome Section through
skeleton.
Known Australian distribution. Lectotype.
peripheral

arenaceous.

D,

E,
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FIG. 274. Holopsamma simplex (Lendenfeld) (lcctotype AMG8822). A, Principal
styles. C, Auxiliary styles/ subtylostyles. D, Ends of auxiliary styles.

Choanosome. Skeleton completely arenaceous,
consisting of densely packed sand grains side-byside,

bonded together with abundant brown

col-

lagen; fibres absent; collagen covers surface of

individual sand grains with
principal styles

smooth choanosomal

embedded in and protruding from

(? echinating) this basal layer, or

sand grains

may

be free within mesohyl; subectosomal auxiliary

styles. B,

Ends of principal

subtylostyles scattered throughout mesohyl;
choanocyte chambers not observed.

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles
small, smooth, straight, with smooth, rounded or
very slightly swollen bases, usually with telescoped points, sometimes slightly fusiform.
Length 43-(50.8)-62M.m, width 3-(4.1)-5u,m.

Subectosomal auxiliary spicules thin subtylostyles,

occasionally quasi-strongyles, straight,

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

slightly curved or sinuous, with asymmetrical
ends. Length 68-(84.8)-99u,m, width 2-(2.7)3.5 Jim.

Microscleres. Absent.

REMARKS.

This species

is

known

only from

two relatively poor type specimens. Lendenfeld's
(1885c: 303) published geographical distribution
for this species, supposedly including also Port

NT waters, and Mauritius, is
unsubstantiated by voucher material and not accepted here. This species is similar to E.
(Protophlitaspongia) bispiculata in geometry of
principal megascleres, and with several other
arenaceous Holopsamma species (i.e., H. favus,
H. crassa, H. laminaefavosa, H. felixi), although
in H. simplex fibres cannot be differentiated from
aggregated sand grains.
Phillip Bay, Vic,

Holopsamma

sp.

indet.

REMARKS.
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This single specimen

is similar to
species (e.g., H. crassa, H.
laminaefavosa) in being able to shed its spicules
completely and replacing these with foreign
detritus, particularly sand particles. Wiedenmayer (1989) discusses these arenaceous species
in detail and the difficulty in assigning them to
any particular taxon. On the basis of its growth
form, fibre characteristics and skeletal architec-

several

Holopsamma

ture the

specimen could be assigned to one of

several species, and for the time being
identity

is left

its

specific

indeterminate.

Echinochalina
Thiele, 1903
Refer to subgenera for synonymy.

TYPE SPECIES. Ophlitaspongia australiensis Ridley,
1884a: 442 (by subsequent designation of Hallmann,
1912:288)).

(Fig. 275, Plate 11F)

DEFINITION. Monactinal, quasi-monactinal

MATERIAL. QMG300620 (NCIQ66C-2389-N)
NTMZ3563): Marion Reef, off Edithburgh,
Yorke Peninsula, SA, 38°08.5'S, 137 o 48.0'E, 6m
depth, lO.ii. 1989, coll. NCI.

thin diactinal auxiliary

or

megascleres tangential or

(fragment

erect

S.

regularly reticulate; fibres cored by tracts of
auxiliary megascleres, identical to those in ectosomal skeleton, and echinated by principal

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. 6m
covered rock

reef;

SAust

(Fig.

depth; on algae

275B).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Groups of subspherical,
bulbous lobes fused together, each composed of
honeycombed reticulate lamellae producing a
delicate Bryozoan-like lace.
Colour. Pale red-brown alive (Munsell 10R 7/8),
brown

in ethanol.

on ectosome; choanosomal skeleton

megascleres varying from true monactinal, quasidiactinal to true diactinal forms, smooth or acanthose; microscleres may include palmate
isochelae and toxas.

REMARKS.
new

amongst surface lacunae.

1993a).

and surface characteristics. Harsh; surface membraneous, with distinct concentric
ridges, slightly arenaceous layer on outer edge of
ridges, fleshy

between ridges.

Ectosome and subectosome. No ectosomal
spicule skeleton; ectosome prominently
arenaceous, fleshy below surface; ectosomal
sand particles dispersed in association with
primary ascending fibres.
Choanosome. Irregularly reticulate skeletal
structure, with broad fibres up to 400|xm
diameter, partially or fully cored with detritus;
mesohyl matrix very heavy; no native spicules;
choanocyte chambers oval to elongate, 20-55p,m
diameter.

Megascleres. Absent.
Microscleres. Absent.

Twenty

six species

have been

in-

cluded in Echinochalina, of which 20 are valid,
of which 16 live in Australian waters including 5

Oscules. Large, up to 6mm diameter, on apex of
lobes; small ostia l-2mm diameter scattered

Texture

ir-

species. All species are

known from

Indo-west Pacific region (Hooper

&

the

Levi,

The genus contains 2 groups: one (Echinochalina (Echinochalina)) with true monoactinal
spicules, showing superficial affinities with
Holopsamma (having honeycomb reticulate
growth forms) and the Raspailiidae (fibre characteristics), and the other with quasi-diactinal or
secondarily modified diactinal megascleres
(Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia)) superficially resembling Niphatidae (Haplosclerida).
Both groups are linked by the common possession of auxiliary megascleres coring fibres and
principal megascleres echinating fibres.
Echinochalina (Echinochalina)
Thiele, 1903
Echinochalina Thiele, 1903a: 961; sensu Hallmann,
1912:288.
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FIG. 275. Holopsamma

sp. indet.

(QMG300620). A, Choanosomal

skeletal structure. B, Australian distribution.

Tablis de Laubenfels, 1936a: 76.

Echinochalina anomala Hallmann, 1912: 292-294,

[Echinoclathria}\ Uriz, 1988: 89.

text-fig.68; Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994: 276.
Tablis anomala; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 76.

TYPE SPECIES

cf.

.

&

Ophlitaspongia australiensis Ridley,

1884a: 442.

DEFINITION. Monactinal, quasi-monactinal

Echinochalina anomala Burton, 1934a: 563.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: AMG 10548
Woolongong, NSW, 34°25'S, 151°10'E,
or

FIV Thetis'

depth, coll.

secondarily derived true diactinal auxiliary
megascleres core fibres, and monactinal principal

TOTYPES

-

AMG10550

(dry):

spicules echinate fibres.

same

(dredge).

AMG10549
same

locality.

strate

unknown;

&

163.

S. coast

DESCRIPTION.

12m

PARALEC-

same

locality.

AMG10551

(dry):

110-1

(NSW)

12m

(Fig.

depth; sub-

276D).

Shape. Massive, clathrous-

125mm long,
width, composed of numerous,
small, flattened fibre-branches, up to 1
long,
diameter, anastomosing and bifurcating
honeycomb

Echinochalina glabra, in part; Whitelegge, 1907: 507.
Not Echinoclathria glabra Ridley
Dendy, 1887:

Off

110-1

locality.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
Echinochalina (Echinochalina) anomala
Hallmann, 1912
(Figs 276-277)

(dry):

(dry):

reticulate sponge,

75mm maximum

2mm

4mm
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FIG. 276. Echinochalina {Echinochalina) anomala Hallmann (holotype
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AMG

10548). A, Principal subtylostyle
Section through
(echinating fibres). B, Auxiliary subtylostyle/ quasistrongyle (coring fibres and interstitial).
peripheral skeleton. D, Known Australian distribution. E. Holotype.

C

forming tangled mass, attached directly to sub-

dispersed within ectosome, singly or less fre-

strate.

quently

Colour. Live colouration
in dry state.

unknown, grey-brown

surface;

Oscules. Not observed.

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm, harsh
in dry state; surface fibres flattened, paper-like,
porous reticulate with fibre-branches forming
diameter.
wide-meshed reticulation up to

3mm

Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous,
stretched across adjacent surface fibre-branches,
with tangential auxiliary megascleres sparsely

in

paucispicular bundles, and protruding

echinating principal styles protruding through

choanosomaJ

fibres

immediately below

ectosome.
Choaiutsome. Irregularly reticulate skeletal
structure; primary spongin fibres large, heavy,
230-360u,m diameter, irregularly interconnected

by relatively thinner secondary fibres, 95-145|xm
diameter, forming cavernous meshes, 4301090u-m diameter; all fibres cored by multispicular tracts of auxiliary megascleres
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FIG. 277. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) anomala Hallmann (holotype AMG10548). A, Choanosomal skeleton.
B, Fibre characteristics. C, Principal subtylostyle. D, Ends of principal spicule. E, Auxiliary subtylostyle. F,

Ends of quasi-diactinal

auxiliary spicule.

occupying most of fibre diameter; fibres

tosomal auxiliary spicules; choanocyte chambers

moderately heavily echinated by principal styles

not observed ( dr y material).
Megascleres. Principal styles echinating fibres

dispersed evenly over surface; mesohyl matrix
light,

containing numerous dispersed subec-

relatively thick) straight or slightly sinu0US) with

smooth, slightly subtylote bases, fusiform points.

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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E

O

FIG. 278. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) australiensis (Ridley) (holotype

BMNH1

881 10.21 .299). A, Principal
subtylostyles (echinating fibres). B, Auxiliary subtylostyle/tornostyles (coring fibres and interstitial). C, Section
.

through peripheral skeleton. D, Australian distribution. E, Holotype.

Length 160-(189.9)-236u m, width 7-(9.3)J

(215.4)-277u.m, width 2-(4.3)-6.5u-m.

11 p,m.

Auxiliary megascleres coring fibres and found
interstitially long, thin, straight, entirely

subtylote bases and rounded points. Length 165-

smooth,

Microscleres. Absent.

REMARKS.

Burton (1934a) assigned

varying from nearly symmetrical quasi-stron-

specimen from Eagle

gyles to asymmetrical tomostyles with slightly

Barrier Reef) to E.

(£".)

a
(Cairns section, Great
anomala but his material

I.
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was not found

in

the

BMNH. Moreover, Burton's
figure does not resemble the

holotype so that his record
dubious.

is

Skeletal fibre reticulation

of

(E.)

E,

anomala

i

reminiscent of Echinodictyum (Raspailiidae), with
very widely spaced fibremeshes, and with fibres of
large diameter which are

by

cored

heavily

megascleres. Unlike most
species,
Echinodic•tyum

however, which have a
greater emphasis on the
mineral skeleton over the organic fibres, and which have

true

diactinal

coring

spicules, the fibres of E. {£.)

anomala

are prominent

and

heavily cored by quasi-diactinal megascleres. The

honeycomb

reticulate

growth form of
anomala

E.

(E.)

similar to E. (£.)
barba (both reminiscent of
Holopsamma)
d i f f eri ng
is

mainly in the geometry of its
principal megascleres, dif-

ferences in fibre construcand spicule dimensions.

tion

Echinochalina
(Echinochalina)
australiensis (Ridley,

1884)
(Figs 278-279)
australiensis
Ophlitaspongia
Ridley, 1884a: 442-443,
pl.42, figsc.c*.
australiensis',
Echinochalina
Thiele, 1903a: 961-962;

Hooper

&

FIG. 279. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) australiensis (Ridley) (hololype
BMNH1881. 10.21.299). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics,
C, Principal subtylostylc. D, Ends of principal spicule. E, Auxiliary spicule.
F, Ends of quasi-diactinal auxiliary spicule.

Wiedenmayer,

1994:276.

DESCRIPTION.
clathrous,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1881.10.

21.299:

HMS

Port Molle, Qld, 20°16'S, 148*42'E, l.v.1881,
MATERIAL: SMFI855
'Alert' (dredge).

OTHER

(fragment

MNHNDCL2265).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock
substrata;

growth form,

diameter, fibre-branches flattened, up to

12mm

long,

5mm

to

wide, with cavernous, angular

10mm

diameter.

brown dry.
Oscules. Small, up to 4mm diameter, between
Colour. Pale

and coral rubble

reticulate

55mm

meshes up

24m depth; Airlie region (NEQ) (Fig. 278D);

also Moluccas, Indonesia.

Shape. Massive, branching,

honeycomb

adjacent fibre bundles.

REVISION OF MICROCION1DAE
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FIG. 280. Echinochatina {Echinochalina) barba (Lamarck) (AMZ44), A, Principal style (echinaiing fibres). B,
Auxiliary subtylostyle/ quasistrongyle (coring fibres and interstitial). C, Section through peripheral skeleton.
D, Known Australian distribution. E, Paralectotype MNHNDT341 1 F, Lectotype of S. favosa. G, Holotypc of
.

E. glabra.

520
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FIG. 281. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) barba (Lamarck) (QMG300274). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre
characteristics. C, Principal subtylostyle. D, Ends of principal spicule. E, Auxiliary spicule. F, Ends of
quasi-diactinal auxiliary spicule.

REVISION OFM1CROCJON1DAE

Texture

and surface

Echinochalina (Echinochaltna) barba
Lamarck, 1814)
(Figs 280-281, Plate 12A)

characteristics. Firm, harsh

dry; conulose surface produced

by anastomosing

i

fibre bundles (/lacunae'), interconnected by
translucent ectosomai membrane stretched between adjacent conulcs.
Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous, with
thinner choanosomaJ, undulating fibres lying immediately below ectosome, approximately 53u.m
diameter, cored by paucispicular tracts of
auxiliary megascleres, and with irregular layer of
auxiliary megascleres scattered tangential to surface.

Chaxmosome. Vaguely regularly reticulate
skeleton,, composed of primary, distinctly ascending,

multispicubr

interconnected

fibres.

10O-14Ou-m diameter,
by nunu

proximately 70fJLm diameter, fibre anastomoses
form rounded or elongate, narrow meshes up to
270fim diameter; fihrcs cored by auxiliary
megascleres, sparsely echipated by principal sub-

mesohyl matrix heavy but only lightly
pigmented, with sparsely dispersed auxiliary
megascleres between fibres; cboanocyic chamtylostyJcs;

bers UVOid, 20-25jwn diameter
Megascleres. Principal subtylostylcs (echinaiing
fibres) straight,

smooth, tapering, rounded or

slightly subtylote bases, fusiform or slightly tele-

scoped points. Length 83-(lI1.2)-I3lMm,

stitial) straight, thin,

subtyloslyles. tornostykes or

quasi-stongyles, with smooth, rounded, or very
slightly sutyyltite bases,

tapenng-roundedp

47.(1 78.2)- t92u.m, width

fig.5.

Echmaekithna glabra Ridley & Dendy, [886; 47b:
Ridlev & Dcnd>, 1887: 163, pl.29, fig.il. pt3l,
fig.2;Dcndy. 1896:40.
Tabiis glabra; dc Laubenfels. 1936a. 76.
Ethmo'ihtitina glabra. Thicle, 1903a: 962; Ullmann,
1912: 275, 290-292, t.ext-fig.67; Burton, 19
600; ['M Thomas, 1977: 115-116. tejt-fujs IBS.
Not Echinnchalina glabra: Whiielegge, 1907 504.
f

MATERIAL LECTOTYPE: MNHNDT5M: unlocality, PARALECTOTYPE: MNHNDT341I: unknown locality. LECTOTYPE of 5
known

fa^^:MNHNDT55T(fraEmemBJviNhl954.2.20.9):
D

l^OO'E, 1803, Pcron &
Lcsueur collection. PARALECTOTYPE of >'. favosa:
3401 fragment
1954.2. 20
HOLOTYPE of £ glabra:
same
Y
L
5.2.63: Bass Strait, Tas, SPIDJ'S, I46 "37 E,
7bm depth, Z.iv.1874, coll. HMS 'Challenger'
(dredge) OTHER MATERIAL: QLD-QMGL711
Near King

I.,

Tas, 39 50'S,

MNHNDT

BMNH

(fragment NTMZI531). TAS- QMG30O274
(NCIQ66C-3S43-R) (fragmcnl NTMZ3849..
QMG31I312 (NCIQ66C3542-QJ (I'ragmeni
NTMZ3853). S AUST- AMZ44.
grit,

rock or

Sirau (Tas); Kingston

SE (SAK

Flinders

u (FNQ>

281 D;. Thomas' U977) reported locality of Andaman Sea is dubious from his desc ription.
(Fig.

Ridley (1884a) reported toxas (up

42|im long, 2u,m wide) but these were not
found in either the holotypeorin Thielc's 1903)
material and Ihey are probably contaminant
\L '.) austroJiensis, like most members of the
genus, has tew diagnostic characteristics, superficially resembling Ech'tnodictyum cavernosum
(Raspailiidae) and G. (Thafysias) vulpina in
growth form, with a heavy, well developed reticu1

horny fibre skeleton cored by
auxiliary spicules and echinated by principal
spicules. It differs from other Erhinochalina in
spicule dimensions, well-developed skeletal
fibre characteristics.

long.

75mm

to

C/ar/in'ff-like,

Shape. Massive, subcylindical,

honeycomb reticulate sponge, up to I55mm

Micmscleres. Absent

and these

shdl

coral rubhle substrata, kelp beds: 0-76m deplh, Moneocur I„ Port Phillip Bav (Yic); King 1., Deal L, Bast-

DESCRIPTION.

REMARKS.

BMNH

<

1.5-13.4)-

4.5jxm.

structure

19v pl.l,

&

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Sand

Auxiliary megascleres (coring fibres aod inter-

late

pMJ

1930: 15-16,
Wiedenmayei, 1994:
HOchaliaa barba. Hooper
276.
Spongia favosa Lamarck, ISM: 37 V, Topsrnt, 1930:

«fridtri

6-(7.2)-9.5ujn.

1

Spongia tarba Lanurek.1814: 372. 354.

ai irregular intervals

transverse, paucispicular. secondary fibres, ap-

Length

52!

wide, consisting of thin, flattened, irregularly anastomosing, reticulate Fibre bundles;
fibre anastomoses form meshes 3-5mm diameter.
Colour. Light grey-brown exterior, beige interior
alive (Muttscll 7 5Y8/6)i yellowish brown in
ethanol

3mm

Oscules. Small, up to
diameter, recessed*
dispersed between surface fibre bundles.

Texture una surface characteristics. Spongy,
slightly rubbery, compressible, difficult to tear:

surface of fibre bundles smooth, even, glabrous,

porOUS and reticulate elsewhere, surface

membrane

stretched across adjacent fibre

bundles.

Ectosome and subectosome.
Thinly
membraneous, with irregularly dispersed
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FIG. 282. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) felixi sp.nov. (holotype QMG304741). A, Auxiliary subtylostyle
(coring fibres and interstitial). B, Principal subtylostyles (echinating fibres). C, Wing-shaped and accolada toxas.
D, Palmate isochelae. E, Section through peripheral skeleton. F, Known Australian distribution. G, Holotype.

REVISION OF MICKOCIONJDAE

auxiliary megascleres

and

King

irregular, paucispicular,

tangential to surface

plumose brushes of

principal spicules erect on peripheral fibres, barely

paMruding through ectosome; ctoanosomal

fibres immediately subderrnal.

Choanosorne. Irregularly Teticulate skeletal
vaguely ascending* distinctly meandering paucispicular fibres, 52120jim diameter, interconnected by aspicular or

structure, with primary,

less frequently paucispicular, irregularly anas-

tomosing, secondary fibres, 37-75u.m diameter;
fibres cored by auxiliary megascleres, moderately echinated by principal subtylostyles especially
on peripheral fibres; fibre anastomoses form
nearly regular regular ova] meshes, 165-370^m
diameter; mesohyl matrix he
>deraiely
lightly pigmented, with numerous auxiliary
megascleres dispersed between fibres;
choanocyte chambers oval to cliptical. 38145jjim diameter.

Megascleres. Pnncipal subtylostyles (echinating
fibres) short, thick, straight or very slightly
curved, with smooth, tapering, distinctly subtvlotc bases, fusiform points. Length 62-CM.3)US|jum width 5-(7.1)-vS.5pjn.
Auxiliary megascleres (coring fibres and interstitial) straight, quasi-diactinal subtylosirongyles, rarely strongyles, with smooth, slightly
subtylote bases and rounded points. Length 147ilS9 2> 214p.m. widlh I.5-(3 3)-4._Vm.
t

Micrvscleres.

REMARKS

Absent
EchinochaVffP

barba

has

a

honeycombed reticulate construction similar to
thatofE (E.) anomala arwi reminiscent of Holop-

samma

species, but in

which the surface

is

very

smooth and fleshy (superficially resembling an
Acanihella (Axinellidae)). Both E anomala and
E. barba also have asymmetrical (quasi-diactinal) auxiliary megascleres coring fibres,
whereas in most other Echinochalina these are
more obviously monactinal. In £". iE.) barba fibre
anastomoses are relatively closely compacted
and principal

styles (ecbinaling fibres) are short,

tapering, subtylote, whereas E. (E.) anomala has
a cavernous construction and long, more-or-less

rounded principal megascleres

Echinochalina (Echinochalina)
(Figs 282-283)

felixi sp. nov.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG30474I: NE
Eagle

l. t

Barrier Reef. 14°39.8*S T 145M9.2*E. 3.ix.l994.
dcplh. coll.
trawl.

of

E. of Turtle Is group. Cairns section Great

J.

Kennedy, DPI

RV

19m

"Gwendolyn May",

523

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
region;

19m dcplh;

Turtle Is

Soft Substrata inter-reel

(FNQ)

f

Fig.

2&

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Long, thinly cylindrical
fragile digit, 180mm long, up to 60mm diameter
tapenng towards base; embedded in soft substrata

by small, cylindrical, basal root-like proec
up to 21mm long, 3mm diameter.
Colour. Beige-grey alive (Munsell 2.5Y 7/2),
-

light

brown in elhanol.
Not observed.

Oscules.

Texture

and

com-

surface characteristics. Firm,

pressible, surface fibrous, microscopically

t

en

honeycomb reocululc.
Ectasome and subectosome .Fibrous,
microscopically porous,

peripheral spongin fibres tangential to surface,

forming circular meshes up to 2

5mm

diameter,
stretched between adjacent fibres; ouiei surface of peripheral fibres
with small blind fibre endings and protruding
Spicules, both visible under low magnification;

membraneous ectosome

auxiliary

subtylostyles

membraneous ectosome,

scattered

singly

or

m

on

small

bundles; subectosomal skeleton undifferentiated

from chuanusome.
Choanosorne. Reticulate skeletal structure; fibres
more-or-less homogeneous, 40-85jun diameter
cored by auxiliary subtylostyles in multispicular
tract of

up

to

6 spicules abreast;

fibres long,

generally curved or sinuous, anastomosing,
regularly bifurcate; shorter connecting fibres unity paucispicular fibre meshes cavernous ova] or
elrptical, 170-490u_m diameter; fibres sparsely
echinated by smaller principal subtylostyles;
hyl matrix heavy, granular, cored by few

microscleres and auxiliary megascleres;
choanocyte chambers small, oval, 20-35ujn
diameter.

Megaideres. Principal subtylostyles lechinating
fibres) short, slender, straight, subtylote, smooth
207bases, tapering fusiform points. Length
"
(242.2r27S|jLm. width 3-(3.3>4.5Ltm.
Auxiliary subtylostyles (coring fibres and dispersed in mesohyl) long, very slender, straight.
slightly subtylote, smooth bases, tapenng
fusiform or sometimes bluntened points. Length
2S5-(314.8)-345|xm, width 3.5-f4,3)-5u.m.

Microsclera. Palmate isochelae unmodified,
front and lateral alac approximately equal length,
lateral alae completely fused to shaft, front alae
partially fused to lateral alae, straight shaft

Length 6-( 10. 1)-I2u.m.
Toxas include both wing-shaped and slightly
accolada forms, ranging from thin to raphidiform.
often broken in preparations. Length 40-(65.8)96!xm, width 0.8-0 7)-2,5u.ni-
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FIG. 283. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) felixi sp.nov. (holotype QMG304741). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Fibre characteristics. C, Principal subtylostyles. D, Ends of principal spicule. E, Auxiliary subtylostyle. F, Ends
of auxiliary spicule. G, Palmate isochelae. H, Fragments of wing-shaped and accolada toxas.
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FIG. 284. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) gabrieli (Dendy) (holotypc NMVG2359). A, Principal subtylostyles
(echinating fibres). B, Auxiliary subtylostyle (coring fibres and interstitial). C, Oxeotc toxa. D, Section through
peripheral skeleton. E, Holotype. F, Known Australian distribution.

ETYMOLOGY. For Dr Felix Wiedenmayer, NaturhisJasel,

Australian sponges.

for his contributions to

REMARKS.

Echinochalina

having vcry thin

felixi is

meg^i^

unusual

and a cavernous

reticulate construction, similar to E. digitata al-
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NM

VG2359). A, Choanosomal skeleton.
FIG. 285. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) gabrieli (Dendy) (holotype
B, Fibre characteristics (x419). C, Principal style. D, Ends of principal style. E. Auxiliary style. F, Ends of
auxiliary spicule. G, Oxeote toxa. H, Point of loxa.

though

in that species fibres are

both cored and

echinated by principal styles, whereas in E.felixi

auxiliary styles core fibres, growth form
cylindrical digitate,

and toxas are present.

is

REVISION OF MICROCIOMDAE

Echinochalina (Echinochalina) gabrieli
(Dendy, 1896)
(Figs 284-285)
Ophtifaspongia gabrieli Dendy, 1S96: 38-39.
Echinochalina gabrieli, dc Laubenfels, 1936a: 119;
Hooper
Wiedcnrnayer. 1994: 277.

521

Megascleres. Principal styles echinating fibres
straight, short, relatively thick, with smooth,
rounded or slightly constricted, subtylote bases
and nearly hastate points. Length 102-017.7)J38u.m, width 3.8-(5.5)-6.5u.m.
Auxiliary styles, coring fibres and

&

interstitial,

straight or slightly curved, thin, relatively long,

BMNH1902.10.18.341): Porl

fusiform, with smooth, rounded or very slightly
subtylote bases. Length ]42-(213.D-264u.m,

38°09'S. 144°52'E. 11-1 3m

width 1.8-12 -7Hi.5M.rn.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: NMVG2359

(fragment
Phillip Bay. Vic,
dcplh, coll. LB. Wilson

(dredge).

Microscieres. Isochelae absent.

HABITATDISTRIBUTION. Encrusting of shell fragments, 1-I3mdepth; Port Phillip <\ icMKg 284F).

slight

1

DESCRIPTION.

Shape, Massive, lobate, semiencrusting on detritus, 1 30mm long, 65mm wide,
up to 45mm thick, with low bulbous lobes
tered oveT surface
Colour.

Brown

in

3.5mm

diameter, on each surface lobe.
Texture

and surface

characteristics. Firm,

pressible, easily lorn; surface lobate-bulbous, un-

granular.

Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous,

skin-

ectosomal skeleton, minutely hispid with
points of auxiliary styles protruding through surlike

face in pauei- or multispicular plumose brushes*
some arising from ascending choanosomal skeletal tracts, others unattached to peripheral fibres
and free within mesohyl; sparse tangential tracts

of auxiliary styles below surface.

Chotmosome. Irregularly reticulate skeleton,
with thin but well developed spongin fibres forming primary, more-or-less ascending, and secondary* connecting tracts; primary fibres. 40-70u-m
diameter, cored by multi- or paucispicuJar tracts
of auxiliary styles in plumose or disorganised
arrangement; secondary connecting fibres. 1532u*m diameter aspicular or unispicuiar, curved,
meandering throughout core of choanosomal
skeleton producing oval, elongate, cavernous
meshes, 180-310>m diameter, becoming more
regular, rectangular and cavernous towards
peripheral region of skeleton, with meshes 180-

360p.m diameter; peripheral fibres slightly more
compacted; spicule tracts heavier in subectosomal skeleton than at core; primary fibres
sparsely echinated by principal styles; mesohyl
matrix heavy, moderately heavily pigmented,

numerous principal styles dispersed between
fibres; choanocyte chambers elliptical. 62-

Sum diameter.

2.5|xm.

Lurvae. Viviparous, oval-elongaie parenehymella, 225-375x1 90-2 lOiim, dark orange, heavil)

collagenous, containing oxeote toxas and

REMARKS. De

Laubenfels ( i 936a ) referred tins
species lo Echinochalina (sensu Hallmann,
1

com-

even, microscopically rugose, reticulate,

13

angular central curvature, straight points.

Length 90-H16 9>-l35p,m. width 1.5-(2.2)-

juvenile styles.

ethanoL

Oscules. Single, large apical oscule, up to

Toxas moderately uncommon, oxeole, with

by megascleres geometrically
equivalent to auxiliary spicules, whereas styles
echinating fibres have a geometry equivalent to
ha

•.

i

r-g

fibres cored

principal megascleres of other Microcionulae
Dendy's 1 896 ) description differed in spicule
1

my

dimensions from

observations of the type
those described
by Dendy, are predominantly in association with
numerous larvae, and it is possible that those
spicules arc merely juvenile quasidiaclinal
morphs of (auxiliary) coring megascleres. The
species di ffers from others in its spicule geometry*
and size, in particular the toxa morphology
skeletal structure whereby spicule tracts increase
in density towards the peripheral skeleton,
"teote toxas,

much smaller than

Echinochalina Echinochalina) intermedia
< White leggc. 1902)
(Figs 286-287, Table 44. Plate 12B)
I

Echinocknhria viminalix:

in part,

Whilclcggc. 1901:

87-88.

Not Thalassodvndran viminulis Lcndcnfeld. 1883:
225
Echinoclaihria intermedia; in part, Whilclegge, 1902a:
2M-2l5.Dcn.i-- L!
'1
pi.2, fig.S.
Echinochalina intermedia, Hallmann. 1912. 294-295.
lext-fig.69; Shaw, 1927: 427; Burton, 1934ft; 563;
Hooper & Levi. 1993a: 273- 277, figs 27-28. tabic
12: Hooper
Wiedcnrnayer, 1994; 277
1

1

&

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: AM:

Leiulcntelds

No

365 (missing). NEOTYPE: QMG3O0O25: Inner
c
Gnccrings. off Mooloolaba.26 39S, I53*10*E. 25m
depth, L0JtfLI991.
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QMG300025). A, Principal styles
(echinating fibres). B, Auxiliary subtylostyle/ tornoslyle (coring fibres and interstitial). C-D, Principal and
auxiliary subtylostyle of Hallmann (1912) specimen. E, Section through peripheral skeleton. F, Australian

FIG. 286. Echinochalina {Echinochalina) intermedia (Whiteleggc) (neotype

distribution.

G, Neotype.

OTHER MATERIAL:

(see

Hooper

&

Levi, 1993, for

a list of additional material used in this study):

QMG304757,
QMG303863,

QLD-

QMG304293, QMG304388,
QMG304025, QMG303984,

QMG300834, QMG300865. INDONESIA
NCIOCDN-

1

-

306-F (fragment QMG303688).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
rubble substrata;

8-50m

Sand, rock and coral

depth; Lizard

I.,

Day Reef,

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE
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and conules upon preservacompressible,
mucusy;
pale
orange-brown alive, brown
in ethanol.
Ectosomc
membraneous, with tangential and paratangential tracts
tion; texture soft,

of auxiliary spicules scattered, barely protruding
through surface; ectosome
heavily collagenous, darker
than choanosomal mesohyl;
choanosomal skeleton irregularly reticulate, with

long primary fibres, 90130fim diameter, meandering through choanosome,

becoming more plumoreticulale near periphery,

cored by multispicular
of whispy auxiliary

tracts

spicules, interconnected by

short.
aspicular
ot
paucispicular secondary
fibres, 40-70 jxm diameter,
producing elongate or eliptical, cavernous meshes up
lo 450u>m diameter; fibres
sparsely echinated by principal spicules; mesohyl
matrix heavy, with abundant
auxiliary spicules scattered

between fibres; ehoanocyte
chambers large, oval, up to
60u.m diameter. Principal
styles short, thick, straight,

smooth tapering or

slightly

subtylote bases, hastate or
slightly telescoped points
FIG. 287. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) intermedia (Whitclcggc) (72-95x2.5-4.5u-m).
QMG300S34). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Principal Auxiliary spicules sublylosD, Ends of principal style. E, Auxiliary subtylostyle/tornostyle.F, Ends
of auxiliary spicule.
style.

Howick

Is,

slender, straight, slightly

subtylote smooth bases,

Snake Reef, Frankland Is,
Sudbury Reef, Stanley Reef, Gulf of Carpentaria
(FNQ); Hook Reef (NEQ); Mooloolaba, Moreton Bay
(SEQ); Illawarra (NSW); E. coast (Tas); Dampier Archipelago, Northwest Shelf (WA) (Fig. 286F>; also
New Caledonia (Hooper & Levi, 1993a), CargadOS
Carajos, Indian Ocean (Dendy 1922); Sulawesi, InDirection

tyles or tornostvlcs, long,

Is,

donesia (present study).

rounded

points

(

I

78-206x2-3. 5jxm).

Microscleres absent.

DESCRIPTION.

(See Hooper

& Levi,

1993a).

DIAGNOSIS

(Table 44 for spicule dimensions).
Lobo-digitate with flattened branches and fibre

Massive,

bundles on surface, forming vaguely
'honeycombed* clathrous, reticulate growth

105mm high, 65mm
breadth; convoluted bulbous, cavernous surface in life, collapsing to form sharp ridges

form: pale orange-brown alive; large oscules
mainly on apex of surface bulbs; surface conulose
with low ridges and grooves, paler translucent

DESCRIPTION OF NEOTYPE.
lobatc, bulbous-digitate,

maximum
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TABLE

44. Comparison in spicule dimensions between populations of Echinochulina EchtnocJwftflO)
intermedia (Whitelegge), Measurements in u.m
(N=25). Comparative data from materia! examined
here and Hooper & Levi (1993a).
\

Auxiliary
Principal styles

suhiylostylcs

Population (Latitude)

(echinaung fibres)
(coring fibres)

Neotvpe (QMG
3G09i5)(Z6*S)

178-(190.7)-206*2-

72-(K51)-V5x2 5-

(2.61-3.5

(J.IK4-5

New

Caledonia
(22°S)

169-<I75.3)-I39x

r>l-(87.|)-!13x2 0-

Great Barrier

l84-(]y3,8)-205x

85-(93.8)-H0x4-

2.0-C3 0-5.0

(5.2)-*,

1

Rcef(17-19°S)
Southern
n
(26 S|

Qld

9hl.5

(2.8)-4.0

184-(l%-2)-2ns>.
12.9.1-4

NWShelfWA

R9-( 148.2)-

(20°S)

1

80 X

92-l>265-149

Curgados

£00*

C

Carajos (I6 S)

^

4-

110x7

3

;

NSW"

lltawarra.

140-185x4

(34°S)
Sulawesi,
Indonesia

Source

1

.

skin-like

177-(IS3.2V19Sx
{ 1

90-150

membrane

9

fcO-(82-7H 13x2.0-

\Mt-M3

°N)

Dendv(l922K2. Hallmann

t

(3.2

K

(1912).

covering, darker below; ee-

tosome membraneous with tangential or occasionally paratangential sparse tracts of
auxiliary spicules, lightly arenaceous, and sparse
plumose brushes of auxiliary megascleres from
ascending choanosomal fibres protruding short
distance through surface predominantly on sir
face conules; choanosomal skeleton irregularly

spongm fibres well developed;
primary fibres lightly cored by mullispicular
tracts of auxiliary megascleres becoming increasingly plumose towards periphery: secondary conplumo-rcticulatc,

necting fibres

unk

pauci- or aspicular;

all

fibres

irregulatly echinated by sparse principal styles,
rn. h

This species was redesenbed i.
Caledonian material (Hooper &
Levi (1993a). It is very characteristic in the field
with a clathrous, 'honeycombed' reticulate
growth form and pale orange-brown colour, and
differs from other species in having an irregular
plumo-rcticulate skeletal architecture, poorly
developed spongin fibres cored by a dense multisptcular axis of primary spicule tracts and light
pauci- or aspicular tracts in secondary fibres., and
hastate eboanosomal (auxiliary) styles core
1993a) note that the
fibres- Hooper & Levi
ly

New

from

1

geometry of auxiliary spicules in this specie*
varies between regional populations, ranging
from exclusively styles in the original type
material (now losi; Whitelegge, 1901, 1902a)and
(Hooper & Levi.
the Northwest Shelf of
(993d), to virtually all strongyles in material from
Mooloolabah including the neotvpe (present
study) and CargadosCarojos(Dendy, 1922). New
Caledonian population differs from othets in
having more abundant detritus and much more
slender echinating styles, whereas growth form,
skeletal architecture and spicule geometry are
relatively homogeneous for the sped
Echinochalina intermedia is used in the sense
of Hallmann 1912} and Dcndy (1922). because
the synonymy of this species is still confused* ami

WA

15.71-7

I.5-(2.5)-4.0

REMARKS.

nly on primary fibres; fibre anastomoses

form

irregular elongate, oval, eliptical or rarely rectan-

gular meshes, meshes more cavernous in
periphery than at core; mesohyl matrix heavy;
numerous auxiliary spicules ami detritus
tered between fibres; principal sivles echtnaiiftg
fibres short, thick, straight, almost hastate, with
smooth, rounded, tapering, or less frequently with
very slightly subtylote bases; auxiliary
megascleres coring fibres and dispersed within
mesohyl long, thin, mostly straight, with rounded
smooth bases, varying from styles, tornostyles or
less often strongyles. usually with blackened
axial canals, with rounded or slightly hastate
points; mic rose lores absent.

I

the validity of type material of

ThahssfMiendnm

viminaiis and EchtnnchaUnn tuitfmedta require
further clarification. Lcndcnfcld

( 1888:
225)
specimen from lltawarra. NSW. whereas Whitelegge (1901: 87) found
the original description incorrect based on a
inisidenlified cylindrical branching specimen
belonging lo Echinoclathria subhispida.
vyhirclegge(1901) redesenbed the species based
claihrous specimen (No. 365, confirmed
on
missing from
collections), which he subsequently designated holotypc of intermedia
(Whitelegge, 1902a: 214) However, he also
redesenbed a second specimen for the species
(Lendenfeld's No 332;. which unfortunately
belongs to E. subhispida. Botii Lcndcnfcld \s and
Whitelegge** actions have created confusions.

erected

T.

x'tminalis for a

:i

AM

and, moreover, Lendenfeld's manuscript

names

AM

and numbers on slides and specimens in the
and BMNH do not completely correlate with the
published descriptions (see remarks for E subhispida).

1

accept f. intermedia in the sense of

Hallmann 1912). and designate a neotype for this
species from the material described above, the
most 'typical" being QMG300025 from
Moolootaba. SB Qld
<
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FIG. 288. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) reticulata Whitelegge (holotype AMZ950). A, Principal style (echinating fibres). B, Auxiliary subtylostyle/ tornostyle (coring fibres and interstitial). C, Section through peripheral
skeleton. D, Australian distribution. E, Neotype.
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Echinochalina (Echinochalina) reticulata
Whitelegge, 1907
(Figs 288-289)

scattered

Echinochalina reticulata Whitelegge, 1907: 506,
pl.45,fig.25;Hallmann, 1912: 289-290, pl.30,fig.2,
lext-fig.66 (et van);

Hooper & Wiedenmayer, 1994:

Megascleres. Principal styles echinating fibres
straight, thick, with smooth, tapering, rounded or
slightly subtylote bases, fusiform points. Length
108-(139.8)-196p,m, width 6-(8.9)-llfim.
Auxiliary megascleres coring fibres straight,
curved or sinuous, thin, ranging from

278.
Tablis reticulata; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 76.

slightly

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: AMZ950: Off Wollongong, NSW, 34°26 S, 150°53'E, 110-1 12m depth,
coll. FIV 'Thetis' (dredge). PARALECTOTYPES:
AMZ715: same locality. AMZ23 (dry): E. coast of
t

40°0rS, 148°02'E, 29.vii.1909, coll. FIV
'Endeavour* (dredge; 'cotype' of var. crassa).
AME646 (dry): same locality ('cotype' of var. crassa).
Flinders

between fibres; choanocyte chambers
45-75|xm diameter.

large, oval,

hastate subtylostyles to asymmetrical tornostyles
or sometimes strongyles, with rounded or slightly
subtylote bases, rounded or telescoped points.
Length 146-(252.0)-336p,m, width 2.5-(4.1)-

5.5u,m.

I.,

(Other material presently missing:

AMZ153,

716,

Microscleres absent.
Larvae. Viviparous, small, oval parenchymella,
80-1 10p.m diameter, with heavy matrix.

717).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
112m
(Fig.

Soft substrata;

Wollongong (NSW);

depth;

Flinders

I.

1

10-

(Tas)

288D).

ing

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Massive, rounded,

globular, lobo-digitate to thickly flabeliate,

240mm

long,

honeycomb

255mm

wide,

150mm

reticulate construction

closely anastomosing, very thin

up

to

thick, with

produced by

membraneous,

lamellate, apically pointed, fibre bundles.

Colour.

Brown

to

grey-brown

in ethanol.

Oscules. Large, up to 5mm diameter, scattered
within lacunae of surface honeycomb reticulation.

Texture

REMARKS. In growth form, particularly its flattened spongin fibres, the holotype resembles the
Caribbean Pandaros acanthifolium (Duchassa-

and surface

characteristics. Firm,

honeycomb
membraneous and

flexible, harsh in dry state; surface
reticulate, lamellae very thin,

uneven.

Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous,

lan-

gentially disposed auxiliary megascleres lying

below surface, in pauci- or muitispicular tracts,
pierced by sparse plumose bundles of auxiliary
spicules from ascending choanosomal tracts.
Choanosome. Irregularly reticulate skeletal
structure, verging on subisodictyal, with differentiated primary and secondary spongin fibre systems; fibres relatively light, mostly flattened,
meandering or sinuous; primary fibres, 65112^m diameter, pauci- or muitispicular, running
longitudinally through lamellae, intersected at
regular intervals and obtuse angles by secondary
fibres, 22-40u-m diameter, mostly uncored, occasionally unispicular; fibres anastomoses form
cavernous eliplical meshes, 175-570u-m
diameter; Fibres cored by auxiliary megascleres,
moderately heavily echinated by principal
spicules; mesohyl matrix heavy but only lightly
pigmented, with numerous auxiliary megascleres

&

Michelotti), whereas Hallmann's variety

more reminiscent of honeycomb reticuof Holopsamma. However, in
spiculation and skeletal architecture both morphs
are identical and conspecific. Pandaros and
crassa

is

late species

Echinochalina differ substantially

in their spicule

geometries, whereby Pandaros has smooth or
acanthose principal styles coring and echinating
fibres, equivalent to those of Holopsamma, E.
reticulata has auxiliary styles coring fibres and
principal styles echinating fibres, typical of the
Echinochalina condition. The species differs
from other Echinochalina in spicule geometry,
particularly the endings of auxiliary subtylostyles, spicule size, possession of flattened fibres,
and a nearly isodictyal skeletal architecture,

whereas

in

growth form

it

is

similar to E. (E.)

barba.

Echinochalina (Echinochalina) ridleyi
(Dendy, 1896) (Figs 290-291)
Echinodictyum

ridleyi

Dendy, 1896: 44-45.
Hallmann, 1912:

? Clathrissa or Stylotellopsis ridleyi;

151.

Echinochalina

Hooper

ridleyi;

& Wiedenmayer,

Hooper, 1991:
1994: 278.

1348;

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: NMVG2409: Port Phillip Bay, Vic, 38°09'S, 144°52'E, 40m depth, coll. J.B
Wilson (dredge). PARALECTOTYPES: NMVG2410
same locality, 38m depth. BMNH 1902.10.18.363
same locality, 38m depth. BMNH 1902.10.18.364, 57
same locality, 40m depth.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Substrate unknown; 38
40m

depth; Port Phillip (Vic) (Fig. 290D).
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FIG. 289. Echinochalina (Echinochalma) reticulata Whileleggc (holoiypc AMZ950). A, Choanosomal skeleton.
B, Fibre characteristics. C, Principal subtylostyle. D, Ends of principal spicule. E, Auxiliary subtylostyle/
tornostyle. F,

Ends of auxiliary

spicule.

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Stalked, digitate, clubshaped, 85-165mm long, 50-80mm maximum
width, with thick cylindrical stalk, 18-32mm
long,

12-17mm

diameter, bulbous digitate apex

composed of more-or-less
.

"^

up

to

10

18mm

.,

flattened, fused lamel.

,

-

,

.

wide, together producing bushy.

flattened flabelliform or claviform growth.

534
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FIG. 290. Echinochalina {Echinochalina) ridleyi (Dendy) (lectotype NMVG2409). A, Principal acanthostylc
(echinating fibres). B. Auxiliary tornostyle/oxeote (coring fibres and interstitial). C, Section through peripheral
skeleton. D, Known Australian distribution. E Y Lectotype.
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FIG. 291. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) ridleyi (Dendy) (lectotype NMVG2409). A, Choanosomal skeleton.
B, Fibre characteristics. C, Principal acanthostyle. D, Ends of principal spicule. E, Auxiliary tornostyle/oxeote.
F, Ends of auxiliary spicule.
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Colour. Reportedly pale red-brown to red-orange
JQ life, pale brown in cthanol.

Osndes. Not observed.
Texture

and surface

pressible, flexibly

comsmooth with

characteristics. Firm,

Tace optically

Kill

distinct skin-like dermis.

tctosome and subectosome Membraneous,
microscopically hispid with multispicular, erect

and paratangential tracts of auxiliary spicules,
singly or in sparse plumose brushes, arising from
peripheral choanosomal fibres and protruding
through surface; choanosomal fibres immediately below ectosome.
Choanosome. Plumo-reticulaie skeletal structure, with incompletely differentiated, meandering, primary and secondary spongin fibres;
primary fibres heavy, 52-116u.m diameter,
vaguely ascending, multispicular, spicules arar?gcd in loose whispy tracts occupying most of
fibre diameter, becoming increasingly plumose

genus (see Hooper, 1991). Including mis
species in Echinochatirw requires broadening the
generic definition to allow for the inclusion of
thai

spined echinating styles, but these spicules appear to be true principal megascleres as opposed
to a special category of echinating acanthoslyles
such as those found in Ctathria, for example). In
any case, Simpson (1968a) and others have
shown that acanthosc verses smooth megascleres
may be of minor consequence at higher systematic levels in Microciomdae, and in other
respects the species fits well with the present
i

concept of Echmochalina. The species has
closest affinities to E. spongiosa, also having
acanthosc principal spicules, though differing
II) in growth form, spicule geometry
and spicule dimensions.

Fchinochalina (Kchirvochalinai spongiosa
(Dendy, 1896)
(Figs 292-293)

;

towards periphery; secondary, connecting fibres.
lts-43u.m diameter, pauci-, uni- or aspicular,
producing cavernous, oval or elongate meshes.
75-365u.m diameter; fibres cored by auxiliary
megasderes, sparsely echinated by principal
spicules; mesohyl matrix heavy but only lightly
pigmented, with numerous auxiliary mega<ckrcs
dispersed between fibres; choanocyte chambers
large, oval to elongate. 90-120u.m diameter.

spongiosum Dendy, 1896; 45;
Echinodictyum
Kallmann, 1912; 151.
hitiochuhtui spongiosum; Hooper, 1991; 1348;
roper & V/iedenmayer, 1994: 278,
i\*<

|i

I

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: NMVG2452:

Sorrento
C
a
Bav, Vic. 38 21\S, !44 42'E. 20m
depth, coll. J.B. Wilson (dredge). PARALF.CTOTYPE; BMNHI902.10.18.58, 365; same locality.
JeMy,

Pon

Phillip

Megasderes. Principal acanthoslyles echinating
fibres small, straight, relatively thick, with tapering rounded bases, spined apical and basal extremities, fusiform points; spines small, conical
erect.

Length 87-004.

1

HI6u.m

?

width 5-<5.8)-

7|crn.

Auxiliary spicules

conng

fibres long, thin,

curved or sinuous, sometimes
raphidiform. with variable terminations ranging
from hastate oxeas, tomotes. quasi-monactinal
turnostyles, or subtylosiylcs. Length 1X4
(261,3>3l4|un, width 2H4.1>-6.5u.m.
Microscleres Absent.
straight, slightly

REMARKS. Dendy

( 1

896)

initially

assigned this

Species to Echinodictyum (Raspailudae) having

uiactinal coring

:

monactinal echinating

megascleres, extra>axia3 styles, and a morenofIcss reticulate aahitecture. However, the spicules
which actually core these fibres range from true
diactmal to true monactinal forms, without obvious axial and extra-axial differentiation in their
distribution. The skeletal architecture verges on
plumose, not prominently reticulate as is found in

most Echinodktyum species, and fibres arc much
heavier than those noremally found in species of

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
12m

Substrate
depth; Port Phillip (Vic) (Fie. 292D).

unknown;

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Thickly encrusting,
massive, subspherical sponge, 65mm diameter,
attached directly to substrate.
Colour, Reportedly grey in
ethanol

life,

pale

brown

in

Oscutes. Not observed.

Texture

and surface

characteristics* Firm,

com-

pressible, spongy; surface shaggy, covered will)

mostly irregular, lobate papillae, low ridges
and abundant striations
Eetosame and subectosome. Membraneous,
lightly arenaceous ectosome, with irregular
plumose brushes of auxiliary megascleres barely
protruding through surface arising from
large,

choanosomal fibres.
Choanosome, Plumo-reticulatc skelet&l structure, verging on plumose-dendritic in periphery,
peripheral

without any obvious differentiation into primary
or secondary fibres or tracts; fibres at core of
skeleton light, whispy, multispicular, sinuoiis,
reticulate. 22-54|xm diameter, interconnected at
irregular intervalsby smaller multispicular fibres.
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FIG. 292. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) spongiosa (Dendy) (lectotype NMVG2452). A, Principal acanthostyles (echinating fibres). B, Auxiliary tornostyles (coring fibres and interstitial). C, Section through peripheral
skeleton. D, Known Australian distribution. E, Lectotype.
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FIG. 293. Echinochalhut (Echinochalina) spongiosa (Dendy) (lectotypc
skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics (x475). C, Principal acanthostyle. D,
tornostyle. F, Ends of auxiliary' spicule.

8-18p,m diameter, forming irregular ovoid, rectangular or elongate meshes, 65-ll8jxm
diameter; fibres increasingly plumose, more

NMVG2452). A, Choanosomal

Ends of principal

spicule. E, Auxiliary

paucispicular towards periphery, terminating on
or near surface as single spicules; skeletal tracts
in

periphery occupy most of fibre diameter, rang-
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FIG. 294. Echinochalina {Echinochalina) tubulosa (Hallmann) (lectotype
1925.1 1.1.568). A, Principal
styles (echinating fibres). B, Auxiliary styles (coring fibres and interstitial). C, Section through peripheral
skeleton. D, Known Australian distribution. E, Paratype. F, SAMTS4018.

ing from 12-35u,m diameter, fibre meshes cav-

ernous, elongate, 240-660u.ni diameter;

all fibres

cored by auxiliary megascleres, sparsely
echinated by principal spicules; mesohyl matrix
very heavy, dark yellow-orange pigmented, with

moderate numbers of auxiliary spicules scattered
fibres; choanocyte chambers small,
oval, 15-54u,m diameter.

between

Megascleres. Principal styles echinating fibres
straight, relatively thin, subtylote, with light
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spines concentrated mainly on base and near
points, fusiform, bare points. Length 82-(92.3)-

98u,m, width 2.5-(4.4)-5.5ujti.
Auxiliary spicules coring fibres thin, mostly
straight, sometimes slightly curved or sometimes
sinuous, varying from tornostyies, strongyles or
tornotes with rounded or subtylote extremities.
Length 166-(187.6)-214u-m, width 1.5-(3.2)-

digits tapering

45mm

high,

Colour. Bright orange, yellow-orange, or vermilion-red alive (Munsell 10R 6/10 - 2.5R 5/10),
pale brown in ethanol.

Oscules. Large, up to 10mm diameter, at apex or
subapical on each digit.

Texture

4.2u.m.

towards their extremities, up to

22mm diameter.

and surface

characteristics. Firm, rub-

bery, compressible, flexible digits; surface even,

Microscleres absent.

porous, microscopically rugose fibre bundles.

REMARKS. Echinochalina (E.) spongiosum was
originally assigned to Echinodictyum, like E.

(£".)

ridleyi, having diactinal coring and monactinal
echinating spicules, but E. (E.) spongiosum was
even more atypical of Echinodictyum in its skeletal architecture, having an almost completely
plumose skeleton, with only vestiges of reticulate
construction. The species is easily assigned to
Echinochalina even though it has acanthose (versus completely smooth) principal styles echinating fibres (see remarks for E. (E.) ridleyi),
differing from E. (E.) ridleyi in growth form,
spicule geometry and spicule dimensions.

Echinochalina (Echinochalina) tubulosa
(Hallmann, 1912)
(Figs 294-295, Plate 12C)
Ophlitaspongia tubulosa Hallmann, 1912: 272-275,
pl.35,fig.3,text-fig.60.

Echinochalina tubulosa; de Laubenfels, 1936a: 119;

&

Hooper
Wiedenmayer, 1994: 278.
Echinoclathria tubulosa\ Wiedenmaver,

1989: 66,

pl.6, fig.9, pl.25, Figs 3-4, text-fig.45.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: BMNH1925.il. 1.568:
Westemport Bay, Vic, 38°26'S, 145°08'E, coll. J.
Gabriel (dredge). PARALECTOTYPES: AME1271
(dry): Precise locality unknown, Illawarra region,
NSW.
(dry): same locality.

OTHER

AMZ155

MATERIAL: QLD- QMG304737, QMGL864 (fragment NTMZ1528), QMGL2759 (fragment
NTMZ1566). TAS- QMG300265 (NC1Q66C-3558-J)
(fragment NTMZ3783). S AUST- SAMTS401 8 (fragments

NTMZI606, QMG300475).

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Sand, rock and
15-32m depth; Turtle Is,
Agincourt Reefs (FNQ); Moreton I. (SEQ); Illawarra (NSW); Westemport Bay (Vic); Kent Is,
Bass Strait (Tas); Kangaroo I. (SA) (Fig. 294D).
coral rubble substrata;

Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous, with
dense paratangential layer of auxiliary styles
lying below, occasionally protruding through surface, in irregular plumose formations, with or
without light arenaceous ectosomal layer;

choanosomal

fibres

Choanosome. Regularly

sive, erect,

up

to

Shape. Tubulo-digitate, mashigh, attached directly

120mm

to substrate, with erect, regularly cylindrical or
irregular, stoloniferous, thin or thick,

bulbous

isodictyal to irregularly

reticulate skeletal architecture, with poorly dif-

ferentiated primary and secondary fibres;
primary ascending fibres thin, 42-93|xm
diameter, heavy, paucispicular, sometimes uni- or
aspicular, occasionally meandering, sinuous,
often ascending directly to periphery, interconnected at irregular intervals by thin, more-or-less
transverse, uni- or aspicular secondary fibres,
18-35u.m diameter; secondary fibres branch and
anastomose amongst themselves, forming oval,
rectangular or triangular, relatively cavernous
meshes, 124-650u,m diameter; fibres cored by
predominantly longer and thinner auxiliary

megascleres, never forming more than
paucispicular tracts, usually becoming plumose
towards periphery; fibres echinated by shorter,
stouter principal spicules; mesohyl matrix heavy
but only lightly pigmented, with numerous thin
auxiliary spicules dispersed between fibres and
occasionally also small quantities of inorganic
debris; choanocyte chambers large, oval, 72113u,m diameter.

Megascleres. Principal styles echinating fibres
styles straight, short, relatively thick, with
smooth, evenly rounded bases or less frequently
slightly subtylote bases, almost hastate points.
Length 74-(96.5)-128u,m, width 4-(6.6)-8.5u.m.
Auxiliary styles coring fibres and

interstitial

long, thin, straight or slightly curved hastate
styles, occasionally

DESCRIPTION.

immediately below ec-

tosome.

modified to asymmetrical

styloids, tornotes or strongyles, rarely sinuous.

Length 108-(226.1)-305u.m, width l-(2.2)4.5u,m.

Microscleres absent.
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FIG. 295. Echinochalina (Echinochalina) tubulosa (Hallmann) (QMG300265). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Fibre characteristics (x498). C, Principal styles. D, Ends of principal spicule. E, Auxiliary style. F, Ends of
auxiliary spicule.

Larvae. Incubated parenchymella larvae

in

I

Associations.

One specimen contained numerous

specimen, oval, small 62-170u-m diameter, con-

algal filaments within fibres, almost

taining abundant collagen but no larval spicules.

obscuring spicules within fibre skeleton; Wieden-

completely
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VG23 1 9). A, Auxiliary oxeas
FIG. 296. Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) bispiculata (Dendy) (lectotypc
(coring fibres and interstitial). B, Principal oxea (echinating fibres). C, Section through peripheral skeleton. D,
Known Australian

distribution. E, Lectolype. F, Fibre skeletal structure.

mayer (1989) also noted microsymbionts in his
material from Bass Strait.

REMARKS.

This species shows some

variability, particularly in organisation

structure (ranging

network

from regularly

of skeletal

isodictyal fibre

to irregularly reticulate),

palmate

isochelae were abundant in 1 specimen from SA
(but presumed to be contaminants), and position
of oscules (terminally or subtermally on digits),
otherwise there is no doubt that all these

specimens belong to E. (E.)tubulosa. The longer.
thinner styles coring fibres and shorter, thicker

styles echinating fibres indicate that

it

belongs to

Echinochalina. Interpretation of these features is
of primary importance in generic placement. This
species has been included with Ophlitaspongia

1912), or
{-Echinoclathtia) (Hallmann,
Echinoclathria (=Holopsamma) (Wiedenmayer,
1989), based on misinterpretation of these genera
and that megascleres coring and echinating fibres
were geometrically identical. However, it is clear
that longer, thinner auxiliary styles are most commonly found inside fibres, whereas shorter, thicker principal styles are most frequently found

*n

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

echinating fibres, even though few intermediate
examples of both spicule types can be found
coring or echinating fibres. Contrary to Kallmann
(1912: 274), I infer that spicules coring fibres in
this species are equivalent to auxiliary
megascleres of the Microcionidae, and the thicker echinating styles are derived from principal
spicules, and thus the most appropriate placement
is
with Echinochalina. HalJmann (1912)
remarked on the resemblance and possible close
relationship between this species and £

although

{Protophhtaspongia)
bispiculala,
spicule geometry is very different.

OTHER SPECTES OF ECHINOCHALINA
(ECHINOCHALINA)
Echinochalina

(

Echinochalina

i

isochelifera

(Uriz, 1988)

Echmoclathna isochelifera Uriz. 1988: 89-90, pis 22b,
42c, 36b-d, texl-fig.64 [Namibia].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: AB1P7B-6A. SW. Afnca
Echinochalina (Echinochalina) melana Van
Soest & Stentoff, 1988
Echinochalina sp. Hartman in Lewis, 1965: in tabic.
Echinochalina melana Van Soest
Stentoff, 1988;
123-125, pi. 12, fig.l, text-fig. 60 (Barbados, West

&

Indies].

coring and echinating megascleres are equated
here with auxiliary and principal spicules, respectively, of typical Echinochalina. Dendy (1896)
included the type species in the Haplosclerida,
bet remarked on its unique spicule arrangement,
particularly the ectosomal structure

and

lined above, whereas de Laubenfels (1936a)
it to the Desmacididae because, he sug-

referred

gested, the hastate diactinal megascleres
resembled those of Guitarra and Uosimi. Athough it lacked poecilosclerid microscleres.
Echinochalina (P.) bispiculala is included in this
subgenus since it has a paratangential ectosomal
skeleton composed of auxiliary megascleres,
reticulate spongin fibres and echinating principal
spicules, whereas other species described by de
Laubenfels (1936a) (P. ago, P. ada and P. antitlana) arc more appropriately placed in
macididac and Haplosclerida (see remarks for
Pwtophlisaspongia under Genera Included)
1

Eight speci es are now included in the subgenus
2 known exclusively from New Caledonia and
the remainder from eastern Australia. (Table 46,
Hooper &Levi, 1993a- 1279).

Echinochalina Protophhtaspongia
i

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: ZMATOR5509.

Caribbean.

J

954* 96;

Pulitzer-Final, 1986: 1381.

TYPE SPECIES.
1895:

246 (by

Siphonochalina bispicufata

i

bispiculata

(Dendy, 1895)

Echinochalina (Protophli<a$pongta)
Burton, 1934
ProtophUiaspongia Burton. 1934a
[Not Protophlitaspongia\ de LauhonfeK

fibre

ec hi nation. Burton (1934a) assigned the type to
Microcionidae. for similar reasons as those out-

(Figs 296-297, Table 45}

Siphonochalina bispiculala Ctendy,lS95: 246.
Dipkhlerrma bispiculala; HaJImann, 1912; 255.
Prowphlitaspongia bispiculala; Burton, 1934a- S(S7
Echinochalina bispiculala; Hooper
Levi, 1993a:

&

Cfen-Iy.

1279; Hooper

& Wiedenmaycr,

1994; 277.

original designation).

DEFINITION.

Diactinal or quasi-monactinal
auxiliary megascleres core fibres, with diactinal
or quasi-monactinal principal spicules echinating
fibres.

REMARKS.

In this subgenus structural
megascleres (coring and echinating fibres) appear to be diactinal, unlike all other microcion ids,
but they are interpreted here as being highly
modified monactinal spicules allowing its inclusion in the Microcionidac. This interpretation
is supported by the
more-or-less plumose ascending, primary spicule tracts, true echinating
megascleres, isoehelae and toxa microscleres in
several species, and obvious (i.e.. less modified)
monactinal cctosomal spicules in several species,
indicating affinities with Echinochalina. The

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPB: NMVG23I9 5-6km
from Point Lonsdale, Port Phillip Heads. Vic,
3R ? 20.VS, 144°35.6 E,34-38rn depth, 1894, cull. J. B.
Wilson Idrcdge). PARALECTOTYPE: NMVG2320
ifraemem BMNH1902.10.18. 14.110): same locality.
,

OTHER MATERIAL: VIC - QMG304102.
HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock

reef;

34-38m

depth; Port Phillip (Vic) (Fig. 296D).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Massive, subspherical,
90mm maximum diameter.
with short bulbous surface lobes, or&ubcylindrical. flattened digitate sponge, 160mm long,
28mm wide, 5mm thick.
irregularly

lobate,

1

Colour. Pate yellow-brown in elhanol.

Oscales. Small,

2-3mm

surface, particularly

diameter, scattered over

on apex of surface

lobes.
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Texture

and surface char-

acteristics.

Soft,

compres-

slightly rubbery;
surface optically even,
minutely reticulate.
sible,

Ectosome and subectosome. Microscopically
hispid ectosome with scattered plumose brushes of
long, thin auxiliary oxeas,
arising from the points of

peripheral

and

fibres

paratangential to surface;

choanosomal fibres immediately below surface although spicule tracts more
plumose in peripheral
skeleton than at core.

Choanosome.

Regularly

reticulate to subisodictyal

skeletal structure, with well

developed fibres divided
into primary and secondary
elements; primary fibres
ascending, multispicular,
60-95 p-m diameter, forming distinctly plumose
tracts within core of fibre,
interconnected at more-orless regular intervals by
slightly thinner secondary
fibres, transverse, uni-,
pauci- or aspicular fibres,
20-43 |xm diameter; fibres
relatively light, cored

by

long, thin auxiliary oxeas

and echinated by

short,

stout principal oxeas; fibre

anastomoses form cavern- FIG. 297. Echinochalina
(Protophlitaspongia)
bispiculata (Dendy)
ous ovoid meshes, 180- (QMG304102). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C,
540pm diameter; mesohyl Auxiliary oxea. D, Principal oxea. E, Ends of oxeas.
matrix heavy but only lightLarvae. Incubated parenchymella larvae small
ly pigmented, with moderate quantities of
spherical, with heavy mesohyl matrix, 210auxiliary spicules dispersed between fibres;
240|xm diameter, no larval megascleres.
choanocyte chambers

large, oval to elongate, 60-

REMARKS. Of all

130jxm diameter.

species

Megascleres (Table 45). Principal megascleres

is

the

E. (Protophlitaspongia) this

most reminiscent of Haplosclerida

echinating fibres straight, short, thick, invariably

in skeletal characteristics (e.g., three dimensional
ectosomal architecture like Hemig ell ius (Niphat-

smooth, hastate oxeas, with abruptly pointed or

idae);

telescoped ends.

Auxiliary megascleres coring fibres long, thin,
straight, hastate or rarely

Microscleres absent.

fusiform oxeas.

choanosomal

fibre construction similar to

Callyspongia (Callyspongiidae)). Echinochalina
(P. ) bispiculata is slightly similar to E. (P.) oxeata
but that species lacks true geometric differentiation between coring and echinating spicules and
has a different growth form (Table 46).
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FIG. 298. Echinochaiina (Protophlitaspongia) collata sp.nov. (holotype QMG304120). A, Principal oxea
(echinating fibres). B, Auxiliary oxeas (coring fibres and interstitial). C, Ectosomal subtylostyle/ anisoxea. D
Wing-shaped toxas. E, Section through peripheral skeleton. F, Australian distribution. G, Holotype.
T

Echinochaiina (Protophlitaspongia) collata

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
depth; Lizard

sp. nov.

I.

(FNQ)

Coral pinnacles;

9m

(Fig. 298F).

(Figs 298-299. Table 45, Plate 12D)

DESCRIPTION.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; QMG304120:
Lagoon, Lizard

Blue

1., Cairns section. Great Barrier Reef,
Qld, 14°41.0'S, 145 27.5 E,9mdepth,3.iv.1994,coll.
J.N.A. Hooper
S.Cook (SCUBA).
,

&

Shape. Thickly encrusting, up
bulbous in places on surface
following contours of substrate.
to

12mm

Colour.

brown

thick,

Dark red

alive (Munsell

in ethanol.

2.5R 4/10),

light

546
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FIG. 299. Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) collata sp.nov. (holotype QMG304120). A, Choanosomal
skeleton. B, Fibre characleristics. C-D, Ends of auxiliary anisoxea and style. E, Ends of principal oxea. F-G,
Ends of ectosomal anisoxea and style. H, Wing-shaped toxas.
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TABLE 45. Comparison
urements

in

in spicule dimensions between species of Echinachalina iProtophlitaspongia), Measmicrometres (N-=25); comparative data from Hooper & Levi (1993).

E(P.)

E.(P\

hbouiei

bar$ibanu

Hooper &

Hooper &

SPICULE

Uvi

fe(P,

E.(/M isoaci

(QMG301270) (QMGL2166)
(New
(SEQId)

(QMG305051)

,\%AS)

sp nov.

(QMG304

1

20J

(GBR.QId.)

(GBR.Qld'

i

55

r

"-

-

101 (121.21-

252-<265

2

52.f73.J)-

108x1.8-

*0.8-<l.9l-

166x3.5-

287 * 3(3.6)-

oxeas

(2.9M.O

30

(6.1.1-7.0

4.5

115(156.2)-

144(216.0-

>
,

auxiliary

I94x

styles

<l.7)-2.5

(2.41-3.5

28-(33.5l-42

32-(46.7l-5H

27*

1.0-

oov,

(dtgiiaie

moiph

morphj

i

(QMC300039J (QMG30W3OJ

x

1

('--

262*

102-11:2 "i-

126-032*164
.-'2)-7.0

2-1.2.8

122

(381-7,5

264 x

1

(2.2)-3

54-171

x:

(fY2)-7.5

4

Chelae

absent

I4-(I5.5)-21

9-M0.7>-14

absent

ftbscsu

abscnl

Touts

absent

ahscnt

absent

absent

absent

l!8xl-U

abscnl

diameter, on apex of

67-(76.2)-88
x

S-12.4)-

1

2)-6

3,5

>-

abscnl

absent

18-(44.it-64

3!-(44.9»-62
x 0.5-<

b>-

1*

2

-

-2mm

2 »-84

x2-(2.8>-4
.-1

14-(732

I

1.5-

12.2V 3

188 x 15-

2.5

162

142(181,9)-

22Sx

1.5-

(2.2)-3

94(148.0)-

118(142.7)-

4.0

4.5

215 X

.5-

a 1.0-(2.0>

x

114(187.7)-

212-(237_2)abseni

1-

1.5-

x.

158x3(4.6)7

3
57.(79.7)-

163

326>i6-(8/7)II

2!2-(2340>absent

94-(10l7)

197-(235.6»-

>-

1 2.0-(2.5)-

Oscules. Very small,

«tp

(l>*pjcal

'.Ac Jon!;;

(coring)'

Principal

fBMNH 1930.8,

|GBR,QU)>

Auxiliary

(echinaung)
oxeas

E. tltbftUMl

{SB Qid.i

Caledonia)

Ectosomal

luberosa
sp.nov.

ilata

(Bunon)

favulosa
sp.nov.

)otrm*i
K

sp.nov.

Uvi

(New

eV.

EU\)

1

.

i

>-

1.5

Megascleres (refer to Table 45 for dimensions).

larger surface bulbs, surrounded by radiating sub-

Pnr.,

ectosomal drainage canals

oxcai, ihm, straight or slightly curved at centre,

Texture and surface charuaerisi Us. Harsh, firm,
compressible; surface microconulose, minutely
shaggy, conules close-set, less than 2mm high,
surface silty in situ with radiating drainage canals
clear of silt.

with telescoped points.
Auxiliary spicules coring fibres vary from true

Ectosotne and subectosome. Slightly plumose.
multispicular brushes of auxiliary spicules from
primary choanosomal tracts protrude through
surface mainly on ends of conules, bundles of
ectosomaJ auxiliary styles tangential to surface;
abundant detritus and collagen in ectosomal
layer.

spicules eehinating fibres short

oxeas to true

Chuunosome. Irregularly reticulate skeletal
heavy spongin fibres relatively
homogeneous throughout skeleton, 45-120p.m
diameter, forming oval or elongate meshes. 120-

440u.m diameter, without marked difference in
mesh size between periphery and core of

with

many

intermediates,

points usually telescoped.

Ectosomal auxiliary styles or amsoxeas long,
thin,

whispv

straight or slightly

curved, with

rounded or spiked base and fusiform or

Microscleres (Table 45), Toxas intermediate be-

tween ox hum and wing-shaped,
at centre, slightly

ETYMOLOGY
for the

thin, slightly

reflexed points.

Latin collates (L.), extended, diffuse:

growth form.

REMARKS.

This species

is

unusual in its thickly

encrusting growth form, conulose surface, multi-

skeleton; ascending primary fibres cored by multispicular tracts of auxiliary spicules but occupy-

spicular tracts occupying only about

ing only about 50% of fibre diameter,
interconnected by uni- or paucispicular secon-

asymmetrical spicules.

dary, transverse fibres; fibres sparsely echinated

by thinner oxeas

{''

principal spicules) protruding

acute angles through fibres; mesohyl matrix
heavy, with moderate numbers of auxiliary
megascleres and toxa microscleres dispersed between fibres; chounocyle chambers large, elonat

gate,

30-60|xm diameter.

lele

scoped points.

curved
structure, very

styles,

lung, thick, straight or slightly curved at centre,

50% of fibre

diameter, prevalence of telescoped points and

probably

a sibling

It is

most similar

to.

and

species of, E. (P) tuberoso in

having a special category of ectosomal styles and

oxhorn toxas, although spicule geometry and
spicule sizes arc substantially different between
these species. Further comparisons between
species of

Table 46.

K

{ProtophOfospongia) are given

in
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FIG. 300. Echinochalina {Protophlitaspongia)favulosa sp.nov. (holotype QMGL2166). A, Principal oxea and
style (echinating fibres). B, Auxiliary oxea and style (coring fibres and interstitial). C, Palmate isochelae. D,
Section through peripheral skeleton. E, Australian distribution. F, Holotype.

Echinochalina (ProtophHtaspongia) favulosa
sp nov.
(Figs 300-301, Table 45)

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMGL2I66:
QFS Craigman

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
strata;

480m

depth;

Survey

Off Noosa

Sand and

(trawl).

shell grit sub-

Noosa region (SEQ)

Shape. Irregularly branching,

195mm

long, up to

33mm

diameter, without apparent basal attachment;

Heads, Qld, 26 Q 3TS, I53°48'E, 480m depth,
13.ix.l980, coll.

DESCRIPTION.

cylindrical sponge,

.

(Fig.

300E).

branches bifurcate few times.
Colour. Live colouration

unknown, grey-brown

ethanol.

Oscules. Large, up to

5mm

diameter, on lateral

margins and ends of branches.
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FIG. 301. Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) favulosa sp.nov. (holotype QMGL2166). A, Choanosomal
skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Principal oxea and style. D, Ends of principal spicules. E, Auxiliary style
and oxea. F, Ends of auxiliary spicules. G, Palmate isochcla.
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Texture

and surface

pressible; surface

characteristic*. Soft,

com-

'honeycomb* reticulate,, highly

porous, uneven, coaulose.

Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous,
minutely conulose surface with erect,
pauctspicuiar brushes of auxiliary megascleres
arising from choanosomal spicule tracts protruding into surface conules but rarely through surface; some detritus scattered over surface;
choanosomal fibres immediately below cc-

tosomal skeleton.
Choanosome. Regularly reticulate, subisod..
skeletal architecture composed of murc-or-iess
ascending, muhi- or paucispicular, primary
fibres,

22-43u,m diameter, interconnected

at ir-

ports the inclusion of the genus in the
Poecilosclenda, although it is still feasible that
this species, and Protophlitaspongia, may be
more appropriately assigned to thepoecilosclerid
Dcsmacididae (de Laubenfels (1936a) and followed by Pulitzer-Finali (1986)), but little support For its inclusion in the hapiosclerid
Niphatidae (as proposed for Isodictxa bv Haidu

etaL

Echinoehaiina (Protophlitaspongia isaati
I

sp. no'

vchinated by shorter, pnncipal spicule*; fibre
anastomoses form relatively wide, elongate or
hexagonal meshes, 92-236p.m diameter; mesohyl
matrix heavy, relatively darkly pigmented,

kins

choanocyte chambers small ovoid to elongate,
-6jim diameter.
Megascleres (Table 45). Principal megascleres

Fig* 302-303, Table

W.

Plate

1

21:

W

£de

Hoopcr(SCl)BA).PARATYPE: QMG305464:

Swain Reef. Mflcfcay
T
Great Barrier Reel', Qld., 2l°58.68 S, I52°28.3'1T:,
22m depth, 24.vii.l995,eolU N.A. Hooper&P.Tnm-

(SCUBA). OTHI-R MATERIAL

QLD-

QMG30539S, QMG305430, QMG305504.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Fringing .oral roofs,

CDtal pinnacles, outer reef slopes, Ml dead cural, 20

33m

depth; Ovsier Reef (FNQ); Swain Reefs (MPQ't

(Fig.

SEE),

CRIPTION.
branching, up to

casionally quasi-monaciinal (asymmetrical

cylindrical branches,

marginally shorter than

a

side Gannett Cay.

cchinating fibres relatively short, thick, straight,
hostate oxeas. sometimes slightly telescoped, oc•iik), rarely styles, only

45

Ovster Reef, Cairns section, Great Barrier Reef, QUI.
1
16°38.4'S I45°54.7 fi 20m depth, 2l.ii.l995, OOli.
J.N.A.

with auxiliary and principal
megascleres dispersed between fibres;

-

MATERIAL, HOLOTYPE: QMG305051:

regular intervals by transverse, uni-. patici- or
aspkruiar fibres, 14-25|xm diameter; fibres hull!
hy longer auxiliary megascleres and moderately

granular,

1994b).

Stuipe.

Arborescent, digitate,
high, with conical

I50mm

up to 80mm long, 1.5mm
diameter, bifurcate at tips and expanded towards

coring spicules.
Auxiliary spicules coring fibres long, slender
straight, hastate uveas, often with telescoped
points, occasionally modified to quasj-ntoiWPtinal forms, rarely true styles, longer forms

apex of branches in life, collapses producing flattened branches in ethanol; basal stalk up to 25mm
long, 12mm diameter, with expanded basal at-

generally thinner

7/8), light

Mumscleres (Table 45). Palmate isochelae abundant, small, with approximately 15% twisted
fwms, lateral alae completely fused to shaft,
ala partially detached from lateral ahie. shall
straight.

Toxas absent,

ETYMOLOGY.

For

tachment.
Colour, Pale orange-brown alive (Munsell

1

membraneous

b::r!c\cumb reucuUlc growth

lip,

collapses completely

in

ethanol leaving no visible trace of oscule on
external surface.
Texture

its,

5R

brown in ethanol.
Oscufes Lar^e, up to 5mm diameter alive, on
apex of each digit, surrounded by raised

alive,

and surface characteristics.

firm, compressible, rubber)'

Soft,

spongy

in ethaiWIl

form,

fleshy alive, with longitudinal striations and

REMARKS.

ridges running from terminal osculc along sides
of digits, collapsing when preserved producing

This species

is

tJatopsamtm-Ukc honeycomb

hum, having palmate

unusual for Us
growth

reticulate

isochelae, both pnncipal

and auxiliary spicules ranging in geometry from
(predominantly) oxeas to styles, with asymmetrical intermediate geometries, ami coring and
echinating spicules differing only marginally in
their length and thickness. The possession of
isochelae nucroscleres in the present species sup-

concave striations and pits on sides of digits.
Ectosome and subectosome. Well developed, discrete brushes

of ectosomal auxiliary subtylosarising from ends of ascending
choanosomal tracts; ectosome more heavily collagenous than choanosome, lightly pigmented;
subectosomal skeleton slightly cavernous, with
widely spaced peripheral fibres and skeletal tracts
ty les
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FIG. 302. Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) isaaci sp.nov. (holotype QMG305051). A, Principal oxea
(echinating fibres). B, Auxiliary oxea (coring fibres and interstitial). C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles. D,
Section through peripheral skeleton. E, Australian distribution. F, Holotype.
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FIG. 303. Echinochalina {Protophlitaspongia) isaaci sp.nov. (paratype QMG305464). A, Choanosomal skeleton. B,
Fibre characteristics. C, Point of principal oxca. D, Point of auxiliary oxea. E, Ends of auxiliary anisoxea.

becoming progressively more plumose towards
periphery.

Choanosome. Irregularly reticulate, wisemeshed fibre skeleton, cavernous choanosomal
structure; fibres relatively homogeneous in size

and distribution, 40-70p-m diameter, without any
marked differences between primary and secondary fibres; fibres light; fibre meshes wide, oval
to elongate, up to 650|xm diameter, slightly more
cavernous in peripheral skeleton than at core;

REVISION OF MlCROaONfDAE

DESCRIPTION.

ascending primary fibres cored by pauci- orrmiltispicular tracts of auxiliary oxeas; smaller con-

sponge

necting secondary fibres, predominantly
transverse through skeleton, cored by unispicular
tracts of auxiliary oxeas, occasionally aspicular;
fibres at core of skeleton sparsely echinated by

Oscules. SmalL
of branches.

mesohyl matrix light, virtually
unpigmented, with sparse auxiliary oxeas scattered between fibres; choanocyte chambers large,
principal oxeas;

oval,

up

to

60p,m diameter.

553

Shape. Branching, cylindrical
diameter, now fragmented:
branches bifurcate near ends.
Colour. Light brown in ethanol.
3 -5

mm

l-2mm diameter, on lateral sides

Texture arid surface characteristics. Tough, elastic; surface smooth, even, porou-

Ectosome and subectosome. Membraneous, with
sparse, more-or-less creel bundles of auxiliary

Megascieres (Table 45). Principal oxeas echinoL-

16

from ascending choanosomal

tracts

ing fibres short, slender, straight, usually with

protruding through surface; choanosomal fibres

Ldcscoped points
Auxiliary oxeas coring

immediately below ectosome.

straight, usually

fibres long,

siemW,

with telescoped points.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long.
slender, straight, with slightly swollen bases,

sometimes pointed

at

apex, with fusiform or

slightly telescoped points.

Microscleres. Absent.

ETYMOLOGY.

In memory Ol Isaac Cook, urn of
Stephen Cook, collector of many of the samples studied
here

REMARKS.

(

iiodiutsovw. Irregularly reticulate skeleton with

differentiated primary and secondary

This species has a cavernous,

ir-

regularly reticulate skeletal structure with relatively poorl} developed fibre system and mostly
dominated by more-or-lcss plumose tracts coring
major fibres. The ectosomal skeleton is particularly weii developed, moreso than other
species ot E. iPmtophiiiaspongia), whereas the

echvnating spicule skeleton is very sparse, nearly
vestigial. The species is most closely related to E.
(P.) bargibanli in its growth form and aspects of
its skeletal structure but the\ differ substantially
in their respective live field characters, curing
spicule skeleton, and spicule sizes The species is
compared further with other £. (Proiophlisaspongia) in Table 46

spicules scattered between fibres; choanocyie
chambers large, oval 45-95^m diameter.
Megascleres (Table 45). Principal oxeas coring
fibres short, slender, straight or slightly

(Burton, 1934} (Fig, 304, Table 45)
Prowphlitaspongia oxeata Burton, I934i>

Sr_>2
T

texi-

curved

at

centre, with hastate or slightly telescoped points,

occasionally modified to styles.

Microsderes absent

REMARKS.

This species has reduced spiculalacking either echinating (principal)
spicules or eetosomal styles. In spongin fibre
tion,

structure, distribution of spicules within

ectosomal spiculation,

Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) nxeata

spoj

primary fibres ascending, pauci- or multispicular, 35-55^m diameter, interconnected by
transverse, tWrf- or aspicular secondary fibres, up
to 22*im diameter; fibre anastomoses produce
large, cavernous, oval meshes in peripheral
skeleton, up co 55u>m diameter, smaller, oval
close-meshed reticulation at core of skeleton, up
to I45jAm diameter; all spicule tracts occttp) only
small proportion of Fibre diameter; different!
echinating megascleres absent although auxiliary*
spicules may protrude through fibres ftl acute
angles, mesohyl matnx heavy but only lightly
pigmented, containing numerous auxii
fibres;

Eil

close to E. (P.)
htwiculata. Hooper
Levi's (1993a: 1279) E.
if. 1 oxeata from Moreton Bay is not conspeciflc
with the bolotype of £ yP) tuberosa. whereas E
\R oxeaia is restricted to the type specimen
it

is

&

I

fig.128.

Echinochalina axeaia; Hooper

Hooper

& Wiedenmayer,

A

L<Svi,

1993a: 1279;

1994: 278.

Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) tuberosa
sp. nov.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNHI93G\8.

typical

growth form

13 45;
Papuan Pass. Cooktown region, Great Barrier Reef,
Qld. I5"4rs« 145°48'E, 40m depth, coll. GBR Expedition (dredge).

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG300039:

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. On

finccrincs Shoals, off Mooloolaba, SE. Qld,
D
26 3S5S, I53°09..VE. 10m depth, lfj.xii.I991, coll.

coral fragments,

304C>.

40m

toraminifera ami

depth; CooJclown

(FNQ)

(Fig.

(Figs 305-306, Table 45 Plate 12F)
Inner

A Hooper & S.D. Cook (SCUBA). PARATYPE;
Moreion
QMG3O0O82; Shag Rock, N. Slradhroke

J.N.

1

,
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FIG. 304. Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) oxeata (Burton) (holotype BMNH1930.13.45a). A, Auxiliary
oxeas. B, Section through peripheral skeleton. C, Australian distribution, D, Fibre characteristics. E,
Choanosomal skeleton. F, Holotype.

Bay, SE. Qld, 27°25.0*S. 153°3K4*E, 15m depth,
J. Wilkinson
05. ii. 1992, coll. J.N.A. Hooper

&

(SCUBA).OTHER MATERIAL: QLD- QMG30401 5.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock and coral reef, usually sheltered under ledges; 9-25m depth; Stradbroke
Morcton Bay, Mooloolaba (SEQ) (Fig. 305F).

I.,

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Thickly encrusting with
bulbous-digitate surface projections forming

lobate-digitate or bulbous sponge,

long,

70mm

wide,

55mm

up

to

120mm

thick.

Colour. Bright red to pale red alive (Munsell 2.5R
brown in ethanol.

4-5/10),

Oscules. Small, up to 3mm diameter, scattered at
base of surface bulbs, between adjacent bulbs,
each with prominent membraneous lip.

Texture

and surface

ly hispid; surface

characteristics. Firm, slight-

uneven with prominent bulbous
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FIG. 305. Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) luherosa sp.nov., typical morph (holotype QMG300039). A, Principal
oxeas (echinating fibres). B, Auxiliary oxcas (coring fibres and inlerstitial). C, Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyle. D,
Oxhorn toxas. E, Section through peripheral skeleton. F, Australian distribution. G, Holotype.
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FIG. 306. Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) tuberosa sp.nov., typical morph (holotype QMG300039). A,
Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Principal oxea. D, Base of principal spicule. E, Auxiliary
oxea. F, Base of auxiliary spicule. G, Ectosomal auxiliary style, H, Ends of ectosomal spicule. I, Oxhorn toxa.

protruberances, up to
inflated at ends.
,

9mm high, 5mm diameter,

.......

Ectosome and subectosome. Relatively thick
paratangential brushes composed of ectosomal

auxiliary subtylostyles perched

on surface, over-

...
...
e
lying protruding principal oxeas from peripheral,
,

.

,.

ascending choanosomal skeletal

tracts;
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choanosomal

fibres

immediately below ec-
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smooth, macroscopically even, microscopically

tosome.

slightly hispid.

Choanosome. Regularly reticulate skeletal structure, without any marked compression at core,
with nearly renieroid fibre skeleton and plumoreticulate spicule tracts diverging towards

Ectosome and subecto some. Thick, erect bundles
of ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles forming discrete plumose brushes on surface, usually at ends
of ascending choanosomal spicule tracts, intermingled with protruding auxiliary coring oxeas;
subectosomal region relatively thick, spiculose,
with no fibre component.

periphery; spongin fibres heavy, without noticeable size differences between primary or secondary fibres, 20-60u-m diameter; all fibres cored
by auxiliary oxeas and moderately heavily
echinated by principal oxeas, particularly at fibre

nodes; primary fibres with ascending multispicular tracts of auxiliary oxeas terminating in
sparse bundles at surface; secondary fibres paucior unispicular in peripheral skeleton, uni- or
bispicular at core of skeleton; fibre anastomoses
produce square or round, relatively even meshes
throughout skeleton, 70-150|xm diameter;
mesohyl matrix moderately heavy, with few
auxiliary spicules scattered between fibres;

choanocyte chambers small, oval, 25-40|xm
diameter.

Megascleres (Table 45). Principal oxeas echinating fibres short, thick, straight, with fusiform or
slightly telescoped points.

Auxiliary oxeas coring fibres, long, slender,
straight or slightly curved at centre, with tapering

fusiform or slightly telescoped points.

Ectosomal auxiliary subtylostyles long, very
slender, whispy, usually curved at centre, base

subtylote, usually microspined, point hastate.

Microscleres (refer to Table 45 for dimensions).
short, thick, wide central curvature, points only slightly reflexed.

Toxas oxhorn,

Choanosome. Regularly reticulate skeletal
marked compression of axis.

struc-

ture without

Mega- and Microscleres. As

for typical form.

ETYMOLOGY. For the bulbous encrusting form.

REMARKS.

There are several notable differences between the bulbous-encrusting, shallower
water (typical) morph and the deeper water,
digitate morph that warrant their separate
description above (i.e., growth form, ectosomal
development), but there is little doubt that they
are conspecific given similarities in their skeletal
structure, fibre characteristics, spicule geometry,
spicule dimensions.

This species resembles E. (P.) bispiculata in
growth form (both bulbous, massive), fibre characteristics (regularly reticulate), and geometry of
coring and echinating megascleres. However, E.
(P) tuberosa has a special category of auxiliary
style forming a thick ectosomal skeleton
(whereas E. (P.) bispiculata simply has protruding auxiliary oxeas from the peripheral
choanosomal fibre skeleton), toxa microscleres
(versus no microscleres), and different spicule
dimensions (see Table 46). The species is also
related to E. (P.) laboutei, particularly the digitate
morph, in having special auxiliary styles forming

Digitate growth form

(Figs 307-308, Table 45)

and similar fibre characwith multispicular primary ascending
fibres and uni-, pauci- or aspicular secondary
fibres, whereas E. (P.) laboutei lacks toxa
microscleres, has a compressed central axial fibre
skeleton and generally has aspicular fibres.
the ectosomal skeleton,
teristics

MATERIAL. QMG300030:

Outer Gneerings Shoals,

off Mooloolaba, SE. Qld, 26°39'S, 153°10'E,

depth, 10.xii.1991, coll. J.N.A.

Hooper

&

S.D.

25m
Cook

(SCUBA).

DIAGNOSIS.

Shape. Arborescent, tubulo65mm high, 78mm wide,
cylindrical or slightly flattened, repeatedly bifurcate, occasionally anastomosing branches, 35mm diameter, slightly swollen at extremities;
sponge attached to substrate by expanded, short
basal attachment.
digitate

Colour.

growth form,

Same

as typical form.

Oscules. Small, up to

2mm

OTHER SPECIES OF ECHINOCHALJNA
(PROTOPHLITASPONG1A)
Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia)
gibanti Hooper

&

bar-

Levi, 1993

Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) bargibanti
Hoopcr&Levi, 1993a: 1280-1283, figs 3 1-32 [New
Caledonia].

diameter, on lateral

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG301270. SW.

Pacific.

sides of branches.

Texture

and surface

characteristics. Firm,

com-

pressible, slightly rubbery; surface of branches

Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) laboutei
Hooper & Levi, 1993
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FIG. 307. Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) tuberosa sp.nov., digitate morph (specimen QMG3OOO30). A,
Auxiliary oxea (coring fibres and interstitial). B, Principal oxeas (echinating fibres). C, Ectosomal auxiliary
subtylostyle. D. Oxhorn loxas. E Section through peripheral skeleton. F, Australian distribution. G, Digitate
specimen.
t

Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) laboutei Hooper
Levi, 1993a: 1277-1280, figs 29-30 [New

Artemisina Vosmaer, 1885

&

Caledonia].

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: QMG30O685. SW.

Pacific;

Artemisina Vosmaer, 1885a: 25; Ridley & Dcndy,
1887: 112; Topsent, 1894a: 12; Lundbeck, 1905:
10; Burton, 1930a: 501, 528-531; de Laubcnfels,
1
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FIG. 308. Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia) tuberosa sp.nov., digitate morph (specimen QMG300030). A,
Choanosomal skeleton. B, Fibre characteristics. C, Point of principal oxea. D, Point of auxiliary oxea. E, Ends
of auxiliary style. F-G, Oxhorn toxas.
1936a: 117; Levi, 1960a: 61, 83; Ristau, 1978:585;

VanSoest, 1984b: 122,

130.

Artenisina; Burton, 1934b: 54 [lapsus].
Qasimella Thomas, 1974: 311.

TYPE SPECIES.

Artemisina suberitoides Vosmaer,
885a: 25 (by monotypy) (junior synonym otSttberites
«rr/j^r Schmidt. 1870: 47 (Burton, 1930a: 528)).
1
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DEFINITION. Without choanosomal

fibres or

whereas skeletal architecture
vaguely ascending longitudinal tracts of spicules
bound by abundant collagen, cored by smooth
choanosomal principal subtylostyles in a moreor-less confused halichondroid reticulation of
vaguely multispicular ascending and scattered
indefinite fibres,

transverse megascleres; echinating megascleres
absent; subectosomal peripheral skeleton more
radially arranged; ectosome membraneous, skinlike, with smooth
protruding through surface, forming paratangential or erect, discrete spicule bundles;
microscleres palmate or arcuate isochelae and
toxas with smooth or spined points.

styles of a single size category

Artemisina apollinis (Ridley & Dendy, 1886)
(Figs 309-310)
Amphilec/us apollinis Ridley & Dendy, 1886: 350;
Ridley&Dendy,1887:125,pl.l9,fig.l0,pl.25,fig.2.
Artemisina apollinis; Lundbeck, 1905: 114-1 16, pi. 13,
fig. 4; Kirkpatrick, 1908b: 34, pi. 20, fig.4;
Hentschel, 1914: 70;Topsent, 1917: 62, pl.4, fig.6,
Burton, 1929a: 431; Hentschel, 1929:
876, 939; Burton, 1930a: 529; Burton, 1932a: 323;
Koltun, 1964a: 73; Desqueyroux, 1975: 66, pl.4,
Wiedenfigs 42-46; Koltun, 1976: 188; Hooper
mayer, 1994: 256.
Artemisina dianae Topsent, 1907:70-72; Topsent,
1908: 22, pl.3, fig.4, pl-5, fig.l; Vosmaer, 1935a:
pl.6, fig.7;

&

630.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1887.5. 2.140:
Royal Sound, Kerguelen, 40- 120m depth,

HOLOTYPE of A.

dianea:

MNHN

DT1666.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION. Rock reefs and soft sub18-380m depth; widespread boreal and antiboreal: Antarctica - MacRobertson Land, Australian
Antarctic Territory (Koltun, 1976), Graham Land, William II Coast, Victoria Land (Desqueyroux-Faundez,
1975) (Fig. 309F), Gauss Station, Winter Quarters,
strata;

South Georgia (Hentschel 1914; Kirkpatrick, 1908b),
Kerguelen Is (Ridley & Dendy, 1886, 1887; Koltun,
1976). Circum-polar (Koltun, 1964a). Arctic - East
Greenland (Lundbeck, 1905), South Shetland Is (Topsent, 1907, 1908), Iceland, North Sea (Hentschel,

spicule brushes forming more-or-less continuous

palisade on surface, sometimes also tangential or

plumose brushes of subectosomal
auxiliary spicules with few choanosomal principal spicules protruding through surface from
paratangential;

underlying skeleton.
Choanosome. Skeletal architecture irregularly
reticulate or renieroid reticulate in places with

rectangular and triangular meshes, up to 280p.m
made of uni- or paucispicular tracts of

diameter,

choanosomal principal

styles; skeletal tracts not

definitely differentiated into primary or secon-

dary elements although ascending tracts contain
2-4 spicules abreast and connecting, usually
transverse tracts contain 1-2 spicules per row;

and spicules bound by light colmesohyl matrix heavy, with numerous

fibres absent

lagen;

microscleres dispersed.
Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long,
slender, rounded smooth bases, occasionally
slightly subtylote, with fusiform points, straight

or slightly curved towards basal end. Length 352-

(407.3)-458p,m, width ll-(14.0)-17u.m.

Subectosomal auxiliary styles long, slender,
straight, with slightly subtylote, lightly

microspined bases, occasionally smooth, tapering to fusiform points. Length 209-(244.6)293fxm, width 3-(4.4)-7u m.
;
Microscleres. Palmate isochelae small, well
silicified, unmodified. Length 8-( 12.3)-16|xm.
Toxas wing-shaped, variable in length and

deep central curarms on larger spicules, or
slightly recurved arms on smaller spicules;
largest with microspined points. Length 24-

thickness, with sharply angular,
vature, long straight

(123.2)-264u.m, width 0.8-(2.3)-5u.m.

REMARKS.

Ridley

this species

had

&

Dendy (1887)

stated that

a halichondroid reticulate

skeleton whereas the type

shows

the skeleton to

much more regular, renieroid-reticulate in
places. Synonymy of A. dianae and A. apollinis,

be

1929).

DESCRIPTION.

Shape. Flattened, oval,
cushion-shaped, up to 50mm long, 38mm wide,

19mm

Ectosome and subectosome. Variably developed

thick.

Colour.

Grey-brown preserved.
Not seen.

Oscules.
Texture

and surface

characteristics. Soft,

com-

pressible, friable; surface uneven, folded, shaggy,

conulose, cavernous, with skin-like ectosomal
membrane stretched across adjacent conules.

proposed by Koltun (1964a, 1976) is doubtful, as
is the assumption that the species is bipolar (i.e.,
possible two or more sibling species). Their
respective type specimens are similar, with only
slight differences in spicule sizes, spicule

geometries and skeletal structures, and consequently Koltun's proposed synonymy is maintained here.
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FIG. 309. Anemisina upoHinis (Ridley & Dendy) (syntype BMNH1887.5.2.140). A, Choanosomal principal
styles. B, Subectosomal auxiliary sublylostyles. C, Palmate isochclac. D, Wing-shaped toxas. E, Section through
peripheral skeleton. F. Australian distribution.

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Artemisina jovis Dendy, 1924

Artemisina jovis Dendy. 1924a: 343, pi. 12, fig.6; Burton, 1930a: 530; Kollun, 1964a: 74-75; Bergquist &
Fromont, 1988: 1 19-120, pl.56, figs b-e; Dawson,
1993: 36; Hooper & Wiedenmaver, 1994: 257.

Zealand (Dendy, 1924a; Bergquist

DESCRIPTION.

1.112:

depth,

& Fromont,

1988).

Shape. Flabellate, stalked,
120-300mm high, 80-

bifurcate digitate margins,
1

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: BMNH1923.10.
5km east of North Cape, New Zealand, 138m
PARATYPES:BMNH1923. 10.1.315,316.

Hard benthos; 45-138m

depth; Antarctica - Wilkes Land, AAT(Koltun, 1964a)
(Fig. 31 IE); also North Cape and Three Kings Is, New

(Fig. 311)

10mm

wide,

8mm

tbick lamellae.

Colour. Greyish in ethanol.

6mm

diameter, with
Oscules. Oscules up to
slightly raised margins, clustered on osculifcrous
face of sponge.
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FIG. 310. Artemisina apollinis (Ridley & Dendy) (syntype BMNH1887.5.2.140). A, Skeletal structure. B.
Palmate isochelae. C, Wing-shaped toxas.

Texture

and surface

characteristics. Firm,

com-

pressible; inhalant surface smooth, slightly un-

dulating, with clearly visible porous ectosomal
membrane stretched across pitted subectosomal

region; exhalant surface osculiferous.

Ectosome and subectosome. Erect plumose
brushes of subectosomal auxiliary styles producing continuous palisade at surface but markedly
cavernous in subectosomal region.

Choanosome. Nearly regularly renieroid reticucomposed of uni-, pauciand multispicular tracts of choanosomal principal
late skeletal architecture

styles

producing triangular meshes up to 350u.m

diameter, enclosed within moderately light collagen; fibres absent; spicule tracts relatively

homogeneous, undifferentiated into primary or
secondary elements; mesohyl matrix heavy, darkly pigmented, containing abundant microscleres.

Megascleres.

Choanosomal principal

styles

curved near basal
end, fusiform pointed, with smooth rounded or
very slightly subtylote bases. Length 361(390.3)-448p,m, width 12-(19.2)-26u.m.
large, robust, straight or slightly
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FIG. 311. Artemisina jovis Dendy (hololypc BMNHI923. 10.1.1 12). A, Choanosomal principal Styles. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary sublylostyles. C, Accolada - wing-shaped toxas. D, Palmate isochelae. E, Australian
distribution. F, Section through peripheral skeleton.

Subectosomal auxiliary

styles slender, short,

fusiform pointed, straight or slightly curved near
basal end, with

smooth round bases. Length 234-

(290.6)-375u.m, width 3-(7.1)-J0p.m.

Micmscleres. Palmate isochelae unmodified,

abundant, well
16|xm.

silicificd.

Length 10-(12.5)-

Toxas intermediate accolada-wing shaped,
rounded central curvature, slightly reflexed arms, microspined
points. Length 98-(155.2)-2I5|im width 1.5long, slender, with slightly

f

(2.4)-4u.m.

REMARKS. The

type material revealed some

discrepancies from published descriptions of
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&

Dcndy (1924a) and Bergquist
Fromont
988), indicating variability between spcei mensIn particular skeletal meshes, described as being
both

{

J

and transverse components, are virtually homogeneous in the
holotype, and skeletal structure described by
Bergquist & Fromont (1988) as plumose is
regularly renieroid reticulate with no plumose

differentiated into ascending

component

in the holotype.

differ marginally
<

Spicule sizes also

from those described by Dendy

1924a). Artemisina jovis

is

very similar to A.

skeletal organisation whereby only pauci- or
small multispicular tracts form skeletal reticulation at core, with square or triangular meshes, up
to 300pm diameter; mesohyl matrix heavy, lightly pigmented, smooth, containing very abundant
rnierosclercs throughout.

Megascleres. Choanosomal principal styles long,
robust, fusiform pointed, smooth, with rounded
bases and typically slightly curved near basal end.
Length 305-(378.2)-472u-m, width Il-(13.7)IBfim.

skeletal structure, differing only

Subeetosomal auxiliary styles or tornostyies

Substantially in growth form, loxa size and to a
certain degree toxa geometry, and size and sana-

short, thin, straight* with slightly subtylote bases*

apollinis in

tion

its

of other megascJeres.

Artemtsina plumosa Hentsehcl. 1914
-Fig. 312)

smooth or microspined bases, rounded, hastate or
mucronale points often with small spines^ nr
sometimes with single small terminal spine, or
quasi-djactinal asvmmetrical ends. Length IKI
(196.7)-26Su.m. width 3-<6.1>8u,m.

Mir rustle re*. Palmate isochelae very abundant.
Arremisina piumosa Hentschct, iyi4: 70
figl [el var. lipochela\\ Burton,
1929a: 431 [Antarctica]; Burton. 1930a:
Kollun. 1964a: 73, pi. 11. figs 1-S; Koltun. 1976

pi .4, fig.5, pl.6,

190;

Hooper

& Wiexknmayer,

1994; 257,

Artemtsma strongvla Hcmschcl. 1914: 72-73.

pl.6.

fig.2.

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE. HM
1433.7.20.3.

(fragments BMNHII Coast. An-

ZMB4762); Off Wilhelm

moderately large, well silicified, occasionally
Length 8-( 1 3.2)- 16u,m.
Toxas intermediate accolada-wing shaped.
varying from minute to very large, typically willlarge angular central curvature, slightly reflexed
arms, microspined points. Length 36-( 140.1 )296u.m. width 0.8-(2.5)-5u.m.

contort.

REMARKS.
other species

tarctica.

Ariemisina plutnosa tUffets ftoiti
in having quasi-diactinal auxiliary

megascleres. including

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.
2269m

depth; Antarctica

-

Soft substrata; 125Enderby Land, Sahrina

Coast, Princess Elizabeth Lund, Wilhelm II Coast.
Australian Antarctic Territory (Kollun, 1976) (Fip.
312F); also Falkland Is. Adclie Coast (Koltun. 1964a).
Clauss Station (Henlschel, 1914; Burton. 1929a).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Small, erect, bulbous,
club-shaped, 28mm high, 25mm diameter.
Colour. Grey-brown in ethanol.
Oscutes. Not observed
Texture

and

some with

basal spina-

Ms toxas are also much LrtfgCT and
prominently spined than the other 3 antarctic
sjxvu-s described here, and skeletal architecture
is heavily reticulate at core and exclusively
plumose near periphery.
Hcntschcl (1914) and Koltun (1964a) recorded
a second category of large choanosomal style,
with similar geometry to principal spicules but
nearly twice their length (800-2 160x2 -44
but tfiese nVcfe ftOI Seen in the fragment of the
holotype examined
tion.

i

1

-

surface characteristics. Firm, harsh

texture; irregulary reticulate conuiose

Ectosome and subeclo some. Plumose bundles of
choanosomal principal styles protruding, forming near! continuous palisade on surface; subec
losomal auxiliary styles tangential or
paratangential to surface, sparse, dispersed between protruding bundles of choanosomal styles

Artemisina tubulosa Koltun, 1964
(Pigs 313-314)
tfstna

Hooper

Mawson

peripheral

depth

organised in deeper parts of choanosome, with
multispicular ascending tracts of choanosomal
st) ies. without spongin fibres, most obvious near
peripheral region of skeleton; length and width of
spicule tracts reduced at core with diminished

text-fii

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE BMNH1963.7. 29J2

Choanosome.

Exlusively plumose near
skeleton, slightly more reuculalc

mbldoSQ Koltun, 1964a: 74,
Wiedenmayet, 1994. 257.

A.

Coast, Ausiialiau Antarctic Territory,

HABITAT DISTRIBUTION.

Hard benthos;

depth: Australian Antarctic Territory (Fig. 3

lOOm

100m

131*).

DESCRIPTION. Shape. Tubulo-digitatc, hollow,
100mm long 30mm diameter.

cylindrical.

f
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BMNH 1933.7.20.3). A, Choanosomal principal

FIG. 312. Artemisina plumosa Hentschei (fragment of holotype
styles. B. Subeciosomal auxiliary styles/ lomolcs. C, Accolada
Section through peripheral skeleton. F, Australian distribution.

Colour. Beige-brown

in

ethanol.

Oscules. Not seen.

Texture and surface characteristics. Firm, harsh;
surface microconulose, goose-flesh, pitted.

Ectosome and subectosome. Hispid, with
plumose bundles of choanosomal principal styles
protruding through surface in multispicular
bundles; subeciosomal auxiliary styles tangential
or paratangential, scattered over surface, also
with detritus embedded in surface.

Choanosome. Reticulate

skeletal architecture,

with large multispicular tracts of choanosomal
principal spicules ascending to surface, and irregular uni-, paucispicular or smaller, transverse

-

wing-shaped toxas. D, Palmate isochela. F,

multispicular tracts interconnecting main tracts,
together producing a nearly myxillid-like triangular reticulation, with meshes up to 800u.m

diameter; spongin Fibres absent, with spicule
tracts bonded together by collagen; mesohyl
matrix heavy but only lightly pigmented, with
numerous microsclcrcs scattered between Fibres.

Megascleres.

Choanosomal

principal styles

rounded bases, smooth, slightly
curved near basal end. Length 705-(778.8)874»xm, width 18-(30.2)-39u-m.
thick, fusiform,

Subectosomal auxiliary styles

short, thin,

mostly straight, with rounded or very slightly
subtylotc or occasionally polytylote bases, typi-
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cally microspined, and with blunt hasiate
microspined points. Length 384-(456.3)-494jim i
width 6-(8.4Hl|un.
Microscleres. Palmate isochelae abundant,
moderately large, well silicified, unmodified.

Length 12-(15.8)-I9nm.

Toxas intermediate accolada-wing shaped,
lone, thick, angular centra! curvature, spined
points. Length 602-(674.2)-824|xrn, width 4-

Artemisina erecta Topsent,

1

904

Artemisina erecta Topsenl, 1904a: 2I4-215 pi 5,
fig. 18, p|. 15, fig. 10 [Azores); Burton, 1930a: 530.
T

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: MOM. NE

Atlantic.

Artemisina hispanica Ferrer-Hernnadez, 1918
Artemisina hispanica Ferrer-Hernandez, 1918:
538, fig.3, tcxt-iig.5 |Santander]; Levi, 1960a: 8"*
[Suntander, Mediterranean]; Burton. 1930a; 530.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

Madrid. Mediterranean.

ir>-i;,-9ujn.

Artemisina indica (Thomas, 1974)

REMARKS. Artemisina tuhulosa is similar

to A,

architecture and spicule
geometry, and the two are probably at least ribling species. Whereas A. tuhulosa has
microspined base on some of the auxiliary
spicules it lacks diaclinal modifications to those
spicules as found in A. plumosa. Similarly- skeletal structure is also prominently reticulate, with

plumasa

in skeletal

large spicule tracts clearly differentiated into
primary and secondary elements, whereas those
ol

Qasimella indica Thomas, 1974;
[Gulf of ManaarJ.

31 1-312, texi-fijc

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: CMFftlTg4/l,
CMPR3T84/2.

K. central Indian

I

paraiype

Ocean

Artemisina melana Van Soest, 1984
mekma Van Soest, 1984b: 122-124,

Artemisina

pl.S

Zea, 1987: (73, textfigs 3-4 [Columbian Caribbean).

figs 7-8, lcxt-flg.49 [Curacao].

rig.61.pl II,

MATKKIAL. HOLOTYPE: 7.MAPOK48K1.
ZMAPOR4KS2.J8S3

piualype

Caribbean

A. piwfxosa are exclusively plumose in the

Artemisina stipitata Koltun, 195X
Artemisina stipitata Koltun, 1958 52-53, lexl-tif.JU

peripheral skeleton

[KurileStniitl

OTHER SPECIES OF ARTEMISINA

MATERIAL HOLOTYPE: BMNHI%3.7.

Z93&.

NW.

Pacific.

Artemisina archegona Ristau, 1978
Artemisina archegona Ristau, 1978b: 585-587.
tigs 2F, 3P, 6C-0 [Carmel, California],

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: USNM24528.

Province:

text-

NE.

VHLlfic.

Artemisina transiens Topsent, 1S90
Artemtswa transiens Topsent, 1890b: 66 [nornen
nudum]; Topsent, 1892a: 94. pl.2, fig.5. pl.4, fie
pl.9, fig J 8 [Atlantic coast of France], Ferrer

A

Hernandez. 91 4; 3; Burton, 1930a: 529-530; Levi,
1960a: 83-84 fAsturics, Mediterranean!.
]

Artemisina arciger (Schmidt, 1870)
\tthentes an iger Schmidt 1870: 47, pi. 5,

fig.fi,

Artemisina suheriioides Vosmaer. 1885a: 25-26, pi. I,
ilg.16, pl.4, RgS D-14, pi 5, figs 51-55 [Arctic];

& Dendy,

1887:
2 [off Nova Scotia]; J nsicdt, 1887: 430,* pl.24. fins 15-17; WhHeavcs, 1901:

Ridley

;

1

!

17;Lundbeek, 1905: 113.
\nemis ina arcit>era\ Lundheek, 1905:

1

10-1 14, pj.l,

pU3, fifi.3; Amdi. 1913: 15; Topsent.
47, pU, fig.fi; Renvoi, 1925: 197, |var.

figs 9-11,

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: mom. NE.

Atlantic; Meuifier

Artemisina vulcani l^vi, 1903
Artemisina vulcuru Levi, 1953: 64-65, piJ9R
l'ig.74 [South Africa).

MATKKtAL. HOLOTYPE: MNHNDCL622.

tCftf-

South Africa.

1

1913b;
spueps; Arctic |: Burton, 1930a: 528-529 [lype-

876,938 [Arctic].
Artemisina arciger, Burton, 1959b; 42 Iceland]: Van
Soest & Stone, 1986: 47 [note].
MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; LMICi. Ir^.nuil

TRANSFERS

species]; Hentschel, 1929:

List

|

HMNH 1870.5.3 9Q;ho\QtyvtVt fttberitoutw. /.MA
(t.igmenLv
tic,

NE.

BMNH190LI.1604.

POR443,

1351. Province; NVV Atlan-

Atlantic, Arctic.

Artemisina elegantula Dendy, 1924a: 344 |N.ot

New

Zealand]; Burton, 1930a; 531; Bergquist &
Fromont, 1988: 120; Dawson. 1993: 36 [index];
1994: 36, fjg.206, pl.7,
Caledonia].

fig. I

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; BMNH1923.10.
New Caledonia.

Zealand.

of other .species described in Artemisina
transferred to another genus.

now

Paresperia intermedia Burton, 1930a: SOI Norway
Artemisina intermedia: Van Soest, 1984b: 130 [pos[

sible generic synonymy].
Espermpsis intermedia; Van Soest

&.

of

New

1,113

New

[S.

|.

Stone* 1986;

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE; BMNH1910.L [M2.

Artemisina elegantula Dendy, 1924

Lev,,

but

IS

Note:

referred U« Desmueididae, Esperiupsiw

AmphilecJus pilosus Ridley & Dendy, 1886: 350; Ridley &
Dendy, 1S87: 26- 27, pi. 19, fig.5. pL25, fig.3 IKcrguelen
Is; Marion I.|.
[jssndendor)>xpitnsus;Topsej}U 1901: 20.
MewicieUu pilosa; Hallmann, 1920: 772; Van Soest,
1984b: 128 (possibly Myxillidae].
1

1
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FIG. 313. Artemisina tubulosa Koltun (hololype BMNH1963.7.27.52). A, Choanosomal principal styles. B,
Subectosomal auxiliary styles. C ? Accolada - wing-shaped toxas. D, Palmate isochela. E, Section through
peripheral skeleton. F, Australian distribution.

Artemisina pilosus; Ristau, 1978: 585-586 [note on

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:

Artemisina lylotaBoury-Esnault, 1973: 286-287, iexi-fig.48
(Brazilian Basin].

affinities].

BMNH 1887.5.2.

referred lo lophonidae, Megaciella,

124. Nole:

Cornulum

tylota;

Van

Soest, 1984b: 124.
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MATERIAL.
MNHNDNBE943.

HOLOTYPE:
Note: referred

to

lophonidae, Cornulunt Incerlae sedis

Pandaros Duchassaing

\A

«L^

1

&

Michelotti, 1864

&

Pandaros Duchassaing

Michelotti,

Jb

1864: 88; Schmidt, 1870: 59; de
Lauhenfels, 1936a: 123; Wicdenmayer, 1977: 143; Van Soesl,
1984b: 127.

TYPE SPECIES.

L
Pandaros

\

5

1w ^*
j

acan-

&

Michelotti,
thifolium Duchassaing
1864; 90 (by subsequent designation

ofde Laubcnfcls, 1936a: 123).
-j?*5^^K

DEFINITION. Well-developed
choanosomal

H£k?;

skeletal reticulation

?*vii

of spongin fibres woven into flattened anastomosing branches, or
forming continuous sheets without
any regular architecture; fibres
cored by auxiliary styles, subtylostyles to tylostyles, predominantly
smooth, distributed within fibres in
criss-cross fashion; fibres
echinated by rare acanthoslyles,

few anisotoron oxeas, scattered
throughout mesohyl; sparsely dispersed tangential subcciosomal
auxiliary spicules dispersed
throughout peripheral skeleton;

rarely

smooth

styles;

notes, verging

b!

i|i

microscleres absent.

REMARKS, No

si

Australian

species.

SPECIES OF PANDAROS
Pandaros acanthifolium Duchas-

& Michelotti, 1864
Pandaros acanthifolium Duchassaing
& Michelotti, 1864: 90 pi .20, fig.2
ISl.Thomus, Virgin Is]; de Laubensaing

T

fels,

1936a: 123 [Florida]; Hechtel,

1965:45;Wicdcnmayer, 1977: 144,
pi 30, figs 4-5, text-fig.148

Bermudas]; Schmitz

[Bimini,
1981:

el al„

853-865 Ibiochem.]; Van Soest,
1984b: 127-128, text-fig. 51
i

[Curacao); Pulilzer-Finali, 1986:
149, fig. 68 |West Indies]; Zea,
1987: 175, pi 4, fig.4. text-fig.62 FIG. 314. Anemisina lubulosa Koltun (holotype BMNH1963.7.27.52).
A, Skeletal structure. B, Palmate isochelae and spined toxas.
(Columbian Caribbean].
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arbusculum, in part, Duehassaing &
Michelolu, 1864: 88. pi. 18, fig 6 St. Thomas, Vir-

Pandaros

|

gin

Is].

Thafaseurypan conulom Hechtel, 1965: 44, p|,6, fig.l,
text-ftg.9 [Port Royal; Jamaica); Akolado, 1976: 5
[Cuba].

Pandaros walovrsii Duehassaing & Michelotli, 1X64: 90,
pi .20, fig.4, lextTig.2D [St Thomas, Virgin Ls|,
Ptilocaulis walpersi: VViedcnmayei, 1977: 255.
Spongia spiculifera Lamarck, 1814: 449.
Ptilocaulis spicutifera\ Pulitzer-Finali, 1986: 103-104
[West Indies],
'

MATERIAL LECTOTYPE: TMPOR57 (fragments
USNM31020, MNHNDNBE1309. BMNH 928. 1.1 2.161,

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: TMPOR56 (fragments
USNM31025. MNHNDNBE13I4. BMNHI92R.IU

paralcctotvpe: 1ZUGCE3 8.762 (fragment BMNH1928.il.
12.15): hoiorype of 7". conuhsa: YPM5042. Caribbean.

paralectotype:

1

1

Pandaros kasumiensis

I

IZUGCE

38.763. referred to Axinellidae.

Prtfocaulis.

(Tanita, 1965), uncertain

DISCUSSION

placement
TaxiitsL 1*965: 67 T text-figs 1-2
HosWrtO, 1970; 23, text-figs 3(2), 2(4!;
Hoshino, 1971:24.
Thatyseurypon kasumiensis\ Hoshino, 1981: 159-161.

RaspalUa kasuniiensu
(Japan

|;

teXt-fig.70|Jap:ii)|.
7

Pandaros kQsumiertsts, Hooper, l988fc 353, 766.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE MMHSSJS

OS.'

NW

TRANSFERS
Lis! of other species described in

now transferred

Pandaros but

genus

lo another

Pandaros angulosa Ducbflssaing &. Mtdieloth IXvh
pi. 19. fjsA [St. Thomas, Virgin Is],
Mycale (Acgogropila) angulosa: Van Soest, l*>K4b
16-19, pl.l, figs 5-6, tcxi-Fig.3 plus sytiunymv],
PuJitzer-Finalk 1986. 130-133, figs 52
Not Mycale angulosa. de Laubenlels, 1936a: 116.
Z\%omvcah- parishii. in part; de Laubenfels, 1956: 3;
|

Hechtel, 1965: 48,

pi. 5. fig. 3;

Alcolado, 1980:

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: TMPOR54

4.

tfragmeulS

USNM3102L MNHNDNBEI310. BMNHIV2H.1 1.12.20).
referred to Mycalidae, Mycate,

Pandaros arbusculum Duchasxaing <£:
pi. 18, fig.6 [St. Thomas, Virgin U)
Ptilocautis

sp.

aft',

spiculifcr

Michelotli, 1864: 88.

(Lamarck,!

N 14.;

Wiedenmaycr. 1977: 153.251
Ptilocaulis arhusrutum;

Van

Soest el

al.,

Ciassijkahon. Microeionidae contains 7 go
12 subgenera and 459 valid species of which 14S
are recorded in the Australian fauna. The present
work describes 31 new species from Austr
and 3 from other localities for misidentifird
18 new names for preoccupied taxa. and 162 new
notnic Combinations Many species arc
new records for An tfratia and many are illustrated
faj the first time Nevertheless, there are likely
mwty mure species slil! undescribed inthistegion
considering that the encrusting fauna has not yet
been comprehensively sampled.
-

ThK

revised classification

is

ha*cd on a

ic-

evaluation cf all characters, inctuditi
ilysjs
of their consistency within populaiivcral
species, and places primary imporlance On itJcele
tal slructurc and localisation of spicule types to
particular meginns in the skeleton. This contrasts
with previous schemes which gatfe prion t\ tq
-

characters such as patterns of skeletal architec1960a), megasclere form and
distribution within the skeleton (Kallmann,
ture (e.g., L4vi,

1920). cctosomal structure and composition (Van
Soest, 19843). microsck-re geometry an-d di
s]t\

i

e.g.,

ck Laubenfels, 1936a). or combining

all

1983: 204.

these chajaciers into a a consensus matrix with a
consequent proliferation of genera (e e

paralectotypc

Bergquiy

.

MATERIAL LECTOTYPE: ZMAPOR1728.
ZMAPORI729.

referred lo Axinellidae, PiikK-auiis.

Pandaros lugubris Duehassaing & Michelotli, 1864: K L |S(
Thomas, Virgin -|
Echinodictyum iugubre: Wiedenmaycr, 1977: 255:
Pu!itzer-FinaU, 1986: 106-107.
>

I

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: TMPOR55
1JSNM31023,

(fragments

MNHNDNBE1312. BMNUI928.1

1.12.21

).

referred lo Raspailiidae.

Pandaros pennata Duehassaing & Michcluili, 1864: 88.
pj.20, Rg,3 [St. Thomas, Virgjtf Is]
Echinodictyum pennaiuor. Wiedenmaycr. 1977: 25L
255.

MATERIAL. LECTOTYPE: TMPOR58
Echinodictyum.

ZMA PORI73L

1988).

Re-examination of the type species ol
nominal genera included in Microeionidae at onetime or another found that many had been mis
described, or important characters overlooked.

with the consequence that previous interpretations of genera are mostly incorrect. Furthermore,

many of these nominal genera

are not valid in a
phylogeneiic sense given thai their supposed

apomorphic characters are unstable

(

>

otherwise closely related species.
These earlier classifications had extraordinary
high levels of homoplasy (Hooper, 990a i, partly
tent) within

1

(fragments

USNM31024, MNHNDNBEJ313. BMNH1928.1
paralectotype:

& Fromoni,

1.12.22),
referred to RftgpftlHidae

a consequence

«

tf tci)

ing on single

morpholog icu

I

characters (which when used in isolation cu:
across a classification based on other single char-
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I use combinations of characters to
develop a phytogeny.
At the species level several characters are prone
to ecophenotypic variability {notably growth
form, effect of water depth on colour. Toss of
microscleres, reduced silification and variability
in spicule dimensions across broad geographical
ranges), whereas most other skeletal characters
are more consistent within populations of single
species. It is proposed that small cryptic differences in skeletal characters are itkJk .-alive of diver

actors).

gent, sibling species relationships, with

some

empirical support from biochemical and geuetfc
data (Hooper eta)., 1991).
Phylogeneiic analysis. Hypothesised phylogenetic relationships based on coded, rniMi.vMic
able 47) data matrices were generated Using
PAUP3.0 (Swofford, 1991). and
used to obtain consensus information from these
Levi (1994).
analyses as outlined by Hooper
Determinations of plcsiomorphies were largely
i

I

TONTREL

&

made

through

comparisi on
interpretations are com-

outgrOup

(Raspailiidae), but these
plicated by the prcvalance of analogous characters

throughout Porifeia (or misinterpretation of

homology by author*). Consequently some information from the fossil record is considered below
to assist in determining character polarity.
(I) Skeletal structure:

Ordovician Saccospon-

gia had a clathrous, fibrous reticulate skeleton,

cored by axially compressed and extra-axially
plumose spicule tracts, with coring spicules also
protruding through fibre endings in plumose
bundles (Finks. !%7i Asimiiut structure in some
living poecilosclerids, such as Esperiapsis
Hooper & Levi, 1989). which also have a
a
lilhistiu" (desma-bcaring) basal skeleton
condition relatively widespread during the Ordovician (Finks, 1970)
imply that the axial
compressed condition may be plesiomorphic for
living Clathria iAxoviella) and many Raspailia

—

i

—

(Raspailiidae).

The use of Raspailiidae is an outgroup oi
Micnocionidae is based on their proposed sistergroup relationship (Hooper. 1991),
similar range of skeletal structures (including
hymedesmoid, mierociomd, rt-nicrnid, iciiculjlc
and compressed architectural types), cchinaling
acanthostyles and ectosomal specialisation
These structural similarities arc considered to
have a phylogeneiic basis (with some empirical
support from biochemical and genetic data;
Hooper et aL, 1992} rather than merely representing convergence of a few characters
Raspailiidae was previously included in order

Axinellida based solely on possession of axial
skeletal compression in some species (Bergquist.
1978), but this charactcris of dubious value when
used alone occurring in many other poecilosclerids.

(2) Ectosomal skeleton: The 'sclerosponge*
Calcifxbrvspongia has a tangential (isodietyal)
ectosomal skeleton of strongyles lying on or josi
below the exopinacoderm (Hartman. 1979);
Vacelet (1985) and Van Soesi i 1984*) «^gg«
that this feature links it with the Haplosclenda.
particularly the Haliclonidae, This would infer
that a tangential ectosomal skeleton is plesiomor-

phic for the haplosclerids. However, sbnilai
lures in some Mierocionidae represent parallel
(e.g., quasi-diaetinal ectosomal
spicules in some Hotopsumnui, quasi-diactinal
structural spicules in Echinochal<na)!Vht langen-

development

layer of amphitylotes in the Myxillidac is
unique to the group (e.g.. Ussodetfdoryx\ upon
which Van Soesi 1984b) based his classification.,
but the myxillid (tangential amphiiylolc) ectosomal skeleton in Alarms is enigmatic since its
microscleres are typical of Mierocionidae. Thus
Hooper (1988. 1990a) considered that
microscleTes were more easily modified, acquired independently or lost in the Pcccilo
sclenda than was the ectosomaJ skeleton. Which
in this case defined the Myxillidae. Hajdu et al
^> though! thai microsdere geometry was tar
more conservative than that of meg3sc1eres
(which might be more >usceptible to phenotypic
influences). Less obvious is the polarity of the
sequence Oathria-Dendrociti-Thaiysias* varying from a virtually aspicular actosome 10 a
dense, continuous palisade of erect incgascleres.
suggest that the latter condition is more
plesiomorphic based on the Yaspuiliid ectosomal
condition' (i.e.. smaller auxiliary spicules surrounding bases of protruding larger subectosomal
spicules) being common to the outgroup
Raspailiidae, and diminishment of ectosomaJ
structure or loss of spicules representing a seconlial

<

I

dary derivation.
It could be argued lhatoxeote
megascleres represent the ancestral
condition in this family because they appeared in

{3} Spicule axes:

(diactinal)

the

Cambrian (Rigby. 1986), whereas

(monaetinal

I

spicules arc not

known

styloid

earlier than

the Ordovician. However, in Mierocionidae
oxeotes (in E. {ProwphJitaspongia) for example)

represent recent derivations from styloid forms
{much like the derived tetractinal styloid

modifications in Acurnus (Mvxillidacl; Van
SocstctaL. 1991).
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Comparison between species of Echinochalina (Protophlitaspongia)

major morphological

in

characters.Measurements in |xm.

CHARACTER E bispfculata
(Dendy)

oxeata

E.

(Burton)

E. laboutei

E. bargibanti

Hooper &

Hooper &

E. favulosa

E. tuberosa

E. isaaci

£. collata

sp.nov.

sp.nov.

sp.nov.

sp.nov

Uvi

Levi

egularly
irregularly

plumo-

heavily

irregularly

regularly

reticulate,

Fibre
skeleton
structure

reticulate,

condensed

distinct

axis,

detritus

axis,

more

compact

reticulate,

reticulate,

diverging

reticulate

cavernous in

throughout,

primary and

regularly

secondary

reticulate

fibres

extra-axis

cavernous

meshes

in

regularly
reticulate,

irregularly

wide meshes,

near

much detritus

periphery,

irregularly

wide even

reticulate,

meshes

even meshes,

diverging

periphery

fibres

2%

cored

near

meshes even

periphery

throughout

Collagen in

poor

rich

mesh

cavernous,

shape (and

oval (180-

oval (145-

450)

550)

20-50

22-55

15-90

8-40

abundant

mod. sparse

mod. sparse

very sparse

Fibre

Fibre

diameter

well silicified

primary

(370-650)

20-50

poorly

poorly

silicified

silicified

well silicified

Coring
spicules in

elongate

(120-440)

150)

180)

silification

oval or

round (70(100-300)

250)

tracts

Spicule

abundant

elongate

elongate

rounded (80-

Spicules in
skeletal

very light

square or

square or
elongate (50-

size)

moderate

abundant

poor

rich

elongate or

mesonyl

20-60

45-120

40-70

mod.

mod.

mod.

abundant

abundant

abundant

well silicified

well silicified

well silicified

abundant

well silicified

pauci- or

pauci- or

bi-or

uni- or

multispicular

pauci spicular

pauci spicular

pauci- or

multispicular

multispicular

rarely

multispicular
multispicular

multispicular

fibres

Coring
spicules in

urn- or

uni- or

secondary

aspicular

aspicular

aspicular

uni- or

uni- or

unispicular

uni- or

aspicular

pauci spicular

or aspicular

paucispicular

erect,

digitate,

unispicular

fibres

massive-

Growth
form

branching,

cylindrical

clumped

cylindrical

lobate-

cylindrical,

digitate,

lobate-

digit,honcy-

digitate, or

digitate

arborescent

digitate

combed

encrusting

lobate,

tubular digits

on surface

surface

(4) Spicule ornamentation: Hypercalcified

sponges ('sclerosponges') were major contributors to reef building during the Palaeozoic

& Goreau, 1975;
Hartman, 1979), with extant species (in Merliida
and Ceratoporellida) having entirely acanthose
choanosomal megascleres (verticillate acanthosand Mesozoic (Hartman

represent relict ancestral groups of

Demospon-

argument to suggest that acanthose megascleres are ancestral. Conversely,
giae, then there

is

smooth monaxons were predominant

in

Palaeozoic and Mesozoic sponges such as Saccospongia (Rigby, 1986), in which case the
smooth condition may be more primitive. This is
a subject of continual speculation, both

hypotheses equally supported by tenable argu-

surface

digitate

(5) Echinating spicules: Echinating spicules are

represent a

species

bulbous

digits

for Raspailiidae (Hooper, 1991).

many demosponge

if living

cylindrical

derived secondary loss of spination. This interpretation is consistent with similar determination

known

groups, and

thickly

encrusting,

ments (e.g., Van Soest, 1984a, 1987). Within
Microcionidae it is considered that acanthose
spicules are plesiomorphic, shared by most
species, whereas smooth spicules represent a

Vacelet (1985) suggested that sclerosponges were polyphyletic having affinities with
tyles).

erect,

arborescent,

for 7 families of Poecilosclerida

synapomorphy

and may

for the suborders

Microcionina and Myxillina (Hajdu et al., 1994)
(i.e. absent from the base group Mycalina). Not
all genera within these families have them and
their absence is interpreted as a (derived) secondary loss (with the corollary that echinating
spicules in Microcionidae is retention of an an-

smooth echinating
or pseudo-echinating spicules, such as in
Echinoclathria and Echinochalina, have probabcestral character). Similarly,
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FIG, 315. Hypothesised relationships between genera of Microcionidae based on computer-generated
phylogenctic analysis using parsimony (PAUP 3.0; Swofford, 1991). Each number on the cladogram (x/y)
corresponds to a character and character slate respectively (Table 47) and represents an evolutionary change
from a plesiomorphie to an apomorphic state. The tree is derived from a consensus of 9 possible minimum
length trees, based on an unweighted, unordered, multistat character set (consensus information =0.609), with
plesiomorphy determined by outgroup comparisons with the Raspailiidae.
ly lost their spination

and are a derived condition

because in most species they arc spincd.
(6) Chelae morphology: Hajdu et al. (1994a)
subordinal classification of Poecilosclerida largely based on modifications to chelae (i.e.,
Microcionina with only palmate forms, Myxillina with modified hi- ortridcnlate modifications,
Mycaiina with sigmancistra derivatives). Palmate chelae were thought to be ancestral given
their prevalence throughout Poecilosclerida and
co-occurrence with other forms of chelae,
whereas arcuate chelae were derived from archetypal palmate morphology. Similarly
anchorate chelae were thought to have arisen

TABLE 47,

from arcuate modifications to the primitive palmate archaetypes. Lateral ridges on the shaft of
anchorate chelae were interpreted by Hajdu et al.
(1994a) as the beginning of two other (new)
lateral alae (i.e. acquisition

of

new

structures),

which occasionally meet in the middle of the shaft
produce a continuous ridge along the length of
An alternative view is that these
ridges may be the remnants of the point of attachment between the lateral alae and shaft (i.e., a
reduction from the existing fused structure). If
this latter interpretation is correct (and it is energetically more probable than the acquisition of a
new structure), then anchorate chelae may
to

the spicule.

List of characters and character states used to judge apomorphy in the construction of the cladogram
of relationships between genera of Microcionidae based on outgroup comparisons with members of the family
Raspailiidae. States marked with an asterisk indicate pleisiomorphie condition(s) and discussed in the Analysis
of Morphometry Characters. Consistency Index (CI) is indicated for each character obtained from parsimony
ananlysis (Swafford, 1991)

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

1.

Growth form

specialisation. (CI

=

1,0) /. encrusting or

bulbous-encrusting growth forms. 2.* massive, branching,

vasiform or tubular growth forms.

flabellate,

locate,

specialised honeycomb-reticulate growth forms
tightly
2.

3.

composed of

anastomosing flattened fibre-branches (lacunae).

=

Ectosomal skeleton specialisation. (CI

skeleton witlnttii marked axial compression but welldifl'ereti-

and extra-axial

tiated axial

(radial,

3.* choanosomal

regions.

late)

compressed axis and well

plumose or pluuioreticuskeleton with noticeably

cUrterentiated axial

plumose or plumoreticulate) regions.

(radial,

mem-

0.6) /.

573

ami extra-axial

4,

choanosomal

skeleton hymeefcsmoid ornucrocionid, witlt basal layer of sr* >ngm

on substrate (with or

branenus.viun-like exterior, with jingle category of (subec-

lying

tosomal) auxiliary spiculeextcnding from choanosomal skeleton

fibre nodes),

protruding through surface forming discrete paraiangenlial or

to substrate. 5. cltoanoNomaJ skeleton evenly renieroid or isodictyal

erect brushes. 2. with single category of (subectosomal)

reticulate

auxiliary spicule

plumose

or

on surface forming

tracts.

3.

Tangential, parytangcmial

throughout with well developed spongin fibres cored by

smooth principal

with two categories of auxiliary

non-anastomosing

witftoul ascending,

and bases of principal spicules standing pcrpendiLLilar

styles.

Derivation of spicules coring Fibres. (CI

7.

=

0,751 /.*

spicules. smaller ecloyomal spicules generally overlaying

choanosomal

larger subectosomal spicules forming discrete bundles or

category of principal spicules. 2. choanosomal fibres or

continuous palisade on surface. 4.* withs|ieciahsede.cfr>*oittfd

skeletal iratis cored by auxiliary spicules but

composed of smaller

skeleton

auxiliary spicules surrounding

bases of protruding larger subectosomal spicules.

3. Stibectosomal skeleton structure. (CI=0.5)

/.

plumose,

plumoreticulate,

wholly replaced by
Intel* i:«>icd by

radial.wtth

perpendicular bundles or single spicules support ing ectosomc.
?.*

or disorganised trao

Differentiation within

0.667)/ ChO«n080i1>al^K:H

W

skeletal tracts

cored by

M h mci ir less uiHliOertritialed.

ponent-;

iCI

=

undifferentiated.

development and

two distinct components.

skeletal architecture. (CI

fibres), will) spicules

= 0.714)

forming more- or- less disorganised

pt

unary

'basal or ax tal

I

)

hali-

fibre;,,

renicroid component cored by acai u In >se

principal spiculcs.secondary plumose, subixodictyal or
relienlalr

component i:om) by smooth

isodictyal

plumo-

principal spicules

choanosomal skeleton with wcIJ developed spongin

3,

fibrei,

primary skeleton compressed, renieroid, cored smaller smooth

embedded

plumov,

styles in

3.

skeleton

primary

i-y

renieroid tracts of sparsely Spitted principal style*

principal .styles, overlaid by secondary extra-axial

reftiCfiad reticulate skeleton cirrcd by

extra-axial skeleton
get*

ip,d slvlrs

9.

on

exteriot

edge of skeleton only

smooth principal styles,

D=nv'aiiuiio|eehi*uniM|2 Iprcufos

prevent

in

smooth pnin

;*d echinalcd by identical spicules, with secondare radial

in

forming more-or-

plumose

skeleton cored by larger smooth principal styles. 5. primacy

skdctOn with well developed spongin

meshes throughout

sutMsodlctyal or plumoreiiciilyic

intermingled with plumose or plumoreticulate tracts of smooth

ing spiculev absent.

fibres

tract*.

primary skeleton axially compressed spongin fibres

peripheral fibres forming sparse radial tracts. 4. choanosomal

less evenly reticulate or pi u mo- reticulate

principal style* in plumose, nib*

tracts. 4.

principal Styles* secondary skeleton vestigial or greatly reduced,

consisting only ol larger smooth principal styles

smomh

or plumoreticulate

acanlhostrongylcs.secondary skeleton cored by smooth principal

tciicnlaii- ln»cts 2.

choanosomal skeleton with poorly developed spongin

and secondary skeletal com-

renieroid cored by ax tally or basally compressed tracts of

fibre* (or Indefinite

ehondrold, vaguely amending. liMigiimlnul

from

primary skeleton renieroid cored by axial

2,

skeleton cored by

any differentiated com-

choanosomal skeleton without spongin

fibres

or baxally compressed tracts of acantbosiyles.secondbry

medeKinoid

ponents. .V* choanosomal skeleton well structured, predominantly

5. Fibre

choanosomal

primary and secondary skeletons

/.*

1.0)

ly

/.

4.

miiaiIihi> spicule-, diffe.re.rU

fc Differentiation of primary

io reticulate, but lacking

puma]) y or

fibres or skeletal

auxiliary spicules identical Io lhu»e i* cv-

unstructured. 2. choanosomal skeleton well structured, hy-

reticulate, differentiated into

choanosomal

by one or more

Ihosc in peripheral skeleton.

choanosomal skeleton. (CI =

i..n

detritus. 3.

losomal and subectosomal skeletons.

spicules in peripheral skeleton
4.

fibres or skeletal tracts cored

2*

rxtiinaiin^

(Cl=0 444ji bdtllM-

special category of (aeanlhojstvles.

frfcres,

diflertniiated

fioin

principal

spicules. J. echinating spicules styles or acanihostyles

nnOd
4

massive forms, or thick ha sal layer of spongin and hyniedesnmtd

tcrcniiatcd trom principal spicules coring spongin fibres

structure in encrusting forms. 5. choanosomal skeleton with well

cchinating spicules styles or acanthostylcs representing prin-

developed

fibres

ppOflgjti

woven

Into

flattened

reticulate

branches or forming continuous sheets without any
architecture,

choanosomal

cored by criss-cro*s of auxiliary
skeleti

m

regular,

styles,

ft

f

cipal

Spicule J,

10.

plumose or plumo-rcticulatc

4

extra -axis

choanosomal skeleton
differentiated axial

wiilioui

and

skeleton,

any marked

trioja- axial

[CI

=

D.H)

/.

axial (Compression or

regions

2

».

hnanosom.d

from those coring

5

fibres.

Modifications to chelae microscleres. (CI - 0.5

chelaeabseni.2

Compression of choanosomal

different

spicules, hut different from rtiose coring flhiss

with well developed spongin fibres form-

ing compressed reticulate axis and well differentiated radial,

6.

but

cchinating spicules oxeas oranisoxeas representing principal

i-.tK |k*.|;«;

ii

isochelae palmate. 3. iaochel.u- an

.i.iir

1

/.

like

;',Mclior;ilL-*likc

oniiiHieiiiaiiofi

toxus absent.
tOXflS

*

2*

ofioxa mtcvowlicres. (CI

=

1X667)

/

toxas with predominantly smooth points J

wiih prrdoi.muniiy

spmed

DOlfttS

3M
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precced arcuate chelae in the scries from palmate
lo bidentate- or tridcntatc-dcrivcd chelae.

How-

problem wiih the Hajdu et a).
(1994a) proposal is that there is no sharp distincheiween these three chelae types, being one
of grade (and perhaps not of clade). Frequent
modifications lo chelae can be seen in all three
chelae morphs (curvature and thickening of the
shaft, possession of unguiferous forms, reduction
of alae to *leeth\ fusion or detachment of alae
from shaft, anchorate chelae without lateral
ridges or palmate chelae with vestigial, ridge-like
alae), such that the terms 'arcuate' and
'anchorate' become a matter of degree rather than
an absolute descriptor.
ever, the practical

Several Microcionidae genera have been established solely on the basis of bidentate- or tndenlate-derived ist»chelae, including arcuate and
bidentate sigmoid chelae (Anaata, Anthoarcuata.

Dumosent. Dendrocia, Parad&ryx,
Qasimella, Wetmortus) and anchorate forms
(Cionanchora^ FoHHspQ). However most do not
have true arcuate or anchorate chelae (as defined
by Hajdu et al., 19^a), given that the lateral alae
are not fully formed and still fused with the shaft
for a greater proportion of their length, or the taxa
do not belong in Microcionidae. Deridrocia.
Blpcfcillopsis and Dantoieni are pivotal to the
interpretation and arc discussed further below.
Btpot-'iUopsis,

Within Microcionidae several species have difhave homologous
skeletal features (e.g., with megasclcre geometry
ferent chelae geometries twt

and skeletal stucture that indicates close affinities
to each other). The Australian endemic genus
Clathria {Dendrocia) has a nearly complete
series of chelae extending from 'typical* palmate
isochelae in one species (with completely fused
lateral alae and straight shaft), Modified palmate
chelae seen in most species (i.c. with thickened
curved shaft and partially detached lateral alae,
verging on "arcuate") to anchorate-like chelae
seen in two s-pecies (i.C in which there are completely detached lateral alae and lateral ridges on
t

die shaft). In other morphological characters
The existence of this
nearly complete lransformation series within one
genus raises the possibility that 'anchorateness'

species are very similar.

detachment of lateral alae from the shaft
of chelae) may have occurred more than once
(Of the

within the Poeeiloselerida (an hypothesis dis-

counted by Hajdu et aJ. (1994a), who suggested
that anchorate and arcuate modifications to
chelae were homologous within a single
phylogeny containing bidentale-denved taxa).
interpretation of this transformation continuum

in Ctaihria (Deruiroa'a) from 'typical' palmate to
detached 'anchorate* chelae suggests that detachment of the lateral alae from the shaft of the

spicule, leaving the residual 'scar' or lateral ridge
along the shaft, may be a simple reduction

process occurring more than once in the group,
that "anchorateness* may not be homologous
throughout the order. Other examples, such as the
strongly unguiferous sigmoid chelae of Bipocillopsis and Damoseni* of indeterminable arcuate
or anchorate derivation, arc less easily accountable and might validly be excluded from this
family. However, the latter genus also has oxhom
loxas which supports its present inclusion in
Microcionidae.

and

De

Laubenfels' (1936a) solution 10 this pn>h-

lem (in which species with modified isoeti
have skeletons and sptculation otherwise structurally and geometrically identical to those containing palmate chelae), was to assign every
occurrence of a modified chela to a new genus,
with the consequence that there were nearly as
many genera as species in some families De
Lauhenfels 1936a") classification had extraordinary high levels of homoplasy and the inferred
relationships based un isochelae geometry cut
across classifications based on both skeletal architecture (e.g., Hallmann, 1912, 1920) and cctosomal characteristics (e.g.. Van Soest, 198«*b).
This proposal was rejected by most contemporary
authors. Hooper ( 990a) provided an alternative
proposal that considered modified isochelae to he
homoplastic, and a classification based primarily
on this feature was both unparsimonious and incongruent with other structural and geomelnc
feaoucs within the Poeeiloselerida. Hajdu el al.
(19Wa> correctly noted that many cases of
^arcuatciiess'and anchorate ness' in die litenuuiv
of Poeeiloselerida have not been subsequently
substantiated by re-examination of original
material using techniques other than routine light
microscopy (e.g. many turned Oitl to be merely
modified palmate forms), and this is also tru
most recorded instances wuhin the
1

1

1

*

Microcionidae. However, from evidence
presented here

"arcuateness*

it is

likely that 'anchorateness *;uk!

may be

a

homoplasy

for the

Poeeiloselerida. and consequently Hajdu et al.
(1994a) major reorganisation of the Poeeiloselerida requires further refinement, as lo family

composition.

Idxa morphology: Van Soesl et al. (1991
precedent for interpretation of loxa
geometry in which oxhom-likc loxus (including
wing-shaped toxas) were consideicd to be .tn1

sl;

7)

a
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because they arc shared by outgroups such
MytilUd^e, whereas aecolada-like toxas (including raphidiform and oxcolc toxas) arc more
cestral

derived.
(8)

in areas

of en-

vironmental extremes* or cryptic habitats where
competition for space and other resources may be
high, may show a trend in reduction of skeletal
characters In these cases it is common to find
fibres reduced to a simple, heavy basal layer of

spongin lying on the substrate
(Microciona)). Although some relict

(e.g.,

C

(possible
ancestor) groups such as 'sciefosponges have a
,

similar growth form, particularly those species
which lose their basal calcareous skeletons (e.g.,
deficient Merita),

il

is

basal skeleton

is

and adaptive
and survival in
Moreover, il is

a derived condition

strategy, enabling colonization

and cryptic

habitats.

certain that this feature has arisen independently

many times and in many different sponge groups
Within Microcionidae there arc several
specialised growth forms, such as 'honeycomb'
reticulate characteristic of Hoiopiatwna, with
may have some systematic value, whereas other

growth forms occur throughout Porifcra and arc
difficult to interpret

phylogenetkaJIy.

Phylogenetic analysis (F»g. 315) \hows two
fundamental groups of genera (A, B) differentiated primarily by their skeletal structure (character 6), complexity or differentiation of the
skeleton (character 4), and presence or absenir,
respectively, of a secondary renieroid reticulate
skeleton overlaying the primary (reticulate,
plumo-reticulale, plumose or hymedesmoid)
skeleton (character 5). One group (B) containing
Artemisina, Antho and Echinoclathria has suggested myxillid-like features, most possessing a
secondary renicroid skeleton. The other group
(A) containing Clathria, EchitwchaUna. Holopsatnma and Pandaros has suggested similarities
to raspailiids, including skeletal structure of typical genera (e.g., compare Clathria (Axociella)
and Raspailia) and atypical genera (e.g. compare
Echinochalina (Echinochalina) and Echinodic(yum), U is suggested that the 'raspailoid* group
(A) retains more ancestral features common to
the outgroup, whereas the 'myxilloid* group (B)
is

explanation

is

rejected given that the

tion of coring inegascleres by detritus in C. (Wllsmella) and loss of principal spicules
completely in
(Dendrvcia)) are homoplasinux
representing Lunver^cnces via functional
quisition or secondary loss of particular features
rather than significant apomorphieA, and their
status is avi>gnLvjti onlv at the subgenus level.
The third taxon. Panda/vs. is uiccrtac scdis. It is
an anomolous, monotypic genus with grcaUy
reduced fibre and spicular characteristics, not
represented in thelndo-Pacific, and probably befl
considered a highly modified ClothrmAike
species stemming from the Clathria group.

more derived

Within group (A there are three taxa indicated
as possibly polyphyletic (C. (,Wilsonelta)> C
{Dendrocia), Pandaros), The first two may be
simply more derived than other Clathria at the
base of the tree, or they may represent full genera.
)

C

considered here thai in

most cases an encrusting habit and a reduced

more

latter

characters inferring polyphyly (partial substitu-

%

Growth Form Mierocionids

intertidal

The

575

The use of subgencric taxa within

this clas-

following the precedent adopted for
the Raspailiidae (Hooper. 1991). is admittedly
partially artificial given the existence of these
ition,

h<

imoplasies, but

no alternative

is

presently avail-

able that allows both the construction of a sound

phylogcnctic hypothesis as well as the production
ol a useful,

working classification for

this large

family of sponges (given especially the relatively
poor character set that exists tot sponges in
general). Within Antho and Clathria the use of

subgeneric taxa provides a convenient means to
manage large groups of species within these
genera, despite the possibility that some uf tin;
subgenera criteria are of dubious phylogenetie
value (e.g.* possession of acanthose strongyJes in
place of acanthose styles in A. (Antho) and A.
iPlocamia), respectively; presence of detritus
within fibres in C. ( Wdsone Ha); encrusting habit

and plumose

fibre

nodes

in C.

(Microdona)}.

Conversely, other subgenera have a more sound
phylogenctic basis and arc more easily justified
within the classification presented here (e.g.,
stylote versus oxeote structural megascleres in £
(Echinochali/ra) and E. (Protophlitaspongui\,

presence or absence of ectosoma! specialisation
in C (Thaiystas) and C. {Clathria)). Within
Clathria there are many species-groups that could
be used to subdivide these taxa further (e.g.,
splcata\ 'prorera' pkorbasiform'is* groups; see
l

'

&

Levi. 1994).
1991; Hooper
Many of these groups contain species that span
across several subgenera and as such are of
limited usefulness in phylogenctic reconstrucalso

Hooper

ct

al..

tion, but they are

most useful

in interpretation

of

MsttT-group relationships in a biogcographical
context (Hooper&Levi, 1994), and these species
groups will be considered further in a more
detailed study Indo-west P-«*eific nticttiCiOftkb,
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TABLE 48.

List of species included in Microcionidae with their current

CURRENT
ASSIGNMENT

ORIGINAL GENUS

SPECIES

taxonomic assignments.

Anchinoe

C. {Microciona)

Styloteliopsis

C. (Thatvsias)
koltuni Hooper

anthoidcsLev\

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

antyaja
Burton

Dendrocia

C. (Clathria)

-

CATfialysins)

Amphtlectus

Artemisina

antarctica

Topsent
abieiina

Lamarck

Spongia

C. (Thalysias)

-

C. (Wilsonella)

Koltun [preocc]

synonym of
A.(Aniho)
dichotoma (Esper)

Pandaros

aphylla sp.nov

synonym of

antarcticus

abrolftosensis
sp.nov.

abyssorum

Dictyocylindrus

Carter

& Rao

acanthifolium

Duchassaing

&

Pandams

Michelotli

apollinis

synonym nf
acanthodes

Clalhria

Hentscbei

cactifonnis

(Lamarck)

Hoshino

synonvm of
appendiculata

Lamarck

Thalysias

C. (Clathria)

Eurypan

C, (Clathria)

araiosa

acamhotoxa
Stephens
acanthotoxa L£vi
[preocc.]

aceratoobtusa

Microciona
Microciona

Carter

Spongia

C. (Thalysias)
cacliformis

aculeata
Ridley

CUuhria

see C. {Microciona)

claudei r\on\,t\oy.
C. (Microciona)

C. (Thalysias)
ahietina

(Lamarck)
adioristica de

Laubenfels
affinis Carter

Topsent

C

Microciona

C, (Microciona)

Hymeraphia
Microciona

C (Microciona)

Cloth rtct

Dendy

Litaspongia

Echinoclathria

arborea
Lendenfcld

Plectispa

Holopsamma

arborescens
Ridley

Rhaphidophlus

C
C

arbuscula

Row

arbusculum
Duchassaing

Ophlitaspongia

(Thalysias)
(Clathria)

Pandaros

Ptilocaulis
(Axinellidac)

archegona Ristau

Artemisina

Artemisina

arcifera Schmidt

Tenac'm

Echinoclathria

arciger Schmidt

Suberites

Artemisina

arcuophora
Whilelegge

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

arenifera
Carter

Echinoclathria

&

campecheae
C. (Microciona)

synonym of
atata

arboreaTanita

Levi

(Microciona)

nom.nov.

africana L£vi

C. (Tftalysias)

&

Michelotti

Dictyociona

see

[preocc]

Clathria
(Thalysias)

Hooper

synonym of

affinis

& Dendy

(Lamarck)

acanthosryii

&Levi

Ridley

C. {Thalysias)

C. (Dendrocia)

pyramida

synonym of
Holopsamma
laminaefavoxa
Carter

Lendenfetd

armata

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

Axociella

C. (Thidysias)

a mens is
Hentschel

Hymeraphia

C. (Tfiatystas)

ascendens
Cabioch

Microciona

C.

asodes de
Laubenfels

Eurypon

C, (Clathria)

assimilis Topsent

Clathria

C. (Microciona)

Dictyociona

C. (Clathria)

Echinoclathria

Echinoclathria

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

Wilsonella

C. (Wilsonella)

Ophlitaspongia

E. (Echinochidina)

amabilis Thiele

Styloteliopsis

C

ambigua
Bowerbank

Microciona

Plocamionida
(Anchinoidae)

arteria de

C. (Thalysias)

CoUoclathria

amiranteiensis

[for

nom.nov.

ratnosa Dendy]

anchorata Carter

Dictyocylindru s

(Thalysias)

C (Clathria)
synonym of

anchoratum

Echinonema

Carter

C. (Thalysias)
cacliformis

Bowerbank
Laubenfels

(Microciona)

(Lamarck)
annularis Sara

&

Sinbelli

angulifera

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

atoxa Bergquist

&
Dendy

Fromonl

atlantica Sara

angulosa
Duchassaing

&

Pandaros

Michclotti

Mycale

atrasangutnea

(Mycalidae)

Bowerbank
austratiensis

anomala Burton

Rhaphidophlus

C

anomala
Hallmann

Echinochalina

E. (Echinochalina)

anonyma Burton

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

(Thalysias)

Carter
australiensis

Ridley

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

SPECIES

CURRENT
ASSIGNMENT

ORIGINAL GENUS

synonym of
oust ralis

Lcndenfeld

Clathria

(Carter)
(Crellidae)

Dendy

Ophlitaspongia

Echinoclathria

axociona L£vi

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

barba Lamarck

barba

E (Echinochalina)

barbadensis
Van Soest

Plocamilla

Antho (Plocamia)

Isodictyo

C. (Clathria)

E. (Protophlitaspongia)

E. tProtophlitaspongla)

Rhaphidophlus

C (Thalysias)

&

Levi

basin renacea

Boury-Esnault
basifixa Topseni

Ophlitaspongia

C. {Micraciona)

basilana Le\i

Clathria

C- (Clathria)

synonym of
basispinosa

Burton

beanii

Bowerbank

Microciona

bidat b rata
nom.nov,

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

bulbotoxa
Van Soest

Clathria
(Microciona)

C

(Microciona)

burtoni nom.no v

f for Clathria
prolifera Burton]

C

(Clathria)

burtoni Levi

Plocamilla

Antho (Plocamid)

cact iformis

Spongia

C, (Thalysias)

caelata Hallmann

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

caespes Enters

Scopalina

unrecognisable

caespitosa
Carter

Echmonema

(Micraciona)

antarctica
(Topsent)

(Antho) invohrns
(Schmidt)

Lamarck

calla

Plumoha lichondriu
(Anchinoidae)

AxocieUa

C. (Microciona)

calochela
Hentschel

Hymeraphia

C. (Thalysias)

calopora
Whitelegge

Clathria

C

calypso
Boury-Esnaull

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

[for Hymeraphia
ajftnis Topseni]

C. (Microciona)

Espcriopsis

C. (Axociella)

Spongia

C

de Laubenfels

campecheae
nom.nov.
cantiliculata

Whitelegge

bergquistae
sp. nov.
beringensis
Hentschel

C

synonym of A.
{sod ictx a

Hooper & L£vi

bulbosa

halichondria

Hooper

C. (Microciona)

synonym of
Whitelegge

bargibanti

Microciona

bulboretorta
Carter

Crella incrustans

Bowerbank

A.i Antho)

Crella intrusions

Plnmo-

barleei

Antho

Fromont

var. arenacea
(Carter) (Crellidae)

oust rat is

axinelloides

brondstedi
Bergquist &

577

(Clathria)

Echinoclathria
cancellaria

Lamarck
Phakellia

Echinoclathria

cantabrica Oruela
[Cor

Microciona

clathrata

C. (Clathria)

carbonana
Lamarck

Rhaphidophlus
Spongia

(Thalysias)

C. (Clathria)

Haliclona
(ChaJinidae)

Whitelegge]

conocrassus

bihamisera
Waller
bispiculata

Dendy

Micraciona
Siphonochalina

Pronax

Bergquist

(Anchinoidae)

Fromont

E. (Protophlitaspongia)

carnosQ

&

Bowerbank

Rhaphidophlus

C, (Thalysias)

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

synonym of
bispinosus

Whhelegge

Rhaphidophlus

C

(Thalysias)
lendenfeldi

Ridley
bitoxa Burton

Hymantho

bitoxifera Koltun

Axociella

borealis nom.nov.

braUegardi Van
Soest & Stone

brepha
ile

Lauhenfrls

C.

robusta Kollun]

Antho
Aaata

& Dendy

(Microciona)

C. (Clathria)

Lendenfeld

Tha hssodendron

&

Dendy

Echinoclathria

cercidochela
Vacelet &

Clathriopsamma

nom.nov.

For

A.(Antho)

C

(

cervicornis Thiele

Rhaphidophlus

a

(Thalysias)
cactiformis

C. (Thalysias)

chalinoides Carter Axinella

Echinoclathria

chart acea

Antho

Micraciona)

Ilymedesmia

BrondsledJ

C. (Wilsonella)

Vasseur

(Whitelegge)
chclifera

Hentsehel
chclifera L6vj

|

nenna'ta

ftolopsomma
favus (Carter)

Chuhria

Ipreocc]

Usopenectya)

Spantophn

C. (Clathria)

Microciona

{Mirmcionu)
see
tunisiae nom.nov

Plocamilla

Antho [Plocamia)

(Lamarck)
brondsiedi

C. (Clathria)
foliacea Topsent

synonym of

carieri

C. (Thalysias)

synonym of
hrevispina

Clathria

Topsent

Ridley
[tar Clathria

synonym of

carte ri

C

C. (Microciona)

circonflexa L£vi
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SPECIES

cladoflagellaia
Carter

CURRENT
ASSIGNMENT

ORIGINAL GENUS

Axinella

synonym of

corticata var.

synonym of

elegans
Lendenfeld

Echinoclathria
chalinoides

clathrata

(Carter)

Whitelegge

Sigmatella

Microciona

C. (Wilsonella)
australiensis
(Carter)

see C. (Clathria)
biclathrala

nom.nov.

[preocc.]

synonvm of
ctathrata Schmidt

Tenacia

C

(Thalysias)
virgultosa

claviformis

Hentschel

Clathria

(Lamarck)
Microciona
acanthotoxa
I

claudei nom.nov.

C. {Microciona)

Bowerbank

Clathria

C. {Microciona)

coraliiophilux
Thiele

Microciona

C.

Hymeniacidon

L£vi&L£vi]
cleistochela

Topsent
coccinea Berquist

[Microciona)

costifera

Hallmann
coccinea
Duehassaing

&

Thalysias

Micheloiti

Spirasirella
iSpirastrcllidae)

cotoasp.nov.

(Prow-

phfifaspongia)

crassa Carter

Esper

cratitia

conectens

Witsonclla

C. (Clathria)

comprcssa
Schmidt

Clathria

C

concent rica
Lendenfeld

AntherochaUna

Hallmann

ctenichela

OphUtaspongia

Hafimann

Alander
curvichela

Cymbastela

Hallmann

(Axinellidaej

amichela

Echinoclathria

Vacelet
Vasseur[preixx\]

arnica Levi

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

contexta Sara

Echinoclathha

Echinoclathria

cullingworthi

Burton
curvispiculifera

&

Dictvociona

Carter

Clathria

C

-

C. (Thalysias)

synonym of
Clathria

C. (Thalysias)
virgultosa

(Lamarck)

copwsa var.
curacaoensis
Atndi
roppingeri Ridley

Clathria

var.

aculeata

& Dendy

cylindrica sensu

Sim

& Byeon

cylindricux

C, (Tfialysias)

Kieschnick

schoenus (dc

[preocc.

C

(Thalysias)

Clathria

C. (Tfialysias)

lendenfeldi

Ridley
corallitincta

Ridley

synonym of

synonym of

copnmgen

Clafhria

cora Uoides OYiy'i

Spongia

& Dendy

C

{Thalysias)
vulpina (Lamarck)

Bowerbank
corneolia

& Levi

(Thalysias)

Microciona

C.

(Microciona)

Wilsonella

C. (Detidrocia)

Microciona

(Microciona)
see
vaceletlia

C

nom.nov.
Clathria

C. {Thalysias)

Microciona

? C. (Clathria)
virtually

t'spenopsis

Axociella

danvinensis

C (Microciona)

simae sp.nov.
C. (Thalysias)

kieschmcki

Hooper
-

C. (Thalysias)

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

sp.nov.

dayi Levi

C. (Axociella)

see

synonym of
Rhuphidophlus

decumhens Ridley Clathria

C. (Clathria)

delaubenfelsi Levi

Rhaphidophlus

C. (Thalysias)

delaubenfelsi

Holoplocamia

Antho (Plocamia)

Little

svnonym of

C. (Clathria)

Clathria

synonym of
Lissoaendoryx
complicala
i\ Jindheck)
(Myxtllidae)

coriacea

C

]

deticata

Frisledt

Spongia

synonym of

Dendy

corallorhizoides

flolupsamma

Laubenfels)
Clathria

C. (Clathria)

unrecognisable

cylindrica

copiosa Topsent

(Thalysias)

Holopsamma

C. (Clathria)

Fromont

Hooper

C. (Thalysias)

(Clathria)

&

confragosa

contorta
Bcrgquist

craspedia sp. nov

Antho (Plocamia)
frond ifera
(Lamarck)

Rhaphidophlux

crassa Lendenfeld AntherochaUna
E.

(Wilsonella)

synonym of
cliftoni

for

C

hodictya

Anlho (Plocamia)

Lambe

Clathria

C (Clathria)
proUfera

(Ellis

dendyi Berquist
&. Fromont

Microciona

densa Burton

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

C

(Microciona)

synonym of
Clathria
(Thalysias)

C

denlata
(Thalysias)

Topsent

Clathria

C. (Tfialysias)

fascial I arix

Topsent

corona
Lieberkuhn

synonym of
Halichondria

C. (Clathria)
coralloides (Olivi)

&

Solander)

depressa
Sara & Melone

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

SPECIES

CURRENT
ASSIGNMENT

ORIGINAL GENUS

dianae Schmidt

Suberites

dianae
Topsent

Artemisina

dichotoma Esper

Spongia

A.{Antho)

dichotoma L6vi

Ophlitaspongia

Echinoclathria

C. {Microciona)

synonym of
Artemisina
apollinis (Ridley

& Dendy)

synonym of
diechinata

Clathria

Hall man

C. (Thalysias)

lendenfeldi

Ridley
digitata

erectus Thiele

Rhaphidophlus

C. {Thalysias)

eurypa de
Laubenfels

Dictyociona

C. {Thalysias)

Microciona

C. {Microciona)

Clathria

C. {Thalysias)

Clathria

C. {Thalysias)

Microciona

C. {Microciona)

fauroti Topsent

Axosuberites

C. {Axociella)

favosa
Whitelegge

Clathria

C. (Thalysias)
cactiformis

fallax

Bowerbank

fascicularis

Topsent
fasciculata

Wilson
fascispiculifera

Carter

& Dendy

synonym of

Thalyssodendron

Echinoclathria

Ophlitaspong ia

Echinoclathria

discreta Thiele

Microciona

C. {Clathria)

distincta Thiele

Hymeraphia

C. {Thalysias)

ditoxa Stephens

Eurypon

C. {Microciona)

Microciona

halichondria
(Anchinoidae)

dubia Kirkpatrick

Microciona

C. {Thalysias)

duplex Sara

Clathria

C. {Microciona)

dura Whitelegge

Clathria

C. {Dendrocia)

felixi sp.nov.

synonym of

ferrea de

Lendenfeld
digitiformis

(Lamarck)

Row

?

dives

Topsent

dura var. mollis
Hentschel
eccentrica Burton

Clathria

Oph litaspong ia

echinata Alcolado Axociella

^°

e
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nematissima

egena

Wiedenmayer
elastica LeVi
elastica

Sara [preocc]

Plumo-

C. {Clathria)

squalorum

synonym of

favosa

Lamarck

E. (Protophlitaspongia)

favus Carter

Ech inocla th ria

favus

Echinoclathria

var.

arenifera Carter

Laubenfels
fictitia

C. {Isociella)

fdifer

Ridley

& Dendy

C. {Clathria)

cantabrica
Orueta

Echinoclathria

Echinoclathria

filifer var.

mutabilis

C

see C. {Clathria)
sarai nom.nov.

{Clathria)

Fisherispongia

Microciona

Clathria

Vosmaer

Antherochalina

elegans
Lendenfeld

Plectispa

(Anchinoidae)

cantabrica
(Orueta)

(Thalysias)

C. (Clathria)

Rhaphidophlus

filifer var.

Rhaphidophlus

C. (Thalysias)
mutabilis
(Topsent)

see C. (Thalysias)
spinifera

(Lindgren)

synonym of
flabellata

Topsent
elegans
Lendenfeld

Phorbas

Rhaphidophlus

Topsent
spinifera

C. (Wilsonella)

C

? C. {Clathria)
virtually

unrecognisable

laminaefavosa

Rhaphidophlus

Lindgren
elegans

synonym of
Holopsamma

E. (Echinochalina)

filifer var.

Wilsonella

Clathria

Holopsamma

Carter

Bowerbank

Clathria

E. (Ecninochalina)

barba (Lamarck)

favulosa sp.nov.

Wiedenmayer

C. {Microciona)

Spongia

Ophlitaspongia

Raspailia

C. (Axociella)
nidificata

(Kirkpatrick)

(Raspailiidae)

synonym of
flabellata

Riley

& Dendy

Phakellia

C

(Isociella)

macropora
Lendenfeld

elegans
Ridley

& Dendy

elegantula
Ridley
Dendy

&

elegantula

Dendy

elliptichela

Alander
encrusta

Holopsamma

Plocamia
Clathria

Antho {Plocamia)
C. {Dendrocia)

flabellata Burton

Rhaphidophlus

C. (Clathria)

flabellifera

Clathria
(Thalysias)

C. (Thalysias)

& L£vi

Hooper
Artemisina

Artemisina

synonym of
flabelliformis

Microciona

C

Clathria

C. {Thalysias)

-

C

{Microciona)

Carter

Echinonema

C. (Thalysias)
cactiformis

(Lamarck)

Kumar

ensiaesy.nov.
erecta Ferrer-

Hernandez
erecta Topsent

foliacea Topsent

Clathria

C

foliascens
Vacelet

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

Aulenella

C. (Wilsonella)

(Clathria)

{Wilsonella)

Plocamia

Antho {Plocamia)

Artemisina

Artemisina

&

Vasseur
foraminifera
Burton
Rao

&
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CURRENT
ASSIGNMENT

ORIGINAL GENUS

SPECIES

synonym of
hartrneveri

Clathna

Hentschel

fraudata

Bowerbank
frogeti Vacelet

Microciona

C. {Microciona)

Microciona

C {Microciona)

[for Microciona
microcheta

hechtcli

nom.nov.

toxitenuis

Bergquist

&

C. (Axociella)

frondiculata

Reniera

Schmidt

I

henSscheli

C, (Clathria)

Spangia

Lamarck
frandifera

Halichondria

Bowerbank

(Thatysias)

C

(Microciona)

Hymeraphia

C, (Thalysias)

hesperia sp.nov.

Microciona

A.(Antho)

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

Clathria

C. (Clathna)

Thalysias

unrecognisable

Artemisina

Artemisina

Hooper & Levi

Clathria
(Ttmlysias)

C. (Thalysias)

hispidtda Ridley

Antho (Plocamia)

Brondstcd

synonym of

heterotoxa
Hentschel

C

C

Hentschel]

heterospicuUita

frandifera

for

lendenfeldi

nom.nov.

Fremont]

tuberosa
(Hentschel)

Hechtel]

[for Axociella

fromontae
nom.nov.

A. (Antho)

(Ttialysias)

vuipina (Lamarck)

hexagonopora
Levi

synonym of

frandifera var.
setotubutosa

Ciuthrta

Wilson

C. {Thatysias)

hians

vuipina (Lamarck)

Duchassaing

&

Michelolti

synonym of

frandifera var.
la

Clathna

frandifera var.
major Hentschel

Clathna

fucoides

/

C

(Jlmlysias)

Terpiosella
(Suberitidae)
C. (Thatysias)

l

Dendy

Hernandez

see

us e nxa sp.nov.

gubrieli

hispanica Ferrer-

major Hentschel

Ophlitaspongia

"Bowerbank

C. (Thalysias)

vuipina (Lamarck)

Ophliiaspong ia

E. (Echinochalina)

[for Ophlita-

georgiaensis

spongia

nom.nov.

thielei

Halme

&

Dendy

lamitwefavosa

gargonoides

Halme
Echinodictyum

gracea Bakus

Anihoarcuata

C. (Clathna)

Clathria

Van

(Microciona)

Soest

of/T.

&

Thalysias

Michclotti

Bakus

Dendy

Tedania
(Tcdaniidact

Ptocamilla

Antho (Plocamia)

Clathria

C. (Oendracia)

inanchorata
Ridley & Dendy

Clathria

a (Clathria)

incrustans
Bergquist

Isoctetlu

C.

incrustans Carter

Echinonema

CrWta

imperfecta

synonym of
Holopsamma

Ridley

A.(Antho)

mcrustans

gracilis

Carter

Echinoclathria

indica

synonym of

iridic

grisea Hentschel

Lcptosia

C. {Microciona)

haematodes de
Laubenfels

Topsenl

hallmanni sp.nov.

Dendy

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

Qasimella

Artemisina

synonym of

{Microciona)

Antho (Plocamia)

Bowerbank

C.

Plocamionida

Hvmedesmia

(Anchinoidae)
indu rat a

Clathria

(Microciona)

Heieroclathria

A\Antho)

-

C. (Thatysias)

amhigua
(Bowerbank)

synonym of
Hallmann

Microciona

A.(Antho)
invalvens
(Schmidl)

Thomas

indis tine in

C

Plocamia

a

Echinoclathria
subhispidu Carter

Clathria

chmidt

(Crellidae)

synonym of

€. {Thatysias)

procera "(Ridley)

gradalis Topsent

fvmnazusa

Raspailta

synonym of
Echinonema

(IsocwUa)

C. (Clathria)
7

gracilis

(Microciona)

C. (Microciona)

illawarrae sp.nov.

Svarcevskij

hallezi

C.

(Echinochalina

crassa Carter

Dendy

Ophlitaspongia

hsmedesmioides

illgi

harba (Lamarck

gtobosa
Lendenfeld

Echinoclathria

Row

horrida

Duchassaing

svnonym of
Holopsamma

synonym
Echinoclathria

C. (Clathria)

Echinoclathria

ignis

Carter

glabra Ridley

Amphilectus

Arnesen

hjorti

C. (/Uocielta)

Burton]

gigantea
Le ndenfeld

hirsuta

C. (Thatysias)
cactifomiis

(Lamarck)
inhacensis

Thomas

Clathria

C

(Clathria)

haplotoxa Topsent t^eptaclathria

C. (Microciona)

mornata
Hallmann

Ophlitispongia

Echinoclathria

hartmani Simpson Axucielita

C. (Thalysias)

intermedia Kirk

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

REVISION OF MICROCIONIDAE

SPECIES
intermedia

Bowerbank

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

Hymedesmia

C. (Microciona)

Anaata

C.

lambda L6vi

Leptoclathria

C. (Thalysias)

lambei Koltun

Microciona

C

(Rhabderemiidae)

lambei Burton

Heteroclathria

Antho (Plocamia)

A.(Antho)

laminaefavosa

Holopsamma

Holopsamma

Halme

synonym of
Holopsamma

ORIGINAL GENUS
Echinoclathria

Whitelegge

CURRENT
ASSIGNMENT
E. (Echinochalina)

laevis

Dendy

laevissima
lajorei de

Laubenfels

intermedia

Paresperia

Burton
intexta

Microciona

Carter

involvens Schmidt Myxilla
irregularis Burton

irregularis

Marleyia

Halme

Lendenfeld

581

Esperiopsis

(Desmacididae

Rhabderemia

C. (Clathria)

synonym of
Holopsamma
laminaefa vosa

Carter

laxa

Lendenfeld

-

E. (Protophlitaspongia)

isochelifera Uriz

Echinoclathria

E. (Echinochalina)

isodictyoides

Van

Soest

ixauda L£vi

Rhaphidophlus

C. (Thalysias)

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

synonym of
jacksoniana
"Dendy

Phakellia

C. (lsociella)

macropora

Microciona
rubens Bergquist]

leighensis

[for

nom.nov.

[for

lematolae

Hymeniacidon

C. (Microciona)

Microciona
C. (Thalysias)

leporina Lamarck

Spongia

Echinoclathria

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

-

Echinoclathria

lev ii

Sara

& Siribelli

levii sp.

nov.

synonym of

Cornulum

Lendenfeld
lendenfeldi

johnsoni de
Laubenfels

Cornulum

jolicoeuri Topsent

Rhaphidophlus

C. (Thalysias)

Artemisina

Artemisina

Hentschel
[preocc]

synonym of

linda de

C. (Thalysias)

Laubenfels

jovis

Dendy

jugosa
Wilson

Clathria

(Coelosphaeridae)

virgultosa

(Lamarck)

juncea Burton
juniperina (var.

A) Lamarck
juniperina (var.

B) Lamarck

kentii

kilauea de

Laubenfels
koltuni

Hooper
kylista

Hooper

& L6vi

laboutei

Hooper

& Levi

labyrinthica

Schmidt

nom.nov.
Axocielita

lindgreni

[(or Clathria

nom.nov.

ramosa Lindgren]

lipochela Burton

Clathria

synonym of
C. (Thalysias)

Pandaros

uncertain

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

Clathria
(Thalysias)

G

Axocielita

C. (Thalysias)

C. (Clathria)

E. (Protophlitaspongia)

E. (Protophlitaspongia)

Reniera

C

(Clathria)

synonym of C.

Lambe

Clathria

lithophoenix de
Laubenfels

(Clathria) barleei

(Bowerbank)
C. (Clathria)

C. (Wilsonella)
C. (Clathria)
C. (Thalysias)

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

Plocamia

A.(Antho)

Clathria

litos

Hooper

lobata

Clathria

Isodictya

&

& Levi

tizardensis sp.nov

C. (Thalysias)

&

Bergquist

C. (Thalysias)

Fromont

(Thalysias)

Clathria
(Thalysias)

Norman
laevigata

see C. (Microciona)
hentscheli

lissosclera

laciniosa

Bowerbank

Hymeraphia

lendenfeldi

lissocladus Burton Rhaphidophlus

placement

Hooper

C. (Thalysias)

C. (Thalysias)

?

kieschnicki

Clathria

Spongia

Raspailia

Bowerbank

& Dendy

Crella incrustans
(Carter) (Crellidae)

C. (Clathria)

coppingeri Ridley

kasumiensis
Tanita

Ridley

Echinonema

Clathria

Spongia

C. (Microciona)

placenta sensu de
Laubenfels]

levis

Bowerbank

laminaefavosa

sp.nov.

Lendenfeld

jecusculum

(Axociella)

Carter

Carter
isaaci sp.nov.

(Microciona)

Vosmaer

(

Clathriopsamma]

C. (Wilsonella)

-

C

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

(Microciona)

synonym of
lobosa
Lendenfeld

longichela

Topsent

Cla th riopsamma

C

(Wilsonella)
australiensis
(Carter)

synonym of
Clathria

C. (Clathria)

anchorata (Carter)

longispiculum
Carter

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

longistyla Burton

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

longitoxa
Hentschel

Hymeraphia

C. (Thalysias)

loveni
Fristedt

Clathria

Mycale
(Mycalidae)
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lugubris

Duchassaing

&

Pandaros

Michelotti

macrochela

Le"vi

macroisochela
Levi

macropora
Lendenfeld

macropora
Lendenfeld

CURRENT
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ORIGINAL GENUS

Microciow
Ctathria
Clathria

&

Axocietla

Dently

C. {Microciona)

minor Burton

Ophlitaspongia

Echinoclathria

minuta Van Socst

Rhaphidophlus

C. (Thalysias)

mtnutula

Microciona

C. {Clathria)

C

Carter

Holopsamma

C. {Axociella)

Ridley

mo/or Hentschel
manaarensis
Carter

manssuperi
Pulilzer-Finali

mas salts
Carter

maunaloa
de Laubenfels

mediterranea
Babic

melana Van
Soesl

C

(Clathria)

mollis
Kirkpatrick

& Sientofl

Clathria

Axinella

morisca Schmidt

Clathria

Clathria

C

mosulpia

Dictyocvtindrus

Antho {Plocamia)

Clathria

r

Thiele

[Thalysias)

[Clathria)

Renicra
(Chalinidae)

C

(Thaty sins)

synonym of
Artemisina

A.iAntno) imitlvens

(Schmidt)

Echinochalina

F [Echinochnllna)

Ophlitaspongia

C. (Thalysias)

meyeri

Bowerbank
michaelseni
Hentschel

Clathria

C

Ophlitaspongia

C

Hymeraphia

C\ (Thalysias)

I

{Clathria)

Eurypon

C. (Clathria)

microchela
Hechtel [preocc]

Microciona

see C. (Thatysias)
hechteti noni.nov.

halichondria

Ptocamionida
lAnchinoidae)

microjoanna de
Laubenfels

Microciona

C* (Microciona)

micronesia de
Laubenfels

Microciona

C. {Microciona)

micropora
Lendenfeld

lialme

synonym of
Holopsamma

Plumo-

Clathria

C. {Clathria)

mutabilis Topsent

Rhaphidophlus

C. (Thatysias)

multiformis

Crraochalina

Sim

& Byeon

&

microxa
Desqueyroux

(Clathria)

synonym

Whitelegge
multipes

Clathria

Hallmann

(Ptectispa)

of
Echinoclathria
subhispida Carter
C. (Clathria)

synonym o( C.

multipara

Whitelegge

Clathria

(Thatysias) rubra
(Lendenfeld)

Atocielta

C. (Axociella)

Ophlitaspongia

Echinoclathria

mttltitoxaformis

Bergquist

&

Fromont
C. (Ctathria)

sp. nov.

mutans Sara

synonym of C.

mutitla

Halichondria

{Clathria) barleei

(Bowerbank)
(Dendrocid)

myxilloides

Dendy Clathria

naikaiensis
H( is hi no

Eurypon

C- (Thatysias)

namihiensis Uriz

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

nervosa Levi

Modella

nexus Kollun

Bipocillopsis

C (Thalysias)
C {Clathria)

Ophlitaspongia

C. (Axoi U'Ua)

nidiiicata

Kirkpatrick

nidus-vesnarum
lendenfeld

Halme

('.

synonym of
Holopsamma
taminaefavosa
Carter

noarlungae

C

sp.nov.

nodosa Carter

Echinoclathria

nonnani Burton

Hymantho

(Ctathria)

Echinoclathria

C

(Microciona)

crassa Carter
Echinoclathria

nottalissp. nov.

mtcropunctata
Burton
Rao

(Anthii) involve/a

Clathria)

microchela
Stephens

microcionides
Carter

(Raspailiidae)

C

Bowerbank

& Levi

(Anchinoidac)

Aulospongus

Clathria

murphyi
Artemisina

C. (Wiisonctia)

Pronax

(SchmidU

C (Clathria)

Microciona

(Rhabderemiidae)

synonym of A.

Ctathria

Van Soest Artemisina

membranacea
menoui
Hooper

Clathria

monticutaris
Ridley & Dendy

mortensn
Brondsted

Thalysjas

Rhahdervmia

(Isociella)

spongodes Dendy

maeandrina

melatia

C. (Microciona)

Laubenfels

synonym of
Clathria

Ophlitaspongia

mi ma de

Fremont

madrepora

C. (Microciona)

Echinodictvum

mixta Hentschel
Ptectispa

Paratenactella

(Raspailiidae)

macrotoxa
Bergquist

microxea Vacelet
& Vasseur

Tenacia
Clathria

C. (Thalysias)

noto Tanita

Ophlitaspongia

Echinoclathria

C

nuvaezealandiae
Brondsted

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

{Clathria)
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novizelanica
Ridley

Dirrhopalum

Antho (Plocamia)

nuda Hentschel

Clathria

C. (Thalysias)

Antho

A.(Antho)

pauper Brondsted

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

Echinonema

paucispina Sara

& Siribelli
synonym of

& Wilson

Esperiopsis

C. (Clathria)

pectiniformis
Carter

oculata Burton

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

pellicula

Axociella

C. (Thalysias)

Alcyonium

A. (Antho)

Hhaphidophlus

C. (Thalysias)

obliqua George

583

C. (Thalysias)
cactiformis

(Lamarck)
Clathria

C. (Clathria)

Clathria

Dictyonella
(Dictyonellidae)

pennata Lambe

Desmacella

C. (Microciona)

pennata
Brondsted

Hymedesmia

brondstedi

Whitelegge

ongulensis

Hoshino

pelligera

opuntioides

Lamarck
orient a lis

Brondsted
originalis de

Laubenfels

Schmidt

Esperiopsis

see C. (Microciona)

[preocc]

nom.nov.

pennata
Duchassaing

Echinodictyum

C. (Thalysias)

ornata Dendy

Bubaris

Antho (Plocamia)

oroides Schmidt

Clathria

Agelas (Agelasidae)

osismica Cabioch

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

&

Panda ros

Michelotti

penneyi de
Laubenfels

Holoplocamia

Spongia

Rafinesque

perforata

C. (Clathria)

prolifera (Ellis

&

Lendenfeld

Antherochalina

Solander)

oxeata Bergquist

& Fromont
oxeata
Burton
oxeifera Ferrer-

Hernandez

Ophlitaspongia

Echinoclathria

Protophlitaspongia

E. (Protophlitaspongia)

Clathria

A.(Antho)

Antho (Plocamia)

synonym of A ntho

synonym of
ostacina

(Raspailiidae)

perforata in part

Lendenfeld

Antherochalina

phorbasiformis

Ridley

& Dendy

C

(Clathria)

C. (Thalysias)

sp.nov.

pilosus

(Isopenectya)

chartacea
(Whitelegge)

Amphilectus

Megaciella
(lophonidae)

oxeotus Van Soesl Rhaphidophlus

C. (Thalysias)

placenta Lamarck

Spongia

C. (Thalysias)

oxitoxa L£vi

Clathria

C. (Thalysias)

Hymedesmia

Microciona

oxneri Topsent

C. (Clathria)

placenta de
Laubenfels
[preocc]

see C. (Thalysias)
lematolae sp.nov.

oxyphila

Wi hone I la

C

planum Carter

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

plena Sollas

Plocamia

Antho (Plocamia)

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

Hallmann

(Clathria)

pachyaxia L6vi

Axociella

C. (Thalysias)

pachystyla Levi

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

Laubenfels

synonym of
Ophlitaspongia

C. (Microciona)
senata (Grant)

plumosa
Montagu

plinthina de

papilla

Bowerbank

plumosa
papillosa Thiele

papyracea

Clathria

Phakellia

Carter

Spongia

Pronax
(Anchinoidae)

Artemisina

Artemisina

Echinoclathria

Holopsamma

plurityla
Pulitzer-Finali

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

piniformis Carter

Dictyocylindrus

C. (Clathria)

Hentschel

synonym of

pluritoxa

Echinoclathria
leporina (Lamarck)

Pulitzer-Finali

Artemisina

? synonym of A.
(Antho) involvens
(Schmidt)

-

Echinoclathria

Microciona

C.

(Microciona)

Clathria

C

(Clathria)

parva L6vi

Clathria

C. (Axociella)

polita Ridley

Hymedesmia

C. (Microciona)

panda

-

C. (Axociella)

prima Brondsted

Lissoplocamia

Antho (Plocamia)

Rhapidophlus

C. (Clathria)

primitiva Koltun

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

primitiva Burton

Clathriella

Antho (Isopenectya)

procera Ridley

Rhaphidophlus

C. (Thalysias)

paradoxa
Babic
parkeri

sp.

nov.

parthena de
Laubenfels
partita

Hallmann

sp.nov.

paucispicula

Burton
paucispina
Lendenfeld

plana
Carter

synonym of
Tha lassodendron

C. (Thalysias)

rubra (Lendenfeld)

poecilosclera
Sara
Siribelli

&

C. (Clathria)

synonym of
Microciona

C. (Thalysias)
\irguhosa (Lamarck)

Microciona

C

(Microciona)
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synonym of
rarispinasa

Microciona

Hechtel

synonym afAicetta

procumbens
scnsu Brondsted

productitoxa

Clailma

Thalysias

Hoshino
prolifera Ellis

&

Sol under

Sport

gm

Lendenfeld

rectangulosa

(Calcarea)

Schmidt

C. (Clathria)

C

Clathria

proximo
Lundbeck

Hymedesmia

C. (Microciona)

reinwardti

Vosmaer
palmato

pseudonapya de

Xestospongia

C. (Wilsonella)

pugio Lundbeck

Hymedesmia

C. (Microciona)

puntcea sp.nov.

-

Ant ho
(Isopenectya)

synonym of
pusiila

Microciona

Carter

Rhabaeremia
minutula (Carter)
(Rhabderemiidae)

itdpina (l-amarck)

repens
Duchassaing

synonym of
Xestospongia

&

(Petrosiidae)
reticulata

Lendenfeld
Bergquist

&

Microciona

C

{Clathria)

rhopalophora

quadriradiata
Carter

Microciona

Whileleggc

Hentschci

Microciona

Cyamon

C

Qphtiiaspangia

Echinoclathria

Echmochalina

E. (Echinochalina)

Clathria

C

Hymeraphia

C. {Microciona)

-

Echinoclathria

riddlcisp. nov.

Lindgren

Rhaphidophlus

C. (Thalysias)

ridleyi

Hentschel

Plocamia

Antho(PliTCamni)

ridleyi

Dendy

Fchinodictyum

£\ (Echinochalina)

Microciona

C

(Raspuilridae)

Dendy

synonym of
Kollun

Axoeiella

C. (Axoeiella)
nidificafa

(Kirkpatrick)

ramosus
Kicschnick

ramosa Lindgren
|

preocc]

Rhaphidophlus

C (Thalvsias)

Clathria

see
(Wilsorwlla)
lindgreni nom.nov.

C

robusta Koltun
[preocc.

|

preocc. J

ramosa Hal\mann
ratnsayii

Lendenfeld

raphanus

Lamarck

see
(Thalysias)
amiranteiensis

nom.nov.
Echinoclathria

Tho recta

Spongia

Holopsamma

Holopsamma
C. (Clathria)

rubens Bergquist

Clathria

=_=__

Tha lassoderuJron
Microciona

Cliona rhaphtda
Boury-Esnaull

C. (Tfialysias)

venosa (Alcolado)

C (Microciona)

leighensis nom.nov.

synonym of C.
Thalassodendron

(Thalvsias) rubra

(Lendenfeld)

C

svnonym of
(Thalysias) rubra
(Ixndenfeld)

rubra Lendenfeld

Echinonema

C. (Thalysias)

rugosa

Clathria

C

var.

Lendenfeld

C. {Clathria)

see

Thalassodendrcn

rubens
lamella

synonym of
Rhaphidophlus

rubens var. dura
Lendenfeld

[Wilsonella)
australiensis
(Carter)

(Clionidae)

raraechelae
Van Soest

preocc.)

synonym of

C

bo real is nom.nov

rubens
Lendenfeld

C

Colloclathrm

synonym of
raphida sensu
Hechtel

Clathria

|

(Thalysias)

see C. (Clathria)

romm/tfHallmann Echinoclathria

|

ramosa Dendy

(Clathria)

r/fi/f vi

robusta

rameus

[Wilsonella)

Fromont

pyramidalis
Brondsted

Carler

Clathriopsamma

reticulata

rhaphidoloxa
Stephens

quinqurradiata

subtriangularis

(Duchassaing)

(Dendrocia)

Phakellia
(Axinellidae)

Thalysias

Michelotti

C.

Antherochalina

Phakellia flabellata
(Carter) (Axinelljdae)

Cluthria

C. (Microciona)

C. (Thalysias)
reinwardti Vosmaer

synonym of
Antherochalina

Lendenfeld

reticulata

quercifolia
Keller

Clathria

Ridley

(Microciona)

Lcndenfeld

C. (Thalysias)

synonym of

C

pyramida

synonym of

reinwardti var.

Haltchnndria

pustidosa Carter

C. (Thalysias)

(Petrosiidae)

CIa th riopsamma

Laubenfels

Clathria

Ridley

reniero'tdes

Micheloiti

C. (Clathria)

Clathria

sitbcvlindrica

Thalysias

(Microciona)

Clathria

reinwardtt var.
C. (Clathria)

(Cluthria)
sec
burtoni nom.nov

&

.

Laubenfels)

procumbens

prolifera Burton
preocc.]
1

proximo
Duchassaing

(

calla (de

Hooper

& Levi

[Clathriopsamma

(Wilsonella)

synonym of
rugosa
L>uchassaing&

Xestospongia
Thalysias

Michelotti

subtriangularis
(

Duchassaing

(Petrosiidae)
sainr\'incetiti

sp.nov,

-

Ant ho
(Isopenectya)
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sarai

[for Clalhria

nom.nov.

elastica Sarai

saraspinifera

\(ar Clathria

nom.nov.

spinifera Sara]

C

(Clathria)

^
spinifera Sara
[preocc.]

spinispicula

Tan
C. (Clathria)

Spongia

Lamarck

C. (Clathria)

ta

spinasa Wilson

&

Clathria

Clathria

Microciona
Microciona

Bowerbank

Thalysias

unrecognisable

Hulichumlria

C

snongiosa
Burton

Clathria

Aaata

Michelotti

scabida Carter

schoenus
de Laubcnfels
scotti

Dendy

(Dendrocia)

(Microciona)

lophon
(lophonidae)

C

(Microciona)

C

(Clathria)

spongodes Dendy

C. (Thalysias)

spongiosa Dendy

Echinodictyum

E.

Clathria

C. (Microciona)

spongodes Dendy

Clathria

C. (Clathria)

C. (hociella)

squalorum

Clathria

C

Aricmisina

Artemisma

Spongia

(Echinochalma)

(Clathriai

C. (Microciona}
siipitata

Koltnn

synonym of

serial us

Rhaphidophtus

Thiele

Caner

shirahamaTni\\\;i

Topscnt

simae sp.nov.

similis Stephens
Iprcocc.J
similis sensu

Uriz

simplex
Lcndenfeld
simpticissima

Norman

Whilelegge Clathria

striata

Dictyocylindnts

nnrecognisahle

Artemis ma

C

strongyla
Hentschel

Clathria

C, (Microciona)

stephensae

[lor

Plocamiopsis

Antho (Plocamia)

nom.nov.

S imilis Stephens]

\Uk Axociella
cylindrica sensu

C, {Microciona)

S'im
similis Thiele

C

(Thalysias)
vulpina (Lamarck.)

sigmoidea Cuartas Microciona
signtiia

(Clathria)

synonym of

Wiedenmayer

sessilis

C
C

Clathria

petechia sp.nov.
seriata Grant

see C. (Clathria)
saraspinifera

nom.nov.

spongigart'ma
de Lnubenfels

saxicava

Duchassaing

i

sninulenta

soring inula

585

&

(Clathria)

Hymeraphia

see C. (Microciutui)

Microciona

Halme

Dendy

Microciona
Microciona

stytoprotlusis
sp.nov.

suberitoides

Artemisina

see C. (Microciona)
urizoe nom.nov.

subhispida Carter

Echmoclathria

Holopsamma

subl Hang uluris

Thalysias

surculosa

Esper

Spongia

C. (Microciona)

skia sp.nov.

-

t. (Microciona)

echinata
(Alcolado)

C

spicata

Clathria

Hallrnann

C. (Thalysias)

spiculosus

Dendy

Rhaphidophtus

C

&

(Thalysias)

Clathria

C

(Thalysias)
reinwardii Vosniaer

synonym of
Clathria

spinarcus
Carter
Hope

Microciona

C.

(Microciona)

Microciona

C

(Microciona)

&

Hoshino

Rhaphidophtus

C. (Thalysias)

tenet
Carter

tcnuifibra

Whilelegge
ivmiis Stephens

Lindgren

synonym of
Artemisina
arciger (Schmidt)
Ei

hmoclalhria

Xeslospongia
(Petrosiidae)

(Clathria)
?
virtually

C. (Microciona)

armata
(Bowerbank)

C

iCfathria)

striata

Whilelegge

\>C. (Thalvsius)

Thalysias

imperfectly

known
synonym of C.
Clathria

(Clathria) rubens

(Lendenleld)

Microciona

procera (Ridley)

C.

(Microciona)

synonym
tenuis

Carter

Echmoclathria

of
kchinnclathria
leporinu

(Lamarck)

synonym of
tettuixpina

spinifera

Rhaphidophtus

C, (Thalysias)

j

(Thalysias)

synonym of

Dendy

spiculosus var.
ramosa Hentschel

sniruifoxa

cue brat us
Whilelegge

t

synonym of

spicuiosa var.

maciienta
Hentschel

Microciona

lendenfeldi

Ridley

robusta \ Dendy

synonym of
svarchevskvi de
Laubcnfels

(Isocietla)

synonym of

C. (Thalysias)

unrecognisable

synonym of
simpsoni
Van Soest

C. (Microciona)

C

Bubaris
(Axinellidae)

C. (Microciona)

C

Vosmuer

Duchassaing

Microciona

Microciona

stephensae

nom.nov.

Eurypon

Hope

strepsitoxa var.

robusta
C. (Microciona)

Artemisina

plumosa
Hentschel

strepsitoxa

Byeon|

C, (Clathria)

synonym of

L.endenfeld

Antherochalma

Echinoclathria
leporinu

(Lamarck)
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Eurypan

C, (Microciona)

terranovae Dendy

Cloth ha

C. {Clathria)

tetrastvla

Hymeraphia

C. (Microciona)

Cornulum

C. (Clathha)

Ophlitaspongia

C. (Axociella)

Stephens

Carter

Hallmann

thetidis
thiclei

Henischel

Hymeraphia
Ophlitaspongia

fingens sp.nov.

-

topsenti Thiele

tortuosa IJriz
toxijera Hentschel

georgtaensis

nom.nov

[for

nom.nov.

cheliferaht\\]

t\>lota

Rhaphidophlus

Clathha

Hymeraphia

C

C

C. (Thalysias)

C (Microciona)

C. (Microciona)

Clathha

C. (Clathha)

luxistheta

Topsent
toxistyla Sara

sec

Clathha

C

typieum
Carter

Echmonema

C. (Thalysias)
cactiformis

(Lamarck)

synonym of

typtca var.

porrecta
Henischel

Clathria

C. (Thalysias)
reinwardti

ulmus Vosmaer

Clathha

C

(Clathha)

uruco Cuanas

Clathria

C

(Cladiha)

Vosmaer

tirccolata

C.

Clathria

C. (Clathha)

(Micmciona)

C (CUtthha)

Topsent Clathria

C, (Microciona)

&

fromontae nom.nov.

lux tie nuts

Bergquisl
Fromont [prcocc]

Axociella

[for Eurypon
similis sensu Vriz

uhzae
nom.nov.

Microciona

C. (Clathria)

toxotes Schmidl

Scopalina

C. (Clathria)

Clathria

C. (Clathha)

Arlemisina

Artemisina

ran si ens

transiens Topseni
translate
Pulitzer-Fmali

thcurvatifero
Carter

luberculata

Burton
tube, rasa

Bowerbank
tuberosa
Henischel

&

nom.nov.

vahans
Duchassaing

&

Topsent
tubulatum

Bowerbank
tubulosa

Hallmann
tumulosa

Bowerbank

Thalysias

Michelolti

Tholyseurypon

Laubenfels

G

(Microciona)

C

(Microciona)

Anfhosigmella
(Spirastrellidae)

C

(Clathria)

synonym of
vasiplicata

Echmonema

Echinodictyum
mesenterinum
(Lamarck)
(Raspailiidae)

venosu Alcohido

Microciona

C

(Thalysias)

synonym of
ventilahrum var.
aitstrulicrisis

Phakelliu

C.

(Thuh

Vi:iV)

cactiformis

(Lamarck)
Ophlitaspongia

Echinoclathria

Thalysias

(Thalysias)
imperfectly

vespahum
Lamarck

Alcyonium

Spheciospongia
(Spirasirellidae)

? C.

known

svnonym

viminalis

Thalassodendron

Lendenfeld

synonym of
Stylostichon

C.

(

Microciona)

antarctica (Topsent)

Microciona

C

Lissodendoryx

A.(Antho)

(Wiisonella)

virgula
Sara
Siribelli

E. ifroto-

phlitaspongia)

Hymeraphia
Haliphysema

Discorhabdelhi

synonym of A.
(Antho) involvens
(Schmidl)

Spang ia

C

vulcani Levi

Arlemisina

Arlemisina

vulpino Lamarck

Spnngia

C. (Thalysias)

waldoschmitti de
Laubenfels

Echinoclathria

Echinoclathria

virgultosa

(Hymedesmiidae)
?

Aulaspongus

(Raspailiidae)
£. (Echinocfwlina)

Microciona

C. (Microciona)

I

Thalysias)

synonym of
wolperso
Duchassaing

<fc

Panda ros

riilocaulis
spiculifera

(Lamarck)

Michelolti

Ophlitaspongia

of

Echinoclathria
subhispido Carter

Microciona

&

Lamarck

tuberosa sp.nov.
tuherosocapita fa

&

[for Microciona

cun'ichela
Vacelet
Vasseur]

sec C. (Axociella)

ioxivaria Sara

Hallmann

prolifera (Ellis

Solander)

Carter

t

C. (Cfathha)

Spnngia

Desor

vasiformis de
toxiienuis

(Clathria)

synonym of

aniarcnca (Topsent)

Microci<ma

Mkrociona

Cornulum
(lophonidae)

typica Kirkpatrick

vacelettia

Siribelli

(Microciona)

synonym of

Clathria

toxirechi

C

(Clathha)

toximajor Topse m

Topsent

Arlemisina

Arlemisina

(Thalysias)

Stylostichon

toxipraedita

Microciona

C. {Thalysias)

toxiferum
Topsenr [prcocc]

Sarh&

Artemisina

tunisiae

C, (Microciona)
see C. (Axociella)

Burton
fpreocc]

thielei

:

tubulosa Koltun

Boury-Esnault

Henischel
textile

'

(Axinellidae)

wesselensis
T< n^n

-

C. (Tluilysias)
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incorporating the Indonesian and Micronesian
faunas (in prep.).

My

phylogeny, based

primarily on structural features of the skeleton, conflicts with that of Hajdu et
al.. 1994. Their hypothesis
is based on the premise that

microgeometry is less likely to be influenced by
modification during the
course of evolution than
structural features. I em
phasise skeletal structure

and skeletal differentiation
as primary characters in the

evolution

of

Micro

My

cionidae.
classification
allows inclusion of arcuate

and anchorate modified
chelae (which would otherwise be included in Myxillina). Identical structural
features, primarily, and

megasclere geometry,
secondarily, in species with
arcuate or anchorate chelae
may indicate evolutionary

similarity,

whereas

it

is

debatable whether or not
observed modifications to
chelae are homologous or
merely convergent.

Biogeograpfiy,

attempts

to

Many

early

analyse

biogeographic patterns of
marine sponges were unsuccessful because authors

attempted too broad a
coverage
taxonomic
without detailed taxonomic
revisions and the belated
recognition that many socalled 'widely distributed*
species actually consist of
allopatric, cryptic sibling

species, thus masking
potentially informative pat-

terns on distribution and
FIG. 316. Distribution of microcionid species and levels of endemism in biasing proportions of
biogeographic provinces. Division of provincial faunas based on traditional regional endemism. By
biogeographic regions (Wiedenmayer, 1989). Bar length = total number of
comparison, several conprovincial species; grey hatch =
of species endemic to each province.

%

temporary biogeographic
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endemism

species

throughout world marine
•

.

provinces,

comparing

regional faunas within the
Indo-west Pacific region
:

the
(targeting
Caledonian fauna

New
in

par-

and contrasting
these broad distribution

ticular),

patterns for Microcionidae
with those of the families

Raspailiidae and AxinelThese analyses arc
taken further in this study,
focussing in particular on
the Australian fauna, and
incorporating additional
lidae.

PERONIAN

18

data derived from the
present revision. Hooper &

C,

>

B

Levi (1994) also provided
an areacladislic analysis of
one species group (Clathria

52

!

"procera" group), comparing sibling species' distributions and postulating

i

historical biogeographic
patterns and relationships
"

throughout the world's

c
6

Although

from

this

it

is

clear

study and others
that historical biogeog-

22
17

FLINDERSTAN

seas.

i

&

15

raphy can provide many

more facets

to the

questions

posed by biogcographers,

who

attempt to understand
between both
provincial
species
and the
FIG. 317. A,B, Biogeographic relationships hetween Australian microcionid
species within lndo-west Pacific marine provinces, showing numbers of shared provinces themselves, it IS
also clear that analysis of
species between provinces (provincial endemic species circled).
many species groups are required to gain a meaningful
analyses have had greater success based on relainterpretation of data and to resolve a general area
tively well-revised, restricted taxa (genera,
relationships

Van Soest et ah, 1991; Hooper,
Van Soest & Hooper, 993; Hooper & Levi,

families), (e.g..

1991;

1994; Bergquist

1

&

Kelly-Borges, 1995). Yet

statement for the marine biomc (Van Soest et al M
1991). It is inappropriate to undertake such a
detailed areacladislic analyses in this present

these studies too have not reached any consensus

work

concerning general area statements for shallow
water marine sponges, and they fail to distinguish
between vicariant events or subsequent dispersals

it

to explain species' distributions

(Hooper & Levi,

into analyses (in prep.).

The present

analysis fol-

lows the format used for Raspailiidae (Hooper,
1991).

1994).

Only one (Hooper

whereas
be much more useful to include a revised
Indonesian and Micronesian microcionid fauna
restricted to the Australian fauna,

will

&

1994) included
species of Microcionidae, providing a preliminary analysis of biogeographic patterns amongst
Indo-west Pacific species, comparing levels of
Levi,

From present data and the earlier analysis
(Hooper & Levi, 1994) there is little evidence for
cosmopolitan microctonids. A possible exception
is Clathria atrasanguinea which has contiguous
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populations

o-

C

(i.e.

substan-

by comparison of

tiated

voucher specimens) within
and E Indian Ocean
system, Mediterranean-E
Atlantic system, and
Atlantic system (though not
yet recorded from the

i

the

1

I

W

W

1

<

5

i

Pacific). All other reported

cases of cosmopolitan
species consist of 2 or more
sibling species. In contrast,

9 species of microcionids
are widely distributed,
usually with disjunct distributions (possibly explained by local extinctions

MAUGEAN

within intermediate provin-

-

D

ces; e.g., C. cactiformis).
is

possible that

It

some of

these species also comprise
more than one allopatrie
sibling species but it was
not possible to detect any
consistent differences be-

tween populations based
solely on skeletal characters. Similarly, most species
of Microcionidac are

restricted to single

ocean

systems, and only about

5%

of species range widely
within any particular system (whereas most other
species are much more
restricted in their ranges).
to

8

S

"\

Worldwide 72% of species
are restricted to a single
biogcographic province although levels of regional
endemism range from 3080% of species (Pig. 316).
Microcionids are rela-

4

I

7
:

I
-

2
-

V

12

and
most

species found predominant'

4
" -.

DAMPIERIAN

tively
diverse
prevalent, with

i

ly

in

shallow-waters but

some ranging down
2500m
prise

to

They combetween 7-16% of all
depth.

species of

demosponges

within the various marine
FIG. 317. C-E, Biogcographic relationships between Australian microcionid biogeographic regions of
species within Indo-west Pacific marine provinces, showing numbers of shared
the world (8% average),
species between provinces (provincial endemic species circled).
with two major peaks of
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NE

diversity indicated: I ndo- Australia region and
Atlantic (Hooper &. Ldvi 1994: fig.3). Within the

lndr>wesi Pacific, extending from the Andaman
Pacific rim, there are 96
Sea to islands of the
species of which 1 5 (or about 60%) arc endemic
to the region. This level of endemism is closely
comparable to that in NE Atlantic specjes. The
1 ndo- west Pacific species represent about 7% of

W

the region's

fauna.

Australian continental marine provinces con148 species of microcionids, comprising
of the entire demosponge fauna for the
about 1 1
tain

%

Although

75%) being endemic.

not possible to postulate detailed
faunistjc relationships using these crude analyses
mierocionid distribution data do support the concept of a differentiated southern Gondwanan
fauna and northern Tcthys fauna within coastal
Australia (Hooper
Levi, 1994) based on a
il liferent data set, Temperate Australian marine
provinces contain a higher diversity of
riMcrocionids (90 species) and greater endemism
(81%) than tropical provinces (the latter with 74
it is

&

species,
rrf

59%

endemism

endemic)

(Fig. 316).

These

levels

are very .similar to those observed

for Raspailiidae (Hooper,

1991), although the

temperate raspailnd fauna was

less diverse but

had greater endemism than did the

tropical fauna.

This observation is further supported considering the Australian fauna in more detail (Ftc. 317).

Peronian (Ft^ 3 17A), Of all Australian continenprovinces the SE Australian temperate
(Peronian) province contains the greatest diversity of species (60) and also the highest proportion of regional endemism (28 species or 48%).
tal

Not

&

1

demosponge

region, with 111 (or

importance of the Leeuwin current to the m
Walker,
biogeography of the west coast fPearce
1991; Hooper, 1994)).

surprisingly greatest similarities in species

(i.e., numbers of shared species) are
with the adjacent temperate provinces (Flindersian, Maugean) and adjacent tropica! Solanderian
province, with only few 'widespread' species
common to all Indo-wcst Pacific provinces.

composition

SW

Flindersian (Fig. 317B). The southern and
Australian temperate (Flindersian) province contains 46 species of which 22 (47%) are endemic,
showing greatest similarities to lhe other two

southern Australian temperate provinces
(Peronian, Maugean). whereas few species are
shared with the adjacent
tropkral (Dampierian) province (no doubt reflecting the relative

NW

(Fig. 317Q. The coo] temperate Bass
Strait-Tasmanian (Maugean) province contains
26 species of microcionids with only 5 (or 19%)

Maugean

endemic, showing greatest similarities to the
other southern temperate provinces.
Solanderian (Fig. 317D). The NE Australian
tropical (Solanderian) province contains 45
species (18 or 40% endemic), with similarities to
the adjacent temperate Peronian. tropical Dampierian and SE Indonesian faunas.

A

Dampierian

(Fig. 3 17E ).
similar relationship is
indicated for the tropical northwest Australian

(Dampierian) province containing 42 species (17
species or 40% endemic).

From

these comparisons between adjacent

provincial faunas

it is

clear that lhe

two

tropical

provinces (Dampierian and Solanderian) share
the highest number of sy mpatric species and also
share a large number of species with both Indonesia and the western Pacific rim isbunU
Nevertheless, nearly half the number of species
in each of these provinces are unique. Similarly*
the three southern Australian (continental,
temperate) provinces share a large proportion of
their species, especially Peronian and Maugean
faunas, whereas there is very little mixing (less
than 15% of species) between temperate and
tropica! Australian mierocionid species. Only
two species of microcionids have confirmed
trans-Tasman Sea distributions (Bergquist
Frornont, 1988). and only four are found in both
the Solanderian and New Caledonian provinces
(Hooper
Levi, 1993a). with similar observations reported for Raspailiidae (Hooper, 1991) in
which both New Zealand and New Caledonian
faunas have exceptionally high numbers of endemic mierocionid species (nearly 70% and 67%

&

&

endemism, respectively).
The Antarctic and austral islands faunas have a
low diversity of microcionids (18) and few endemic species (28%), sharing many species with

SW

adjacent provinces such as New Zealand,
Atlantic, Subantarctic islands and SE Pacific.
There are no austral temperate species found in
the Australian continental faunas, as also observed for the Raspailiidae (Hooper, lWl)
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A, Clathria (C.) angulifera (QMG303230, N. Stradbroke I., Qld., 30m, photo author). B, Clathria
(QMG305135, Direction Is, GBR, 15ITC photo author). C, Clathria (C.) kylista (QMG300035,
Mooloolabah, Qld., 10m, photo author). D, Clathria(C) murphyi (QMG300656, Houtman Abrolhos, WA, 9m,
photo NCI). E, Clathria (C) noarlungae (NTMZ3566, Kingston S.E., SA, 5m, photo NCI). F, Clathria (C)
striata (QMG303755, North Head, NSW, 50m, photo D. Roberts).
1.

(C.) conectens
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PLATE

A, Clathria (C.) transiens (QMG300268, Furneaux Is, Tas, 18m, photo NCI). B, Clathria (W.)
(QMG301458, Cook I, NSW, 15m, photo author). C, Clathria (W.) abrolhosensis (NTMZ3218,
Houtman Abrolhos, WA, 22m, photo author). D, Clathria (W.) claviformis (QMG300576, Parry Shoals, NT,
30m, photo NCI). E, Clathria (W.) ensiae (NTMZ3561, Marion Reef, SA, 6m, photo NCI). F, Clathria (W.)
tuberosa (QMG303428, Mandorah, NT, lm, photo author).
2.

australiensis
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3. A, Clathria (£>.) myxilloides (QMG300613, Kangaroo I, SA, 18m, photo NCI). B, Clathria (D.)
pyramida (QMG300238, Kangaroo L, SA, 6m, photo NCI). C, Clathria (Af.) aceratoobtusa with Rostanga
arbutus feeding (QMG300543, Long Reef, NSW, Om, photo W. Rudman). D, Clathria (A/.) illawarrae
(QMG304572, Shell Harbour, NSW, 2m, photo L. Miller). E, Clathria (Af ) lizardensis (QMG304121, Lizard
I., GBR, 9m, photo author). F, Clathria (/.) selachia (NTMZ2946, Shark Bay, WA, 7m, photo author).
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PLATE

A, Clathria (J.) eccentrica (NTMZ288, Darwin Harbour, NT, lm, photo author). B, Clathria (A.)
(QMG303752, North Head, NSW, 50m, photo D. Roberts). C, Clathria (T.) abietina (NTMZ2163,
Darwin Harbour, NT, 10m, photo author). D, Clathria (T.) abietina (NTMZ261 1, Darwin Harbour, NT, 12m,
photo author). E, Clathria (T.) cactiformis (NTMZ3831, St. Patrick's Head, Tas., 6m, photo NCI). F, Clathria
(T.) cactiformis (QMG300736, Houtman Abrolhos, WA, 8m, photo NCI).
4.

thetidis
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i<d
f*Ste3&

PLATE

Houtman Abrolhos, WA, 8m, photo NCI). B, Clathria
20m, photo author). C, Clathria (7.) coralliophila
(QMG300377, Motupore L» PNG, 8m, photo NCI). D, Clathria (T.) aphylla (QMG300477, Houtman Abrolhos,
A, 20m photo NCI). E, Clathria (T.) craspedia (QMG30 1 452, Cook I., NSW, 1 5m, photo author). F, Clathria
(7.) craspedia (QMG301452, Cook I, NSW, 15m, photo author).
(T.)

W

5. A, Clathria (7.) cancellaria (QMG300536,
cervicornis (QMG300707, Howick Is, GBR,

t
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PLATE 6. A, Clathria (T.) coppingeri (NTMZ1 1 52, Northwest Shelf, WA, 55m depth, photo author). B, Clathria
darwinensis (QMG303375, Darwin Harbour, NT, 17m, photo author). C, Clathria (7.) hallmanni
(NTMZ221 8, Darwin Harbour, NT, 0m, photo author). D, Clathria (T.) hesperia (NTMZ3327, Exmouth Gulf,
WA, 16m, photo NCI). E, Clathria (TJ) hesperia (QMG300213, Amphinome Shoals, NW Shelf, WA, 50m,
photo author). F, Clathria (T.) hirsuta (QMG300603, Whitsunday Is, GBR, 20m, photo NCI).
(T.)
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Solitary Is, NSW, 7m, photo NCI). B, Clathria (T.) lendenfeldi
Darwin Harbour, NT, 12m, photo N.Smit). C, Clathria (T.) lendenfeldi (NTMZ3489, Monte
Bello Is, WA, 4m, photo NCI). D, Clathria (T.) lendenfeldi (NTMZ64, Port Essington, NT, 6m, photo author).
E, Clathria (T.) lendenfeldi (QMG305 1 38, Direction Is, GBR, 20m, photo author). F, Clathria (T.)phorbasiformis (NTMZ2138, Darwin Harbour, NT, 0m, photo author). G, Clathria (T.) phorbasiformis (NTMZ2203,
Darwin Harbour, NT, 0m, photo author).

PLATE 7. A, Clathria (7.) hirsute (QMG30077 1
(unregistered,

,
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PLATE
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8. A, Clathria (T.) reinwardti (NTMZ77, Port Essington, NT, 15m, photo author). B, Clathria (T.)
reinwardti (NTMZ2206, Darwin Harbour, NT, Om, photo author). C, Clathria (T. ) tingens (NTMZ223 1 , Darwin
Harbour, NT, Om, photo author). D, Clathria (7.) tingens (QMG303826, Hook Reef, GBR, 31m, photo author).
E, Clathria (T.) toxifera (NTMZ2222, Darwin Harbour, NT, Om, photo author). F, Clathria (T.) vulpina
(QMG301376, Byron Bay, NSW, 18m, photo author).
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A, Clathria (7*.) wesselensis (QMG300361, Wessel Is, NT, 13m depth, photo author). B, Antho (A.)
tuberosa (QMG300203, Shark Bay, WA, 8m, photo author). C, Antho (A.) tuberosa (QMG300678, Houtman
Abrolhos, WA, 20m, photo NCI). D, Antho (P.) ridleyi (NTMZ2142, Darwin Harbour, NT, 0m, photo author).
E, Antho (P.) ridleyi (NTMZ299, Darwin Harbour, 3m, photo author). F, Antho (/.) chartacea with Rostanga
feeding (NTMZ2831, Botany Bay, NSW, 2m, photo W, Rudman).
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PLATE
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10. A, Antho (/.) punicea (QMG304399, Lizard I., GBR, 18m, photo author). B, Echinoclathria
axineiioides (QMG300269, Fumeaux Is, Tas, 20m, photo NCI). C, Echinoclathria bergquistae (QMG303827,
Hook Reef, GBR, 24m, photo author). D, Echinoclathria digitata (QMG304763, Howick Is, GBR, 2 1 m, photo
J. Kennedy). E, Echinoclathria egena (QMG300669, St. Patrick's Head, Tas., 6m, photo NCI). F, Echinoclathria
levii (QMG300675, Bicheno, Tas., 30m, photo NCI).
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A, Echinoclathria notialis (QMG3006 1 4, Kangaroo L, S A, 6m, photo NCI). B, Echinoclathria riddlei

(QMG300271, Bicheno, Tas., 30m, photo NCI). C, Holopsamma arborea (QMG300239, Kangaroo I., SA,
17m, photo NCI). D, Holopsamma crassa (QMG303235, Moreton Bay, Qld., 30m, photo author). E, Holopsamma laminaefavosa (QMG301 399, Byron Bay, NSW, 20m, photo author). F, Holopsamma sp. indeterminate
(QMG300620, Edithburgh, SA, 6m, photo NCI).
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PLATE

A, Echinochalina (£) barba (NTMZ3853, Kent Is, Tas, 20m, photo NCI). B, Echinochalina (£.)
(QMG300025, Mooloolabah, Qld., 30m, photo author). C, Echinochalina (£.) tubulosa
(QMG300265, Kent Is, Tas, 20m, photo NCI). D, Echinochalina (P.) collata (QMG304120, Lizard I., GBR,
9m, photo author). E, Echinochalina (P.) isaaci (QMG305464, Swain Reefs, GBR, 22m, photo author). F,
Echinochalina (P.) tuberosa (QMG300039, Mooloolabah, Qld., 15m, photo author).
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